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HAITIAN ASYLUM-SEEKERS

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 15, 1994

House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on International Law,

Immigration, and Refugees,
Committee on the Judiciary,

Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m., in room
2237, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Romano L. Mazzoli
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Romano L. MazzoH, John Bryant,

George E. Sangmeister, Jerrold Nadler, Xavier Becerra, Bill McCol-
lum, Lamar S. Smith, and Charles T. Canady.

Also present: Eugene Pugliese, counsel; Leslie L. Megyeri, assist-

ant counsel; Judy Knott, secretary; Lizzie Daniels, secretary; and
Peter Levinson, minority counsel.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN MAZZOLI

Mr. Mazzoli. We have called this hearing today because the cur-

rent situation in Haiti poses a fundamental dilemma to the United
States and to foreign policymakers: How can we protect the lives

of Haitians who are being victimized by the current military lead-

ers? How can we prevent problems at sea of the Haitians who have
left their country? And, at the same time, how can we prevent
what some would call an uncontrollable exodus of Haitians to the

United States?
We have before us three bills concerning Haitian asylum-seekers,

H.R. 3663 by Mrs. Meek, H.R. 4114 by Mr. Dellums, and H.R. 4264
by Mr. Conyers, Members who have been in the forefront of efforts

to protect Haitian asylum-seekers, and I see in the room also the

gentleman from New York, Mr. Rangel who has been active in that
effort as well.

[The bills, H.R. 3663, H.R. 4114, and H.R. 4264, follow:]

(1)



103d congress
1st Session H. R. 3663

To rea£Bnn the obligation of the United States to refrain from the involuntary

return of refugees outside the United States, designate Haiti under
Temporaiy Protected Status, and for other purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

November 22, 1993

Mrs. Meek (for herself, Mr. Gil&iax, Ms. Brown of Florida, Mr. Owens,
Mr. Mfume, Mr. Towns, Mr. Rush, Mrs. Clayton, Mr. Scott, Mr.

Lewis of Georgia, Mr. Watt, Mr. Hilliard, Mr. Romero-Barcelo,
Miss Collins of Michigan, Mr. Flake, Mr. Tucker, Ms. Waters, Mr.

Jefferson, Mr. Payn-e of New Jersey, Mr. Rangel, Ms. Pelosi, Mr.
Wyntc, Mr. Jacobs, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Ms. Eddie Bernice
Johnson of Texas, Mr. Confers, Mr. Hastings, Mr. Foolietta, Ms.

McKiN-N-EY, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Washington, Mr. de Lugo, Mr.

Clyburn, Mr. Engel, and Mr. Dellums) introduced the following bill;

which was referred jointly to the Committees on Foreign Affairs and the

Judiciary

A BILL
To reaffirm the obligation of the United States to reft*ain

fi*om the involuntary return of refugees outside the Unit-

ed States, designate Haiti under Temporary Protected

Status, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States ofAmerica in Congress assembled,



2

1 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

2 This Act may be cited as the "Haitian Refugee Fair-

3 ness Act".

4 SEC. 2. ADHERENCE TO INTERNATIONAL LAW REQUIRE-

5 MENT OF NONREFOULEMENT.

6 (a) Congressional Statement.—It is the sense of

7 the Congress that Article 33 of the Convention Relating

8 to the Status of Refugees (done at Geneva, July 28,

9 1951), as appUed under Article I of the Protocol Relating

10 to the Status of Refugees (done at New York, January

11 31, 1967), imposes an obligation upon states which are

12 party to the Protocol that applies wherever the states act

13 and without territorial limitation, and Congress reaffirms

14 that this Article 33 obligation applies to actions of the

15 United States with respect to individuals within and with-

16 out the territorial boundaries of the United States.

17 (b) Obligations Outside the United States.—

18 The United States Government shall not return, cause to

19 be returned, or affect the movement in any manner which

20 results in returning, a national or habitual resident of a

21 country, who is outside the territorial boundaries of the

22 country of nationality or residence to the territory where

23 the individual's life or freedom would be threatened, and

24 no funds may be expended without respect to any such

25 return, unless the United States Government first deter-

26 mines in a manner that incorporates procedural safe-

•HR 3663 IH



3

1 guards consistent with internationally endorsed standards

2 and guidelines that such individual is not a refugee of such

3 country under Article 1 of the Convention Relating to the

4 Status of Refugees (done at Geneva July 28, 1951) as

5 applied under Article I of the United Nations Protocol Re-

6 lating to the Status of Refugees (done at New York, Janu-

7 ary 31, 1967) or a person designated under Article 33

8 of the Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees.

9 (c) Obligations Within the Territorial Wa-

10 ters of Another Country.—The United States Grov-

11 emment shall not return, cause to be returned, or affect

12 the movement in any manner which results in returning,

13 a national or habitual resident of a country, who is within

14 the territorial waters of his or her country of nationality

15 or habitual residence, to the land ft^ntier or territorial

16 land of the country of nationality or residence where the

17 individual's life or freedom would be threatened, and no

18 funds may be expended with respect to any such return,

19 unless the United States Grovemment first determines in

20 a manner that incorporates procedural safeguards consist-

21 ent with internationally endorsed standards and guidelines

22 that if that individual were outside the territory of the

23 country of nationality or habitual residence such individ-

24 ual would not be a refugee of such country under Article

25 I of the Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees

•HR386S IH
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1 (done at Geneva, July 28, 1951) as applied under Article

2 I of the United National Protocol Relating to the Status

3 of Refugees (done at New York), January 31, 1967) or

4 a person designated under Article 33 of the Convention

5 Relating to the Status of Refugees. This subsection shall

6 not constitute authority for conducting operations by the !

7 United States Government within the territorial waters of

8 another country.

9 (d) Limitations.—The provisions of this section do

10 not apply to an individual if

—

11 (1) such individual ordered, incited, assisted, or

12 otherwise participated in the persecution of any per-

13 son on account of race, religion, nationality, mem-

14 bership in a particular social group or political opin-

15 ion; or

16 (2) such individual, having been convicted by a

17 final judgment of an aggravated felony (as defined

18 in section 101(a)(43) of the Immigration and Na-

19 tionality Act), constitutes a danger to the commu-

20 nity of the United States.

21 (e) Rule of Construction.—Nothing in this sec-

22 tion shall be construed to impose new obligations on the

23 Government of the United States in its treatment of na-

24 tionals and habitual residents of a country at United

25 States diplomatic and consular missions in that country.

•HR 3663 IH
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1 SEC. 3. TEMPORARYPROTECTED STATUS FOR HAITIANS.

2 (a) Designation.—
3 (1) In general.—Haiti is hereby designated

4 under section 244A(b) of the Immigration and Na-

5 tionaUty Act (8 U.S.C. 1254a(b)), subject to the

6 provisions of this section.

7 (2) Period of designation.—Such designa-

8 tion shall take effect on the date of the enactment

9 of this Act and shall remain in effect for a period

10 of 24 months from the date of enactment of this Act

11 or until such time as the President certifies to Con-

12 gress that a democratically elected government is se-

13 curely in place in Haiti, whichever occurs later.

14 (b) Aliens Eligible.—In applying section 244A of

15 the Immigration and Nationality Act pursuant to the des-

16 ignation under this section, subject to section 244A(c)(3)

17 of such Act, an alien who is a national of Haiti meets

18 the requirement of section 244A(c)(l) of such Act only

19 if—

20 (1) the alien has been continuously physically

21 present in the United States since November 17,

22 1993;

23 (2) the alien is admissible as an immigrant, ex-

24 cept as otherwise provided under section

25 244A(c)(2)(A) of such Act and is not ineligible for

. (mi 3663 IH
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1 temporary protected status under section

2 244A(c)(2)(B) of such Act; and

3 (3) the alien registers for temporary protected

4 status in a manner which the Attorney General shall

5 establish.

6 (c) Registration Fee.—Subject to section

7 244A(c)(3) of the Immigration and Nationality Act, the

8 Attorney Greneral may provide for the payment of a fee

9 as a condition of registering an alien under subsection (b)

10 of this section.

1

1

SEC. 4. REIMBURSEMENT FOR STATE AND LOCAL GOVERN-

12 MENT COSTS.

13 Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the At-

14 tomey General shall reimburse from funds authorized

15 under section 404(b)(1) of the Immigration and National-

16 ity Act, State and local governments for incremental costs

17 associated ^vith Haitian nationals who are paroled into the

18 United States by the Immigration and Naturalization

19 Service under section 212(d)(5) of the Immigration and

20 Nationalitv Act.

•HR 3663 ra
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7

1 SEC. 5. FUNDING.FOR COMMUNITY RELATIONS SERVICE OF

2 THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUS-

3 TICE AND CUBAN/HAITIAN PRIMARY SECOND-

4 ARY MIGRATION PROGRAM FOR FISCAL

5 YEARS 1994, 1995 AND 1996.

6 (a) Community Relations Service.—Of the funds

7 appropriated for the United States Department of Justice

8 for fiscal years 1994, 1995, and 1996, not less than

9 $27,000,000 shall be made available in each fiscal year

10 to the Community Relations Service.

11 (b) Cuban/Haitian Primary Secondary Migra-

12 TION Program.—Of the funds referred to in subsection

13 (a), not less than $6,000,000 in each of fiscal years 1994,

14 1995, and 1996 shall be used to provide primary and sec-

15 ondary resettlement services for Cubans and Haitians pa-

16 roled into the United States by the Immigration and Nat-

17 uralization Service under section 212(d)(5) of the Immi-

18 gration and Nationality Act.

19 SEC. 6. CUBAN/HAITIAN ENTRANT EMERGENCY FUND.

20 Section 404 of the Immigration and Nationality Act

21 (8 U.S.C. 1101, note.) is amended by adding at the end

22 the following new subsection:

23 "(c) Cuban/Haitian Entrant Emergency Fund.

24 "(1) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.

—

25 There are authorized to be appropriated for fiscal

26 year 1994 and any subsequent fiscal year to a

. •HR 3663 IH
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1 Cuban/Haitian Entrant Emergency Fund to be es-

2 tablished in the Treasury, an amount sufficient to

3 provide for a balance of $5,000,000 in such fund, to

4 be used to cany out the purposes described in para-

5 graph (3).

6 "(2) Conditions for use of fund.—Funds

7 which are authorized to be appropriated by para-

8 graph (1) shall be available whenever

—

9 "(A) the number of Cubans and Haitians

10 paroled into the United States by the Immigra-

11 tion and Naturalization Service under section

12 212(d)5 of the Immigration and Nationality

13 Act in a single fiscal year has exceeded the esti-

14 mate made by the Attorney General as required

15 in paragraph (4), and

16 "(B) funds appropriated for the Cuban/

17 Haitian Primary/Secondary Resettlement Pro-

18 gram are inadequate to provide primary and

19 secondary resettlement services at the fiscal

20 year 1993 funding and service level.

21 "(3) . Funds which are authorized to be

22 appropriated by paragraph (1) shall be available

23 solely for the purpose of assisting with the process-

24 ing, placement and reception of Cubans and Hai-

25 tians paroled into the United States by the Immigra-

•HR 3663 IH
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9

1 tion and Naturalization Service under section

2 212(d)(5) of the Immigration and Nationality Act.

3 "(4) Annual estimation of cuban and hai-

4 tian parolees.

5 "(A) The Attorney General of the United

6 States shall submit each year, concurrent with

7 the President's annual budget request, an esti-

8 mate of the number of Cubans and Haitians

9 who are expected to be paroled into the United

10 States under section 212(d)(5) of the Immigra-

1

1

tion and Nationality Act in the next fiscal year.

12 Such estimate shall be made independently

13 from the budget request for any programs for

14 Cuban and Haitian parolees.

15 "(B) In determining the estimate required

16 by paragraph (4) (A), the Attorney General shall

17 take into consideration a number of factors, in-

18 eluding but not limited to

—

19 "(i) previous experience and current

20 trends in the number of Cubans and Hai-

21 tians paroled into the United States under

22 section 212(d)(5) of the Immigration and

23 Nationality Act, and

24 "(ii) political circumstances and

25 trends in Cuba and Haiti.".

o

•HR 3663 IH
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103d CONGRESS
2d Session H.R.4114

To provide for sanctions against Haiti, to halt the interdiction and return

of Haitian refugees, and for other purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

March 23, 1994

Mr. DELLUilS (for himself, Mr. Payke of New Jersey, Mr. OwENS, Mr. Ran-

GEL, Mr. MFmiE, Mr. Franks of Connecticut, Ms. Brown of Florida,

Mr. CoNYERS, Ms. Eddie Bernice Johnson of Texas, Mrs. Meek, Mr.

Bishop, Mr. Blackwell, Mr. Clay, Mrs. Clayton, Mr. Clyburn,

Miss Collins of Michigan, Mrs. Collins of Dlinois, Mr. Dixon, Mr.

Fields of Louisiana, Mr. Flake, Mr. FORD of Tennessee, Mr.

Hilliard, Mr. Hastings, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Ms.

McKdcn-ey, Ms. Norton, Mr. Reynolds, Mr. Rush, Mr. Scott, Mr.

Stokes, Mr. Thompson of Mississippi, Mr. Towns, Mr. Tucker, Mr.

Washington, Ms. Waters, Mr. Watt, Mr. Wheat, and Mr. Wyn-n) in-

troduced the following bill; which was referred jointly to the Committees

on Ways and Means, Foreign Affairs, Public Works and Transportation,

the Judiciary, and Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs

A BILL
To provide for sanctions against Haiti, to halt the interdic-

tion and return of Haitian refugees, and for other

purposes.

1 Be it enacted hy the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United States ofAmerica in Congress assembled,



12

2

1 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

2 This Act may be cited as the "Governors Island Rein-

3 forcement Act of 1994".

4 SEC. 2. SANCTIONS AGAINST HATTL

5 (a) Prohjbiting Trade and Certain Trans-

6 ACTIONS Involving Haiti,—The following are prohib-

7 ited:

8 (1) The import into the United States of any

9 goods or services of Haitian origin, other than publi-

10 cations and material imported for news publications

11 or news broadcast dissemination.

12 (2) The export to Haiti of any goods, tech-

13 nology (including technical data or other informa-

14 tion) or services from the United States, except pub-

15 lications, food, medicine, and medical supplies and

16 donations of articles intended to reUeve human suf-

17 fering, such as clothing and temporary housing.

18 (3) The purchase by any United States person

19 of any goods for export from Haiti to any country.

20 (4) The performance by any United States per-

21 son of any contract in support of an industrial or

22 other commercial or governmental project in Haiti.

23 (5) The grant or extension of credits or loans

24 by any United States person to the unelected mili-

25 tary rulers of Haiti, its instrumentalities and con-

26 trolled entities.

•HR 4114 IH
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3

1 (b) Prohibition of Certain Air Transport In-

2 VOLVING Haiti.—The following is prohibited:

3 (1) Any transaction by a United States person

4 relating to air transportation to or from Haiti.

5 (2) The provision of transportation to or from

6 the United States by aircraft of Haitian registration.

7 (3) The sale in the United States by any person

8 holding authority under the Federal Aviation Act of

9 any transportation by air which includes any stop in

10 Haiti.

1

1

(c) Sanctions Against Other Nations.—
12 (1) If the President determines that a foreign

13 country is not cooperating with United States sanc-

14 tions against Haiti under this Act or with applicable

15 sanctions against Haiti imposed by the United Na-

16 tions and the Organization of American States, ef-

17 fective 60 days after such determination no United

18 States assistance may be provided to such foreign

19 country.

20 (2) If the President makes a determination

21 under paragraph (1)

—

22 (A) the President shall impose at least one

23 other penalty or sanction which the President

24 considers to be appropriate under the Inter-

25 national Emergency Economic Powers Act; and

•HR 4114 IH
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4

1 (B) the President may impose such other

2 sanctions and penalties under the International

3 Emergency Economic Powers Act as the Presi-

4 dent considers appropriate.

5 (3) For the purpose of this subsection, the term

6 "United States assistance" means assistance of any

7 kind which is provided by grant, sale, loan, lease,

8 credit, guaranty, or insurance, or by any other

9 means, by any agency or instrumentality of the

10 United States Government, including

—

11 (A) assistance under the Foreign Assist-

12 ance Act of 1961; and

13 (B) sales, credits, and guaranties under

14 the Arms Export Control Act.

15 (d) Sanctions by Other Countries.—The Presi-

16 dent shall direct the United States Ambassador to the

17 United Nations to assume a leadership role within the

18 United Nations Security Council to ensure that sanctions

19 against Haiti unilaterally imposed by the United States

20 under this Act are adopted by the international commu-

21 nity.

22 (e) Termination op Sanctions.—The provisions of

23 this section shall cease to have effect on the date the Presi-

24 dent certifies to the Congress that the democratically-

25 elected President of Haiti has been reinstated and Haiti's

•HR 4114 IH
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5

1 military hi^ command has met its obligations under the

2 Grovemors Island Agreement.

3 SEC. 3. CONGRESSIONAL STATEMENT.

4 (a) Human Rights Observers.—The Congress

5 strongly urges the President to take such steps as are nec-

6 essary to facilitate the return to Haiti of a full contingent

7 of human rights observers under the auspices of the

8 United Nations and/or the Organization of American

9 States.

10 (b) Multinational Border Patrol.—Subject to

11 the request of the democratically-elected President of

12 Haiti Jean-Bertrand Aristide, the Congress strongly urges

13 President Clinton to take all available measures to effect

14 the deployment of a multinational border patrol between

15 the Dominican Republic and Haiti which will be fully

16 equipped in terms of personnel and equipment to halt

17 cross-border violations of sanctions against Haiti imposed

18 by the United States and other countries.

19 (c) Multilateral Socioeconomic and Peace-

20 KEEPING Assistance.—The Congress reaffirms the un-

21 wavering committment of the United States to support

22 multilateral socioeconomic and peacekeeping assistance to

23 Haiti upon the return to power of the democratically-elect-

24 ed President of Haiti and the removal of Haiti's military

25 high command.

•HR 4114 IH
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6

1 SEC. 4. SANCrnY OF GOVERNORS ISLAND AGREEMENT.

2 (a) In General.—Subject to subsection (b) and not-

3 withstanding any other provision of law, no officer or em-

4 ployee of the United States shall attempt, directly or indi-

5 rectly, to amend, reinterpret, or nullify the Governors Is-

6 land Agreement.

7 (b) Exception.—Subsection (a) shall not apply to

8 the October 30, 1993, deadline for the return to power

9 of the democratically-elected President of Haiti, Jean-

10 Bertrand Aristide.

1

1

SEC. S. TERMINATION OF BILATERAL MIGRANT INTERDIC-

12 TION AGREEMENT.

13 The President shall notify the Government of Haiti

14 immediately of the intention of the United States Govem-

15 ment to terminate the agreement between the United

16 States and Haiti relating to migrant interdiction (effected

17 by the exchange of notes signed at Port-au-Prince on Sep-

18 tember 23, 1981; 33 UST 3559, TIAS 6577).

19 SEC. 6. ADHERENCE TO INTERNATIONAL LAW REQUIRE-

20 MENT OF NONREFOULEMENT WITH RESPECT

21 TOHATTL

22 (a) Obligations Outside the United States.—
23 The United States Government shall not return, cause to

24 be returned, or affect the movement in any manner which

25 results in returning, to Haiti a national or habitual resi-

26 dent of Haiti, who is outside the territorial boundaries of

•HR 4114 ra
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1 Haiti, and no Ainds may be expended with respect to any

2 such return, unless the United States Grovemment first

3 determines in a manner that incorporates procedural safe-

4 guards consistent with internationally endorsed standards

5 and guidelines that such individual is not a refugee of

6 Haiti under Article 1 of the Convention Relating to the

7 Status of Refugees (done at Geneva July 28, 1951) as

8 applied under Article I of the United Nations Protocol Re-

9 lating to the Status of Refugees (done at New York, Janu-

10 ary 31, 1967) or a person designated under Article 33

11 of the Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees.

12 (b) Obligations Within the Territorial Wa-

13 TERS OP Haiti.—The United States Government shall

14 not return, cause to be returned, or affect the movement

15 in any manner which results in returning, to Haiti a na-

16 tional or habitual resident of Haiti, who is within the terri-

17 torial waters of Haiti, and no funds may be expended with

18 respect to any such return, unless the United States Gov-

19 emment first determines in a manner that incorporates

20 procedural safeguards consistent with internationally en-

21 dorsed standards and guidelines that if that individual

22 were outside the territorial boundaries of Haiti such indi-

23 vidual would not be a refugee of Haiti under Article I of

24 the Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees (done

25 at Geneva, July 28, 1951) as applied under Article I of

•HR 4114 IH
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1 the United National Protocol Relating to the Status of

2 Refugees (done at New York, January 31, 1967) or a per-

3 son designated under Article 33 of the Convention Relat-

4 ing to the Status of Refugees. This subsection shall not

5 constitute authority for conducting operations by the

6 United States Government within the territorial waters of

7 Haiti or any other country.

8 (c) Limitations.—The provisions of this section do

9 not apply to an individual if

—

10 (1) such individual ordered, incited, assisted, or

1

1

otherwise participated in the persecution of any per-

12 son on account of race, religion, nationality, mem-

13 bership in a particular social group or political opin-

14 ion; or

15 (2) such individual, having been convicted by a

16 final judgment of an aggravated felony (as defined

17 in section 101(a)(43) of the Immigration and Na-

18 tionality Act), constitutes a danger to the commu-

19 nity of the United States.

20 (d) Rule op Construction.—Nothing in this sec-

21 tion shall be construed to impose new obligations on the

22 Government of the United States in its treatment of na-

23 tionals and habitual residents of a country at United

24 States diplomatic and consular missions in that country.

•HR 4114 IH
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1 SEC. 7. TEMPORARY PROTECTED STATUS FOR HAITIANS.

2 (a) Designation.—During the period specified in

3 subsection (c) of this section, Haiti is hereby designated

4 under section 244A(b)(l) of the Immigration and Nation-

5 aUty Act (relating to temporary protected status).

6 (b) Eligible Haitians.—^Any alien

—

7 (1) who is a national of Haiti and is present in

8 the United States or in the custody or control of the

9 United States (including Guantanamo Bay, Cuba,

10 and any other vessel or facility of the United States

11 Government) at any time during the period de-

12 scribed in subsection (c) of this section,

13 (2) who is not an alien designated under section

14 8(b) or 9(b) of this Act,

15 (3) who meets the requirements of section

16 244A(c)(l)(A)(iii) of the Immigration and National-

17 ity Act, and

18 (4) who, during the period described in sub-

19 section (c) of this section, registers for temporary

20 protected status to the extent and in a manner

21 which the Attorney General establishes,

22 shall be granted temporary protected status for the dura-

23 tion of that period and section 244A(a)(l) of the Immigra-

24 tion and Nationality Act shall apply with respect to such

25 alien.

•HR 4114 IH
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1 (c) Period op Designation.—The designation pur-

2 suant to subsection (a) shall be in effect during the period

3 beginning on the date of enactment of this Act and ending

4 on the date on which the President certifies to the Con-

5 gress that the democratically-elected President of Haiti

6 has been reinstated and Haiti's military high command

7 has met its obligations under the Governors Island Agree-

8 ment. Subsections (b)(2) and (b)(3) of section 244A of

9 the Immigration and Nationality Act do not apply with

10 respect to the designation pursuant to subsection (a) of

1

1

this section.

12 SEC. 8. CERTAIN HAITIANS INELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE VISAS

13 AND EXCLUDED FROM ADMISSION.

14 (a) Exclusion.—During the period specified in sub-

15 section (c), an alien designated under subsection (b) shall

16 be ineligible to receive any visa and shall be excluded from

17 admission into the United States.

18 (b) Designated Alien.—^An alien designated under

19 this subsection is any alien who

—

20 (1) is a national of Haiti; and

21 (2) (A) is a member of the Haitian military;

22 (B) provided financial or other material support

23 for, or directly assisted, the military coup of Septem-

24 ber 30, 1991, which overthrew the democratically

•HR 4114 IH
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1 elected Haitian Government of President Jean-

2 Bertrand Aristide;

3 (C) provided financial or other material support

4 for, or directly participated in, terrorist acts against

5 the Haitian people during any period after such

6 coup; or

7 (D) contributed to the obstruction of United

8 Nations resolutions 841 and 843, the Governors Is-

9 land Agreement, or the activities of the United Na-

10 tions Mission in Haiti.

11 (c) Period op Exclusion.—The period of exclusion

12 specified in this subsection begins on the date of the enact-

13 ment of this Act and ends on the date on which the Presi-

14 dent certifies to the Congress that the democratically-

15 elected President of Haiti has been remstated and Haiti's

16 military high command has met its obligations under the

17 Governors Island Agreement.

1 8 SEC. 9. BLOCKING OF ASSETS OF CERTAIN HAITIANS.

19 (a) Blocking of Assets.—During the period speci-

20 fied in subsection (c), all property and interests in prop-

21 erty of aliens designated under subsection (b) that are in

22 the United States, that hereafter come within the United

23 States, or that are or hereafter come within the possession

24 or control of United States persons (including overseas

25 branches of United States persons), are blocked.

•HR 4114 IH
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1 (b) Designated Alien.—^An alien designated under

2 this subsection is any alien who

—

3 (1) is a national of Haiti; and

4 (2) (A) is a member of the Haitian military;

5 (B) provided financial or other material support

6 for, or directly assisted, the military coup of Septem-

7 ber 30, 1991, which overthrew the democratically-

8 elected Haitian Government of President Jean-

9 Bertrand Aristide;

10 (C) provided financial or other material support

1

1

for, or directly participated in, terrorist acts against

12 the Haitian people during any period after such

13 coup; or

14 (D) contributed to the obstruction of United

15 Nations resolutions 841 and 843, the Governors Is-

16 land Agreement, or the activities of the United Na-

17 tions Mission in Haiti.

18 (c) Period op Exclusion.—The period of exclusion

19 specified in subsection (a) begins on the date of the enact-

20 ment of this Act and ends on the date on which the Presi-

21 dent certifies to the Congress that the democratically-

22 elected President of Haiti has been reinstated and Haiti's

23 military high command has met its obligations under the

24 Governors Island Agreement.

O

\
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103d congress
2d Session H. R. 4264

To express United States policy regarding the restoration of democratic con-

stitutional government in Haiti, to grant temporary protected status

to Haitians until such a government is restored, and to terminate the

migrant interdiction agreement between the United States and Haiti.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

April 20, 1994

Mr. CONYERS introduced the following bill; which was referred jointly to the

Committees on Foreign Affairs and the Judiciary

A BILL
To express United States policy regarding the restoration

of democratic constitutional government in Haiti, to

grant temporary protected status to Haitians until such

a government is restored, and to terminate the migrant

interdiction agreement between the United States and

Haiti.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States ofAmerica in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. FINDINGS.

4 The Congress finds that

—

5 (1) Jean-Bertrand Aristide was elected Presi-

6 dent of Haiti in a landslide victory on December 16,
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1 1990, in the first free and fair election in Haiti's

2 186 year history; and

3 (2) the unconstitutional seizure of power by the

4 Haitian military is repugnant to all democratic na-

5 tions, and represents an affront to all who believe in

6 democracy.

7 SEC. 2. UNITED STATES POUCY.

8 It shall be the policy of the United States that

—

9 (1) President Aristide should be allowed to re-

10 turn to Haiti immediately and be reinstated as the

1

1

constitutional President of Haiti;

12 (2) the United States ^vill work in close coordi-

13 nation with the Organization of American States

14 and the United Nations to implement any applicable

15 trade embargo against Haiti;

16 (3) until President Aristide is returned to his

17 constitutional place in Haiti, the United States will

18 extend emergency humanitarian assistance to Hai-

19 tians fleeing the oppression of military dictatorship

20 in Haiti; and

21 (4) the United States Coast Guard should con-

22 tinue search and rescue measures in the inter-

23 national waters surrounding Haiti, but shall cease

24 any activities to forcibly return Haitians against
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1 their will to Haiti so long as the military dietator-

2 ship remains in power.

3 SEC. 3. TEMPORARY PROTECTED STATUS FOR HAITIANS.

4 (a) Designation.—^During the period specified in

5 subsection (c) of this section, Haiti shall be deemed to

6 have been designated under section 244A(b)(l) of the Im-

7 migration and Nationality Act (relating to temporary pro-

8 tected status).

9 (b) Eligible Haitians.—^Any alien

—

10 (1) who is a national of Haiti who is present in

11 the United States at any time during the period de-

12 scribed in subsection (c) of this section,

13 (2) who meets the requirements of section

14 244A(c)(l)(A)(iii) of the Immigration and National-

15 ity Act, and

16 (3) who, during the period described in sub-

17 section (c) of this section, registers for temporary

18 protected status to the extent and in a manner

19 which the Attorney General establishes,

20 shall be granted temporary protected status for the dura-

21 tion of that period and section 244A(a)(l) of the Immigra-

22 tion and Nationality Act shall apply ^vith respect to such

23 aUen.

24 (c) Period op Designation.—The designation pur-

25 suant to subsection (a) shall be in effect during the period
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1 beginning on the date of enactment of this Act and ending

2 on the date on which the President certifies to the Con-

3 gress that democratically elected government has been re-

4 stored in Haiti consistent with the Haitian Constitution.

5 Subsections (b)(2) and (b)(3) of section 244A of the Im-

6 migration and Nationality Act do not apply with respect

7 to the designation pursuant to subsection (a) of this

8 section.

9 SEC. 4. TERMINATION OF BILATERAL MIGRANT INTERDIC-

10 TION AGREEMENT.

1

1

The President shall notify the Government of Haiti

12 immediately of the intention of the United States Govem-

13 ment to terminate the agreement between the United

14 States and Haiti relating to migrant interdiction (effected

15 by the exchange of notes signed at Port-au-Prince on Sep-

16 tember 23, 1981; 33 UST 3559, TIAS 6577); and the

17 United States shall not take any actions pursuant to that

18 agreement after the date of enactment of this Act.

o
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Mr. Mazzoli. President Clinton's recent announcement that he

will reverse the Bush administration's policy of interdicting and
summarily returning all Haitian asylum-seekers is certainly wel-

come news. For the past 2 years, all interdicted Haitians have been

returned to Haiti without hearing on their claims of persecution. I

commend the administration for reversing this policy and for ex-

panding Haitian refugee processing eventually to Jamaica and the

Turks and Caicos Islands, particularly the Grand Turk Island. It

certainly remains to be seen, however, how this policy will work,

and we intend to ask the Government this morning questions about

that policv.

An asylum-seeker, under international law, is entitled to a case-

by-case determination, regardless of the person's country of origin,

whether that country be Haiti, Sweden, Russia, or any other na-

tion, if that individual is asserting a claim of persecution. Nonethe-

less, on May 24, 1992, President Bush issued an Executive order

directing that Haitian boat people interdicted in international wa-

ters by the U.S. Coast Guard would no longer be permitted to ad-

vance their claims for what is called nonrefoulement or nonreturn.

They would be returned without being questioned to Haiti and to

whatever harm, peril, or nonharm and nonperil awaited them
there. This policy, until recent changes, was the policy of the cur-

rent administration.
It is clear from the many hearings which this subcommittee and

others have held on this issue that the majority of the Haitian boat

people who have sought refuge in the United States are running

from economic pressures and grinding poverty, not persecution.

They are thus not entitled to invoke the principles of

nonrefoulement.
The challenge is, however, to quickly yet fairly identify those who

are entitled to nonrefoulement because they are, in fact, fleeing

persecution and those who could be returned home safely because

they are not entitled to nonrefoulement, and then, which of the

people, even though not to be returned, should be granted tem-

porary safe haven of one sort or another until conditions in the

sending country improve.
The decision of President Clinton to reinstate for Haitian boat

people the right to an individual determination of their claims of

persecution is a welcome first step, as I said. However, to discour-

age flight by boat, in-country refugee processing of Haitian nation-

als should be expanded so more Haitians can be processed in Haiti.

Currently, I understand, at Port-au-Prince, Lake Cayes, and Cape
Haitian, Haitians may go forward with their refugee claims. The
current refugee quota, which I understand is 1,500, is not suffi-

cient, it seems to me, to handle all who might seek that avenue
within their own country.

Beyond that expansion, the United States needs to reform, I be-

lieve, its domestic asylum laws to cut away the numerous avenues
of appeal and review which backlog the system and which allow

frivolous claims to go on interminably. Once a case has been fully

and fairly decided and relief denied, deportation should be swiit

and sure, and a bill which has been introduced by the gentleman
from New York, by the gentleman from Florida and by me, I think,

would certainly go in that direction.
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I think, frankly, the reason we have the problems with Haiti and
other countries and leads to even things like interdiction is because
we have no confidence in the current asylum policy to work swiftly

and fairly.

I think the Cuban Adjustment Act should be reexamined and
eventually repealed, because there appears to be a disparate treat-

ment of people coming from Cuba and people coming here from
Haiti.

We need to recognize that our enforcement resources are finite.

A Coast Guard cutter ordered to interdict asylum-seekers in the
Windward Passage is one more boat that cannot interdict drug
smugglers or do tne other activity of protecting the United States,

an INS asylum officer sent to Jamaica is one who is not reviewing
cases at JFK Airport in New York City. So we need to know what
these decisions are costing and whether the benefits gained from
them outweigh the costs in shortages in other areas of enforcement.
Our faltering economy does not permit the United States to ac-

cept all or even a large part of the world's people of some 20 mil-

lion refugees. We, at the same time, are a fair and proud Nation
with a long heritage of succor and relief to people who need it, and
so these are the competing interests that we have to somehow rec-

oncile, and today's hearing is a start in that direction.

I yield to the gentleman from Florida.

Mr. McCoLLUM. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and I join

you in looking forward to this hearing today. It is a very important
subject. It relates to the concern all of us have with the suffering

of tne people of Haiti and the way that we handle our refugee situ-

ation with regard to those people.

The recent changes in the U.S. refugee policy with regard to

Haiti is something that I am really interested in hearing the ad-

ministration discuss today, not to mention some of our congres-

sional colleagues. I have had a much greater degree of skepticism

than, I think, you have expressed in your opening statement about
the way we have gone about changing this policy—and whether or

not it can be effective, and whether or not it can be a better policy

than the one of returning those who were leaving in these rickety

boats to Haiti for processing actually on the land there.

But as I have said many times before, if we can truly wind up
with a country that is nearby, willing to let us do land processing

of those folks, I think that that is probably the best solution. It is

something which was tried previously and so far hasn't been suc-

cessful, but I understand there is a good deal of optimism about
that possibility.

But I am greatly concerned about the idea of processing them
aboard ship and trying to make that work—and the huge problems
that can be created, at least as I can foresee, as a result of that.

So I will be curious to hear what folks have to say about this proc-

essing procedure today.

As we implement our procedures to adjudicate Haitian refugee

claims outside of Haiti, I don't think we should lose sight of the im-
portance of the INS in-country processing that will continue to go
on. Our subcommittee must continue to monitor the INS operations

within Haiti, fostering expeditious mechanisms for identifying and
resettling Haitians in greatest danger.
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Refugee resettlement is not simply a U.S. responsibility, but

rather an international obligation that the United States appro-

priately can expect other countries to share. This hearing affords

us, additionally, an opportunity to learn more about how the Unit-

ed States and the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees

are going to involve other nations, particularly in this hemisphere,

in responding to the humanitarian dimension of the crisis in Haiti.

As we examine the American response to Haitian asylum-

seekers, we must be mindful of the need to expedite asylum abju-

dications conducted within the United States. As you. Chairman
Mazzoli, have just noted, you and I and Congressman Schumer
have a bill—which came out of this subcommittee—that we thought

was a very good bipartisan product but has yet to be moved by the

full committee chairman. This is disappointing in light of the fact

that asylum is such an important issue and straightening it out,

making it work better, certainly would be served, I think, by the

legislative proposal that we all put together—but it has not yet

happened, and it is getting late in this term of Congress.

I am also pleased today that Congressman Porter Goss of my
State will be one of the panelists. At least he is Hsted as being and

I assume he will be. Porter has offered some innovative suggestions

to this Congress and to the administration on how we might do the

entire processing differently, how we might handle the foreign pol-

icy initiative with regard to Haiti differently. As far as I know, Por-

ter is the only one that has come up with a really creative alter-

native to some of the time-honored methods of trying to deal with

this problem, and I would certainly relish the opportunity to hear

from him. I also look forward to hearing from our other colleagues

who are going to offer their ideas today.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mazzoli. I thank my friend.

Does the gentleman from Illinois have an opening statement?

Mr. Sangmeister. Just that I want to compliment the chairman

also for putting this hearing together. Obviously, there is nothing

more important than what is happening in the way of immigration

as far as Haiti is concerned, and if this committee can be of help

in working with or guiding the administration in getting an answer

to that problem, this is going' to be well worth our time and effort.

I see through looking through my file that a number of our col-

leagues have bills. I am interested in hearing as to which one of

those thinks that they have got the right idea, and you have got

INS here, you have got everybody that needs to put together a good

hearing, and thank you for putting it together, and let's proceed

with the witnesses.

Mr. Mazzoli. I thank my friend.

The gentleman from Florida, Canady.
Mr. Canady. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to be here at this hearing today and appreciate the

opportunity to address this very important issue.

The one point I would make is that I think we have to proceed

with great caution when we are considering any poHcy changes

that could precipitate a mass exodus of people from Haiti. I am
concerned that such policy changes would end up actually harming
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the very people they are designed to help, and I think that is a per-

spective that we must bear in mind as we proceed with this issue.

Thank you.
Mr. Mazzoli. I thank the gentleman.
The gentleman from New York.
Mr. Nadler. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I, too join in thanking

the chairman for holding this hearing.
My opening statement is going to be very brief. I am going to be

asking one question throughout this hearing. The law of the United
States, as well as international law, requires that we grant asylum
to people who have fled their homeland with a well-founded fear

of persecution, and apparently, as one can see from this photo of

someone whom we sent back to Haiti because we determined that
he did not have a well-founded fear of persecution, this is a photo
of what is left of his head after the authorities in Haiti finished

with him, after the United States sent him back to Haiti. He ap-
parently did have a well-founded fear of persecution, if one can de-

fine being hacked to death as being persecuted.
[The photo follows:]
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Mr, Nadler. So my question is going to be to every official of the

INS and everybody here today: What can we do? How can we, now
that we know that the Haitian junta does this to people that we
send back, how can we have joined them in being complicit in this

and joined them in having blood on our hands?
Mr. Mazzoli. I thank the gentleman for the statement, but I be-

lieve the gentleman may be drawing conclusions from his opening
statement that may not be valid. I think it is impossible to aver

or prove that everyone sent back is treated as this gentleman was
shamefully treated, and I don't use the word—I don't think the

gentleman meant to use the word "complicit" in the sense that the

United States is associating itself with miserable and mean-spir-

ited and inhuman activities such as that.

But at the same time the gentleman is correct, we have to ask
some very tough questions as to why it seems to be that we make
different distinctions between how we treat Haitians and how we
treat people from Cuba, how we treat people from Russia, we treat

people from other parts of the world.

Mr. Nadler. Well, I

Mr. Mazzoli. Yes? Certainly.

Mr. Nadler. I would simply iay that it is self-evident that in the

case of Mr. Desanges here, the United States, which sent him back,

should not have sent him back, that he had a well-founded fear of

persecution. That may not be the case in every case, but it is cer-

tainly the case in many cases where we are sending people back
to their deaths.
Mr. Mazzoll And I think we should certainly get into those

exact questions.
The gentleman from Texas, do you have any opening statement?
Mr. Bryant. Mr. Chairman I don't have an opening statement

except to say that I think the overriding—well, I guess perhaps not

the overriding concern but certainly an important one for me is

how we justify treating Cubans differently than we treat Haitians.

I don't understand it. That doesn't necessarily mean that we need
to treat the Haitians like we treat the Cubans, but maybe we need
to treat the Cubans different. I just think it is totally inconsistent

and is obviously based on the fact that everybody is scared to death

of the Cuban-American population, afraid that they will vote

against them in the elections, I guess.

But we need to confront that as a people. It is wrong to continue

this. The Haitian people are just as good as the Cuban people, and
they obviously right now have a much greater fear of being per-

secuted than somebody even in Cuba does. So we have to resolve

that if we are going to have any integrity in this policy, and I hope
we have some fight shed on that.

Mr. Mazzoll Well, the gentleman makes a very important point.

I alluded to that in my statement, and I think the gentleman is

right on.

We now would invite forth our congressional colleagues, the

gentlelady from Florida, Mrs. Meek; the gentleman from Michigan,

Mr. Conyers; the gentleman from New York, my colleague and
classmate, the gentleman, Mr. Rangel; and also the gentleman
from Florida, Mr. Goss.
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So if you four Members—we appreciate very much your attend-

ing.

1 understand gentleman, if it is OK, Mrs. Meek is participating

in a markup of her subcommittee at 9:30. Would it be too dis-

commoding to the gentleman that she go first?

Mr. CoNYERS. Not at all.

Mr. Mazzoli. In addition, the fact that she is much more attrac-

tive than the total of all of you together would make it also a natu-

ral choice

The gentlewoman from Florida is jiacognized, and I might say

that all statements wil^ be made a partof the record.

The gentlewoman from Florida.

STATEMENT OF HON. CARRIE P. MEEK, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA

Mrs. Meek. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thanks to the com-

mittee. I am very grateful for getting this opportunity to come be-

fore you today. I also want to commend the chairman for the work

he had done in the past toward fairness and justice for Haitians.

First of all, of all the things you have heard and read, I come

to you today with certain basic assumptions that must be talked

about before I talk about the bill that I have sponsored for fairness

for Haitians. Why did I sponsor a bill to get fairness for Haitians?

Number one, the basic assumption is that Haitians are not treated

fairly. They are treated impressively racist, they are treated im-

pressively different, they are treated impressively wrong, and of

course you can imagine my emotion, coming from Miami, PL, when
every day the people I represent see hundreds of Cubans coming

in by boat, by plane, or whatever convenience and welcomed onto

the shores without any interdiction, without any hearing, and im-

mediately they are absorbed into the Miami community.

Then, on the other hand, I see Haitian refugees trying to make
it to these shores, our shores which represent freedom and justice

for all, and they are turned back at sea, they are treated imfairly,

many of them are placed in chains, and many of them are treated

in the mode we treated slaves a long time ago.

Those assumptions, members of this committee, are not unfair

assumptions, they are based on facts and empirical observation.

The world is looking at us because they see this unfeiir measure of

freedom and^faimess. That is why I chose to introduce the Haitian

Refugee Fairness Act.

There is an assumption that Haitians can receive fair and sate

haven some place other than on the island. It is an erroneous as-

sumption and a specious kind of assumption that Haitians can live

freely and fairly on another island, a plantation-like island, away
from their native island; an island that does not have the facilities

or infrastructure to treat them. Haitians cannot continue to suffer

under the kinds of double standards which we have them enduring.

So it is a moral kind of thing, Mr. Chairman. Our country has

opened its doors to all other refugees and treated them fairly. That

is why I chose to enter the Haitian Refugee Fairness Act.

What this bill does, Mr. Chairman, is to try in some way to make
it fairer for Haitians. H.R. 3663 seeks to address three specific ref-

ugee problems. One is nonrefoulement or forced repatriation, sec-
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ond, the status of Haitian nationals in the United States, and the
third, to provide Federal funds to lessen the impact to State and
local governments.
You have heard so many complaints from Florida, from Califor-

nia, and so many other States where they have had to receive the
economic burden of Haitians coming to this country without any
type of compensation to their State and local governments. This bill

seeks to provide that kind of compensation or reimbursement to

them. H.R. 3663 would also lessen the impact on State and local

government in terms of providing Federal funds.

Mr. Chairman, we cannot forget that U.S. citizens and legal per-

manent residents who reside in New York, Miami, New Jersey, and
other places throughout our wonderful country have children in

Haiti who are suffering at the hands of the attaches and the mili-

tary coup leaders. They are suffering. They are over there sepa-
rated from their parents.

Because of the goodness of Chairman Rangel, I was able to go
to Haiti and to see firsthand what is going on there with the chil-

dren there. It is a terrible and a desperate situation, certainly dis-

parate from the way we are treating children from other countries,

again the reason for the Haitian Refugee Fairness Act.

Mr. Chairman, it is important that we can look at some way of

leveling the playing field and make the situation fairer for Hai-

tians. Anyone who looks at this situation and who looks at it with
an air of fairness would know that it is wrong and should be
corrected.

So, I introduced this bill because of the atrocities of stories I

have heard from my constituents in Miami in an area called Little

Haiti and what the administration has very slowly acknowledged.
This Congress addressed this issue a long time ago. You were not

able to get it addressed in both bodies, but we do need now an ad-

ministrative policy which is consistent and equally done and quick-

ly done, to straighten out the killing field in Haiti.

A young woman appeared before NOW and the Women's Caucus
whose face has been just clearly decimated by a machete, and it

has ruined her. One of her arms has been cut off. She is an exam-
ple of what happens for someone in that country who supports
President Aristide.

But that is not what my bill is all about. My colleagues will tell

you more specifically the political climate in Haiti, but I want this

committee to understand, Haitians are not fleeing from economic
persecution, they are fleeing from political prosecution. When there
is a military coup, when there are people there who hate the return
of Aristide and who are bent on being sure that he does not come
back as the elected leader of the people, they kill or maim or terrify

those who are there and support him. So men and women and chil-

dren are being tortured and murdered, and this is commonplace for

the Haitian people.

One week after my visit to Haiti with Chairman Rangel, Guy
Mallory was killed on the streets of Haiti, and he was the person
there who was the heart of the Cabinet of President Aristide—just

wantonly killed.
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All you have got to do is look at your newspaper. You see the na-
tive boys and girls bathing in water that is filled with sewage, no
one worried about pollution, no one worried about contamination.

I come here this morning to seek your human qualities, your hu-
manitarian qualities, and your understanding. What we are doing
in this country is unfairly treating some of God's children, and it

is up to us to do something about it.

I would like to submit for the record, Mr. Chairman, my complete
testimony. My reason for coming before you this morning is to ask
you to pass tne Haitian Fairness Act which tries to do a very sim-

ple thing, to be sure that we follow what is fairly done for refugees
fleeing from other countries, that whatever economic burden there
is on States and local governments, that the Federal Government
pay some of that back. That is the clarion call you will hear from
Florida's Grovernor and you hear from many other Governors
throughout this country. I didn't hear it, however, when the Cu-
bans were coming in.

So I want you to understand my position. I am not anti-Cuban,
I am not antianybody, I am for people who are seeking freedom
and justice, and that is what the Haitian Refugee Fairness Act is

all about.
There is a lot more I can say, but we want temporary protective

status, Mr. Chairman. You asked for this, and you were able to get

it through this Congress on the House side, to protect the Haitians
that are currently in the United States and to keep them from re-

turning to Haiti, where there is a very strong human rights crisis.

In summary, I beg this committee to listen to the voices of our
colleagues here. I certainly am not in favor of any safe haven for

Haitians on an island, I am certainly not in favor of isolating them
from their progeny at all. So I beg this committee to consider this,

and I thank you, and I want to thank my colleagues also.

Mr. Mazzoli. Thank you very much, Mrs. Meek.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Meek follows:]
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Prepared Statement of Hon. Carrie P. Meek, a
Representative in Congress From the State of Fuoibida

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, thank you for your invitation

to testify this morning on behalf of my legislation, H.R. 3663. the Haitian Refugee

Fairness Act.

I am particularly pleased to be testifying before you because of the leadership

you and the Subcommittee have shown on behalf of Haitian refugees since the

September 1991 coup. Your work and reputation for fairness has been a beacon of

hope for Haitians both in Haiti and in the United States, and an inspiration for all of

us who have been fighting on their behalf.

I note, Mr. Chairman, that right after the coup of 1991, you held the first

congressional hearing on the treatment of Haitian refugees. Shortly after that hearing

you introduced H.R. 3844, comprehensive and far-reaching legislation that sought to

protect Haitian refugees from forced repatriation to Haiti, and to provide Temporary

Protected Status (TPS) for Haitian refugees here in the United States. I also would

like to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and your subcommittee for fighting to get that

legislation to the House floor, where an amended form of it passed the full House of

Representatives in 1 992.

I would also like to acknowledge the support for the Haitian refugees by

Members of the Subcommittee. Several Members, including Mr. Nadler and Mr.

Becerra, are among the more than 80 cosponsors of H.R. 3663. And Mr. Schumer

has been a strong supporter of Haitian refugees for many years.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would like to acknowledge my colleagues who are

testifying with me today. I am a cosponsor of Mr. Oellums' bill, H.R. 41 14, and Mr.

Conyers, of Michigan is second to none in both the length and depth of his

commitment to this issue.

I will testify today about the specific provisions of H.R. 3663. But before I

begin, let me mention the other bills that I have introduced on Haitian refugees.
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I introduced H.R. 3364, legislation which would allow the children of legal U.S.

residents to adjust their status here in the U.S. The need for the bill is more critical

now than when I introduced it in November.

Current law requires that the children of legal U.S. residents, who are living

with families and going to school here in the United States, to leave the U.S. in order

to adjust their status. Because of this law the children of many of my constituents

in Miami - legal U.S. residents living in Miami - have to go to Haiti to become legal

residents themselves. As a result, children have been stranded in Haiti while waiting

to receive their immigrant visas. And during this time there has been continuous, and

numerous reports of the terror that the Haitian people must endure under the illegal

government there.

These children, all of who have 1-130 petitions approved by INS, must appear

before a consular officer for a final interview and issuance of a visa. Requiring

children of legal U.S. residents to return to this uncontrolled environment of terror and

intimidation to adjust status is inhumane and it is an unintended consequence of

current law. It results in children being cruelly separated from their parents and

forces them to live with strangers or (if they are lucky) with family or friends in an

unsafe environment until their cases are resolved. My bill, H.R. 3364 would allow

these children to become permanent residents without forcing them to leave their

families.

Another bill I introduced, H.R. 986, would allow Haitians who have been in the

United States since January 20, 1993 to adjust their status to permanent residency

within two years from enactment. Many of the Haitians currentlynn the United States

are fortunate to be alive. After the military coup, they risked their lives at sea

primarily to escape political persecution. Many of these same Haitians are now in

various stages of immigration processing. This bill would not benefit any Haitian not

in the U.S. prior to that date.
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The bill I am discussing today, H.R. 3663, seeks to address three specific

refugee problems: nonrefoulement or forced repatriation; the status of Haitian

nationals here in the United States: and federal funds to lessen the impact to state

and local governments of admission of Haitian refugees in their states.

Nonrefoulement

On May 24, 1 992, the United States put into place a policy of returning to Haiti

those Haitians we have encountered on the high seas without first assessing whether

they were fleeing persecution at the hands of the military junta that has seized control

there. Since that time, these diverted refugees have been routinely fingerprinted,

photographed, and interrogated by Haitian authorities upon their return. Human rights

observers have reported that a number of returnees have been imprisoned or beaten

upon their return. Others have disappeared or have been forced into hiding.

Unfortunately, the current administration took repatriation a step further by extending

it to Haitians encountered within Haiti's territorial waters. For more than 1 7 months

now, the current Administration has actively searched out, interdicted, and returned

all Haitians to Haiti, regardless of their intended destination. For more than 17

months, this Administration, in effect, erected and maintained a floating Berlin Wall

around Haiti to keep anyone seeking to flee persecution from escaping from their

tormenters.

Mr. Chairman, I introduced H.R. 3663, the Haitian Refugee Fairness Act, as a

result of my concern for the injustices and suffering faced by the Haitian people as

well as the lack of response and indifference by the U.S. I introduced H.R. 3663

because it is the moral and humanitarian responsibility of the U.S. to protect those

Haitians who have sought refuge in this country.

As I have repeatedly heard from my constituents in Miami of the area called

"Little Haiti" and as the Administration has finally acknowledged, there is a human

rights nightmare -- a holocaust -- a killing field - occurring in Haiti. It is a consistent

campaign of terror against the Haitian people by the ruthless military regime. It is a
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campaign of terror against the supporters of President Aristide that has intensified in

recent weeks. It is a campaign of terror that is being carried out in all areas of the

country, from Port-au-Prince to the remotest hamlet. Yet, we refuse the Haitian

people sanctuary.

Men, women, and children are being tortured, murdered, and mutilated. Killings

have become commonplace for the Haitian people. Their bodies, disfigured,

dismembered and unrecognizable to friends and family, are dumped in the streets to

be scavenged by dogs and pigs. Yet, we refuse the Haitian people sanctuary.

Human rights advocates rate Haiti as one of the worst violators of human rights

in the world. And the reports confirm that one of the most hideous crimes, the rape

of women and young girls, is being committed by the de facto regime.

In Haiti, naked boys are often a common sight - a way to endure the

oppressive heat. But the genitals of girls are covered. Why? Because Haitian culture

honors the "birth part" of females as the "pathway of life." This custom once kept

rape to a minimum. But now rape is becoming a frequent tool of political repression

by the military. The gang rape of women and young girls whose husbands, fathers,

brothers and sons are politically active are being reported at an alarming rate. Yet we

refuse the Haitian people sanctuary.

I would like to submit for the record the story of Alerte Belance. Miraculously,

Ms. Belance survived a machete attack by a pro-military terrorists. "The attack left

Ms. Belance with her right arm severed below the elbow. A slash across her face

took out her upper palate. A deep gash dents the back of her neck and scars cover

her body. Doctors were able to sew back her severed right ear. The front half of her

tongue was recovered and reattached." Ms. Belance's story is just one of many of

the unmerciful treatment being inflicted on the Haitian people by the military.

As a candidate. President Clinton criticized the previous administration for not

giving Haitian refugees an opportunity to apply for political asylum after being
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intercepted at sea by U.S. Coast Guard cutters. He hit a responsive cord in many

Americans who were appalled at the unfairness of our policy toward Haitians. On

May 8, 1994, the President made a step towards fulfilling his promise. However, we

must not forget that it is just that, a step.

I applaud the President's decision to interview all Haitian nationals fleeing the

brutal regime that is in power in Haiti to determine if they have a legitimate claim for

political asylum. However, I am more concerned than ever about those individuals

who have been returned to Haiti by the U.S. and are now a of target for the ruthless

Haitian military.

Forced repatriation is particularly distressing in light of the announcement that

the illegal junta has reinstituted enforcement of 1 980 Duvalier provisions which make

illegal "all irregular trips toward foreign lands" and punish those individuals who have

fled by boat and are returned to Haiti by the United States.

Since the May 8th change in Haitian refugee policy, at least 80 of these

repatriated refugees have been arrested upon arrival in Port-au-Prince. They have

been detained anywhere from several hours to several days. During these

repatriations, journalists and human rights observers have been prohibited access to

the dock, and U.S. officials routinely have been denied access to detainees by the

Haitian army. Given these facts, coupled with the recent anack on the United Nation

observers, I ask that the Administration revisit the question as to whether anyone

should be returned to the hands of the military-backed government.

As we all know, Mr. Chairman, thousands of refugees have tried to escape the

horrors of the increasing human rights abuses in Haiti. They would rather face the

danger at sea and try to make it to America where they believe that we "Americans

have a respect for human life."

And what is the U.S. doing with the people it is "rescuing?" We are sending

them back to the very persecutors we denounce. We are sending them back to the
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ruthless military that has now decided that they are the criminals. Mr. Chairman, it

is unconscionable that we, a nation of refugees, send these people back to the

torture, the rape, the mass murder, the mutilation, the total disregard for human life

that is in Haiti.

Section 2 of H.R. 3663 seeks to reverse the Bush/Clinton policy of automatic,

forced repatriations of refugees to Haiti. It would make our policy conform to

international law by requiring the United States to determine the legitimacy of an

individual's claim and prohibiting the United States from returning people to their

country of persecution if we determine that they are refugees. For the record, Mr.

Chairman, I would like to submit a copy of the letter I received from the United

Nations High Commissioner for Refugees regarding the "U.S. practice of interdicting

Haitian refugees on the high seas and summarily returning them to their country of

origin."

The nonrefoulement prov\s\or\ in H.R. 3663 is not Haiti-specific. It would apply

to anyone encountered outside U.S. territory or within the territorial waters of another

nation.

The Bush/Clinton repatriation policy did not meet this requirement. Under the

Bush/Clinton, policy Haitians were held hostage in their own country. This blockade

by the U.S. Coast Guard surrounding Haiti was an unprecedented denial to Haitians

of the most basic human right, the right to flee persecution in their country in search

of safety in a country of first asylum. This policy was not just a violation of

international law; it was a violation of the most basic code of humanity. The

Administration's announcement on May 8 was clearly an admission that its policy was

patently wrong.

While the legislation would prohibit the return of individuals deemed to be

refugees to their country of persecution, it would not require that they be brought to

the United States.
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Temporary Protected Status

Section 3 of H.R. 3663 would designate Haiti for Temporary Protected Status

(TPS) under section 244 of the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA), thereby

protecting Haitians currently in the U.S. from return to Haiti while there is a human

rights crisis there.

It is imperative now, more than ever, Mr. Chairman, that we provide Temporary

Protected Status to Haitian nationals. H.R. 3663 would permit Haitians already in this

country as of November 17, 1993 to apply for Temporary Protected Status.

Under the provisions of TPS enacted as part of the Immigration Act of 1 990,

the Attorney General is authorized to designate any nation or part of a nation under

TPS if she finds that there is an ongoing armed conflict within that nation. TPS would

allow Haitians to remain in the U.S. until the Attorney General determines that

conditions in Haiti are safe for their return. Meanwhile, they would be granted work

authorization. By granting Haitians TPS we achieve two objectives: undocumented

Haitians can live and work in safety without fear of being deported, and the INS

would know where they reside so that it can facilitate their return once conditions in

Haiti are safe. Certainly there is ample evidence that Haitians here in the U.S. would

be in grave harm if sent back to Haiti under current conditions.

• Roving bands of government-sponsored thugs, known as zenglendoes, are

terrorizing and maiming Church officials, political activists, elected and

appointed officials loyal to Jean Bertrand Aristide, Haiti's democratically-elected

president, and Aristide supporters;

• Officials and activists loyal to the democratically-elected government have been

dragged from churches, murdered in the streets, kidnapped from their homes,

and jailed;

• Just last week two United Nations and the Organization of American States

observer teams were stopped, their possessions were confiscated and they
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were threatened imprisonment if U.S. military or multinational forces took

action against Haiti.

This Administration's unwillingness to designate TPS for Haitians is inexplicable.

During his May 8 announcement of the Administration's change in policy, President

Clinton said, "the repression and bloodshed in Haiti have reached alarming

proportions. Supporters of President Aristide, and many other Haitians, are being

killed and mutilated." On May 3, the President stated "they (the military] have begun

to clearly kill more innocent civilians — people not even directly involved in. the

political life of the country." These events and the endless number like them, as

well as the numerous statements about the generalized violence in Haiti made by the

Administration, clearly makes Haiti eligible for TPS.

TPS is a status that has been granted by the Attorney General to nationals of

other nations, such as Kuwait, Somalia and Bosnia during conflict in their countries.

Under the circumstances, Mr. Chairman, Congress is left with no alternative but to

legislate TPS as it did in 1990 when it designated TPS status for El Salvador by an

Act of Congress.

I would like to bring to the Subcommittee's attention a technical adjustment

that should be made to the TPS section of my bill. I would like to clarify that Haitian

parolees who have been resettled in the U.S. through the Community Relations

Service of the Department of Justice and who are consequently deemed PRUCOL not

lose this status if they avail themselves of TPS. It is my hope that the Subcommittee

will adopt this amendment during markup of this legislation.

Impact on State and Local Governments

Sections 4, 5, and 6 of H.R. 3663 deal with the impact on state government

of the federal government's decision to admit Haitians and Cubans into the U.S.

More specifically:
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Immigration Emergency Fund

Section 4 explicitly permits use of the Immigration Emergency fund

created by the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA) for this

purpose.

Cuban/Ha itian Primarv/Secondarv Migration Program

Section 5 assures adequate funding for the Cuban Haitian Primary

Secondary Program, operated by the Community Relations Service (CRS) of the

Department of Justice. My bill authorizes $6 million for that purpose.

However, many more Cubans and Haitians have come to the United States in

recent months than the Justice Department had originally estimated. I would

ask that this amount be increased to $10.8 million which reflects the latest

estimates of the cost of this program, when the Subcommittee marks up this

legislation.

The number of Cubans and Haitians who are now expected to reach our

shores in the remainder of this and the coming fiscal year is dramatically higher

than in recent years and increasing almost every day. Adequate funding for

this program is of enormous importance to the state of Florida which has borne

the expense of caring for Cubans and Haitians entering the U.S.

Year after year, CRS has been underfunded. With the recent dramatic

increase in the number of Cuban and Haitian arrivals needing resettlement, the

program needs additional funds from within the Department of Justice to

maintain current resettlement operations for the current fiscal year. Moreover,

all indications are that in fiscal year 1995, arrivals will far exceed those

anticipated by the Department's original request of $7 million.

The existing Cuban/Haitian Primary Secondary Migration Program's

budget is inadequate to resettle anticipated arrivals. In order to avoid the chaos

and disruption to the program and local communities that uncertain funding

brings, $10.8 million is needed.

^1
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Cuban/Haitian Entrant Emeroencv Fund

Section 6 creates an emergency fund of $5 million to take care of future

large, unexpected flows of Cubans and Haitians. The intent of this fund is

make funds available to CRS for primary and secondary resettlement of Cubans

and Haitians if as in this year, the regularly appropriated funds are insufficient

in the face of a large, unexpected flow of Cubans and Haitians. Such a fund

would shield CRS from the obligation of scurrying to find funds to provide

services for Cubans and Haitians in an emergency situation.

Conclusion

Mr. Chairman, I am well aware of the fact that the U.S. cannot possibly accept

all the people who would like to come here, but we must have a standard that treats

alKnationality groups equally and procedures that are applied to all with fairness.

No one wishes to provoke a mass exodus of desperate people onto dangerous

seas. But we cannot use that concern to justify discrimination and inequity of

treatment. We must act in the most just and humane way possible to ensure the

safety and well-being of those who seek the protection of our country.

#
Fifty-five years ago, just before World War II, nearly 1 000 German Jewish boat

people aboard the ship St. Louis were denied refuge by U.S. immigration officials. Not

allowed to dock at U.S. ports - including Miami -- or at ports in any other country, the

St. Louis returned to Europe, where many of its unwanted and unwelcome passengers

died on the killing fields and in the gas chambers of the Third Reich.

Despite the embargo and behind the scenes diplomatic efforts, Haiti remains a

very dangerous place for its citizens. As a nation, we refused to protect desperate

Jews seeking refuge from Nazi Germany. If we fail to protect Haitians, we will have

learned nothing from our mistakes and will be continuing a callous and inhumane

policy, repeating mistakes of the past.
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Mr. Chairman, the ultimate solution to the problem of refugee flight from Haiti

is to restore democracy there. But until that happens, we must correct the injustices

of current law and respond to the pleas of the Haitian people. It is imperative that we

reform our Haitian refugee policies to remove the blanket presumption that all Haitian

asylum seekers are economic refugees. This is our opportunity to regain the moral

high ground. We cannot ignore the Haitian people in their time of need.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding this hearing today. I am

pleased that your subcommittee is meeting to discuss this very important issue. I look

forward to working with you and the Congress in an effort to ensure justice for all

who are seeking asylum.
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Mr. Mazzoli. For the record, we have been joined by our col-

league from Florida, Lincoln Diaz-Balart, and we will note that his

statement will be made a part of the record.

In order to accommodate Mrs. Meek's schedule—she has a 9:30

markup—I think if it is OK with the other panelists, that we do
brief questions of the gentlewoman and then move on to the gentle-

men. TS that sufficient?

Well, very quickly, Carrie, thank you very much for your testi-

mony and for your leadership here.

Secondly, I think that the term "fairness" is certainly an apt

word today because it is an effort—the gentleman from Texas most
recently said that we are trying to find some fair and balanced way
to handle this thing.

I have several questions, I will not ask them of you, but first, as

far as the Haitian children, your position is that the children who
are in the United States but who^are not U.S. citizens but their

parents are permanent residents currently have to go back to Haiti

in order to process their papers.

Mrs. Meek. Yes.
Mr. Mazzoli. Your thinking would be for a lot of reasons, includ-

ing the ferment in Haiti, that the children not have to return to

Haiti to process their citizenship papers. Is that essentially the

issue?
Mrs. Meek. Yes, it is, Mr. Chairman, that they be processed in

the United States, and of course INS has tried to help us in this

regard. They have tried to set up a place in the^New Mexico where-
in the ones who are over here and must go back to Haiti to adjust.

But what I am asking is that they be adjusted here in the United
States.
Mr. Mazzoli. We will take that up with the INS, and I am sure

that they will be sympathetic to that.

Mrs. Meek, the last question would be the thing that all of us

have said, and that is, we want the effort to be as fair and bal-

anced with regard to Haitians without at the same time creating

what some would call a magnet or a lure to get people to leave the

island who would otherwise stay or to subject themselves to dan-

gerous situations which some would argue is the condition of rick-

ety boats in the Windward Passage.
Do you see the application of temporary protected status or the

application of nonrefoulement, which means that the people are not

going to be sent back as constituting that kind of a lure that would
only worsen the condition even as we are trying to invoke reason-

able solutions and trj^ng to have a tighter embargo and trying to

precipitate this situation?
Mrs. Meek. I think that in terms of the U.S. policy toward Hai-

tians, that, as I said, it is unfair. They have not done this for any
other refugees. I do think that when they do get the kind of thing

that I am asking for, that it might be an mcentive for them to come
to the United States, yes. The answer is yes.

But I think that with the return, the precipitated return of Presi-

dent Aristide, that we will see fewer and fewer Haitians wanting
to com'e to the United States. The Haitians I represent in south

Florida tell me every day that if Aristide were to return to Haiti,

that they would want to go back to Haiti even though they are now
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in the United States. Naturally, the United States has good condi-
tions here, but thev would naturally rather be in their own country
than over here. That is the word I get from the Haitians in the
United States.

So to answer fairly your question, there is an incentive for com-
ing to the United States for all foreigners, for all immigrants, so

there is some incentive for Haitians as well.

Mr. Rangel. Mr. Chairman, is it possible that I could reschedule
or come back? I understand you will be meeting until 2. I, too, have
a 9:30 markup.
Mr. Mazzoli. Certainly. I would be happy to accommodate the

gentleman. In fact, for afl the Members, I realize the schedules we
have. We certainly would accommodate the gentleman.

STATEMENT OF HON. LINCOLN DIAZ-BALART, A REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA

Mr. Diaz-Balart. Mr. Chairman, if I may, I would request unan-
imous consent to be able to submit a written statement for the sub-
committee's consideration and appreciate very much the oppor-
tunity to do so.

Mr. Mazzoli. Very good.
Mr. Diaz-Balart. I am here just to state on the record that I

support the Meek legislation in support of elemental human de-

cency and fairness with regard to treatment for Haitians.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the ability to submit my state-

ment.
Mr. Mazzoli. Thank you, my colleague. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Diaz-Balart follows:]
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Prepared Statement of Hon. Ldjcoln Diaz-Balart, a
Representative in Congress From the State of Florida

Mr. Chairman, I commend you .or holding today's hearing, and
appreciate the opportunity to appear in support of legislation
drafted by my good friend Congresswoman Carrie Meek. We in South
Florida know of the terrible plight and desperation faced by
refugees fleeing oppressive dictatorships better than anyone else
in this Congress. I myself am a refugee who fled the totalitarian
regime of Fidel Castro, which continues its brutal 35 year effort
to squeeze the life from the Cuban people. Mr. Chairman, I am a
co-sponsor of H.R. 3663, the Haitian Refugee Fairness Act, because
I know first-hand the desperation of people who are driven into
exile.

As you know, Haiti is a country where democracy has been
abused, and most recently, hijacked by the current military
government. Not only that, the Haitian people have been siibjected
to the empty hope of the Governor's Island Accords, negotiated in
July 1993, signed by the current regime and then completely
ignored. As a result, there is no democracy in Haiti, emd we are
faced with a worsening refugee crisis.

Mr. Chairman, I support the efforts of the United States and
the international community, and recognize that democracy is the
only way to genuinely solve the crisis. However, in the meantime
we must not ignore our responsibility to deal with the refugee
situation. That is why I have worked closely with my colleague on
H.R. 3 663 which reaffirms our obligation as a nation to refrain
from the involuntary return of refugees outside the country.

H.R. 3663 commits us to determining the legitimacy of Haitian
refugee claims, designates Haiti under the Temporary Protected
Status program for a period of 24 months, euid prohibits
repatriation of refugees who are deemed to be fleeing persecution.

Mr. Chairman, there are other aspects of H.R. 3663 which are
important to note. For example, H.R. 3663 requires the federal
government to reimburse overburdened state and local governments
for the costs associated with Haitians paroled into the United
States.
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H.R. 3663 also earmarks funds for the Cuban and Haitian
Primary Secondary Migration Program which is operated by the
Department of Justice, Community Relations Service. This bill
would also create an emergency fund (Cuban/Haitian Entrant
Emergency Fund) for resettlement services necessary should the
number of Haitian and Cuban parolees exceed current funding, which
they most probably will. This funding is needed not only by those
seeking to adjust to their refugee status in the United States, but
is desperately needed by my home st-te, which is the front-line
state in this effort.

I urge my colleagues to take a close look at the Haitian
Refugee and Fairness Act, and take into account the pain and
suffering of those it seeks to help.

Mr. Chairman, as a final word, let me say that I want to do
all I can to solve the crisis of dictatorship in the Caribbean.
Both the Haitian military and that totalitarian madman in Cuba
should wake-up to the inevitable: only true democracy and respect
for human rights will satisfy their people. Not negotiations, not
gradual economic reform, not cosmetic adjustments, not temporary
"openings." The choice is clear: there is only democracy or
dictatorship. There is absolutely no excuse for the wanton and
indiscriminate abuse of your own people.

Mr. Chairman, I appeal to the international community to do
more to solve both the Cuban and Haitian crises.
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Mr. Mazzoli. The gentleman from Texas.

Mr. Bryant. I donH; want to ask questions out of turn. Before ev-

erybody gets away, I would like everybody to answer the question:

Do you agree we should treat the Haitians exactly like the Cubans,
particularly you guysirom Florida?
Mr. Diaz-Balart. If I may—^may I Mr. Chairman?
Mr. Mazzoli. Surely.

Mr. Diaz-Balart. I think that we need to view the existence of

these two dictatorships first as temporary and, secondly, as com-
pletely unacceptable, and I think that certainly the Cubans and the

Haitians are in a unique situation in this hemisphere. In this era
that we are living, dictatorships, I think, are something that not

only should be something from the past but our law, our law as

well, should recognize that they are unacceptable and they should

be treated as unacceptable and especially as temporary, and I

think that not only our policy but inter-American policy generally

should be focused on the elimination of dictatorships in this hemi-
sphere and in the interim period certainly special treatment
should be provided for those fleeing from the scourge of those two
dictatorships.

Mr. Bryant. A very simple question, however: Should we treat

the Haitians just like the Cubans?
Mr. Diaz-Balart. I think they should certainly be allowed

—

while there is a dictatorship in Haiti, they should be treated as

fairly as the Cubans are treated.

Mr. Bryant. The same law would apply to both?
Mr. Diaz-Balart. I would support tnat.

Mrs. Meek. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mazzoli. Certainly, unless anyone has a question of Mrs.

Meek—I think not. The gentlewoman is excused, and thank you
very much for your help today.

Mrs. Meek. Thank you.
Mr. Mazzoli. We might now possibly go on—^the gentleman from

New York has the time. Would the gentleman wish to go forward?
If other colleagues would defer, we could accommodate the gentle-

man's schedule.

Mr. Conyers. The gentleman from New York has assured me he
needs only 5 minutes.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES B. RANGEL, A REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr. Rangel. Really, and I really appreciate the courtesy, and I

really want to thank this committee for once again bringing the

Members together to try to bring about a humane policy for Hai-

tian refiigees as you always have as relates to other refugees.

I just want to briefly tell a story. Jerry Nadler and I had a dear
friend who was a friend of the House as well, Ted Weiss, and re-

cently in New York when we were refurbishing the Statue of Lib-

erty, we had a great ceremony out there with the fireworks and the

choir singing "God Bless America," and the late Ted Weiss was cry-

ing, and I ^It it was a political affair, I couldn't see why he was
so emotional about it. But he reminded me that he and nis sister

fled Hungary and how great America had been to them, that they

were allowed to come into America, and he shared with me that in
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the 1930's there were many Jews that were fleeing Europe and in

a boat called the St. Louis, and at that time the United States did

not see fit to open up its heart and its arms, and these Jewish peo-

ple were returned to Germany and got caught up in the Holocaust,

and he was just thanking God that he was not treated that way.
Ever since hearing that story and seeing these poor wretched

souls on the boats with the women and children, I could not help

but remind myself that this is certainly not what the Statue of Lib-

erty is all about, or our Constitution, and I know that if these peo-

ple were rich or had oil or came from Europe, that they would be

treated differently, that the policy that we have is—as you said,

Mr. Chairman, we don't have a foreign policy as relates to Haiti

and the racism that exists. It is difficult and embarrassing to talk

about, but it is the politics of racism as well.

So when the United States really reaches the point that we be-

lieve that, morally and constitutionally and legally, we can seal up
a person in their own country because we have decided that it is

in their best interests, then we know that we don't want them on

television, we don't want Americans to be viewed as being insensi-

tive and that we have no moral right to seal up people in their own
country, and, even though that policy has been changed, we have
no moral right to go to the high seas and stop people because we
know that they are heading for the United States.

As relates to the processing and the screening, I mean we put a

cap on how many people can come in, if indeed they are found to

have a legitimate cause. The fact of the matter is, the President of

the United States already declared that Cedras, the general in

charge of the coup, is a murderer, Francois is a murderer.

We know, as people have testified, that individuals have been

sought out that supported Aristide and killed, entire communities
have been wiped out merely because they support Aristide, and the

truth of the matter is, if you are poor and you are black and you
are not in the army, you are a supporter of Aristide. The election

result clearly pointed out what it is, and those that flee and are

returned home are subjected to the type of terrorism and mutila-

tion as we have seen with this dramatic picture that Congressman
Nadler brought.
So I know the President has a political problem, and I am just

saying that the refugees shouldn't suffer as a result of this lack of

policy. Any time you take the military option off the table and you
are dealing with bullies, clearly what you are saving is that yes,

we signed an agreement with you at Governors Island; yes, we de-

mand that you leave the country; yes, we are coming in with inter-

national people there; but don't worry about us, we'll never inter-

vene with military. And so please don't let the President's lack of

a foreign policy with Haiti cause so many lives to be lost at sea.

My friend here indicated that dictatorship, whether light or dark,

black or white, if there is a standard, then let's apply the standard.

If indeed Cedras was a Communist, would it be any different?

Would the lives be any different? Would the feeling be any
different?

We know what is going on, and I just hope that this committee

can find some way, and a humane way, to just protect the refugees

until the President can see his way clear to do the right thing.
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I thank you and my colleagues.

Mr, Mazzoli. I thank the gentleman very much, and now we will

proceed more or less to regular order, and the regular order is the
gentleman from Michigan. We welcome him, and the gentleman
from Florida is excused.
Thank you very much.
The gentleman from Michigan.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN CONYERS, JR., A REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am here again as a result of our deep concern about this par-

ticular immigration problem. As my seatmate in Judiciary for

many years. Chairman Mazzoli, I am highly disappointed that you
will not continue in this seat. You have made a very important de-

cision to step down, and I am hoping that this issue will be vour
last contribution to the tragedy of Haiti policy and one that I think
you may be able to do something about. ^3>

We have talked about this many times across the years, and I

have brought a solution to this committee that we may be able to

help the present administration and President Clinton out of the
difficulty that he is in, and it would simply be to do among these
several things: One, that we terminate the bilateral migjrant inter-

diction agreement that has allowed Duvalier from September 1981
to return Haitian refugees to the United States. That is an unprec-
edented agreement and is obviously flawed both, morally and
legally.

The second is that we would halt the Coast Guard forced repatri-

ation of Haitians. We are not helping them by returning—saving
them from drowning by returning them to the dictator that they
sought to escape. I mean they had already weighed that decision,

and, as tragic a choice as that is, what we might consider doing in-

stead is joining in not only in refurbishing Guantanamo, but the
GAS has now come forward, and we have other nations in that
area that are suggesting that they would provide a haven for Hai-
tians who are temporarily seeking refuge from the brutality that
exists in their country, and so we are making progress. What we
now need to do is turn this modest progress into something
substantive.
Our former colleague. Bill Gray, has now replaced Larry Pasula

as our special envoy to Haiti. We have Randall Robinson's dramatic
fast in which he risked his life and is, in a way, responsible for the
change in position and tone that our Government has put forward
with regard to Haiti, and I want to credit him, Trans-Africa, and
the Congressional Black Caucus, the church groups, the artists or-

ganizations that have all weighed in to witness what I think I see
is a beginning of a turnaround in policy, that this committee is in

a unique position with your leadersnip to make a change.
Now what is the basic underpinning of all of this? Well, it is the

simple fact that the military junta does not believe that we are se-

rious about restoring President Aristide and restoring democracy.
That is the simple j^ttom line. Many of us were at Governors Is-

land, and the representatives of the military took us through all

kinds of changes. We dotted every I, crossed every T, went through
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all kinds of changes. They finally reluctantly agreed to sign and
immediately went out and began violating literally every part of

the Governors Island accord.

So it is very difficult for us to realize that we cannot negotiate

our way through, we cannot even with sanctions force out an illegal

government that has now been revealed to be probably facilitating

drug trafficking, drugs which, incidentally, are coming directly to

the United States, which are involved in money laundering and all

manner of activity. There are all kinds of reports about the great

wealth being accumulated there illegally under this takeover of the

government.
So what we are trying to do here is find a way to do that, and

so the President has begun to rattle his saber, the swords are rat-

tling: Well, there might be military intervention, we haven't ruled

out anything. We are trying to send these kinds of signals, and this

committee could send a legislative signal that could be very impor-

tant. It is my experience, and it even exists in Haiti's history, that

once they understand that the United States really means busi-

ness, then we are in a position to really get something accom-
plished, but as long as they believe that we are mouthing demo-
cratic platitudes with no sincere conviction about restoring Presi-

dent i^stide as the clock ticks away, I think we are going to be

in the situation that it will continue in one form or the other.

So I support temporary protected status. I introduced it in the

legislation to the committee in the previous Congress. There are a
number of bills, all of which I support, before you that accomplish

the same thing. But we have got to make it clear that our policy

is different and there is a great benefit that comes about by taking

on the immigration question first, because once we make it clear

that we mean what we say, the need for increased accommodations
for escaping, fleeing Haitians will be dramatically lessened, and it

seems to me that that is pretty clear, that we can do the right

thing, the humane thing, and at the same time help resolve the po-

litical problem.
So I urge that we continue in this vein, move forward as expedi-

tiously as we can, and remember that what we have now is two
sets of laws. We have a two-track asylum process and one that ap-

plies to Haitians and one that applies to everyone else.

I would say treat the Haitians as the Cubans, but I would say

treat the Haitians as we treat everybody else, with the understand-
ing and the tools that are available for us to use under this situa-

tion, and TPS is a perfectly reasonable temporary method that I

think would take care of the circumstances. So I urge you, in what
may be our final mutual attempt to resolve this problem, that you
move this kind of legislation forward as soon as you can.

Mr. Mazzoli. I thank my friend for his statement and thank him
for recollecting our long seatmateship, if there is such a word, over

the years on Judiciary, and I appreciate his statement.

For the record, we should note that the gentlewoman from Flor-

ida, Ms. Brown, has joined us and the gentleman from New York,

Mr. Owens, has joined us.

The gentleman from Florida, Mr. Goss.
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STATEMENT OF HON. PORTER GOSS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN

CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF FLORffiA

Mr. Goss. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

I hope this is not going to be your last contribution. You have

made many, and I suspect there will be more, but I surely hope

this is an area of success and achievement because it is a very

troubling problem, and I congratulate you for taking these efforts

and your colleague, Mr. McCollum.
We are talking about, it seems to me, two separate things here.

One is the situation in Haiti today as it applies to the suffering

that is going on, the refugee situation and the restoration of demo-

cratic government; that is one set of issues. Another set of issues

is the question of fair treatment, the comparison of the Cuban Ad-

justment Act situation versus the other people in the world, those

being in closer proximity suffering proportionately a greater in-

equity, and Haiti is of course very close to Cuba in terms of Amer-

ican geography, so that emphasizes that issue.

There have been a lot of solutions suggested. I would just like

to briefly say this with regard to the present situation. In terms of

suffering, there is no question that the policies of the U.S. Govern-

ment today are adding to the suffering and the misery in Haiti.

That is not denied. We see that for every picture of that tvpe that

we see Mr. Nadler has introduced, there are regrettably many
more pictures that are much worse of children and women and in-

nocent victims who are on the poor end of the spectrum who are

being seriously impacted by the lack of food, lack of nutrition, med-

ical attention, every day as this thing goes on.

I was just informed that we finally got one AGAPE flight from

Florida yesterday, but each flight is still being handled on an indi-

vidual basis. That means they are basically sitting on the runway
in Florida. We cannot get medical and foods supplies in. There has

laeen no change in administration policy. Even though Mr. Gray

has said he would help us on these flight situations, there is a rou-

tine that involves getting about five people to sign off all the way
through some U.N. committee and then all the way back down
through State again. So every time we send one plane with relief

suppHes down there, it is a bureaucratic nightmare. The con-

sequence is, people are going hungry, getting diseases, and it is

going to be even a worse problem to resolve when we get»*through.

So in terms of suffering, we are not doing ourselves or the Haitians

a favor with our present policies.

Secondly, with regard to refugees, I think that right now in this

country we have something more than a million Haitian refugees.

Florida has a very large percentage of those. I will not stand quiet-

ly by and say that we have been in any way inhospitable to Hai-

tians over the years in this country. We have done a magnificent

job of putting out the welcome mat and trying to do our best. The
fact of the matter is, our retention facilities in Florida are over-

loaded, they are full. The last batch of Haitians to come in, more

than 500 were basically released into society, some with active dis-

ease, sadly enough, who will probably not get the right attention

because we are full. We have got to provide other facilities if refu-

gees are going to come here.
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We are creating an incentive for more refugees, we know that.

More pressure makes more suffering, more suffering means more
economic hardship, which means more desire to leave the country.

We will talk a little bit in a second about the economic/political

hardship question.

But thirdly, we have got this situation of more suffering, more
refugees, and my feeling is that the situation is so bad in Haiti now
that if you say, "Everybody who wishes to come to the United
States, please come, we will help you get there," you will find a
very large number of refugees coming to the United States, prob-

ably millions.

Going to the third question, nourishing democracy, returning

Aristide, I am very much in favor of having President Aristide re-

turned to his country and being on his soil. I agree that is a critical

part of building up what is our very slight hope for democratic in-

stitution building in that country because he is the properly elected

President and he should be there in Haiti, bein^ the President of

the 70 percent or so of the people who enthusiastically elected him.

I was there, and I know that is true.

We have talked a lot about why there is a problem in Haiti. Hai-

tians have been trashing their country and each other for two cen-

turies. That is history. It is a tragedy. We have been trying to pro-

vide guidance and help to get them from a condition that is not

supportable in terms of our definition of democracy to a condition

that is more in keeping with the democracy we aspire to have
throughout the Western Hemisphere. We have tried hard and
faithfully, and I am proud of the U.S. record on that, and I think

we are doing well.

I don't think we need to stand back and say we have caused this

problem, we have not, we are trying to provide a solution to a prob-

lem where none of those who have ventured before have had great

success, either the French or the Venezuelans or the Canadians, or

anybody else who has tried. So we are making a good-faith effort.

There is some revisionism going on while we talk about this sub-

ject. There are some who say that once you get rid of Cedras or

Michel Francois you have solved the problem. How do you know
that? We have had a whole history of dictators in Haiti. What is

to say there won't be more replacements that will come in and be

just as vicious and just as far over, that will have just as much hos-

tihty to the masses as those do now because they are afraid? We
have traditionally had this breakdown in Haiti of the 10-percent

elite versus the 70-percent rest of the country. Just because you
get rid of two individuals or three doesn't mean there aren't

replacements.
We have polarized the situation in the country, we have created

a divide, we have added to hate rather than solution building and
bringing the country together to hit a high water mark, as the

Aristide election represented 3 years ago.

Secondly, with regard to the economic refugees/political refugees

breakdown, everybody who looks at this dispassionately—and it is

hard to do—says that about 90 percent or more are economic refu-

gees. These are not true political refugees as we define them, and
perhaps that is something your subcommittee needs to address, is

what is a real refugee in wiis kind of a situation.
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I think it is very important to point out, though, that if we are

going to change the rules and we are going to have different rules

now for political asylum, we need to address them on a worldwide

basis because it has implications in other countries that are not

quite as close as Haiti, where there are people who are also in eco-

nomic dire straits who would love to come to the United States of

America and have more relaxed rules to get here, and if you doubt

me, go back and look at the consular statistics through the normal
process.

With regard to the issue of drug trafficking, I suggest this is get-

ting to be the great bogus issue to justify some type of military ac-

tion. There is no evidence whatsoever, that I am aware of—I re-

peat, no evidence whatsoever that I am aware of—that there is any

bubble, any change in drug trafficking that warrants special atten-

tion, and if there were, it certainly would not be on a level that the

IMSHA report or any of the other normal monitoring programs
have reflected to us.

If you are talking about some type of a program now, gee, we
have to think about invasion because of a drug threat, we have got

to start with three Andean nations before we start talking about

little places like Hispaniola where there are some drug overflights

going on. So I don't think we ought to fall into the bogus issue of

drug trafficking as a justification to get out the U.S. Army, Navy,
military. Coast Guard, or whatever.

I agree very much with the testimony that we should have some
type of a protective area. I would like to have that. I would like

to know what countries my friend, Mr. Conyers, is referring to.

There are no other countries, that I am aware of, that are willing

to take on, on a ftill-time basis, the problem of Haitian refugees.

Some will allow the temporary processing, some will allow the use

of real estate, some will allow us to use some of their facilities, but

nobody is saying, "Look, we want to take Haitian refugees and be

responsible and absorb them into your society," that is just not

happening, and where that has happened in the past, those people

who have lefl Haiti voluntarily, who have not come to the United

States but gone to third countries, have returned to Haiti, by and
large. Those are the facts.

So when we get talking about this idea of forced repatriation of

Haitians, which is important to all of us, the question is: Where do

we put them? That is why I have offered the solution I have of-

fered. You are familiar with it; you have accepted my statement

into the record; I will not repeat it.

I think that the idea of taking off the sanctions and stopping this

ratcheting up of misery, resuming the flights that are going to pro-

vide for compassionate relief for these people, and trying to find a

solution for where we can process and grant temporary protective

status is the right idea. I think those are the things we need to do,

and I think we need to encourage in every way President Aristide's

return to Haitian soil. I thought my solution did that. If somebody
has got a better one, I want to listen to it, but the administration's

present policy is not that, it is not better, it is worse; it is worse

for America, and it is worse for Haiti.

Thank you very much.
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Mr. Mazzoli. I thank the gentleman from Florida very much.
Provocative thinking, and, to say the least, we need some provoca-
tive thinking if we are ever going to solve this problem at all.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Gross follows:]

Prepared Statement of Hon. Porter Goss, a Representative

IN Congress From the State of Florida

Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to come before you
today to discuss Haitian refugee policy. This is a serious issue
and one that desperately needs to be addressed.

Today, we consider approaches to the current Haitian crisis:
specifically, H.R. 4114 the Governors Island Enforcement Act,

K.R. 3663 the Haitian Refugee Fairness Act and President
Clinton's Haiti policy. All are well-intentioned; each raises
serious concerns.

By endorsing sanctions and lifting the repatriation policy,
H.R. 4114 does nothing to discourage Haitians from taking to the

high seas. Rather, it encourages them to do so by driving up
their misery index to a point where those who still have the
means to do so will get out despite the risks they face on the
open sea. It is important to remember that the Haitians who leave

are those who still have something left --if only enough to buy
passage and bribe the appropriate officials.

I particularly want to call your attention to the impact of

the sanctions, which are central to both H.R. 4114 and the
President's Haiti policy. The situation in Haiti has gone from
bad to worse in recent weeks -- especially in terms of human
misery. The sanctions clearly are missing their mark and
punishing those most in need of help. More than 2,000 Haitians
have been intercepted leaving Haiti in the past 6 weeks.

In Florida, the AGAPE and MFI humanitarian aid flights are

still sitting idle on the runways while U.S. officials await a

ruling from the U.N. sanctions board on whether or not they can

be cleared. Fuel shortages in Haiti mean that, even if those

supplies get through, it will be difficult to distribute them to

the outlying regions.

American and other foreign businesses in Haiti are closing

up shop, leaving the few Haitians who had jobs unemployed. In a

country where one paycheck often feeds ten mouths, the

devastating impact of job losses is far-reaching.

According to the humanitarian aid organizations in Haiti, 2

out of 3 Haitian children now suffer from malnutrition and

missionaries throughout Haiti report a deepening public health

disaster. Diseases, once controlled by a regular flow of
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medicines (especially tuberculosis) are now running rampant. In

many cases, medicines and aid are simply not getting through.
When one looks at the impact of the U.S. -led embargo is it any
wonder that Haitians are taking to their boats in record numbers?

Option number two, H.R. 3663, seeks to set up a preferential
arrival system for Haitian refugees, along the lines of the Cuban
Adjustment Act. The time may have come for that act to be
revisited in the context of the changing situation in Cuba.
However, by extending the same types of protection to Haitian
refugees, we have once again done nothing to help Haitians or
Haiti, while encouraging them to come to our shores.

Option 3, the President's approach, is particularly
troubling. As noted above, the embargo is missing its mark. The
Haitian people are starving while the elite fill their coffers
with the proceeds of a black market fed by a porous embargo.

The President's offshore refugee processing plan lacks
substance. Although the Jamaicans have agreed to allow the U.S.
to anchor ships in their waters, they are still U.S. ships with
U.S. personnel processing Haitians for refuge in the U.S. Turks
and Caicos have offered us the use of their beaches, for which we
will pay them $12 million and help them repatriate 3,000 Haitians
currently living there, but they will not be accepting any
refugees nor helping to process them. Finally, we have no answers
about many crucial, basic questions (please see the attached
list) that should have been answered before this policy was
announced.

The President's fall-back plan is a military invasion of
Haiti. This option is fraught with difficulties, as I have tried
to highlight in my list of questions. I think these issues are
particularly relevant in any discussion about putting U.S.
soldiers into harm's way in Haiti.

Because of the problems with these three options, I have
offered the Administration option number four: the Goss safe
haven plan. The House supported this plan and opposed military
intervention on May 24, but that vote was recently reversed after
some heavy lobbying from the Administration and the Majority
leadership. I was very disappointed with this undeniable foreign
policy flip-flop, but feel that as events unfold in Haiti U.S.
policy-makers will return to constructive options like the Goss
safe haven proposal. I have attached a basic outline of the
proposal for your attention.

The Goss safe haven plan is a better way for Haiti and for
Haitians. Working with the OAS or the U.N. to create a safe haven
on the Haitian island of Gonave, we could bring about an
immediate end to the punishing economic sanctions, provide an
opportunity for the return of the democratically elected Haitian
President, reorganize and then expand the badly broken U.S.
refugee processing system in Haiti, and provide a workable means
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for supplying the humanitarian aid so desperately needed. All of

these steps can help to put Haiti back on the path to democracy

and a long-term solution to the refugee problem.

Options 1,2 and 3 do nothing to address the long-term

refugee problem, a problem that can only be solved by the

movement of Haiti toward political stability and economic
prosperity. Neither of these goals can be accomplished at the

barrel of a gun, by decimating the Haitian economy, by destroying

the spirit and hope of the Haitian people. We cannot do anything

constructive in Haiti when all that we do is destroy. What we

should be doing is helping Haitians to stay and work for a

democratic and prosperous future in their homeland.
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8 JUNE 1994
FOREIGN AFFAIRS -- FULL COMMITTEE

U.S. POLICY IN HAITI
QUESTIONS SUBMITTED FOR WRITTEN RESPONSE

BY PORTER GOSS (FL-14)

WITNESSES :

WILLIAM GRAY THE PRESIDENT'S SPECIAL
ADVISOR ON HAITI

FREDERICK SMITH PRINCIPAL DEPUTY
SECRETARY INTERNATIONAL
SECURITY AFFAIRS,
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

1) WHAT IS THE PROCESS FOR HAITIAN REFUGEES SEEKING
PROCESSING TO REACH KINGSTON OR TURKS/CAICOS? DOES THE
COAST GUARD SHUTTLE THEM?

2) WHAT IS THE CAPACITY OF EACH OF THE PROCESSING CENTERS?

3) HOW WILL THE 90 -95V OF THOSE WHO ARE NOT DEEMED TO BE
POLITICAL REFUGEES RETURN TO HAITI? IF THEY ARE NOT
RETURNED TO HAITI, WHERE DO THEY GO?

4) HAS THERE BEEN OR WILL THERE BE ANY CHANGE IN THE
QUALIFICATIONS FOR GRANTING POLITICAL REFUGEE STATUS?

5) WHERE DO THOSE GRANTED ASYLUM GO? HOW DO THEY GET
THERE? WHAT HAPPENS TO THEM WHEN THEY GET THERE?

6) ARE THE SANCTIONS WORKING? HOW LONG DO YOU ANTICIPATE
CEDRAS ET AL TO HOLD OUT? IS THERE A CUT-OFF DATE, A
"LEAVE OR ELSE" DEADLINE, INVOLVED?

7) ARE THERE ANY EFFORTS, DIRECT OR INDIRECT. TO NEGOTIATE
A STEP -DOWN BY CEDRAS ET AL? IF SO, WHAT ARE THE
INDUCEMENTS OFFERED? WHAT ARE THE THREATS INVOLVED?
yARE THERE RELOCATION AND SUPPORT OFFERS?

8) WITH ALL OF THE MEDIA SPECULATION ABOUT OAS (OR

MULTINATIONAL) FORCE INVASION, HAVE YOU BEEN ACTIVELY
PROMOTING INVASION PLANS OR POLICY IN YOUR TALKS WITH
CARIBBEAN LEADERS? IS THE ADMINISTRATION WILLFULLY
IGNORING THE SENSE OF THE CONGRESS REJECTING U.S.

82-190 -94 -3
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MILITARY INTERVENTION IN HAITI?

9) WHAT ARE THE COSTS INVOLVED IN THE ADMINISTRATION'S
CURRENT HAITI POLICY? OF ENFORCING SANCTIONS?
OF PROVIDING REIMBURSEMENT TO JAMAICA AND TURKS /CA I COS?

OF RUNNING PROCESSING CENTERS (AND CRUISE SHIPS)?
OF SUSTAINING ARISTIDE'S GOVERNMENT- IN -EXILE IN D.C.?

OF HUMANITARIAN RELIEF?

10) IN THE EVENT OF AN INVASION, IS THERE A GUARANTEE THAT
ARISTIDE WOULD RETURN (ASSUMING THE DEPARTURE Or CSDRAS

ET AL)?

11) WHO WOULD PROVIDE SECURITY FOR ARISTIDE?

12) WOULD U.S. FORCES BE INVOLVED IN PROVIDING FOR THE
PERSONAL SECURITY OF ARISTIDE?

13) IN THE EVENT OF AN INVASION, WHAT ARE THE PLANNED RULES

OF ENGAGEMENT AND DISENGAGEMENT? IS THERE A TIMETABLE?
ARE THERE CLEAR RULES ABOUT THE USE OF DEADLY FORCE?

BESIDES CEDRAS, MICHEL FRANCOIS, HOW MANY "ELITISTS"
HAVE TO BE NEUTRALIZED OR REMOVED?

14) MEDIA REPORTS SUGGEST THAT THERE WILL BE NO
PEACEKEEPING FORCE SENT TO HAITI UNTIL OR UNLESS CEDRAS

ET AL STEP DOWN. IS THAT THE UNDERSTANDING?

15) MEDIA REPORTS FURTHER SUGGEST THAT A MULTINATIONAL
PEACEKEEPING FORCE WILL NOT BE PUT IN PLACE IF U.S.

MILITARY INTERVENTION IS USED TO REMOVE CEDRAS ET AL.

IS THIS TRUE?

16) DOESN'T THIS EFFECTIVELY RULE OUT UNILATERAL U.S.

MILITARY INTERVENTION IN HAITI?
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•MEMORANDUM
TO: WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
FROM: PORTER J. GOSS
RE: SAFE HAVEN PROPOSAL

THE PROPOSAL :

* THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A "SAFE HAVEN" ON HAITIAN JOIL

A SECURE AREA FROM WHICH THE LEGITIMATE HAITIAN
GOVERNMENT COULD GOVERN, FOR HAITIANS TO SEEK REFUGE
FROM ECONOMIC OR POLITICAL HARDSHIP ON THE MAINLAND,
FOR THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY TO RENDER HUMANITARIAN
AID AND REFUGEE VISA PROCESSING

• THE HAVEN WILL BE INTERNATIONALLY ESTABLISHED AND SECURED UNDER
THE AUSPICES OF THE OAS OR UN

• DAY-TO-DAY ECONOMIC, POLITICAL, INTERNAL SECURITY AND OTHER
DECISIONS WILL BE HAITIAN RESPONSIBILITIES

LOGISTICS:
• LOCATE THE SAFE HAVEN ON L' ILE DE LA GONAVE

* ESTABLISH AND MAINTAIN A PERIMETER AROUND THE ISLAND USING
MINIMAL FORCE SUPPORT -- AIR COVERAGE IS UNNECESSARY, ONE OR TWO

CUTTERS COULD ADEQUATELY PATROL THE PASSAGE TO MAINLAND HAITI

• PROVIDE SUPPORT SERVICES INCLUDING GENERATORS. SHELTER, MEDICAL
CARE. BROADCAST SYSTEM AND OTHER NECESSITIES

BENEFITS :

• PROVIDES OPPORTUNITY FOR THE RETURN OF THE DEMOCRATICALLY
ELECTED LEADER TO HAITIAN SOIL, PROVIDING A MORALE BOOST AND
RALLYING POINT FOR HAITIAN PEOPLE

* PROVIDES SECURE AREA FROM WHICH THE DULY ELECTED LEADER CAN
GOVERN

* ENABLES THE PROVISION OF HUMANITARIAN RELIEF, HELPING TO
MITIGATE THE EFFECTS OF THE EMBARGO ON HAITI'S POOREST CITIZENS

* SHIFTS THE IMMIGRATION MAGNET FROM U.S. SHORES AND BACK TO
HAITIAN SOIL, REDUCING THEIR JOURNEY FROM 800 HAZARDOUS MILES OF
OPEN SEA TO 15 MILES ACROSS THE GOLFE DE LA GONAVE

• MINIMIZES THE AMOUNT OF U.S. MILITARY SUPPORT. INVOLVEMENT AND
COST IN HAITI -- ONE COAST GUARD CUTTER. ONE MODEST CONSULAR-
TYPE INSTALLATION, A HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE STATION

* PAVES THE WAY FOR LONG-TERM DEMOCRACY AND ECONOMIC STABILITY IN

HAITI-- RALLYING THE PEOPLE AND COALESCING HEMISPHERIC SUPPORT-

-

CENTERED ON MODERATE GOVERNMENT AND SUBORDINATION OF HAITIAN
MILITARY TO CIVILIAN CONTROL,
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Mr. Mazzoli. The gentleman from New York, Mr. Owens.

STATEMENT OF HON. MAJOR R. OWENS, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr. Owens. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for holding
these hearings and commend you for ending the double standard
approach to Haitian problems.
You are treating this bill, I hope, like you treat all others and

will give it a fair hearing, but there has been a double standard
applied in the case of Haiti, and that is the problem. You CEin't sep-

arate the problem of refugees and what happens to refugees from
the political problem of democracy in Haiti and the return of Presi-

dent Aristide, and you certainly can't absolve the United States of

responsibility here. We encouraged the Haitians to write a con-

stitution, we encouraged them to have elections, we encouraged
international observers at that election.

There is no question about that election. The election which
elected Jean Bertrand Aristide with 70 percent of the voters was
not a close election. People are trying to draw parallels between
what is happening now in the Dominican Republic and what hap-
pened in Haiti. There was no dispute about the Haitian election.

Everybody agreed that it was a fair election, and everybody agreed
that Father Aristide won overwhelmingly. So democracy was on
course.

During the time that President Aristide was in office, the num-
ber of ships interdicted on the high seas by the Coast Guard went
down to zero. The facts I have are that no ships were interdicted

for that 7-month period. It says a great deal about what the solu-

tion is and about whether people are fleeing Haiti for economic rea-

sons or for political reasons.

President Aristide didn't do anything economically, he had no
money, he had no great amount of aid from any country, he only

restored hope because they expected law and order, they expected

a civil government acting like any government, and President

Aristide proposed raising the minimum wage to 50 cents an hour,

proposed that the rich should pay taxes for a change, ordinary

things that any government would do, and of course the army over-

threw him.
That army was trained in the United States; the leaders of that

army were trained in the United States. The leaders of that army,
until less than 2 years ago, some were on the payroll of the CIA.

It is not something that we can wash our hands of and say that

we are not responsible, we are very much responsible.

And then we proceed to establish a double standard with respect

to the way Haitian refugees are treated. We would only recognize

their government. We at least were moral enough not to recognize

the illegal terrorist government that overthrew Aristide.

Other international bodies have joined us in condemning that

government.
Amnesty International has said, along with other groups, that

terrorists are running the government, that the government of

thugs, military thugs, is allowing terrorism, nurturing terrorism.

The minister of justice was murdered in cold blood, and other sup-
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porters of Aristide are murdered in cold blood in front of everybody,

left to bleed on the street.

You know, we have all kinds of examples of what kind of govern-

ment we are dealing with. If ever there was a fascistic bunch, it

is a criminal fascism. They don't even have any kind of totalitarian

program that they are offering, they are iust using their power to

cream off the small amount of resources that exists in that govern-

ment, and to say that drug trafficking has not increased is to be

ridiculous. Of course, when there is no government at all, no at-

tempt at all being made to counteract the drug trafficking. When
there is a military government in power which has divided up the

country into sectors in terms of certain colonels will take all the

graft coming in—they will take the levies that are being placed on

goods coming through the ports, others will cream off the money
from the state electric power company and/or will cream off the

money from the state flour factory, and they have certainly divided

up in terms of who will get the proceeds from the drugs, why
should we think that they would behave honestly in the case of

drug trafficking when they have not behaved honestly in any other

way and when they are ordering the murder of justice ministers?

So we have a situation, first of all, that we cannot wash our

hands of; we are very much a part of it. The United States has not

played a positive role in Haiti in fostering democracy over the last

few decades. Only recently did we do that, and then we have

backed away, reneged on the bargain.

The only solution to the problem that we as Americans can sup-

port as Americans is a return of President Aristide, recognizing the

election that elected him, and restoration of democracy in Haiti.

Any other solution is un-American. To talk about negotiating be-

tween the church and the military and the rich, negotiating a solu-

tion, that is un-American. That is some kind of fascism, but it is

certainly not democracy. We must stand behind the democratic so-

lution in Haiti. It solves the refugee problem.

You know, I am not going to back away from the practical prob-

lem of large numbers of Haitian refugees coming into the country,

concentrating in certain area, Florida first; they also concentrate in

New York. I think my district has the second largest number of

Haitians, Haitian-Americans and Haitian refugees. It is a problem

that we don't run away from. The country has 225 million people

though. We have absorbed large numbers of people fleeing persecu-

tion before. It is not an insurmountable task, but it is a task we
don't need to undertake. Solve the problem in the most practical

way: Return Aristide to Haiti, return him by any means necessary.

We have gone through all the other steps.

We had a Governors Island agreement. It was forced on Presi-

dent Aristide. Even though he was forced to sort of sign an agree-

ment, he lived up to every part of the agreement, it was the mih-

tary that ran away from it. Now we need to reinforce that agree-

ment by any means necessary. Use all diplomatic means possible,

sanctions over a limited period of time.

I agree with the previous speaker, the sanctions impose suffering

on innocent people and should be limited. At this point we should

be talking about 30 days of sanctions and then move on to some-

thing else. I think military intervention, what we call protective
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military intervention, is the next step, and by that I mean the Gov-

ernment of Haiti is here in this country. Aristide represents the

head of the Government of Haiti. There are other people who were

elected in the same election that Aristide was elected in.

We ought to send back enough forces to protect the Government,

those who were elected. The Aristide supporters and those who
were in opposition to Aristide should be protected by troops, and
if anybody attacks those troops, then of course they have to be re-,

pelled, but it is not an invasion to protect a democratically elected

government. That is a solution to the refugee problem.

In the meantime, I think this committee should assert itself and
demonstrate that Congress will not be part of a double standard,

and the Haitian Refugee Fairness Act moves in that direction of re-

establishing where we should be, the same standard applied to all

refugees no matter where they come from.

Thank you very much.
Mr. Mazzoli. I thank the gentleman from New York for the ex-

cellent statement.
I will have to disassociate myself with the part that talks about

military intervention. There have been several here who have al-

luded to that. I do not think that is the answer. Of course, it is not

within this subcommittee's purview, but I think we need to do

something, but I do not believe military intervention is the answer.

The gentlewoman from Florida.

STATEMENT OF HON. CORRINE BROWN, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA

Ms. Brown. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the com-

mittee. Thank you for giving me the opportimity to testify today

about one of the worse humans crises in my lifetime.

I would personally like to submit my entire statement for the

record, and I just want to make a few comments.
Mr. Mazzou. Without objection, the gentlewoman's statement

will be made a part of the record.

Ms. Brown. As a new Member of Congress, I don't know that

there is anything as disappointing as how we have not been able

to resolve the Haitian situation. For the first time in 120 years,

Florida sent African-Americans to Congress, and I truly beheve

that Congress needed the diversity. I truly believe we needed the

diversity in this room that for the first time we have people of color

speaking about how the Haitians have been treated, and we close

to Florida experience it every day. I was a citizen here in Washing-

ton in the Capitol for some reason.

When the Congress first voted on the Cuban and Hsiitian issue

several years ago and we voted to let unlimited Cubans come in

this country, and I am not saying there is anything wrong with

that, but we voted not one Haitian, and that has been our poHcy.

There have been incidents when Haitians and Cubans have gotten

on the boats together, and when the Cubans arrived we welcomed

them and the Haitians we sent them back, and it is truly only be-

cause they are people of color, and that is a sad indictment on this

country, and it is a true indictment.

I have been to Haiti several times. I got away from security and

went all up in the mountains and talked to the people. Let me tell
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you something, none of us win by 77 percent, none of us. The Presi-

dent of Haiti won by 77 percent of the people, and even though
they are being killea, raped, they still have that resolve that they
want democracy.

I met with a group of Haitian business people, and I asked
them—they were talking to me about, "What is this democracy?"
because they didn't quite understand. They said that Aristide

didn't have the support of the ministers, I said, "Yes, I understand
that;" and he didn't have the support of the business community;
I said, "Yes, I understand that too;" and he didn't have the support
of the military, I said, "I trulv understand that." I said, "But you
know, he won by 77 percent of the people," and they said, "Yes, yes,

just the masses." I said that is what counts in a democracy, is what
the masses want, and we go all over the world supporting the
masses but yet here, right here, less than a hundred miles from
our shores, we do not support the people because they are people
of color.

The rape that has been going on and all of the things that the
Haitian people have had to put up with, one thing we nave got to

keep in mind, they still want democracy, and as a member of the

U.S. Grovernment we should push for restoring democracy to Haiti,

and nothing else is acceptable.

Mr. Mazzoli. I thank the gentlewoman very much for that state-

ment, obviously heartfelt and well delivered.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Brown follows:]
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Prepared Statement of Hon. Corrine Brown, a
Representative in Congress From the State of Florida

Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Committee, thank you for giving me
the opportunity to testify today about one of the worst human rights crisis in my
lifetime.

H.R. 3663, the Haitian Fairness Act is a long overdue bill and I commend
my colleague, Carrie Meek for introducing it. For too long Haitian refugees have
been treated differently from other refugees, particularly Cuban refugees. The
U.S. refugee policy has not been color blind, it has not been a policy we could
be proud of. Even since the Administration has announced a new policy, it has
not yet been implemented. More than 1 ,500 asylum seekers have been remrned
to Haiti since the announced change without an^ procedure to determine whether
they are refugees. I have serious concerns with the Administration's proposal, in

particular: (1) that their expected approval rate will be only 1-2% of Haitian
asylum seekers - there should be UQ pre-determined low rate of approval, (2) the

24 hour turnaround time in deciding refugee claims is not adequate, and (3) there

is no independent review of refugee determinations. The questions I would pose
to others who will testify today are: (1) will there be lawyers or NGOs (non-
governmental organizations) permitted to assist the Haitian asylum seekers during
the interview process? (2) who will conduct the interviews, trained asylum
officers, or border patrol agents? and (3) what standard of proof will be applied?
Another problem that must be addressed is the dilemma of internal refugees in

Haiti, those people who have been repatriated or have been forced to flee their

homes and are in hiding, searching for safety. We have not adequately addressed
this problem.

H.R. 3663 would correct some of the serious problems in our treatment of
Haitian refugee:., especially regarding establishing Temporary Protected Status to

protect Haitians currently in the U.S. from being forced back to a land of violent

and deadly persecution. It would be unconscionable to send Haitians back to Haiti

in these conditions, which have grown especially dangerous for women.
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Rape was hardly ever heard of in Haiti before the coup, and never as a tool

of political repression. Rapists have not hesitated to abuse pregnant women and

children. One pregnant woman was beaten until she aborted; she died several

days later. In fact, children of know democracy supporters have been abused and

even abducted, especially in Cite Soliel.

Mr. Chairman, I am very concerned that the U.S. Ambassador to Haiti has

expressed doubts that rapes against women is really a serious problem and

suggests, perhaps, that there is simply an exaggeration. I must contradict such

a notion. Rape in Haiti was largely unknown prior to the coup of September
1991 and had not been a common criminal act. Rape, used specifically as an act

of political retaliation, was not documented before the coup. Since the coup, and
increasingly as political pressure mounts, rape is being used against women as a

tool of oppression. The breakdown of traditional family structures, particularly

the absence of men from households, coupled with economic and political

insecurity, has left Haitian women as vulnerable victims in a massive political

cleansing campaign. Weapons such as guns, machetes and wooden clubs, have
been used during the repressive sexual acts, subjugating women with verbal

threats warning them that if they refused or fought to defend themselves that they

would be killed — or revisited. Many women victims have been told, during their

act, that they were being raped for their own or their family member's
participation in democratic activities.

• One strong supporter of President Aristide has been persecuted on many
occasions and he tried to flee Haiti on a sailing boat but was intercepted,

repatriated, and since then, has been living in hiding. One night, his wife

left a prayer vigil and on the way home, she was attacked, beaten and raped

by known FRAPH members. She was afraid to press charges because the

rapist, a FRAPH member, lives in her neighborhood. She was raped

because she was known to FRAPH as the wife of a known Arisitide

supporter.

• One woman was raped twice, on two different occasions, due to her

husband's involvement with democratic activities in their area. On one
occasion, she was followed by a military truck, abducted, beaten and raped.

Her three month old child was also beaten. Her house was subsequently

burned down by the same criminals.

• One woman, who had just given birth and who had a baby in he' arms, was
forced to witness the rape of her daughter, then she was also raped, even
though she had just given birth.

• The most recent reports describe horribly calculated rapes designed to

destroy families. Sons have been forced to rape their mothers, fathers have
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been forced to rape their daughters, and brothers have been forced to rape

sisters in front of other family members, A 15 year old boy was forced to

rape his mother after she had been raped by attaches. One young man
refused to rape his sister and was immediately shot to death, on the spot,

in front of his family.

• Finally, I'd like to bring to your attention a story of horrible cruelty and

miraculous recovery. I must warn you that the materials accompanying

my testimony are graphic and disturbing but one woman's story is too

important for me to gloss over. Alerte, a 32 year old Haitian woman was

married with three children. Her only crime was that she and her husband

exercised their right to vote for the candidate of her choice, Father Aristide.

The family survived 2 years of daily fear and harassment since the coup.

However their luck ran out on the night of October 16, 1993 when members

of the para-military group called FRAPH knocked on her door and proceed

to attack her and her children. She was repeatedly hacked with a machete

and left for dead in the road. It was only through a miracle that she

survived and her tongue was re-attached by doctors. She says the Lord

allowed her to survive so that she could tell others of her story. She is

living in the United States now but doesn't know how long she will be able

to stay.

Mr. Chairman, FRAPH should be condenmed as a terrorist organization.

It should not be treated as a political organization as U.S. Ambassador Swing has

suggested. It is obvious that FRAPH works in concert with the military thugs to

kill and terrorize Haitians who have supported democracy. FRAPH's activities

have grown more selective and systematic, and more deadly. The international

community has the responsibility to condenm FRAPH for the terrorist organization

that it is.

Thank you, I would be happy to take any questions the committee may
have.
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Haiti

One Example of Repression and Torture

Since the Military Coup
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1

First photograph, before the attack

This young woman is 32 years old. Her name is Alertc. She is married and has three children. She was

living at Cote Plage 26 in Carrefour. Her only crime was to have exercised, along with her husband, her right

as a citizen to vote for a candidate of her choice on December 16. 1990: Father Jean-Bertrand Aristide. The

family was able to survive 2 years and 1 5 days ofdaily aaxiety and harassment since the September 30. 1
'^'9

1

coup up until the night of October 16. 1993 when the paramilitary forces ofFRAPH came knocking at their

door.

Primera foto, antes de la agresion

Esta joven mujer tiene 32 afios. Se llama Alerte, es casada y tiene tres hijos. Vivia en Cote Plage 26 en

Carrefour. Su unico crimen fue de haber ejercido. Junto con su esposo. su derecho de ciudadana de \ otar per

el candidato de su eleccion el 16 de diciembre de 1990: el padre Jean-Bertrand Aristide. La familia pudo

sobrevivirdurante2aiiosy 15diasdeansiedadyrepresidndiaria.desdeelgolpedeestadodel30deseptiembre

de 1 99 1 hasta la noche del 1 6 de octubre pasado cuando las ftierzas paramilitares del FRAPH vinieron a locar

a la puerta de su casa.

Premiere photo avant ragression

Cettejeune femmea32ans. Elles'appelle Alerte; elle est marieeetatroisenfants. EllehabitaitCoie Plage

26 a Carrefour. Son seul crime est d'avoir e.xerce. avec son mari. son droit de cito\enne a \ oter pour un

candidat de son choix le 16 decembre 1990: le pere Jean-Bertrand Aristide. La famille a pu tenir 2 ans ct I
.^

jours dans Tinquietude et le harcelement quotidien. depuis le coup d'Etat du 30 septembre 1 99 1 jusque dans

la nuit du 1 6 octobre dernier quand les forces paramiiitaires du FRAPH sont venues frapper a sa pone.

Premye foto

Jen Ayis\ enn sa gen 32 lane, le rcle Alerte. li marye, li se manman 3 pitit. li te abite Kot PIaz Kafou. Li

te fe \on sel "krim". li menmakmari li vote vote I6desanm 1990 Jean Bertrand-Aristide. Depi koudeta 30

septanm 1 99 1 Ian kal\ e-l koumanse. Li menm ak fanmi li se masw ife yap moute. chakJou kijou se Ian ke sote

Ian kache \o \ iv. Lan lannwit 16 oktob 1993 pase neg ak zam an sivil te debake lakay li.
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2
2nd photograph

The face hideously devastated by a machete blow. Alerte is one of the thousands of victims throw n in

the mass grave of Titanyen. The objective of the de facto regime is to punish the Haitian people for ha\ ing

dared anew—after the November 29. 1987 massacre and after the December 5. 1 990 attack which resulted

in tens ofdead in a crowd of youth in Petionville—to mobilize with, as their only arm. their voting ballots, and

tling open the door of History so as to demand that their rights be respected.

2a foto

La cara horriblemente desfigurada per un goipe de machete. Alerte es una de las miles de \ ictinia>

echadas en la fosa comiin de Titanyen. El objetivo del regimen de hecho es de castigar al pueblo haitiaiio por

haberse atrevido nuevamente-despues de la masacre del 29 de noviembre de 1 987 y despues del ataque del

.Sdediciembrede l990quehizodecenasdemuertosenunamultituddej6venesenPetionville--amobilizarse

con. por toda arma. su boletin de voto. y forzar la puertade la Historia paraexijirque se respeten sus dereclios.

2eme photo

Le visage hideusement ravage par un coup de machette. Alerte est Tune des milliers de \ ictimes Jetees

dans le charnier de Titanyen. Le but du regime de facto est de punir le peuple haitien pour avoir o^e une

nou\elle fois--apres le carnage du 29 novembre 1987 et apres I'attentat du 5 decembre 1990 qui a fail Jcn

dizaines demons dans une fouledejeunes a Petionville—semobiliseravec commeseulearme son bulletin dc

\oie et forcer la pone de IHistoire pour reclamer ses droits.

Deziem foto

Figi-I Ulange ak kout machet Ian ti tanyen. Poukisa? Fanm sa se youn pami dibita moun > o te al jcte Ian

simitN e ti tan\ en. pou pini pep Ay isyen deske yon fwa anko. apre masak 29 novanm 1 987. malgre .^ desanin

1 990. \ o te kanpe tern 1 6 desanm 1 990 avek bilten vot yo kom sel zam pou reklame dwa yo gen> en pou cliita

toou rebo tab la.
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3A&B
3rd photograph

Why this machete blow in the neck and why slash the body ofthis young woman' Because on thai 1 6th

of October 1993, 2 years and 15 days after the coup, the terrible repression has not been able to put an end

to the people's resistance, an unarmed resistance, but nevertheless an efficient resistance.

3a foto

Porque este machetazo \ porque haber acuchillado el cuerpo de esta joven mujer? Porque este 16 de

octubre de 1 993, 2 anos y 1 5 dias despues del goipe de estado, la terrible represion no ha podido acabar con

la resistencia del pueblo, una resistencia sin armas. pero una resistencia etlcaz.

3eine photo

Pourquoi ce coup de machette a la nuque et pourquoi avoir lacere le corps de cette jeune femme? Parce

que ce 1 6 octobre 1 993, 2 ans et 1 5 jours apres le coup d'Etau la terrible repression n'a pu \ enir a bout de

la resistance du peuple, resistance sans armes mais resistance efficace.

Twaziem foto

De (2) lane apre koudeta-a pouki t'anm sa pran kout manchet sila Ian bouda tet li. Pouki \ o tllange > on

se bcl po konsa an mi\et moso. Pouki >o depatcha ponyet li konsa. Se paske 16 oktob 1993. 2 lane apre

koudcta. malgrc tren repres\on an ap kouri ak tout boulin li pa rive Ian bout rezistans pep la. Rezistans ak

deteminasNon pou sa chanje.
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ON THE HOSPITAL BED

EN LA CAMA DEL
HOSPITAL

A L'HOPITAL

SOU KABANN LOPITAL
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5
5th Photograph, with her children

Alerte was able to escape from the Titanyen mass grave and she came to the United States to testi t\ about

the horror in Haiti. She is currentiv in New York.

5a Foto, con sus ninos

Alerte pudo escapar de la fosa comun de Titan\ en \ vino a testificar en los Estados Unidos a cerca del

horror en Haiti. Ahora se encuentra en Nueva York.

Seme Photo, avec ses enfants.

Alerte a pu echapper du chamier de Titanyen et elle est \enue temoigner au.\ Etats-Unis sur Ihorreur

en Haiti. Elle est actueliement a New York.

Senkiem Foto, Alerte ak timoun li yo.

Volonte gwan met lo te \ le li chape \ i\ an Ian simit> e ti tan\en. Foto sa > o se pre\ . tem\\a\ az sa kap pase

Ian pe> i d"A\ iti jounenjodia.
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6
Fellow citizens, brothers and sisters ofali races and religions, you have before your e\ es photographs

which openly reveal the horror of the Haitian tragedy. Don't let your silence make you an accomplice. Speak

up, talk to the leaders of this world. Protest all you can so as to end the repression, so that the United Nations

finally make their voice heard concretely and decisively in the Haitian crisis. It is high time that we stop the

flow of blood in Haiti.

Compatriotas, hermanos y hermanas de todas razas y religiones, tienen en frente de sus ojos fotos que

revelan todo el horror de la tragedia haitiana. No se queden silencios porque serian acomplices. Alzen la \ oz.

hablen a los poderosos de este mundo para que las Naciones Unidas hagan por fin oir su \oz de manera

concreta y decisiva en la crisis haitiana. Es mas que tiempo que paremos el torrente de sangre en Haiti.

Compatriotes, freres et soeurs de toute race et de toute religion, vous avez sous les yeux des photos qui

revelent a la lumiere du jour I'horreurde la tragedie haVtienne. Votre silence serait complice. Ele\ez la \oi\.

parlez aux grands de ce monde. Protestez de toutes vos forces pour que cesse la repression, pour que les

Nations unies fassent enfin entendre leur voix de fa(;on concrete et decisive dans la crise hai'tienne. II est grand

temps qu'on anrete le flot de sang en Haiti.

Kompatriyot. neg ak neges lakay, piti zantray peyi d'Ayiti, zanmi kanmarad, nou gen de\ an je nou imai

ki bla> i tout mechanste ak tribilas> on pep Ayis\ en. Pa rete san nou pa di kichoy. Rele anmwe. jiskaske late

tranble. Rele jiskaske tout nanchon sou late tande nou. Rele. lite Jiskaske nou femen \ann san an kap koule

two iontan sou te d"Aviti.

PLEASE HELP
STOP THE REPRESSION IN HAITI

AYUDEME POR FAVOR
AU SECOURS

ANMWE SOUPLE
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MIAMI

c:::?

Haiti, a few miles from the

United States (Florida).

Haiti, a quelques kilometres des

Etats-Unis (La Floride).

Haiti, a algunos kilometros de los

Estados Unidos (Florida).
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Mr. Mazzoli. Unfortunately, our clock is not working. I will try

to keep a little bit of time so we can get some questions in, so I

will start with myself for 5 minutes.
Your statement did talk about the dropoff of the outmigration

with the time that Father Aristide was elected in the spring of
1991 and its resumption. How do you see the imposition of tem-
porary protective status, and the ceasing of any interdiction? How
do you see that as affecting the flow of people and the handling of

these people, given the existing asylum laws which in effect say
that once anyone touches U.S. soil, the reality is that they never
leave?
Mr. Owens. Well, first of all, I didn't know it was a disputed fact

that the number of ships interdicted on the seas by the Coast
Guard was zero. I thought that was a fact. It was represented to

me as a fact.

Mr. Mazzoli. That is empirical.

Mr. Owens. Economic conditions did not improve after Aristide

was elected, so obviously the people were not fleeing—the new peo-

ple were not staying in Haiti because economic conditions had im-
proved, they began to flee because political conditions changed, and
we are bound by international standards, and we have always par-

ticipated in and we have always allowed people fleeing persecution
to enter the country, and we have never before asked ourselves the
question, how many is enough. In the case of Cuba, and the fact

that, you know, two superpowers were still at war with each other
in the cold war and it was to our advantage to embarrass the Com-
munists; we placed no limit on it.

The question of limits has never been raised before. We actually

sent airplanes to Hungary to bring in the people when the Hungar-
ian revolution took place. They didn't have to find a way to get

here, we sent the planes to pick them up.

So I really don't want to answer the question and don't think it

is proper to raise it.

Mr. Mazzoli. All right. I appreciate it. Thank you very much.
The gentleman from Michigan: Just any thoughts on how we

harmonize anything we do here with the idea that basically people
who come in the country for even temporary protected reasons
would gain vested interests and rights to remain.
Mr. CoNYERS. Well, I think there are several ways we can look

at this. First of all, in our colleagues from Florida, many of their

proposals contain provisions for reimbursements to the State for

those costs, and I don't think that is unusual or prohibitive. I think

that that is one way that we can handle it.

The second is that there are other countries in the area that are

negotiating with Bill Gray, literally as we speak, as to land-based
processing points for temporarily taking care of the immigration
problem. There have also been suggestions of us using some of our
naval forces to house people that would be there. But in the end,

we have to have one consistent policy.

To think that the kinds of oppression that are going on now are
not politically motivated and aren't enough to make a person
choose between two horrible decisions: One, to stay there and face

the oppression that comes from anybody that might even be sus-

pected of having supported Aristide; and, you know, as the inter-
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national climate winds up against the junta, their terror increases,

their violence increases; that is the only tool they have. They are
not a government's force, they are not trying to set up agencies and
departments of government, the only thing they can do is use more
force, and so it seems to me very important, Mr, Chairman and my
colleagues, that we understand that allowing temporary protective
status is something that we should not shy away from. We have
done it time after time after time.
Mr. Mazzoli. You would be in favor—let me say it this way,

John: You would not be opposed to temporary protected status in

other countries, in regional nations or even in Guantanamo. Would
you also favor TPS here in the United States to admit, not for the
Haitians already here but to admit those people who can't be sent
back because we feel that either they have a legitimate claim, in

which case they can come in, but even if they don't have a legiti-

mate claim, we feel like the random violence is such that they can't

easily be sent back?
Mr. CONYERS. Right. The answer is yes, because everybody that

comes into this country is put to the test under our immigration
law. It isn't, as someone has characterized, that, "If you want to

come to America, come on;" that is not the law, the law is that you
can establish that you have a political reason that would allow you
under these laws to be temporarily allowed into the country. So
even people coming from Haiti would have to establish that. That
happens to be our procedure, and to temporarily allow them into

this country or other places in the OAS nations would be perfectly
consistent with my view.
Mr. Mazzoli. The gentleman from Florida.

Mr. McCoLLUM. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mazzoli. Just to finish up this panel.
Mr. McCoLLUM. Oh, I'm sorry.

Mr. Goss. I'll be brief, Mr. Chairman, and hit the points exactly,

if I can.

In the first place, all immigration is out of control, whether it is

political asylum, processing illegal immigration, or legal immigra-
tion. There are Haitians who are going through the visa processing
process right now in Port-au-Prince; there were; there have been.
They are going through a normal orderly process, although the at-

mosphere there is not as we would like it to be, I am sure, as in

other countries where that same process goes on.

The trouble is that there are many more people who want to

come to the United States than there are places under our quota
systems and so forth. Plus, the consular system is overloaded, as
is the political asylum officer review system, as is the illegal immi-
gration system in which we can't even control our borders.
That said, if we continue with the policies we have got now, the

Miami magnet will work even more forcibly than it has been draw-
ing the flow of refugees seeking greater economic opportunity, a
better quality of life. You can hardly get a worse quality of life than
exists in Haiti right now, and consequently any place looks good.
Miami looks awfully good, so I think we are going to see that.

With regard to the comparison with the Cuban Adjustment Act,

I would say that Fidel's days are numbered, there is no question
about that, and I think that the Cuban Adjustment Act is directly
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related to Fidel Castro, the Bay of Pigs events of history, and per-
haps the missile crisis. I think that chapter is closing, and I think,
therefore, that comparison by the time legislation passes out will
probably no longer be one we need to worry about.
With regard to the reimbursement that my friend, Mr. Conyers,

has mentioned, we would love it in Florida if the Federal Govern-
ment would indeed reimburse us for the proper costs of the immi-
gration problems we have had because of our geographical location.
It is so bad in Florida now that the Governor of Florida, who is a
good Democrat, an excellent Democrat Senator of the U.S. Senate,
now the Governor of Florida, is suing the Democrat administration
of this country for almost $1 billion overdue for not only Haitians
but Cubans as well, as we all know.
With regard to this question of land-based processing points in

other countries, I don't know anybody who is willing to deal with
this program on a permanent basis. Evervbody is tallang about yes,
we will help you out and process people, but we don't want the peo-
ple to end up in our country.
The final point is, using more force in Haiti by our sanctions has

caused a reaction of more force by the people in power who feel

more threat. That is why this polarizing policy that the administra-
tion has embarked on is such a terrible idea.

Mr. Mazzoli. The gentleman fi-om Texas.
Mr. Bryant. I would just like to interject to this very sudden

burst of partisanship, I think, in that last comment in that you
said that the Governor of Florida, a Democrat, is suing the Demo-
crat administration—let me finish my question if I may—^first of
all, our political party is the Democratic Party, number one. Num-
ber two, this suit is against the U.S. Government for a history
going back many years as being joined by my Grovernor as well of
not repaying all of us who are on the border for failures by the Fed-
eral Government to deal with immigration problems, and I just
want to take exception to describing it as a suit against the so-

called Democratic administration. It is not a suit against the Demo-
cratic administration, it is a suit against a U.S. Government.
Mr. Goss. What I wanted to point out, if the gentleman from

Texas will allow me, is that even good working relationships by
members of the majority party have not worked to resolve this
problem as they usually do in the democratic process. Those have
not worked. Consequently, I underscore that by saying we are
going to have do something more deeply if we are going to call for
reimbursement.
Mr. Mazzoli. The gentlewoman from Florida.
Ms. Brown. I would just like to respond to that last remark be-

cause I served in the Florida House of Representatives for 10 years,
and clearly talk would not resolve the problem that we have experi-
enced in Florida. We need dollars from the U.S. Government, be-
cause it is not a Florida problem, it is a national problem, and it

affects people, I understand, in Texas and California. But particu-
larly in the area of health care, we have really had real burdens
on our health care system in Florida because we have not got the
kind of assistance that we need from the Federal Government.

I think I can just associate mv remarks with the first question
of the chairman of the task force, Mr. Owens. I support his
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position, and I think we really need to go in there and resolve the
problem.

In talking to the Haitian people, they don't necessarily want to

come to the United States or go to other places, and really we have
g^de and support from other countries to assist. What we need to

do is go in and resolve this problem, and my feeling is, any means
necessary.
Mr. Mazzou. I appreciate that. The only thing I can say—and

I jaeld to my friend from Florida for such time as he will use—^is

the fact that we tried that same thing back in 1917. I think we
were there until 1934 and we didn't really solve the problem. So
I think we have to be extremely chary and circumspect about talk-
ing about any force or any means necessary, because that isn't al-

ways a guarantee of success.

The gentleman from Florida.

Mr. McCoLLUM. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I just would like to make one distinguishing comment. Though

I have a good relationship, I think, with all of my colleagues on the
panel, there is one area which I am sensitive to and concerned that
I want to be sure is clarified, and that is that I do see a distinction
between Cuba and Haiti as far as our asylum processing is con-
cerned, and it isn't race based. I think that distinction needs to be
set on the record so that everybody understands at least where this

Member comes from.
Historically, the record is pretty clear that anyone who seeks to

come to this country, seeks asylum from Cuba, when they are re-

turned to that country is locked up in jail, is persecuted automati-
cally. It is a fact, it does occur. That has not been the pattern in
the case of Haiti, although we certainly know there are a substan-
tial number who are persecuted there, which is why we grant asy-
lum. There is a good percentage who are getting that asylum relief

through the processing that we are doing and will continue to be
doing.

But when somebody has left on the boats or whatever and has
returned to Haiti, the history has not been that, as bad as that
military government is, they take everybody automatically and per-
secute them, put them in jail, or do something to them.
So for those reasons, that is the distinction I have seen over the

years and why I have not been amenable to those changes.
Mr. Owens. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. Becerra. Would the gentleman yield?

Mr. McCoLLUM. I would be very glad—who am I yielding to
now?
Mr. Mazzou. The gentleman from California.
Mr. Becerra. If I may ask the gentleman from Florida a quick

question.

Mr. McCoLLUM. Sure.
Mr. Becerra. To the degree that the gentleman makes the dis-

tinction between the Cuban situation and the Haitian situation, if

in fact the gentleman learned that the Haitian military had a pol-
icy of incarcerating those who left on boats and were subsequently
returned, would that change the gentleman's position?
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Mr. McCoLLUM. If there were a flat policy that that indeed oc-

curred and that they were persecuted just the same as the Cubans,
yes, it certainly would.
Mr. Becerra. Well, persecuted the same way as the Cubans—^I

am not certain if we can get the full details on how Cubans may
or may not be persecuted once they return to Cuba.
Mr. McCoLLUM. Well, I am not trying to fudge anything. If you

are treated essentially the same way, I am certainly going to

change my view, but my understanding is that is not so. That is

not what the INS or the State Department has told this sub-

committee in the past, but I am willing to be open minded—of

course I am—about it. That is my whole point. That is the reason

for the distinction.

Mr. Becerra. I thank the gentleman.
Mr. Owens. Can the gentleman tell us how many thousand Cu-

bans have been returned by the U.S. Government?
Mr. McCoLLUM. I can't tell vou how many we have returned, but

I know there are quite a number who have returned either of their

own volition or have not made it over here and been locked up.

Mr. Owens. We have never returned them en masse to the

Cuban Government, have we?
Mr. McCoLLUM. No, we have not returned them en masse. That

is precisely the reason. The reason we haven't is for the same rea-

son that I just described to you, because we know what happens
to them when they are returned. When you do return them to

Haiti, we also know what happens because we certainly return

them en masse. So I think the answer is pretty clear. Congressman
Owens.

I want to ask you something though, while we are talking here.

On temporary protected status, do you believe that if we granted

that kind of status and let Haitians stay here, that at some point

in time in the future if Aristide were returned to power, they would
all voluntarily return—or a high percentage? What is going to hap-

pen if, say, 3 or 4 or 5 years were to go by and we didn't nave the

thing come out the way we wanted in Haiti, we didn't have a

change? What would happen—to these folks who came here—when
it eventually did occur that the Government changed?
Mr. Owens. Solzhenitsyn has returned to Russia. I don't know

how many of the Hungarians who were brought here during the

Hungarian revolution against the Soviet Union would be returning.

Those are questions I can't answer, and, you know, it is a com-

plicated world, and I don't think we should try doing simple

answers.
I do know one thing, when one clear thing: When Aristide was

elected, thousands of Haitians from all over the world, Haitians in

France, in Canada, and the United States, and from my district,

they returned to Haiti because there was hope. Some went to set

up businesses, schools, et cetera.

The way to get people to return is to restore democracy. A larg:e

percentage will return, some who were not even refugees but Hai-

tian—Americans who are citizens.

Mr. McCoLLUM. Well, I don't doubt for a minute that a good

number would return, but I only ask the question to raise the point

that there will be a substantial number who won't.
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Mr. Nadler. Would the gentleman yield?

Mr. McCoLLUM. In a moment, please.

But the overall numbers of those who do not return, if we grant
temporary protected status, are going to be very, very large. I

would presume a very good percentage of folks are going to come
on out. It would encourage more people to come out, would it not?
Mr. Owens. I recognize the practical problem, and certainly the

gentleman from Florida, you are on the firing line, you are right
in the heart of the problem. Solve the problem. Solve the problem
by returning President Aristide, restoring democracy. Then we
don't have the numbers to worry about.
Mr. McCoLLUM. But the only way I know how to do that, other

than through Mr. Goss' suggestion, is direct military intervention.

The sanctions don't appear to be working. Have you got any other
suggestions how we do that?
Mr. Owens. Albert Einstein was a pacifist who changed his mind

about Hitler and said the pacifists will ultimately endure, thev
would win, if you had enough of them, but the way Hitler operated,
they would all be dead before they could win. You are dealing with
criminals, not just a regular government, you are dealing with a
criminal government. You don t meet criminals with negotiations.

Once they demonstrate that they are criminals, they can only be
dealt with as criminals. That is what we have to do. It will take
force to dislodge criminals.

Mr. McCoLLUM. Well, let me ask you this question, Congressman
Owens. How do you envision it going after we intervene? How do
we, as Congressman Mazzoli suggested, after a history of seeing so

many years of our having to be there—^how will police protection

and civil protection be provided without the U.S. troops having to

stay there?
Mr. Owens. Very simple. We should do what we did not do be-

fore when we occupied Haiti. We should train the army and the po-

lice, not an overwhelming army, but the police force, to respect de-

mocracy. We trained large numbers of Haitian officers at Fort
Benning, GA. We didn't do a good job in terms of training them to

respect democracy. Aristide supporters, people who voted in that
election, people who want democracy in Haiti, outnumber over-
whelmingly those who want fascism and totalitarianism. Train
those people to be the police. Train them to be the army, and you
will have people who respect democracy, and democracy will go for-

ward like any other democracy, with problems, but they would go
forward without having an army.
The people with the guns interrupt the process because they

have the guns and the majority don't have the guns.
Mr. McCoLLUM. I am going to end because my time is running

out by asking Congressman Goss if he could comment on the view-
point we have heard today.
Mr. Goss. Well, I don't take the position that the Governors Is-

land accord is of no account because it was negotiated with crimi-

nals, which seems to be the suggestion that has been made here.
I suggest that what has happened is that those people who have
controlled things in Haiti for almost 200 years one way or the other
have been very concerned that in their attempt toward accommo-
dating the middle of the road with the election of Aristide, which
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they did recognize and work with to try to form what I will call

a "multiparty or a "pluralistic" government, that the Aristide re-

gime was clumsy in its handling of that. The end result was that

there was a feeling among a great number of people that it was
now their turn, and, regrettably, some retribution began to steal

into the daily activities of the governance. It ended perhaps in Sep-

tember when the necklacing events took place. I think that was the

beginning of the repolarization in Haiti. I think it wiped out the

opportunity for the moderates who are trying to make the govern-

ment work with the concept of loval opposition, with the concept

of the military being subject to civil order.

All of those things were sort of thrown out, and that high water

mark was retreated from, and people went back to brute force, and

I think that is the situation we are at today. The Aristide people

were clumsy, they couldn't help out as well as we hoped they could

by reaching across the aisle, as it were. We tried to help them do

that. They did not succeed.

Mr. Owens. They could not make miracles in 7 months. They
only gave us 7 months.
Mr. Mazzoli. The gentlewoman's time has expired.

Ms. Brown. I just want to briefly respond to my colleague from

—

that we share part of the district from, Orlando.

I would just want to ask you this question: How many of the Cu-

bans do you think are going back from Miami?
Mr. McCoLLUM. Well, not very many are going back.

Ms. Brown. Probably none.

Mr. McCoLLUM. And that is a good point.

Mr. Mazzoli. The time of the gentleman has expired.

The gentleman from Texas.
Mr. Bryant. Thank you.

I regret Mr. Owens had to leave because I think he made a lot

of sense.

Mr. Goss, do you think that our position should not be to restore

Aristide to power?
Mr. Goss. Oh, I think it should be, affirmative, to restore

Aristide to power, absolutely, to give him the opportunity. I think

the morale boost for the followers, whether, as Ms. Brown has said,

it is 77 percent or my understanding it was 67 percent, doesn't

matter, it is two out of three Haitians who voted, and they were

pretty darn good elections.

Mr. Bryant. Then the question is, if he clearly would be govern-

ing legitimately, and it is very clear to me he would be, if it is obvi-

ous that he can't be restored to power through some agreements

with people who have consistently not kept them, their agreements,

then we have no alternative, it seems to me, but to use military

force, I would hope in coordination with the Organization of Amer-

ican States, to bring him back.

Mr. Goss. I would like to say that that is, in my view, an option,

but it is the worst of all the options that are out there. I think

there are many other options, including mine, which I know you

don't agree witn.

Mr. Bryant. I am not sure what your option is.

Mr. Goss. My option is to assist Mr. Aristide get back to Haitian

soil that is, in effect, a protected, safe haven area for Aristide loyal-
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ists to operate from. The geography of the country favors such a
course. There is a place called the He de la Gonave, if you have
been following the debate. I think it would work very well at vir-

tually no cost. We don't have to hire any cruise ships or anything
else. I think that this is an area where you can begin the process

of nation building again, and that is what this is about. We don't

disagree on that.

Mr. Bryant. It is veiy clear, though, that the guys in charge are

not going to tolerate Aristide coming back to power.
Mr. Gk)ss. There is a whole bunch of guys in charge right now

who are pushed to an extreme position.

Mr. Bryant. By who?
Mr. Goss. By the U.S. policies, in part. We are never going to

resolve this problem by saying one side or the other side is going
to get it all, and that is what the mood is.

Mr. Bryant. You know, we kind of get a disjoinder, the guy won
the election.

Mr. Goss. That was absolutely right.

Mr. Bryant. He gets it all because he won the election.

Mr. Goss. No, he doesn't get it all. That is exactly the point.

He still has to govern for 100 percent of the nation. That is the

majority. When the majority thinking says we only represent the
majority
Mr. Bryant. The problem is this, that you still are holding—

I

think you and those who agree with you—still are holding out some
feeling that somehow it is the military, the bad guvs down there

—

and I think they are very bad guys, no question about it—deserve

to have some role in governing the country, and it is clear to me
that the people who won the election ought to govern the country,

and if they don't do it all correctly, that is too bad, but that is the

way democracies operate.

Mr. Goss. Well, that is what happened.
Mr. Bryant. If every time that happened in any democratic

country in the world, we then said it is OK for the guys who were
offended to take over, where would we be?
Mr. Goss. Well, the question I would ask you, Mr. Bryant: Sup-

pose every time in the history of the globe we have a situation

where that does happen, do we send troops and restore democracy
at the barrel of a gun? And, if so, why aren't we in Rwanda? Why
aren't we in Bosnia? Why aren't we in a whole bunch of places?

Mr. Bryant. Good question. Because Haiti is right off our coast
and people can get in boats and float in the ocean to get here, that
is why, and it affects our national interest. That is the difference.

Mr. Goss. It doesn't affect our national interest at all. It affects

our problem of delivery of services in Florida and Texas and some
places like that, but there is no national security threat.

Mr. Bryant. Well, I am disappointed you have excluded Florida
and Texas from the Nation by saying there is no national interest

involved.

Mr. Goss. I think you have mischaracterized what I have said,

but
Mr. Bryant. Well, if we are not going to use military force to re-

store this government, and if clearly it is not going to happen any
time soon that he is going to be restored and therefore people are

82-190 -94 -4
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going to continue coming here from where they are, and it is very

clear when they get sent back that bad things happen to them and
that they have no freedom of speech there and they have economic
problems as well, then why don't we change the Cuban Adjustment
Act to include the Haitians as well?

Mr. Goss. I think that is a question that you need to ask the

committee of jurisdiction.

Mr. BRYA^^^, I am asking you. We are the committee. I am ask-

ing you.
Mr. Goss. I am not on that committee.
Mr. Bryant. We are the committee.

Mr. Goss. Oh, my view is, as I have testified on the Cuban Ad-

justment Act, I believe the reasons for the Cuban Adjustment Act

as pointed out by Mr. McCollum, in addition to the practical reali-

ties of today that he underlined. This is a period that is beginning

to wind down. I think the days of Fidel are numbered.
Mr. Bryant. But we don't know when they might wind down. We

are here, we could meet, we could mark up or change the Cuban
Adjustment Act right now to treat the Haitians just

Mr. Gross. Well, if you would like to mark up the Cuban Adjust-

ment Act, that is a prerogative that your committee has.

Mr. Bryant. No. I am asking you a question. Do you think we
should change the Cuban Adjustment Act so that we treat Haitians

just like Cubans? Yes or no?
Mr. Goss. I believe that we should change the Cuban Adjust-

ment Act after Fidel Castro allows free elections or releases himself

from power.
Mr. Bryant. OK, but that may be a long time from now. We are

dealing with Haitians today.

Mr. Goss. That is the answer to the question, Mr. Bryant.

Mr. Bryant. Shouldn't we treat the Haitians just like the

Cubans?
Mr. Goss. We treat the Haitians exactly the way we treat every-

body else in the world except the Cubans because the Cubans are

the only people who have an Adjustment Act because of the histori-

cal circumstances involving Fidel Castro and a clear and present

danger to the United States of America, including Texas and Flor-

ida, through the missile crisis and the installation of a Marxist re-

gime that was
Mr. Bryant. It is empirical, I think, to everyone listening,

though, that you are not directly confronting my question. We
allow Cubans when they arrive here to stay no matter what, be-

cause of the fact that they do not have freedom at home, and we
sanction their leaving, and we say, "Welcome to our shores." The
same is true in Haiti.

So I am asking you, should we or should we not treat the Hai-

tians just like the Cubans?
Mr. Goss. We should treat the Haitians the way we treat all

other immigrants.
Mr. Bryant. But not like the Cubans, is that right?

Mr. Goss. The Cubans have a special privileged status under the

Cuban Adjustment Act. I am just telling you what the facts are.
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Mr. Bryant. Perhaps if there were 800,000 Cubans in my State
and I was a politician, I would be saying no this morning as well,

but I would leave here feeling very bad about having said no.

I yield back.
Mr. Mazzoli. There is another way to adjust it, and that is to

get rid of it for the Cubans, and then we also have a flat pla3dng
field, either way.
The gentleman from Texas.
Mr. Smith. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Goss, I happen to think you have answered the question very

well, and I appreciate your being candid and honest.
Let me ask you about the proposal that you have made—I have

heard you talk about it a number of times—and that is that the
United States establish a temporary safe haven on an island very
close to Haiti's mainland, which the administration has chosen not
to do. Don't you feel, as compared to the current administration's

Proposals, that if we did such a thing, that would reduce the num-
er of Haitians fleeing in boats, it would make it a lot easier to

process the applications, and it would certainly be a better alter-

native to having the Coast Guard vessels waiting to pick up boat
people off the coast?
Mr. Goss. Obviously I do, and I thank you for the question.
The He de la Gonave, which is in the middle of the Bay of Haiti,

as it were surrounded, by Haitian mainland, about 15 to 20 miles
offshore generally from tne mainland station, is a 280-square-mile
island. It is bi^. It is big as or comparable with some of our States
or large areas m some of our States. It has got about 85,000 people
on it right now, Haitians, living on Haitian soil actually. It has
some amenities but not a lot.

It is a fairly primitive agricultural subsistence type area. It does
not have many military on it. The military that are there basically
are just like everybody else, they don't have a lot going for them.
The military on the mainland actually does not have the capability
to get across that water because they have no boats or planes or
any other way to do it, and, frankly, most of them would be scared
to go out there on an aggn*essive mission because they would run
into some hostile, what I would call agrarian level workers.

I think it offers an opportunity, without a confrontation, to deal
with the total problem of providing compassionate relief, which is

urgently needed for those who wish that economic opportunity, to

get that relief now, to get out of the economic suffering now, to
take a boat ride, instead of traveling 600 miles to Florida across
very dangerous waters in boats that are clearly always over-
loaded—this is a very dangerous situation, just a short distance in
Haitian waters to find a place where they can get food, shelter,

medical attention. I think that is a very humanitarian thing to do,

and it is immediately available. I think it shuts off the refugee flow
going into the high seas in the area around Haiti, I think that is

a very important point.

In terms of then going on to the question of getting Aristide back
in that area, can he be protected on that island by Aristide loyal-

ists? Yes. Does it require a U.S. invasion? Absolutely no, not. We
don't need that. Would we put in some type of facilities to help out
Mr. Aristide? My view is probably yes. He is a democratically elect-
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ed President. I think he should have the opportunity to broadcast

to the mainland from there.

I think there are a number of things we could do. We could proc-

ess visa claims from there for people who felt more comfortable

there than in Port-au-Prince.

I think there are a number of opportunities using Haitian soil to

solve this problem. Plus it is so much cheaper than going out and

doing what we are proposing to do now: having our Navy and our

Coast Guard steaming around, having all of these cruise ships

rented, making these $12 million deals with Turks and Caicos to

rent some beach so we can process people. We have got an Em-
bassy that does that in Port-au-Prince. Plus we have to build

them—^Turks/Caicos—an airport. I would love to have a new air-

port.

All this kind of stuff that is going on is really straining, really

straining, and I don't quite understand why the administration

doesn't take a closer look at my approach.

Mr. Smith. Thank you, Mr. Goss.

Mr. Chairman, one other point I would like to make, if our panel-

ists don't know it or perhaps even members of our own committee

don't know it, and that is, as things stand right now, I think the

United States is admitting about 20 percent of the Haitian appli-

cants for asylum status. But a more important point than that,

when we hear about discrimination by the United States toward

Haitians and so forth, and this is a fact I would like to underiine,

that of the hundred and some odd countries in the world, there are

only three countries that send more individuals to this country on

a per capita basis than Haiti. So we clearly do not have a discrimi-

natory policy toward Haiti in general.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mazzoli. The gentleman's time has expired. Thank you.

The gentleman from Illinois.

Mr. Sangmeister. At the risk of jumping into the fray here, I

don't think there is going to be any definitive answers, although I

think you will never get Aristide back without putting him in there

with military force, and I share the concerns of a number of these

committees, including the chairman, as to whether or not we

should do that.

But seeing as our witnesses are leaving us here, I guess it leaves

Mrs. Meek only. I would like you to comment on what Mr. Goss

was saying about using the island as a possibility rather than other

procedures. What are your thoughts on that? What is wrong with

doing that, I guess is what the question ought to be.

Ms. Brown. I guess Mr. Goss doesn't know that to me, just hs-

tening to him, it sounds very racist. Anything but touching the

American soil is what Mr. Goss is saying.

Clearly the conditions on this island that he is talking about

are not sanitary. We had discussions about this on the floor.

I mean have we sent anyone over there to look at what he is

recommending?
, • i ..

Mr. Sangmeister. Well, I could see that there has obviously got

to be some work done before that would be done.
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But, Mr. Goss, getting back to you then, what is the situation

over there? You say that we can do this without any mihtary inter-

vention. What is the status of that island right now?
Mr. Goss. That island is part of Haiti, and to say that it is racist

to suggest that Haitians want to go to Haiti, if that is a racist

statement I apologize for it; I don't think it is. There are 85,000

Haitians living on that Haitian soil right now. It happens to be an
island that is not particularly well developed.

Mr. Sangmeister. Are the military dictators there? Have they a
presence there now?
Mr. Goss. Our estimates are that there is no effective military

force on that island now at all. There are some police; there are

about 100—100 or less on the whole island. As I say, it is 280
square miles. They are not a cohesive, organized force. There are

not incidents of brutality, maiming, killing, murdering, rape, or

anything else that I know of going on. People are going about their

business of trying to survive on that island.

I am not suggesting we are going to divide Haiti into a north and
south or, you know, a two-country operation here. What I am say-

ing is that on Haitian soil we are providing, under Haitian sov-

ereignty, under the Haitian flag, the opportunity for Haitians to

work out—in a relatively safe situation and less hostile

confrontational situation—spread out by 15 miles of water, to work
out their problems with our help over the years.

We clearly have a role to play in diplomacy in trying to get the

extremes to back down from their extremist positions, and we have
to help build democratic institutions—labor, education, all the tra-

ditional things that we do. All of that should be part of the package
to help Haiti recover and nourish itself into a democracy, but in the

long run it is going to have to be Haitians to do it. They don't want
Americans to do it, they want Haitians to do it.

Mr. Sangmeister. But our country should take the position, at

least, of putting Aristide in there and try to establish

Mr. Goss. My view is, we should ask President Aristide to return

to that island and we should help him get back. That does not

mean an invasion. You don't need an invasion. We would be very
happy to escort him there in a Coast Guard cutter, and I think he
would be safe if he had some of his loyalists around him, and I

have no doubt that would happen.
Mr. Sangmeister. Ms. Brown—excuse me for saying Mrs. Meek.

I apologize.

Ms. Brown. I'm Brown. And what I suggest is, we return Presi-

dent Aristide to Haiti. He won the election with 77 percent of the

vote. It is ludicrous to sit up here and talk about returning him to

a part of the island.

What would happen if the President of the United States here,

he won the election, and the military decided, "Well, we don't like

this and we are going to take over?" That is not a democracy. Why
do we have different standards for people of color in Haiti than
anywhere else around the world?
Mr. Sangmeister. Well, the question of whether color is playing

a major role, of course, I guess is always present, but at the same
time maybe—let me finish my statement—involved in the legisla-
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tive process, where we somewhat look for a compromise, and if this

is a compromise, it is a step in the right direction.

I don't certainly agpree with everything Mr. Goss has got to say,

but this still is part of Haiti, and if we can get Aristide back into
Haiti and operating and proceeding from there, that, to me, doesn't
sound like too illogical an idea.

Ms. Brown. I know, but you would have to see the islsind. I

mean we would have to know a lot more information than what we
have right here,

Mr. Sangmeister. I am not satisfied either that that can even
be done at this point, but I am not so sure that is something we
need to exclude.
Mr. Mazzoli. I think the gentleman is correct that, in fact, we

would have to do a lot more at Guantanamo if they were going to

reopen after this hiatus. We are going to talk about putting in ev-

erything from sewage to

Ms. Brown. And also I saw the conditions on Guantanamo Bay.
Mr. Mazzoli. Exactly.

The gentleman's time has expired.

The gentleman from New York, Mr. Nadler.
Mr. Nadler. Thank you.
I just want to make an observation about Mr. Goss's suggestion,

and I have some different questions.

What Mr. Goss is suggesting, in effect, is that the U.S. military

seize part of the nation of Haiti and set up a rival government.
Mr. Goss. That is not correct. There is no role in my proposal

for the U.S. Government. You mischaracterize and put words in my
mouth.
Mr. Nadler. Well, the island of Gonave is part of Haiti is it not?

Mr. Goss. He de la Gonave is a part of Haitian sovereign terri-

tory, yes.

Mr. Nadler. Fine. So what you are suggesting is that we take

that territory

Mr. Goss. No, not at all.

Mr. Nadler. Well, are you suggesting we give him a steamship
ticket there?
Mr. GrOSS. What I am suggesting is that if he would like to re-

turn to Haitian soil, that we would set up there, with GAS and
U.N. peacekeeping observation, the same type of program that is

being called for in Haiti by the administration right now. We could

set up that base in the He de la Gonave rather than on the main-
land because that gives Aristide the opportunity to come back and
have relative personal safety with Aristide loyalists, not with the

U.S. military.

Mr. Nadler. So you are saying we equip an Aristide expedition-

ary force to seek to hold that territory against the Haitian mili-

tary?

Mr. Goss. No. I am suggesting that we not interfere in internal

Haitian politics once we get all the players back in Haiti and pro-

vide them, to the reasonable degn^ee possible, an opportunity for

each camp to be safe and yet a meeting place for them to come to-

gether and work out their differences.
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Mr. Nadler. I won't belabor this point, and I am sorry Mr.
McCollum isn't here because I wanted to ask him to yield for a
question, but I will ask you instead.

On May 21 of this year, the Haitian military regime ordered gov-

ernment prosecutors to implement a 14-year-old order declaring il-

legal all "irregular trips toward foreign lands." In other words, tney
have now served notice that they deem it illegal for anyone to try

to leave the country in a boat without their permission, and they
have served notice, I think it is clear, that anyone who is returned
to Haiti will be subject to arrest and prosecution, or we might say
persecution.
Given this fact and the distinction that Mr. McCollum tried to

make between Cuba where, 30 years ago or 25 years ago, all people
who left Cuba and were returned were prosecuted, but that is not
the case in Haiti, and therefore the cases are different, except now
the government has said that henceforth that will be the case, the
Haitian Government has said it will be the case, how do we distin-

guish these two cases?
Mr. Goss. That law has been on the books, I understand, for

more than a dozen years, and the illegal dictatorship that is there,

the Jonassaint government, which I readily admit is not a legal

government—and I am not a champion or an apologist for it—

I

think has said that they are going to quote "enforce" that law now.
I have seen some highly publicized activity—where photog-

raphers were conveniently available—where they, in fact, had the
military, storm some people who were planning to get into a boat,

beat up some of them and detained some of them for a few days.
That is the only incident I am aware of so far. Whether it was fully

propaganda or the beginning of some new policy that they are
going to enforce remains to be seen.

If, in fact, they do become so brutal that they start doing that
and detaining anyone who wants to get in a ship and interfering

with people going fishing—as you know, fishing and getting out on
the water is a big part of Haitian subsistence survival these days

—

I would suggest that that is going to cause a very different set of

thinking in our policy negotiations. I don't think we have gotten to

that point yet. I think what we are having now is a propaganda
war of exaggeration by people who have been polarized.

Mr. Nadler. It is clear, we do admit that it is clear, that many
of the people who have been returned to Haiti, such as Mr.
DeSanges whose picture we have here, have been, in fact, brutal-
ized, persecuted, and murdered by the regime after we returned
them.
Mr. Goss. The statistics that I have been able to get from the

Department of State—and I have not had the fullest cooperation
that I would like to be able to report I have had from the adminis-
tration on this—indicate that very few and until recently almost no
cases were involved with returnees or people that we put back.
That was what the testimony was. Now I find that very hard to

believe.
Mr. Nadler. So do I.

Mr. Goss. OK I think that some people have been brutalized,

but I think the great, great, great majority have not. And I think
that the people who probably ran into the worst consequences were
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people that would have run into consequences at any event, one
way or the other, because there are some harsh feelings at any
place at any time.

Mr. Nadler. But I don't follow you. The people who were re-

turned who ran into harsh consequences would have rim into these

harsh consequences had they not been returned?
Mr. GrOSS. I think they would have run into harsh consequences

had they not returned in large case, yes.

Mr. Nadler. They would have been murdered in Miami?
Mr. GrOSS. Unfortunately, this has happened. I do not wish to see

this happen, and neither does anybody else, and one of the reasons

we are here in good faith trying to find solutions, I will tell you
that talking about these kinds of differences between Cubans and
Haitians is an extremely sensitive subject in the part of the world
that Ms. Brown and I represent, and it needs to be handled very

carefully.

Mr. Nadler. I see the following facts, and I don't claim to be an
expert on Cuba or Haiti, but I see the following facts: A left-wing

dictatorship took power in Cuba in 1959. The United States and
that left-wing dictatorship the Castro regime had very bad rela-

tions for a number of reasons, and we passed the Cuban Adjust-

ment Act which essentially says that we deem that every refugee

from Cuba would be subject to political persecution and we will

grant, no questions asked, political asylum to all Cuban refugees.

In 19—when did the Haitian regime take over? About 4 years

ago?
Mr. GrOSS. Yes—3 years.

Mr. Nadler. Three years ago, in 1991, a right-wing dictatorship

took power in Haiti and started pursuing policies that generated
large numbers of refugees, not economic but political, because in

the preceding year or two there had been virtually no refugees, and
we treat them differently. Now it is a right-wing dictatorship.

We are still granting asylum, no questions asked, to the Cubans,
although, frankly, at this point in time whatever may have been
the question 30 years ago or even 10 years ago, at this point in

time the Cubans pose no security threat to the United States.

Clearly, the Castro regime doesn't.

We deplore the Castro regime because it is a dictatorship and so

forth, but they are posing no more of a threat to us than are the

Haitians, and yet we treat them very differently, and why should

we treat them differently given the fact that they are both likely

to be political refugees fleeing political persecution?

Mr. Mazzoll Even though the gentleman's time has expired, if

the gentleman from Florida or the gentlewoman from Florida

would wish to address that, that would be wonderful.

Ms. Brown. No, I can't add anything. I think he has stated the

facts.

Mr. Mazzoll OK. Good.
The gentleman from Florida.

Mr. Goss. I think that the one clear distinction is that the Castro

government 30 years ago—and this is well out of today's context,

and you had to sort of be there and live this. I remember when the

"blinking" went on, as it were. These were very, very extraordinaiy
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times, and I think that was the time in my whole life when I felt

that the United States was the most threatened.
Castro was an avowed enemy of this country and said he was

going to sink the United States of America. This was a lot of noise,

to be sure, but he had a fairly good partner in those days that had
a lot of horsepower. That is a totally different circumstance than
a tinpot dictatorship taking over.

Mr. Nadler. That's history.

Mr. GrOSS. Yes, but I'm just telling that that is the difference.

There is a difference.

Mr. Mazzoli. The gentleman from California.

Mr. Becerra. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me go to a different matter for just a second. I do want to

return to this line of questioning later on. Are either of you—and
it is unfortunate that some of the Members have gone—are either

of you aware of any authority that the executive branch has to es-

tablish or operate an asylum, a refugee process, which is different

for Haitians than it is for any other refugee or asylum-seekers that
we treat?

Mr. Goss. Other than the Cuban Adjustment Act, if that is what
you are referring to.

Mr. Becerra. Is there anything else that either of you might be
aware of that allows the U.S. Government to treat Haitians dif-

ferently in the asylum or refugee process than others?

Mr. GrOSS. As far as I know, Haitians get treated like everybody
else in the world except Cubans.
Mr. Becerra. So you are saying that we implement the same

type of refugee and asylum process for people coming from Eastern
Europe or Asia as we do for Haitians?
Mr. Goss. What I am saying, unless there are special Cuban ad-

justment type acts, Haitians are treated the same as everybody
else.

Mr. Becerra. You are saying that the administration's proposal
to interdict boats filled with Haitians provides the same treatment
for other individuals who may be seeking asylum or refugee status
within the United States coming from other countries?
Mr. Goss. What did we do with that Chinese folk that fetched

up on Coney Island? Maybe Mr. Nadler can remind me of that. I

don't remember. It seems to me they got returned, didn't they?
Mr. Mazzoli. I think that the Lautenberg amendment does pro-

vide for certain residents of the former Soviet Union and for resi-

dents of Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia a standard of credible fear
rather than the well-founded fear of being persecuted that is the
case for everyone else.

Mr. Becerra. That is correct.

Mr. Mazzoli. But the only major in the sense, other than the
standard of proof—the other major change is this Cuban Adjust-
ment Act which has been here since 1966. But everyone else is

treated the same way, the same kind of procedures, the same sort

of people. But in that case, I am told, pursuant to the Lautenberg
amendment, there is a different standard of proof.

Mr. Becerra. Mr. Chairman, I would disagree. I am not certain
if I am completely correct on this, but I understand that those who
come under the Lautenberg amendment also qualify for voluntary
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assistance of counsel, they also are entitled to some type of mean-
ingful appeal, and they are not automatically returned to their

country of origin if they are not found qualified for asylum or refu-

gee status.

Those three things differ completely from the policy that this ad-

ministration is trying to implement with regard to Haitians, as I

understand it.

Mr. Mazzoli. It could be on those grounds, but the Haitian peo-

ple are being judged on the basis of a higher standard of proof than
the people who would be under the Lautenberg amendment. The
Cuban Adjustment Act exists as a major exception.

Mr. Becerra. But aside—and if I could just ask my two col-

leagues, if they know of any other instance other than the Cuban
situation where we treat refugee or asylum-seekers differently from
Haitians by statute or regulation.

Mr. Mazzoli. Well, we will have the Government in, and they
will be able to answer very directly those same questions.

Ms. Brown. I do not know any, but in looking at what is re-

quired of the Haitians, it is, as you said, a higher standard. In ad-

dition, there are not lawyers present. I mean they have no rights.

They cannot appeal. There is a 24-hour recommended turnaround
time to return them to Haiti. It is truly different than any other

country.
Mr. Goss. The quantity problem, I think, has caused a problem.

As you remember, the Bush administration tried to use Guanta-
namo, and there was a g^eat uproar that that was not an appro-

priate way to deal with it. Unfortunately, that was closed down
and there has been no substitute since. The Clinton administration,

to its credit, is trying to find a substitute for processing to provide

for better full processing.

But you heard my testimony—perhaps you weren't in the room
when I testified. The immigration program in this country is bro-

ken. It is broken, whether we are talking about illegals or legals

or political asylees. We haven't funded them, we haven't given

them enough manpower in INS, and they have got an impossible

mission.
But we do return Bahamians and Jamaicans and others to the

area who try to get into the country illegally if we catch them.
Mr. Becerra. But under different standards. We provide them

with a credible fear standard of review, and we provide them with

access to counsel.

Mr. Goss. We don't have too many other circumstances

where they are clgdming credible fear right now in the Western
Hemisphere.
Mr. Becerra. I suspect that the Haitians would like to be able

to fall under the same credible fear standard versus a well-founded

fear of persecution standard if they could.

I am trying to get at least some answers on the procedure here

because it is not clear. I am not aware of any particular statute

that authorizes the administration to treat one group differently

from another except perhaps for the situation with the Cubans.
Mr. Goss. I think the chairman has answered that exactly the

way I understand it.
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Mr. Becerra. Now a question for the two of you again. If, in fact,

there are no statutes that permit the administration, the executive

branch, to treat those seeking asylum or refugee status differently,

would you say that the executive branch has exceeded its authority

in implementing the laws passed by Congress?
Mr. Goss. I don't quite understand. What laws are you talking

about?
Mr. Becerra. The Congress establishes all the laws that affect

immign^ation, whether it is refugee, asylum status, those who are

allowed to immigrate as permanent residents, et cetera. Those stat-

utes, of course, have been implemented by regulation.

I have not heard anyone tell me that there is a statute that per-

mits the administration to treat anyone who is trying to seek some
type of immigration status in this country differently. If that is the

case, whether we agree with the policy or not, do you have any
opinion as to whether or not the administration has exceeded its

authority to implement or administer a particular immigration pol-

icy without statutes that specifically prescribe the activity that the

administration is attempting to implement?
Ms. Brown. While ^ou think about it, I would say that it started

with the Bush administration and it has come down to this present
administration. Both policies have been different and have treated

the Haitians differently.

Mr. Mazzoli. The gentleman's time has expired. Actually, I think
the questions the gentleman asked are very apt, but I think that

they can be directed to the administration, both the State Depart-
ment and the INS, and they will be really much more prepared to

answer the very technical nuances of this law than our panel.

The gentleman from Florida, Mr. Canady, if he has any ques-
tions.

Mr. Canady. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I apologize for going to

another subcommittee hearing of the Judiciary Committee. I wish
I could have been here for all the other questions.

I have one question which was actually touched on by Mr. Goss
in his statement, but I would Hke to ask Ms. Brown to address it,

and then Mr. Goss has something else he wanted to say on the sub-

ject, and I would appreciate any additional comments.
The question is this. Do you believe that the current embargo

and economic sanctions against Haiti will substantially increase

the number of Haitians who flee Haiti solely for economic reasons?
Ms. Brown. I don't think people are fleeing Haiti solely for eco-

nomic reasons. If you have been there like I have, people are fear-

ful for their lives. This embargo is just one option.

I support the option, but I support whatever means necessary. If

this works, fine, but I want to leave all of the options open. I want
the administration and the world community to look at all options

and pursue them.
Mr. Canady. But you don't think that the economic sanctions

will lead additional people to leave Haiti for economic reasons?
Ms. Brown. The conditions are already deplorable in Haiti. Eco-

nomics is just one thing, but it is fear of life and safety, and to

downplay that is appalling. Clearly, people are fearful for their

lives. In the past, we didn't have the documented number of rapes
that is going on, the raping of the women.
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When I went to Haiti, I met with the women of Haiti, and we
talked, and the things that are going on are iust unheard of in this

kind of country except when these thugs ana hoodlums have taken
over—not criminals, they are thugs and hoodlums in charge of the

country.
Mr. Canady. ok
Mr. Gross, do you have anything you would like to say on that

subject?
Mr. Goss. That is a very controversial subject. As we measure

things, 90 percent or more, I understand, are economic refugees.

That does in no way discount what my colleague has said about
how people feel in Haiti. I am sure that it would be hard if you
asked a Haitian, who is suffering and in misery and has not

enough food on the table for the children and has a sick child,

whether that person was concerned about suffering and whether it

was an economic question or a political question, your well-founded

fear type question, you would get a fiinny look, and you would de-

serve one.

The issue, it seems to me, of how much harm is coming to people

actually across the countryside relative to whatever a norm may
be, however, is very debatable. We have seen some sensationalism

in our cable traffic in the State Department which will probably be

testified to on this subject.

It is clear that there are exaggerations, tremendous exaggera-

tions, about what is actually happening on the ground there. That
is why a I congratulate Chairman Mazzoli and your subcommittee
for trying to get at the heart of some of this.

My real view is that there would be a lot less pressure for people

to leave if the sanctions were not in place, because the sanctions

are causing a misery of life that is unequaled in this hemisphere
right now, to my knowledge.
Mr. Mazzoli. The gentleman's time has expired.

I think there is one thing to be said about the imposition of the

sanctions not only causes human tragedy and with only a far long-

range prospect of success in ousting these dictators, but it also

leads to a higher degree of emotion, it leads to a higher degree of

fear and confusion, which leads to the random violence, which

leads to the fact that, even though vou are not being persecuted be-

cause you are part of some Aristide operation, you were somehow
an activist in his Government. Then some guy who vvants your food

or some guy who is going to rip you off or something because he

is hungry is going to take over, and they may use the very same
machetes they used because they are wreaking some political ret-

ribution, but they use that because they want something that you
own that they want.
So the end of it is that it does seem to me that the imposition

of sanctions is something that has to be looked at being something

that very well could worsen the situation, not just from the human
tragedv of it—the lack of food, lack of medicine, lack of clothing,

lack of shelter—but also because it just rachets up everybody's ten-

sion, which leads to a lot of other things that happen too. It cer-

tainly does challenge us to try to figure out some way to give jus-

tice to people, because when Mrs. Meek testified her first word was
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"fairness," it is in the title of her bill, and we are trying to find
some fair way to treat people.

The gentleman from Texas brought up veiy clearly, and the other
gentlemen on the panel have, about the disparity, it seems, be-

tween handling people coming from Cuba, from perhaps roughly
the same kind of setting, to the people coming from Haiti, and so

it is a tough assignment that our subcommittee has. We will try

to move along with it as best we can.

So the gentlewoman and gentleman, we thank you very much for

your testimony. You are excused.
We will call forth our panel from the Grovernment, Mr. Brunson

McKinley, who is the Acting Director of the Bureau of Refugee Pro-
grams of the U.S. Department of State; and Ms. Chris Sale, who
is the Deputy Commissioner, Immigration and Naturalization Serv-
ice, who will be accompanied by Alex Aleinikoff, the General Coun-
sel of the Immigration Service.

In the interests of time, if the people could get their statements
and return to their seats, please.

We welcome our panel. All your statements will be made a part
of the record and. Ambassador, we can begin with you, and I would
hope with you, because you all were all in the room when the gen-
tleman from California, the gentleman from Texas, and others
asked questions about what appears to be disparity about the
Cuban Adjustment Act, about the standards of proof, about the
presence of counsel and all of the different things—so in your com-
ments, to the extent you can address those, it would be very help-
ful. So you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. BRUNSON McKINLEY, ACTING DIREC-
TOR, BUREAU OF POPULATION, REFUGEES, AND MIGRA-
TION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Mr. McKinley. Mr. Chairman, distinguished members, I am

pleased to have this opportunity to discuss with you the work being
done by the administration concerning the Haitian boat people, and
we will certainly do our best to answer the questions that have
come up so far and any others that you may have.

I have a prepared statement which is available, and I want to
call attention to certain parts of it, but I will certainly do that in
an abbreviated fashion so that we can get quickly to questions.

I want to start by expressing sympathy on the part of the admin-
istration for many of the concerns that we have heard today and
to point out that the policy change on Haiti which occurred on May
8 of this year is, in fact, the result of the concerns and the consider-
ations that have been expressed here by the previous panel and by
members of the subcommittee. So what I would like to start out by
saying is that we hear these concerns loud and clear and that is

why we changed the policy, so you are not going to get any fight
from me on any of that.

On May 8, the President announced a new look at Haiti policy.
He appointed Bill Gray to be his Senior Special Adviser on Haiti.
He announced new measures including tougher sanctions, a rein-

vigorated United Nations force, designed to bring about an end to
the illegal government and the restoration of democracy and Presi-
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dent Aristide, and he announced a new policy on Haitian boat peo-
ple, which is what I am principally here to talk about.

I want to refer to Bill Gray's testimony a week ago before Chair-
man Hamilton's committee, which was very full and which I know
many of you follow closely. Bill Gray addressed all of these ques-
tions and others, and his statement is the authoritative statement
of U.S. policy toward Haiti. I just want to go ahead and talk a little

bit about the changes that we are making in the way we treat Hai-
tian boat people.

As you know, an integral part of the administration's review of
its policy toward Haitians was the treatment of persons fleeing the
island by boat. The President announced on May 8 that certain
modifications to U.S. refugee policy toward Haiti would be made.
Specifically, he stated that while Haitian asylum-seekers would
continue to be interdicted at sea, a determination of eligibility for

refugee status would be made for those requesting asylum prior to

any repatriation. Those persons found to be refugees would be pro-
vided refuge; those found not to be refugees would be returned to

Haiti.

Deputy Secretary of State Talbott on June 2 signed a memoran-
dum of understanding in Kingston, Jamaica, permitting the United
States to process Haitians aboard vessels in Jamaica s territorial

waters, the U.S. Naval Ship Comfort is now at anchorage in Kings-
ton. A second support ship and ancillary vessels are in place. We
will be ready to proceed with processing of Haitian boat people in

the near future.

I want to say that we are very grateful to the Jamaican Govern-
ment that they have made this facility available to us. They did so

because they support the change in policy, they support democracy
and the restoration of President Aristide, and we are grateful to

them for this sign of support and solidarity.

We are also on the verge of an agreement with the Government
of the Turks and Caicos Islands and the British Grovemment,
which is responsible for the foreign affairs of the Turks and Caicos,

to use Grand Turk Island as an onshore processing location. A sur-

vey team has gone to Grand Turk to assess the requirements for

quickly making the island suitable to receive Haitians, and we are
negotiating a memorandum of understanding with the British and
Turks and Caicos Governments similar to the one that we have
with the Jamaican Government, and we hope to conclude that soon
and get that started, and this would be a land-based facility. I

think that is an important distinction. I think all of us consider

the land-based possibility to be better and preferable to shipboard
processing.
The next point I want to make is really a very important one,

and it has to do with the agreement that we have with the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees.
The United States is very pleased to have reached full agreement

with the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees on
UNHCR's participation in the shipboard processing of Haitian boat
people within the territorial waters of the Republic of Jamaica.
The United States and UNHCR recognize that shipboard process-

ing is an extraordinary measure which the United States has un-
dertaken as an alternative to interdiction and return. The goal of
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the United States and UNHCR remains the estabHshment of an
appropriate land-based processing center. In the interim, however,
the United States and UNHCR intend to make every effort to en-

sure that shipboard processing provides protection and is proce-

durally fair to all. UNHCR will be permitted full access to the Hai-
tians and their case files.

We are also pleased that UNHCR is about to enter into an agree-

ment with prominent American voluntary agencies which have long
experience in refugee processing, counseling, and resettlement, and
this, I think, is another very important point. We understand that
the voluntary agencies, acting through their coordinating body, will

be able to provide teams of professionals and interpreters working
directly with UNHCR to provide initial counseling to the Haitians
brought to the Comfort. Involvement of organizations with specific

experience working with Haitian asylum-seekers in the United
States will be particularly valuable in these extraordinary cir-

cumstances.
Now the role, specific role, that we have worked out with

UNHCR for their participation has a couple of points. They are
going to do the counseling which takes place before the adjudica-
tion, and they are going to have an opportunity to examine and re-

view case files and discuss INS determinations with quality assur-

ance officers.

When a negative determination has been made and UNHCR be-

lieves that grounds for reconsideration exist, the UNHCR will have
the opportunity to counsel applicants concerning their cases and
the possibility of reconsideration by INS. UNHCR will have the op-

portunity to bring such case and the applicant's grounds for recon-
sideration to the attention of the quality assurance officer. The de-
termination of refugee status, including any request for reconsider-

ation, will be our officer's responsibility alone under U.S. law, but
we very much welcome UNHCR cooperation in this effi)rt.

We are confident that our procedures are fair and will withstand
scrutiny. Indeed, I should say that we welcome such scrutiny, and,
as I speak now, a team from the Government of Jamaica with Ja-
maican observers and human rights specialists is going over the
operation down in Kingston Harbor, inspecting it, making sure that
it is very satisfactory in their terms. The Jamaicans rightly in-

sisted that this operation be fair, open, transparent, above board,
and we have cooperated fully in this desire on the part of the Ja-
maican Government. So we have a system in place which we are
proud of and which we think represents a very, very positive

change in direction and a great improvement over the old policy,

and we are going to try to make it work.
There is in my testimony a section that talks about the steps in

processing which I will call to your attention but I don't think I will

go through orally at this time.
I want to stress something that has come up already several

times in the hearing, and that is the point about our in-country
processing. As the President has emphasized, we believe our in-

country refugee processing program remains the best and safest

means for genuine refugees to nave their claims heard. I want to

emphasize that we will continue in-country processing. Our three
in-country processing centers will continue to operate and to offer
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the best means for Haitians with a well-founded fear of persecution
to have their claims adjudicated without undertaking a perilous
sea journey. Even the suspension of commercial air service to Haiti
due to take effect at midnight on June 24 will not stop our work.
Preparations are bein^j made to ensure that approved refiigees can
continue to leave Haiti as they are granted refugee status.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I just wish to emphasize again that
the deployment of the Comfort to Jamaica, our shipboard operation
there, the establishment of a land-based refugee processing center
in Turks and Caicos, these are measures that we have devised, in-

terim measures, temporary measures, perhaps not fully satisfac-
tory measures, but they are the best measures that we could come
up with in the short time available to us to construct a more hu-
mane response to a desperate problem.
The real answer to the problem is a different one. It is changing

Haiti, it is bringing about the changes there, the restoration of de-
mocracy that will be the basic solution to the Haitian boat people
problem at its source, but until that happens we have an interim
humanitarian response to this desperate problem, and we are going
to try to make it work.

I don't pretend that these measures alone will alleviate the wide-
spread suffering that is the lot of the Haitian people under the ille-

gal regime, but it is our hope that for those who are bona fide refu-
gees the new program will offer needed protection.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mazzoli. Thank you, Mr. Ambassador.
[The prepared statement of Mr. McKinley follows:]
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Prepared Statement of Hon. Brunson McKinley, Acting
Director, Bureau of Population, Refugees, and Migration,

U.S. Department of State

Mr. Chairman, distinguished members, I am pleased to have

this opportunity to discuss with you the work being done by the

Administration concerning the processing o£ Haitian boat people.

As you know, an integral part o£ the Administration's

review of its policy towards Haitians was the treatment of

persons fleeing the island by boat. The President announced on

May 8 that certain modifications to U.S. refugee policy towards

Haiti would be made. Specifically, he stated that while

Haitian asylum seekers would continue to be interdicted at sea,

a determination of eligibility for refugee status would be made

for those requesting asylum prior to any repatriation. Those

persons found to be refugees would be provided refuge. Those

found not to bf» refugees would be returned to Haiti.

Embargoed until 9:00 a.[n.. June IS, 1994
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN PROCESSING

Deputy Secretary of State Talbott on June 2 signed a

memorandum of understanding in Kingston, Jamaica, permitting

the United States to process Haitians aboard vessels in

Jamaica's territorial waters. The USNS Comfort is now at

anchorage in Kingston. A second support ship and ancillary

vessels are in place. We will be ready to proceed with

processing in the near future.

We are on the verge of an agreement with the Government of

the Turks and Caicos Islands to use Grand Turk Island as an

on-shore processing location. A survey team has gone to Grand

Turk to assess the requirements for quickly making the island

suitable to receive Haitians.

AGREEMENT WITH UNHCR

The United States is very pleased to have reached full

agreement with the United Nations High Commissioner for

Refugees on UNHCR* s participation in the shipboard processing

of Haitian boat people within the territorial waters of the

republic of Jamaica.

The United States and UNHCR recognize that shipboard

processing is an extraordinary measure, which the United States
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has undertaken as an alternative to interdiction and return.

The goal of the United States and UNHCR remains establishment

of an appropriate land-based processing center. In the

interim, however, the United States and UNHCR intend to make

every effort to ensure that shipboard processing provides

protection and is procedurally fair to all. UNHCR will be

permitted full access to the Haitians and their case files.

We are also pleased that UNHCR has entered into an

agreement with prominent American voluntary agencies which have

long experience in refugee processing, counselling, and

resettlement. We understand that the voluntary agencies,

acting through their coordinating body, InterAction, will

provide one or two teams of up to ten professionals and

interpreters to work directly with UNHCR to provide initial

counselling to the Haitians brought to the Comfort.

Involvement of organizations with specific experience working

with Haitian asylum seekers in the United States will be

particularly valuable in these extraordinary circumstances.

Under the terms of the agreement, UNHCR will have the

opportunity to examine and review case files and to discuss INS

determinations with Quality Assurance Officers. When a
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negative determination has been made and UNHCR believes that

grounds for reconsideration exist, UNHCR will have the

opportunity to counsel applicants concerning their cases and

the possibility of reconsideration by INS. UNHCR will have the

opportunity to bring such cases -- and the applicant's grounds

for reconsideration ~ to the attention of the Quality

Assurance Officer. The determination of refugee status,

including any requests for reconsideration, will be our

officers' responsibility alone, but we welcome UNHCR

cooperation. We are confident our procedures are fair and will

withstand scrutiny.

REFUGEE PROCESSING ABOARD SHIP

Let me describe for you how the process will work:

After interdiction, U.S. Coast Guard cutters will transport

the Haitians to the Comfort. The first priority will be rest,

food and emergency medical attention. Any persons requiring

special assistance— for example, the disabled, young

children—will receive it. Department of Defense personnel

will use a special computerized identification system to create

individual identity and family records. They will issue

identifying documents to the Haitians. A Public Health Service

doctor will be on board the vessel and Department of Justice
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Community Relations Service personnel will assist with such

social service issues as unaccompanied minors and conflict

resolution.

Once the Haitians' immediate medical and personal needs

have been attended to, UNHCR staff, and staff of

non-governmental organizations under contract to UNHCR, will

counsel the Haitians about refugee status determination,

explain the purpose of the refugee program, and the processing

steps involved.

Creole-speaking staff of the International Organization for

Migration will prepare cases for INS adjudication. Trained INS

officers will then conduct full refugee interviews of all

persons, using interpreters provided by lOM. An INS Quality

Assurance officer will review each decision before it becomes

final

.

Those persons found ineligible for refugee status will be

repatriated to Haiti by Coast Guard cutters. Those persons

approved for refugee status will be transferred to Guantanamo

Naval Base for further processing. Refugees who are to be

resettled in the U.S. will have their cases expedited.

Refugees to be resettled or to be provided asylum elsewhere

will be assisted by UNHCR and U.S. government personnel to go

to their new homes.
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ACCESS TO THE SHIPBOARD PROCESSING CENTER

The agreement between the U.S. and Jamaica calls for

transparency in the operation. We want to be fair and to be

seen to be fair. Maximum access to the processing center will

be granted consistent with maintaining the safety of the ship

and its staff, and consistent also with maintaining the

confidentiality of status determinations and the privacy of the

Haitians.

SHARING THE REFUGEE BURDEN

In addition to cooperating in processing, UNHCR has

indicated it will use its best endeavors to seek in third

countries temporary protection or resettlement for persons

determined to be refugees. This complements our efforts. We

have approached States in the region and elsewhere, and

requested that they accept approved Haitian refugees either

temporarily or permanently. We have received commitments

and/or encouraging responses from a number of countries. We

will continue our efforts to convince other countries to take

their fair share. The humanitarian crisis in Haiti is a

serious problem for the international community and we hope

that it will actively participate in its resolution.
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MONITORING RETURNEES

We have no way of knowing how many Haitian boat people will

be found to be refugees, but many certainly will be returned to

Haiti. Our experience thus far indicates that repatriated boat

people are not targeted for retribution by Haitian authorities

for unauthorized departure. As has been done for over two

years, however, we will continue to monitor, through our

Embassy in Port-au-Prince, the welfare of those who are

repatriated.

IN-COUNTRY PROCESSING WILL CONTINUE

As the President has emphasized, we believe our in-country

refugee processing program remains the best and safest means

for genuine refugees to have their claims heard. I want to

emphasize that we will continue in-country processing. Our

three in-country processing centers will continue to operate

and to offer the best means for Haitians with a well-founded

fear of persecution to have their claims adjudicated without

undertaking a perilous sea journey. Even the suspension of

commercial air service to Haiti, due to take effect at midnight

on June 24, will not stop our work. Preparations are being

made to ensure that approved refugees can continue to leave

Haiti as they are granted status.
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COMMITMENT TO HUMANE ACTION

The deployment of the Comfort to Jamaica and the

establishment of the land-based refugee processing center in

the Turks and Caicos are intended to be humane responses to a

desperate problem. I don't pretend that these measures alone

will alleviate the widespread suffering that is the lot of the

Haitian people under the illegal regime. But it is our hope

that for those who are bona fide refugees, the new program will

offer protection.
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Mr. Mazzoli. Ms. Sale.

STATEMENT OF CHRIS SALE, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER, IMMI-
GRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE, U.S. DEPART-
MENT OF JUSTICE, ACCOMPANIED BY T. ALEXANDER
ALEINBKOFF, GENERAL COUNSEL
Ms. Sale. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the

committee. I appreciate the timely opportunity to appear before you
today to discuss proposals regarding the U.S. response toward Hai-
tian migrants.

I am accompanied this morning by Mr. Alex AleinikofF who is sit-

ting next to me, General Counsel for the Immigration Service and
a distinguished professor in immigration law prior to joining us.

The very intense and interesting discussion that has already en-
sued this morning I think underlies the reality that Haiti confronts
us with one of the most difficult issues on a policy basis as well
as immigration law basis that is before us on a worldwide level

today.
Both the Department of Justice, the Department of State, the

Defense Department, and numerous other entities within the exec-
utive branch have been struggling to find solutions to how we re-

spond to the issues that Haiti brings us in the way that both con-
forms with international obligations toward refugees but, more im-
portantly, as the Ambassador says, addresses the more fundamen-
tal issues of a long-term and more permanent fix on behalf of the
Haitian people and the Haitian country.
The administration has a clear commitment to provide Haitians

who are genuine refugees the full protection of the U.S. law. Much
of the impetus for the legislation under discussion today arose from
the former U.S. policy of interdiction and direct return of Haitian
migrants encountered on the high seas.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, President Clinton on May 8 an-
nounced a change in this policy. Under the new policy, Haitian mi-
grants will not be returned to Haiti without an opportunity for a
mil adjudication to determine if they qualify as refugees under U.S.
law.

Haitian migrants encountered by the U.S. Coast Guard and Navy
vessels will be brought to a refugee processing center. Immediately
or at beginning, that will mean aboard the U.S. Naval Ship Com-
fort lying in Jamaican territorial waters. We fiilly hope and expect
to have land-based processing within the near-term future which
obviously affords far better operational and logfistical conditions for
this kind of activity.

Refugee claims of these migrants will be adjudicated by over 60
officers of the Immigration and Naturalization Service. All of these
officers have received intensive specialized training in refugee adju-
dication with a particular focus on the problems in Haiti. Their
work will be independently reviewed by a team of quality assur-
ance officers initially assigned from the legal units of the INS, but
in time possibly supplemented by experienced asylum officers as
well. Their mission is to ensure that every migrant interviewed on
board the Comfort receives a decision that fully conforms to U.S.
legal standards.
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The United Nation's High Commissioner for Refugees has as-
signed 11 experienced refugee officers to work as observers and
consultants with the INS team. UNHCR officers will play a critical

role in the quality assurance function. The International Organiza-
tion for Migration will play a critical role in preparing applicants
for their INS interviews.

We are expecting UNHCR to counsel candidates before they pre-
pare their documents, the lOM to provide personal translation and
form filling services prior to INS officers receiving cases, and, fi-

nally then, INS officers conducting the adjudication interview giv-

ing the candidate two opportunities in a series—in a precise space
of time to add any additional information they may have.
Candidates will then be asked to wait while INS quality assur-

ance officers, supplemented by UNHCR counsel, review every case
on a 100-percent basis, and should there be a reason for a can-
didate's—for the decision of the officer to be reconsidered, we will

take the time to do that as well. Not until that process has been
completed on behalf of all the candidates that are brought to the
migrant processing center will final adjudications and determina-
tions as to their future status occur.

The administration, as the Ambassador has said, is negotiating
with the Grovernment of Turks and Caicos and the United Kingdom
to provide for land-based processing on Grand Turk Island. We
hope that this operation will begin soon and that once the site is

prepared we can actually move off shipboard processing. It is in the
interests of everybody who is involved to do this in a landed mode.
The impetus to consider shipboard processing, frankly, was one

of a heightened sense of timely response to the conditions in Haiti
and putting ourselves in a position to be able to act quickly without
having to wait for a landed site to have been negotiated with a
third country, but the ultimate objective is to work on land, for all

the good reasons that that is appropriate.
We address our task of refugee adjudications under this new pol-

icy with a continued sense of duty and commitment. In the mean-
time, we remain committed to maintaining and improving our in-

country refugee processing program in Haiti. We continue to be-

lieve and to stress to Haitians that the in-country refugee program
is best and safest in lieu of taking to the oceans, than leaving
Haiti, for those who fear persecution.

We have constantly reviewed the procedures and the mecha-
nisms that we use to enhance and improve our ability to properlv
reach and provide protection for bona fide refugees in-country, ana,
in fact, our percentages of approval have increased dramatically
since last January where special procedures were put in place, and
we feel that with the help of nongovernmental organizations we are
reaching the people who need to be given protection to the extent
that it is possible.

I will welcome the opportunity to respond to any additional ques-
tions.

Let me, with regard to the discussion on refugee standards, if I

may, extemporaneously just add a quick statement.
The statutes—U.S. Code provides actually three standards under

law for processing refugee candidates. Tne first and worldwide
standard is the standard that established refugee processing in sec-
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tion 208 of the Immigration and Nationality Act, and that is the
worldwide standard. There are two exceptions to that standard, the
first exception being the exception that has been described at
length today for Cubans which was established
Mr. Mazzoli. The worldwide standard is well-founded fear?
Ms. Sale. Yes, sir, and it is consistent with U.N. conventions and

the like.

The second standard that is an exception to that standard in
statute is the Lautenberg amendment which applies to certain cat-

egories of Eastern European and Asian persons. We administer
those, as the law requires, under a different set of criteria. That
is, I think, some of the confusion that was being discussed this

morning.
Mr. Mazzoli. That standard is credible fear.

Ms. Sale. Essentially yes.

Mr. Mazzoll And that is both for a Cuban adjustment as well,

or Cuban adjustment is just an exception?
Ms. Sale. Cuban adjustment is an exception, it is not even refu-

gee processing. I mean it is just an opportunity for parole and ad-
justment within a year. It is an exception to immigration law. It

is not construed as refugee processing in the same sense that you
would construe refugee processing otherwise.
We do in-country processing for refugee purposes in Cuba with

a set of guidelines not very different from the kinds of guidelines
that we have used in-country in Haiti, and those have evolved over
time from guidelines that spoke very specifically to certain occupa-
tions or political backgrounds for personnel to a broader set of
standards that is a little more general, such as the Haiti in-country
standards for screening, not for the final adjudication but for the
initial screening, in order to receive an interview, have evolved in
the 2 years that we have been working that program.
The remainder of my testimony speaks to the specific legislative

proposals that are before the committee today. I will try to be brief,

in deference to your need to have questions, but I think we really
do need to at least speak on a technical basis to some of the provi-
sions that are proposed in the various laws that are before you.
H.R. 3663, H.R. 4114, and H.R. 4264 all contain similar provi-

sions regarding important aspects of immigration law. They essen-
tially seek to end the former policy of interdiction and repatriation
of Haitian migrants. H.R. 3663 and H.R. 4114 do so by declaring
that the obligation of nonrefoulement under article 3 of the United
Nations Convention on the Status of Refugees applies to actions of
the United States on the high seas.
These bills also prohibit the United States from returning any

person who claims persecution in his or her home country unless
the United States first determines that the person is not a refugee.
These bills express a commitment to the principle of

nonrefoulement which the administration shares and intends to
fulfill through its newly announced policy.

We do not, however, believe that this type of legislation is the ap-
propriate means through which the United States can achieve this
goal. These provisions would overturn Presidential directives re-
garding interdiction and return of Haitian refugees that last year
were upheld by the Supreme Court in an 8-to-l ruling. The Court
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specifically held that the United States does not have obligations
under article 33 with respect to persons outside of our territory.
The Court also held that section 243(n) of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act which was amended in 1980 to conform Federal law
to article 33 has no application to persons outside U.S. territory.
Moreover, while the bills are designed primarily to affect Haitian

migrants, they would also restrict severely the Government's abil-

ity to interdict and repatriate persons seeking to come to the Unit-
ed States illegally, whatever their nationality.
The bills also designate Haiti as a foreign state whose nationals

may be panted temporary protected status. The designation would
remain m effect until the President certifies to Congress that a
democratically elected government has been reinstated in Haiti.
H.R. 3663 would set a minimum of 24 months for this designation.
The issue of whether Haitian nationals should be granted TPS

is under continual review by the Department of Justice and the De-
partment of State. At this point, as the new policy modification in-
dicates, we believe that the return of nonrefugees to Haiti is still

feasible and in fact will play an important role in discouraging Hai-
tians from taking treacherous sea voyages.
At the same time, we are making efforts to ensure that Haitians

who might be returned to Haiti even from the United States or one
of the processing centers do not have a well-founded fear of perse-
cution. We are concerned that the nature of the legislation at issue
would have a dramatic impact on encouraging Haitians to leave by
boat.

Congress, in section 302 of the Immigration Act of 1990, dele-
gated to the Attorney General the authority to make TPS designa-
tions. The congressional designation of TPS status is inconsistent
with that original delegation. These provisions also preempt
established TPS procedures as defined in the bills under your
consideration.
The act of 1990 permits an 18-month initial designation period

for TPS. These bills call for an open-ended designation that is con-
tingent on a Presidential certification of changed conditions in
Haiti. These bills also remove the designation of Haiti from the
act's provisions governing periodic review, terminations and, exten-
sions of a TPS designation.
On another important note, the bills interfere unduly and per-

haps unconstitutionally with the President's power to conduct for-

eign policy on behalf of the United States. H.R. 4114 legislates eco-
nomic sanctions against Haiti, a step that has already been taken
by the President and has recently been reinforced with the an-
nouncement of a ban on commercial air traffic.

The bill would also prohibit any employee of the executive
branch, including, presumably, the President and the Secretaiy of
State, from attempting to amend, interrupt, or nullify the Gov-
ernors Island agreement. This improperly attempts to restrict Pres-
idential discretion in diplomatic efforts to end the Haitian crisis.

The situation in Haiti demands a refugee policy that is both firm
in its commitment to protection of genuine refugees and flexible in

its ability to reach such persons and protect other vital interests
of the United States. The administration has adopted new policies

in keeping with these demands. The proposed enactments under
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consideration today, while echoing the administration's commit-
ment to refugees, endanger the flexibility that the President, the
Department of State, and the Immigration and Naturalization

Service require to meet that commitment. For these reasons, we
can't support some of the technical provisions in the bills as stated.

We looK forward to continued close cooperation with you, Mr.
Chairman, and with other members of this subcommittee in ad-

dressing the issues presented by the plight of Haitian migrants.
Thank you very much for your time.

Mr. Mazzoli. Thank you very much, Ms. Sale.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Sale follows:]
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Prepared Statement of Chris Sale, Deputy Condviissioner, Im-
migration AND Naturalization Service, U.S. Department
OF Justice

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I appreciate the timely opportunity to appear before you today

to discuss proposals regarding United States policy toward persons

leaving Haiti in order to travel irregularly to the United States.

This is among the most difficult issues of immigration policy faced

by the Department of Justice, including the Immigration and

Naturalization Service, as well as by other components of the

Executive branch.

The Commitment to Protection of Refugees

Certain principles are clear and provide the basis of U.S.

policy. First among these is the Administration's commitment to

provide protection to those Haitians who are genuine refugees.

Under recognized international standards and United States law,

refugee status and resettlement are available to those who

establish persecution or a well-founded fear of persecution on

account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular

social group, or political opinion.

The New Policy Toward Haitian Migrants Interdicted at Sea

Much of the impetus for the legislation under discussion today

arose from the former United States policy regarding interdiction

and direct return of Haitian migrants encountered on the high seas.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, President Clinton on May 8 announced a
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change in this policy. Under the new policy, to be implemented

shortly, Haitian migrants will not be returned to Haiti without the

opportunity for full consideration of their claims that they

qualify as refugees under United States law. In addition, the

United States successfully has sought the approval of the United

Nations for a more restrictive trade embargo against Haiti.

Haitian migrants encountered by United States Coast Guard and

Navy vessels will be brought to a refugee processing center on

board the USNS Comfort , lying in Jamaican territorial waters. The

operation, under the supervision of the Department of State, will

involve the adjudication of refugee claims by over 60 officers of

the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) . All of these

officers have received intensive, specialized training in refugee

adjudications with a focus on the problems in Haiti. The

decisions made by these officers will be reviewed by quality

assurance officers who are lawyers in the Office of the General

Counsel. Their mission is to ensure that each and every migrant

interviewed on board the Comfort receives a decision that fully

conforms to United States legal standards.

This operation involves close cooperation and consultation

between our Government and the United Nations High Commissioner for

Refugees (UNHCR) . UNHCR has assigned eleven experienced refugee

officers to work as observers and consultants with the INS team.

American non-governmental organizations are preparing to work with
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UNHCR in this effort. The International Organization for Migration

will provide assistance in the preparation of migrants prior to the

applicants' INS interviews.

The Administration also is negotiating with the Government of

the Turks and Caicos Islands and the United Kingdom to provide for

a land-based refugee processing center on Grand Turk Island. We

hope and expect that this operation will begin in July, once we

reach final agreement and the site has been prepared. It will be

staffed very much in the same manner as the processing center

aboard the Comfort , and will also involve the close cooperation of

UNHCR.

We address our task of refugee adjudication under this new

policy with a continued sense of duty and commitment. In the

meantime, we remain committed to maintaining and improving our in-

country refugee processing program in Haiti. We continue to

believe and to stress to Haitians — that the in-country refugee

program is the best and safest means to leave Haiti for those who

fear persecution.

In February of 1994, the Department of State, in consultation

with INS, established a new set of guidelines designed to ensure

that genuine refugees have access to the program. These new

criteria have been in effect for only a short period of time, but

the preliminary results indicate that the new criteria are allowing
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us to reach a larger number of more meritorious claims. We are

also reviewing ways to enhance our ability to identify deserving

applicants.

Another recent improvement in the program has been the

increased participation of non-governmental organizations and

persons familiar with the human rights situation in Haiti. The INS

and the Department of State are looking to these organizations for

referrals of persons with refugee characteristics. Many of these

organizations have considerable, long-term experience with the

Haitian political scene. They possess invaluable information about

a broad range of issues relevant to refugee adjudications, from

general trends in Haitian events to specific details about

particular grass roots political movements. The developing

relationship between the refugee program and these organizations

already has been extremely helpful to the program as it seeks to

identify and protect genuine refugees.

INS also has enhanced the refugee adjudications process

through extending the details of INS interviewers and providing

targeted, ongoing training. During most of the program's history,

refugee applications have been adjudicated by Immigration Officers

detailed to the Haiti program for relatively short periods of time.

Currently, however, Immigration Officers are detailed to Haiti for

six month periods. The Quality Assurance Officer, who reviews all

adjudications, is assigned to the program for a full year, as are

82-190 -94 -5
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the Officer in Charge and Assistant Officer in Charge. The ability

to keep officers for longer periods greatly enhances the program's

resources. The officers are able to develop greater experience in

the adjudication of Haitian refugee claims and expertise in the

social, political and cultural contexts of those claims. The

continuity will enhance the working relationship between the

refugee program and the non-governmental organizations which refer

refugee applicants to the program.

Prior to their assignment in Haiti, INS officers receive

specialized training to assist them in making refugee

determinations. Included in the training are presentations on

international and United States law, country conditions, issue

identification, case analysis, and decision writing. This training

is updated periodically during the course of the officers' details.

I welcome the opportunity to respond to your specific

questions regarding both the in-country program and the new

adjudications process for interdicted Haitian migrants at the

conclusion of my prepared remarks. In the remainder of my

testimony, I would like to focus on the specific legislative

proposals regarding Haiti that are the subject of this hearing.

H.R. 3663, H.R. 4114, and H.R. 4264

H.R. 3663 . the Haitian Refugee Fairness Act, H.R. 4114 . the
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Governors Island Reinforcement Act of 1994, and H.R. 4264 . contain

similar provisions regarding important aspects of immigration law.

First, all three bills seek to end the former policy of

interdiction and repatriation of Haitian migrants. H.R. 3663 and

H.R. 4114 do so by declaring that the obligation of non-refoulement

under Article 33 of the United Nations Convention on the Status of

Refugees applies to actions of the United States on the high seas.

Second, the bills would designate Haiti as a state whose nationals

are eligible for temporary protected status (TPS) in the United

States under section 244A of the Immigration and Nationality Act.

Third, all three bills place certain restrictions on the conduct of

United States foreign policy regarding Haiti.

I will discuss each of these aspects of the proposed bills in

turn.

Restrictions on U.S. Interdiction and Repatriation of Migrants

Both H.R. 3663 and H.R. 4114 state the sense of Congress that

Article 33 of the 1951 Geneva Convention Relating to the Status of

Refugees, as applied under Article I of the 1967 United Nations

Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees, must control the

actions of states wherever they act, whether within or outside

their territorial boundaries. The bills would prohibit the United

States from returning, causing to be returned, or affecting

movement in any manner which results in returning, any person who
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is outside the territorial boundaries of his or her country of

nationality or last habitual residence, and in which the person

claims persecution, unless the United States first determines, in

accordance with the procedural and substantive standards in the

1951 Convention and 1967 Protocol, that the person is not a

refugee. The bills would extend the same prohibition to a person

who is within the territorial waters of his or her country of

nationality or last habitual residence.

While not specifically addressing the underlying issues of

international refugee law, H.R. 4264 also would state that it is

the policy of the United States not to "forcibly return Haitians

against their will to Haiti so long as the military dictatorship

remains in power."

These provisions would overturn the Presidential directives

regarding interdiction and return of Haitian refugees that last

year were upheld by the Supreme Court in an 8-1 ruling. Sale v.

Haitian Centers Council. Inc. . 113 S. Ct. 2549 (1993) (HCC) . The

Court specifically rejected the argument that the United States

bears obligations under Article 33 with respect to persons outside

of United States territory. 113 S. Ct. at 2562-2567. The Court

also held that section 243(h) of the Immigration and Nationality

Act, which was amended in 1980 to conform federal law to Article

33, has no application to persons outside United States territory.

Significantly, H.R. 3663 does not propose to extend section 243(h)
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of the Act to those persons encountered outside United States

territory, although the effect of the bill would be similar.

We believe these measures are unnecessary in view of the

President's announcement of May 8; reflect an inaccurate reading of

our international obligations; and could restrict severely the

Government's ability to interdict and repatriate persons seeking to

come to the United States illegally, whatever their nationality.

To be sure, this Administration has afforded opportunity to

those persons interdicted outside of United States territory to

establish that they may be genuine refugees. In certain

situations, for example, the Government has cooperated with the

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees to screen passengers

of interdicted vessels for refugee characteristics before

conducting repatriations. In the specific case of Haiti, of

course, the Administration has gone even farther, first enhancing

the refugee processing program there so that persons who have been

interdicted and repatriated can pursue refugee protection, and now

providing for a full refugee status determination before the

migrants are repatriated.

This legislation, however, would unduly infringe on the

authority of the President in matters of foreign relations and

national security by severely restricting the options available to

address alien smuggling and immigration emergencies.
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For example, the extent of the legal obligation imposed oh the

Administration would not be entirely clear. The legislation's

proposed standard for conducting refugee determinations

"procedural safeguards consistent with internationally endorsed

standards and guidelines" — is vague and subject to possibly

conflicting interpretations. Thus, the legislation would override

current Administration policy and hamper interdiction efforts

without establishing an enforceable substantive or procedural

standard to protect genuine refugees.

Designation of Haiti Under Tefflporary Protected Status

Section 3 of H.R. 3663, Section 7 of H.R. 4114, and Section 3

of H.R. 4264 would designate Haiti as a foreign state whose

nationals may be granted temporary protected status (TPS) in the

United States under 244A(b) of the Act. The designation would take

effect on the dates of enactment and remain in effect until the

President certifies to Congress that a democratically elected

government has been reinstated in Haiti. H.R. 3663 would set a

minimum period of 24 months for this designation.

These sections would alter the current statutory mechanism for

TPS designations, in which Congress delegated this authority to the

Attorney General. Under section 244A(b) (1) of the Act, the

"Attorney General, after consultation with appropriate agencies of

the Government, may designate any foreign state" as a TPS state.
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The Department of Justice has consulted frequently with the

Department of State concerning conditions in Haiti since the

September 30, 1991 coup.

The issue of whether Haitian nationals should be granted TPS

is under continual review by the Department of Justice and the

Department of State. At this point, as the new policy modification

indicates, we believe that the return of non-refugees to Haiti is

still feasible and in fact will play an important role in

discouraging Haitians from taking treacherous sea voyages. At the

same time, we are making efforts to ensure that Haitians who might

be returned to Haiti - either from the U.S. or one of the

processing centers - do not have well-founded fears of persecution.

We also are concerned that the nature of the legislation at issue

would have a dramatic impact on encouraging Haitians to leave by

boat.

Inconsistency with Established TPS Procedures

The proposed designations in all three bills do not appear to

conform to the conditions set forth in sections 244(a)(2) and (3)

of the Act regarding the duration, periodic review, termination,

and extension of TPS designations. Under section 244A(b) (2) , the

initial period of designation of a foreign state is "the period,

specified by the Attorney General, of not less than 6 months and

not more than 18 months." Section 244A(b) (3) provides that "[a]t
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least 60 days before the end of the initial period of designation,

. . . the Attorney General, after consultation with appropriate

agencies of the Government, shall review the conditions in the

foreign state . . . and shall determine whether the conditions for

such designation under this subsection continue to be met." The

Attorney General then must provide publication of notice of each

such determination, including periods of extension of designation

or termination of designation. INA § 244A(b) (3) (A) , (B)

.

Section 3(a) (2) of H.R. 3663 would designate Haiti as a TPS

state for 24 months or "until such time as the President certifies

to Congress that a democratically elected government is securely in

place in Haiti, whichever occurs later." Section 7(c) of H.R. 4114

provides that the designation shall end "on the date on which the

President certifies to Congress that the democratically-elected

President of Haiti has been reinstated and Haiti's military high

command has met its obligations under the Governors Island

Agreement." Section 3(c) of H.R. 4264 provides that the

designation shall end when the President certifies "that

democratically elected government has been restored in Haiti

consistent with the Haitian Constitution.

These open-ended designations clearly exceed the 18-month

initial designation period permitted under section 244A(b) (2) . In

addition, H.R. 4114 explicitly, and H.R. 3663 and H.R. 4264 by

implication, provide that the provisions of section 244(b)(3)
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governing periodic review, terminations, and extensions of a TPS

designation do not apply to this designation of Haiti. The open-

ended nature and the lack of periodic review for this proposed

designation are thus inconsistent with the current statutory

provisions.

It should be noted that Section 3(b) of H.R. 3663, Section

7(b) of H.R. 4114, and Section 3(b)(1) of H.R. 4264 define the

persons eligible under TPS narrowly as "an alien who is a national

of Haiti." Section 244A(c) (1) (A) of the Act, however, provides TPS

eligibility not only for nationals of a designated country but for

persons who, having no nationality, last habitually resided in that

designated state. Also, Sections 3(b) of H.R. 3663, 7(b) of H.R.

4114, and 3(b) of H.R. 4264 omit the reguirement of section

244A(c) (1) (A} (ii) that an eligible alien must have "continuously

resided in the United States since such date as the Attorney

General may designate." In fact. Section 7(b)(1) of H.R. 4114

would, during the entire period of the designation, grant TPS to

any national of Haiti who is present in the United States, or in

the custody or control of the United States, including on any

vessel or facility of the United States Government. Apart from

creating a huge magnet inducing departures, this would appear to be

inconsistent with the proviso in section 244A(c) (5) that the TPS

provisions must not "be construed as authorizing an alien to apply

for admission to, or to be admitted to, the United States in order

to apply for temporary protected status."
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Interferene* with Presidant's Authority over Foreign Policy

Sections 2 and 4(a) of H.R. 4114 also appear to interfere

unduly, and perhaps unconstitutionally, with the President's power

to conduct foreign policy on behalf of the United States. Section

2(a) attempts to legislate economic sanctions against Haiti, a step

that has been taken already by the United Nations, acting on the

request of the United States. Section 2(c) would require the

President to take punitive action against nations that are found

not to be cooperating with economic sanctions. Such a requirement

would be an unwarranted intrusion into the President's authority to

engage in diplomatic or other efforts to encourage compliance with

the existing sanctions. Section 2(d) is improper for similar

reasons: by directing the President to give particular

instructions regarding the enforcement of sanctions to the United

States Ambassador to the United Nations, this section attempts to

specify the terms or objectives of diplomatic negotiations with

foreign powers. This would breach an exclusive power of the

Executive. Finally, section 4(a) would prohibit any "officer or

employee of the United States" from attempting, directly or

indirectly, to "amend, reinterpret, or nullify the Governors Island

Agreement." This provision improperly restricts the President and

other Executive officers from engaging in diplomatic activities

intended to bring about a solution to the Haitian crisis that might

be different in some respects from that proposed in the Governors

Island Agreement.
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Section 4 of H.R. 4264 directs that the President notify the

Government of Haiti immediately of the termination of the bilateral

agreement relating to migrant interdiction and prohibits any

actions pursuant to that agreement as of the date of enactment of

this legislation. These restrictions also constitute an undue

interference with the foreign affairs authority of the President.

Immigration Emergency Fund

Section 4 of H.R. 3663 mandates that the Attorney General

reimburse State and local governments from the Immigration

Emergency Fund established by Section 404(b) of the INA. We

believe that this mandatory language is inconsistent with Section

404(b). Congress established the Immigration Emergency Fund to

ensure that the federal government and assisting State and local

governments are financially able to effectively deal with the

unexpected needs arising from an immigration emergency or other

urgent circumstances. Section 404(b) allows the President and the

Attorney General discretion in determining whether conditions

warrant accessing these funds. Section 4 of the Haitian Refugee

Fairness Act would undermine that discretion and require

expenditure of the funds regardless of the urgency of the

circumstances. This amendment would jeopardize the availability of

adequate resources to reimburse the States and local governments to

access the fund in the event of an immigration emergency.
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Conclusion

The situation in Haiti demands a refugee policy that is both

firm in its commitment to protection of genuine refugees and

flexible in its ability to reach such persons and protect other

vital interests of the United States. The Administration has

adopted new policies in keeping with these demands. The proposed

enactments under consideration today, while echoing the

Administration's firm commitment to refugees, risk taking away the

flexibility that the President, the Department of State, and the

Immigration and Naturalization Service require to meet that

commitment. For these reasons, we cannot support these proposals.

We look forward to continued close cooperation with you, Mr.

Chairman, and the other Members of this Subcommittee in addressing

the issues presented by the plight of Haitian migrants.
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Mr. Mazzoli. Let me start out by yielding myself a few minutes
here.

I am not sure I am going to be able to ask the questions as well

as they should be asked because this is very confusing territory for

me, but as you all know from having sat in the room today that
there is a considerable concern on this subcommittee's part, and I

am sure it is around Congress and around the country, on what ap-
pears to be a disparate or inequality or unfairness, as Mrs. Meek
used, in the treatment of two categories of people, from the same
part of the world, coming from dictatorships which are now or at
least recently where severe retribution is meted out, and the ques-
tion is, how do we maintain logically and even morally, as Mrs.
Meek also brought up, these distinctions?

And I would like to sort of start out at ground zero, for me at
least, and that is to say we have, as a nation, subscribed to the
U.N. treaties of 1951 and the protocol on how we treat refugees,

and we say to the worldwide population of refugees, the worldwide
population of people who say they are fleeing persecution, you must
establish that you have a well-founded fear of persecution for the
different reasons—race, religion, membership in a social group, and
so forth—a well-founded fear, and I am sure there have been court
decisions, and Mr. Aleinikoff I am sure could detail them of, what
that actually means, what a well-founded fear means, so we have
some understanding.
Then we hear that there are exceptions to that, one exception

being the Cuban Adjustment Act, which in a way is not really an
exception. The exception is that the Federal foreign policy of the
Nation allows to be paroled into this country people from Cuba
who, once they are in this country by reason or parole or some
other reason, can then apply under the Cuban Adjustment Act to

be adjusted.
Ms. Sale. Exactly.
Mr. Mazzoli. So, in a way, it is a little bit wrong to say that our

policy under the immigration law says to Cubans come in and says

to Haitians stay away, but if you are a Cuban and if you are pa-
roled in or you wind up in this Nation, you can then seek adjust-

ment after 1 year to be a permanent resident. No standard of proof.

No nothing. You could have been a very rich person with a very
comfortable life in Cuba, or you could have been a peasant who was
hunted down by the Government. One way or the other, you can
adjust under the Cuban Adjustment Act.

We then have a situation some years ago, or several months ago,

in which we took Haitians who were interdicted at sea to Guanta-
namo, to conduct hearings on Guantanamo. We heard the term
"credible fear" was a kind of standard used to determine whether
or not those people would be repatriated. If they survived the credi-

ble fear test, then they were cleared to come into the country, to

Florida or some place to be further processed.

My question, I guess, is in part this. With regard to the Haitians
who are being processed or soon will be processed in Kingston and
maybe eventually processed on Grand Turk Island, is that stand-
ard the same as the standard used for processing Haitians in Port-

au-Prince, Cape Haitian, and La—whatever the other place is? Can
someone help me on that? Is there inequality at least on how Hai-
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tians are being processed aboard ship, on land, or in-country, Ms.

Sale?
Ms. Sale. The standard that we will apply in the migrant proc-

essing centers that will begin to operate some time soon will be ex-

actly the same as that we are using in-country from a legal stand-

point. We are using the international refugee standard in most of

those instances and making case-by-case determinations.

Mr. Mazzoli. A well-founded fear.

Ms. Sale. Yes, sir.

Mr. Mazzoll And using all of whatever structure and training

that people have in that.

Ms. Sale. That is correct.

Mr. Mazzoli. We have this other exception which is the Lauten-

berg exception, which, for people from Cambodia, Laos, and Viet-

nam, or from the former Soviet Union, are able to establish well-

founded fear by asserting a credible—the term is "credible basis for

concern." In effect, they establish by a lower proof?

Ms. Sale. Yes, and that is provided in statute, and so that is

how it works.
Mr. Mazzoll And that is only for those people.

Ms. Sale. That is correct.

Mr. Mazzoll Not for Haitians, not for

Ms. Sale. Not for Bosnians, not for Rwandans, nor Iranians, not

for Nicaraguans.
Mr, Mazzoll So the alien has a well-founded fear—bv assertmg

such a fear and asserting a credible basis of concern about his or

her persecution, would they be returned.

I think it is a case where Haitians and Cubans have been mixed

on one vessel, and they wound up in the United States, and the

Cubans were paroled in, the Haitians were sent back or not admit-

ted. How is that justified, and what is going to be any effort to ra-

tionalize that? And, again, you have heard the testimony today

that that appears to be an evidence of unequal treatment given to

people.

Now I realize you are not a poHcymaker, Ms. Sale, and nor, for

that matter, is Ambassador McKinley, so any decision on whether

we change the Cuban Adjustment Act or change the foreign pohcy

which allows Cubans to be paroled in and Haitians not to be pa-

roled in is not exactly what you are going to be deciding today. But,

again, to further amplify the record, how is that understood? How
is that handled? How can that be sort of justified?

Ms. Sale. There are a variety of realities that constrain the proc-

ess in addition to the policy overlay that obviously affects how we
operate these programs.

/. /^ ,

The country of Cuba, the Government of the country of Cuba,

has been quite difficult to deal with in terms of returning anyone.

They not only attempt to close their doors by not letting people

leave but they also do not, except for a precise set of 2,700 named
individuals, accept the return of persons to their country on our

part. So we are technically not in a position to obtain travel docu-

ments, et cetera, were we intending to deport people to Cuba ab-

sent other policy considerations. That is not the case in most other

countries in the world and does put a particular constraint from a

logistical standpoint, from a pragmatic standpoint, on what we can
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do with regard to Cuba. That has not been the case with regard
to Haiti during the entire length of this regime.
The status of the Cuban Adjustment Act and the terms and con-

ditions in statute also make it practically difficult and not fruitful

for the Immigration Service to attempt to handle persons who ar-
rive in Cuba in any way differently than the one that has been de-
scribed, and that is the reality, and that is that we parole people
in. They do not get referred for asylum hearings; they do enjoy the
benefits of some income supplements under refugee status. Within
a year they can adjust their status and become legal permanent
residents, and that enables them then to apply for relatives and
things of that nature.
Other refugees around the world, including refugees that we

have brought in from Haiti since the in-country program has been
in effect, arrive in the United States with again some income sup-
plement under refugee status and ability to adjust their status
within a year and then file for relatives.

Persons who entered from Guantanamo or who enter on board
vessels fi'om Haiti and from Santo Domingo and from China are
asked to file for asylum and fall under the different set of stand-
ards and procedures that are described under the asylum processes
and do not, until that decision is made, have an opportunity to ei-

ther adjust or, much less, bring in their family.

Mr. Mazzoli. I thank you.
I guess one last question, and I have taken a little bit more of

my time, but Ambassador, when you were reading from your state-
ment, on page 7 there is a section called "Monitoring Returnees"
which you didn't address, and I wondered if you would address it

now at least briefly for my colleagues and me.
Just exactly what is the State Department's process for monitor-

ing Haitians who have been returned to Haiti and what is the re-

sult of that monitoring?
Mr. McKiNLEY. The monitoring effort is very important, Mr.

Chairman, and it is continuing. As part of the recent look at Em-
bassy priorities in Port-au-Prince, Ambassador Swing was asked to
list his priority activities, and he did so in the following terms. He
said top priority would be safety of American citizens and services
to them. Second would be humanitarian assistance, and you know
we have very large humanitarian programs, feeding and health
care. Third would be in -country refugee processing to make sure
that it keeps going through thick and thin. And fourth would be
monitoring, and monitoring means that Embassy officers will trav-
el the country—and they do, we get regular reports from them

—

they will visit population centers, they will seek out returned boat
people, they will check stories that are given to them by human
rights groups inside and outside of Haiti. They will do their best
to follow up any leads that are given to them. They are also in con-
tact with other groups inside Haiti that carry out the same func-
tion.

In principle, the ICM, the UN/OAS monitoring organization,
could be very important. Right now their activities are somewhat
restricted, but we are hoping to build them up and get them out
in the country.
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But there is a network of nongovernmental organizations, human
rights, church-based groups, throughout the country that are very
active and very helpful to the monitoring effort and also to the in-

country refugee processing effort. In fact, I think it is fair to say
that we rely very, very heavily on these grassroots organizations

throughout the country, humanitarian, human rights organiza-

tions, religious-based organizations, to supply us with information

about potential refugees and about the fate of returned boat people

and rejected refugees, so we do feel that we have a pretty fair no-

tion of what is happening.
Mr. Mazzoli. This is my very last question, and I will yield to

my friend. Are you pretty well satisfied that the people who either

are rejected in-country or returned from out-of-country processing

are not, as a class, persecuted, treated like the gentleman whose
picture is on that wall?

Mr. McKlNLEY. Yes, Chairman, I am. I don't believe that up to

now persecution is directed at people because they took to a boat

or because they applied for refugee status at the U.S. Embassy.
Now I say this not at all contradicting what Mr. Nadler has been

saying throughout this hearing. There is no question that gross

human rights abuses and persecution do occur and that they may
well have occurred to people who were in those categories. I am not
contesting that at all.

Mr. Mazzoli. So your point
Mr. McKiNLEY. I am not contesting that at all, and I am saying

that that is one of the reasons that we changed the policy. What
we now want to do is have in place, and we have in place, a process

which will give us the humanly best possible assurance that we are

finding those people so that people who do have a well-founded fear

of persecution are not sent back into harm's way.
Mr. Mazzoli. I thank my friend. My time has expired.

The gentleman from Florida.

Mr. McCoLLUM. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Sale, has a date been set yet to begin processing on the

Comfortl
Ms. Sale. No, sir.

Mr. McCoLLUM. How many people will be able to be housed at

any one time on the Comfort for processing?

Ms. Sale. I am going to rely on the Ambassador to help me on
this.

Mr. McCoLLUM. Certainly.

Ms. Sale. We have been working the developing of this program
in what, in my experience, has been the most extraordinary inter-

agency collaboration that I have seen, in which basically INS, the

Department of State, and in great measure the Department of De-

fense and Coast Guard have sat at the table at the same time and
drawn flow charts and calculated numbers and just made this

thing work because everybody is committed to the better good.

The Comfort today, we estimate, will hold 1,500 persons. It will

berth 1,000 migrants while 500 are in process. So there will be up
to 1,500 migprants on board at any point in time.

Mr. McCoLLUM. Plus your personnel or the personnel who are

manning ship, I presume.
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Ms. Sale. Correct, absolutely. Oh, absolutely, which are ours,
lOM's, UNHCR's, the Department of Defense, a State Department
official overseeing it. There is a whole team of people involved.
Mr. McKiNLEY. Mr. McCollum, the reason I had a side word with

Chris Sale was just to point out to her that I have actually been
on board the Comfort.
Ms. Sale. That is right, and I haven't.
Mr. McKiNLEY. And I don't think Chris has yet, so I have seen

the ship. It is a remarkable ship. It is a hospital ship, as I think
you know, and reportedly one of the world's best trauma facilities

anywhere, and it happens to be afloat, and it was used in Desert
Storm, and it was ready to go in Baltimore Harbor, which is the
reason that at very short notice, when we were looking for a ship
to put in, we pulled it into service.

I think the answers that Chris Sale has given you on the num-
bers are indeed the numbers we are working with, but I think in

another sense perhaps a more realistic answer to your question
would be, we don't really know for sure until we try, I mean this

is rather experimental, we are not sure exactly how it is going to

work.
But there is one thing I want to get on the record very clearly.

We are going to do whatever is necessary to give the Haitians a
fair hearing. That means if they arrive tired, sick, traumatized, we
are going to give them a chance to rest and recuperate before they
start. If they don't understand the process of adjudication, we are
going to be sure it is explained to them as often as necessary. If

they have problems in the process, we are going to be sure they get
counseling by UNHCR.
Mr. McCollum. I think that is all very important.
Mr. McKiNLEY. But the point I am trying to make, Mr. McCol-

lum, is that until we see how this process works, and we are not
going to push people through it—until we see how it works, we
don't really know how the numbers are going to come out. So all

of this is just kind of rather tentative planning: You know, call us
back next week and

Mr. McCollum. I understand, and my only purpose in this is

to

Mr. McKiNLEY [continuing]. And then we will tell you what the
reality is.

Mr. McCollum. I just wanted to lay a predicate for what
you were thinking at this point in time because I realize it has to

unfold.

I want to follow up, Ms. Sale, on a question related but not about
the ship. You said there would be 60 specially trained asylum offi-

cers to work on the Comfort, as I recall. How many asylum officers

specially trained are there currently doing in-country processing
in Haiti, and will that number change once the Comfort is

operational?
Ms. Sale. We have 18 persons on staff in Haiti today. It might

be 17, Mr. McCollum. We were in the process of a turnover of some
sort. Three of them are an officer in charge, a quality assurance of-

ficer, and a clerk. So 15 are actually adjudicating cases. They are
there on 6-month tours of duty and do, in fact, circuit ride to cities

outside of Port-au-Prince so that we can be available not just in the
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capital city for persons who need to be able to reach us without
having to expose themselves, they also make themselves available

at the request of NGO's and the like—nongovernmental organiza-

tions who identify cases for us and say, "This person really ought
not to come out of hiding, you come to us," and we are doing that

at this point.

Mr. McCoLLUM. When we talk about a specially trained asylum
team, I am talking primarily in my mind about those who are

going to do the screening or do the actual interviewing and so forth

and you are talking about these 17 or 18 people who do that job.

Ms. Sale. Exactly.

Mr. McCoLLUM. And that is the equivalent of the type of job the

60 will do aboard the Comfort, right?

Ms. Sale. Precisely.

Mr. McCoLLUM. Will there be any reduction once the Comfort is

operational of the numbers of personnel in Haiti, or will that re-

main static and these 60 be in addition to those?

Ms. Sale. We sincerely hope not. The Ambassador obviously, as

Chief of Mission Swing, in-country has an obligation to both abide

by requirements under the embargo and requirements to modify
the size of our presence in country. We have been urging him, and
clearly from the priorities that the Ambassador just named he is

hearing us, that it is not something that we want to see happen.
I believe the situation in Haiti is daily evolving and changing

and daily being reassessed, and we will take our lead obviously

from the Ambassador as Chief of Mission, but we hope that that

won't happen.
Mr. McCOLLUM. All right. Let me follow up with one other ques-

tion, now that we have talked about 60 new officers that are going

to be put onto the ship presumably in addition to the 18 or so cur-

rently in Haiti.

Ms. Sale. Yes, additional officers.

Mr. McCoLLUM. Right, and we have talked about the need to ac-

commodate 1,500 people and also operate the ship. This is going to

cost money coming from somebody's budget. Is this DOD money?
Is it your budget? I guess I am as concerned as anything else about
where all this is coming from. I know how you have to live within

your parameters, and I am really looking at immigration when I

am asking this question. I am not trying to get to the broad picture

other than to put it in context. What portion of this cost is coming
from INS and where are you taking the assets from?
Ms. Sale. INS at this point is exclusively and only paying for the

TDY, the per diem and travel expense and overtime of the officers

that are being assigned to Haiti or to the Comfort. The ones in

Haiti were obviously part of our regular refugee budget.

Mr. McCoLLUM. Sure. I understand that.

Ms. Sale. The others are being detailed or seconded from oper-

ational programs in all elements of INS, and those jobs are being

left untended for a while, and we are asking our otner employees
who remain in the States to roll up their sleeves and do a little

more.
Mr. McCoLLUM. OK. I kind of suspected that, but I wanted to

be sure we got that on the record because Chairman Mazzoli and
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others of us on the committee are always concerned about that. We
don't think you get enough resources; you know we don't think so.

The last question I want to ask has to do with the question that
has been posed to me about whether or not refugee screening
aboard the Comfort will involve any changes. Are there any plans
to change the documentary evidence that might be required for
somebody to demonstrate a fear of persecution sufficient to get
them into an asylum status?
Ms. Sale. There is not, as such, a documentary requirement as

a part of a refugee interview. They are sometimes a piece of the
evidence that is considered, but it is not a bottom line requirement
that if you don't have your SDS card you don't get considered and
clearly not in processing. I mean we are very, very acutely aware
and the staff have been given very precise instructions that this is

an extraordinary set of circumstances and it is a person's credible
story that is going to count, their ability to consistently explain
what their circumstances are and our ability to appreciate those
that will count. We are not going to be looking for pieces of paper.
Mr. McCoLLUM. OK I had heard that.

Maybe one last followup thing, Mr. Chairman. I would think it

would help us as a subcommittee if I might suggest this, Mr.
Chairman, if the INS—^you, Ms. Sale—could supply us with infor-

mation, as you open the operation, on what resources and dollars
we would need to provide to you to make this whole. In other
words, if we get a chance—and we don't ever know if we are going
to—on a supplemental appropriation or some other legislation,
what would it take? Because if we are undertaking this special
project, it would be nice to be able at least to replace what you
were taking from somewhere else temporarily.
Thank you.
Mr. Mazzoli. Thank you very much.
The gentleman from Illinois.

Mr. Sangmeister. Ambassador McKinley, I think you were sit-

ting here when you heard Representative Goss' testimony and his
thoughts about using that island to Haiti as the possibility of put-
ting people there. How do you—and of course, the whole theory
being putting Mr. Aristide back in power—^how does the State De-
partment view that program? What are your thoughts on that? Is
that possible, or is it feasible, or are you totally against it? Where
are you?
Mr. McKinley. Mr. Sangmeister, the Isle de la Gonave option is

not one which is currently under active consideration by the execu-
tive branch of the U.S. Government. Having said that, we have not
ruled out options, and we are willing to look at things that make
sense. I believe that Mr. Goss stated the arguments in favor of his
proposal well. I think there are some serious objections to his pro-
posals that Mrs. Meek and others had stated, but it is not one that
we are actively working on right now.
Mr. Sangmeister. I would hope that you would keep that open

for consideration. I don't think the Department should close that
out totally because, as I indicated previously, I think we are look-
ing for some form of compromise here. I am not saying that is the
panacea to cure the problem, but I don't see this country either

—

what about the other position? Do you see the State Department
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ever recommending, one way or another, to the President that we
ought to go in and put Mr. Aristide back in there with the use of
armed forces? Is that a possibiHty that is being considered?
Mr. McKlNLEY. Well, the President has said that he is not clos-

ing the door on any options, but I don't think I want to go beyond
that at this hearing.
Mr. Sangmeister. That is all I have.
Mr. Mazzoli. Thank you. I thank the gentleman.
The gentleman from Florida.

Mr. Canady. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We appreciate your testimony today.
I want to repeat the question I asked to the earlier panel con-

cerning the impact of the economic sanctions and the embargo in
order to get your perspective on that. Do you believe that the cur-
rent embargo and economic sanctions will increase the number of
Haitians who flee Haiti solely for economic reasons? We have seen
the statistics indicate that many of the Haitians who are fleeing
are already fleeing for economic reasons. What impact do you think
the economic sanctions and embargo—as that is ratcheted up—will
have on that?
Mr. McKlNLEY. I think it is a very interesting question. I am not

sure that I have a firm answer. It seems intuitive that, as the sanc-
tions bite, the economic conditions will worsen across the board and
may, in fact, hit those people most likely to leave Haiti by boat the
hardest.
On the other hand, we have not had many boat departures late-

ly, and it is possible to argue that the heightened sanctions which
are strong evidence of new resolve on the part of the U.S. Govern-
ment to bring about a change in Haiti and a resolution to the Hai-
tian crisis have instilled some hope in the people that a change is

imminent and that therefore, despite worsening conditions, they
are willing to wait and see what happens. This is speculation on
my part.

I don't have the answer to your question, but I am not sure that
it will automatically happen that as the sanctions go forward and
as we open our processing center Haitians will pour out in enor-
mous numbers. I think we just have to wait and see how that
develops.
Mr. Canady. Let me ask you this. I understand in the short term

it is very hard to judge something like this. Would you think that
if the sanctions are kept in place over an extended period of time
that it would be likely to force the exodus of substantial numbers
of people?
Mr. McKlNLEY. Well, I think that may be true, but we are look-

ing for the sanctions to work sooner rather than later.

Mr. Canady. I understand. OK.
Let me ask a question about Guantanamo Bay. What is going

on now at Guantanamo Bay with respect to trie processing of
Haitians?
Mr. McKlNLEY. Right now today, there is no activity on Guanta-

namo.
Mr. Canady. What will be happening?
Mr. McKlNLEY. Guantanamo is envisioned as what we have been

calling the post-adjudication facility. In other words, those Haitian
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boat people who put forward a successful claim whether in Kings-
ton or in Grand Turk will then be moved to Guantanamo for
followup processing in sponsorship, medicals, the rest of it. So we
see Guantanamo as not a place where adjudications will occur but
where the post-adjudication necessities are taken care of.

Mr. Canady. The reason I ask is that I have in my area felt the
direct impact of what will be going on at Guantanamo because cer-

tain medical personnel have been transferred from MacDill Air
Force Base in Tampa to Guantanamo for this operation. As a con-
sequence, veterans in my district who were being served by the
medical personnel there have had their medical appointments can-
celed there and have been turned away at the door. So that is a
matter of concern.

I realize that that is probably not within the scope of your re-

sponsibility or Ms. Sale's responsibility and it is something we have
communicated with the Department of Defense on, but I do express
it. I share Mr. McCollum's concern about where all the resources
for this operation are coming from, and we see that some of the re-
sources for this are coming from resources that were being pro-
vided to take care of veterans in my district.

Mr, Mazzoli. The gentleman's time has expired.
The gentleman from New York.
Mr. Nadler. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ambassador McKinley, Yvon Desanges was interned at Guanta-

namo by the U.S. Government, forcibly returned to Haiti because
the appropriate authorities of our Government felt he did not have
a well-founded fear of persecution, and he was subsequently per-
secuted, murdered, et cetera, as were some of the other members
of his family. His brother had his hand shot when he attempted to
find out what had happened to his brother. We have testimony of
many other people who were also persecuted after been returned.
How confident are you of the accuracy of the determinations

being made in Port-au-Prince, aboard ship, at Guantanamo, or any-
where, given the murderous nature of this regime?
Mr. McKinley. I don't dispute with you at all the murderous na-

ture of the regime, Mr. Nadler, and I am confident that the U.S.
Government and the United Nations High Commissioner for Refii-

gees and the private voluntary organizations that are going
to be working with us on this project will do the best possible job
of identifying
Mr. Nadler. That is not my question. How confident are you of

the accuracy of the determinations, not that they will do their job?
Mr. McKinley. I think that we will do the best possible

determination.
Mr. Nadler. Will we be 100 percent accurate? Be 50 percent ac-

curate? In other words, how many people will we be sending to
their deaths as a percentage?
Mr. McKinley. We are going to

Mr. Nadler. How many have we?
Mr. McKinley. We are going to have 100 percent.
Mr. Nadler. Do you think we will get 100 percent accuracy?
Mr. McKinley. I certainly hope so.

Mr. Nadler. Do you think we have had 100 percent accuracy?
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Mr. McKlNLEY. Well, we haven't been doing this screening. We
have been sending them back, you know, unscreened.

Mr. Nadler. No, no, these people were screened at Guantanamo.
This person was screened at Guantanamo and returned after being
screened.
Mr. McKiNLEY. Well, the Guantanamo operation was different in

kind from the operation that we are trying to put into place now.
It was a different standard. It was administered in a different fash-

ion. One of the reasons that we decided this time around to adopt
the full refugee interview and to bring in the U.N. High Commis-
sioner and the other people was to be certain that we weren't in

any way cutting corners or trying to put together something that

was
Mr. Nadler. Well, I am glad to hear that we are not cutting cor-

ners. Do these people have access? Will they have access to legal

help?
Mr. McKiNLEY. It is not included that lawyers should be present

in the counseling phase.
Mr. Nadler. Will they be present for that?

Mr. McKiNLEY. We do not envision a lawyer-client relationship

in this process.

Mr. Nadler. So the answer is no.

Mr. McKiNLEY. But lawyers and legal expertise, I think, is very
likely to be available.

Mr. Nadler. What kind of appeals process will be available?

Mr. McKiNLEY. The appeals process is spelled out rather clearly

in our exchange of letters with the United Nations High Commis-
sioner for Refugees.
Mr. Nadler. No, I didn't see an appeals process. What I saw was

that a quality review officer would look and finalize it and then
they would be sent back. That is not an appeals process.

Mr. McKiNLEY. Let me read from the exchange of letters with
UNHCR which is available, and we brought extra copies with us

today because we wrote the description in some
Mr. Nadler. Just give me a summary, because I don't want to

use up my time, please.

Mr. McKiNLEY. At the close of the interview, the INS interviewer

will inform the applicant if he or she intends to deny the claim and
of the basis for such denial. The interviewer will then ask the ap-

plicant if there is additional information the applicant would like

to add to the file in response to the proposed denial and provide

a fair opportunity for the applicant to do so.

Any additional information or arguments that the applicant sup-

plies will be recorded by the interviewer on a separate piece of

paper that will be placed in the applicant's file for review by the

INS quality assurance officer. As part of the review, the quality as-

surance officer

Mr. Nadler. Excuse, me. The INS quality review officer—quality

assurance officer is the appeal?
Mr. McKiNLEY. No. Now let me now come to the most important

part of this. That was the procedure that will be done by the INS
people. Now we come to the part that UNHCR was particularly in-

terested in and which I think is, in fact, the answer to your ques-

tion. UNHCR will have the opportunity to examine and review case
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files and to discuss INS determinations with quality assurance offi-

cers. When a negative determination has been made—and this is
any negative determination—when a negative determination has
been made and UNHCR believes that grounds for reconsideration
exist, UNHCR will have the opportunity to counsel applicants con-
cerning their cases and the possibility of reconsideration by INS.
Mr. Nadler. In other words, UNHCR can determine that maybe

there should be a reconsideration, but there is no right of appeal
by the detainee. He has no right to appeal. UNHCR may suggest
that it be permitted and then only to INS.
Mr. McKiNLEY. Well, if you mean appeal through the U.S. judi-

cial system
Mr. Nadler. Among other things, yes.
Mr. McKlNLEY. That is correct, but this is—this is a standard

part of all worldwide refugee adjudication. So it is in no sense dif-

ferent from the way we adjudicate refugees around the world. None
of them have the right of appeal through the U.S. judicial system,
nor will the Haitians in this case.
Mr. Nadler. Well, let me
Mr. Mazzoll The gentleman's time has expired, but I will let the

gentleman go on because he has been here all day and I appreciate
his attention. But another couple of minutes.
Mr. Nadler. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate

that.

The Haitian Refugee Center states that hundreds denied refugee
status by United States authorities in Port-au-Prince have subse-
quently been persecuted. We have the names of 20 such rejectees
who were later murdered, tortured, or sexually violated. Free legal
help even in Port-au-Prince is prohibited. Virtually no one wins
asylum in the United States without legal counsel. The United
States—this is from the National Coalition for Haitian Refugees

—

returned a total of 1,447 boat people since President Chnton an-
nounced his new refugee policy on May 8, of whom 80 were ob-
served being arrested on the dock, never mind how many were ar-
rested later. Eighty were picked up on the spot as they landed and
were arrested.

U.S.A. Today reports that in Port-au-Prince 184 boat refugees
who were returned to the city's dock Monday morning. May 23,
1994, were beaten by police as they were taken to jail. Red Cross
officials said. In Petit Goave, a port where boat people leave for the
United States of America, 30 to 40 people were arrested and beat-
en, human rights observers said.

My point is that the testimony that we have been hearing this
morning seems to bear no relation to the reality that we are near-
ing from people who deal with the refugees, and it seems to me
that what we are saying is that we know that about 2.5 percent
of people who apply for asylum in the in-country process are grant-
ed, we know that there is no real legal counsel, and it seems to me
that what we are setting up is a continuation of what we would not
begin to believe passes for due process in this country, a procedure
that is guaranteed to produce many, many more instances of this
kind of atrocity, and for you to sit there and say that you
believe we will have 100 percent or anything near in accuracy is

unbelievable.
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I wrote a letter to the Commissioner on May 23, I think it was,

which was signed by 23 other Members of Congress, asking that

in view of the demonstrated brutahty of the regime toward many
who had been returned by the United States and in view of the

declaration by the regime on May 21, that they would now regard

as criminals all who attempted to flee, that we grant temporary

protected status.

Short of doing that, I would have to say that we can guarantee

that the United States will be allowing a situation where more of

this exists, and I simply ask you, what is the view of the Depart-

ment toward that, toward granting temporary protected status to

all Haitian refugees as a way of having a much greater assurance

that we won't have on our moral consciences a lot more murders?

Ms. Sale. Established procedures require and do have us review

temporary protected status on a recurring basis for any number of

countries, including Haiti. Our view at this point is that, although

we continue to monitor the situation and consider the options, that

it is not clear at this point in time that temporary protected status

is appropriate. it.,
I would like to add a few things, if I can, given the fact that Mr.

Nadler has put so many things on the record.

Cumulative in-country refugee processing today shows us approv-

ing 30 percent of the cases that we have considered. In recent

weeks, that approval rate has reached as high as 60 percent in

great part, I believe, both as a function of technical changes that

we made to the screening process in memoranda issued under

State and INS authorities in February and, more particularly, be-

cause of the enormous amount of cooperation and assistance that

we receive from U.S. Catholic Charities, World Relief Organization,

and other nongovernmental groups that have been working with us

with a very, very clear and deliberate intent to identify persons

who are at risk so that they can come to the head of the queue and

not get mixed up in everyone else who may see this as an oppor-

tunity to essentially get a visa. I mean there is some of that as well

that we face.

The case that Mr. Nadler has so clearly shown us with his photo-

graphic copies is one I would like an opportunity to confirm. There

were two brothers who were erroneously returned from Guanta-

namo because of an administrative error and confusion in the mid-

dle of that operation prior to our having in place computer systems

that facilitated managing human beings so that we did not ever

send someone home who was wrong.

I would like an opportunity to verify, now that you have named

the person whose picture you have brought, that this might have

been one of those cases. If it is the same case that I believe it is,

it was a person that our screening criteria would have brought to

the United States and whom we sought, with State Departments

assistance, once we realized that we had made an error in return-

ing him, but it was not a person whom we erred in adjudication

I can't guarantee that, because I am forcing myself to remember

a name from 18 months ago, but I would like to be able to provide

that information when we have a file review, please.
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Mr. Mazzoli. We will be happy to have that, and I assume from
that, that there will be computer systems set up on Comfort and
on Guantanamo.
Ms. Sale. All of those procedures involved.
Mr. Mazzoli. Thank you.
[The information follows:]

The Immigration and Naturalization Service has confirmed that Mr. Roman(e) Desanges,

accompanied by his wife and son, arrived at Guantanamo Naval Station on or about February 20.

1992. INS records reflect that Mr. Desanges had a brother. Ronald, who was also encamped at

Guantanamo. Both Roman(e) and Ronald Desanges were "screened in" after a "credible fear"

interview with an Asylum Pre-Screening Officer. This was not a determination that either was

a refugee; rather, the "credible fear" test was a threshold test to identify those who might have

a good refugee claim and who should therefore be paroled into the United States, if not

excludable, to apply for asylum.

INS records show that all four family members were resident at Camp Bulkeley. which

housed "screened in" Haitians who had tested positive for HFV, the virus that causes AIDS.

Persons seeking to enter the United States who are HIV positive are excludable under Section

212(a)(l)(A)(i) [8 U.S.C. 1182) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA). INS records

indicate, though not conclusively, that Roman(e) was HIV positive. It is also possible that

Roman(e) was not HIV positive, but that he and his family choose to go to Camp Bulkeley in

order to be with his brother. Ronald, who may have been HIV positive.

While it is possible that Roman(e) Desanges was supposed to come to the United States

but mistakenly repatriated to Haiti, it is also possible that his return was not inappropriate under

the procedures that were in place at the time. For example, he may have been returned to Haiti

after failing to meet the higher refugee definition consistent with existing policy at that time.

HIV positive Haitians who were screened in after the credible fear interview were offered an

interview for a full eligibility determination according to section 101(a)(42) of the INA. Those

who established a "well-founded" fear of persecution" remained at Guantanamo and were moved

to the United States in keeping with the April 1992 federal court order. Interviewing was begun

and then suspended by order of the federal district court. For a short period of time persons were

repatriated based on one of the following:

1) If a screened in" HIV positive individual failed to establish his/her eligibility

after a "well-founded fear" interview, then the applicant would have been

repatriated as a "non-refugee."

2) Some of the Screened in" HIV positive Haitians voluntarily requested repatriation.

These persons were returned to Haiti after being informed of all the options

available to them after signing forms indicating their wish to return home.

3) Some of the screened in"' HIV positive Haitians refused to participate in "well-

founded fear' interviews and further refused to request voluntary repatriation, thus

rendering them subject to involuntary repatriation.

We admit that we do not have perfect records available on this, and no further information

or files have been found regarding this specific case.
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Mr. Mazzoli. The gentleman's time has expired.
The gentleman from California.
Mr. Becerra. I thank the chairman, and I thank him for

being generous with his allocation of time to the Members for
questioning.

Let me follow up on some of the things that my colleague from
New York, Mr. Nadler, focused on. I would like to make sure we
have some distinct answers to some of the points that were made
with regard to the administration's new policy on the process that
is used for refugees or those seeking asylum compared to the proc-
ess we currently have for most refugees.

Correct me if I am wrong, but it is true that we are prohibiting
Haitian refugees from seeking counsel.
Ms. Sale. I don't believe we are prohibiting it. It is not norm nor

does it occur except in very extraordinary cases in the worldwide
refugee process for counsel to be there at the point of interview. I

know of a very, very few cases where that was, on an extraordinary
nature, made available in our Rome office, but it is not norm for
counsel to be available.

Now it is not unlikely for NGO's, who are both counseling and
advising refugees in-country or anywhere else in the world, to pos-
sibly be lawyers as a matter of their training.

Mr. Becerra. Let me ask, if I may interrupt, if any of you on
the panel are aware of any actions by the administration to inform
advocates or NGO's that voluntary attorneys seeking to provide
free legal representation to individuals interdicted will not be al-

lowed access to boats where the Haitians are present or the Hai-
tians themselves. Are you aware of that particular representation
being made by the administration to representatives of NGO's or
attorneys seeking to provide voluntary assistance?
Ms. Sale. I am not aware of instances, Mr. Becerra, if that is

what you are talking about. I know that we have wrestled with ac-
cess as an issue of generic policy for the press, for counsel, for

NGO's.
Mr. Becerra. I don't mean to interrupt. I know that I am going

to run out of time as well. I am just trying to get some clear an-
swers. So far as you are aware, there is no representation that has
been made by the administration, and I don't hear anyone else on
the panel speaking, so I assume that by your silence you are
saying
Mr. Aleinikoff. I can speak to that, Mr. Becerra. I have had

conversations with a wide range of NGO groups and lawyer groups
as we have talked through me process and thought about it. I

think there has been no final decision from the administration.
Certainly it is not one that I can make. We have raised various set
of alternatives for participation. I think the current plan
Mr. Becerra. OK, let me stop you.
Mr. Aleinikoff. Yes.
Mr. Becerra. On the specific question, has anyone from the ad-

ministration advised anyone who seeks to be an advocate for these
Haitian individuals that they do not—they will not be granted to

access the boats where they are being processed? And I think it is

a pretty clear question, yes or no.
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Mr. Aleinikoff. Yes, to the hospital ship there will be—^the

UNHCR will have NGO's counseling. That may well include law-
yers. Beyond that, I think the view is that there will not be rep-
resentation of people in the process.
Mr. Becerra. But tell me what the administration has said, not

what you believe UNHCR or anyone else has said. Has the admin-
istration said to any representatives that wish to provide some
form of advocacy to the Haitians on these boats that are being
processed that they will not have access to these Haitians?
Mr. Aleinikoff. I have said to advocates what I have just said

to you. I am not sure it uses the words that you have said. What
others have said or what the administration as a whole has said
I can't answer.
Mr, Becerra. And is it true that for those people who are being

processed outside of the United States for asylum or refugee status,
that they do have access to voluntary counsel?
Mr. Aleinikoff. I guess theoretically they do, but what Ms. Sale

has said is that we admit about 100,000 refugees a year who do
not have counsel in the process.
Mr. Becerra. OK. Whether they do or don't is not my question,

it is whether they have access. Ultimately they are able to obtain
access.

It seems to me, from what I understand, that access is being de-
nied to Haitians on these boats through the processing program.

Let me move on to my next question.
We are making the final determination of well-founded fear of

persecution more or less on the spot for these individuals found on
boats and being processed on a U.S. boat or on Jamaican or other
territory, correct?

Ms. Sale. As we make it in almost any other part of the world.
I mean an interview occurs, an asylum officer, a refugee officer,

takes into account broad expertise on the circumstances, considers
the case and makes a decision. Now in other parts of the world the
person may go home and wait 6 weeks for an answer. Everywhere
else in the world, the person doesn't have the benefit
of onsite quality assurance review of his work, onsite UNHCR
participation.

Mr. Becerra. Let me try to stick to just the question. We can
get into some of those things. But in terms of the actual proceeding
itself, in terms of an opportunity for the Haitian individual to pre-
pare a case, the individual is not given whether it is 6 weeks or
any particular time to prepare himself for a final determination of
a well-founded fear of persecution, correct?
Ms. Sale. Well, the reality of an immediately fleeing refugee to

have time for weeks to prepare a case doesn't really work absent
an in-country program such as we have in the Soviet Union.
Mr. Becerra. So in in-country programs, we do provide those

seeking refugee status with an opportunity to prepare a case and
in some cases seek counsel?
Ms. Sale. People have time to make a decision when they appear

before us, are scheduled for an interview, and if there is an inter-
vening period of time between when that interview occurs, they can
think about the process, if that is preparation. They can talk to
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friends, if that is preparation. Friends may be lawyers. There is not

a judicial process as there is in the domestic asylum process.

Mr. Becerra. Again, we are going beyond the question. I am just

trying to determine the distinctions between the current poliQr

with regard to Haitians versus our policy with regard to other indi-

viduals seeking refugee status.

As Mr. Nadler, I think, tried to elicit responses, there is no
meaningful appeal process similar to what might be granted to

those either on U.S. territory or those processed in the country, the

home country; there is a different process.

Mr. Aleinikoff. There is no appeal process

Mr. Mazzoli. Could I cut in here just for one second maybe just

to clear me up? In the technical terminology, in asylum cases—can
only be processed on U.S. soil. You have to be here.

Mr. ALEmiKOFF. That is correct.

Mr. Mazzoli. And when you are here, constitutional responsibil-

ities and other things trigger. A refugee is processed abroad where
there is not the application of the U.S. Constitution. So what we
do, and I think that is what we want to do, is fairness, getting back
to what Mrs. Meek has said at the very start of our hearing today,

is fairness, but in this rubric of fairness it does not have to be nec-

essarily what is done in the United States because there are a dif-

ferent set of applications, so long as it is fair, and I guess the ques-

tion the gentleman is asking, and I would ask too, is: Is this fair

compared to processing as to other nationalities seeking asylum

—

seeking really refugee status, seeking to be identified as a refugee,

and does it conform to the world's nations under the U.N. protocol

and the U.N. treaty whereby other nations are looking at people

who are asking to be declared refugees? I guess that is the sort of

thing. Is this fair from the standpoint of how we treat other nation-

alities who are abroad at the time processing is done, and how
about the world's nations to see if there is any fairness there?

Mr. Aleenikoff. Mr. Mazzoli, I think it is fair and I think if it

weren't fair we wouldn't be putting it forward and we wouldn't be
staffing it with people from my office and from the INS. We do be-

lieve it is fair.

It differs from the general 207—section 207 Immigration Act
overseas processing, in fact, in a way that benefits the shipboard
processing to some extent. Overseas processing usually does not

have a quality assurance officer that oversees the decision of the

INS adjudicator. There is no right of appeal overseas. If one is ap-

plying for refugee status, there is no right to appeal. There is no
judicial appeal. There is no higher review panel that looks at those

decisions of INS adjudicators.

In this case, on shipboard there will be an INS quality assurance
officer, a trained lawyer from my staff looking at every single de-

termination, and, moreover, every determination reached by the

quality assurance officer will then be reviewed by a representative

of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees. If the

UNHCR person does not agree, they will question the quality as-

surance and they will go back to the applicant and see if the appli-

cant would like to raise additional questions which INS would then
further consider.
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So different circumstances call for different kind of solutions to
very difficult questions, but on the bottom line question of fairness
we are convinced that this is a fair process or we would not be put-
ting it forward and presenting it to you today.
Mr. Mazzoli. I thank my friend from California for yielding.
Mr. Becerra. And I thank the chairman for his clarification, al-

though I would point out with regard to the issue of asylum and
the reason we don't have people seeking asylum is because the
United States is denying Haitians the opportunity to land on our
shores to seek asylum. So asylum is not being afforded them be-
cause we are not giving them a chance to go through the process
we would most other people who are seeking asylum.

Let me try to finish then.
Mr. Mazzoli. The gentleman has one more question, and then

the gentleman from New York, and then we will go on to our next
panel. The gentleman is recognized for an additional question.
Mr. Becerra. I would ask the chairman for some indulgence be-

cause I had one more, question. I will try to keep it very limited.
Mr. Mazzoli. Go ahead. You have been here all day too, and I

appreciate your attention.
Mr. Becerra. Thank you.
Correct me if I am wrong. In terms of the actual practice, it dif-

fers from the current practice in that, one, Haitians may not have
access to representation, counsel; two, their appeal process, to the
degree that you can call it an appeal, is a review of the paperwork-
completed by a hastily trained INS officer who has not been
trained, or many of them have not been trained at the same level
with the same skills as the current corps of asylum officers. Three,
we forcibly repatriate individuals whom we do not grant refugee
status, which is different than what we do with other folks which
is something we do not do to other individuals seeking refugee sta-
tus, and it seems that the appeal process—oh, I already mentioned
the appeal process is nothing more than an opportunity to have
someone else review the process.
Given that, correct me if I am wrong, but isn't it true that we

would probably afford someone who gets a parking ticket with
more rights to adjudicate his or her claim than we afford someone
who is seeking to show that he fears death or persecution from a
country he is ileeing.

We provide someone who has a parking ticket with the right to
counsel, the opportunity to get counsel, with the right to appeal, a
meaningful appeal. We accord them the right to go before a judge
or magistrate.

Yet, we are not doing some of those same things for people who
are seeking refugee or asylum status, and we do that for people
who get a simple parking ticket.

Mr. Aleinikoff. Sir, I would make the analogy to our overseas
refugee process in general by which we admit over 100,000 people,
as well as by the fact that UNHCR has agreed to participate with
us in this process, and ultimately I think they are both moral and
legal arbiters of the fairness of the process.

I am not saying that they have sanctioned the process in that
way, but their participation with us lends assurance to us that we
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have constructed a fair process that will adequately test the refu-

gee claims.
Mr. Becerra. Only one last question, but let me make sure I get

an answer to the question.

We don't afford a Haitian seeking refugee status—the same types

of rights that we afford someone who is contesting a parking ticket,

do we?
Mr. Mazzoli. Well, the gentleman's time has expired.

Mr. Becerra. Mr. Chairman, if I could just get an answer to

that.

Mr. Mazzoli. If somebody can answer it. If he wants to answer
it, I guess.
Mr. Aleinikoff. We think we are abiding by the law, Mr.

Becerra.
Mr. Becerra. OK That is not my question.

Mr. Aleinikoff. I don't mean to play games with you, sir. I

think it is true that in the criminal process under the kinds of con-

stitutional provisions that Mr. Mazzoli has pointed to the courts

have read the Constitution in particular ways for people inside the

borders of the United States.

Those rules don't apply—we are not standing on those kind of

technicalities. We think whether or not the Constitution applies,

we have an obligation to create a fundamentally fair procedure.

I hope that is responsive to your question.

Mr. Becerra. Mr. Chairman, and I hate to pursue this, and I

don't wish to put anyone particularly on the spot, Mr. Aleinikoff,

or anyone else, but I think it is a fair question. And I know it per-

haps places him in a spot, but I think it is a fair question, a simple
question. It is very direct.

The rights that I mention that we accord to those who are con-

testing a parking ticket, those similar rights that I identified are

not accorded to someone seeking refugee status from Haiti.

Mr. Aleinikoff. If you are talking about the right to an article

III judge, and the right to court-appointed counsel at government
expense, and the right to a judicial appeal, those rights are not

here. But those are rights that we don't afford in refugee process-

ing in general.

Nor do we afford, by the way, to asylum-seekers in this country,

because the asylum process is not viewed as a criminal process.

Mr. Becerra. So you said yes, we don't afford those rights which
means that we don't afford the Haitian refugees similar rights that

we afford to people with parking tickets?

Mr. Aleinikoff. Sir, can I stand on my prior answer?
Mr. Mazzoli. The gentleman's time has expired.

Mr. Becerra. Mr. Chairman, the one last question I wanted to

ask, and I can make this very quick.

And to Mr.—is it Aleinikoff?

Mr. Aleinikoff. Aleinikoff.

Mr. Becerra. Aleinikoff. Have you represented asylum or refu-

gee applicants in the past?
Mr. Aleinikoff. Yes, I have.
Mr. Becerra. And what would you consider the minimum

amount of time it has taken you to prepare a case for a hearing?
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Mr. Aleinikoff. That has varied. I did it with a set of students
who needed to learn the ropes, and we took a fair amount of time,
which we had the luxury of time, and we—because at that point
the Immigration Service was quite slow in hearing these cases and
gave us the benefit of time, and it was an educative experience for
my students.

We took as long as we could. We could take several hours a day.
Mr, Becerra. But the question is not so much how much time

you were allocated or found yourself to have, but how much time
you believe it was necessary to have to prepare your case, whether
you had more time than not?

Mr. Aleinikoff. I think any lawyer would tell you that more
time is always better than less, and I would like to take as much
time as I could with any applicant.
Mr. Becerra. Minimal time. Minimal time.
If I could just, Mr. Chairman, again, get an answer. Unless Mr.

Aleinikoff is saying he cannot answer the question.
Mr. Aleinikoff. I couldn't give you minimal time. It takes an

adequate time to get the story out and help the person tell the
stoiy.

Mr. Becerra. More than a day? Less than a day?
Mr. Aleinikoff. I don't know, sir. It could be, could be—I don't

know. I really can't give you an answer.
Mr. Mazzoli. The gentleman's time has expired.
Mr. Becerra. Thank you very much.
Mr. Mazzoli. He has tried his best to answer the question. I

think that is fair.

Mr. Nadler. Mr. Chairman, could I request one question? You
had said—just briefly.

Mr. Mazzoli. One question.
Mr. Nadler. It is one.
Mr. Mazzoli. All right.

Mr. Nadler. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The reason—I thank
you for being so considerate with time, but I had asked the ques-
tion of Ms. Sale about the percentage of in-country processing. I

had said that it was 2 percent approvals, and Ms. Sale came back
and said. No, it was 30 percent. Recently it was 60 percent.
My information, and this is from the Haitian Refugee Center, is

that since the February 1992 inception of the in-country processing
program through May 13 there were 56,577 applications of which
1,177 were granted, which is a little less than 2 percent.

So, I would simply ask where the 30-percent and the 60-percent
figure came from and if these figures are correct or not?
Ms. Sale. Mr. Nadler, there is always a distinction when you

deal with numbers in refugee cases between numbers of people, in-

dividuals, and cases that are interviewed. We have interviewed or
considered 13,000 cases representing 16,000 persons—13,000 cases
representing 16,000 cases, according to data that I have, in-coun-
try, that resulted in 1,300 approvals, and you are right. That is a
10-percent approval rate.

I am sorry. I apologize. I misread my notes.
Mr. Nadler. Well, what happened to the other 50,000? This says

56,577 through May 13.

Ms. Sale. Indiviauals, not cases.
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Mr. Nadler. You just said 13,000 cases for 16,000 individuals.

Mr. Mazzoli. Well, we will get that.

Ms. Sale. Let me submit it for the record because I need to make
sure that I have got the right number.
Mr. Mazzoli. If you could supply the information, we will try to

rationalize.

Thank you.
[The information follows:]

Since the inception of the In-Country Refugee Processing Program in Haiti in Feb-

ruary, 1992, INS oflicers have processed 14,520 refugee cases involving 17,532 indi-

viduals. These cases resulted in 1,481 approvals involving 4,303 individuals. This

gives an overall approval rate of approximately 10%.

Since February 1994, with the operation of new screening criteria, approval rates

have increased to approximately 30%. However, data on the numbers of refugees

processed and approved are maintained on a cumulative basis, thus exact numbers

relative to recent applicants are unavailable.

Mr. Mazzoli. We will have a recess until we vote and we will

come back.
[Recess].

Mr. Mazzoli. We welcome our afternoon panel. It was to be a

morning panel, now it is an afternoon panel. It is Rev. Richard

Ryscavage, the director of the migration and refugee services, the

U.S. Catholic Conference; Mr. Jocelyn McCalla, the executive direc-

tor of the National Coalition for Haitian Refugees; Mr. Rick

Swartz, Esq., Swartz and Associates, Washington, DC; Mr. Dan
Stein, executive director of the Federation for American Immigra-

tion Reform; and Mr. Forester—Mr. Steven Forester, the super-

vising attorney for the Haitian Refugee Center.

I guess they are taken in alphabetical order from the best I can

see here. So, Mr. Forester.

Mr. Forester. Thank you. In terms of

—

Mr. Mazzoli. Incidentally, all the statements will be made a part

of the record, and obviously, to the extent that you can address any

of the issues that were brought up eariier today along with what
you are here to speak about would be useful too, because we had

a pretty interesting debate in the early part of the day.

STATEMENT OF STEVEN FORESTER, SUPERVISING ATTORNEY,
HAITIAN REFUGEE CENTER, MIAMI, FL

Mr. Forester. Mr. Chairman, the figure for INS approved in-

country is 11 percent. But 58,000 to date. As of May 13, it was

56,577; 1,177 had been approved.
The reason for the discrepancy is that there is a two-stage proc-

ess. You first have to meet the State Department eligibility cri-

teria. Seventy-six percent of the people never get interviewed by

the Immigration Service because they don't overcome the State De-

partment mountain of a hurdle which they put in the place of get-

ting an interview.
In order to—and I have summed this up in my summary of testi-

mony. In order to see the INS, you have to show that you are "high

profile." The State Department has consistently over the years

minimized human rights violations. The Embassy has never done

one serious human rights investigation in Haiti. They consider the

press and journalists the enemy, and they are friends with the

military and the rich families.
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After Mr. Gray announced the intention to affect the rich fami-
lies that have benefited from the coup, an Embassy employee made
a special attempt to reopen the consulate to get six visas for chil-

dren of the rich, who they were supposedly targeting, to bring in
here.

The preliminary questionnaire that is used to say whether you
are high profile or not is a form that is in Creole. The person who
vets, who looks at these thousands of forms, a few hundred every
week, is a dependent of a U.S. Embassy official named Grerda Lane,
who does not speak Creole or read it.

Most of these are filled out in French or Creole. She is unsympa-
thetic. She doesn't speak the language. She is the one who takes
these home—she is a dependent, she is not even an employee, as
I understand it—and reviews these.

From what I hear, she has no training whatsoever, is unsympa-
thetic, and can't read much of the stuff she supposedly reviews.
The requirement that people be high profile is something that di-

rectly contradicts INS authority. The State Department has always
said that only the prominent people in Haiti are being killed.

The man whose photo everybody has seen wasn't prominent, nor
are the people who come to my office with stories, which I cross-
examine and make sure are correct, of people who have—they have
gone to their houses in Haiti.

One woman came to me. She was a grassroots activist. She had
traveled to Washington to meet Aristide along with many others.
A grassroots person. They asked for her and her brother said, "She
is not home." So they said, "You can replace her." He has never
been seen again.

I have cases in terms of in-country processing of people who I

have submitted 30 pages of documentation on, correspondence be-
tween the organization they were a member of and other Embas-
sies and other organizations throughout the world, to-and-from cor-
respondence, asking for relief for eight persons who were the execu-
tive committee members of that organization, all documented.
Three cases denied. Two of these people have been killed since
then.

The actual figure for approval is about 2 percent. It is 11 percent
of those people INS sees. Of all who fill out the preliminary ques-
tionnaire, the figure is 2 percent. Anyone can do the arithmetic:
1,177 into 56,577 is 2 percent.
Reference was made to 60 specially trained asylum officers. First

of all, they are not asylum officers. They are Border Patrol agents,
inspectors and examiners whose entire careers have been enforce-
ment oriented. They went through 5 days of training, which is sup-
posed to overcome years of enforcement background.
When this process was done on Guantanamo a couple of years

back and a credible claim, credible fear standard was used, the ini-

tial officers knew nothing about Haiti, just like these people know
very, very little about Haiti. The screening rate was 5 percent. We
sued them. They brought in better trained officers, the screening
rate went up to about 75 to 80 percent, actually for 4 to 6 weeks.
Then people in Washington said that is too high. So overall it was
27 percent.

82-190 -94 -6
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One reason I think Guantanamo has never been considered is

they know that the sham that is being set up today would be chal-

lenged and would have to be revised to make it fair.

The in-country processing is not safe at all. You have to return

five to eight times just to get interviews, appointments, stuff like

that. There is an initial interview site that is a movie theater right

across from military headquarters that is open to view. There is

nothing safe about applying in-country.

I would like to refer to the exhibits that I brought. The first ex-

hibit shows the figures for 1991 interdictions, proving that if you
get Aristide back you are not going to have a problem. Forty-three

people were interdicted the month before the coup in August 1991.

Zero were interdicted the month he was inaugurated. The month
after the coup, November—the coup was September 30—6,012.

Aristide is the Haitian's JFK. They adore the man. As Represent-

ative Owens said, he is their hope. You get him back there is going

to be a reverse flow of thousands of people, I really think, going

back to participate in building democracy in that country. The fig-

ures are very clear.

Secondly, this year alone, of the people that the Coast Guard has
handed over on the docks, through June 1, 219 people have been
arrested on the docks. That is exhibit B of your documents. Since

June 1 others have been imprisoned.

Third document, Department of State telegram, September 1993
stating—this is the State Department, September 22, that though

the ostensible purpose of questioning by the Haitian military on
the dock was to identify boat trip organizers, the interrogation

which took place within the hearing of Embassy officials, an inter-

national civilian mission—that is, UN/OAS observers—^"appeared

to be a fishing expedition for persons considered troublemakers by
the police and probably design^ed to intimidate the returnees."

We repatriated, in February, 64 people who were inside U.S. ter-

ritorial waters, who were survivors of the Cite Soleil massacre, that

is a part of Port-au-Prince, which was largely burned down because

it is an Aristide stronghold. These people were terrified and
traumatized about being returned. All of them were summarily
repatriated.

The only human rights investigation done by our Embassy was
a symbolic visit by the Ambassador.
We have repatriated people caught oflF the Northwest where

many of the massacres have been occurring—Raboteau, G^naive,

other places. Massacres, so people get in boats. Fifteen miles off-

shore, they are caught and sailed right back to Port-au-Prince like

sheep to slaughter, and handed right over to Haitian soldiers.

Two hundred and nineteen imprisoned just this year. And there

is exhibit C, the State Department telegram about the fishing

expedition.

Exhibit D is approval rates for refugees. When we want to be fair

to refugees, and this is where the issue of race comes up, we grant

refugee status. Fifty-one thousand people, or 96 percent, of appli-

cants in the former U.S.S.R. approved in fiscal year 1993. Nobody
raised a fuss about 51,000 people coming to this country. They are

white people. They got through. We let them in.
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From East Asia and the Pacific, 38,000. Not 96 percent but 88.3
percent. The figure for Haitians is 2 percent. Similar figures for Af-
rica and Southeast Asia. Africa is a Httle lower.

I would like also to refer to an exhibit, that I think is E, which
is a memorandum by John Cummings. He is the Acting Director
of the Immigration Service's Office of International Affairs. In
March 1993, he wrote this memo, "Considerations When Adjudicat-
ing Haitian Refugee and Asylum Applications." He wrote this to
the Asylum and Refugee Divisions, and on the 6th page, he says

—

and this was a response to the State Department.
You have to understand he prepared this memo because the

State Department was contradicting every human rights organiza-
tion and saying they are only persecuting the "prominent." So he
writes, "Lack of prominence does not diminish the risk. Activities
either real or imputed are a far more important consideration in
assessing risk than is prominence." That is a quote.
But the State Department continues to insist that even to get an

INS interview in-country you have got to be "high profile. The
5,000 to 6,000 I have estimated—nobody knows the exact figure

—

murdered in Haiti were not '*high profile." It is enough in Haiti if

you are somebody's relative to get killed.

Alerte Balance whose macheted disfigured appearance is docu-
mented in the materials you have, she was the wife of somebody.
They came to invade the home. They took her to a killing field. She
miraculously survived.
Now, the 20 people—we have the names of 20 people, as referred

to earlier, persecuted after being denied refugee status: Three of
them were killed. Four people were killed just for being related to
the 20.

They use rape—this has been documented by many groups—^mu-
tilation with machetes, decapitation even, as instruments of terror,
and they throw the bodies into the streets. So there is extensive
evidence of this kind of horrible treatment.
Now, the Jamaica stuff—the boat should be called the USS No

Comfort, because it is designed, as Sandy Berger said, to repatriate
95 percent of the people: no attorneys, no legal assistance whatso-
ever, the highest refugee burden. In this country, we have a right
to counsel. Nobody prevails realistically without having counsel.
The per agent—because these are not asylum officers, they are

Border Patrol people—per agent quota per day is being estimated
at six or seven adjudications per day. I have written about this
stuff. There is no way in the world it can be done so quickly and
that is why Mr. Aleinikoff had such trouble answering that ques-
tion—he could not honestly say that you can do a meaningful job
whatsoever in such a short time.
They are using interpreters who are getting $1,000 a month and

are untrained. They are in addition doing it on boats where there
is a 10-vear history, on boats, of approving 28 out of 23,000, or a
tenth of a percent of the people on boats. People don't open up if
they are afraid they are going to be sailed right back.
Now, the State Department idea
Mr. Mazzoli. Mr. Forester, I wish we had all day long, because

this is a very important subject. But we have
Mr. Forester. Can I sum it up in two sentences?
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Mr. Mazzoli. That would be fine.

Mr. Forester. Fifty years ago the State Department came and
testified in ConCTess and Hed. The State Department consistently

lies about the human rights picture. The generalities you have
heard have nothing to do, as Representative Nadler said, with
reality.

Fifty years ago a report was written to the Secretary of the

Treasury by Treasury employees called "On Our Government's Ac-
quiescence in the Murder of the Jews." This is a Rwanda or a
Bosnia. We would never—it is an obscenity to call these people eco-

nomic. They are as political as any refugees in the world. They
should be allowed—we have room for them if we have room for

others.

And the sham that is being perpetrated in this processing must
not be allowed; it is a horrible system. Ninety-five percent they are
intending to send back.
Mr. !N^zzoLl. I appreciate it very much. That is very important

testimony, Mr. Forester.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Forester follows:!
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Prepared Statement of Steven Forester,^ Supervising
Attorney, Haitian Refugee Center, Miami, FL

"They're chopping people's faces off," says President Clinton,

"killing and mutilating innocent civilians, people not even

directly involved in the political life of the country."

Alerte Balance, 32, mother of three, macheted, arm hacked off,

face, neck, mouth slashed. Oman Desanges, 27, repatriated by U.

S. , macheted, knived, shot to death, eyes plucked out, tongue and

right ear cut off, stomach slit. Joseph Egamil Jean, 73, shot dead

in head and stomach in front of wife and children. Elie Zephir,

Ernst Bernard, Sauveur Nerette, Dieulefet Jeune, Sabiento Stinfil,

Cherilis Joseph, Andrei Fortune, countless others, murdered.

Haiti's butchers have killed 5,000 to 6,000, including

children, since ousting President Aristide on September 30, 1991.

They rape, decapitate, and mutilate to terrorize the population,

which overwhelmingly supports Aristide. If you're not home, they

kill your sister, cousin, child, parent. Haiti is a burning house,

a killing field, a Holocaust.

Our Coast Guard has repatriated everyone trying to flee this

hell, handing them in Port-au-Prince to Haitian soldiers who

'Steven Forester, Supervising Attorney at the Haitian Refugee
Center since 1992, is the author of "Haitian Asylum Advocacy:
Questions to Ask Applicants and Notes on Interviewing and
Representation," New York Law School Journal of Human Rights, Vol.
X Part Two, Spring 1993, used in training attorneys and students.
He was HRC's staff attorney from 1979 to 1985 and Legal Director of
the Florida ACLU from 1985 to 1987.
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fingerprint them in a "fishing expedition for troublemakers," as

our Embassy described it in a September 22, 1993 cable, and

imprisoning 219 this year alone (through May) . In February we

returned 64 survivors of the torching of Cite Soleil, in May

survivors of massacres in Raboteau, Le Borgne, Petit Goave.

Clinton called this repatriation "humanitarian."

In-country processing ("ICP") , a fig leaf for this complicity

in repression, supposedly allows one to seek refuge in Port-au-

Prince. It doesn't. Since its February 1992 inception, of 58,000

would-be applicants, only 2% (1,177 of 56,577 through May 13) have

been approved and less than 2 4% got an INS interview. Most can't

meet arbitrary State Department vetting criteria excluding everyone

who isn't "high profile." (The 5,000 to 6,000 killed weren't "high

profile.") The requirement contradicts INS authority. In March

1993 John Cummings, INS Acting Director, Office of International

Affairs, wrote guidelines for Haitian refugee adjudications stating

"lack of prominence does not remove the possibility of being at

risk.... Activities, either real or imputed, are a far more

important consideration... than is prominence." And of those found

to be "high profile," only 30% have been approved.

Physically applying is dangerous. One must return at least

five times, sometimes eight or more, to places exposed to military

view, like a movie theater interview site near military HQ.

In contrast, in FY 1993 we accepted 95.9% (50,924) of refugee

applicants from the former USSR, 88.3% from East Asia and the

Pacific, similar percentages from other areas, and all Cubans.

Hundreds denied refugee status by U. S. authorities in Port-
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au-Prince have subsequently been persecuted. We have the names of

20 such rejectees who were later murdered (3), tortured, sexually

violated. Four persons were killed just for being related to them.

On May 8 Clinton said he would stop summarily repatriating

Haitians, but promised interviews are designed in bad faith to

quickly repatriate 95%, not protect people. Its a sham.

There's a quota. Five days after Clinton's atrocity comments.

Deputy National Security Advisor Samuel Berger said we will

repatriate 95% of the Haitians. Officials say to prevent a magnet

effect, the grant rate may not exceed TCP's grant rate (2%, but

usually given as 5%) and "success" means returning large numbers

quickly. The goal is to "send a message" not to flee. If "they're

chopping people's faces off," this is complicity in murder.

Interviews will be conducted on ships — a remote Turks and

Caicos island won't be operational for months — by minimally

trained and largely insensitive "enforcement" personnel. Border

Patrol agents and the like trained to exclude and deport people,

not by trained and non-adversarial INS asylum officers sensitive to

country conditions. From 1981 to 1991, only 28 of 23,000 Haitians,

a tenth of a percent, were approved in shipboard screening.

Free legal help — essential to elicit facts, gather

witnesses, show credibility, document the persecution of similarly

situated persons — is prohibited. Virtually no one wins asylum in

the U.S. without counsel. Asking Haitians to do so ties their

hands behind their backs. And they must prove the hardest burden,

persecution or a well-founded fear of persecution — in contrast to

applicants in the former USSR, East Asia, and the Pacific, who need
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only show membership in a class, and the lower "credible claim"

standard used on Guantanamo in 1991-1992.

Only about one hour will be allowed from first contact to

adjudication — with a "per officer" quota of 6 or 7 adjudications

per day — an impossible deadline, with no review of the decision

before repatriation. No one will assist the Haitian before he or

she meets the agent. The set-up insures erroneous denials. We

will return thousands who need protection. Even the interpreters

are untrained. Essential to get good information, trained ones

refused to work for $1,000 per month.

Why Border Patrol agents? Why only about an hour per

adjudication without review? Why no attorneys? Why on ships? Why

the most difficult standard instead of "credible claim"? Why not

bring them here? For the same reason we sealed Haiti's borders.

To relieve political pressures in Washington to exclude black

people and oust Haiti's military. It's racist, obscene, immoral,

and murderous.

Why aren't we using Guantanamo Naval Base, as in 1991-1992?

Probably to avoid federal court challenge to this sham. When

untrained adjudicators on Guantanamo "screened in" only about 5%,

the Haitian Refugee Center sued, causing INS to bring in trained

asylum officers and the "screen in" rate to rise to about 80% for

4 to 6 weeks. Alarmed Bush Administration officials then lowered

it to an overall rate of about 27%.

Recently dictator Raoul Cedras summoned all regional and

operational commanders to an unusual briefing. To decrease the

risk of invasion, he gave orders to crack down on boat people
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trying to flee, the main catalyst for U. S. interest in Haiti. On

Hay 16-17 he arrested and beat &0 boat people, confiscating

Aristide's photo, accusing them of being pro-Aristide, and jailing

19 women, 4 babies, and 2 children in a cell so small they couldn't

lie down. Cedras helps the U. S. with its dirty work.

The solution to the refugee issue is restoring Aristide.

Coast Guard statistics show virtually no one fled under his

government. None fled in February and March 1991, 43 in August,

compared with 6,013 in November, a month after the September 30

coup. That's why senators Graham and Mack and Florida

congresspersons want action to restore him. Thousands of exiles

will return to build democracy in a reverse refugee flow, as when

Duvalier fled.

Meanwhile, repatriating fleeing Haitians is as unconscionable

as returning Bosnians or Rwandans. We should give them TPS,

temporary protected status, until Aristide Is restored. No one

should be returned to the killing fields. (We haven't deported

from the mainland U. S. since mid-October due to the repression.

Gileste Pericles, deported October 12, was held on return in two

prisons, bribed his way out, and is now in hiding if still alive.)

During the Holocaust, Richard Cohen reminds us, a prisoner

asked, "Where is God?" Another answered, "Where is man?" As I

prepare this, Therese George, Oman Desanges's 57-year old mother,

sits across from me. How she smiles I'll never know. She brought

me the photo of her son's mutilated face. How many more Omans are

being murdered today? How many abducted? How many more such

photos must we view?
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More Haitian 'Boat Paople' Arrested

The United States returned a total of 266 refugees to

Haiti without serpenJno interviews during the week of Mdy 23

to May 29. Sixteen of thcee people were arrested by the

military on the Port-ao-Pnnce dock. Today, June 1, another

63 were returned, and seven arrested.

The Codst Guard i-elurncd 184 people on Monday, May
23,1994. a*vv>i of these were arrested. All wem
released the following day.

On Tuesday, May 24, the Coast Guard repatriated 59

Haitians. Two men, Manued Fremond and Wilson Pierre,

were arrested and held for more than a week.

On Friday, May 27, 23 people were returned by the

Coast Cuard, and thra« pwoplA were arrnsted.

This putc the total at 1 , 447 Vnat people returned and 80

arrested since Pre^dent Clinton announced his new refugee
policy on May 8.

A total of 2,269 Haitians haw be«n returned this year

without a screening interview, and 219 have been arrested.
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How U.S.

error sent

Haitian to

his death

HAITI

A NATION -

IN PAIN
OCCASIONAL SERIES

By SUSAN BENESCH
Herald SlaH Writer

Before she buried her son in Haiti, Therese
Georges hired a photographer.

She saw that Omann Desanges' body —
with half the face cut away, stomach slit and
brow' smashed — would prove what he had

tried in vain to tell US. authorities: that he

would be in danger if they forced him back to

Haiti.

As more bodies are found on Haitian

streets during a terror campaign against sup-

porters of ousted President Jean-Bertrand

Aristide, U.S. policy for granting refugee to

frightened Haitians has come under angry

attack.

Human rights groups and even U.S. immi-
gration officials themselves say that many
Haitians with legitimate fears of persecution

are turned down.
Overworked interviewers are told they

may be reprimanded for accepting an appli-

cant for political asylum in the United States,

but not for rejecting one. The Herald

reported Sunday.
Omann Desanges actually won the right to

go to the United States to plead for asylum,

based on earlier persecution he described to

interviewc-s at the U.S. Navy base in Guan-

PLEASE SEE HAm, 11*

CARL JUSTE / Hw.ld Stan

FLED HAITI WITH BROTHER: Ronald

Desanges. 22, with daughter Ashley.
£X4««IT E
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Memorandum

Subject

Considerations when Adjudicating
Haitian Refugee/Asylee Applications

aoa.q.s.a

Date

9 MAR 1993
•

To Asylum Division '^f'"" Office of
Refugee Division International

Affairs

One of the main components of tjuality refugee -and asylum
adjudications is a measure of consistency among Offices and
Officers in the decisions reached as a result of their interviews.
Refugee and asylum adjudicators already have relevant information
on the law and condition^ in countries of origin. These two aspects
of decision-making are discussed in considerable detail during
training, and follow-on. information is available in various forns
to decision-makers.

In adjudicating cases involving a potentially difficult nexus
between law and country conditions, access to additio.nal
infornation — which ties together both law and country conditions
— has been found useful in producing a b,etter measure of
consistency among final decisions.

With this in mind, the Asylum Division's Resource Infomatior.
Center and Quality Assurance Sranch, together with the Rafugee
Division, have developed the attached paper addressed to
adjudicators of Haitian refugee arid asylum claims. This is the
third in what will become a series of such papers emanating frcn
the Office of International Affairs. [The first two such memoranda
dealt with "Adjudicating Refugee and Asylum Claims ... in Tines of
Evolving Country Conditions" and "Adjudicating Claims Based on
Coercive Family Practices"].

?lease ensure that all adjudicators of Haitian refugee and
asylun applications have access to this memorandum as well as. to
the usual information on the law and country conditions.

9^.John w. Cummings /\
Acting Director (_^ ^

Attachment

EXHIBIT F
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Considerations vhen Adjudicating Haitian Refugee/Asvliun Claims

The purpose of this paper is to provide additional guidance to INS
officers to assist them in the adjudication of Haitian refugee and
asylum applications. In recent months, a number of issues have been
raised regarding these determinations. This paper aims to promote
consistency of procedure and method of analysis to assure fairness
with regard to these adjudications.

1. Reporting of the levels of violence in Haiti during 1992.

Previous wide divergences in reporting on the levels of
violence in Haiti have greatly diminished in 1992.

Freedom House has rated Haiti as one of the twelve worst
violators of human rights in the world. Amnesty
International, Human Rights Watch, The Lawyers Committee for
Hunan Rights, and 'the United Nations Human Rights Commission
Special Rapporteur on Haiti maintain that serious and
widespread hur-.an jrights abuses continued throughout 1992.

The 1992 State Department Country Report on Haiti states:

Haitians suffered frequent human rights abuses throughout
1992 incl'^ding extrajudicial killings by security forces,
disappearances, beatings, and other mistreatment of
detainees and prisoners, arbitrary arrest^ and
dets.nticn, and executive interference with the judicial
process.

The ?.epox-t further states:

, At year's end, widespread abuses continue, and there was
no evidence either that the military was willing to stop
such practices or that the civilian government was able
to bring the r.ilitary under control.

...levels of violence remained high and were exacerbated
by ~he. manifest unwillingness of the two post-coup
govern-enrs to pursue criminal justice, particularly in
cases of politically motivated murder. Dozens of
murders, pres-.iir-.ed to be political, were carried out by
indivi.iuals in authority acting without apparent fear of
punishizent. . .

' Arbitrary arrest is arrest without legal justification. The
use of the word "arbitrary" in this context does not indicate
"indiscriminate" or "random". The relevant definition of
"arbitrary" Lr. ^'ebster's 'Jinth New Collegiate Dictionary is "marked
by or resulting from the unrestrained and often tyrannical exercise
of pcver <protecriori frc—.

— arrest and detention>."
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Sources of violence or threats o f violence

A. General lawlessness

General lawlessness can be described as a situation in which
the government is unaJale or unwilling to control violence by
societal forces or individuals. This occurs, for exampile, when
societal unrest, guerrilla movements, or organized crime
challenge the authority of the government (eg: Somalia,
Liberia) . In situations of general lawlessness, it is often
difficult to identify any protected ground (s) under the
refugee definition as a motive for violent acts.

B. State violence / Government repression

When governmental authorities, in or out of uniform, are
committing acts of violence against a largely unarmed civilian
population, the situation may be more correctly referred to as
state violence or governmental repression. By all accounts, .

state violence and repression are clearly present in Haiti.

Most weapons are controlled by the government, and most of the
acts of violence" or threats of violence which may form the
basis of a meritorious refugee/asylum claim are committed by
governmental or quasi-governmental figures. Officials of the
de facto government — whether they be section chiefs, members
of the military, or members of the police -- are most often
connected with the ongoing human rights abuses in Haiti.

Background on the de-facto governmental structure in

Haiti

For administrative and political purposes, Haiti is divided
into regional departments, districts, sub-districts, and
cqmmunal sections, all of which are under the control of the
Commander in Chief of the Forces Armees d'Haiti (FADH)

,

General Raul Cedras.

Lower ranking officers, including captains, colonels,
lieutenants and sub-lieutenants, are placed in command of
these divisions through the sub-district level. The communal
sections in Haiti represent the lowest division in this
structure. They are headed by section chiefs.

The section chief lies at the lowest level of the military
hierarchy. Each of Haiti's [more than 500] ^ommunal sections
is under the command of a section chief appointed by the
military commander of the sub-district with jurisdiction over
the section. The section chief reports directly to a_ lower
level military commander at the head of his sub-district, and
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he commands dozens of "assistants."

It appears that as long as the incumbents in each of these
levels do not interfere with the prerogatives of the level
above, they are at liberty to do as they wish, with no threat
of punishment or accountability.

This structure constitutes all effective governmental
authority in Haiti at the present time. Military officers,
section chiefs, and the assistants of section chiefs are all
official positions under the current de-facto political
authority. Although the Haitian Constitution calls for an
independent police force under civilian authority, the
national police operate primarily in urban areas as a division
of the army. Moreover, they operate with the same authority
and impunity.

C. Individually-motivated acts of violence

Haiti is the poorest country in the Western Hemisphere. It has
a largely uneducated populace which suffers from a multitude
of problems including a deteriorating environmental resource
base, high infant jnortality due to disease, and little hope or
opportunity to improve the harsh conditions of life.

These and other factors may exacerbate a number of personal,
family, and social conflicts over limited resources, violence
may occur for reasons of envy, ambition, greed, or sheer
desperation in such an atmosphere of abject poverty.

These acts, in and of themselves, are not usually grounds for
refugee protection. However, if they are conducted by section
chiefs, their subordinates, or other governmental or quasi-
governmental officials, and/or if nhey are coupled with other
acts related to a protected ground, they may form part of a
paj:tern or practice which may rise to. the level of
peirsecution.

3 . Potential targets of violence and threats of violence

A variety of credible reporting sources' have identified
groups whose members and leaders may potentially be targets of
violence in Haiti. Some of these populations at risk are

Paper Laws and Steel Bavon-ts (New York: Lawyers Committee
for Human Rights, November 1990) p. 34.

' Sources include: U.S. Department of State, Amnesty
International, H\iman Rights Watch, United Nations Special
Rapporteur, and Lawyers Committee for Human Rights
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Traders and members of potential targets

Although those in leadership or prominent positions are
possibly at greater risk due to their greater visibility, lacJc*

of prominence does not remove the possibility of being at
risk. This is true especially considering the fadt that
Haitian society is organized into small communities.

Activities, either real or imputed, are a far more important
consideration in assessing risk, than is prominence.

4. Method of analysis in decision-making

"Persecution" is a conclusion based not only on law and
country conditions information, but upon a full, fair, and
consistent analysis of the applicant's situation as it
measures-up to both country conditions information and the
statutory and regulatory definitions contained in the
Immigration and Nationality Act and the Federal Code of
Regulations.

The Decisionmakina''Checklist (see attachment) , is a guide to
the method of legal analysis required. It provides a framework
of analysis for asylum (and, with some few modifications, for
refugee) determinations.

Under no circumstances should an Officer deviate from, or
abort, this required analysis. For example, all inclusion
grounds must be explored before considering exclusion grounds.

Moreover, Officers must not make assxamptions about the
viability of internal flight within Haiti. While the extent to
which the de-facto government may be able to locate an
individual is unknown, if the applicant is determined to have
established a well-founded fear of persecution in one location
in Haiti, it is generally correct, under present conditions,
to find that the threat of persecution exists countrywide.
This is true notwithstanding the fact that sympathetic
countrymen may be successful in hiding the applicant from a

reportedly wide network of civilian informants employed by the
military.

The foregoing discussion by no means exhausts the issues which
might arise when adjudicating these applications. Officers are
encouraged to discuss this paper and to request further information
and/or guidance from the Office of International Affairs.

Attachment
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listed below. Adjudicators should be aware that other groups
or individuals, not on the list which follows, may also be
subjected to or fear human rights abuses. Moreover, a
"population at risk" should not necessarily be regarded as a
"particular social group" for purposes of the refugee
definition. It is possible for an individual applicant to be
a member of a population at risk, and yet not establish
eligibility for refugee status.

A. Individuals who support, supported, or who are imputed to
support or have supported the exiled President, Jean
Bertrand Aristide.

Grassroots liberation theology organizations in the
countryside remain a strong base of support for President
Aristide. These groups and their leaders have been
particular targets of the array.*

Individuals, particularly in the countryside, who are
identified as. being pro-Aristide . Credible reports
indicate that violence, including arrest and detention,
has heev. directed at persons for possessing or
circulating pittures of President Aristide.*

B. Rural develcp-enr and community organizations

Military violence has been aimed at rural development or
peasant c-^^nizzzicr.s , neighborhood and con-jnunity
organizaticr.s, and literacy, pro-democracy, and women's
groups, r.his violence has thwarted the ability of many
groups to meet openly or to meet at all. Leaders and
meriars cf these cr^janizations have been hunted down and
arresred, toitured, or killed by soldiers and section
chiefs .*

C. '• Trade unions

There is vicespread repression and violence against trade

* U.S. Department of State, "Haiti," Country Reports on Hur.an
Rights Practices for 1992 (Washington: U.S. Government Printing
Office, Februarv' 19?3) , p. -124.

* U.N. K'J-man Rights Ccr-.ission Speciax Rapporteur, Situation
of Human Richts in Haiti (Kew York: United Nations, A/47/621, 6
November 19 92) , p. 9.

' "Haiti," :-:uran Richts Watch World Report 1993: Events of
-592 (New York: Huma.n Richts Watch, January 1993) p. 120.
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union activities by the military authorities. Many union

leaders have gone into hiding and closed their offices.

Unions, as well as all other citizen groups or

assemblies, may only meet with the express written
permission of the military. There are also allegations of

intimidation of agricultural vmion leaders by arrests,

beatings, and banning of meetings.

D. Students and student organizations

The military has targeted student leaders and members of

student organizations. Soldiers have prohibited student

meetings, arrested and detained students, and brutally
beaten and in some cases tortured suspected student

activists.'

E. Journalists

Journalists have not escaped repression . . . Intimidation
of members of the press continues, and many radio

stations have stopped broadcasting. Several were closed

by the militajry authorities, while others have preferred

to stop broadcasting news, or to stop broadcasting
altogether, in fear of their security.'

F. Members of the clergy and religious workers

Priests and nuns, especially those suspected of being

supporters of Aristide or who are dctive in peasant

organizing, community development or monitoring human

rights, have been threatened, arrested and beaten.

Protestant churches and groups that have become strongly
identified with social activism and development have also

been attacked.'"

^ U.S. Department of State, "Haiti," Country Reports on Human

Rights Practices for 1992 (Washington: U.S. Government Printing

Office, February 1993), p. 426.

8 Haiti: A Human Rights Nightmare (New York: Lawyers

Committee for Human Rights, September 1992) p. 20.

9 Haiti: Human Rights Held Ransom (London: Amnesty
International, August 1992) p. 18.

10 "Haiti," Human Rights Watch World Report 1993: Events of -

1992 (New York:' Human Rights Watch, January 1993) p. 120.
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Decisionroakina Checklist
INCLUSIOK

Was applicant's testimony credible?
.

detailed internally consistent believcible
consistent with country conditions

._^
Does applicant have a genuine subjective fear of return?

.__ Has applicant suffered past persecution ?

If so, is there a preponderence of evidence that country
conditions have changed to such an extent that there is not a
reasocaile possibility that applicant would be persecuted if he
were to return to that country?

Even if country conditions have sufficiently changed,
has applicant shown ccEpelling reasons not to return because of the
severity of the past persecution suffered?

Has applicant shown a reasonable possibility of future
persecution?

Has applicant been i.ingled out individually making
future persecution a reasonable possibility?

If not, is applicant siailarly situated to groups
against when there has been a pattern or practice of
persecution?

,

Is the fear veil-founded? (Use Hogharrabi i )

Belief/Characteristic? Persecutor aware? Capable/Inclined
to punisn? Based en one of the five grounds?

Is the past persecution or future persecution on account of one of
the five grounds ? If sc, which?

political opinion race religion
overt
iaputed social group nationality

EXCLUSION

1. Mandator-/

Persecution of Others
Conviction of Particularly Serious Crime in U.S.
Firm Resettle-ent
National Security Danger

2. Discretionary (Balance against strength of claim)

_ Ccn-jnission of Crir:e Outside U.S.
Avoidance of Refugee Processing
Fraudulent Entry to 'J.S.
Other .Adverse Factors
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<M>> Pcrsecatioa of refiigec appiicaats io Haiti

Following is a list of individual Haidans wlio have ^lied for refugee sutus in

the United States through the ia-couBtry refugee processing program in Haiti and

have cidier 1) been denied by INS «r 2) refused a prelixniaaiy interview, and

have subsequently suffered persecudon. These cases are among those our ofSce

in Port-au-Prince has encountered in the last year.

Haitians persecnted after being denied refugee status by INS:

1. Nelio Toussaint, leader ofa Port-au-Prince popular organization and a City

Hail en^loyee during the Adstide admiinistiation, ^^s interviewed by INS and

denied, Sled for reconsideration nad •>ms. again denied Feb. 12. 1993. Filed again

in October 1993 after he was injured September 8, 1993, at Mayor Evans' Paul's

Teinvesatorc and again denied. On March 1 , 1 994, he wu grabbed, pushed

around and threatened by fbtv members ofFRAPH in Carrefour. Arrested March

9 by a police sergeant, acniafd of spreading Lavalas propaganda, and detained

for two days m the Oclmas 33 police itanon. ( HA 1 2477. A25 432 929)

2. Louis Philogene, a popular movement leader and ambulance driver firom Cite

Soleil. applied in Novemb« 1993, was denied 'oy INS Dec 9, 1993. On Dec. 21,

1993, brother arrested in his place and beaten at Cite Soleil police post to force

liim to reveal Louis' whereabouts. His father's house was burned do%»'ii during

the Dec. 27 Che Soleil fire and lus brother, Jean Louis, was shot and killed by a

FRAPH leader. Cousin. Denise Joseph, abducted December 29, 1993,and lulled.

Has filed morinn for reconsideration. Philogene was arrested again on April 20.

vtten he went to meet widi a human rights group, and remains in

cusuxJy.(HA36186)

3. Claudy Vilme, reporter and photographer for the Port-au-Prince daily, Le

Nouveilist*. arrested ia 1991 ud 1992. was denied by INS on June 21, 1993. He

was arrested again on July 2, 1993 and tortured at the infamous Fort Dimancbe.

He was finally accepted and Is now in die US. (HA24423, A2S436079)
«

4. Farah Cherestal filed for asylum in September 1993, was denied by INS in

early November 1 993 and filed for tecoQSidenitinn on Nov. 1 5, 1 993 . On Nov.

1 1, 1993, she was abdticted from a friend's bouse where she was staying and

It EMt42fid S««M. TYttTi Ploer, New Yortc. NY 10017.4P07 '•< 212-8874020; ftx. t\2-WtAtU

tr**TMUB

JVWVaaa
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1 1 . 1 993, she was abducted from a fiiend's house where she was suying and takeo to the house ofon

anacbe known as Gaston. There she was blindfolded, shown the corpses of three people, and threatened

with death. Several men tipped o£fher clothes, prepaiuig to rape hex, only stopping after seeing that she

WAS menstnuiting. They left hei naked and tied up in front ofher bouse. (HA33463)

5. Duly Oxceva, a member ofthe Papaye Poacaat Moveaaeat (MPP). was arrested in Match 1 992 in

Mircbalais and held for 33 days. He was denied by D^ in August 1993. He tried to return home in

October 1993 and was forced to flee as the authorities attacked MPP oiembeta once ogoio. Currently has

another motion for reconsideration pending.

6. Jean Enkle Estimable, a radio journalist, applied for asylum in October 1992 after receiving threats

and living in hiding. He was rejected and then was arrested January 22, 1993, beaten and tomired.

released Feb. 2, 1993. His motion for reconsideration was approved May 1993 and be is in the US.

7. Jean Clotaire Cenoble, deputy mayor of Mircbalais, FNCD party, denied July 28, 1992. forced to

leave Mirebaiais September 1993, fleeiug axre^t, cousin Fabiola Oe«ssi(e arrested Nov, A. 1993, by

soldiers seekine Cenoble. (HA0052S9)

8. JeuDc Roiael, mem'oar of a peasant union oear Mirebaiais. anested twice in 1992, appb'ed and was

denied prior to October 1 993, escaped v-ith a beatiiig from a group of armed men on October 17, 1993.

The men seized his brother, Dietilefct Jeune, and hia body was later found in the street. (KA31631)

9. Judith Marie Chery applied September 1993, denied early November 1993, abducted by men in

civilian vluihes ou S'ov«jnber S, 1 993, and held in a secret detention center north of Port-au>Frince

(HA33457)

!0. Stinfil Medicor. PNDPH psrt>' (a member ofFNCD, Aristide's party), was denied July 14, 1992,

Sled for reconsideraaoc June 29. 1993. Narrowiy escaped arrest Octoir 24, 1993, by Sergeant Pierre

Herode. who beat his i^oiuLu Mar.u»e Stinfil. attempting to force him to reveal MeHinor'.^ whereabouts,

and sea.'ched the house. His brother. Sabiento Stinfil, disappeared October 1993. (A72087771)

11. Jean .Miracle Lecaard, 23, ofCiburet, fled on a boat in No>'ember 1991 and was renimed to Haiti

February 14, 1992. On Aug. 20. 1 992 he applied fcr refugee «atus, was refused Sept 25, 1992. He was
arrested August 5. 1993 in Cabaret and beaten. (A2543i662)

12. (under bvestigation) Chehlis Joseph, a member ofthe KonfedeTas>'on Oganisasyon Pepile (KOP),

applilcd end was tuirad down by DCS more -haa once. He was shot and killed February 13, 1994.

Haitians persecuted atter beinc denied entry to prvKram or while waiting for an intarvitw:

1 . Jean Beaulieie Herold Lubin, a 1 990 election woiicer and member of popular organizations who was
anviiicd iu October 1991, filed en application on Januaiy 20, 1994, and wat told be would not receive an
interview. On Feb. 2, 1 994 he -A-as arrested and taken to the Cafeteria police station in Pon-au-Piince,
accused ofbeing Lavaias and tomired, .•rieased en Feb. 18, 1994. We bcUeve he bss been arrested agoin

more recently, but cannot confir^i this.In April 1994, he was denied by INS (HA49667)
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2 Jean Claude Thiophm, 35, an FNCD member fiom Gooaivw, waa aireited on November 2Z 1993,

jujt as ba left the lefiigee processing facility at the Paramount Theater in Port-au-Prince, where be had

filed an qjplication. He was beaten for several hours at the Anti-gaag Service prison before being

transpurted to Conaivca ond jailed that for a day. Was eveotually granted reftgee stanis.

3 Lormfl Rodrigue. 33, a member ofa popular oiganiaoion in Cnmd Goov« vrbo wa« detained for 22

"

day» in 1991. applied for asyhan May 6, 1993, and received an interview date ofDec. 3, 1993. On June

4, 1993 he was seized by aimed men, biiiKifolded, beaten and held for eight dqrs.

4. Benhony Alcena. 32, fiom Veirettes, a member of several important popular organizations, anested in

1 992. experienced other recent persecution, applied fbr asyhmiin mid-Februaiy 1 994, receivtd an

interview date ofMarch 1, 1994. On Feb. 27. 1994, he was seized by fouraimed civaiaos in the streets

of Port-au-Prince, interrogated and badly beaten in a secret detention center before being brought to the

Anti-gang Service prison aui n^/tin questioned and beatra, later dumped on the streeL

Cues noted in the NCHR/Human Rigfatt Watch September 1993 report, "No Port in a Storm:

The Misguided Use of la-Country Refugee Procesaisg hi HaM" :

• Andrei Fortune, denied several times and assassinatwi Aug. 16, 1993.

• Celor Josaphat, denied several times, arrested and beaten.

• Vesnel Jcon-Fraocoij (oka Vatnel Francois), applied in October 1 992. turned down and was

anested and tortured June 28, 1993. Motion for reconsideration accepted August 1993.;

• Fritzion Orius, 30, journalist, applied in May 1992, denieU in October 1992, Police and attaches

cccluQg him, badly beat his brother in Feb. 1993; escaped attempted airesL
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MEMORANDUM

Pcnecation of Haitian refagccs forcibly returned to Haiti

by Anoe Fuller, Associate Diivctor aad Diiector, Haiti Program

Haitian police began itgulariy arresting and jailbg returned Haitian "hon.

people" on the Port<au-Prinee dock ta July 1992. two months after President

Bush's KennebunkpoTt Order ending all asylum screening of Haitians tnterdicted

on the high seas. Since then, some passengers on vinually every boat interdicted

by the Coast Guard have been arrested and taken to the Immigration and

Identification Police headquarters. In 1993, between 3 and 20 people were

an*£ttdfix»n«3chboa:,oratotalofll7ofthe l,6S3Haitiaacretum«d-

Since the beguuung of iyy4, 1 13 of the 709 Haitians returned through April IS

(on 1 1 boats) have been arrested on the dock. On only two boats this year have

no refugees been arrested. On both these dates, February 19 and March 29, there

was violent abuse ofa refugee on the dock itself. On Feb. 19, a man was beaten

after trying to escqje, and on March 29, Luckner Joseph, vvas poked in the eye by

a security cfBcial. (1 witnessed this incident) After these incidents, police were

penmaded to release Haitians provisionally detained at the dockside police

statioa

.All letJiaees are intenrsgsted by the Haitian police on the dock. Taey are

usually fingerprinted and their belongings are searched. Typically, the police

tingie out a g;oup of tnalc passaaQers, who ar* brought to the doclutcc police

post for fiuihcT quunoning. All or some of these are then takea into custody,

informally charged with "organizing a clandestine voyage" or 'illegally leaving

the country." Some of these have been refugees tagged "high pnority" for

in-country asylixi interviews (although most Haitians interdicted and returned

an aot avaa sxantad ioMtviaws).

Some of those anested aie fieed quiddy but others remain in prison tor weeks.

Most oust pay to be released and are badly treated in piison. None ofthose

anested has ever been tried.

US officials used to 3y to visit the detainees and so had some sense ofbow they

wine being treated, but since Febnuny 1994, the military authorities haye not

permitted this, nor have they allowed representatives of the UN/OAS
Intemadonal Civilian Mission to visit the detained refugees. Thus, 'there is no

reliable iavMmation on their condition.

ia Eaataand svMi. Titird Floor, n«w Toflc, NT iooi7-«tor T*< 2l24e7-oe20; Fas Zi2-«t7-isss
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Penecutioaoficaiaets at abler date. Hit feQowiag cases have been docuneoted:

Omam'Yvcc'OesBwes, repatriated "to enor" ate soeened in at Ouant^^ KflledJaauaiy 1994,

his body mutilated. (Set Miami Heiald and odbar r^oitt)
*

AttlbertCompa« fled Haiti by boat from the island ofUGonave on May 27, 1991 He was intwfieted

aiKlRtiimcdoaJnBc3.ooeoftltefimtobeteainKdunderifaeKenDebuDkportOrde( cadisc

jictcaiBC interviews fbrinteneptedrefiixees. He applied fer asylum at the is-oounOyitAigee

piocessing ofBce in Poit-ao-Piincc and was turned down onMy 28, 1991 Mr. Compere eventually

Rtinied to Onni Rivien do Nord, wfaoro hawv Mtive in a popular oivHUzatioa called MODFP

(MouvemaxtpoulaDemoctatiePopulaire). OnMa»di24,1994,hewasanestedby CorporelGnstave

Aurelis after be organized aMOPEP meeting. Tliecoipotal called him a "Lcvalasslen* or supporter of

Aristide. He wai jailed au) beaten at the local army post Released after two dqrs, he is again seeking

asylum.

ti^ Beaudcault Wilinan. 21 years old, is a member ofthe Youth Movemem ofAnse & Oalets, La

Gonive (MJA). Tlie organization wis involved in civic instruction, alphabetizatioa, and posting

pictures ofJean-Benrand Aristide during the piesidentia] race. After the coup of 1991 , members

ofMJA were arrested ond tenoiized. Mr. Wnmaa wem into hiding in October 1991 and ratuncd

to his town on November 10, 1992. That same day, a soldier arrested him at his home and took

him to the police station. On the way, the s(4dier told Mr. Wilman that he was being arrested

bccacse he had been done propaganda for president Aristide diuing the elections. On No>'ember

11 a soldier that knew Mr. Wilman and had approved ofbis work permitted him to escape. Mr.

Vitnian ^xxa. back into hiding. On November 18, he found a bo«t and (led the country.

On November 20, bis boat was intercepted by the US Coast Guard. Mr. Wilman and the

other passengen were returned without an interview. Once renuned, Mr. Wilman managed to get

by the police ai the docks and went back into hiding. On September 10. 1993, he renmied to his

town. On October 1 S, a unifomed soldier and three civilians known to be former Tooton

Macowes arrested him at hb house. They said: 'We finally got our hands on this lavaias. You

left and came back. Today, well finisb with yoo.' One ofthe civilians slapped him repeatedly.

They then took him to the station house. Tliere, he wis asked by the Sergeant when his dad

Aristid* was returning and was told that ha (WHman) had eome back to post Aristide pieturet.

They tied his hands and legs together in a crouched position and beat him with a large club for

about 30 minutes. 'Ws wis done in front ofsoldiers and attaches. Tbey then locked him uo fbr

•bt days. Hi* sister obtained hit relcan by paying 1000 Gd (USS160) to the Sargcant Mr.

Wilman has been in hidinc ever since.

HI) Damier Cadiehon, 42 yearn nid, ia from Maiinde hitt has livedm Port-au-Prince fiv g yean.

He is a member ofa watch group in Delmas and ofthe Voter Registration Buren (BIV) during

the 1990 elections. A few days after the 1991 coiq>, three suldicn west to his bouse In tiie

aftemooo. He esc^edby the backdoor before tbey cotiid find him. Ifis wife and sfaiduldren

remained in the house. The soldiers interrogated Us wife and searched his house, coitSsciting

organizational papers. Tlia fiurtily had to abandon th« house tbcicafter. Mr. Cadiehon went to a

cousin's in Sarttc, ixmh oXPott•al^Princ«;.

On the afternoon ofNovember 27. 1991 two soldiers wem to his eoosin's house and
asked for Mr. Cadiehon. He wasn't home and the soldiers left. He then went to La Oonive to

hide. There, he took a boat on November 29. On No%'ember 30, his boatwas interdicted by the
US Coast Cuord and retvaned oa December 5.

After his repsuiation, Mr. Cadiehon went back into hiding. In March 1993, he returned to
his cousin's home. On May 11 1 993. two soldiers found him at his cousin's in the aftereooiL

Tbey tied him up and put him in a Nissan pickup truck. They took him to die 'Cafeteria"

(Port-au-Prince police sution). There, he wu beaten and tortured without being interrogated.

After the beating, lieutenant asked him questions about his political afDIIalioQS. The lieutciuuit

called him a necklacing lavaias and jailed hita His cousin obtained his release by paying the
lieuxnam 2.300 Gd (USS200). Mr. Cadiehon has been in hiding ever since.
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^laUuuv ^i^t^iee^ Center-

San// 9l^^j^^,A^isi^£n/y Sno.

1 1 9 North East S4th StrMt Phone: (3051 757-8538

Miami, Rorida 33137 * Fax: (305) 758-2444

June 13, 1994
AS ATROCXTIB8 COSTIVOB, KBTUOBB PROCBSSmO Z8 A SHAM

Sunnaxy repatriation continues a aonth after Clinton said Haiti's
dictators zire "chopping people's faces off." And processing off
Jamaica and on a Turks and Caicos Island is shaping up as a shaa.

There's a quota. Deputy National Security Advisor Berger says we
will reject 9S%1 In contrast, we accept 96% of refugee applicants
from the foner USSR, 88.3% from East Asia and tihe Pacific, similar
percentages from other areas, and all Cubans.

Shipboard sereeaiag is uaacoeptable. Only 28 of 23,000, a tenth of
a percent, were approved in such screening from 1981 to 1991. And
screening will be conducted by "enforcement" types, untrained
Border Patrol agents and the like, not trained INS asylum officers.

Free legal help — essential to elicit facts, gather witnesses,
show credibility, document the persecution of similarly situated
persons — is prohibited. Asking Haitians to proceed without help
ties their hands behind their backs. And they must prove the
hardest burden, persecution or a well-founded fear of persecution,
in contrast to applicants in the former USSR, East Asia, and the
Pacific, who need only show membership in a cl^ss, and to the lower
"credible claim" standard used on Guantamuao in 1991-1992.

Only about one hour is allotted per case — wit:h a "per officer"
quota of 6 or 7 per day — an impossible deadline, with no review
before repatriation. No one will assist the Haitian, a recipe for
erroneous denials. And the interpreters are untrained. Why this
sham? Why not bring them here? Barring refugees relieves pressure
to oust Cedras. VRiy not use Guantanamo? To avoid court challenge.

Meanwhile, Cedras has ordered a orackdowa on boat people. On May
16-17 he arrested and beat SO boat people, jailing 19 women, 4
babies, and 2 children in a cell so small they couldn't lie down.
"President" Jonassaint has ordered enforcement of a November 17,
1980 Duvalier decree to ijq>rison boat people. Cedras helps the U.
S. with its dirty work.

The solution is restoring Aristide. Coast Guard statistics show no
one fled under him: in February and March 1991, 43 in August,
compared to 6,013 in November, a month post-coup. Repatriating
Haitians is unconscionable, like returning Bosnians or Rwandans.
Grant TP8, temporary protected status, until Aristide is restored.

Clinton says Haiti's dictators are "killing and mutilating innocent
civilians, people not even directly involved in the political life
of the country." Haiti's military has murdered 7,000 since the
coup and imprisoned 219 Coast Guard repatriatees this year alone
(through May). Rejecting 95% is a sham, criminal, and murderous.

EXHIBIT
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Mr. Mazzoli. Mr. McCalla.

STATEMENT OF JOCELYN McCALLA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL COALITION FOR HAITIAN REFUGEES

Mr. McCalla. Thank you, Mr. Chairman for convening this

hearing. In the interest of time and the speakers on this panel, I

will try to be as short as possible.

The things that I will say are going to relate to the discussion
held earlier today with Members of the Congress and the adminis-
tration, and will touch on to the three issues that I think have re-

peatedly come to the fore.

One, the question of consistency with respect to U.S. policy to-

ward Haiti. The second one being the question of fairness and the
question of access to counsel in an appropriate manner. And the
tnird one being the issue of the right of appeal in the case of an
unfavorable decision.

With respect to the question of consistency, let me say the follow-

ing. It relates primarily to the situation of human rignts in Haiti.

It is very clear that that situation has gotten worse in recent
months as the military in Haiti has tried to dig in its heel, has ba-
sically said that it is not going to allow President Aristide to return
despite the insistence of the international community and despite

the insistence of the Haitian people themselves. They have decided
to try to withstand every kind of pressure possible, and at the same
time trying to maintain a very clean slate for themselves, and to

them maintaining a very clean slate is simply persecuting, terroriz-

ing Haiti and intimidating people by leaving, for example, dead
bodies on the streets in Port-au-Prince, by making sure that you
have very visible means by which you can suppress people's right

to freely express themselves, that people are so intimidated that

they continue to be cowering in fear of Haitian military and para-

military death squads, phenomenon that has resurfaced in recent
months.
The fact is that there has been a significant rise in paramilitary

death squad activity in Haiti, and those units are operating, of

course, under the umbrella of the Haitian military. As they had
been allowed to under the Duvalier regime, they have been allowed
to not only identify and persecute activists who are clearly identi-

fied as democratic activists, but they also go into homes to loot,

maim, intimidate, and rape so that they create a general state of

terror, and this is the situation that we are dealing with here
today.
Those findings, by the way, are included in a report that we re-

cently issued with Human Rights Watch/America's called "Terror

Prevails," and if you agree, I would like to have this report as part

of the record.

Mr. Mazzoll Without objection.

Mr. McCalla. Thank you.
But in recent months since the administration has taken strong-

er measures to force the ouster of the Haitian military leaders and
to return Aristide, the military has done the following. It has estab-

lished its own government, its own president, and it has decided

to invoke a law, which is a 1980 law, decreed then by the

Duvalier—by Jean Claude "Baby Doc" Duvalier, and that law
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served to then reinforce travel restrictions that were imposed ear-
lier by Francois "Papa Doc" Duvalier. These travel restrictions in-

cluded the obligation on Haitians to obtain exit and entry visas
from the Ministry of Interior and Defense under whose supervision
both the dreaded Duvalier militia, known as the Tonton Macoutes,
immigration authorities operated. Someone who failed to obtain
that visa was then automatically identified as a dissident to be ar-

rested on sight and thrown in jail.

I would like to add the following. When the interdiction program
began in 1991 there was no participation of the Haitian Red Cross
then at the very beginning of the program. Haitians were being
turned over to Haitian military authorities and to the paramilitary
authorities that were operating under the authority of Jean Claude
Duvalier, the Tonton Macoutes. Many Haitians who were returned
then ended up in jail, as they are now ending up in jail today. And
it is because of that situation and because there were concerns ex-
pressed that, in fact, Haitians were facing a situation that was
quite similar to what the Cubans are facing and the measures
taken by the Castro regime, that the United States then worked
out another agreement, a separate agreement with the Haitian
Government then which allowed for the presence of Haitian Red
Cross officials on the docks so that they would be the first point
of contact with the Haitians rather than the Haitian military,
thereby giving this return process a kind of legfitimacy or neutral
cover.

Today, we know that the Haitian Red Cross has been so com-
promised and so incapable of standing up to the Haitian military
that its participation is simply there to be simply a welcoming com-
mittee with wads of Haitian dollars where to distribute to the refu-
gee, bring them to a bus station, and then basically tell them "Go
home. We can't do anything for you and we can't protect you."

So, in short, the situation that Haitians repatriated today are
facing is similar to the situation that Cubans today are facing if

they were to be returned to Cuba. So the question is why are we
returning Haitians who are subject to similar penalties, if not more
severe penalties, than the Cubans? Why are we returning them
and not looking at specifically the Cuban measures and perhaps
leveling the field? And, as you mentioned, leveling the field means
either you include the Haitians in the Cuban Adjustment Act and
give the Haitians the same privileged or basically you get rid of the
Cuban Adjustment Act and everybody will then be subject to the
same thing.

I would say, as you also noted, there is one slight difference. The
fact is that the Cuban Adjustment Act was established in favor of
Cubans already on U.S. soil. So there has been an extension of that
protection given to Cubans who are not even yet on U.S. soil but
are allowedf then to be brought into the States first on their own
means, and secondly, by people who can bring them in, is another
issue that, in fact, flies in the face of fair decency.
The fact is that more than 2,000 Cubans have entered the United

States this year but not one single word of opposition, to my knowl-
edge, has been expressed about the number of Cubans that have
entered here.
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To illustrate what Haitians are facing, since the President's an-

nouncement on Mother's Day there have been a number of repatri-

ations, as you know. About 1,800 people were repatriated to Haiti.

In my testimony I will include figures on the number of people

immediately arrested, and the number of people interviewed on the

Coast Guard cutter, by Haitian interpreters.

They fill out this preliminary questionnaire form and those forms

are then taken by the State Department refugee officer in Haiti.

Before the Haitian refugees are left off the dock they are vetted

and people are then identified based on what they put into the

questionnaire. A number of people have been identified as fitting

the strict eligibility criteria that the Immigration Service has
talked about this morning.
But some of those people ended up in jail. The fact is that on

those boats there are people who would qualify for refugee status

under the very strict criteria.

I will not go into the details of repatriation. Suffice it to say that

about 219 Haitians out of more than 2,000 have ended up in jail

so far this year. The 219 is not a small number. In fact, it is a huge
area of concern for us.

Secondly, with respect to the question of processing in Kingston,

Jamaica, which I understand is supposed to start very soon, there

are a couple of things that we want to point out.

One, we have been told today that Haitians are going to be given

enough time to prepare for the interview process. In fact. Ambas-
sador McKinley has said that we are not going to push Haitians

through this process. We are going to try to do as much as possible

to have a fair process, and fair process means if they want to meet
with counsel provided by the High Commissioner for Refugees as

many times as they want, they will do it. I am very pleased that

he has said that on the record.

But let us note, however, the following. That it has been our un-

derstanding that State and the highest level of this administration

were pushing for a very quick process on the boat. In fact, from

sunup to sundown was the time frame which they considered to be

a normal time frame for everything: one, identification of the refu-

gees; two, counseling; three, interview; and fourth, the review proc-

ess by the quality assurance person. And this was the time frame

that was absolutely inadequate to us. We are pleased that the ad-

ministration is now considering extending the time frame, but as

was demonstrated earlier, they still have not committed themselves

to the minimum amount of time, which is absolutely necessary to

ensure a minimum level of fairness.

The second thing I want to say is that administration officials

have also said repeatedly that only about 5 percent of those picked

up and interviewed would qualify for refugee status, and that to us

prejudices the process. We have held, as I have indicated, various

discussions with members of the administration. We have also par-

ticipated and helped them in the training of the INS adjudicators.

It is true that most of the adjudicators are going to be simply Bor-

der Patrol officers, people who are trained to enforce the control of

the border or trained to identify the likely illegal migrant, but they

are not necessarily trained to identify the refugee, the likely refu-
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gee, and therefore their approach to this issue is simply an ap-
proach of managing the numbers.
So when the administration at its highest level has said that

only 5 percent will qualify, to the adjudicators that constitutes a
quota. That constitutes a ceiling on their balance sheet. When they
go home after the day is over tney can see whether they meet the
quota or not. And this is a very big concern.
And I would say that my concern increased after I met with

them and tried to express to them what current conditions in Haiti
were like.

And finally, I would end with the following. There have been
comparisons made between the standards used for Haitians and
the standards that are being used for Jews and Evangelical Chris-
tians under the Lautenberg amendment. It is quite clear that those
who qualify under the amendment only have to demonstrate a
credible fear or concern that they will be persecuted, but that the
Haitians are going to have to demonstrate a well-founded fear that
they will be persecuted.
Under the Lautenberg amendment 95 percent of those who apply

get in as refugee, and only 5 percent are rejected. There again that
points out these exceptional matters being talked about, being
raised, questions of fairness overall, not just vis-a-vis the Cuban
refugees, but vis-a-vis the whole refugee program. It is one of much
concern to us.

And we repeat that though we are looking forward to a produc-
tive relationship with members of the administration, and we are
looking forward to an issue that can be resolved fairly, but we are
also clearly concerned that there are a number of shortcomings to
this program.
Mr. Mazzoli. Thank you very much, Mr. McCalla.
[The prepared statement of Mr. McCalla follows:]

fto.i on n _ Q4 - 7
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Prepared Statement of Jocelyn McCalla, Executive
Director, National Coalition for Haitian Refugees

i. Introduction

I wish to begin by thanking Chainnan Mazzoin for convening this hearing at such an im-

portant moment in U.S.-Haiti relations. I am also pleased to appear before this committee

on behalf of the National CoaDtion for Haitian Refugees (NCHR). NCHR is a 12 year old

institution that, since its inception, has aimed to ensure protection for refugees from Haiti

under international and U.S. law. We maintained then that it was simply wrong for the

United States to interdict Haitians on the high seas and to return them to their persecutors

after very brief, prejudicial interviews on Coast Guard cutters. We maintain today that in

considering refugee claims, Haitians should be treated no worse than refugees from other

lands, and that they should be at [easi. given full and fair hearings in appropriate settings

that enhance procedural safeguards.

Given the military's tight grip on Haiti, a policy of providing safe haven to all fleeing Hai-

tian refugees is perhaps the fairest policy of all. For in administering ship board hearings,

the Clinton Administration will be hard pressed to reconcile fairness toward Haitian refu-

gees with the preferential treatment accorded Cuban refugees. Finally, the question inevi-

tably arises: why do Haitians have to meet a refugee standard that is far higher than

standards set for Jews and Evangelical Christians from the former Soviet Union?

II. Inconsistencies in Administration policy

In recent weeks, the Clinton Administration has renewed its commitment to restoring

President Jean-Bertrand Aristide to office by developing a policy that appears to t>e more

consistent than those contemplated or explored since Aristide's ouster in 1991. To the

sanctions imposed by the international community a few weeks ago. the United States has

added tn6 suspension of commercial flights and limited the amount of money that can be

transferred to Haiti These measures were taken after President Clinton allowed that the

severity of i~.uman rights abuses perpetrated by the Haitian military and its allied death

squaas couio no longer be ignored.

Vet :ne Aoministration's response to Haitians fleeinc Ham's terror has b)een far less

consiiir::'. , n '.'irt\ c Iv'iotne- s Day Presideni Clintc". annoLincec tna: Haitians wouic oe
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granted the opportunity to state a claim for refugee status tlirough hearings. But after repa-

triating without any hearing atjout 1 ,800 refugees in more than four weel<s. it is not certain

that the Administration's response is up to the task, nor that hearings will be fair.

A. Repatriations CwHtinue while political violence rises

There is no doubt that the human rights situation in Haiti has gotten increasingly worse

as military njlers have taken several steps to dig their heels in, hoping to withstand what-

ever international economic pressure is thrown their way. In response to the more aggres-

sive attitudes adopted by the US and the international community since the President's

Mother's Day announcement, Haitian military leaders have appointed a figure-head Presi-

dent, Supreme Court Judge Emile Jonassaint, shedding any veneer of legitimacy that Hai-

tian military rulers still held with some members of the Administration and the international

community. Jonassaint in turn promptly established a new cabinet, and began his rule by

invoking a 1980 law threatening prosecution of all charged with illegally leaving Haiti. This

law was initially decreed by the Jean-Claude "Baby Doc" Duvalier regime and served then

to reinforce travel restrictions imposed earlier by Francois "Papa Doc" Duvalier. These

travel restrictions included the obligation by Haitians to obtain exit and entry visas from the

Ministry of Interior and Defense, under whose supervision both the dreaded Duvalier militia

known as the "Tontons Macoutes" and immigration authorities operated. Someone who

failed to obtain the necessary visas then was automatically identified as a dissident, to be

arrested on sight and thrown in jail. The 1980 law stipulates in part that:

Any organizer of an irregular voyage destined for abroad, any attempt to make a

person undertake a voyage abroad from tlie national territory without the corre-

sponding legal procedures will be punished by a sentence of six months to three

years as dictated by the competent correctional court. In case of a repeat offense,

the guilty will receive the maximum sentence and will be fined 10.000 to 50.000

gourdes.^

The 1980 lav»^ violates the 1987 Constitution under which President Aristide was

elected, and article 14 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights which provides for the

right to leave a country and seek asylum Haiti's military regime clearly lacks the thin veil of

A;iK:<. > .'1 ilii. i)(.iri.L- li.iiLi! \.>\cml)ii \~. .'•'^i'
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legitimacy needed to "prosecute" those wtio flee their stranglehold. Their use of this illegal

measure is nothing but persecution.

Both the severity of human rights atxjses and the actions of Haiti's military should have

given the Administration cause to pause arxl susper)d immediately its policy of repatriation

without a hearing, set up the naval base at Guantanamo as a safe haven, at least until the

mechanisms were in place for off-shore processing in another area. The Administration

chose instead to continue the automatic repatriations which resulted in several arrests, as

the following repatriations, done from May 13 to May 19, 1994 illustrate:

1

.

May 1 3, 1 994, the US Coast Guard repatriated 277 Haitian refugees. Two were

immediately an-ested: Azibe Seizeme arxl Louis Charies Oieumet. The latter was
reportedly released on May 19. Of the rest, six were advised to go immediately

to the In-Country program and granted interviews.

2. May 16, 1994, the US Coast Guard repatriates a total of 341 refugees in two

separate landings. Of the 252 people returned first, five ended up in jail, ten

identified during the return trip to Haiti as likely candidates for refugee status

were granted interviews. Of the 89 refugees that made up the second off-

loading, twenty were arrested and five were granted refugee interviews;

3. May 17, 1994, 152 Haitians were repatriated. Five were arrested, and six were

given interviews.

4. May 19, 1994 the Coast Guard cutter Vigorous returned 108 Haitians, six of

whom were arrested. One was lucky enough to be granted an interview at the

In-Country Processing Program.

5. There is little that distinguishes Haiti's current policy toward refugees from the

policy to which Cuban refugees fleeing Castro's Cuba are sut)jected Yet while

much is made about the need to avert a mass Haitian exodus, or to prevent a

Haitian invasion of the United States, the screening-free entry of approximately

1 ,000 seafaring Cuban refugees a month since the year started has barely

raised an eyebrow

C. Haitian refugees forced to meet the most stringent standards

The United States is now poised to begin processing Haitian refugees first on a ship

docked in Kingston Jamaica, and then hopefully in the not-too-distant future en land in

the Turks and Caicos Islands.

When he announced the change of policy on May 8. President Clinton saic mat "v.-e

r.a\e no: oroadenec tne citeria oi el:c;!Dihiy ' Administration officials have :e-ceB\.e6\;
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explained since then that they do not expect the number of Haitians qualifying as refugees

to toe more than 5% of the total interviewed. These statements are prejudicial and, if used

as guidelines by adjudicators who have repeatedly heard these figures from the highest

levels of the Administration, will naturally undermine the fairness of Haitian refugee

processing.

More importantly however, the Administration has insisted on using the strict eligibility

criteria employed in-country. The requirements in effect since February 1 994 include only

the following:

1

.

Senior and mid-level Aristide government officials;

2. Close Aristide associates;

3. Journalists and educational activists who have experienced significant and per-

sistent harassment by the de facto authorities, or who have a credible fear be-

cause of their activities;

4. High-profile members of politicai/development/social organizations who have ex-

perienced significant and persistent harassment by the de facto authorities, or

who have a credible fear because of their activities; and

5. Others of compelling concern to the U.S. and in immediate danger because of

their actual or perceived political beliefs or activities.

Let us first note that these categories are narrower than those used in U.S. and inter-

national definitions to identify refugees fearing persecution. The contrast gets to be more

extreme when requirements set forth for Haitians are compared to requirements set forth

for Jews and Christian Evangelicals from the former Soviet Union, under what is com-

monly known as the Lautenberg Amendment. The most important contrast is that a Lau-

tenberg amendment applicant need only assert a credible basis for concern about the

possibility of persecutior Under these standards. 95% of the applicants have been ac-

cepted under this program

Given the cvervvheiming evidence of outright terror directed at members of community

associations, church groups and other democratic groupings which support the return of

President Aristide why the higher standards for the Haitians'? The answer could be as

simpie as thai ram is too ciose for comfort Nonetheless it would be unacceptable Equity

sho..;r. L-e api- ;ec across tne coa^z
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D. Procedural Fairness

It is our understanding that in negotiating a role for the United Nations High Commis-

sioner for Refugees, both the U.S. and the UNHCR have gone a long way toward trying to

shield the processing from political interference. That effort should be commended. But the

question of whether interviews for well-founded fear can be adequately pursued onboard a

ship docked in Kingston, Jamaica, remains.

Other questions need some very specific answers:

1

.

In addition to a general orientation upon arrival on the ship, will Haitian refugees

be given the opportunity to have individual counseling prior to being

interviewed?

2. Will the interviews be conducted in a manner that secures confidentiality of the

process?

3. Why are Haitians to be denied a basic right of appeal after an initial denial? As it

stands now. reconsideration of their claims is completely discretionary. When
the difference may be b^ween life or death, torture or freedom, the right of ap-

peal is an inconvenience that we should be able to live with.

III. Conclusion

Since it first began to respond to outflow of Haitian boat people, the United States has

asserted that Haitians are nothing more than job-seekers attempting to break U.S. laws

and circumvent normal immigration channels. The presumption has remained and has poi-

soned our policy vis-a-vis Haiti.

It is not too late to presume otherorise, in other words that Haitians have legitimate fears

of persecution if returned to the land that the military has ravaged. The sooner this is done,

the more consistent will overall US policy toward Haiti be. In the process, we v/ill perhaps

have contributed to restoring to the Haitians some of the dignity that we have sought to

deny them We hope that we are on that path.
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Mr. Mazzoli. Father Ryscavage.

STATEMENT OF REV. RICHARD RYSCAVAGE, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, MIGRATION AND REFUGEE SERVICES, U.S.
CATHOLIC CONFERENCE
Reverend Ryscavage. Grood afternoon, Mr, Chairman, Thanks for

having me here today.
I think, as you know, the U.S. Catholic Conference has for mginy

years been deeply involved in almost all aspects of Haitian migra-
tion to the United States. Currently, we are the only agency now
that is doing the resettlement of the Haitian boat people that actu-
ally arrive in Florida and need some kind of assistance which they
get out of Krome detention.

We are also handling thousands of pro bono asylum cases for the
post-Guantanamo Haitians, and are running one of the in-country
processing centers inside Haiti also. And this week I have been
very involved as the chairman of the Interaction Refugee Group in
negotiations with the Government over the in-jail participation and
the Jamaica shipboard processing.
A week ago I would have to say that my testimony here would

have been much, much angn^ier than it is going to be today. The
long overdue reversal of the administration^ policy on return and
interdiction was followed by an impossibly slow implementation pe-
riod, and then by reports of an incredibly flawed processing plan
for Jamaica. I think, thanks to the persistence of the UNHCR nego-
tiator, Mr. Asamani, and Mr. Gray, the leadership of the Special
Assistant on Haiti for President Clinton, I am more optimistic now
that, in fact, we can see the beginning of a full, fair adjudication
process for Haitians in Jamaica, and especially in Turks and Caicos
when they get the land-based processing moving.
But first let me say that our position has consistently been that

any interdiction and return policy is bad policy. Refugees who meet
the refugee standards should be brought to the United States. Hai-
tians who do not meet this stringent standard but still have a cred-
ible fear of return should be held either in Guantanamo or at a
third country, safe haven site temporarily, and temporary protec-
tive status should be given to those already in the United States
as of a recent date, but not open-ended and truly a temporary
status.

So, we support those elements of the bills before us that reflect
these positions and protect the Haitians.
We particularly want to—I want to applaud Congresswoman

Meek's attempt to address some of the fiscal instability in the
Cuban-Haitian program. You know, raft and boat arrivals from
both Cuba and Haiti have been increasing. We see this as a trend
in general. And yet the Justice Department's CRS program is

chronically underfunded. And if it collapses, as it is in danger—as
it was in danger of doing last year, and this year also, the State
of Florida will feel the direct impact of that.

Let me talk about in-country processing from the point of view
of an agency that is actually running one of those things. There has
been serious flaws in in-country processing procedures, and we en-
tered into contract with a lot of soul-searching because we weren't
sure we really wanted to be part of this. We feel in the long run,
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if we get a few people out of Haiti, it is worth putting in the effort

to save them. But we support it as long as it is seen as a
complement, not a substitute, for out of country protection and
processing.

In the past, the quality of the INS interviewing officers has been
extremely poor, and their training has been extremely poor. And
the process was far too cumbersome, and as Steven said, even dan-

gerous. And now, everyone—^now as we talk, as Ms. Sale had men-
tioned, there is a question of whether the Ambassador is going to

call for a drawdown on the INS staffing, in which case we are

afraid simply that we are just going to have to pull out of in-coun-

try processing if that happens. If they cut INS staffing by 33 per-

cent, I doubt if the U.S. Catholic Conference will be able to con-

tinue in-country processing under those conditions.

We also have some grave questions about the security of our staff"

in Cap Haitien.

I think it is important to point out that the process is different,

in-country processing, than is going to happen in Jamaica. They do

not all get an interview in in-country Haitian processing. In Ja-

maica, everyone will get a full INS interview.

Now, that is an important distinction that I think was overlooked

earlier today. And the confusion over the statistics of in-country

processing I think can be tied directly to what Steven Forester said

about the vetting procedure. This too is different from what is

going to happen in Jamaica.
In Haiti, there is a prevetting kind of procedure that goes on so

that only a certain type of person gets to the INS interview, and
therefore, yes, the statistics have been rising in terms of approval

rates. But you have to understand that is part of a much more lim-

ited pool. It is not the total applicant number, and I think that is

where the confusion was with the INS questions today.

I would like to say a word about economic sanctions. From the

U.S. Catholic Conference position these are not morally neutral

acts. Economic sanctions are a very delicate matter in the ethical

sort of scheme of things, so from our perspective the effects and the

harm must be proportional to the good realistically you expect to

get out of the political process.

And a second moral consideration is to ask whether substantial

segments of Haitian people are consenting to the sanctions in the

first place?
I am not sure there are clear answers to these two questions. But

whatever happens in the sanctions area needs to have very careful

monitoring less there be severe humanitarian damage and, in fact,

no political solution.

Finally, about the shipboard processing. Our bottom line, or at

least the Refugee Resettlement Agency's, on the quality of ship-

board processing was basically that it have access, or as the Jamai-
can Government has in its agreement with the U.S. Grovemment,
it has transparency, and we would say NGO access, both to observ-

ers as well as to workers. And secondly, that the process be fair

and full and valid under international refugee standards.

There are indications I think in the final agreement that this

could be accomplished given the structure they are setting up. But
I stress that it could be accomplished if it is done in good faith.
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And I think everything rests here on the good faith by which the
INS, if NGrO, the UNHCR community can manage to work together
to create something out of this.

It is obviously constrained by the ship. I would expect a much
better process to take place in Turks and Caicos next month, if

they get that up and running.
But we are very uneasy about the quality of the INS personnel

that is being secunded down to Haiti despite the intensive training.

Very much will rest on the ability of the quality assurance officers

to cap the mistakes and, you know, sort of gaps in the initial inter-

viewing, and we are concerned about this level of case reconsider-
ation and how that is actually going to work.

I would feel, and we have been talking directly with the UNHCR
about having as part of the NGO counseling function people who
are able to help the Haitians articulate their case more carefully,

particularly those that are flagged by UNHCR as in need of recon-
sideration by the quality assurance officer. I know there is some re-

sistance to that within the INS, but I think that possibly we might
be able to work something out.

And finally, I just want to—there is a forgotten group, a group
that was created by the former administration and hasn t yet been
cleared up by the current administration. That is the 10,000 Guan-
tanamo Haitians that were brought in under prescreening who are
still struggling to get their asylum applications in the United
States.

As an agency that does a lot of that kind of work, we are abso-
lutely overwhelmed by the legal work involved in getting their
cases in. Most of them don't have a chance at all of getting asylum
unless they get attorney help.

It would seem to me once again that it would make a lot of sense
in terms of clearing up the asylum backlog to simply grant them
asylunr since they have already gone through at least a screening
process, or at least to grant them some kind of entrance status that
would take them off the INS kind of consideration list. Thank you.
Mr. Mazzoli. Thank you, Father.
[The prepared statement of Reverend Ryscavage follows:]
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Prepared Statement of Rev. Richard Ryscavage, Executive
Director, Office of Migration and Refugee Services, U.S.

Cathouc Conference

Mr. Chairman and memben of the Subcommittee. I am Father Richard Ryscavage, S.J.,

Executive Director of the United States Catholic Conference's Office of Migration and Refugee

Services (USCC/MRS). We are one of the oldest and largest private refugee resettlement

agencies in the United States. We operate the refugee processing center in Cap Haitian on the

north coast of Haiti under contract to the Dqartment of State. We also support pastoral care

responsibilities for over 40 different ethnic groups, including Haitian Catholics. Additionally,

the Conference provides l^al counseling services for immigrants, asylum applicants, and the

undocumented through the Catholic Legal Immigration Network (CLINIC). This extensive

experience with newcomers gives us a unique perspective on refugee issues.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this Subcommittee, which has played such a key

role in pressing for a humane refugee policies, to testify on H.R. 3663, H.R. 4114 and H.R.

4264 regarding Haitian refugee problems. The situation in Haiti rq)resents one of the most

serious violations of human rights facing the Administration. Until the past few days, the United

States response to that rqnession has rq>resented a serious failure of refugee protection. In

turn, this failure by the United States to meet its obligations in the field of refugee asylum has

had disastrous effects both on the fate of individual Haitian asylum seekers and on respect for

the principle of refugee asylum worldwide. We were encouraged by the President's

announcement on May 8, 1994, of a change in the policy of interdiction and automatic return

of the Haitian boat people. However, the delay in the implementation of the new policy and the

form in which the policy apparently will be implemented have increasingly fed the fean of the

voluntary agencies that the new policy would prove to be a mere sham.

Let me briefly say something about the moral frameworlc for our concern for the Haitian

iMMt people.

The Catholic Church has for centuries struggled to clarify the moral obligations of the State

toward human persons. These moral obligations flow from the belief that the State, as a human

creation, must serve human beings. Human beings were never meant to serve the State. In this

light, the Church insists that public policy diat fails to promote human dignity is bad policy.

We judge policy by its respect for human dignity. This moral perspective shapes the way the

Church views the crisis in Haiti.

Pope John Paul n explicidy stated his concern and interest in Haiti during his 1983 visit there.

He observed
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There i( really a profound need of justice, of a bcRer diitribution of goodi, of more equitable

organizatioD of aociety, with more participation, a more ditintere«ted concept of lervice to all on the

part of Ihoae who have responsibilities...There should be the possibility to eat one's fill, to satisfy

one's hunger, to be well kept, to have housing, schooling, victory over illiteracy, honest and dignified

work, social security, respect for family responsibilities and for the basic rights of man: in a few

words, everything which ensures that men and women, children and the aged can live truly human

lives.

It is with the aim of ensuring that Haitian nationals are treated with dignity and Justice that

the Catholk Church in the U.S. has maintained a commitment to Haitian boat people.

I would like to concentrate my comments on the refugee questions involved in Haiti policy.

USCC/MRS has been deeply involved in the Haitian refugee problem from the beginning. In

1982, testifying before the Senate Subcommittee on Immigration and Refugee Policy, then-

Bishop (now Cardinal) Anthony J. Bevilacqua discussed the "unjustifiable incarceration* of

Haitian asylum-seekers. Bishop Bevilacqua testified in 1984 before the House Subcommittee on

International Operations on the Cuban/Haitian Adjustment Act of 1984. In his testimony, he

discussed "Haitian refugees [who] risked their lives to flee from misery and repression to this

country.

"

More recently, on September 12, 1989, in testimony also before the House Subcommittee

on International Operations, former MRS Executive Director Msgr. Nicholas DiMarzio pointed

out that

At the tame time that we are running this interdiction program, we are leading the international outcry against

the Hong Kong government's intention to return Vietnamese boat arrivals to Vietnam. The US government's

historic and continued inequitable treatment of Haitians is indefensible.

Again, on June 25 1992, before the same subcommittee, I testified in favor of the Intemadonal

Refugee Protection Act of 1992, as an important declaration that the United States must conform

to the humanitarian norms of customary international law.

USCC/MRS is now the only agency resettling recent Haitian boat arrivals in the United States.

As many as SOO Haitians will be referred to USCC/MRS for resettlement by the contracting

agency, Community Relations Service, Department of Justice. Our affiliates, primarily Miami,

Palm Beach, Brooklyn and Boston, are attempting to arrange pro bono legal representation to

assist these cases in their immigration proceedings.
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Additionally, USCC/MRS is presently managing a refugee processing facility at Cap Haitian on

the north coast of Haiti under a cooperative agreement with the Dq)artment of State and, of

course, along with the other resettlement agencies, we are involved in the resettlement in the

United States of those Haitians accq>ted by the United States Refugee Program.

United States Vdky of Interdiction and Return

Throughout the development of this problem, USCC/MRS has rq)eatcdly and forcefully called

for respect for the rights of Haitian asylum seelxrs who flee Haiti by boat. We have always

strongly felt that they should be permitted to present their claims for political asylum and have

them fairly adjudicated before being summarily and forcibly returned to Haiti, as has been done

until the past few days by the United States Coast Guard. That policy was a gross violation of

the principles of first asylum and non-refoulement which forbids a state from forcibly returning

political refugees to their persecutors.

No one, including refugee advocates, denies that some of the Haitian boat people are economic

migrants. But, equally, even Administration spokespersons do not deny that rq)ression exisu

in Haiti and that some of those fleeing are fleeing political persecution. Supporters of President

Aristide are gimned down with impunity in the streets of Port-au-Prince before the eyes of

United Nations monitors. Indeed, the existence of political persecution in Haiti is clearly

recognized by the United States Refugee Program which operates three refugee processing sites

in Haiti. But those that flee by boat have been returned without examination even though many

would surely have qualified as political refugees.

What excuse, then, could the present Administration possibly offer for the continuation of the

contradictory policies of the Bush Administration which the President, -^s a candidate, had so

sharply criticized? Administration spotcesmen expressed alarm that numy Haitian boat people

might perish at sea if not rescued by the Coast Guard. But all boats are interdicted, not just

unseaworthy ones. Even where rescue is required, this does not relieve the United States of its

obligation to give those rescued an opportunity to present their claim for political asylum. In

addition to being highly paternalistic, this is an argument frequently used by states as a
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justification for avoiding their responsibilities for refugee protection. For example, concern for

the safety of the Vietnamese boat people did not surface as a reason not to take more Vietnamese

refugees until the international community had already decided that it had had enough of

Vietnamese refugees. Whether and how to flee is a decision to be made by the refugee. United

States immigration officers will judge the bona fides of refugee claims presented to them. The

refugee must judge and decide between the dangers at home and those which he or she may face

at sea.

The Administration also argues that it was not in violation of its obligations under the 19S1

Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and the 1967 United Nations Protocol because the

interdictions take place in international waters and the Convention and Protocol do not have

extra-territorial application. That the Administration must hide behind such a technicality is

shameful and a clear signal of the lack of justification for the policy. Even Justice Stevens, in

the majority opinion of the Supreme Court case of Sale v. Haitian Centers Council. Inc . 113

S.Ct.2549,2565 (1993), supporting the Administration's position, said:

The draften of the CoDventioo and the parties to the Protocol may not have contemplated that any

nation would gather fleeing refugees and return them to the one country they had desperately sought

to escape; such actions may even violate the spirit of Article 33;...

We must assume that many Haitian boat people, well qualified as political refugees, have been

returned to the Haitian police authorities. The United States position on this issue damages core

values of refugee protection worldwide: (1) the principle of first asylum, which requires that

an asylum seeker be given an opportunity to present his or her claim to political asylum and to

have that claim fairly adjudicated before being forcibly returned home, and (2) the principle of

non-refoulement . which provides that no refugee shall be expelled or returned in any manner

whatsoever to the frontiers of territories where his or her life or freedom would be threatened.

The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) believes that the United States

is in violation of its U'eaty obligations in this respect and so states in its amicus briefs that were

submitted to the Supreme Court in the Sale case.
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Representative Carrie Meek introduced H.R. 3663 to rectify this situation. USCC/MRS

continues to strongly support this bill, which is also su|^rted by the UNHCR. I would request

your permission to submit for the record a letter from Mr. Rene van Rooyen, the UNHCR

Representative to the United States. Mr. Van Rooyen points out that U.S. practice with regard

to the interdiction and return of Haitian asylum seekers was "inconsistent with the fundamental

principles of refugee protection." He states that this feet was "eroding the commitment of the

international community to the protection of refugees' and had "seriously undermined the ability

of the U.S. authorities to sptak vp on behalf of refugees worldwide."

To understand the impact of these United States policies, one only had to talk to field level

UNHCR officials. Their common refrain was, "before this, when we had a protection problem,

our first thought would be to turn to the American Ambassador for help. Now that official no

longer has citdibility on refugee protection issues." When one considers the role the United

States has played in refugee relief and protection in the past, Mr. Chairman, we can see what

a tragedy this policy has been for refugees woridwide.

Let us be frank about this. The Administration was not concerned about boat people in distress

at sea. It maintained this pdicy out of a fear of a mass migration to South Rorida and the

political consequences that might flow from that event. No doubt a considerable impression was

made on the present Administration by the days in 1980 when the Cuban refugees from the

Marid boat lift rioted in thai camp at Fort Chafee, Arkansas, and marched down the streets of

Fort Smith. And, cleariy, the Governor and congressional delegation of Florida have legitimate

concerns about adding to the already large population of immigrants and refugees in that state.

USCOMRS, however, has consistenfly argued that the alternative to the policy of automatic

forcible return was not a nuss migration to Florida. We have long felt that the alternative would

be a high level White House commitment to finding a regional solution. We argued that position

in a paper passed to the Clinton transition team in January, 1993. This is the position that the

Administration has now adopted. Obviously, we are pleased that this is the case, but we are

also deeply concerned that implementation was delayed for so long after the announcement of

the new policy. We are also very concerned by the operational deficiencies in the new policy

as it now appean it will be implemented.
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Delayed Implementation

The President announced a new policy for the screening of Haitian boat people and the

appointment of William Gray III as his new Special Advisor on Haiti on May 8, 1994.

Inexplicably, however, the Administration continued to forcibly return Haitian boat people even

as this testimony was being drafted. As of June 3, over 1500 boat people had been forcibly

returned into the hands of the Port-au-Prince authorities after the President's announcement of

the new policy. This was so despite the President's statement that:

In recent months, I have become increasingly concerned that Haiti's declining human rights situation may

endanger the safety of those who have valid fears of political persecution, who flee by boat, and Wd z tm

returned to Haiti where they are met at the docks by Haitian authorities before they can be referred to in-

country processing.

On May 23, 1994, in a statement by the National Conference of Catholic Bishops Committee

on Migration, the Bishops expressed their deep concern at this continuing situation:

We are, therefore, doubly distressed that such forcible returns are continuing with over 1000 persons

turned over to the military authorities in Port-au-Prince since the President's May 8th statement. By

now, persons encouraged to flee by the new policy, have left Haiti and are at risk of interdiction and

forcible return.

Obviously, the screening of the Haitian boat people presents some complex operational problems

which need to be addressed for a successful implementation. One might have hoped that these

could have been dealt with before announcing such a policy. If not, then options such as the

use of Guantanamo as a temporary holding site should have been considered. Instead, over 1500

persons came out after the announced change, some almost surely with well founded claims to

political asylum and encouraged by the President's statement to come forward - only to be

forcibly returned into the arms of their oppressors.

This delay by the Administration in implementing this vital change leaves us with a sense of

deep unease that there is still insufficient understanding by Administration officials of the

damage that the previous policy was doing to the rights of legitimate Haitian refugees and to

refugee protection worldwide. This raises the specter that, if faced with too many
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difficulties in the implementation of the new policy, the Administration will be tempted to go

back to a policy of forcible return. This cannot be allowed to happen. It is for this reason that

we believe the Administration's change of policy with respect to the interdiction and return of

Haitian refugees does not remove the need for the passage of the provisions in H.R. 3663,

H.R. 4114 which reestablish United States practice with respect to Haitian asylum seekers in

accord with international law and practice.

The Shipboard 0|^on

One source of this concern has been our understanding of the way in which it is expected that

the new policy will be implemented. Although it zppeaa that the Administration is also seeking

a land based site, the initial implementation will be through a shipboard operation, aboard United

States owned or leased vessels berthed in tiie harbor at Kingston, Jamaica. We understand that

about 800 asylum seekers can be accommodated at one time aboard these vessels. Although we

are told that the process aboard tiiese ships will rq>licate diat followed in in-country processing,

there are, in fact, a number of differences.

- Vetting . Vetting or pre-scieening was introduced initially for in-country processing in order

to assure that the more urgent cases were seen first As the number of applications and the

resulting backlog grew r^idly, this was adjusted to provide that those not fitting into prescribed

categories would not be considered eligible for the program and would never be seen by an INS

officer for a refugee status interview. This cannot be the case in shipboard processing since,

as presentiy planned, Uiosc that are screened out as not political refugees will be forcibly

returned to Haiti. If an individual were returned without having had a refugee status

adjudication, this would constitute refoulement. Thus, tbe in-country system of pre-screening

would only be admissible if a land based site is located where Uiose found not eligible for

resetUement processing could be held in a safehaven environment until the situation in Haiti

improved.

- Rapid Processing. Initially, we were told that the plan was to move asylum seeko^ in and out

of shipboard processing in 24 to 48 hours with immediate return to Haiti of those found not

qualified as refugees. This implies a process very different from that followed in Haiti and with
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far fewer safeguards. For example, at the refugee processing center operated by USCC/MRS

at Cap Haitien, it often takes three weeks from the time that an applicant is seen by an INS

Interviewing Officer until a final decision by INS on the case is announced. This enables the

Interviewing Officers to write up their view of the case and for these views to be reviewed by

a Quality Assurance Officer. Such a procedure will be especially important as the INS will

inevitably be using many officers with little or no experience in refugee adjudication and with

little or no country background on Haiti, and most likely assigned on a short term temporary

duty basis. To attempt to move asylum seekers through this system quickly is to invite a high

level of erroneous decisions. More recent contacts with the Administration indicate that this

period may be lengthened slightly, but the key point is that adequate time must be found for the

refugee to collect his or her thoughts, be counselled and prepare for such a critical interview and

time must also be available for the adjudicators to reach a considered decision and to allow for

an appeal procedure.

- Non-Governmental Organization fNGO) oartjcioation . While the International Organization for

Migration (lOM) operates the refugee processing support facility in Port-au-Prince, the two

facilities in Les Cayes and Cap Haitien are operated by the American NGOs, World Relief and

USCC/MRS respectively. lOM has been asked to participate in shipboard processing, but,

initially the NGOs were not invited to participate in the planning for these new procedures and,

apparently no role for the American NGOs was planned or desired by the the Administration.

This was unfortunate and was the case despite numerous communications from NGOs expressing

interest in being involved and willingness to assist in a variety of ways. NGO assistance can

greatly increase the volume of cases an INS team can accommodate in a fair manner.

Additionally, NGO involvement would add credibility to the process by placing the NGO in a

position to render an informed judgment on the relative fairness of the processing system. As

Chair of the InterAction Committee on Migration and Refugee Affairs, I wrote to Special

Advisor William Gray on May 9, 1994 indicating the member agencies readiness to assist in

whatever way we could, whether helping in planning a just implementation of the new policy

or operationally, including case file preparation services typically provided by the agencies under

contract to the Department of State in refugee processing situations. I am aware that human

righu and legal assistance organizations have also suggested that it would be zpprophite to

define a role for their participation.
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More recently, there has been some indication of a willingness by the Administration to consider

an NGO role and it is my hope that, by the time of this testimony, I will have more positive

developments to report.

Among possible NGO roles might be:

- Reception functions

* Accompany refugees firom their initial pick-up site by coast guard cutters to the

processing site. Approximately a 16 hour trip from Haiti to Jamaica could be used to make

primary contact with refugees, give a basic explanation of where they are going and what to

expect. Passing out q>ecial brochure in Creole.

* Greeting the refugee/explaining the process/answering questions.

* Initial identification of refugee with special needs:

- unaccompanied minors

- unaccompanied elderly

- physically or mentally disabled

- single parent families

- victims of rape, torture, violence

- persons with medical conditions requiring treatment

- Counselor Appeals Function

* After an INS negative refugee status determination - the applicant would signify to the

UNHCR that it wished to have a case review. The individual could be referred to the NGO

Counselor Team who could help the individual prepare his or her case for INS review.

- NGO Coordination for U.S. Resettlement

* Stationed on Guantanamo NGO reps could do bio-clarification and facilitate speedier

resettlement.
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• NGO Observer Mission

* High level reps of Uie NGO U.S. community - including the legal community could

be organized as a visitor mission to observe and monitor the processing system. Issue report.

- Pastoral Access

* Access for ministries of religion to serve the Haitians.

A Regional Safehaven

The Bishop's Committee on Migration, in its May 23 statement, also noted that:

We undentand that the Adminittration plans Kreening that applies strict refugee criteria. While this

will allow tome refugee* to be resettled in the United States, the majority will be tent back. Report*

of current conditions of violence in Haiti are such that we fear that many persons not meeting the

refugee criteria could still be at serious risk if returned to Haiti. These persons should not be returned.

We urge the Administration to seek a land-based site where Haitians can wait in safety until the

political situation in Haiti improves.

If a safehaven area cannot be located in the region that could accommodate all Haitian asylum seekers,

we ask that a safe haven be provided, at least, to those boat people who can demonstrate a credible

fear of persecution if returned forcibly to Haiti.

It is our understanding that such a safehaven is not being planned at the present time. We urge

that this be made a serious part of the Administration's effort to deal humanely with those

fleeing violence in Haiti.

Regional Options to Interdiction

An appropriate regional site has long been the key to the successful and humane management

of the Haitian refugee problem. Many of the problems noted above with respect to refugee
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processing could be solved if the space available were not so constricted. On board processing

is simply not likely to result in a fair procedure. Additionally, even the land-based site currently

being considered in Turics and Caicos is likely to be too constricted unless an expansion can be

negotiated. Space constraints lead to time constraints and the goal of 24 to 48 hour processing

which, in turn, makes a fair and complete hearing and appeal impossible. Both for these reasons

and to limit to the greatest d^ree possible the number of boat people who must be returned to

Haiti, the Administration should continue to give a high priority to a land based site of adequate

size and with satisfactory facilities.

Economic Sanctions

With respect to the economic sanctions presently being maintained against Haiti, 1 want to

express our serious concern about the potentially damaging effects of these sanctions on the

Haitian people, especially the poor. For this reason, USCC/MRS, in the past, has preferred the

use of selective sanctions. We recognize, of course, that the sanctions contain built-in

humanitarian excq)tions for food and medicine as well as for fuel to provide for the distribution

of assistance to the most needy. It is our observation that most of this humanitarian aid by the

United States to the Haitian people is being distributed and that, so far, it is preventing a bad

situation from becoming a desperate one. Nevertheless, it is also clear that the already low health

care and nutrition for the poor is declining. Sanctioning powers must be ever vigilant lest

prolongation of sanctions against Haiti lead to grave or irremediable damage to the people or

their land. Already there is a severe threat of damage to the Haitian economy and ecology which

will be almost irreversible without massive investments. Additionally, the continuation of

sanctions in the absence of strong political will to find a solution for Haiti would be morally

unaccq)table.

Given the poor state of the Haitian economy, we would urge that humanitarian, agriculniral and

ecological aid levels be adjusted upwards to meet the growing needs of the people. These needs

will now be advancing sharply. As the leakage of goods across the Haitian border from the

Dominican Rq>ublic is restricted, we find that much of that commerce was in foodstuffs with

many Haitians in the border r^ions depending entirely on this trade for many basic food items.

While these items are exempted under the embargo, for the time being, nothing is getting
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through and food prices on many basic items are rising sharply. There is a serious question

whether the humanitarian agencies can expand food deliveries sufficiently to meet the increasing

needs created by the tighter embargo.

We recognize, of course, that the sanctions constitute one of the few tools available to the

international community in this situation. However, the bishop's teaching requires that sanctions

be linked with a feasible political strategy for implementing the return of democratically elected

government to Haiti and with a political will to implement such a strategy. Thus, we believe that

both the probability that the sanctions will be successful in helping to bring an acceptable

political solution to Haiti and the extent of the damage being done to the Haitian population must

be monitored continuously and intensively with a view to lifting or ameliorating these sanctions

if they become either unlikely to achieve their purpose or unacceptably harmful.

In-Country Processing

Currently the United States has three in-country refugee processing centers in Haiti. The

USCC/MRS operates an office in the northern part of the country in Qq> Haitian. The

International Organization for Migration administers the largest office in Port-au-Prince, and

World Relief manages the center in Les Cayes in the southern part of Haiti. The United States

Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) is based in Port-au-Prince, and the officers make

periodic visits, approximately monthly, to Cap Haitian and Les Cayes to interview asylum

seekers.

As of June 3, 1994, 8,374 principal applicants entered USCC/MRS' Cap Haitian office.

Out of this number, INS interviewed 689 principal applicants, and i^roved 77 cases totaling

272 persons, including the applicants' families. The ^^roval rate in Cap Haitian of those

principal applicants actually interviewed by INS has been approximately 1 1 per cent, with the

results in the last few months mnning somewhat higher than at the beginning of the program.

From the three offices, approximately 1 1 , 109 principal a4)plicants have been interviewed by INS

out of which 822, or approximately 7 percent, have been conditionally approved as of the end

of January, the most recent statistics available.

The USCC/MRS staff includes 3 expatriates and 12 locally-hired persons. We believe with this
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limited staff we have been able to do an excellent job preparing cases and people for INS

interviews in spite of the difficult conditions caused by the sanctions.

We entered into this activity after some soul searching since in-country processing has a number

of obvious deficiencies and we have always been strongly opposed to a policy which makes it

the only avenue out of Haiti for the political refugee. Because in-country processing does

provide relief for some, we agreed to assist.

We have been concerned about the risk to the refugees involved in a relatively long out

processing time which includes refiigees iqjplying for a passport and submitting to fingerprinting

by the police. Efforts have been made to smooth out this procedure and urgent cases can

sometimes be moved within a week if all goes well. However, the average case takes about a

month to process and some are delayed a good bit longer. While most out processing is

accomplished without incident there have been cases of harassment of approved refugees and it

is a worrisome period. Every effort should continue to be exerted to make out processing as

smooth and trouble ftee as possible. A particular problem is presented by the HIV positive

applicants approved for refugee status. While we are still hopeful that this can be solved, so far

no HIV positive cases have been able to leave Haiti in this program.

There is concern that those politically active persons most in need of asylum might fear to enter

a public facility such as those operated by the Department of State. We share this concern, and

it is one of the reasons we continue to insist that in-country processing not be the only channel

through which asylum can be sought.

Earlier this year, the Dqiartment of State revised its category system, which had been used to

decide the order in which s^licants will be seen by INS Interviewing Officers. This change

was presented as a system better able to distinguish those applicants with the best claims to

political refugee status. This would permit the system to address the urgent cases quickly in the

face of a sharply growing volume of s^lications late last year. The new criteria system

probably does provide greater guidance in identifying sensitive cases but it will be crucial to

maintain the flexibility with which it appean to have been designed. However, this change will

have only limited utility in sorting out sensitive cases from a large volume of ^plicants.
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On the negative side of the new system is the fact that those persons not meeting the criteria are

informed by letter that they are ineligible for the program. These applicants will never be given

an INS interview. Nor is there any appeal for those who are "vetted-out". At the beginning of

the program, the categories were simply seen as a means to mark the sensitive cases for early

screening and adjudication. That is no longer the case and some worthy cases will never be

interviewed.

Further, it should be noted that they new category system deals with the icreased volume at the

end of last year by not dealing with it but simply turning excess numbers away. If the volume

of applications is not too high, most worthy cases, though certainly not all, could probably be

spotted by either of the category systems. However, if the volume of applications returned to

December 1994 levels, which stimulated the introduction of the new category system, many

worthy cases would probably never be seen at all. It is still too early to predict the effect of

refugee processing outside of Haiti, but one presumes that in-country applications may decline.

If this proves not to be the case and the volume of applications return to December 1994 levels,

the only way of assuring rapid attention to sensitive cases will be by an increase in Department

of State, Joint Voluntary Agency, and INS resources in Haiti.

The Department of State has also indicated its intention to offer INS training to non-

governmental agencies and individuals to help them identify and refer potential asylum seekers

who might qualify under INS guidelines. While this may offer some promise, there are also a

number of pitfalls in such a system. In particular, a referral system cannot be seen as an

alternative to making adequate resources available to provide for whatever volume of Haitians

desire to apply for political asylum at the processing facilities themselves.

As noted, the acceptance rate of applicants interviewed by INS has averaged about 1 1 percent

since the opening of the Cap Haitian refugee processing facility. In initial INS visits to Cap

Haitian, acceptances averaged 4-5 percent, but reversals by quality control officers and

reinterviews brought this figure up a bit. Also, recent visits by INS to Cap Haitian have resulted

in somewhat higher acceptance levels.
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Nevertheless, these are very low acceptance figures. Our own staff reports that this is not

entirely unreasonable. Many of those coming into our office provide no basis for a claim to

political asylum. At the same time, while we certainly cannot expect INS to agree with us on

every case, we have been troubled by the rejections of a considerable number of cases which

have seemed strong ones to us. We have drawn these to the attention of INS, and we understand

that our views are being considered.

One final comment on this issue. There has been considerable comment on the performance of

INS interviewing officers in Haiti. INS has responded to this by introducing quality control

officen in Port-au-Prince to review the work of interviewing officers. It has also developed a

one week Haiti specific training course for officers before departure for Haiti. While it is too

early to judge the effect of this training course, it is noteworthy that the assignment of

interviewing officers to Haiti has been on a voluntary basis and that the great majority of such

officers have had neither a background on Haiti nor experience in asylum work. Given the

critical nature of these decisions to the asylum seekers, it can be questioned whether this was

a satisfactory state of affairs.

Recently, INS has lengthened the tour of duty for an interviewing officer from one month to six

months. Sixteen new officen, some Creole speakers, have been selected and trained. We are

hopeful that these changes may result in a more satisfactory in-country processing program.

Protection of Haitians in the United States

USCC/MRS has also been very concerned about the situation of certain Haitian nationals in the

United States. These Haitians can be broken down into three groups:

A. Haitians who fled Haiti after the 1991 military coup and were subsequently

paroled into the United States to pi:rsue their claims to political asylum after their

claims were pre-screened on U.S. vessels or at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba;

B. Haitians who entered the U.S. directly and have been granted parole without pre-

screening of their asylum claims; and

C. Haitians who are in the United States in undocumented status.
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While the avenues they have taken to enter the United States are very different, these three

groups share a fear of return to Haiti because of the political turmoil, civil strife, and unchecked

human rights abuses that have been so prevalent there since the military coup. USCC/MRS

urges the Administration and Congress to do everything within their power to protect these

individuals. U.S. immigration law and precedent executive designations for deserving

nationalities allow a great deal of flexibility to provide such protection. For example, in recent

years the United States has extended protection to Salvadorans, Liberians, Kuwaitis, Somalis,

Bosnians, Lebanese and Chinese students fleeing political turmoil in their homelands. It is

imperative that the United States do the same for Haitians.

USCC/MRS believes that the provisions contained in both H.R. 3663 and H.R. 41 14 are a step

in the right direction toward protecting Haitians who are physically present in the United States.

H.R. 3663 grants Temporary Protected Status (TPS) under section 244A(b) of the Immigration

and Nationality Act to Haitians who have been in the United States since November 17, 1993.

This protection is extended for 24 months or until the President certifies to Congress that a

democratically-elected government is secure in Haiti.

H.R. 4114, on the other hand, extends TPS to Haitians in the United States or in the custody

or control of the United States until the time that the President certifies that the democratically

elected Haitian President has been reinstated or the Haitian military has met its obligations under

the Governors Island Agreement. The protections under H.R. 4114, therefore, are offered

indefinitely to Haitians and are not limited to those physically present in the U.S. by a certain

cutoff date.

While USCC/MRS agrees with H.R. 41 14's attempt to provide comprehensive protection to all

Haitians, regardless of location or date of entrance into the United States, we also recognize that

there is a legitimate rationale to the effort to prevent TPS from encouraging an unlimited number

of Haitians to come to the United States. We, therefore, would offer a "friendly amendment"

to establish a slightly more nuanced approach to the protection of Haitians outside of Haiti.
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Like H.R. 3663 and H.R. 4114, our approach embraces the notion that all Haitians deserve

protection. Some individuals, because of their well-founded fear of individualized persecution

by the Haitian military, meet the criteria defining refugees and asyiees contained in U.S. law

and international law. These individuals should be afforded the full protections stipulated under

those laws.

All Haitians, regardless of whetho* they meet the rigorous criteria for refugee and asylee status,

have a l^itimate fear of returning to the general civil strife and political turmoil in their

homeland. TPS should therefore be extended to Haitians to ensure protection of those who fail

to meet the criteria for refugee and asylum protection. USCC/MRS proposes that TPS such as

envisioned in H.R. 3663, with a definitive cut-off date and limited to Haitians physically present

in the U.S., should be established. The cut-off date of November 17, 1993 contained in H.R.

3663, however, should be moved to a more recent date to encompass as many Haitians already

in the United States as possible.

For Haitians who enter the U.S. after the cutoff date or who are in U.S. custody or care outside

our borders and who have not been deemed eligible for refugee or asylum protection, we would

propose establishment of a r^onal safehaven. Negotiation of this center should become a top

priority for State Depaixmeat officials. Such individuals, after denial of refugee or asylee status,

could then be offered the choice of return to Haiti or relocation to the regional safehaven.

Having laid out these broad parameters for protection of all Haitians who have fled their

homeland, USCC/MRS urges Congress and the Administration to give special consideration to

Haitians who have been paroled into the United States, i.e. groups 'A' and 'B' delineated

above. These individuals have been paroled into the United States under section 212(d)(S) of

the Imnugration and Nationality Act, and thus have already been legally allowed to enter the

United States. They have been resettled by voluntary agencies, such as USCC, under contract

with the Community Relations Service of the Department of Justice while they wait for the

outcome of their political asylum claims. Rather than to disrupt this resettlement system and the

quasi-legal status already granted to these individuals, we would urge that they be given

Cuban/Haitian Entrant Status.
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Cuban/Haitian Entrant Status is a form of parole that was created in 1980 to meet the needs of

two significant and simultaneous influxes of asylum-seekers from Cuba and Haiti. The

Department of Justice at that time recognized that this sudden increase in asylum-seekers would

overwhelm the asylum system just set up under the Refugee Act of 1980. Therefore, the

decision was made to grant an extended parole to recently arrived Cubans and Haitians and to

ask Congress to address their immigration status through special legislation. Congress did that

when it granted Cuban/Haitian Entrants permanent residence under the Immigration Reform and

Control Act of 1986.

If these individuals are ultimately denied political asylum, they could then s^ply for TPS, if

eligible to do so, or choose to enter the r^ional safe haven zone or return to Haiti.

Alternatively, Congress could grant them permanent residence as was done for their counterparts

in 1986.

If the United States fails to protect Haitians in the United States, it will be setting a dangerous

precedent for other nations faced with similar refugee crises. In addition, it will be sending a

signal to the military leaders of Haiti that we do not feel strongly enough about the human rights

situation in Haiti to protect those individuals subject to abuse.

The Administration has defended its failure to extend protection by stating that it has not actually

deported anyone to Haiti since the military coup. It is more ^propriate, however, to regularize

the status of these individuals until they are granted political asylum or until conditions in Haiti

become safe enough for their return and TPS can be safely rescinded.

Funding for U.S. Resettlement

The U.S. Catholic Conference has continued to resettle some number of Haitians in addition to

Cubans coming to our shores directly who are permitted entry into the U.S. by the Immigration

and Naturalization Service. Since 1961, USCC has resettled over 400,000 Cubans and over

25,000 Haitians. We were actively involved with our sister voluntary agencies in the 1980

Mariel Exodus of 125,000 Cubans. Along with Church World Service (CWS), we served the

10,000 Haitians who were brought to this country in 1992 through the Guantanamo resettlement
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program. We continue to resettle arriving Cubans and Haitians through a program administered

by the Community Relations Service (CRS) of the Department of Justice, generally referred to

as the Cuban/Haitian Primary/Secondary Program. We receive funds from CRS to resettle

these Haitian parolees, as well as Cuban rafters, who require the assistance that would normally

be needed by refugees but who are not considered refugees by virtue of how they enter the U.S.

With the prospect of substantial numbers of Cuban and Haitian arrivals remaining in South

Florida, this program is an important buffer between these arrivals and state and local agencies

who would otherwise have to serve these persons. While recognizing the enormous contribution

being made by the State and local jurisdictions, the ability of this program to screen arrivals to

determine where they might be resettled, including the identification of sponsors and

reunification with family outside South Florida, relieves the impact upon South Florida. USCC

to date has involved 67 Catholic Charities agencies in various parts of the country in assisting

these persons. In addition, we offer employment and language assistance as support services,

the objective being to place these persons into employment as soon as possible after their arrival.

The federal funding serves to supplement our locally generated resources so that we can offer

a program of social services through this network of Catholic Charities.

Trends/Fundlnf

Yearly arrivals for this program have been steadily increasing since 1990. In recent years

during the fall and winter months, when ocean travel by raft and small boat is considered most

hazardous, crossings were still high. For example, three times the number of Cubans and

Haitians came in October 1993 through March 1994 than came during the same period the

previous year (1,186 v. 3,671). As the political stability in both Haiti and Cuba deteriorate, we

can anticipate that these arrival trends will continue.

This program, perhaps because of the difficulty in anticipating future arrivals, has traditionally

been underfunded. In previous years when CRS expended its annual allocation of funds, USCC

and CWS had been able to keep the program operational while CRS worked through the

Department of Justice to secure additional emergency fimding. Last year, for example,

USCC/MRS carried the program for five (5) months until the government located additional

funding. This was a very risky, disruptive and cosdy endeavor which we can no longer support.
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We again find ourselves in the same difficult situation this year. At the time of budget

preparation two years ago, CRS anticipated serving approximately 5,500 arrivals. More realistic

estimates for this year are closer to 10,000. The two resettlement agencies serving these

populations reached the 5,500 client level by mid-May. CRS again was forced to scramble to

locate the additional monies while managing the possibility that the program would close

precisely at a time when the arrival pace was picking up significantly. The monies CRS used

will carry the resettlement agencies until the end of July when they again run out of funds to

keep this program open. Both the government and private agencies are keenly concerned about

the potential impact on South Florida should this program close due to lack of resources.

Future Funding Needs

We appreciate efforts made by Rep. Meek to address the fiscal instability of the Cuban/Haitian

Program. Since the submission of H.R. 3663, arrival and funding estimates have changed. If

trends hold, we can conservatively anticipate 12,000 Cubans and Haitians arriving in FY95.

CRS would need approximately $10.8 million for the Cuban/Haitian Primary/Secondary Program

to serve that number of arrivals, based on an average cost of $900 per person. The government

and private agencies involved in the processing and resettlement of these individuals recognize

that CRS' current FY95 budget request is inadequate to meet the anticipated need. We

encourage increasing resources for this specific program to the level of $10.8 million (an

additional $3.02 million) in order to adequately address the anticipated arrivals.

We further support Rep. Meek's initiative to establish a $5 million emergency fund that could

be used by CRS to address any dramatic, unanticipated increases in arrivals. This fund would

avert one of the nuun complaints of the State of Florida, that the federal government needs to

be equipped to operationalize more quickly in the case of an immigration emergency. This

amount would allow the government to process and resettle an additional 5,500 Haitians and

Cubans above the annual projection.
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Conclusion

In conclusion, Mr. Chainnan, there is still much to be done to make United States policy on

Haiti satisfactory. We must continue our efforts to improve in-country processing. We must

continue and improve protection to Haitians in the United States. We must monitor closely the

economic sanctions imposed on Haiti both from the perspective of their effect on the Haitian

people and their relationship to our political goals for Haiti. And, above all, we must work hard

to develop a regional arrangement that will make a full and fair implementation of the

Administration's new policy of r^ional refugee processing possible and that will provide a

temporary safehaven, at least, for those with a credible fear of persecution if returned to Haiti

at this time.
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Mr. Mazzoli. Mr. Stein.

STATEMENT OF DAN STEIN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
FEDERATION FOR AMERICAN IMMIGRATION REFORM

Mr. Stein. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for the oppor-

tunity to appear. We applaud your leadership in holding this very
important hearing on a very difficult subject, and certainly after

this Congress your leadership will be missed very much.
Mr. Mazzoli. Thank you.
Mr. Stein. We don't have all the answers to what is clearly a

long-term and intractable challenge for the United States, but the
proposals today that we are considering come against the backdrop
of our concerns and warnings for a number of years about the spe-

cial exemptions that Congress has allowed to stay on the books
long after their timeliness was appropriate.

FAIR has over the years opposed the Lautenberg and Morrison
provisions and has repeatedly requested, urgently requested that

the Cuban Adjustment Act be repealed. It sets up a preferential

program for Cuban nationals that stands in stark contrast to the

treatment that is afforded virtually any other person from any-
where else on the globe.

We have now sown the wind. Now, we must reap the whirlwind.

It certainly creates the appearance of disparate treatment between
Cubans and Haitians and serves to undermine the moral authority
under which our refugee program operates. It serves no identifiable

purpose.
Clearly, someone from Cuba could still be judged a refugee or an

asylee without the Cuban Adjustment Act. It adds no vital author-

ity which is not inherently created in any other provision of the im-
migration laws of this country.
We believe it is urgent now more than ever that Congress move

to immediately repeal this blatant preference.
Nevertheless, we concur with the administration that the three

bills considered today need to be opposed because we are at a very
delicate and dangerous moment in this debate. The existing legal

framework of the INA, in our view, provides ample discretion,

power and flexibility for the President to handle any asylum or

war-related situation that may arise in the Caribbean. We are of

the view that in matters of this kind it is important that the Presi-

dent's discretion as Commander in Chief and that the administra-
tion's discretion be respected.

In each bill contemplated in the hearing today there is no new
power that would be created. Rather each bill is seeking to direct

that an existing authority be exercised in a particular manner.
There is no question that there are gross human rights abuses
going on in Haiti now. They have been in varying degrees for quite

some time.
The President already has authority to grant temporary pro-

tected status to Haitian nationals under the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act. The President may also have alternative options to

consider which we may not be aware of, but given the volatile na-
ture of the situation presently in Haiti with its prospects for mili-

tary intervention and conflict, the present case calls for delibera-

tion and calm.
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At this point the Hnes between international trade sanctions, war

Eowers, refugee processing, and multilateral police powers seem
lurred and somewhat confused. Congressional actions that seek to

use these discretionary powers or direct the use of these discre-

tionary powers are, in our view, unwise and imprudent.
Nevertheless, the administration has an obligation to the people

of south Florida, and to the American people at large, to prevent

an uncontrolled massive boatlift situation not only from Haiti but
from virtually any other country, and we are concerned about the

fact that the administration in making the announcement May 8

did not seem to be prepared for undertaking the task that the pol-

icy change entails.

The planning process has been somewhat chaotic over the last 30
days, and given the track record and history of the Guantanamo
facility ana its capacity to draw as a magnet, we do not at this

point believe the administration has fully considered the logistical,

financial and procedural obligations that are going to be involved

in any long-term program of this kind, particularly as it affects

reprogramming immigration officials from other parts of the coun-

try, the administration having made commitments in several other

areas this year on important immigration matters.

Beyond that the administration has, we believe, a moral obliga-

tion to tell the American people whether or not the sanctions which
have been enacted which are onerous, burdensome and likely to, in

fact, produce greater outflows in the future are going to be followed

by some kind of agreed upon strategic plan to remove the military

regime and reinstate Aristide or call free elections or bring to clo-

sure some kind of political resolution.

Otherwise, the sanctions themselves seem to be producing no
other immediate tangible effect than to create more misery, death,

starvation and destruction.

We believe that if the administration had moved more aggres-

sively to reform asylum laws so that we could either have set up
facilities in this country to handle on a short-term basis a large

number of people or worked multilaterally through the United Na-
tions to set up large-scale facilities, we would not have to have an
interdiction program of the type which we believe still must be

kept in place.

There is still the overriding problem of the fact that, for people

who are given asylum in the United States there is no effective

way of enforcing departure once it is safe to go home.
And certainly the residents of Florida are now well aware that

mass resettlement is not the answer. The State and local costs as-

sociated with absorbing a huge volume of international migrants
has never been properly reimbursed by the Federal Government.
Conditions for Miami for public education, housing, crime, conges-

tion and other related factors that make up the American quality

of life are affected and are declining.

Florida has filed suit now, as Representative Goss mentioned, to

try and recover some of these costs, some of them going as far back
as the 1980 Mariel boatlift. And there are still hundreds of millions

of dollars more in State educational and health care costs that

Florida and particularly Dade and Broward Counties have given up
ever hoping to see from the Federal Government.
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We know from the experience beginning in 1975 onward with

—

we had 60,000 Haitian boat people arrive in Florida. We have noth-
ing to apologize for with respect to our Haitian immigration pro-
gram. We have an extraordinarily generous program with respect
to Haiti given the size of the population, 100,000 people a year.
And it is important that the American people recognize or be told

that there is not an absolute bar for all people coming from Haiti,
an impression which has been allowed to be created. There is, in
fact, an extraordinarily generous immigration program from Haiti
and has been for quite sometime.
But after the influx from Haiti and Cuba we saw Salvadorans,

Nicaraguans come in. They were given safe haven and temporary
status, but the results are always the same, de facto or official per-
manent status. Only a few Haitians returned, not a significant
number after "Baby Doc" Duvalier fled to France. A few Salva-
dorans and Nicaraguans have gone home despite extensive periods
of comparative peace.
The American people no longer believe, and this is really a tragic

situation, but no longer believe that humanitarian temporary shel-
ter will ever result in repatriation when the time comes to go
home. This is a needless state of affairs which has been allowed to
develop but which is contributing greatly to compassion fatigue
being seen all over the country.
Years down the line advocates for the community emerge to fight

repatriation on a variety of bases. In the case of Haiti, who will de-
termine when it is time to go home? Aristide? What if Aristide
turns out to be ineffective or worse? Does anyone truly believe that
if Aristide is restored that he or his successor can so dramatically
improve conditions in Haiti quickly enough to avoid a sustained
outflow from Haiti?
We wish we had the solution. We wish that we could take every-

one who wanted to come here, but we cannot.
In 1994, few residents of south Florida believed that if a sus-

tained influx comes from Haiti that that extraordinary group of hu-
manitarian admittees would ever return home with Aristide. And
why should they return?

In my testimony I discuss the growing impact of population
growth in many developing countries and its capacity to challenge
and undermine the civil order of those nations. I have population
pyramids in appendix A comparing Haiti and Rwanda and France.
These kind of situations produce a dramatic deterioration in the

quality of life, civil disorder, a breakdown in the civil legal struc-
ture, an ecology in ruins, an economy in ruins, illiteracy rates as
high as 80 percent. These kinds of situations can produce rapid
movements of people very quickly.
We had a situation several weeks back where a representative

from the U.S. Committee for Refugees was complimenting the
Rwandans on their generosity in treating refugees from a nearby
country only to find that 7 or 8 days later nearly half a million peo-
ple were slaughtered there as a result of interethnic conflicts.
But we need to start looking, Mr. Chairman—we suggest the

committee beg^n to look at this problem as a multilateral problem.
Over the next several years, maybe over the next decade we are
going to see several situations in our own hemisphere similar to

82-190 -94 -8
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Haiti where there are large-scale convulsions as a result of a
breakdown in civil order and rapid population growth.

Haiti is only one country on a list which the United Nations has
said constitute the 17 potential "Somalias," and these include Af-

ghanistan, Angola, Haiti, Iraq, Mozambique, Burma, Sudan, Zaire,

Rwanda, Burundi, Georgia, Liberia, Tajikistan, the Chiapas Region
in Mexico, Cuba, Haiti, Venezuela, possibly even broader disorder
in Mexico.
The coming anarchy in these countries is likely to produce an an-

nual flow of potentially hundreds of millions of migrants. Unless
we change our perception as a nation to recognize that accommo-
dating large-scale groups of people on a temporaiy basis near the
point of origin with eventual repatriation is what is going to be re-

quired, and unless we, on a multilateral basis, undertake the finan-

cial commitment to recognize that this explosive migration vola-

tility must be managed in a more effective way, we will continue
to try to deal with situations like Haiti on a unilateral basis and
find ourselves unable to cope.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mazzoli. Thank you very much, Mr. Stein. I appreciate that.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Stein follows:]
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Prepared Statement of Dan Stein, Executive Director,

Federation for American Immigration Reform

Mr. Chairman and memben of the subcommittee, please let me thank you for this

opportimity to present the views of the Federation for American Immigration Reform

(FAIR) on the proposed bills RR. 3663, the Haitian Refugee Fairness Act, RR. 4114,

the Governors Island Reinforcement Act of 1994, and RR- 4264, the "Conyers" bilL My

name is Dan Stein, and I am the executive director of FAIR. FAIR is a national public

interest group of concerned citizens who seek substantially reduced immigration. We

seek immigration policies and laws that better serve the interests and needs of the

American people. We support reduced immigration consistent with U.S. population

stabilization, now seek a moratorium on immigration,' and want VS. immigration

policies to be fashioned based on our domestic needs as a national community.

Mr. Chairman, FAIR has sought to equalize treatment for refugee and asylum

claimants over the past years. We have repeatedly called for the repeal of the Cuban

^Tbe Fedeniioo tor Amehao Immifntioa •* fonned in 1979 wiib the ofntt purpoM of tdvocitiai a "isro popuiiiioii (rawlh*

potiuoo (or US. tnuDifnuoa quoua. ImmiiniKM hai lince tkyrockcted, and. pmnarily aa a couli of imiDi|raiioQ and reauluot U^
fcnilily upcicka, (be United Suia a now ihe anal rapidly (rowiai induairialiied Datioa. We aouflii a cap of 300X100 begiaaing in

1988, and now, beeauae of oeir Censua prajeetiom and ibe leaae thai inmifntioa lo (he U^ ia fuadaaemally out of cooirai, aeek a

oonpcebeBaive ooraioriuni on all bu( tbe moal cawBual imoitratioa We are abo of the view (bat iaiau|n(ioa abouU be on

tmnnh'Pt other duo cuaioa and hatM: immt(n(Joa ibould be uadenaken only after periodic revieaa of the queaiioa, ^rnhj have

immitntion at allT*

National poUa auncai that the oweiwhUaaint raajorily of the Affleheaa people apee viife aa that iouBifiatiaa aeeda to be

reduced and limited, and that our la«a nuat be eatorced much more eflectiveiy.

FAIR ia a aoa^paniUB otpniiatioa guided by a national Board of Directon and Natiooal Board of Adviaan of

dialinguiabed Amenana (torn all poiiiical penoaaiooa and poinu of view. FAIR ia (uaxled by over (any (ouadatiooa and have 50.000

daea paying neaben all acroa Aoienea.
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Adjustment Act,' one of sevei^ laws that undennines the appearance of fairness and

equity in the administration of US. immigration policy, as well as the so-called

"Lautenberg" preferences, the E)iversity Lotteries that favor Western Europeans in a

preferential program, and blanket amnesties for selected groups. We have also

recommended improvements to the U.S, asylum system to stop abuse of the asylum

system.^

We again today call for the immediate repeal of the Cuban Adjustment Act. The

Act has set up a preferential program for Cuban nationals that stands in stark contrast to

the treatment accorded virttially every other person from anywhere on the globe. It

certainly creates the appearance of disparate treatment between Cubans and Haitians,

and undermines the moral authority under which our refugee programs operate. It

serves no identifiable purpose; it adds no vital authority not inherently created in other

provisions of the immigration laws of this nation. It is urgent, now more than ever, that

Congress immediately repeal this blatant preference.

FAIR has ahvays sought to ensure that immigration laws do not discriminate for

^Sec CI- TcMimonv of Dan Stem, on bdulf of the Faktition tor AmericM Iduniiniioa Reform, befoce the U^ Hotae

Subcojuniltee oa lotetnaiiooal Law, tiiimi(ntioo aad Re(u|eei, May 20, 1991 FAIR hat leveni Uoiet iou(hl to enjoin the unCai-

application of tbe Cuban AdjufUnem Act. and repeatedly tootfa tte jodidal aid in nammic itt appUcaHoo. FAIR bai alio oppcaed

the Kxalled "Lautenbeti-MociiMNi* amesdmeatt thai, (iaoe 1990 have provided cspedal pieftiencea for certain dtizem of the focmer

Soviet Union and idected Indorhinrar nalioaa.

3see.e.t- tt«iaeripc of <0 MinulM, CBS Ne»«i. air date. Match 13. I99J. 7 pLOU ejA, Mfmenl "A" on poUtical aaytaa aboae at

JFKaiipoavithLedieSiahL FAIR eadom aewoai biOa pendinc betore Con(rea (hat •oiUd accelente the beaita( pttncM and

provide for "lummaiy dcotali* at ports of entry. FAIR has made eooprchenive recomneadatioa* for restnctimnf of the entire VS.

aiylum law and tyuem. We aic of the view that if tbe GUnloo Adninitttatioa had mowed aoTESiiveiy in iu Ont year lod a half to

improve US. entry cootroii. lobbied Cooirea for lummaty eaduiioo authority in aaylum heatinp, and let up the (adUtiea for latfc

Kale. >hon-tenn detentioo for aiylum hearnp (a "one »hot" summary beariof procedure), the US. would have a much better capacity

to handle emerseni tluxei of penooi in (light then we have today. We continue to urge enactment of comprehensive asylum reform.
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or against any group on the basis of race, religion, national origin or ethnicity/

In November 1991, FAIR recommended an off-site processing center similar to

what was set up at Guantanamo Bay.^ We suggested a "multilateral staging area, and a

temporary housing facih'ty." We proposed a number of principles to guide the processing

of persons departing Haiti in small boats. It was soon apparent that the facility at

Guantanamo was being overloaded, and shortly after the Bush Administration altered its

policy in May 1992 calling for immediate repatriation, FAIR sent a study mission to Haiti

in an effort to understand a) the general economic and political conditions in Haiti; b)

general human rights conditions; c) human rights conditions of Haitian boat people who

have been repatriated; and d) the viabflity of making "in-countiy" asylum claims. Our

report was attached to the Amicus brief we provided to the Supreme Court in McNary v.

Haitian Centers Council (November 1992), in support of reversing the lower court

decision blocking the interdiction program. At that time, we concluded that the

repatriations occurred without incident, and that the Guantanamo facility had become a

magnet for economic migrants. We found no evidence that repatriates had been singled

out for persecution, or that there was specific retribution related to departure in a leaky

boat. At the time, the embargo was widely violated, and seemed to create its greatest

hardship on the poorest people. We also concluded that the "in-country" processing

program seemed to be the only viable alternative to a massive, uncontrolled outflow of

4^e know o( no other orpoiaiioa in the United Suiei thii hat comiwcmly for Bneen yeus nnifonnly oiiiected to prognms that

provide tpeciai iJtefenacc on the bnii of utiooal oripn or elhnidiy than the Fedenlk» for Amencu Iainii(niioa Refonn.

^eMimoay of Dan Stein, of the Fedention for American Immiintion Refonn, before the Suboomminee on Inienutional Law,

Immigiatioa and Refugees, Nowember 20, 1991, at 2.
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economic migrants seeking a foothold in the United States.'

Since that report was issued, conditions have deteriorated in Haiti The Ginton

Administration, under domestic political pressure, has led international trade sanctions

and a blockade to try to force the Haitian coup leaden to step down. Qinditions have

worsened, as the threat of starvation among Haiti's poorest looms large. The stated

goals of the administration are to "restore democracy" to Haiti, and remove the coup's

leaders. Beyond that, the U.S.-led embargo appears to be fueling increased desperation

of the type that could lead to an even larger influx of boat people from Haiti The coup

leaders are hanging on tenaciously, hoping that a base appeal to national pride and anti-

US. sentiment will raDy the public behind them.

The key question becomes what kind of policy should prevail if a de facto state of

war exists between the U.S. and Haiti, and what role other nations in the region and the

world should play.

The Proposed Bills

The bills being considered today seek to terminate VS. interdiction efforts that

repatriate Haitians to Haiti

*Tbe repoft alio (ouad thai Haiti ii aa toato ĉMi Utttux. Vlnual total detecaiatiaa of Haiti hat created aa tiwiotiral and

africaltural dioiier. Soil eronca ihreaiem the UvdihooJ of milttona at poor Haitiaaa ate nirviwe oa lubuitcncc (*nniB(. The \om

o( bnnUnd i* abo coalnbuiinf to maauwe arban mifniioa. phniahly to Pott-au-Fttaoe which lacki even ihe basic health and

MBiutioa bciliiiei to oope with iu cuncM populaiioa. McNarv v. Haitiaa Centew CoundL Na 92-344, FAIR Amicaa Br. ai 3a.
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HIL 3663, introduced by Representative Carrie Meek, seeks to prohibit the

interdiction and repatriation of those intercepted in international waters. It provides

"temporary protected status" for those present before November 17, 1993. It obligates

federal expenditures to reimburse state and local costs, authorizes an additional $6

million in direct resettlement costs, and authorizes an additional aimual $S million for a

Cuban/Haitian "emergency entrant fund."

H.R. 4114, by Chairman Dellums, is broader in scope. It would mandate certain

sanctions against Haiti, create sanctions against countries that give aid to Haiti, enforce

the border between the Dominican Republic and Haiti with a multi-national "border

patrol." The bill would mandate by law the sanctity of the Governors Island agreement,

by prohibiting any "officer or employee of the United States" from attempting to change

or "reinterpret" the Governors Island Agreement. The bill also prohibits interdiction and

repatriation, granting all Haitians "temporary protected status" until the President of the

United States certifies that a "democratically-elected" president is reinstated in Haiti.

H.R. 4264, introduced by Representative John Conyers, would grant "temporary

protected status" for Haitian nationals for any Haitian in the U.S. on the date the bill is

enacted into law.

FAIR'S position on the proposed bills

Mr. Chairman, FAIR opposes all three proposed laws. The situation in Haiti is
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extremely dangerous and deUrate. The existing legal framework of the Immigration and

Nationality Act (INA) provides ample discretion, power and flexibility for the President

to handle any asylum or war-related situation that may arise in the Caribbean. We are

of the view that in matters of this kind, it is important that the President's discretion as

Gsmmander-in-Chief be respected.

In each bill, no new power is created. Rather, each bffl seeks to direct that an

existing authority be exercised in a particular manner. The President already has the

authority to grant Temporary Protected Status to Haitian nationals under the INA. The

President may also have alternative options to consider that we may not be aware of.

Given the volatile nature of the situation presently in Haiti, with its prospects for military

intervention and conflict, the present case calls for deUbcration and calm. At this point

in time, the lines between international trade sanctions, war powers, refugee processing,

and multilateral poUce powers seem blurred and confused. Congressional actions that

seek to direct the use of these discretionary powers arc unwise and imprudent

The Supreme Court upheld the legaUty of the interdiction poUcies of the Clinton

(and Bush) administrations on June 21, 1993^ and we continue to beUeve that

maintenance of that power and authority is important. When President Bush

implemented the interdiction and repatriation poUcy in May 1992, the result was a near-

7<.u V H.i.i.« Rrfb«e Cater. 113 S.Q. 2549. to U* «»e. ihe cn-it q-«fcl tte eowenik* o( the «Jmiiu«ni»o ttol in INA

^1^. Jnrfur. »u.u., i. « U« Hxcric dKU.« ct US. b. .h.. pcrv«l. aU-r .h.o Cc .b«r.«. .«.««de«l Un|u.(e of the

UBivenal Dectoratioo of Hunan Ritbu (1948) or the 19S1 UN rrfutee coa*«mK».
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immediate cessation of new boats. Whether the program should continue when a state

of war exists between the U^. and Haiti is obviously a poUcy open to question, but the

authority should remain with the President'

Even the consideration of bills such as these is likely to be misinterpreted in a

country like Haiti. There is an inevitable magnet effect as news of possible enactment of

such a broadly-based immigration benefit such as that proposed in each of these bills is

contemplated. Given the volatility of the situation, can we afford to do that?

Moreover, is it wise policy? The Cuban Adjustment Act and the other permanent

special, "temporary" programs enacted by Congress over the years have proven the

unwise consequences of congressional exceptionalism. Asylum and refugee policy can

never enjoy the support of the American people and the long-term commitment of all

taxpayers if the impression is created that the policies are subject to political bickering or

persistent ideological attack.

We support the retention of the principle that refugee and asylum decisions mxist

be made on a case-by-case basis. We oppose the statutory authority for blanket refugee

^h should be noted here Uut Preiideoi CUotoo cootinucd the inlerdictioa pmcnin of (be Bush AdmiuistnUoa detpile cunpai|n

promises to the cootnry, no doubt beciuse once be took ofBce be deiermiiied il to be, as «e found, the only pcactkable ooune of

action. He mainuined this profnm - with an applicitioa procen available in Pon-au-Prioce - for a year and a half, until May 8,

1994. He nuiotained this ptogram despite ooosidenMe tunnoil within Haiti iiaelL Between Januaiy 21, 1993 and May 8, 1994, the

Haitian Minister of Justice was murdered, and the VJS. was prevented from landmg the VSS. Hailan County oo October 12, 1991

The President teemed to change the policy only when faced with domestic political pressure from President-in.cnle Jean Benrande

Arislide and U.S.-based lobbyists on his behalL In fact, the evidence suggesu that Aristide has used his residence in the United Stales

and the "boat people" issue as a lever lo maintain his pressure on this admlnistniion. Of course, the administration has allowed that

to happeiL
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determinations, such as the current statutory provisions for "temporary protected status"

enacted in 1990. FAIR'S position is that refugees should be admitted to the U.S. only

after determinations of refugee status are made outside the US. We should take only

our fair share, and, if provisions are not made for enforcing departure after a temporary

period of time, corresponding numerical cuts should be made out of regular immigration

charmels to compensate for the emergency flow.

We concur with the assessment of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees that

permanent resettlement of many refugees in a country like the United States is not a

feasible or practical approach to mass resettlement. Eventual repatriation and local

integration are the only options for most refugees around the world.'

The "temporariness" problem

Certainly the residents of Florida are well aware that mass resettlement is not the

answer. The state and local costs associated with absorbing a huge volume of

international migrants have never been properly reimbursed by the federal government

The conditions in Miami for public education, housing, congestion, crime and other

related factors that make up the American quality of life are declining. Florida has filed

'Accordini to Ihe UNHCR: There are a variety of renoM why many suiei are reluoaol to otter retettleoienl plaoet, and why

the oumben have been dropping over the pau few yean. While on the uuface, raettlemcM appears to be a unifhlfotward

humaniiariao response to ipedal, dearly identiCaMe needi, in reality it hai always been proMematifc One renoo for this k thai

rEKttlement is very expensrve. It invotves arranginf inieraaiioaal trutport. as «ell as helping to integrate the refugees ia the

reseitlenient country and, in some cases, paying for costly follo*-«p ircaiment, such as medical care and counseliiig. It is also labor-

intensive and requires highly mined uatt In an age of owobardened asylum systems, and emergency and repatriation opentioas

involving millions of refugees, dooon lend to ifay away from lolutioas which, on a per capiu basis. Ear eirerd the oous of other

durable solutions - volunury repatriatna and local inlegratioa.' Refutees (oflidal publication of Ihe UNHCR), 'Resettlement still

vital after all thoe years,' December 1993, at S.
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suit against the federal govenunent to try to recover some of these costs; but there are

hundreds of millions of dollars still owed Florida from the 1980 Mariel boatlift, and

hundreds of millions more in state educational costs and health care costs that Florida is

absorbing without any hope of reimbursement. Education and health care in Dade and

Broward Counties, in particular, have suffered as a r^ult

It is apparent also that people who come rarely go home. Between 1977 and

1981, 60,000 Haitian boat people arrived in Florida. Shortly thereafter, we saw a great

surge of Salvadorans and Nicaraguans arrive in the United States. Cubans have

continued to come throughout the period. These groups and many others have aU

entered under the banner of "safe haven" or "temporary resident." But the result is

always the same: permanent residence. Few Haitians returned to Haiti after Baby Doc

Duvalier fled to France. Few Salvadorans or Nicaraguans have gone home, despite

extended periods of comparative peace in those beleaguered nations.

Americans no longer believe that offers of humanitarian temporary shelter will

result in repatriation when the time comes to go home. A few years down the line,

advocates for the community emerge to fight repatriation - this time claiming that

repatriation would cause an undue hardship on the former refugees. Now the claim is

based on equities such as close relatives in the U.S., strong community ties, ownership of

property and U.S. citizen children.

In the case of Haiti, who will determine when it is time to go home? Aristide?
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And what if Aristide nirns ou^to be ineffective or worse? Does anyone truly beb'eve that

if Aristide is restored that he, or his successor, can so dramatically improve conditions in

Haiti quickly enough to avoid a sustained outflow from Haiti? In 1994, few residents of

South Florida beb'eve that if a sustained influx comes from Haiti - an influx above and

beyond the usual 100,000 legal Haitian immigrants each decade'** - that this

extraordinary group of humanitarian admittees will return home with Aristide. None of

these bills provides for any form of enforced departure at any point in the future. A

realistic view teUs us that few of those who climb into leaky boats are likely ever to

return to Haiti. What would they return for?

The situation in Haiti — compared to Rwanda

Why should they return? In the United States, we celebrate the one who leaves,

who "cuts and nms." We do not encourage those who can to "stay and fight" to make

things better. Haiti today is a very poor nation of 6J million. It has a rapidly growing

population (23 percent per annum), and a population doubling time of 30 years. From a

population under 5 million in 1980, its extraordinaiy growth will cause it to exceed 7.6

million people by the year 2000. In appendix A, the "population pyramid" of Haiti is

compared to that of Rwanda and France. The parallels between Haiti and Rwanda are

strikiiig, as are their differences with France. France today enjoys a stable demographic

^^l ii DOC commoaly acknowkdied by ibe •dvociia (or ibe Haitiui (hal ibe US. Im miiniiinrrt an eononliDanly feneTDui

prognun (or Haitian immifnnia, about 100,000 a decade, nieae iminiinaii come ia ihroufh the oonnal family and "^mpiuyni

pnJtxtuaa of the INA. Peritapa a leaili ot the ealire oaine ban populatioo of Haiti is already io the United Statca. Given the lize

ot the oountiy, this ia a cooaideraUc flonr. To bear aome polilical leaden talk abool Haitian mi|nnta, one would believe that there ia

a toul bar to immipatioa ban Haiti - a bv that operaiea only apinat Haiti and no other country. Tbia rhetoric ia wrely inflaming

radal tension* in the United Slatet where there need be none. We would do belter to rcoo|nize that the age when maaa migntioni

could be used to >olve human problems has ended. Mou muu "bloom where they're planied.*
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profile, a high standard of living, and the political stability that accompanies healthy

national institutions. Today, most of Haiti's civilian legal structure is dysfunctional, its

economy is in ruins, and the nation lacks even the ability to enforce its own frontiers. It

is an ecological disaster, and the poverty/illiteracy rate is over 80 percent The rapid

growth of young people (particularly young males) into such an unstable and

overcrowded situation can throw a nation into anarchy.

But Haiti is not unique. Its troubles are part of a pattern emerging worldwide.

As the political situation deteriorates, general civil violence erupts. Power and influence

are spread about each community as local thugs control access to necessities of life.

Official and unofGcial corruption merge and blur into a generalized pattern of bribery,

favoritism and fraud. As more and more young people enter their teenage years (as a

result of very rapid population growth), they are recruited into what amount to street

gangs. Central political control collapses into generalized anarchy and civil war. In the

coming decades, scholars and the United Nations suggest, this scenario wfll repeat itself

over and over in country after country.

The "Good old days"

In fact, these are still the "good old days." Several weeks ago, the United Nations

named 17 nations as "potential Somalias."" These are nations that are in danger of

^ ^IJN Namci 17 Natkxa * 'Poiemial Soauliat',* InlMnaUonal HcnM Tribaiw, June 3, 1994, ai S (AP-Loodoa ditpaldi, bjr

Edith Leslenr> Tbe repon uyi that 17 oouattia oould (ace cx>UapK, iodudint Madoo, Esrpc, Ni(aia, and Alferia. Thineeo are

already in vaiioui itagea o( criiia. indudiat A^aniuan, Anfola. Haiti, Inq, Mozambiqae, Bunna, Sudan, Zaire, Rmnda, Buniodi,

Oeorpa. Liberia and Tajikiiun. Tbe OiiapM tepoo in Meboo it oooiidered extremely volalile. We comider Cuba. Haiti, Venezuela

and Meiioo to be tbe oott ii|nificant Heaiia{ihehc mifniioa threita.
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falling into complete and total anarchy. Haiti is only one country on the list Robert

Kaplan's February cover story in the Atlantic Monthly entitled The Coming Anarchy"

provided a glimpse of this same phenomenon: a breakdown in civfl order, a large,

growing, poorly-educated and dissatisfied population in danger of starvation. Civfl war,

social breakdown and large refugee flows. This is the scenario we have been warned for

many years was coming. It was brought on by rapid, uncontroDed population growth in

high-risk nations ~ nearly a billion more people a decade. It is a pattern that has ahready

caused an explosion in the number of refugees worldwide, and, over the next thirty years,

is going to generate the most unregulated flow of migrants in the history of the human

race. The most recent estimates provided by the UNHCR suggest there are 19.7 million

refugees who live outside their home countries (eight times the number two decades

ago), and another 24 million displaced within their own borders.*^

The coming anarchy is likely to produce hundreds of millions of potential

migrants. Encouraged by stories of the high standard of living avaflable in a select group

of countries, migrants will seek the aid of sophisticated international smuggling rings to

help them get physically into one of these countries. In the face of this explosive

migration volatility, we cannot, as a nation, treat the crisis in Haiti as a one-time

phenomenon. It is going to be a recurrent, chronic problem that must be dealt with in a

^^Wuhintton Pom. "Woricr* Wdeome Stnioed ty » MOUoi RcAi«eci.- Nowenrt«er 10, 1993, MASO. TV* inidebyJaaa
Rupen (ova m wiik (he improuoo Itul tbe UNHCR'* ratpoae to the unint aiaed by ihcM uapncedetued mmcncMi of people

to accme the wealthy nationt at \eaopttobim.' a tens that ii suppoMd to iaiiaidaie the (e« lution thai want to pnncct a high

sundard o( liviD( into rcHoquiahiiif botder oonirois to the UN.
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realistic way.''

What to do now?

We must support our President He is trying to find a way to prevent avoidable

death and destruction. He is trying to find a way to restore the democratically-elected

President of Haiti. He is trying to set up temporary facilities in Jamaica and at the

islands of Turks and Caicos for Haitians who flee. But again questions must be raised as

to the magnet effects these changes in processing will have down the line. Why did the

administration abandon a policy it maintained in place for eighteen months without

explanation? What happens when these new facilities are overloaded? What kind of

processing will satisfy the need to deter firivolous claims, while meeting the unrealistic and

inflexible demands of asylum advocates? And what happens if there is an uncontrolled

outflow as a result of heightened civil violence or starvation?

We do not have the answers to all these questions. But we believe our obligation

to provide protection for true refugees can be met through a brief, one-shot

administrative hearing and temporary detention in facilities outside the United States.

Asylum is not a backdoor immigration program. It is a method to enable people to wait

for safe repatriation and to work for positive political change at home. We believe that

^^nfonuiuldy, inienutioiul agreemaia provide little guidaiice here. The 1948 Univenal Dedaniion of Human Righu, (he

1967 UN Dedaniion on Tohtonal Asylum, and the 1951 refugee ooovention leem to suggeM that each nation ii obiigated to

consider the asylum daims ol anyone able to obuin phyucal presence in that country, and to pfcvenl the return of aoyooe who aiseru

a plausible-sounding daim of penecutioL The proceduni process required to ooofonn to the abstna spirit and language of these

agieemenu is so unrealistic that it can never be a pnaioU reality in the future. More effeaive methods of preventing uncontrolled

refugee movemenu must be developed, otherwise nations will simply shut their doon to all refugees. That would be unfortunate.
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if Haitians are admined as refugees or asylees, and they are ultimately allowed to stay

permanently, that those numbers should be deducted from overall immigration quotas.

We also believe that the member nations of the Organization of American States have

Sailed miserably to help the United States resohre Haiti's problems.

We further believe the interests of the American people should be consulted

here - indeed they should be primary. We believe that the only major security interest

we have in Haiti is the prevention of a massive uncontrolled boatlift to Florida. To that

end, democracy is more than just handing out ballots. It requires the long-term

development of stable political, cultural and economic institutions (including those that

respect private property). It requires sustainable economic development To that end, it

is difficult to understand how the administration can justify dangerous and punitive

economic policies that may - in the long run - produce exactly the result they say they

seek to avoid. We will just have to wait and see.

Mr. Chairman, thank you again for the opportunity to testify on behalf of the

Federation for American Immigration Reform. I would be happy to answer any

questions you may have.
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THE
COMING
ANARCHY

bv ROBERT D. KAPLAiN'

How scarcity,

crime, overpopulation,

tribalism, and disease

are rapidly destroying the social

fabric of our planet

H E Minister's eyes were

like egg yolks, an aftereffect of some of the many illnesses,

malana especially, endemic in his country. Tliere was also

an irrefutable sadness in his eyes. He spoke in a slow and

creaking voice, the voice of hope about to expire. Bame

trees, coconut palms, and a ballpoint-blue Atlantic composed

the background. None of it seemed beautifiil, though. "In

forty-five years I have never seen things so bad. We did not

manage ourselves well after the British departed. But what

we have now is something worse—the revenge of the poor,

of the social failures, of the people least able to bring up chil-

dren in a modem society." Then he referred to the recent

coup in the West Aftian country Sierra Leone. The boys

who took power in Siena Leone come from houses like

this." The ?i^inisterjabbed his

flnger at a corrugated metal

shack teeming with children.

"In three months these boys

confiscated all the ofncial

Mercedes. Volvos, and BMWs

MIgkli tmltUt M»mrmrim.

Ll6trlm. tirllimm vUllmt

doll irmr. dmmpt^ mtmr r**

mirfrl. fmr rigkli gmomrm-

mtml Iraapt Im SImrrm Lfmt
rwmtempT a r»»«/ ^»mllt»m

The Atlantic Monthly

February 1994
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ld»ii:ruii> »recked liwni or the rai Trx Mini^wr ~.ir.-

ooned one ot aie .-oupS leauers. Soiorrjn ^r.:aor.> i.<-e:n

Musa. »lio Jioc die people "no !utl pxJ :or ni» w-'ioxiiR;;.

"in oitler to erae Jie numiiiuion 3r.1l TiitinM me ?o»er .ti>

mtddlc-ctau sponson held over .>uffl.'°

Tjmnny is milunt new in Siena Leone or in the re>i 01'

Wca Afnci Bui it U now pin and parcel ol on increa»ing

lawtesmns diat is tar more signiricam Aaa any coup, rebel

inciuiion. or epiaidic expenmeni in democracy. Cnme was

wliM my mend « lop-rankinf Afncan official whose life

oMld be ttoeaiened were I to idcndfy him more precisely—

iwUy wanted to talk about. Crime is what makes West

Africa a natural pomt of departure for my repon on what the

political character 01 our planet is likely to be in ihe twenty -

fiis century.

The ciues of West .Africa at night are some of the unsafest

places in the world. Stieets are unliu the police often lack

gasoline for dieir vehicles: armed burglars, carjackers. and

muggers proliferate. "The govemmeni in Sierra Leone his

BO •tit after dailu" uys 1 foreign lesideni. shrugging. When

I was ia the capital. Freetown, last September, eight men

MiBid widi AK->7s brake into the house of an .American

man. They bed him up and stole everything of value. Forget

Mimi: direct flights between die United States and the .Mur-

tala Muhammed Airport, in neighbonng Nigeria's largest

city, Lagos, have been suspended by order of the U.S. Sec-

may of Transportation because of ineffective secunty at the

cnninal and its environs. A State Department repon cited

dK airpon for 'exionion by law-enforeement and immigra-

liaa officials.' This is one of the tew times dm die U.S. gov-

cngoem has embaffoed a fofcign airpon for reasons that are

liiiked>irely to dime, fa Abidjan, effectively U»e capital of

dM Cte S'lvoire. or Ivory Coast, restaurants have suck- and

fBiMnelding gtonb who walk you die rineen feet or so be-

tween your car and die entrance, giving you an eerie taste of

whM Amencan cities might be like in die niture. An Italian

nbassador wis killed by guniire when rebben invaded an

Abidjan restauiam. The family of die .Vigenan ambasiador
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'lERRA

LEONE IS A MICROCOSM

Swu tied gp and robbed at

(unpouu in the ambuiador's

residence. After uaiveniiy

siudenu in the Ivory Coast

._—p. caught bandits who had been
ICflnA

pijguing their dorms, they

executed them by haa|iag

tires around their necics and

selling the tires on fire. In oae

OF WHAT IS OCCURRING instance Ivorian policemen

stood by and watched the

IN WEST AFRICA AND -aecUadngs.' afiiid to iacr-

vene. Each time I wemioibe

MUCH OF THE UNDER- Abidjan bus lenninaL groups

of young men with erstless.

DEVELOPED WORLD: THE «annin| eye* surrounded my
taxi, puning their hands all

WITHERING AWAY OF ow, the windows, demanding

"tips" for carrying my lug-

CENTRAL GOVERNMENTS, «*«f

even though I had only a

rucksack. In noes u su West

THE RISE OF TRIBAL AND
African counnies I saw simi-

lar young men everywhere

—

nrn.n.iai •.«••••• hordcs of them. They Were
REGIONAL DOMAINS, ^^,^ „„,.^J.^

unstable social fluid, a fluid

THE UNCHECKED SPREAD .ha. *as clearly on the var
of igniting.

OF DISEASE, AND -You see.- my fnend the

Minister told me, *in the vil-

THE GROWING PERVA- Uges of Africa it U perfectly

naniral to feed at any ubie

SIVENESS OF WAR. «><1 lodge in any huL Bu in

the cities Uiis cotmnunal exis-

unce no longer holds. You

must pay for lodging and be inviud for food. When young

men find out Uiat dieir relanons cannoc put them up. diey be-

come losL They join odier migrants and slip gnduaUy inn>

Um criminai pfx>cess."

"In the poor quarters of Arab North Africa.' be coniin-

ued. "dieie is much less dime, because Islam provides a so-

cial anchor of education and indocoinaiioa Here in West

Africa we have a lot of superficial Islam and superficial

Oiristianity. Western religion is nndeimined by animist be-

liefs not suiuble to a monl society, because they are based

on irrational spirit power. Here spirits are used to wreak

vengeance by one person against another, or one group

against another." Many of die anodties in die Ubehan dvil

war have been bed to belief in juju spirits, and die BBC has

reported, in its magaziiie Foots on Africa, that in the dvil

fighting in adjacera Siem Leone, rebels were said to have "a

young woman with them who would go to dw from naked.

always walking backwards and looking in a mirnir to see .

when she was going. This made her invisible. lo dial she

couid crass to die aimy's posiuons and there bury charms

. . . u onprove die rebels' chances of success."

Finally my friend die .Minister mennoned polynmy. De-

signed for I pastoral way of life, polygamy contmues lo

dBive m tub-Saharan .\friea even Uiough ii is incressingly

uncommon m Arab Nonh Africa. .Mosi youths 1 met on die

read in West Africa told me dial they were from "extended"

teniliev with a moths in one place and a fadier in another.

TiansiMed n an uitnn enviroomem. loose family structures

an laifely lespoosibk for die world's highest binh rates and

die rtptoion of the HTV virus on the continenL Like the

fommena litm and animism, they provide a weak shield

agaiasi die corrosive sadal eflects of life in cides. In diose

cities African culture is being redefined while desettificadon

and defaemnon—also bed to overpopulaDorv—dhve more

and more African prasams out of die countryside.

A PRE.MO.MTIO\ OF

THE FITIRE

WEST Africa is becoming the symbol of worldwide

demographic environmental, and societal stress, in

which criminal anarchy emerges as the real "strate-

gic" danger. Disease, overpopulaiion. unprovoked crime,

scaiciiy of icsouices. refiigee migraboos. the increasing eio-

sion ol natioo-states and intemabonal bottlen. and the em-

powerment of private annies, security firms, and inienu-

donal dmg canets are now most tellingly demonstrated

duoBgh a West African piisnL West Africa provides an ap-

piO|»iaa introductioo to die issues, often extremely unpleas-

ant ID (fiiesss, diat will soon confront our civilizabco. To

remap die political earth die way it will be a few decades

hence as I imend to do in this article—I find I must begin

widi West Africa.

That a no other place on die pbnet where poUbcal maps

are so deceptive—where, in fact, diey tell such lies—as in

Wesi Africa. Stan with Sierra Leone. According to die map. it

is a fwnreMnm of defined bonjas. with a government in con-

mi ofits Ktiimcy. In audi die Siena Leooian govensnem. tun

by a iweniy-Kven-year-old army captain, Valentine Strasser,

comrab Fieeiowa by day and by day also controls part of the

ratal inoior. In the govemoera's territory die nabonal army

is an mnily labWe ihtriifning driven and passengers at most

checkpoiaB. In die other pan of die country units of two sep-

arate annies bom the war in Liberia have taken up residence,

as has an army of Sieira Leonian rebels. The govemment

fiotce figbdng die rebels is fiill of renegade commanden who

have afigned dieniseives with disaffected village chiefr. A pre-

nwdem fti iiiliiii irw gtivetm die hanlrfirirt, evoking die wan

in medeval Europe prior to die 164S Pace of Westphalia,

which oshered in the era of organized nation-states.

As a caosequence. roughly 400.000 Sierra Leonians are

intenaOy displaced. 280.000 more have fled to neighboring

Guinea, and another lOOAX) have fled to Libena. even as

Pt«ai (11 !#•«
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-OM.OOO L.?enjn> have tied (o Sieira Leone The ihird

.Mien :ii> :n Siem Leone. Condima. is a di>placed-per-

•onv .-amp ^Mth an additional 600.000 Libenani in Guinea

and 250.000 ,n (he Ivor. Coast, the borden diMdin| these

I'our countnes have become larfdy meanin|less. Even in

quiet zones none of the (ovemments except .the Ivory

Coast s maintains the schools, bridges, roads. an4 police

t'orces in a manner necessary for funoionai sovereigmy. The

Koranko ethnic group in noftheasiera Siem Leone does all

its trac<>ng in Guinea. Siem Leonian diamonds are noit

likelv to be sold in Liberia than in Fieetown. In the eanem

provinces of Siem Leone you Cm boy Uberian beer bar mi
the local brand.

In Siem Leone, as in Guinea, at in ibe Ivory Coul h in

Ghana, most of the primary rain forea and the secoodary

bush IS being destroyed at an alaming nte. I taw convoys of

trucks bearing ma^esuc hardwood tnmks to coastal pant.

When Sierra Leone achieved its independence, in 1961, at

much as 60 percent of the country was primary nun foretL

Now su percent is. In the Ivory Coast the pioponicn has

lallen from 38 percent to eight percent. The deforesiaiien

has led to soil erosion, which has led to moie flooding and

nwR mosquiiact. Viraially everyone in the West .African in-

terior has some fonn of malaria.

Siena Leone is a nnaooosm of what is occBnmg. albeii m
a raoR tempered and gradual nanner. throughout West

Afiiea and much of die underdeveiaped world: the withenng

away of ccjiuaj govcnunests. the lite of tribal and regional

domains, the unchecked spread of ifiteate. and the growing

pervativcnest of war. Wen Affiea it levelling to die Africa

of the Victorian atlas. It contists now of a series of coastal

uadiug poto. sodl as Freetown and Canalay. and an inieri*

or dat. owing lo violence, voiaaliqr, and disease, it again

hnrraniiig. at CiaiiaiB Greene onoe obietved. "blank" and

"Uiiriplonw However, whereas Crecoe s vision iinpliet a

cenata inmance. as in the somnoleni and ciiaimingty seedy

rieewwn of hit cekbnted novel TV Heart cftht Uaner, it

it Thomas Mallbiis. die philosopher ofdemographic dooms-

day, who is now the prophet of West Africa's future. And

West Africa's ftmire. evendially, win also be that of most of

the rest of the world.

CONSIDER "CUcago." I refer not to Chicago. Illinois,

bat to a sliuB district of Abidjan, which the young

loaghs in the area have named after the American city.

CWashingtoo'* is another poor section of Abidjan.) Al-

thoagh Siena Leone it widely ugarded as bejrood salvage,

die hoy Coaa bat been contideied an African success sto-

ly. and Abidjan hat been called nbe Pant of West Afiiea."

Snceest, however, wat boill on two aniAdal UaoK the

Ugh price of eoeea, of which Ibe Ivopr Coesi it tbe world's

ientfing pRXJucer, and the talenit ofa FiciKh cxpainaie com-

uiuiuiy. whose inenbers have helped nm the govenunent

and the private aecnr. Hie expanding cocoa economy made

die Ivory Cbasi a magnet for migrant woricers from all over

Weti Africa: between a durd and a halfof die counny's pop-

alanon is now aon-Ivoriaii. and the figure could be as high as

7} pereent in Abidjan. Dnring die I9<0t cocoa prices fell

id die French began K> leave. TIk skytcnpen of die Pant

of West Afiica are a Ikfade. tahaps 15 percent of Abidjan 's

popalaiian of daee BtDion people live in thantyiownt like

Chicago and Washington, and the vatt majority live in

places that ai« not ooeh better. Not all of diese placet ap-

pearea any ofds readily available mapt. Thii it anodier in-

iJM wmiti^ miittwm ^mBtirwA ilfpa tarn f^ plUdm 1

1

Of OIBd COP*

veaoonal wifdom and, hi the fvon^ CoMi't caie, of an elite

dm WW uiQiiiHaiy be RatiWd lo irniMjoith power.

Cfaieato, Ska ane and DOR of AhM^an. it a tlum in die

bidic tcheckcnwfc ofcenngMd tine raoftMd walk made

of drdboaitf and biacfc ptatiie wiap. h it loeMad in a gully

and 00 paut. and mfta ^^^^ ^^^^ ,^, ^.^ ,, ,
by flooding. Few reaidemt j.^,,. «, AMjmm, i*« /•••r
ban auji aceastBeiaaidiy. cammi. L*lu ihm tnmrtr

a (Cwege lytacm. or a dean tmtpmmmmMm 4»mmfmm •/

aa iiiMilJ . Theaanbly red tafM. sifHm.
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loienie tinn ;r^^kls *iii> toui-loni: lizards iofh inside and

ouuide the 'hacks. Children Jetecoie in a >(rea>n riiled *»h

jarsose and pigs. Jroninz vkiUi maianal mosouiioes. In this

iiream women Jo the »asning. Younz ^inemployed men

spend ;heir iime dnnking beer, paim wine, and jin while

gambling on pinball games consttucied oui af nxnng wood

and rusty nails. These are the same youths who rob houses in

more prosperous Ivonan neighborhoods at night One man I

met. Oamba Tesele. came to Chicago Rom Burkina Faso ui

1963. A cook by profession, he has tour wives ind ihiny-iwo

children, not one of whom has made it to high school. He has

demoiinipnii: prjse.";!—jna f.en more jr :ne :u:jrr—^iion

jn> id>ilicjunc!escjre oi *ofre.n 3jijnc:ng ianne.i jug> on

their heads. lUuiiraies *t\y :ne Kor> Cjj^i. one: i modei oi

Third \Vorld »uc:siS. ;s aecomini 2 .-Oie >iuu> ;n Third

World causiropne.

President FelU Houphouei-Boigny. who died last Decem-

ber ai the age of about ninety, leli behind a wealc cluster or

political parties and a leaden bureaucracy that discourages

fbieign investment. Because the military is small and the non-

Ivorun populauon large, theie is neither an obvious force to

mtinmn onler nor a sense of naaonhood diat would lessen

seen his shanty communit>' destroyed by municipal authon-

iies seven times since coming lo the area. Each tune he and

his neighbor! rebuild. Chicago is the latest mcanution.

Fifty-five percent of the Ivory Coast's population u ur-

ban, and the proportion is expected to reach 62 petcent by

2000. The yearly net population growth is 3.6 percent. This

means that Uie Ivory Coasi s 13.J million people will be-

come 39 million by 2015. ^hen much of me population will

consist of urbanized peasants like those of Chicago. But

don t count on the Ivory Coast j iiill e\isiine then. Chicago,

wnich IS more indicative oi Ainca s and tne Third World >

the need for such enforcement The economy has been shrink-

ing since the mid-1980s. Though the French are working as-

siduously to preserve stability, the Ivory Coast faces a possi-

bility vone than a coup: an anarchic unplosion of criminal

violence-^-an urbanized venion of what has already happened

in Somalia. Oru may become an Afncan Yugoslavia, but one

without mini-states to replace the whole.

Because the demographic reality or West .Afnca is a coun-

tryside draining into dense slums by the coast, ultimately the

region s rulers will come to rtrtect the values or these shan-

rv-towns. Then are suns or this already in Sierra Leone

—
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and in Togo, where the dictator Etietme E)'adeina. in power

since 1967. was nearly toppled in 1991. not by democms

but by (houunds of youths whom the London-based nuja-

zuie Wtst Afnca deschbed as "Sowoo-Ukc snne-direwing

adolescents.' Their behavior may henld a refiine more bru-

tal than Eyadenu's repressive ooe.

The fragility of these West Afiican "countries' impressed

itself on me when I took a series of bush taxu along the Gulf

of Guinea, from the Togolese capital ofUxn^ aonss Ghana,

to Abidjan. The 400-mile jouney requiied two fiill days of

driving, because of stops at two bonier u iassiup and an ad-

ditional eleven customs stations, ai each of which my fellow

passengers had their bags <fitrhrri I had to change money

twice and repeatedly fill in cutreacy-dedaraiian fotms. I had

to bribe a Togolese inmiigiatioa offidai with the equivalem

of eighteen dollars before he would agree to put an exit stamp

on my passport. Nevenheless, smuggling across these bor-

deis is rampanL Tht London Observer has leported that in

1992 the equivalent of S8S6 million left West Africa for Eu-

rope in the form of "hot cash' asstmied to be laundered drag

money. Inteinadonai cartels have discovered the utility of

weak, financially strapped West AAiean regimes.

The more fictitious the actual sovereignty. d>e more severe

border authorities seem to be in trying to prove otherwise.

Getting visas for these states can be as bard as crossing ibeir

borders. The Washington embassies of Sierra Leone and

Guinea—the two poorest oaticos oo earth, according to a

1993 United Nations report on "hnman deveiopmenc'—asked

for letters from my bank Cm lien of prepaid round-trip tidceis)

and also personal references, in order to piove dm I had sa£S-

cient means to sustain myself during my visits. I was remind-

ed of my visa and cutrency hassles whik tiaveiing lo (be com-

munist states of Eastern Europe, particularly East Germany

and Czechoslovakia, before those sates collapsed.

Ali A. MazTui. the director of the Insiitote of Global Cul-

tural Studies at the State University of New York at Bing-

hamton. predicts that West Afiica—indeed, the whole cons-

neiu—is on the verge of large-scale bonier nptaeavaL Matrui

writes.

In die 21n cenniry France wiO be wiilidi awing finm West

Africa as she gets increasingly involved in die afbin (of

Europe). Frmee't West African sphere of •"<'—" win

be filled by Nigeria—i more nacnnlt""» ' power.

... It will be cader dioie drcamtoacrs that Nigeria's own

boundaries are likely to expand B iumpuiiie die Repub-

lic of Niger (the Hausa link), die Rcpoblic ot Benin (die

Yoruba link) and cooeeivably Cimemon.

THE fiiaire could be more nnrnilfTwnv and bloadier. dnn

Maznn dares to say. Ftaaee will withdraw from fanner

coioaies like Benin. Togo. Niger, and die Ivory Coast, where

it has been pnpping up local uineiaka. It wiU do so not

only because its aoention win be divened to new challenges

in Evniip; and Russii bu: also because younger French ofFi-

cials lack the older generation s e.-notionai ties to the ex-

colonies. However. :ven as Nigeria attempts to expand, it.

too. is likely to split mto several piedbs. The State Oepart-

mem'i Bureau of Intelligence and Research leceruly made

die fbUowing points in an analysis of .N'igena:

Pnapects for a transition to civilian rule and demccratiza-

tioa are slim The repressive apparatus of the state se-

cuniy service . . . oill be difficult for any haiK civilian

lovcjiunent to contioL . . . The country is becoming in-

creasmgly ungovernable Ethnic and regianal splits are

deepening, a sunanon made wane by an increase in die

number of states from 19 to 30 and a doubling in die anm-

ber of local govemng authorities: religious cleavages are

more tenoux: Muslim fundamentalism and evangelical

Qniman militancy ire on die nse: and nonhen Muslim

anxiety over soudiem [Qirisiianl connol of the economy

is intense ... die will to keep Nigeria uigether is now very

weak

Given that oil-rich Nigeria is a bellwether for the legion

—

its populanon of roughly 90 million equals the populations

of all the other West African states combined—it is apparent

that Africa faces cataclysms that could make the Ethiopian

and Somalian famines pale in comparison. Tliis is especially

so because Nigeiia's population, including that of its largest

diy. Lagos, whose dime. poUntioti. and oveiotiwding make

it the cliche par excellence of Third World urban dysfimc-

lioo. is set to double during die next twenty-five yeais. while

die country antiinies to deplete its natnral resMrces.

Pan of West Africa's quandary is duu although its popu-

lation belts are boriztxitaL with habitation densibes increas-

ing as one travels south away from the Sahara and toward

die tropical abundance of the Atlantic linoraL die borden

erected by Eurapean colonialists are vertical, and therefore

at cross-purposes with demography and topognphy. Satel-

lite photos depia die same reality I experienced in die bush

taxi: die Lom^-Abidljan coastal corridor—indeed, die entire

stretch of coast from Abidjan eastward to Lagos—is one

bnrgeomng megalopolis that by any ratiooal economic and

geographical standard should constituie a single sovereignty,

rather dian die five (die Ivory Coast. Ghana. Togo. Benin,

and Nigeria) iniD which it is catTcmly divided.

As many ioieniai African bottlers begin to crumble, a

more ijiijif lie iialjle boundary is being erected that threatens

10 isolaie die continent as a whole: die wall ofJseasfcMeie-

ly to visit West Africa in some degree of safety. I spent

about SSOO for a hepsitis B vaccioation seric* and other di«-

ease prapbytaxis. Africa may today be men daagenus in

dns tegard doD it was in 1862. befoie iiwbiorin ,
when the

explorer Sir Mebard Fiands Baton deaotbed die health sit-

nation oo die caminem as "deadly, a Golgotha, a Jehan-

oum." Of die appoxnnatdy 12 millian people worldwide

whose Uood is HIV-posiiive. 8 million are in Africa. In die

capital of the Ivory Coast, wbose modem road system only
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I

helps re spread the diseaie. 10 pncem of the population is

HIV-positive, .^d war and refufce movements help the

vinu breaic through to moR-remoie areas of Africa. Alan

Greenberg. M.O.. a represemaiive o^ the Centen for Disease

Connol in Abidjan, explains that in Aftiea the HTV vims and

tuberculosis are now fast-fotwanlini each 0(faer.7 OfIhe

approximately 4,000 newly diagnond tubeicoJoss pnenn
in Abidjan. 4S percent were also found to be HTV-posiiive.

A* African birth rates soar and slums proliferue. sooie ex-

pens worry that viral mutatians and bybiidizatioos might,

just conceivably, result in a fdtm of the aos viras tfav is

easier to catch dun the pmem smiB.

U is malaria that is most twpoosibfa for die diaease wafl

diat threatens to separate Aftiea and odier puts of the Tliiid

World from more-developed regioas of the planet in the

twenty-fits cemmy. Canied by mnw
i
u imn . malaria, unlike

ADS. is easy to catch. Most people in sub-Sahaian Africa

have recurring bouu of the disease diroughout dieir entire

lives, and it is mutating into increasingly deadly forms. "The

great gift of Malaria is after

apathy,' wrote Sir Richard

Burton, accurately portraying

the situation in much of the

Third World today. Visiton to

taalaria-afnicted parts of ibe

T |o planet aie protected by a new

drug, meflotjutne, a side effect

MALARIA THAT IS f**"?
***** "**7°^

ummt. Bitt s unxo of cere-

MOST RESPONSIBLE FOR "S.^^^^^
THE DISEASE WALL 2^'m^tl^

is becoming more and more
THAT THREATENS TO Uke defending oneself againsi

violem dime. You engage in

SEPARATE AFRICA AND -behavior modificatioa': not

going out at dusk, wearing

OTHER PARTS OF mesinitoRpelkaiaUdieume.

And the dtiei keep grow-

THE THIRD WORIII FROM ing. I got a general sens, of

die finure while driving from

MORE-DEVELOPED iheaipoti to downtown Coo-

akiy. the capital of Guinea.

REGIONS OF THE PLANET
Ti«ft«y-fi*«^»i»««io««y

m heavy irafSe was tfaraogh

one never-ending shanty-

town; a nigfaflBaiish Dickco-

sian spectacle to wfaicfa Dick-

ens himself would never have

_ given credence. The eomgat-
INTO INCREASINGLY Sm«al shacks «,d scat^

walls were coated with black -

DEADLY FORMS. sUme. stores were built out of

IN THE TWENTY-HRST

CENTURY. IT IS MUnmNG

rusted shippmg containers, junked can. and jiunbles of wire

mesh. The streets were one Ion; puddle of floating jvoage.

Mosquitoes and flies were everywhere. Children, many of

whom had protruding bellies, seemed as numerous as wis.

When the tide wem oul dead tais and die skele'ions of con

were exposed on die mucky beach. In iwenty-eighi years

Guinea's popilaiion will double if growth goes on at current

rates. Hardwood logging continues at a madcap speed, and

people Bee die Cuinean countryside for Conakry. It seemed

to me dial hen. as elsewhere in Africa and the Third World,

man is challfnging nature far beyond its limits, aiul nature is

now hrgituiing to take its revenge.

AFRICA may be as relevant to die future character of

, world polidcs as die Balkans were a hundred years

ago, prior to die two Balkan wan and die Fust World War.

Tlien die direat was die collapse of empires and die birth of

nations based solely on tribe. Now die di-*st is more ele-

mental: iianirr luichtclud. Africa's immediate future could

be very bad. The coming upheaval, in which foreign em-

bassies are shut down, states collapse, and contact with the

outside world takes place through dangerous, disease-ridden

coastal trading posts, will loom large in the century we are

entering. (>rnie of nwenty^ooe VS. foreign-aid missions to

be closed over the next three yean are in Africa—a prologue

ID a coosolidadon of U-S. embassies diemselves.) Precisely

because much of Africa is set to go over the edge at a time

when the Cold War has ended, when environmental and

denogiaphK siren in other parts of the globe is beconung

criticaL and when die post-As World War system of na-

lico-saas—not just in die Balkans but perhaps also in die

Vfiddle Fin is about to be toppled. Africa suggesu what

war, borders, and ethnic politics will be like a few decades

To undersand the events of the next fifty years, then, one

most understand environmental scarcity, culnual and racial

dash, geographic dettiny, and die transformation of war.

The order in wfaicfa I have named these is not accidental.

Each concept except die firs relies partly on the one or ones

before it. meaning that the last two—new approaches to

''»«f~''^g and ID warfare—are the mos importanL They

are also the least unrirmood. I wiU now look at each idea,

drawing upon die work of sprrialitn and also my own trav-

el expetiencM in vahons pans of die globe besides Africa, in

otiler to fin in die blanks of a new political atlas.

Til EifTIIOJOMEIVT AS A

OSTILE POWEI

FOR a while dM media will continue to asoibe riots and

ottier violem upheavals abroad mainly to ethmc and re-

ligious conflicL But as dieie con/licB mulbply, it will

become appaicm that something else is afoot, makin; more

and more places like Nigeria, India, and Brazil ungoverviabie.
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Meniion ".ne inMronmsnt" or "Jiminuiiint naiar^i n-

sources" :n roreien-poli;) circles ind you mes a bnck a all

of sicepiicism or boredom. To :^^ser^'aIl^es especially, '.he

very terms seein Aaky. Public -policy foundaiions have con-

inbuted to tne lack of inieresL by funding narrowly focuMd

environmeniai studies replete with technical jargon which

foreign-affairs experts just let pile up on their desks.-

It is time to understand "the environment" for whai it is:

the national-secunty issue of the early iweniy-lira century.

The political and strategic impaa of surging populaiions.

spreading disease, deforestation and soil erxnion. waier de-

-K. a :;£i;:v' :aje ::' no* ir\ :rcr.—ena. Jisrii'^e^ :j»e a ::h

f.rs.i: inc ."istor.-;. ..-nsj. The Xi::::i. >»:;.-.::<; j.nc jr^i-

»!iiie Cir.ion aav:>er M.cr.3e: \ta.--Mlb.:ur-. .-.a> >j:o. "•Ve

have a fortttn poi:c> ;oca> ir. the snase at 2 Jouc.nnu:—

lots of per:Dheral interests but nothing 21 -Jie center." The

environment. I will ariue. is pan of a terrifying array of

problems that will Jeiine a new threat to our secunty. nliing

the hole in .Mandelbaum's doughnut and allowing a posi-

Cold War foreign policy to emerge inexorably by need rath-

er than by design.

pledon. air pollution, and. possibly. lisinj sea levels in crh-

ical. overcrowded regions like the Nile Oelu and Bangla-

desh—developments that will piompc mass migrauoos and.

in turn, incite group conflicts—will be ihe core foreign-pol-

icy challenge from which most ochen will uliimaiely em-

anate, arousing the public and uniting assoned imerests left

over fiom the Cold War. In the iwemy-fiis century water

will be in dangerously shon supply in such diverse locales

as Saudi Arabia. Central Asia, and the southwestern United

States. .\ war could erupt between Egypt and Ethiopia over
'

Nile River water. Even in Europe tensions have arisen be-

OUR Cold War foeign policy mily began with George

F. Kennan's famous anicle. signed "X.' published in

Foreign Affain in July of 1947. in which Keniun argued for

a 'film and vigilant containnent'' of a Soviet Union that was

imperially, rather than ideologicaliy. moitvaied. It may be

that our post-Cold War foreign policy will one day be seen

to have had its beginmngs in an even bolder and more de-

tailed piece ofwnnen analysis: one that appeared in the jour-

nal IniematoHol Seciain. The article, published in the fall

of 1991 by Thomas Fraser Homer-Duon. who is Ihe head of

the Peace and Conflict Studies Pro«ram at the L'niversitv of
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Toronio. was tilled ~0n ihe Threshold: Environmental

Gianges a Causes of Acute Conriict.'' Homer-Oi.Ton has.

more successt'uily than other analysts, incegraied two hither-

to separate neldi—military-conilict stiuiies and Ihe sudy of

the physical envtronmenL

In Homer-Oixon's view, future wars and civil violence

will often arise ftom scaicities of resources such as water,

crepland, forests, and fish. Just as there will be enviiomnen-

tally drivenwars and refugee flows, there wiU be envinm-

mentally induced praetorian tejinies—or. as he puts it. "hanl

regimes." Countries with the highest probability of acquiring

hard regimes, according to Homer-Dixon. are those that are

threatened by a declining resource base yet also have *a his-

tory of state (read 'military'] strength." Candidates iiKlude

Indonesia. Brazil, and. of course. Nigeria. Though each of

these nations has exhibited democratizing tendencies of late.

Homer-Dixon argues that such tendencies are likely to be

superficial "epiphenomena" having nothing to do with long-

term processes that include soaring populations and shrink-

ing raw materials. Democracy is problematic: scarcity is

more certain.

Indeed, the Saddam Husseins of the future will have

more, not fewer, opportunities. In addition to engendering

tribal strife, scareer resources will place a great strain on

many peoples who never had much of a democratic or insti-

tutional tradition to begin with. Over the next fifty years die

earth's population will soar from iJ billion to more than

nine billion. Though opdmists have hopes for new resource

technologies and fiee-mattet development in the global vil-

lage, they fail to note that is the Nadonal Academy of Sci-

ences has pointed out. 9S percent of the population increase

will be in the poorest regions of Ihe world, where govem-

menis now—just look a< Amca—show little ability to func-

tion, let alone to implement even marginal improvements.

Homer-Dixon writes, ominously. "Neo-Maithusiaiu may

underestimate hunun adaptability in today's eovuoninental-

social system, but as bme passes their analysis may become

ever more compelling."

While a minority of the human population will be, as Ftw
cis Fukuyama would put iL sufficiently sheltered so as to en-

ter a "post-historical" lealm, living in cities and suburbs in

which the environment has been mastered and ethnic ani-

mosities have been quelled by bourgeois piosperiiy. an in-

creasingly large number of people will be stuck in history, liv-

ing in shantytowns where aitempa to rise above poverty,

cultural dysfunction, and ethnic strife will be doomed by a

lack of water to drink, soil to oil. and space to survive in. In

the developing worid environmental stress will presem people

with a choice that is incieu-

ingly among totaliurianism

(as in Iraq), fascist-tending

mini-states (as in Serb-held

Bosnia), and toad-warrior cul-

tures (as in Somalia). Homer-

Dixon cor.ci.^ti ::)j: 'ij ;-.:-^rrre-:u. ie^r.ii'.; >r r- ••

ceeo». fte >ut :!:r.t rvi«;::2i io<:j! ^tKz:xr, a il ;r;rj3«;
'

TiJ HomerDnon :> ir. jriike:> Jersinun. Tcoav j S)>-

ish ihinv -<<%«.-.. r.t m\ jo -rm: :ne 5>:\an rr.«>;> 'Jt \'i.n-

couver Island, attending pn\aie jay >cnooii. Hi> >peech n

calm, penectly even, and cnsply enunciated. There is noth-

ing in his backzTOund or manner that would indicate a bent

toward pessimism. A Canadian .Anglican who spends his

summen canoeing on the laxes ot nonhem Oitano. and who

talks about the benign mountains, black bears, and Douglas

fln of his youth, he is the opposite of the intellectually

Lw/li El Plmr*m. £1 Smlmm4»r.

'«a(*->qaaW citllm: MIflkl:

•I* 4* Jmmtirm (Imp) mmd
Shmmgltml. rrmw^t^ a»4 tllll

frmmimg.

severe neoconservaiive. the kind at home with conAia sce-

narios. Nor is he an environmentalist who opposes develop-

menL "My father was a logger who thought about ecologi-

cally safe forestry before others." he says. "He logged,

planted, logged, and planted. He got out of the business just

as the issue was being poianzed by environmentalists. They

hate changed ecosystems. But human beings, just Sy carry-

ing seeds around, change t.^e .laiural »orld.' As an on:y

child whose playground vkas a vmually untouched wilder-

ness and ieacoaii. Homer-Di\on has a tamiluncy viih ir.e

natural worid :h3t permiis him :o ses j realitv :.1ai most pol-
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icy analysts—children of suburbia and city streets—ue

blind to.

-We need to btin| nature back in." he arfues. "We have

to stop separatmf polities from the physical wcrld—die cli-

mate, public health, and the environmem.' Quoiini Oaniel

Deudney. another pioneerinf expen on (be sccuriiy^aspeets

of the environment. Homer-Dixon says that "for too kwg

we've been prisoners of ' social-social' ibeory, which as-

sumes there are only social causes for social and poiisical

changes, rather than naniral causes, toa This sodaModal

mentality emened with the Industrial Revoiniioa. which

separated us from nature. But nature is coming back widi a

vengeance, tied to population growth, b will have incredible

secttiiiy implications.

"Think of a stretch Umo in the pocholed streets of New

Yoffc City, where homeless beggan live, inside die Umo aie

the air<ondiiioned post-industrial regions of North Ameiica,

Europe, the emerging Pacific Rim. and a few other isolated

places, with their trade summitry and compuier-infonnation

highways. Outside is the rest of mankind, going in a com-

pletely diffeient directioiL"

WE are entering a bifurcated world. Pan of the globe

is inhabited by Hegel's and Fukuyanu's Lass Man.

healthy, well fed. and pampered by technology. The other,

larger, part is inhabited by Hobbes's First Man. con-

demned to a life that is '"poor, nasty, bratish. and short."

Although both paru will be threatened by eovironmnital

stress, the Last Man will be able to master ic the Pint Man

willnoL

"Hie Last Man will adjust to the loss of andergroond water

tables in the western United State*. He will build dike* to

save Cape Hatieras and the Chesapeake beaches from tiling

sea levels, even as the .Maldive Islands, off the coast of In-

dia, sink into oblivion, and the shorelines of Egypt,

Bangladesh, and Southeast Asia recede, driving lens of mil-

lioos of people inland where dxre is no room for ifaem, and

thus sharpening ethnic divisions.

Homer-Dixon potms to a world map of soQ degndaiiaa in

his Tofonio ofTice. The darker the map color, die wane die

degndatioD,' he explains. Tlie West African cotst. die Mid-

dle East, the Indian subcontinent. China, and Cesml Amer-

ica have die daifcest shades, signifying aU manner of degn-

dation. related to winds, chem icals, and water probleas.

"Tht worn degndation is generally where die popnlatiwi is

highest The papulation is genetally highest where die sofl is

die best So we're degrading eanh's best soil'

China, in Homer-Dixon's view, is the qmmessealial ex-

ample of envircomenial degiadanao. Its cnnent economic

"success" masks deeper problems. "Cbiiu's foofteen percent

growth laie does not mean it's going to be a world power. It

means that coastal China, where die ecoiomicjiowth is lak- '

ing place, is joining the rest of the Pacific Rim. The dispari-

ty with inland Chiiu is intensifying." Referring to dw envi-

romnenol research of his colleague, die Czech-bora ecolo-

gist Vaclav SmiL Homer-Dixon explains how the per capita

availability of arable land in interior China has .npidly de-

clined at die same dme diat die quality of that land has been

destroyed by defofcsiatian. loss of topsoiU and salinizauoo.

He mentians the kiss and ctntaminatioa of water supplies,

the rT'hiv«~" of wells, the plugging of irrigation systems

and reservoirs with eroded silt and a populadon of 1J4 bil-

Uoo by die year 2023: it is a misconception diat China has

. gooea its population under eootioL Luge-scale population

movements are under way. ftora inland China to coastal Oii-

na and from villages to dties, leading to a crime surge like

the one in Aftica and to growing regional disparities and

"•"tflrn in a land widi a snong tradition of warlordism and

a weak naditiaa of central goverament—again as in Africa.

"We will probably see die center challenged and ftactured.

and Oiina will not remain the same on the nup," Homer-

Dixon sayv

Environmental tcaiciiy will inflame existing hatreds and

affect power telationships. at which we now look.

SEINHEAO COSSACKS,

JDJD WARRIORS

IN
die summer, 1993, issue of Foreign Affmn, Samuel

P. Huntington, of Harvaid's Olin Instinite for Strategic

Studies, pablished a thooght-provoking article called

The Clash of CivilizatiaiisT' The world, he argues, has

been moving during the eonne of this century from oatioo-

saie cooflics to ideological oonflia to. finally, cultural con-

flict I would add diatu lefngee flows increase and as peas-

ants continue migrating to cities around the world—luming

them into spnwiing villages—national borders will mean

less, even as mote power will fall into the hands of less ed-

ucated, less sophisticated groups. In the eyes of these uned-

ucated but oewiy empowered millioas, the real borders are

die tDOSt langibie and intnctable ones: those of culnne aiid

tribe. Huniingtoc wiites, "Hnt differences among crviliza-

Doos ut not only real; diey are basic." involving, among

other things, history, langiufe. and religion. "Second . . . in-

lenaioos between peoples of differem dvilizaiioas are in-

cnasing: these incnaing iiMenctioiis intensi^ dviHxaiion

ccutc ioiiinen." Economic tnortfiniration is not necesarily

a ;fflp*~«. since it fuels individual and groop ambincms

while weakening iradiliaaal loyahics to the state. It is wonk

noting, for example, diat it is precisely die wealthiest and

hsiest-devekiping dty in India, Bombay, dot has seen die

wont imeiooiBiiuiiial violeiKe between Hindus and Mus-

HiM Consider d» Iiidi» cities, tike AAican and Chinese

ooes. «e ecoiegical time bombs—Delhi and Cilama, and

also Betjing, suffer die went air quality of any dties in die

world—and it is apparent bow surging populations, en-

vironmental degradation, and edinic conflict are deeply

rEB«t«llt tf«4

82-190 -94 -9
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Huntingion pomis lo inierlocking conflicts anong Hindu.

Muslim. Slavic Orthodoi. Western. Japanese. Confucian.

Latin .Xmencan. and possibly .African dvilizanoos: for in-

stance. Hindus clashing with Muslims in India. Turkic Mus-

lims clashmg with Slavic Orthodox Russians In Central

Asian cities, the West clashing with Asia. (Even is the Unit-

ed States. African-Americaiis find themselves besieved by

an influx of competing Latinos.) Whatever the laws, refu-

gees find a way to crash official borders, bringing their pas-

sions with them, meaning that Europe and the United States

will be weakened by cultural disputes.

Because Huntington's brush is bttiad. his specifics are

vulnerable to attack. In a rebuttal of Huntington's argument

the Jotuu Hopkins professor Fouad Ajami. a Lebanese-bom

Shi'iie who certainly knows the world beyond suburbia,

writes in the September-October, 1993, issue of Fortign

Affairs.

The world of Islam divides and subdivides. The battle

lines in the Caucasus ... are not coextensive with civi-

lizalional fault lines. The lines follow the inieresu of

sutes. Where Huntington sees a civilizational duel be-

tween Armenia and Azerbaijan, the Iranian state has cast

religious zeal ... to the wind ... in that battle the Iranians

have biied toward Christian Aimenia.

True, Huniingttm's hypoctiesized war between Islam and

Orthodox Christianity is not bome out by die alliance network

in the Caiirasm But that is only because be has misideniiiied

whidi cultural war is oocmring there. A lecent visit to Azer-

baijan made clear to me that Azsti Tmks, die world's most

secular Shi'ite Muslims, see their cultural identity in terms not

of icUgion but of their Turkic race. The Anoenians. likewise,

fight the .Azeris not because the latter are Muslims but because

' they are Turics. related to the same Turks wtn massaoed Ar-

menians in 1915. Turkic culture (secular and based oo lan-

gtuges employing a Latin script) is battling Iranian culture

(religiously militant as defined by Tehran, and wedded to an

Arabic script) actTSS the whole swath of Central Ana and die

Caucasus. The Armenians are, tbetefbce, mnaal allies of ifaeir

fellow indo-Europeans the Iranians.

Huntington is conea that die Caucasus is a fiashpobu of

cultural and racial war. But, as Ajami observes. Hmiting-

loa's plate lecionici are too simple. Two mooifas of recent

travel throughout Turkey revealed to me diat aldiough die

Turks are developing a deep disonst, bordering oo baocd.

of fellow-Muslim Iran, they are also, especially in the shan-

tytowns that are coining to dominate Toikish public opin-

ioo, revising their group identity, inaeasingly seeing them-

selves as Muslims being desened by a West dm does lisle

to help besieged Muslims in Bosnia and that macks Turkish

Muslims in the streets of Gennany.

, . , ^ . „ to other wails, the Balka-

timmlm. tmmmmlrl»l» md^ "*• P"**' •*! ™r oanon-

•« m»rt mitiim •/ timii mmr SOU war at die bcgmning of

i» m asM frame the twentieth century, could

i

be a powder keg for cultural war at the lum of the iweniy-

finc between Othodox Christianity (represented by the

Serbs and a classic Byzamme configuration of Greeks. Rus-

sians, and Romanians) and the House of Islam. Yet in the

Cnrasm that House of Islam is falling into a clash between

Turkic and Iranian dvilizatioas. Ajami asserts that (his very

subtfivisioii, not b> mcntioa all the divisions within the Arab

world, indicates that the West, including the United Sutes. is

not threatened by Huntington's scenario. As the Gulf War

demoastrated. the West has proved capable of playing one

pan of die House of Islam against another.

True. However, whether he is aware of it or not. Ajami is

describing a world even more dangerous than (he one Hunt-

ingioa envisions, especially when one takes into account

Homer-Oiaon's research on environmental scarcity. Oitside

the soeteh lime would be a rundown, crowded planet of

firii.h»^ Cossacks and juju wamors. influenced by the

wtml refuse of Western pop culture and ancient tnbal ha-

treds, and banling over scraps of overused eanh in guemlla
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conflicts that npp(e across condnents and iiuersea in no dis-

cernible pattern—meaning there's no easy-to-deftne direaL

Kennan's world of one adversary leems as distant as the

world of Hettxiotus.

Most people believe that the political earth since 1989 has

undergone immense change. But it is minor compared with

what is yet to come. The breaking apan and remaking of the

atlas is only now beginnmg. The crack-up of the Soviet em-

pire and Che commg end of Arab-Israeli military confronta-

uon are merely prologues to the really big changes thai lie

ahead, .\tichael Vlahos. a long-range thinker for the U.S.

Navy, warns. ~We are not in charge of the enviroranem and

the world is not following us. It is going in many directions.

Ht} not assume that democratic capitalism is the last word in

human social evolution."

Before addressing the questions of maps and of warfare. 1

want to uke a closer look at the interactitxi of religion, cul-

ture, demographic shifts, and the disinbution of natural re-

sources .n a <peciric area of the uorid: the Middle East.

THE rtST IS DE\0

BL'ILT on steep, muddy hills, the shantytowns of

Ankara, die Turkish capitaL exude visual drama. Al-

tindag. or *Golden Mountain.' is a pyramid of

dreans. fashiooed ttom onder blocks and comgaied iron,

tiotn ts dnugh each shack wereixiilt on top of aiKXher. all

rewhing awkwardly and painfully toward heaven—the

hearen of wealthier Tuiki who live elsewhere in the city.

Nowhere else on the pinH have I (bond such a poignant ar-

dufccmnl symbol of man's striving, with gaps in bouse

walls plugged widi rusted cans, and teeks and ooians grow-

ing on verandas assembled from planks of roning wood. For

leasoos that I will explain, the Turkish shackMwn is a psy-

choiofical universe away from die African one.

To see die twcmy-fint century truly, one's eyes must learn

a dUloent set of aesdietics. One must reject die overly styl-

ized inuges of travel magazines, with their inviting pho-

tographs of exotic villages and glamorous downtowns. There

are fartoo many millions whose dreams are more vulgar,

more real—whose raw energies and desires will overwhelm

the visions of die elites. lemakiog the fiuure into something

frifhteningly new. But in Turkey I learned dtat shantytowns

arenocallbad.

Sbsn quanen in Abidjan tenify and tepd die outsider. In

Tnfcey it is die oppoote. The doaer I got to Golden Moun-

tain die better it kMkcd. and die safer I felt. I bad SIJOO

woRh of Tuifcista lira in eae pocket ad SI,000 in traveler's

cfaacks in die odier, yet I (Ui no for. Golden Mountain was a

leal oetghboftood. The inside of one bouse told die story:

Tte atchiiecniral bedlam of cinder Wock and sheet metal and

canlband walls was deceiving. Inside was a Aomr—order.

dHt ia. bespeaking dignity. I saw a working reftigentor. a

lelevisian. a wall eatainei widi a few books and Iocs of bmily

picimes. a fiew plans by a window, and a stove. Though the

saeeis become riven of mod when it rains, die floon inside

ihisboiBe wcie ipt iWlf ii

Odier bouKS wen likt An na Scfaookfaildren tan along

widi briefcases saappedn dieir backs. Bucks deiiveied cook-

ing gas. a few men sat intide a att sipping tea. One man

sipped beer. Alcohol is easy to obtain in Turkey, a secular

sme when 99 perecat ofdK popataaoB is Muslim. Yet dwR

is Hate problem of alcolMlisnL Crime apinstpenops is infin-

iSBimaL PoveiTy Kd SEBicy are waKRd-down versions of

whK obtains in Alfoia and Egypt (to say nothing of West

Afiica), niakint iidw modi harier farieli|ia«s exBcmisu to

faa^AxxfaokL

My poim in briofiBf ap a tadier wttokaomc, crime-free

sbm a dus: IB (xianKe demoonMs bow fonnidable is the

Mrie of whidi Tinkish Moslim cnlane is made. A culture

this snong has die poKMial to dominaie dK Middle East once

.pm Sirnat are IJaaai caa for innate euloaal socngdis and

Ktilrnfiirt Tliaae peoptes whose calsacs can harbor exten-

sive shnn life widnut decomposing wilt be. iclaiively speak-
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Sing,
the future's winners.

Those whose cuhures cannot

will be the future's victinu.

Slums—IB the tociological

•nnani sense—do not exist in Turicish

*"""""
cuie». The mortar jwween

peopk and family* froops is

streotcrbeic than inAfiica.

Restvfeiu Islam and Turkic

calnr^i identity have pro-

dnoed a dviliatiao with nat-

mi noxie noe. Tudcs, hisn>-

ly's percnniil nomads, take

disnpooo in stnde.

Tbe fntare of the Middle

East is quietly bein( wiinen

inside the heads of Golden

Mountain's inhabitanis. Think

of an Ottoman military en-

campment on the eve of the

Jeiuuuion of Creek Coosian-

tinopk in 14S3. That is Cold-

en MooBiain. '^e bnoght tbe

viQafe bete. Bin in the viOace

we worked harder—in the

Add. all day. So we couldn't

ftsi doing [tbe holy moBdi o<]

RamadBL Here we fuL Here

«« ae more leligioas.'' Aisbe

Tamiknlii, along with half a

dozd other women, was soifl-

ing lice into vine leaves tem a

cnde plastic bowL She asked

me to join her under the shade

ofa piece of sheet meiaL Each

of these women had her hair covered by a kerchief. In die city

daey were enoounteiing leievisiaa (tar die fits dme. "Vc are

uaditioral religioas people. The pwgiMii offend us," Aisbe

said. Anoibei woman complained aboot die scbooli. Tboggh

her children had edacviaaal <hiiwmb unavailable in the vil-

lage, diey had to compete widi weaUier; secular TMts. 'ITbe

kids from lieb families with conncwions—diey get aD die

plifff M(Ke oppmiiiiinrSi more iriHinnii m other wuiiti.

My guidebook to Golden Moimtaia was an tmtypieal one:

ra<« fram (A( Corboff /fiUi. a bnaaOy reaiisde novel by a

Torldih wfiter, LatifiB Tekin* aboa fife in tbe sliamyuiwoi*

which in Tokey are called ftcttaadMt rbmlt in a oigfal^

"He *""'**^ to the canfa and wepc wMfiiingly forwvcr. for

work and for die one of die Olneaei spread by the gartage

and die facMcy waste,' Tekin write*. In die most revealing

passage of TaUs Frcm tht Carbaft HiUs die squaaen are

told "abOBt a certain 'Ottoman Empire' ... dot where diey

WW lived diere had ODce been an empire of diis name.' Hiis

history "confounded" die squaaen. b was die ftrst diey had

'AODAM

HUSSBNS OF THE FUTURE

WIU HAVE MORE,

NOT FEWER, OPPORTUNI-

TIES. IN ADDITION TO

ENGENDERING TRIBAL

STRIFE, SCARCER

RESOURCES WILL PLACE

A GREAT STRAIN ON

MANY PEOPLES WHO

NEVER HAD MUCH OF A

DEMOCRAnC OR

INSTITUTIONAL TRADI-

TION TO BEGIN WITH.

heard of II Though one of ihem knew "Uui his zrwdfiiher

ind his dog died fighting the Creeks." nationaiism ir.d an

encompasung seme of Turkish history an th: province of

the Turkish middle and upper classes, and of foreigners like

me who feel lequued to have a noaon of Turkey.'

But what did the Coiden Mountain squanen know about

tbe aimies of Turkish migrants that had come before their

own—namely. Seljuks and Ottomans? For these reoentiy ur-

banized pratantt. and their ctiunlerparts in AAica. tbe Anb
worid. India, and so many other places, the world is new. to

adapt V. S. Naipaul's phrase. As Naipaul wrote of urban

lefugees in India: A WouiuUd CiviUzanon. They saw them-

selves at the beginning of things: unaccommodated men
making a dairo on dieir land for the first time, and out of

chaos evolving their own philosophy of community and self-

help. For diem the past was dead: they had left it behind in

die villages."

Everywhere in the developing world at the turn of the

tweniy-fint century these new men and women, rushing into

the cities, are remaking civilizations and redefining their

identities in terms of religion and tribal ethnicity which do

not coincide with die borders of existing states.

IN Turkey several diinp are happening at ooce. In 1980.

'

44 peicem ofTurks lived in cities: in 1990 it was 61 per-

eem. By die year 2000 die figure is expected to be £7 perceoL

Villages are emptying out as ccocentiic rings of gtctkondu

devekipineiBS git>w around Turkish otiei. This is the teal po-

litical and demogiaphic levohmon in Turkey and ebewhere.

and foreign coaespoadents usually don't write about it.

Whereas niral poveny is age.old and almost a "nofmal"

pan of the social ftbric urban poverty is socially destabi-

lizing. As Iran has shown. Islamic extremism is die psycho-

logical defense mechanism of many urbanized peasants

threatened with the loss of traditions in pseado-modem

cities where dieir vahies are under attack, where basic ser-

vices like water and electrieity are uiuvailable. and where

ibey are tsstiillr^ by a physically unhealthy enviroomenL

The American ethiailugisl and orientalist Carletoo Stevens

Coon wme in 1931 dial Islam "has made possible tbe opd-

mnm sarvival and happiness of miUioiH ofhuman beinp in

an mcreasmgly impoverished envutNunent over a founeen-

bandred-year period." Beyond hs staik. clearly aniculated

message, Islam's very militaiiey makes it attractive to die

downtrodden. It is the one teligioa that is piepaied to/ifAr.

A political era driven by eavtroamrntal stmS i
nxreascd

cnhnfal ttntiTi'ify. uuiegulated urbanization, and lefugec

migtitiaot is an en divinely created for the spread and in-

lensiflcHian of Islam, already the world's fastest-growing

religiaa. (Thoogta Islam is spreading in West AAica. it is

being bobMed by symetizatioo wtdi animism: diis makes

new convent !esa apt to become anti-Western extremins.

but it also makes for a weakened version of the faiili. which

is ten effective as an antidoce to crime.)
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In Turkey. ho»e\e:. Islam n pamrulK md awkwardly

t'orjin; a consensus »iUi modemizaiton. a trend Uiai is less

apparent in the Anb and P:rsian worlds >and vuntally invisi-

ble in .\fncai. In Iron the oil boom—because it put de%elop-

meni and urbanization on a fast track, makini the culture

shock more intense—fueled the 1978 Islamic Revotuoon. But

Turkey, unlike Iran and the Anb world, has liaie oiL-Tliere-

tore Its developmeiu and urbanization have been mwe pad-

uai. Islamists have been mtejmed into the pariiamentary sys-

tem for decades. The tensions I noaced in Coklen Mcomain

are natural, creative ones: the kind immifnna (tee die world

over. While the world has focused on leligious pervenity in

Algeria, a nation rich in nacural gas. and in Egypt, pare of

whose capital city. Cairo, evince worse crowding than I have

seen even in Calcutta. Turkey has been living through ibe

Muslim equivalent of the Proiestam Reformaiioa

Resource distiibuuon it snengibening Turks in anodw
way vis-i-vis Arabs and Persians. Turks may have little oil

but their Anatolian heanland has lots of water—die moa im-

portant fluid of the iweniy-fint century. Turkey's Southeast

Anatolia Project, involving t«enty-(wo major dams and ini>

gallon systems, is impounding the waten of the Tigns and

Euphrates riven. .Much of the water that .Arabs and perhaps

Israelis will need to drink in the future is controlled by

Turks. TIk projea's centerpiece is the mile-wide, sixteen-,

story AlaiMc Oam. upon which are emblazoned the words

of modem Turkey's founder "Ve Muilu Turkum Diyent'

rUicky is dK one who is a Turk*!.

Uolike Ecypc's Aswan High Dim. on the NUe. and Syr-

ia's Revohition Dam. on the Euptanies. both of which were

built largely by Rossiiiis. die Auttirk Dam is a predomi-

oanily Toridsh titvi, witli Turkisli engineers and compa-

aiea in charge. On a recent visit my eyes took in the immac-

ulate oftkei and dieir gardens, the high-voluge elecihc

grids and pbone switdang siatiaas. the dizzying sweep of

giant hosuning transformers, the poured-concrete spill-

ways, and the prim unfolding suburbia, complete with

schools, for dam employees. The emerging power of the

Turics was palpable.

Eiduhan Bayindir, the site manager at the dam, told me
that 'Vhile oO can be shipped abroad to enrich only elites,

water has to be spread more evenly within the society It

is true, we can stop the flow of water into Syria and Iraq for

up to eight months without the same water overflowing our

dams, in order to regulate their political behavior."

Power is certainly moving nonh in die Middle East, from

the oil fields of Dhaban. on (he Persian Gulf, to the water

plain of Hanan. in soutbem Anatolia—near the site of the

AtatOifc Dan. But will the naiiaa-state ofTuikey, as present-

ly coostilBied, be die inhentor of diis wealth?

IveiymacfadoabtiL

THE LIES OF MAPMAKERS

WHEREAS West Africa represents the least suble

part of political reality outside Homer-Dixon's

oieich lima Tinlcey, an organic outgrowth of two

Tuiidsh empires that raled Anatolia for 8S0 years, has been

among the most stable. Turkey's borders were established

noibycolaaial powers but in a war of independence, in the

early 1920k. Kemai Antfbk provided Turkey with a secular

natioo-buikSng myth that most Arab and Aliican states, bur-

dened by artificially drawn bonlen, lack. That lack will

leave many Arab states defenseless againn a wave of klam

diat will eai away at their legitimacy and frontiers in coming

years. Yes even as icgaids Turkey, maps deceive.

It is not only African shamynwns diat don't appear on ur-

ban mapL Mmy shamytowns in Tuikey and elsewhere aic

also iiiiiiiin ai aie ite mntirirrable leniuiiies controlled

by laoiiOa annies and oitaa mafias. Tnvelini with Erioe-

aa giiffiiiias d what accord-

ing to the map, wat nonhem

Ethiopia, traveling in "nonfa-

em Iraq' with Knrdish

gDeniUas. and staying in a ho-

tel in the ^""•*'"« cooODlled

0rp»*U9 pmft Kmr4t Im

Tmrkrf dtfr lit* «*Mraa«a<

*r ktmdHma rllmml /tn:
Ahmw— m Kmrdllk gmarrtllm

ftgkfn Kmr^Uk tklUnm
milk a^»ml tktilt.
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b> J local man J—lo ia> noihinj oin)> expenencw in VVesi

Amca— led rre to de%e!op i (lesiihy skepircism !o»ard

map>. Ahich. I b<<an lo realize, .rrcate a conceptual bjrr.er

that prjvenu as from compreiiending tne poliucal cnck-up

just beginning to occur worldwide.

Consider the map of the world, with ii5 190 or to coumhes.

each signified by a bold and unifotni color thu nup. with

which all of us have grown up. is geneially in inventioa of

nrademum. specifically of European coloaiaiisnL .Modernism,

in the sense .of which I speak, began widi the rise of oation-

staies in Europe and was caonnned by the death of feadalistn

of :reaiine :aca S> oraennj :r.e * j> *4 .jon Jt :."!r »or.J.

In his book Imj-.-wJ C"rmurirei StTc', .•(..»•: on .••c

Onfin jnj Spriad y \j::o'uiism. Beneuic: Aruc.->on. of

Cornell L niversity. de^ionstrjies Lnai tne map rnaciei colo-

nialists 10 think about tneir holdings ;n terms j( a ".oializin

g

classificaiory grid. ... It was bounded, determinate, and

therefore—in principle—countable." To the colonialist,

country maps were the equivalent of an accountant's ledger

books. .Maps. Andenon explains, "shaped the grammar" that

would make possible such quesoonable concepts as Iraq. In-

donesia. Siem Leone, and .Vigena. The state, recall, is a

at the end of the Thitiy Yean' War—an event that wis inter-

posed between the Renaissance and the Enlightenment, which

together gave birth to modem science. People were suddenly

Rush with an enthusiasm to categorize, to define. The nup.

"^jvkI on scientific techniques of measurement, offered a way

lassify new national organisms, making a jigsaw puzzle of

-Jt pieces without transititxi zones between them. "Fmuier''

> 't^fIf a modem concept that didn't exist m the feudal mind.

European nations carved out ^-Aung domains it die

^ time that pnm technology was making the reproducuon

Of ma^ •*.. •inography cane '"lo its own as a way

purely Western oodon. one that until die twentieth cennirv-

applied to countries covering only diree percent of the eanh's

land area. Nor is die evidence compellmc that the state, as a

governing ideaL can be successfully transported to aicas out-

siile the -industrialized world. Even the United States of

America, in dte words of one of our best living poets. Gary

Snyder, consists of 'arbitrary and inacciraie impojiiions on

what IS really heic.'

Yet this inlkxiMe. artificial reality sutgers on. not only in

die United Nations but m various geographic and travel pub-

lications ithe.nuelves b>°-products of an age of elite lounng
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which colonialism made pouible) thai sill npon on and pho-

logiaph ihe world according n "eoumiy.' Newspapers, this

magazine, and dus writer arc 001 innocent of die tendency.

According to die map, tfce great hydiopowcr complex em-

blemued by dw AtatOrfc Dan is situated in Tiakey. Forget

the map. This louheastem tegioa ofTuikey U populated al-

most completely by Kinds. About half ofdK worU's 20 mil-

lion Kurds Uve in *Tiiikey.~ lite Kurds are predominant in

an eilipie of tenitory diat overlaps not only with Turkey but

also with Itaq. lim. Syria, and the (tanner Soviet Uoioa. Tlie

Westero-enfoiced Kuidish enclave in nordiera Iraq, a conse-

quence of the 1991 Gulf War. has already exposed die ficti-

tious nature of that supposed natioa-ttate.

On a recem visit to die Tuikisli-tmian bolder, it oocuicd

to me what a lisky idea die naiioii-staia is. Here I WM on die

legal fault line between two dashing dvilizatiaas. Tuifcic and

Iranian. Yet the leality was more subtle: as in West Africa,

the botder was poious and smuggling abounded, but here die

people doing the smuggling, on both sides of the boitier, were

Kurds. In sudi a mouuscape.

over which peoples have mi-

1_ grated and settled in paoems

I diat obliteiate borkn, the end

of die Cold War win bring on

acmd pitioess of oasuni se-

HE SAVAGERY '^Z^^^.HE SAVAGERY

OF THE HGHTING POINTS

TO A TRUTH THAT

WE LACK THE STOMACH

TO CONTEMPLATE: A

LARGE NUMBER OF

PEOPLE ON THIS PLANET,

TO WHOM THE COMFORT

AND STABILin OF

A MIDDLtCLASS LIFE IS

UTTERLY UNKNOWN,

FUHOWARANDA

BARRACKS EXISTENCE

A STEP UP.

so firmly propped up by the

West or die Soviet Union. Be-

cause die Kuiiis overlap with

nearly evetybody in die Mid-

dle East, on accomt of dieir

being cheated out of a ttaa in

the post-First World War

pence tintift i they are mmg*
ing. in eflect.u (*( OMunl sa-

lector—the altimatt rvaliiy

diedL "Hiey have denfaOhcd

Iraq and may coaiinne to

disrapt states dm do not of-

fer diem adrgnatf breathing

space, while sttangthening

states dial da
Becuse die Tnfcs, owing

to their wser ic iuuich . their

growing ecooomy, and dM so-

cial cohesion evinced by the

moa etime-fiee sfams I have

encoisHered. are on the verge

of big-power stams, and be-

cause the to million Kurds

within Turkey thieaicn dia^

status, the outcome of the

Turkish-Kurdish dispute will

be more critical to die future of the .Middle East dian the

eventual outcome of die recent Israeli-Pakstiman agreemem.

AMERICA'S fascination with die Isneli-Paiesiinian is-

sue, coupled with ia lackof ineicsi in die Tuikish-Kur-

diafaone, is a fiinuioo of its own AonruK and ethmc obies-

snns. not of the cjiiugiaplnc icaliiy thai is about to mnsform

dM Middle EasL The diphwiaiir praecu involving Isiaeiis

and Mestimam win, I believe. hm« liale cffiea on die carly-

Md md-twusy-ftni'^eBflvy map of the region. Israel, with a

6.6 paitt iK economic powifa me baaed mcreasmgly on high*

wh fft(wwii, is about to enter Hofner-Oixon s ttira h Itmo,

fonified by a well-deflnad poliiicil community diat is an or-

gMBCOuigiuwih ofhisMiy and cthnitjiy. Like prosperous and

^gafcftil ^pan on the one hand, and waf4tm and poverty-

wiadied Armenia on die odKr. Isnel is a classic naiiooal-eUi-

nie otganism. Much of the Anb world, hi>wcver, win under-

go alteratioo, u Islam spreads across artificial frontiers,

ftKled by mass migrations into the cities and a soaring biith

iMe of more than 3.2 pcirr nt Seventy percent of the Arab

popolaiiatt has been bom since 1970—youdis with lillle hi*-

totiol memoiy of antioolonial independence straggles, post-

eolaaial attempts at nadon-boilding, or any of the Arab-Is-

raeli was. The moa fisiani recoOectian of these yoMhs will

be die West's hnmiKartwi efcdeniany invenied Inq in 1991.

Ttiday seventeen out oftwanQMwoAnb stares have a declin*

ing gross niiiiinalpiuduccitttlieiicxi twenty jwan, StoinCTt

gwwth iwes,ifae pnpulsftOBCfmiy Arabcremuiff wiDoiw-

Me. Hiese stares, lika most African oires, win be ongovcn^

able through conveaboBal secular ideologies. The Middle

East analyst Christine M. Hdms explaiiH,

Declaring Aiib nadonattsm "tanlsivi.' die poUiieal "A**

iiWiTTTifiT* MT not laDOoallxng the fiulnn or Arabism ...

or lefanuladng 'a. Akeroadve soluiians are dm eoniem-

platad. They have simpiy opted (or dw politieal pandigffl

SI dM odier snd of dM polideal ipecBum widi which diey

La» dM boiden of West Afria. dM ooioiiial boiden of

Syiia. Iraq, iotdn. Algeria, and odier Anb states are often

eoaamj to cnknral and political leality. As stau cenirol

..^liiiiiM »itl«.^ in a» ftta td iji iiiniMiiMial «oJ dantt-

gnphic sntss. "h»d" Islamic dty-statcs or sbMiytown-

siaiat are Ukdy to eaerge. 71m flctian dot dM impoverished

dty ofAlgien, on dM Meifiiemnen. conntiU Tamannssei.

deep in dM Algerian Saban. canoM obtain CoRver. Whatev-

erdM ooieooM ofdM peKa process. Isad is destined lo be a

Jewish ethnic foraeaa amid a vaM and voladle reafan of Is-

lam. In diat realm. dM violent yo«h cnlton of dM Caxa

ihaBiywwnamayAeiudicaiive ofdMcotniiigen.

71m destiny of Tnifcs and Kntds is far less certain, but far

more idevam n the Und of map dut win explain our Itenre

world. 71w Knrds suggest a geofi^ihic reality diat cannot be

shown in iwo-dimetHional space. The issue in Turkey is not

simply a matter of giving autonomy or even independence to

mat 111 •••*
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Kurds in the souiheasL This isn't ch* Balkaas or die Cauca-

sus, where retions are meRiy subdividini imo smaller units,

AbUtaaa breaking off fnm Ceorjia. and so on. Federalism

is twi the answer. Kurds are found everywhere in Turkey, in-

dudinf the shanty distrios of Istanbul and Ankara. Tuikey's

problem is diat its Anaioiian land mass is the home of two

cultures and lan(ua|c$. Turkish and Kuniish. Identity in

Turkey, as in India, Afnca. and etsewhere. is more complex

and subtle than conventianal canography can display.

4 \tV SnO OF WAI

To appieciaie liilly die political and caitofraphic tm>

plicatiota of postmodernism—an epoch of themeless

juxupositions. in which the clasHficaior> grid of na-

rion-suies is going to be replaced by a jagged-glass pattern

of ciy-uaies. shamy-staies. nebulous ind anarchic region-

alisms—It is necesiaiy to consider, finely, the whole qud-

tionot uar.

"Oh. what a relief to nght. lo fight ene:ntes who defend

themselves, enemies n-ho are awake!' .Vidre Malraux wrote

m .tfon'r Fau. I cannot diink of a more suitable battle cry

for many combatants m the early decades of die twenty-first

cetmiry. The intense savagery of the Sgfaong in such diverse

CBltunl setiinp as Liberia. Bosnia, the Caucasus. and.Sh

Lwiki 10 say nodung of what obtains -in American inner

ritici inrtinm sometfatng very titMbling dot those of us

inside die soetcfa Gmo, cmceiiied vrith issues like middle-

dast miitlfmrnn and die finure of interactive c*ble lelevi-

Stan, lack die smnadi to contemplate. It is this: a large num-

ber of people on this pUoet. to whom the comfort and

sabOity of a middle-class life is utteiiy unknown, find war

tai a banadcs cjiiiKifce a step up rather than a step down.

"Just IS it make* do sense to ask 'why people eat' or

'what diey sleep for." writes Manin van CreveU. a military

historian at the Hebrew Uaivenity in Jenisalem. in Tht

Traafdnnanon of War. "so fighting in many ways is not a

means but an end. Throughout history, for eveiy person who

has expiessed bis bontx- of war there is another who found in

it the most marveloas of all the experiences dot are vouch-

safed to inaa. even lo the poiiu that he later spem a lifetime

boring his descendans by recoimting his exploits." When I

asked Pentagon officials about the oatuc of war in the rwen-

ty-tet cennny, die answer I fteqnemly got was "Read Van

CreveUl' The top baax are enamoRd of this historian not

beeaitte his writings jotify their existence bat. rather, the

oppoaiw' Van Qevcid warns tfaem that huge state militaiy

iii^hiiMM liicc die tangon's ate dinosaun about to go ex-

Baa. and thai stmeiiattg te more terrible awaits us.

The degree to which Van Cieveld's Tran^ormaiion of

War conpletnems Homer-Oixon's work on the environ-

ment. Homingian's ihuughis on cultural clash, my own real-

izations in tiaveling by Caot, bus. and bush taxi in more than

sixty countnes. and America s sobermg comeuppances m
imnaaMe-culliiie zones IQce Haid and Somalia is stanling.

The book begins by demoiishinf the nocioa diat men don't

lika» flgfaL "^ con ipclling dw sense* to focus diemselves

on the ben and tww,* Van Cieveid wiites, war "can cause a

man 10 takn his leave ofdNm." A* anybody who has had ex-

pcrienoB with OieiiiifcA m SertHa. "technicals m Somalia.

ToMons Macouwi in iWd. or aoldias in Siena Leone can

lefl yon. in piaec* when die We*ieni En llgh iLiuim has not

!-'""'« and when daere has always been mass poverty,

peopk find Ebenboa violeaee. In Afghanistan and else-

wfaeR. I *icvioasiy operienccd diis phenomenaK worrying

abom mine* and vAaahe* fiee* you fhm wotiyiog about

•Ammm A.tSltntAmaf rwMrHrr Ifmy «wim|jerieiice iS

too snbjective. there is a ^^ ^^^^^^^ „...„ j.„u.
wealth of daih showing the

sheer fietjuency tx wv. cspe*

ciatly in die developing world

sine* die Second World War.

Physical aggressiaa is a pan

•«-

*l»r (**•'*! •' tmipttUd

ltUr»a /••/•» rl$kll. A*»—
rtfltli m «cf* I* rmktrmr,

Ikw f»rm»r Trnftlmmta.
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of being human. Only when people anain a cenain econoni-

ic educational, and culnual saodard is diis trail moquiiized.

In light of Che fact thai 93 petcem of the eanh't population

growth will be in the pooresi anas of the globe, die quesdon

is OM whether theic will be war (there will be a la of ii) but

what kind of war. And who will fight whom?

Debunking die great military amegist Carl von Clausewitz.

Van Cieveld. who may be the most original diinker oo war

since that early-aimeenth^enniry Pnosian. wnes. "Clause-

wia's ideas ... woe wholly nmed in liie fKi doL ever since

1648. war had been waged ovenrhdamigiy by son." But. as

Van Oeveld expUins. die pehod of nabon-aiies ad. diere-

fore. of state conflia is now ending, and with it die clear

"nhitefold division into government, army, and people" which

state-directed wan enfocce. Thus, to see die ftiaiie. die finr

step is to look back to die past inunediately prior ti>tbe biith of

modemisni—die wan io medieval Europe which began dur-

ing the Refonnation and reached their culmination in the Thir-

ty Yean* War.

Van Creveld writes.

In all diese struggles political, social, economic, and re-

ligious modves were hopelessly entangled. Since dxis was

an age when innies consisted of mereenaries. all were also

.fT^H^ ^ swarais of military enirepreoeun. . . . Many of

them paid litUe but lip service to die organiritinni for

whom tbey had contracted to fight Instead, they robbed

die couniryiide on dieir own behalf. . .

.

Given such coodidons. any fine distiocnaos . . . bcmmi
armies on die one hand and peoples on die other were

bound to break down. Engulfed by war. civilians safliEied

torible aooanes.

BACK dien. in other words, diere was no "poUncs"u we

have come to undentand die term, just as diere is less

and less "poUdcs" today in Liberia. Siena Leone. .SnmaKa, Sri

Lanka, dw Balkans, and die Caucasus, among odierplaoes.

Bf^"T*. as Van Creveld notes, die ndius of mist within

tribal sodedes is narrowed to one's immediate Cinuly and

guctriUa comiades. onces amnged with one Bosnian com-

fflander. say. may be broken immediately by another Bos-

nian commander. The plethon of sboit-livcd ceiie&res in

the Balkans and die Cmratin coosiituie pioof diat we are

no longer in a world where the old rules of state wttftn ap-

ply. More evidence is provided by die desnuctioa of medie-

val monuments in die Cioadan port of Duhravnik: when cul-

tures, rather than states, fight, dien cultural and religious

maauments are weapons of war. making dien fur game.

Also, war-making endties will no longer be remiofd to a

soedfic teihtory. Loose and shadowy organisms socfa as Is-

>jmic terrorist orpnizadoos suggest why bcnkn will mem
increasingly Utile and ledimemaiy layen of ihbalisiic iden-

diy and control will mean more. "From the vantage point of

die present, diere appean every prespea dot religious . - .

fanaticisms will play a larger role in die moavauon of armed

conilic!" iR :Re ^<>t :.".j." j! i.i> :** " :' ''i -I'l '•' '•

yean." Vjn Cre\e:d *nie». Thi» i> Ah) jrj:>-!» jki Mi-

duel Vlahoi ore clos<l> noniionng :;:l^':Cl:^ ."j.ts. 'v I-no

lays. '.-^ ideolofv thai cnalle.ifes u> mj> noi .m.« rii.-niiijr

temi. like die old Njzi> or Commm. It muv not :ver. eniiji:<

OS initially in ways that lit old Uireat marlcing^." Vm Cre\ eld

ceochides. 'Aimed coiulict will be wated by men on eanh.

aoi rebocs in space, li will have more in common wuh the

snggles 01 primitive tribes dian with large-scale conven-

Moal war." While another military historian. John Keegan.

ia bis new book A Hision ofWarfare, draws a more benign

poRnit of primitive man. it is important to point out that

what Van Creveld really means is rt-phmrivized man: war-

rior societies operanng at a time of unprecedented resource

seareicy and planetary overcrowding.

Van Creveld's pre-Westphalian vision of worldwide low-

imensity conflict is not a superficial "back to the future" sce-

nario. Pint of all technology will be used toward primitive

ends. In Liberia the guerrilla leader Prince Johnson didn't

'illt %Tl»\Tir vitxTHLT
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.•j>: ;:;: ;ii :?« sar- .-i' Pr«>ios-!! Sjmuti Doe icrore Doi a i,

:on'jr;: :o je;i!n :.- i^^C—Jonn>on -Mile i MJeo ?r :i.

Ahic- nji c;rc-j!aie'J :hir?ujr.oui Wes! Ainci In De.jmrer

Of :?°I. Anen pioiien oi 3 rjiied coup acaiRsi ihe S>r3!>ser

r::ime in Stem Leone tud :heir earj cui off Ji rre;:oun s

Hamilion Beach pnor to beme killed. It was seen^by many to

be a copycat execution. Considenng. as I've explained earli-

er, thai the Stnsser regime is noi really a fovemmeni and

that Sierra Leone is not really a nation-state. listen closely to

Van Creveld: "Once the legal monopoly of armed force,

long claimed by the state, is wrested out of its hands, exist-

-K -ecunt) ?usintsi. as n Aev; Arn.i. _-.j ?> -rrii man.;-.

especiail) in the :'orxfrcoi7..Ta.ni»; *.>:..;. .no ti;> ic xiht
equipped than rru.nicipal colice lon.;> :; ,—jni sh^sical pro-

tection to local inhaoitanis.,

Fiuuie wars » ill be those of communal iur\ jjal. ajjravat-

ed or. in many cases, caused by environmental scarcity.

These win will be subnaiional. meaning that it will be hard

for Slates and local govenunenis to protea iheir own citizens

physically. This is how many nates will ultimately die. .As

state power fades—and with it the state's ability to help

ing distinctions between war and crime will break down

much as is already the case today in . . . Lefaion. Sri Lanka.

El Salvador. Peru, or Colombia."

If cnnie and war became indistinguisiiabie, then "national

defense" may In the luiiire be viewed at a local concepL As

crime continues to grow in our cities and d* ability of state

governments and criminal-.iustice systems to protea dieir cit-

izens ijimmisnes. urban cnme may. according lo Van Creveld.

"develop into low-intensity conflia by coalescing Jong

racial, religious, social, and political lines.' .\% small-scale vi-

olence muktplies at home and abrtad. state armies will con-

wcakcr gieups within society, not to mention other sates—

peoples and cultures around the world will be thrtywn back

upon ilieirown snengihs and weaknesses, with fewer equal-

izing meciwnisms to pmea them. Whereas the distant future

will pnbaUy see the emergence of a racially hybrid, global-

ized man. the coming decades will see us more aware of our

differences Oian of our similarities. Tc the avenge person,

political values will mean less, oersonal secunty more. The

belief dial we are all equal is liable to be replaced by die over-

riding obsession of die anciem Greek travelers: >^'hy the dif-

ferences between peoples?
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TB£ 1.4ST M4P

IN
Ctoiraphj and the Hunan Spirit. Ame Baaniier. a

professor ai Umveniiy CoUefe. OuMin. reealb d* woifc

of an early-nineteemh-cenaay GemnD |eopipb«r. Cvt

Ritter. whose work implied "a divine plan for iMaHiiiy''

based on regionalism and a coBsam. living flow oltcam. The

map of the fimire. » the enem that a map is even

will lepRsem a pervene iwisong at Rioer's viaoa.

canognphy in diree diiiifntioui. as if in a bolopvL hi tfiis

holognm would be che oveilapping ifrilniwnia of pvip and

ocher tdenbues atop ibe menly cwo^famcBsnoal color sariE-

inp of city-sates and the remaining aaaoot. dwmlwa coB-

fiised in places by shadowy BiMrirs. honeiiug o iciiajri. in-

dicating the powerofdrug caneb. maflat, and prixMi aeariiy

agencies I Instead of bordets. diere w^idd be moving **CUNUI'*

of power, as in the Middle Agea. Many of these layers voiUd

be in motion. Replacing fixed and abrupt lines on a Sal space

would be a shifting pattern of bufTer entities, like die Kuniish

and Azeri buffer entities between Tinfcey and Iran, ihe Tnfcic

Uighur buffer endty between Central Asia and Inoer QUna

(itself distinct bom coastal Cbina), and dK Latino boflercoli-

ly replacing a piecise U.S.-Mexican bolder. To das pmMan

cBtognphic boiogiam one must add odierCkuo, sack as ni-

giaiiuus of pojMlatiocis. f ipfatMUi of biitfa iMBi» vacns of

disease. Henceforward dK map of die worid wiD ar«wba sia-

lic. TUs fiiaae map—in a aeaae, die "Last Map*—«a ba an

avaf-miiraring icpiascsiaiianof cfaaoL

The Indian subcontiaentotfen examples of wta is ba^
peoing. For diiSerent reasooa. bodi laifia and PakiMH an itt-

oeasingly dysAmoiaoaL Tbe aiguuiaut ovv dtawoary ia

dwsc places is leas and less ickvaaio iba Utptmrnttl
govemabtliiy. In India's case die qucniaa arises, b eaa >-
wieldy bureaucracy in New Delhi dK beat avaibbla aMcba-

nism for proniutiiigdK lives of866 miiUoo people efdhwia

laogsages. leligiam, and cdmic graapsT In 1930, whaa dK
Indian popiilarion was mach less dan half as halt sad aa-

lioB'-buildiag idealism wu still stroog. dK argaoKai far

demociacy was mors impressive than it is now.Gim ttv Id

2023 India's popularion could be dosa to 1J bOBaa. dot

much of its cconui iiy itats on a shrialciiig aaonl-raaoaree

base, itirhirting dramatically rtirliniiig water la»ela.apd that

communal violence and orbanizaiioa are spiialiBg ipwarl it

is difficult to imagiiw dial dK Indian sate wQl sarviva dK
nest century. India's ofk-immpeied Green Rcvotadoa has

been achieved by overwwfciug its croplands and dsplciing

its watershed. Noraan Myers, a BiUsh devalopuicai con-

sultant. worries diat Indians have "been fcadiag dwaaalvH
today by borww iug against dnir chiltea's food sowcaa."

Pikisiaa's problem is more basic stilt: like BMEb ofAftich

-«.-«* /^«.,,-i« diecoantiymakaaao gao-

la#«lM mfl»r llu ae^mlllml Pfl^K Ot doaoptftK Mtat.

•/ p»tie» mtftmmrm (a **• It was founded as a boaitlaiil

a»^mrr Kimg tmtt fordKMusllfflsafdKsatacoo-

linent. yet diere are more tubcoatmenial .Muslims outside

Pakinan than within it. Like Yufot'avia. Paiusao is a patch-

wort of ethnic groups, iimi iiiiigly in viokni conflict with

one nodKr. While dK W«ami media gushes over dK bet

dHidK I laiiMiy has a wonaa Ptime Maaner. ^***i" Bbuno.

Kaaebi is becoanng a mhrnatinnaal vcnioo of Lagos. In

eight visits 10 Pakisian. I have aever fotm a sense of a cohe-

sve naiiooal idnrity. Wkb aa mm]! as 63 peicea of its land

dipawliw OB iBHosiva irrigaboa. widi wide-scale deforesta-

tfoo. and with a yaariy popalii imi growdi of 2.7 peream

(whkb cBsuBcs dial dK aamM ofeabivaad land per nnal in-

habitani will plummet). Pakiataa is becoming a more and

men despenm place. As impboa in dK bdus River basin

iiam iiines to serve two giuwaig populamos. Muslim-Hindu

soifa ov«r <UliDg waw (Maimay ba aaavoidahla.

India and Pakistan win prababiy <UI span." Homer-Dixon

predcts. Their secular goveaaena have kss and leas legit-

imacy as well u less maoageoKm ability over per :^<e and re-

sources." RadKT dian one bold line dividing dK subcontinent

ino two parts, dK fotuR win BDcly see a IM of diinner lines

and mailer pans, widi dK ethnic entides of Pakfaoioistan and

Punjab gradually replacing Mostan in dK space between dK
Ccaoal Asian plateau and dK hiaR of ibe sabcominem.

None of this even takes taio aeeoaai climatic change,
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Tmlrrrl it is noi clear dui Ac Uniied Saies will amrive

(be next eenniiy in exactly is present form. Because Ameri-

ca is i mulo-ethnic society, ibe natiaa-oaie has always been

more ftayile here than it is in more bomofueottt i4X ifnci

like Cennany and Japan. James Kuitb. in an aiiide pob-

lisbedin77w//aiiona//iittrcsrin 1992. explains ibat wbeic-

as oaooo-state societies tend 10 be built aiaggit a mass-con-

idipcion anny and a standardized public tcbool sysieaa.

•^ultieaitBnl reiime*' feanoc a hifb-tecfa. aU-vetameer

amy (and* 1 would add. pnvaia yhores tliai teacb ccnpct-

in( values), opcmms m a culiuie m which the luiciuaujual

QKQia and eoceRatntneot mdnsD^^ nas mora DfloeiKe man

ibe ''oaboaal poUtkal dasL*b ocfaer wvRh. a aaboB-sHB ii

t place where cveiyonc bet been edaciied aioog simiUr

lines, wfaere people take their cue from ****^**f leadBi* and

where evcfyoDe (every *****^. at leas) has |ooe iivob(d cbe

cntdble of military service, making pairiocisn a simpkr is-

sue. Writing about his immigrant funily in tun-of-the-cen-

tary Chicago. Saul Bellow states. The country took us over.

U was a country then, not a coDcction of *culnii«s.***

During the Second World War and the decade ibLuving it.

the Uniied States rcKhed its apogee as a classic natioB-me.

Daring the 1960s, as is now dear. America began a slow but

unsustakable process of uamfbunatiOB TIm signs hardly

need belabonngt ncsal polaniy. edncatiooal dysnnctiCB. so*

oal pagmciiimou os many and varioiis kindi» WiuiaM Iiwbi

Tbcapaoa, m Passages AbomEank: An Expiermicmefike

Af«w ^i^Bfttry Ciitev. writes. *Ibe edocBiaailsyvndM
had wonDed OQ the Jews orQM Irish oooki BO lOQgcrwoot on

the blacks', and when Jewish mcfaeia in New Yorit bimI id

take black chtldren away ftoo tfaev parpss exactly in the

w^f they had been tikcn inm theirii. ihey were ttw^K*** lo

encounter a vCTcnt afliiinBMno* ncgiituda.

Issoes like Wes Aftka coold yet emerfa at a new Und of

fdreign-poUcy itsac. further eroding America't donwiric

pence. Tbe ipectacle ofaevenlWcs African ''i*'?'^ coOapa*

n( at once could tcnraroB idb wofS mciai suuiypcs here SK

hoHMfi Tnat it anocnBT leann why Ainca inwtHi We BBt
HOC fckl ouiaclvcc the tmiiriwny nctor is hi^xr than ever.

Toe Waihiogm.D.C pubuc KTma synen tt abeady capei**

uiming with an Afrocennc cnmcnfanL <

AnicaD leaden and proHunsni AIncan"/

Bg freyw^as are PoOyanBaHSh
I

dpwty tflfctioHt B Africa that do not ucsv Bcnne. i

oinn ratts* and rennoe depletxaL Tne i

and in HaiiL At ihe torAHgdcf nmcr ninoriiy I

pnttssd against, anwng other Bungs. wnctt^rallegBtt be

die racist tone ofthe iwwspapv's Africa oowHagib aDegMnnt

dntiha editor of the ^World Rcpuii section DaBRsBBE^da*

niaa. myiing tt**"***"y dns Africa snowid be vwwd tfiougn

ifraaaoe ngorous analyiical less as other pans of the wonL

Africa may be marginal in terms of comtnuoBal lata*

twenticth«ntufy cottccptioBS of uiaiegy. but m an age of

cultttral and racial dash, when nationai defense is tncreas*

ingly locat Africa's distress wQl excn a destabilizing influ-

ence on die United States.

Tins and many other frcion wiU make the United States

kn of a natioo dm it is today, even as it gains lemiory fol*

lowing die peaceful disaohnion of Cnada. Quebec based

00 the bedrock ofRoman Carhnlirism and Francophone eth-

nicity, could yet tore oat to be North America's most cohe-

siva and critiK-frea natiopHtaie. (It may be a smaller Que-

bec dMigh. since aboriginal peoptes may lop off nonnem

pans of the pioviiMc) 'Pauiuiisn'* wiU become increasing-

ly cegioal as peopie in AJbena and Memana discover that

ihey have fiv more mcoBunon witheadi other than they do

with Ottawa or Washtngtoo. and Spanish-speakers in the

Southwest discover a greater coaunooality with Mexico

Oty. (TtuNmt Natiam cfNenh America, by Jod Garreau.

a book about the continent's regiooalization. is more rele-

vant now than when it was published, in 1981.) As Wash-

ington's influence wanes, and with it the ffadiiional symbols

of American panintiun . North Americans will take psycho-

logical refuge in their iiBwIawd communities and cultures.

Wf ETU&NINO from West Africa last fdl was an illumi-

JIuating onteaL After leaving Abidjan, my Air Afrique

fii^B landed in Ddw, Srnngal, when aU pataengen had to

TifTtnr*nr in TTfTfrT7g^"****"gr T*"infrtTn?nty rhtrk. this

one dtmanded by U.S. aBttaonoaa before iney would permit

daa flight to set oat ftv New York. Onee wo were in New
Ycric despita the mufaright hour, uiunigiation ofRcials at

KoBBady Aiipoit held op dnembaricatioB by conducting

Kpdck iBtBUDgauoBt of the aircraft's pasaengfn chit was in

adsttOB to aO the BUtBial iiunigiatiun and customs prt)ce*

dBRL It WIS appatont mat dt^g SBM^guog. disease sod oth-

er facns hadctMBnuMd lo the toughest secunty procedures

I have ever CBCoafltarad when reCBming from ovcrseas-

Tbe& tot the fttn ttea in over a Bwnth, I spotted busi-

nitupr^pf* *'*tfi yt* ^* ^—» —m i^yw^ ^-wwtpM—» When I

had left New Yoric to AWdJan. aU the baneaipeopla were

tiiiaiifiiil planes fot Seonl and Tokyo, which depaned ftois

ptes near Air Aftiqaa's. Ilie only aofr-AfticMs off to West

AMca had been idief woricca in T-<hins and khaUs. Ai-

ihoaih (be bordan wttin West AMca« incw a i ingly on-

laal. dioac acpandat Wast AMca ban die outade world ai«

HI vanoss wnys beooBBBf dovb HiyrnfffiblB i

Bnt AAutcniiifls an li^K hi one iniparf we igiion tMs

dying icfiaa at om own risk. When ibe Berlin Wall was

tUthw. in Novcabv of I9t9. 1 happened B be hi Kosova

eo««B« a tioc baiiMn Scrti and Albaoiant. The Aiiiuc was

m Koaova, I iDid ayaetf iha nifhi. aoi hi BerUn. The same

day diet Yhihafc Rahia and Yasser Aiate dasped hands on

the White House lawn, lay Air AMqoa plana was approaeb-

hif Bamako, Mali, lenalini conopiBd-iine shacks at die
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Whitt House. I fcaliad. U was fi(bt below.•
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Mr. Mazzoli. Mr. Swartz.

STATEMENT OF RICK SWARTZ, ESQ., SWARTZ & ASSOCIATES,
WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. Swartz. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for inviting me
to testify today.

Before I begin I would also like to thank you for your years of
service as chairman of this subcommittee and as a leader in the
Congress and the Nation on among the most important issues we
face as a people, what do we do about immigrants and refugees?
You and I have not agreed on every particular issue that has

been presented over the years, but the very first time I testified in

Congress was before you on the topic of Haitian refugees back in,

I think it was 1981.
Mr. Mazzoli. Eighty-one. Nineteen eighty-one.

Mr. Swartz. And you have provided real service to your col-

leagues and to the Nation, and I wanted to thank you for tnat.

Mr. Mazzoli. Thank you, sir.

Mr. Swartz. And, Mr. Conyers, on Haitian refugees likewise you
have been a stalwart leader, and your determination is exactly
what we need to achieve a simple goal, which is justice.

I am here today not to testify that we should admit all Haitians
who may be in need. I am here to emphasize what I think is in
the national interest, which is justice, and to promote and encour-
age a policy that I believe will help achieve the practical needs and
goals of our country with regard to the first asylum phenomena
and to achieve justice for Haitians.

First, I don't think that as a nation we are threatened by Haitian
refugees. I don't believe that our national security is at risk be-
cause of Haitian refugees. I don't believe that the State of Florida
will be in trauma because of Haitian refugees.

I believe that we have a serious policy question, and that we
need to address it in pragmatic and sensible ways. But I think
it is important that we step back a little bit and keep this all in

perspective.
After the coup which overthrew President Aristide, in the

approximately 9 months—8 or 9 months before President Bush in-

stituted his Executive order to automatically repatriate Haitian
boat people, about 38,000 Haitians who fled by boat were inter-

dicted and screened at Guantanamo; 10,000 were brought forward
and the rest were repatriated.
That is a lot of people, almost 40,000 people. But I don't think

it threatens the United States. I think we are a great Nation and
that we can find a way to both be humanitarian and to manage a
migration situation of this character.

I think we just need to keep the rhetoric under control. When
Mr. Goss earlier talked about millions of Haitians are going to take
to the boats, I think it is totally unrealistic. It didn't happen after
the coup, we are talking about 40,000 people over 8 months, and
I don't think it will happen in the future.

Secondly, I think it is important that we recognize that our Hai-
tian policy has been eroding American leadership on both refugee
matters and human rights issues around the world. I was particu-
larly struck by a paragraph in Father Ryscavage's written testi-
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mony—Father, I think I can get it right—where you noted that
representatives of other countries around the world in the past, in

trying to deal with refugee crises, their first instinct has been let's

go see the American Ambassador, whether it was in Thailand or

in Africa or in Eastern Europe, Let's talk to the American Ambas-
sador and see what we can do together in organizing the inter-

national community to respond to a humanitarian and refugee
crisis.

Apparently in the last couple of years, particularly since the pol-

icy of automatic repatriation of Haitians, the rest of the world
doesn't seem to be as confident in our leadership or credibility or

our fairness when it comes to people in refugee or refugee-like situ-

ations. It is hard to measure what the consequences have been in

terms of eroding our authority worldwide. But I know that I per-

sonally have heard from representatives of other countries, don't

ask us to provide safe haven to Soviet Jews or to people fi*om

Bosnia, or to people who may be suffering great tragedies around
our countries when you are turning back Haitians automatically.

So, I think we have more at stake here than simply the fate of the
Haitians in terms of American national interests.

I am going to try to be very brief, and I know you want to ask
questions, and emphasize a couple of points. On the facts, we need
to keep this issue of numbers in perspective. Forty thousand people
over 8 months is a lot of people but it doesn't overwhelm us.

You have heard a lot of statistical debate today. I think it is im-
portant for the committee to fully recognize, that indeed the vast,

vast majority of Haitians applying for refiigee status inside country
don't even get interviewed, much less have a chance to really

present their claim.

When the Bush administration had a process on Guantanamo of

screening Haitians, not quite a third were screened in by INS offi-

cials as having a credible fear of persecution, and were brought for-

ward. About 10,000 out of 36,000 or 37,000.
We had lots of litigation over those people on Guantanamo who

didn't have access to lawyers. They didn't have the help they need-
ed to really make out their claim, and yet under tough cir-

cumstances almost a third were determined by our Immigration
Service to have some reason to be afraid to go back to Haiti. So,

clearly some fair proportion of Haitians may well be in danger.

When it comes to the law, on these disputes over the Taw, the

Cuban Adjustment Act and otherwise, the point I want to empha-
size is that the Cuban Adjustment Act only applies to Cuban na-

tionals after they have been in the country a year.

It does not directly affect how we treat those who seek asylum,
whether we interdict Cuban boats on the high seas. It only really

imposes requirements on the executive branch after Cubans have
been here a year. Accordingly, we do have the discretion today, in

other words, to treat Cubans who might be picked up at sea the

same way we treat Haitians who might be picked up at sea.

And what I would like to do in closing is emphasize what I think
the right policy is. It is outlined quite in detail in an attachment
to my testimony, which is a letter, dated December 1, 1992, that

about 15 national organizations sent to President Clinton during

the transition in anticipation that he was going to uphold his cam-
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paign commitments, and we were trying to help him devise a policy
that could be effectively implemented when he took office.

Now, the signatories to these letters include the NAACP and
TransAfrica, and the AFL-CIO, and a good range of American in-

stitutions in the mainstream who have long been involved in trying
to protect asylum-seekers and refugees.
That policy is the policy I think we ought to adopt. It is not what

the Clinton administration is currently doing. Let me outline why.
First, the policy would not require—that a single Haitian be

brought to the United States. I want to emphasize that. I think we
can protect Haitians under current circumstances without admit-
ting them, and that we will protect many more by following the
kind of policy outlined in this December 1 letter than what the ad-
ministration is about to do.

I am glad that the President announced he is going to end the
policy of automatic repatriation. I think what they are now plan-
ning is quite flawed for the following reasons.
We are going to have a strict refugee definition. We are going to

apply that criteria, as far as we can tell, strictly. There is at best
uncertainty about whether lawyers or others are going to be al-

lowed to counsel individual Haitians and help them meet this indi-

vidualized, strict standard of a well-founded fear of persecution. We
will see what happens over the next few weeks.
But I fear that what is being set up here will result, as Sandy

Berger predicted on "Meet the Press," I think it was, 95 percent re-

jection over a period of a couple of days, and that we will not have
fair proceedings.

I think we can have fair proceedings, including letting lawyers
help Haitians, without compromising the Government's interest in
repatriating those who cannot meet a credible fear standard that
they might be in danger if sent back.
More specifically, I think we ought to use Guantanamo and use

it today. It is a land-based site that is available immediately. It

was available last week. It was available last month. It was avail-
able the day President Clinton took office. And it was used by
President Bush in a process that was not perfect but whereby we
screened people on land and screened in about 30 percent of them.
While we are trying to make arrangements with the Turks and
Caicos or while we are looking for other land-based sites in the re-
gion for safe havens, we ought to use the land that we control,
which is Guantanamo, even if it is on an interim basis.

I don't see any reason for doing these proceedings on boats,
which is going to create a lot of uncertainty, if not allegations of
unfairness, when Guantanamo is immediately available and imme-
diately accessible to lawyers and others who want to help.
Now, finally, for those who cannot meet a credible fear, standard,

as unhappy as it makes me, as much as it breaks my heart almost,
I think it can be just to have a policy of repatriation of those who
cannot meet a reasonable standard, but only if the proceedings are
fair, and only if they have the opportunity to be assisted by lawyers
and church groups and others who are volunteering at no expense
to the Government to assist them, and only if we have in place in
Haiti reasonable means to actually monitor what happens in Haiti
and happens to those sent back.
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I don't think we have those circumstances in place, but I think
we can adopt a regional safe haven approach and protect many
more Haitians from danger than the CHnton administration poHcy
will do, as I imagine it playing out, without admitting Haitians
under current circumstances to the United States.
Thank you.
Mr. Mazzoli. Well, thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Swartz follows:]

Prepared Statement of Rick Swartz, Esq., Swartz &
Associates, Washington, DC

Mr. Chainnan and members of the Subcommittee, thank you for inviting me to testify

today on HR 3663, HR 4114, HR 4264, and related issues concerning Haitian asylum

seekers.

My testimony today is organized in six p^rts:

Sunmiaiy

Background

Facts

Issues

Analysis of Clinton policy, pending bills and other options.

Conclusion and Recommendations

Summary

For over 15 years, Haitian refugees have been subjected to extraordinary and

discriminatory policies, while certain other groups have enjoyed the benefit of favorable

refugee policies adopted by Congress or by executive action. It is unprecedented in our

history to blockade a country to prevent its people from fleeing widespread human rights

abuses and violence. It is important to American values and international leadership on

refugees and human rights that President Qinton fmally has decided to end the policy of

interdiction and automatic repatriation.

U.S. policy towards Haitian nationals seeking safehaven, asylum, and refugee

protection is of importance not only as a humanitarian challenge, but also because of its

implications fur the praaices of other countries worldwide and race and ethnic relations in

the United States. It is difficult for the United States to persuade other countries to provide

temporary safehaven or fair asylum procedures when we practice automatic repatriation of

all Haitians, despite the widespread violence and persecution in Haiti. It is difficult to

persuade American citizens to provide safehaven and refuge to others in need when it is

widely believed that Haitians are rejected, at least in part, because of their race.
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1. Equity requires that Haitians should be treated like others in similar situations.

U.S. policy for Haitian refugees can and should be equally applied to Cuban nationals and

others who may flee for the United States by boat The Cuban Adjustment Act only applies

to Cuban nationals after they have been in the United States for one year. The

reformulation of the policy towards Haitians should anticipate that the same policies can and

should be applied to others on a non discriminatory basis.

2. The new Clinton policy is a positive step, but flawed. Based on press

accounts and information from U.S. government ofBcials, the Clinton Administration's plans

to implement a new policy towards Haitians will not result in fair proceedings and equal

treatment. "Screening" will take place on boats without adequate assurances that Haitian

will have access to the assistance of voluntary agencies and volunteer lawyers to help them

prepare their claims. A strict "well founded fear" standard will be applied, although

President Bush applied a more relaxed "credible fear standard" at Guantanamo, and the

Clinton administration and Congress have adopted a "credible fear standard" for certain

religious minorities in the former Soviet Union and Indochina seeking admission to the

United States as refugees.

3. More Haitians are in danger and fewer will flee than the Government admits.

An objective assessment of the facts indicates that more Haitians face a credible

danger of retaliation, violence and persecution than the U. S. government will admit, and

that far fewer Haitians are likely to flee by boat than the goverrmient, Florida offlcials and

anti-immigration groups claim. In January of 1993 the State Department and even

President Clinton asserted that over 150,000 might imminently depart, but at the same time

Coast Guard officials at Port of Prince stated that at most several thousands might depart

over a number of weeks.

4. Guantanamo should be used immediately for land based screening. Guantanamo
Bay is immediately available for land processing of Haitians, as well as Cubans and other

who might flee by boat in the future. Guantanamo should be used immediately during an

interim period while other land based sights in the region are secured. Approximately

12,500 Haitians were housed at Guantanamo in 11)91-1992, and facilities could be

significantly expanded. I understand that th- Pentagon prefers the use of Guantanamo to

shipboard screening.

5. Safe Haven in the region should be granted to those who meet a credible fear

standard in fair proceedings. The best policy, in the national interest, would be to use a

'credible fear standard " to screen Haitians and others on land with the full assistance of

voluntary agencies and lav^yers to help them prepare their claims. Those who cannot meet
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this standard after fair proceedings could be repatriated, but only if significant safeguards

and monitoring capability are in place in Haiti to ensure protection. Those "screened in"

should be provided safehaven in the region or until democracy has been restored and it is

safe to return.

6. In Country Processing must be improved dramatically. Persons who flee by boat

can be protected in the region without admission to the United States, thus discouraging

boat departure of those who are not in danger but are seeking admission to the United

States. The in-country processing program must be dramatically improved to provide a fair

process for Haitians who should be allowed to seek admission to the United States through

a fair in-country processing program. Again, under current law a similar program can and

should be applied to other nationalities in similar circumstances.

7. Temporary legal status should be granted Haitians now in the U. S. and impact

aid provided to local governments. Haitians currently in the United States should be

accorded temporary legal status, for example humanitarian parole, which was granted

Haitians "screened in" at Guantanamo under President Bush. The federal government

should provide impact aid for reimbursement for state and localities where Haitians and

others in similar situations reside in significant numbers.

A. Background

Since 1990 I have run a public policy consulting firm addressing trade, tax, economic

and international policy issues including migration matters.

I have worked on Haitian refugee issues for over 15 years. From 1978-1982, while

an attorney for the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under the Law, I was co-counsel

in Haitian Refugee Center v. Civiletti. Brought on behalf of over 4,000 Haitians who had

claimed political asylum, this case was the first major class action to protect the rights and

ensure due process for Haitian nationals seeking political asylum.

Judge James Lawrence King, a Nixon appointment to the U.S. District Court for

Southern Florida, ruled that the U.S. government intentionally had discriminated against

Haitians, violated their due process a-.d equal protection rights, and intentionally violated

a range of statutory rights related to assistance of counsel and arbitrary denial of legitimate

asylum applications. Judge King made substantial findings of fact, including determinations

that Haitians deported to their homeland faced a "pattern of persecution" and that the State

Department's reports to the contrary were "unworthy of belief.

In 1980, I worked closely with the Carter White House to develop the "Cuban
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Haitian Entrant Program", which provided temporary status to approximateiy 35,000 Haitians

and over 100,000 Cubans who had come to the United States from the port of Mariel. I

also worked closely with Congressman Fascell and Senator Stone to draft and secure

enactment of legislation which provided federal social service eligibility for Cuban and

Haitian nationals, and federal reimbursement to states and localities.

In 1982 I founded the National Immigration Forum and served as its President until

1990. During this period I worked on IRCA, including provisions related to Cubans and

Haitians, and helped Congressman Moakley establish the Temporary Protected Status

provisions of the 1990 Immigration Act. I worked closely with Nicaraguans and Chinese

nationals seeking temporary protection, as well as Salvadorans.

More recently, in 1991-92 I advised informally the Bush White House on matters

related to Haitian refugees, working with Charles Kolb, Deputy Assistant to President Bush

for Domestic Policy. I urged the development of "credible fear screening" of Haitians at

Guantanamo Bay, and strongly objected when President Bush issued his May 24, 1992

Executive Order requiring the automatic repatriation of all Haitians interdicted by U.S.

forces.

During 1992, 1 informally advised the Clinton campaign on Haitian refugees working

with Sandy Berger, now Deputy National Security Advisor. During the transition I had a

number of meetings with senior officials, and strongly protested the decision to extend and

expand the policy of automatic repatriation. Since then I have worked with others to urge

President Clinton to rescind this policy and to provide Haitians a full and fair opportunity

to seek protection from the widespread violence and the human rights abuses that have

terrorized the Haitian people since the September 30, 1992 coup and forced exile of

President Aristide.

Throughout these activities. I have consulted closely with a range of organizations and

interests, including senior officials from the State of Florida, Miami and Dade county. I have

not formally been involved in litigation on behalf of the Haitian since 1982. The work I have

undertaken the past 20 months has been on a pro-bono basis.

B. Facts:

For years, sharp disagreement over the facts has complicated policy disputes

regarding Haitian refugees. In 1980 federal courts found that deported Haitians faced a

pattern of persecution, rejecting State Department testimony there was "no" evidence of

persecution as "unworthy of belief.
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Under the Bush administration, the State Department contended that very few

Haitians faced persecution, but INS adjudicators found that nearly one third, or over 10,000

of the 36,000 Haitians screened at Guantanamo had a "credible fear of persecution" and

should not be repatriated. In early 1993, President Qinton asserted that 150,000 Haitians

were preparing to leave Haiti by boat in order to justify reversal of his campaign position,

but the head of the Coast Guard in Port of Prince stated at the same time that at most

several thousand Haitians might depart by boat over a period of weeks.

For the past two years the State Department has asserted that "in country processing"

in Haiti provides a fair opportunity to seek refugee protection and admission to the United

States. But, human rights groups have documented clearly that this program is a maze

which denies most applicants an opportunity even to be interviewed, and discourages those

in greatest danger from coming forward. See attachments.

Some politicians and anti-immigrant groups warn that if we don't turn back all

Haitians a million or more will seek entry to the United States. But in the 8 months

between the September 30, 1991 coup and the May 24, 1992 Bush Executive Order,

approximately 36,000 Haitians were interdicted. And while President Aristide was in office,

more Haitians returned to Haiti than left.

C- I^sugs;

The primary policy issue is how to protect from persecution Haitians who have a

legitimate fear, ensure fair and equal treatment compared to other groups, and discourage

boat departures by persons who are not in danger.

Related issues involve the implications of refugee policy towards Haitians for Cubans

and others in the region who have or may flee their homelands by boat, and how to maintain

U.S. credibility and leadership worldwide on refugee matters. Also relevant are the capacity

of local communities to resettle Haitians and others who may be admitted, and the fiscal

costs of interdiction and related activities.

Of particular importance is the need to end and reform policies which discriminate

against Haitians and create strong perceptions that they are denied a fair opportunity to

seek asylum because of their race.

D. Analysis of Qinton policies, pending bills and alternatives:

I applaud President Clinton's recent decision to end automatic repatriation and

institute hearings in the region for Haitians who flee by boat.
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I regret, however, that the Administration's implementation plans will subject Haitians

to a higher substantive standard than President Bush applied to Haitians screened at

Guantanamo, that Haitians will be denied effective assistance of lawyers and others in

preparing their claims, and that the administration has rejected proposals to establish a

safehaven in the region rather than a highly restrictive refugee admissions program.

I support strongly those provisions of pending bUls which would end the policy of

automatic repatriation and provide temporary status, at least to Haitian nationals currently

in the United States. This might best be accomplished through extension of "humanitarian

parole" as well as extension of temporary protected status, or TPS. I also support provisions

of Congresswoman Meek's bill providing impact assistant to states and localities.

The current in-country processing (ICP) system needs fundamental reform, for the

reasons set forth in the attached report from U.S. Committee for Refugees and similar

reports America's Watch, the National Coalition for Haitian Refugees and the American

Immigration Law Foundation. As currently structured and managed, ICP is not a credible

alternative to boat departures for Haitians in danger, except for a small and select number

who "may be" given a chance simply to be interviewed.

E. Conclusion and Recommendations:

The policy alternative I support has been set forth in letters to and meetings with the

Clinton administration since the transition. For example, attached is a December 1, 1992

letter to President Clinton signed by over 15 major American organizations including the

AFL-CIO, NAACP and Transafrica. The ideas this letter presents have been reiterated in

communications with the Administration over the past several months.

The key proposal is to establish a safehaven enclave at Guantanamo Bay and other

landsites where Haitians can be provided protection, without admission to the United States .

Such safehaven should be provided to all unless and until it is clearly safe to return to Haiti,

or undeniably fair procedures are established that might justify repatriation of those Haitians

who, in a fair proceeding, cannot establish they would face any danger if returned.

Fair procedures require a land based operation where voluntary agencies and

volunteer attorneys, as well as UNHCR, can provide effective assistance to Haitians to fully

develop an application for safehaven protection. The substantive standard should be a

"credible fear test", akin to that used by the Bush administration for Guantanamo screening

and the standard the Congress has provided, with support from the Bush and Clinton

administrations, under the "Lautenberg Amendment" related to refugee processing of
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religious minorities from the former Soviet Union and Indochina.

The virtue of this approach is that it would protect more Haitians, not result in

admission to the United States for an indefinite period, discourage boat departures of

persons who are not in danger but seek to the reach the United States, and reduce if not

eliminate discrimination against Haitians compared to treatment of certain other groups.

Another advantage is that such a policy could equally be applied to Cubans and

others in the Caribbean who may flee by boat, reducing the risk that the United States may

face another Mariel crisis or a significant exodus from he Dominican Republic, given its

potential for political instability.

In this regard, it is important to note that the Cuban Adjustment Act only provides

special rights to Cuban nationals after they have been in the United States for one year. It

does not prohibit a policy, as outlined above, where Cuban as well as Haitian boat people

would be protected in a safehaven enclave in the region.

Finally, the historical record demonstrates clearly that the best solution to the Haitian

refugee issue is the restoration of President Aristide, democratic government and civic peace

and stability in Haiti.
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December 1, 1992

Bill ainton

President-Bect

Little Rock, Arkansas

Dear President-Elect Qinton,

For years our organizations and communities have supported fair

treatment of Haitian asylum-seekers, human rights and democracy
in Haiti. Many of us are directly involved in providing services to

Haitian refugees and other assistance within Haiti, and worldwide.

You have property recognized that a key element in solving the

Haitian refugee problem is the prompt restoration of the elected

government in Haiti. Indeed, the current tragedy of Haitians fleeing

their homeland in small boats began in September 1 991 , when the
Haitian military overthrew the country's first democratically-elected

president. Jean-Bertrand Aristide. As political terror spread in Haiti,

more than 38,000 risked their lives at sea in the first six months
following the coup d'etat. In contrast, under the Aristide presidency,
few Haitians left.

We believe that if your administration signals early and clearly its

determination to achieve the prompt re-establishment of the

democratically-elected government of Haiti, it will be able to avert a

renewed and uncontrolled refugee outflow from Haiti.

The immediate appointment of a special envoy of high visibility and
broad powers to maximize diplomatic efforts would be such a signal.

The envoy's mandate should include involving the international

community, including the UN, the OAS, the European community
and nations in the region, in the implementation of measures to

restore the democratic government, institute protection for human
rights in Haiti, arKJ address the refugee problem.

With respect to Haitian refugee protection and processing
imperatives, we believe that there are interim steps that, consistent
with international law and standards, could immediately be
implemented.

16 East 42nd Strttt, Ird Floor O New York, HY 10017 O (212) 867-W)20 O FAX (212) 8t
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These interim steps should include the following:

• END AUTOMATIC REPATRIATION: Rescind immediately President Bush's Executive

Order No. 12,807 which dictates automatic repatriation without a determination of

eligibility for asylum or refugee status in the U.S. or elsewhere.

• EXPAND IN-COUNTRY REFUGEE PROCESSING: Establish additional ^tes in each

Haitian province to process requests for refugees status. The only site in which

processing is currently done is in Port-au-Prince, Haiti's capital. Experienced U.S.

voluntary agencies, assisted by international human rights monitors, should process

the refugee claims for adjudication by INS officers. If such processing Is conducted

fairly with attendant procedural safeguards, it will provide a safe and realistic

alternative for those who otherwise would flee the country in unseaworthy vessels.

Other nations such as France and Canada should be strongly encouraged to adopt a

similar approach and to cooperate in providing protection.

• INCREASE NUMBER OF REFUGEE SLOTS FOR HAITIANS: in-country processing should

be promoted as a meaningful and practical option. An increased allocation of refugee

admissions from Haiti should be set. In consultation with Congress.

• OPEN UP A SAFE HAVE ENCLAVE IN THE CARIBBEAN BASIN: If the Coast Guard

continues to be authorized to intercept Haitian boat people on the high seas, Interviews

for refugee eligibility must be conducted on land. Coast Guard cutter processing is

simply not viable as demonstrated by a screening rejection rate of 99.9'?o since 1981

.

International cooperation and burden-sharing should be secured to address refugee

protection. We recommend that, in consultation with other countries in the region, a

"safe haven enclave" be established for fleeing Haitians. Such a safe haven enclave

could be located in a third county or countries, if necessary at Guantanamo, or as a

last resort, within Haiti If International protection Is assured. Such a measure could be

coupled with the announcement that no processing for refugee resettlement will take

place at this site for at least six months, at which time a review of refugee processing

in light of country conditions and progress towards the restoration of democracy in

Haiti will occur. Accordingly, it should be announced that this safe haven site:

o Will only tend to the basic humanitarian needs of those benefitting from

temporary safe haven.

o Does not entitle any of Its occupants to admission in the United States or In

any other country; nor might it ever lead to admission anywhere;

o Will provide for the repatriation under UNHCR auspices of those who voluntarily

wish to return home,
o Is an interim measure adopted as part of the effort to restore democracy in

Haiti.

• EXPAND VGA'S HAITIAN CREOLE PROGRAMMING: The United States should use the

Voice of America (VOAI and other communication channels repeatedly to inform

Haitians of your commitment to democracy, human rights, and the policies outlined

above.
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• SETTLE PENDING LITIGATION AND UPHOLD THE LAW: Voluntarily dismiss and seRle

pending litigation challenging the Bush Administration's Haitian refugee policy. Admit

the small numbers of refugees now held in Guantanamo. The courts repeatedly have

invalidated Reagan and Bush Administration policies toward Haitians and other asylum-

seekers. It is essential to establish policies that uphold statutory, constitutional and

international requirements of non-refoulement, fair procedures and equal treatment.

• PROVIDE TEMPORARY STATUS TO HAITIANS CURRENTLY IN THE U.S.: Grant

Cuban-Haitian Entrant status to the 1 1 ,000 Haitian refugees paroled into the U.S. after

the coup d'etat and suspend their pending asylum and exclusion proceedings.

Appropriate temporary status to other Haitians currently in the U.S. should also be

provided. To assist local communities and provide essential services, existing

emergency immigration funds should be released. In addition to providing humanitarian

relief, these measures will also alleviate pressure on an already overburdened asylum

system.

We believe that these initiatives can achieve an effective and just resolution of many of the

immediate issues involving Haitian refugees. The American people will support these policies

if the facts and values at stake are frankly and clearly explained. Haitians themselves will have

more faith in the United States' determination to support democratic life in Haiti.

We respectfully request an opportunity to discuss these matters with you or your

representatives as soon as conveniently possible. We recognize that statements, consideration

of options and actions by our organizations and your Administration can have immediate and

long-term consequences. We are prepared to assist in any way we can.

We look forward to a discussion of these matters. Your staff may contact Jocelyn McCalla,

executive director of the National Coalition for Haitian Refugees at (212) 867-0020, for

further information and/or to arrange follow-up meetings.

Sincerely,

Organizations which have endorsed this letter include:

AFL-CIO
Amalgamated Clothing & Textiles Workers Union

American Council for Nationalities Services

American Friends Service Committee
American Immigration Lawyers Association

American Jewish Committee
Church World Service

Florida Rural Legal Services (coordinating alt Haitian-Guantanamo cases in Florida)

Human Rights Watch
International Ladies Garment Workers Union

International Rescue Committee
Lawyers Committee for Human Rights

Lutheran Immigration and Refugee Services

National Association for the Advancement of Colored People

National Coalition for Haitian Refugees

National Council of La Raza

TransAfrica

U.S. Committee for Refugees
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Let Haitians have counsel

Two days from
now, the eco-
nomic noose

encirciine Haiti will

grow both tighter and
broader. The United
Nations Security
Council's worldwide
embai|o on commerce
with Haiti- starts on .

Saturday. It could
prostrate an economy and a people
already on their knees.

Look For the global embargo to cause
the efTea unintended by either the Secu-
rity Council or the United States, which
pushed Tor it. For the embargo follows

President Qinton's May 8 announce-
ment that the United States soon will

resume shipboard asylum hearings for

interdicted Haitian refuge^.
The two events dovetail in a way per-

haps also unintended. Mr. Ointon's
promise of hearings for Haitians, hence
a chance to win political asyluin, caused
a surge in interdictions. In the five days
ended on Tuesday, the Coast Ouard
returned 768 Haitians without hearings.

IN ASYLUM SCREENINGS
Ic*s cradal because they^ll

have to meet die toughest

test for asyhuUf not the
easier one applied to

Haitians at Guantanamo.

How much greater might the exodus be
now that, commendably, the Immigra- refuge outside Haiti, not neccs.sari|y in

Strong words, those.
And brave: Many a
Haitian has died for

uttering lesser truths
more mildly.

The first chartered
ship on which asylum
hearings could tuke
place, the Ukrainian
vessel Gruziya. will be
available on' Monday.

But INS Commissioner Doris Mcissncr
yesterday said that, the hearings won't
resume until '^appropriate facilities have
been established ana qualified personnel
assigned."
The hearings also ^vill apply the

tou^est test for asylum, requiring Hai-
tians to establish a *^vell•^ounded fear of
persecution." Haitians detained at

Guantanamo a couple of vcars ago had
to meet otAy a "credible fear" standard
to gain admittance to the United States
to pursue asylum claims.
No more. Detained Haitians will have

their status determined outside U.S. ter-

ritory, on land if a site can be found,
aboard ship If not. Those deemed true
refugees **will be resettled or provided

tion and Naturalization Service will

grant Haitians hearings?
This embargo a/n/the hope ofas^um

will give Haitians even more Impettis to
flee. Haiti's masses, poor and unedu-
cated, cannot escape ttie economic gar-

rote even if their army and Its thuggish
civilian "attaches" might.
Army commander Lt. Gen. Raoul

Cedras got a deserved upbraiding on
Monday. Robert Malval, Haiti's care-

taker prime minister until the "presi-

dent" mstalled last week dismissed him,
accused General Cedras of disgracing
his unirorm. "The time hat come for you
to leave so that a new dawii may break
for the Haitian people," Mr. Malval
said. "Morally, you arc not worthv ofthe
title of commiTnder in chief. ...

the United States," the INS said yester-

day.- **Thosc who do not qualify vdll be
returned to Haiti."
The finality of this one-stop proce-

dure is a compelling reason for Presi-
dent Clinton to let the Haitians have
legal counsel at their hearings. U.S. law
doesn't require it for asylum hearings
held outside U.S. territory. But Ameri-
ca's moral conscience cenainly should
require it.

President Clinton did the right thing
by reinstituting hearings for all inter-

dicted Haitians. He was morally right
even If his action caused, as it seems to
have, the past week's spurt in Haitians
fleeing. He now should do the next mor-
ally right thing and let the Haitians have
le(pil counsel at their hearings.
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Refugee Reports
A News SerHce of the IJJ&. Cooimlttee for Refntfees

1717 Massachusetts Avenue NW. Suite 701 ^BiBshington, DC 20036 (20Z) 347-3507

Vobane XV. Number B "*^ ^^' ^^>^

cHAWtawG u.s.'gArnAW REFucaa pouct; nbw
iN-courrncr PR9CESsmG systkm; shipboard

ADJUDICATION^ RESUME

Rdugee Reports c^>^ditorBaii^Itcfcngoendynetiirned.fioma
site utsfftpHom and tfigPofrtnioanReTXiblie. Heigjuta on

recent developrrvT\ts tn the fri-ooun&y refugee proccssina

proyiuni

President Clinton icaused a stir !n Haiti, as wdl as the United

States, on May 8. ;vrtien he announced hla IntoitJon to

change the policylofsummaiUf returning Haitians Inter-

dicted on the high seas. Saying that human rights vlolaaons

in HalU had reached "alarming new proportions." thePresi-

dent announced tfhat he would revise the policy on repatria-

tions to "shield tl« most vulnerable Haitians."

Clinton said, however, that the United States ivould

not be broadenirig the criteria" in determiningwho Is a refu-

gee and left vagu^ most details of the new procedure.

The UniteiJ States also intensified its pressure on the

military regime irt Haiti to step down, inqiosing a fuller com-

mercial embargo jon the country with ooccptlons only for

food, medicine, a^ propane gas Ibr cooking, and bintuig

that mllitaiy intervention was nofw a viable optian If other

measures Called to dislodge the dc fiacto governmenL

R^/ui^ee Reports went toHam in May. aixlvlng shortljr

after the Presidenl|s announoHDentwiiai there was stfll unoff-

talruy. even among U3. ofBdals. about thenew refugee poUey.

There areJin effect, two refugee polides at Issue.

While President Clinton addressed the question ofhow to

handle asylum seekers aboard boats Interdicted on the higb

seas, the other program, about wfaldi less was bdng said,

involves the procfdure for identifying prosF>ectlve refugee

claimants from within Haiti and admitting them Into the

United States as jpart of the U.S. overseas refugee resettle-

ment program. The latter program was undergoing signifi-

cant change even as the President was armoimdng his In-

tention to chang^ the forma-.

The new procedure for in-country refugee process-

ing had only been off the ground since February S. and.

at the time of ttie Refugee Reports visit, officials were still
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adjusting to that change.

In-countzy processing (ICP) began in Haiti

in Fdiniaty 1992. After a slowatart (onljr 54 per-

sons were admitted In FY 90: 1.307 in FY 93). the

program became overwfadmed with appbcants as

human zl^bts conditlans pkanmeted In October

1993 with the Callure ofthe Oovemon island

Agreonent and the non-Rtum ofHaitian Prest*

dent Jean-Bettiand Arlstlde.

According to VJS. emlsssy sources, up to

800 persons a dajr,approached the ICP at that

time. Prospective applicants continued anrMng
In November and Drccmbff at a rate ofabout
SOOperdaQT.

The program was also csltlclzed by refiigee

tights advocates (or Its low approval late. As of

Janiiaiy 21. a total of817 eases (aa distinct fiom
individuals) had been approved as tefugees. and
9.827 denied, for an approval xate of 7.7 percent

An Interagency team headed by tte Na-
tional Seeurl^ Council visited Haiti in Januaiy
with the task of recamniending bettg- manage-
ment ofthe prograsL

The team Initiated sevenl major changes
in the way processing occurs. First It said that

all persons flllliig out pceliminaiy questionnaires
would \x required to provide a photograph and
identification linfnmfnl

Second, for applicants in Port-au-Prinoe,

the preliminary questionnaires would no longer
be filled out at the downtown offices of the Inter-

national Organlyatton for VDgratian (^OMi. but
instead would lie completed at the Rocllieater. a
movie theater on one of the city's naln squares.

Iblrd. piwwHli igwas to place emphasis en
'lefgTedcases.'piyopif inniiiiimflfriibrtbepw>-

gram from private agOKles opoating wlflitn HaltL

Most fimriammtaBy. however, the team
decided to drop the system of placing applicants
into three cat^oiies (CategoryA: high risk cases;

Category B: cases wl^ viable dalms; and Cat-
egory C: cases where no reftigee dalm Is made).
Under the old category system. A cases would
have ecpedited interviews: B cases would be
scheduled for interviews (usually, months after

applying—In December 1993. interviews in Port-

au-Prince were being s<dieduled for June 1994
and in Les Cayes for February 1995): and C cases
would not bs scheduled for tntsvlews at alL

Under the new system, an lOM interview

would only be granted to persons meeting one of

the five foUowtng cntcna:

• senior and mid-levd ArlsUde government

oflSdals:

• close Anstlde associates:

• Journalists and educational activists who
have expeilenced significant and persistent

harassment by the de fiacto authorities, or

wtu have a credible fear because of tbelr

activities:

• ugh profile membera ofpolitical/devdop-

TTii-nf/gnrtal i»^yn>jjMnfis V(4]0 have CCpezl*

iwM'^i^ dyHfli'-irrt-nnri pw^glstWTf haia.^MU«il

by the de facto authorities, orwho havea
oedible fear because oTthdr activities: and

• others of compelllr^g cui '

u.-gn to the United

States and in immediate danger becaxise of

thetr actual or perceived poUdcal beliefs or

activities.

Pt^Hmliippr Q"'^*""'^TTf As mentioned
above. In Port-au-Prince, preliminary question-

naires are now filled out at the Rocllieata-. Ap-
plicants who have a photograph and identifica-

tion document are ushered into the movie tbeatc

earty in the morning and given an oncntatlon

session within the daricened theater itselL

One-by-one the applicants are then called

Into the theater lobby where fonn-fillers. locally

fatred Kainans. Interview the applicants and AH
out the preliminary questionnaires.

Pertxaps due to the lack of electricity, the
fbrm-flners rmke use ofthe natural sunshine
Ijoining ]q through the grldwock separaiting the

lobty from the sidewalk outside. Arryone standing

on the sidewalk can see the goings on inside the

lobby (there Is no glassm the windows), which Is

on the same level as the stzeet Both the appli-

cants and the localty hired form-fillers are Identi-

fiable to persons standing outside the building.

On the day Refugee Reports visited, people

were casually standii.j about on the sidewalk
outside the theater. Directly across from the
theater are reserved parking places for the po-

lice. Across firom the Rex Itieater is a sqxiare:

on the other side of the square is another mlli-

taiy&dUly.
Although wtien the Rcc Theater first

opened for refugee pt n«'«'*^»tng about 200 people
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The Rex Theater in Port-au-Prince, site where in-eotmtru refugee processing applicantsJirstJUl

out preliminary questionnaires. FOrm:fiUing is conducted in the theater lobby (behind the

large, gridded doanvai^s) on the same leuel as passersby on the street, nvato: VSCR/B. Frelick.

p«r day were shoeing up. the number In May was
about 60 to 70 per day.

On Lhc day of the Refugee Reports visit.

more than usuaJ shou'cd up because it was a
holiday week. Of about 100 persons ^tio came to

the theater, about 30 were turned away because
th<r>- lacked a photograph and /or identification

document. About 65 persons were admitted to

the theater for the orientation session and to fill

out their prcliminan- questionnaires.

Since the beglnrunc of in-coontry process-
ing L". Februar>- 1992. &4.219 p.-ciimL-.ar>- ques-
tionnaires ha\-e bee-n filled out. representmg
nearly 106.000 LndivlduaJs.

PreUmlnarr &u«)Jonnjlre3 CMCS '"^IMdnrM
(throu^ April 1994)
Port-au-Prlnce/IOM 45.094 84.40S
I-es Caycs /World Relief 7.269 18.0SB
Cap HalOcn/U.S. C«th. Conf 1.856 3.452
TOTAL 54.219 10S.942

'Vettlnr' of TVrtlmlnarv Quesiionnntryg Un-
der the new s>-stem. the preii:Tu.iar\' question-

naires are "vetted" by pan-Ume. contract em-
ployees of the U.S. embassy accordmg to

whether applicants meet any of the five new
criteria. The questionnaires are noimalty vetted tn

a single day.

The vetting is done on the basis of the pa-

per questionnaire form itself without a iace-to-

lace Interview with the appllcanL

Under the new system about 1 7 percent o

the cases are being vetted In in Pon-au-Prtnce.

Officials woridng In the program call this being

"screened in."

B category cases that had been schedulec

for interviews, but who had not yet been inter-

viewed by the time the new system went into ef-

fect, are bdng vetted retroactively. Cases ai« be-

ing 'declassified" If they do not meet the higher

\"ettlng criteria, and their interviews are cancelle

This includes persons who were considered ear-

lier to have viable claims to refugee status on th

iMsis of a well-founded fear of persecution, but

who are not now conslda-ed high profile enflugr.

to uarrani an intcrvievi.-
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RPC Intenrlew IT the applicant Is vetted In. he or

she then becomes dlglUe to come to one of tbrpe

Refugee Processing Centos (RFCs) opented by.

the Intergovenimental Organization for Miration

in PoTt-au-Prlnce (wtilcfa began woildng for the

ICP in October 1992): the IJJS. CatboUc Confo-
ence in Cap Haltlen (wfaicb started tn May 1993):

or World Rdlef In Les Cayes (wblcb started ta

April 1993).

M this stage tn the process, several more
fonxB are filled out brgeijr consisting ofdemo-
graphic inforrnation

On the applicant's third "iftr^i trtp In puP-

suit ofrefugee status (aimmring be or she bad
the reqtHsite photograph and Idrntlflratlnn on the

fint visit), be or she has a 'case izesentatlon In-

terview with an RPC caaeworks. InPort-au-

Prtnce. this mtovlew takes place at a bonk build-

ing tn the downtown area, about a btock from
militaiy headquazters. In order to be admitted
past the locked gate snd private secuilQr guards,

applicants must produce an appointment aiip.

After passing through the outside door, the appli-

cant must walk up sevenl fligbts of stairs, and
pass through a mietal detector and several more
private security guards be£are being admitted to

the lOM office. Another locked door admits the
applicant to one oftwo watting rooms. The Inner
office is also locked.

In Les Caycs. the RFC is located on rue
Gabion, where, a short distance down the street,
the Headquarters^ ofthe Militaiy Department of
the South is also situated.

At this interview, generally the lengtbleat

one during the process-from a halfhour to two
hours, usually witbout an interpreter (since the
RPC caseworkers speak Creole}--the RFC case-

worker attempts to prepare the applicant for the
INS interview, and to detcmlne bow serious the
case might be In terms ofscheduling the iiUer-

view for the INS adjudicator. The poson would
at least have to have been arrested once to get an
INS Intervienr.* said a source involved in the process.

A U.S. embassy source involved in the
refugee program said. "We decide who gets placed
into line (for an INS Interviewl and how to move
cases that arc DVS-approved. Ifyou are in a
neighborhood that has besi victimized en masse,
you will not have a dance under U.S. law. You
need to show individual targeting.*

The PfS fntfirwjfrm On the fourth official visit.

the applicant is interviewed by an INS officer to

determine whether he or she qualifies as a refu-

gee according to tbe standard ofa *well-founded

fear ofpersecution* on account of race, rdigion.

natlonallQr, membership in a particular sodal

group, or political opinion. The INS officers use

IrUspreters and circuit nde to the Les Cayes and
Cap HalUen RPCa.

UnUl tbe recent procedural cbanges. INS

adjudlcatois generally rotated into Ham on 60-

day details. Under tbe new system, they are to

spend six numths in the country. There are usu-

ally six to ten INS adjudicators in Haiti at any one

time, and tbe officers average sbc cases per d^
after tfaey have completed their training penod.

Ibcy are drawn from all parts of the INS. and
genoaDy do not come from the asylum corps.

Tbcy receive a week of training In Washington

before arriving, and are considered to be in train-

ing for their first week after antvaL

Short-tenn 'qiallty assurance" officers-

INS attorneys-review each decision. It genoaDy
takes about tbree-to-fbur weeks for a deosion to

go through quality assurance and for a grant or

denial to t>e issued. The final INS decision is

given to the RFC to deliver.

Since the postal system in Haiti is poor to

nonesdstent however, applicants, in effect, have
to re^pproacb the RFC to find out the results of

their Interviews, for at least their fifth vlsic azul

perhaps more times If the decision has not yet

beenrendoed.
The INS ss^s that It conducts off-site into-

vlews for persons who are In too great a dango to

come to Che offices. When pressed on the ques-

tion, an INS source said that more than 10 and
less than 100 sudi interviews bad taken place tn

the past year.

Persons who are denied by tbe INS can
write a letter asking for reconsideradon. Those
letters are reviewed and an answo^ is usually pro

vlded within one-to-five months.
In the two months since the new vetting

system has gone into effect, the approval rate at

the INS interview has risen from 7.7 pocent to

atxjut 30 pocent
While that appears at first glance to be a

significant increase, the vetting criteria them-

selves represent a standard highrr than that of £
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HAITIANSm THE DOMINICAN RZ7TIBUC

While intemaoonal artrnnon bas been focused on
the movement of goods from the Dominican Repub-
lic (DFO into HalQ in tviolatlan of the tntemaoonkl
embaxigo. less attention has been paid to the move-
ment ofHaitians Into the Dominican Republic.

There are noi accurate statistics on the
number of Haitians living tn the DR. Esttmatea
ran^e from lOO.OOOito one mmirm

Since the September 1991 coup d'etat that
cTverthrew PresldeatiJean-Bemand AnsUde, an
estimated 30.000 Haitians have entaed the DR.
Including some 2.500 to S.OOO sfflce the abortive

renun of President AxlstJde In October 1993.
The question ofHaltL including the matter

of Haitians living tn ittae OR. was one of the hot is-

sues In the Dozninlaan presidential dectlon. which
occurred during the Refugee Reports v\stL

Supporters of President Joaquin Balaguer
accused his tnaln challenger. Jose Fnncisco Pena
Gomez, who is black, of secretly being a Kaltiaii

Intent on merging the two countries into one.
Although final electoral results were still In

dispute at the time Refijgee Reports left, it appeared
as though the Balaguer government would retain
Its hold on the presidency.

Refugee Reports visited four of the bateyes.
the sugar cane plantations where Haitian migrant
laborers live and worJt Conditions varied among
them. Some of the migrant camps, such as the
Reventon baiey. appeared tn good order, with dec-
tridty. schools, and small garden plots for the resi-
dents.

Others, such as Mamcy and San Isldro,
were iiar less developed, lacking rrrtntmni sanitation.
with residents look^ malnourtshed, anfj living
conditions, squalid land ov'eracmded.

An estimated 80 percent of baicy residents
have no legal documents of any kind, which makes
them vulnerable to labor explotiaaon and other
abuses.

Distinguishing economic migrants from
refugees who may hax-e fled persecution or the
threat of persecution is difficult and. in the
baieues. at leasu no aaempi is made to identify
persons who might be in refugec-iike circum-
stances.

A priest who has been organizing parishes
tn the border region lo provide assistance to Hal-
nans, said. "For many, many years there has been
the problem of cane u-orkers. .vid this is duTerent
than the poUUcal causes of fllg-ht.' He said, how-

ever, that max^ of these people were summarlty
deported by the Balaguer government in 1991 as
part of Its efforts to destabilize the Ailstlde regime.

-Many of than fdt wounded in dl^ty and sptrit*

he said. 'and said th^would never oomebadL But
itaoe the coiqi. wflh the rejseasksi. these same peopfe
wcie obttgod to tetunx tn great numbo^*

Tlw priest said. It is so rttfflrult (for Haitian
asylum seekeni to convince UNHCR that they are

reftigecs. It Is lamentable that UNHCR does not
reoogntze the fhanging profile ofthe refugees—that
refugees don't have to wear stilts and ties, tnit can
be peasant leaders persecuted for their political

actMtles.''

UMHCR has maintained an office in Santo
Domtngo since late 1992. The office, tn an upscale
ndghborhood. is located near a major tjoUcc sta-

tion. To enter the building, one must pass thnnigb
four separate k>cked gates.

On the day of R^^j^ee Rc^nrts' visit there
were two private security guanls and three uni-
formed and armed members of the Dominican Na-
tional Police stationed in the courtyard and Inside
the UNHCR building. At the ttm^ of the visit tut a
single Haitian was present

Stnce the 1991 coup, a total of2,762 Hai-
tians have sought refugee sums at the UNHCR
office in Santo Domingo, as ofMay 18. ofwhom
1.346 have been recognized under UNHCRTs man-
date.

However, the Dominican govenmxnt
agency rc^xmslble for refugees, CONARE. has only
granted reAigee status to 35 peraoos. The last Hm/-

CONARE met to consider cases was In September
1993.

Part of the reason for the tight seemly is

that the office has been occupied lour rtmt^ by
Irate Haitians. This happened most recently on
April 26. The office was occupied for five days by a
group of67 persons vibo wanted blanket recogni-
tion for Haitians m the DR as refugees, and wanted
improved financial assistance from UNHCR for rec-
ognized refijgees.

Because the incident played Into the height-
ened tensions ofDomtnican poUUcs. some obsov-
ers speculated that the protesters were Infiltrated

by agents prouoootinins who wanted to sdr up antl-
Haldan sentiment during the elecUon campaign.

(FbrJuntrer^orwcOorx. see USCKsJune 1992 Issue
pc7>^. Stone ofRefuge Haitian R^igees tn the Do-
minican Republic auailable>am V3ORJdrS4.00J
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well-founded fear of persecution. stj|^estlng «hat

the 70 percQU of those being denied are found by
the INS not to be credible.

An INS source In Port-au-Ftince said that
the tzalnmg of theacUudlcators-conducted bjr

INS lawyers—focuaes on the questlOD of cTcdUl-
ify. The source said that axiydodnoaitsprD^
duced by the applicants are unreltable. and "t
therefore. *M we have to go oo is wiat ttxy soy.*

Whm asked ^t/betber nuiipw^ f'tal
human ngfats xtptnta on Haiti are circulated
among INS oflBcerB. title source said. "We txy to
circulate them when we get them. Wedonthave
a copy mattrtnf tlaU works.*

Prs-Apnrorrl nif— Ifapproved t^^ the INS.
appUcanta muat then go ttatuugb standaxd n£a-
gee processing procedures lor medical deaiaxxx.
sponsoish^ assurance. uiiTi^y ofHaitian pass-
poits and U.S. visas, and txavd aziangementB.
This is done by the lOM office in Port-au-Ptlnce.
so that persons Uvlng doser to the Cap Haltiaa or
Les Cayes offices either have to txavd back aztd
forth to Port-au-Prlnce multiple times, or find a
place to stay there.

According to the Embassy, in ecceptional
cases, this whole process can occur in seven or
eight days. At tbctlme ofthe mid-May vtelt the
Embassy said that lower ptionty cases •were beizig
scheduled ior intovlews in early June.

At the time of the vlslL the Embassy said
that more than 600 INS-^>provBd cases wai in
the pipeline awalt&ig d^eoture.

Moving approved cases is rompUcated by
several factors. At this poinL the RPCs have to
figure out the numbo- oflamUy add-ons* to the
approved refugee. This is complicated by the
large number ofcommon-law marriages in HaitL
and tjy male refugees who may want to bring
Ihdr children Iwra to different mothoB.

It has also been found at the ttme of the
medical examinations that about 6 perxMit ofthe
INS-approved cases are HIV-positive. lOMsald
that il needs to receive supporung documents
from sponsoring agencies in the United SUtcs for
these cases. The Administrative Appeals Unit at
the INS Is currently reviewing these cases.

Obtaining a Haitian passport is also titclgr,
and Haitian sources told Rejugee Reports that
some wDiild-be refugee dialmams do not enter the
system at all because Ihcy are convujced that
evtn if approved tbey would have to then turn
themselves Into the authorlQes.

lOM has found a dlsartc way (or pas^xxts
to be Issued without endangering the applicants.

Wbatwm Happen AliQ»rfBhljB|2 Bythctime
readers see this article, this question should be

answered. At t^ time of the visit, these was stlD

imcertainQr wtiat the new procedure for posons
luladieted on the high seas would eatalL

It appeared dear, at that time, that full

refugee determinations were intended, aboard
atdp, based on the standard ofa *wefl-faurxiedfiGar

afperwnition' rather Pan the *credlbte tear* star>-

dard ised during theBushAdmlnlstzatlanm the

aflei iiMth ofthe coup tar screening persons tn to the

UtaHed States for &ill asylum arijudirattnna. j"—
It also appeared dear that «Hhm.g>i the

program would be structured according to over-

seas refugee afimlsslnns procedures. U.S. nfflrtau

were not pnpaiiBg to use the new vetting criteria

cunently being used for in-counny processing.

With aU boat persons being dlglble for an INS
interview, and in-country appUcants subjected to

the strict vettmg cntola. the predictable result

wm be higher INS approval rates for in-coimtiy

applicants and lower approval rates for boat per-

sona. This is a result U.S.olBdals are hoping fbr. as
it is anftrlpatrd that the k)w shipboard approvals

(and hig^ ICP approvals) win deterwouU-be boat
poc^ gom oofaarklng on the rtsky sea Journey._

Itms also suggested that the U.S. govem-
moit would be prepared to admit refugees ifno
other countries ahow a willingness to admit tKcm
It did not appear that the regional celling on the
number of refugees that can be admitted would
be an obstacle, as the President would be able to

request emergency admissions rumibers if the
situation so requires.

Although the details ofits involvement
have not been divulged, it appeared that the UN
High Commlsslona- for Refugees would partld-

pate In the program, probably assisting In train-

ing of adjudicators, monitoring the process, covin-

sellng Haitian asylum seekers prior to their INS
interviews, seeking third ctiuntry partners fbr re-

settlement and monitoring the repatriation of

screened-out cases.

U.S. officials appeared to reject the idea of

a safe haven in the iCaribbean, preferring to adju-

dicate cases, resettle recognized refugees, and
return those not meeting refugee criteria to Haiti.

It looked as though cases would be adjudicated

on board a ship that would be anchored in the

port of a third country: a hospital ship was bdng
outfitted to accommodate tibe anticipated asylum
seekers.

At the time of the K^/upee Reports visit

the National Securt^ Council was briefing a
group ofNGOs in Washington, and said that th^
anfldpated that only 5 percent of the boat asy-

lum seekers would be appiuful as refugees.

In aiiy event the new procedure, not yet

off the ground, or. tn the water, as the case nay be,

was still Ituld* arxi couldyK dewlop dlfferoitly.
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Mr. Mazzoli. And thank all of you gentlemen. Excellent testi-

monies.
Let me just yield myself a couple of minutes, and if my colleague

wishes to ask questions he is certainly welcome.
It was kind of interested, the sort of underlying byplay between

Mr. Stein and Mr. Swartz in the sense that Mr. Stein was saying
that there is a need to internationalize and multilateralize these
problems, and I think that Mr. Swartz said somewhat the same
thing but said let's use Guantanamo.

Well, one of the problems, I guess, is—I am not part of this ad-
ministration, but one of the problems, I guess, is that Guantanamo
is U.S. land, U.S. soil, and because of the way our asylum laws
work, once you land somebody on U.S. soil there are a range of

—

or there is a range of rights that somehow trigger which could com-
plicate the process of having what I would consider to be fair and
reasonable but not extensive and lengthy and duplicative kinds of

hearings.
I think that that probably is one of the driving reasons behind

why the administration is going through all these contortions by
having Ukrainian ships and setting them down in Kingston and
talking to the Turks and Caicos Islands and what have you is be-

cause ultimately we are fearful, we are scared to death, we are par-

alyzed with fear about landing these people on anything that re-

sembles U.S. soil.

So what goes down is so, one of my feelings is that a lot of our
travail here would have been ended if we can ever change our asy-
lum laws so that people have a fair hearing but they don't have
multiple appeals and all of the other redtape.
And so until and unless we change those asylum laws, we will

have these convoluted mechanisms that are almost ad hoc to try

to satisfy these problems.
It seems to me that we would, if we were to take on the respon-

sibility of the Haitians, whether at Guantanamo or whether
anyplace, we then veer away from the idea that this is a regional

problem. I think that is one of the other constraints on the
administration.

If they do too much for themselves on U.S. land or U.S. posses-

sions with U.S. people, I think we give it the texture of a U.S. prob-

lem, and I think the administration tries to insist that this is an
international, or at least a regional problem.

So, it seems to me that we have additional problems here that
we would not normally have. I would be happy to have some
comments.
But I think that we have normal difficult situations anv time

land masses are within 80 or 90 miles of us, as in the case of Cuba.
But those are really made much more difficult because of the way
our laws are structured now. And if they weren't that way, we
might have a little easier way.
Anyway, the two of you might address it and I have one other

question.
Mr. Swartz. Briefly, if I may.
Mr. Mazzoli. Certainly.

Mr. Swartz. I understand the analysis you are presenting and
I have heard it from very high level administration officials over
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the last several months. But I do think there are a couple of

responses.
First, if you take that line of argument literally, what our execu-

tive branch is saying is that they are afraid of the laws of the land

and the consequences of the laws of the land. And I am troubled,

quite frankly, by a judgment, when it has been made by the Presi-

dent or the Attorney General or the General Counsel of INS that

we can't use Guantanamo because our laws apply there and we
don't want to be bound by our own laws.

Our Government leaders seem to argue, almost as a philosophi-

cal matter, we can't process Haitians on Guantanamo because our

laws apply there and we don't want to be bound by our own laws.

So, I am troubled by that.

Mr. Mazzoli. You have got every right to be troubled.

Mr. SwARTZ. Secondly, what I am proposing, is that Guantanamo
be used on an interim basis—in other words, you can use Guanta-

namo today while the Turks and Caicos are being set up. And so

for those numbers of Haitians who may be processed today the^

have some extra rights because it is on Guantanamo. That doesn t

bind you when you have land in an international setting.

And I do believe—this is probably the only thing I agree with

FAIR on—that this is an international matter and we should be

internationalizing responsibility.

Finally, if the administration had chosen to take something akin

to the operation they have now worked out with the UNHCR for

boats and Turks and Caicos, and have the UNHCR play the same
role on Guantanamo and internationalize the operation, even if

technically our laws may be controlling on what the U.S. Govern-

ment does, that in the spirit of regionalizing the responsibility we
could be using Guantanamo, even if technically that means some-

body shouldn't be adjudicated until they have a right to get some
help.

Mr. Mazzoli. Good. Mr. Stein.

The whole question of internationalizing and at the same time

having this ironical situation where we are afraid of our own laws,

because we know that they grant too many appeals and too many
rights and too many, multiple hearings and too much everything,

and we know that in the case of a potential influx, a fairly large

number, that it just—it is busting the system apart, so we say,

"Well let's just avoid that by avoiding the system in the first place."

Mr. Steem. Well, I couldn't agree more, of course. And the tempo-

rariness factor is really also an important element of our capacity

to provide bona fide asylum.
Criminal lawyers when they are representing a criminal defend-

ant always want a speedy trial. They want everything to happen
very quickly. It preserves their client's rights, their fairness.

An immigration lawyer, on the other hand, has exactly the oppo-

site motivation, particularly if the client's claim is weak. That if

you have an extended process, then you can get de facto residence

even if you never actually achieve a legal claims, or it may take

years and then you can apply for suspension of deportation.

Marshall McLuhan once said about the media, "The medium is

the message," and in immigration often the "process is the status."
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Our asylum system doesn't work. It is broken. It can't work effec-

tively with the procedural encumbrances that frayed it. So any
large group of people coming into the country needing temporary
succor cannot be effectively provided that temporary relief because
there is no effective way of assuring departure when the time
comes. That has undermined and emasculated our capacity to be
generous when there are truly emergent conditions like we may see

now in Haiti.

Internationalizing the obligation is key, and this implies not only
providing large-scale facilities for projected dislocations in our
hemisphere. We have several key hemisphere points where we can
expect large-scale migration momentum and volatility over the
next 5 years, but obviously in many other parts of the world as

well. We have to plan for this possibility.

That when there is large-scale anarchy, civil violence, street

thuggery, when you have a per capita income of $300 a person and
your labor force is growing by 50 percent every 5 years you have
the seeds for a generalized anarchy that we are now seeing emerg-
ing in many parts of the world, including Haiti. Unless we inter-

nationalize the process for temporary large-scale financial commit-
ments, for temporary housing, in countries around these high-risk

regions, we are not going to be able to manage these kinds of flows.

Mr. Mazzoli. Yes. I think that is interesting because we cannot
internationalize this so long as there are laws in effect that make
all of these people for whom we have every reason to want to give

temporary relief our permanent responsibilities.

And that is what the law requires today. We cannot give tem-
porary assistance. We can't give momentary pause in their prob-

lems, because once we do on anything that looks like or smells like

or is attributed to be U.S. land, we then trigger this great response
of laws and regulations and everything else. So in a way, if we
could get to that underlying problem we might ease it.

Mr. McCalla, if you want to address that part of it.

Mr. McCalla. Yes. I wanted to address that part, and thank you
for giving me the opportunity to do that.

With respect to the question of internationalizing the Haitian ref-

ugee issue, that it is not simply a U.S. problem but it is a problem
in the region, which is a Caribbean problem. I believe that it is ab-

solutely possible to do that, and let me say the following.

So far the administration in dealing with the current refugee cri-

sis has reached out to the Governments of Jamaica and the Gov-
ernment of the Turks and Caicos, and it has been able to achieve

some agreement with Jamaica and Turks and Caicos with respect

to processing.
To my knowledge, those are the only two sovereign entities that

have been approached by the administration, and so that leaves

open the possibility that, in fact, there could be more cooperation

from within the region if the administration reached out to other

nations.
Mr. Mazzoli. So there is potential you think? There could be

more evidence of cooperation if that were the context?

Mr. McCalla. ^solutely. That was the first point.

The second point is what Mr. Swartz has alluded to, and, has
recommended to the administration with regard to Haitian refu-
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gees. That is, a policy of providing a safe haven, which eliminates

the need for processing and all kinds of procedural safeguards.
The policy of providing safe haven on a temporary oasis is the

best course of action given that we all agree—^the administration,

the opposition and everybody else—agree that you have to be able

to achieve a solution in Haiti that goes farther than the current ap-

proach a solution that basically brings back hope into Haiti and es-

tablishes democratic institutions strong enough to withstand politi-

cal instability of the sort that we have witnessed in the past oecade
and moreover that gives the Haitians the capacity to build on the
soil that they live on. And to us that is a fairly desirable objective

on the part of both the Haitians and the American Government.
Mr. Mazzoli. I am not really an expert at all in hemispheric

politics.

But I think one of the problems that we have in getting regional

cooperation is exactly the problem of what the United States has
done earlier in its day when it invaded islands, from when it put
its troops in place, and these countries want to sny away from that.

They want to shy away from any opportunity of having U.S. peo-
ple on their soil or U.S. Armed Forces or paramilitary people on
their shores. So I think that that is why with the first panel, the
panel of Members, I just have a respectful difference with some of

them on how quickly we ought to go to the military option.

Because it just seems to me that once we get our fingerprints in

any country—we are even now still trying to extricate ourselves
from Southeast Asia, and we have been out of there for 25 years
and we are still trying to handle a refugee problem and the guilt

problems and the national interest problems, all because our fin-

gerprints are liberally strewn through Southeast Asia.

We have already got fingerprints in Haiti via the invasion and
occupation from 1915 to 1934. And it just seems to me if we go in

again, even if it is a short-term surreal strike—and I don't think
it can be, but if it were, we are talkmg about fingerprints all over
Hispaniola, both sides of the border, and it seems to me that we
will be forever saying, well, it is our responsibilitv in the hemi-
sphere. We will say it is yours, it is not ours, and we will not

—

anyway, it is complicated.
Anyway, let me just ask. Father Ryscavage, you indicated that

10 days ago your testimony would have been different or you are
more optimistic. Mr. Forester calls this whole thing a sham. I

would like to see how you two can reconcile those differences, or
if it is possible.

Do you believe that this process set up by the State Department
of the United States, the Justice Department of the United States,
the President of the United States, Mr. Bill Gray, a former Member
of Congress, an estimable person and public leader, would con-

sciously or even unwittingly have a part in setting up a sham.
Mr. Forester. Mr. Chairman, the U.N. Convention and Protocol

prohibits the refoulement. On Guantanamo there was not full legal

rights. You didn't invoke everything in the world. It was a "credible

fear" process. There wasn't an appeal. There weren't lawyers in-

volved. So you don't invoke all of the laws of the United States.

Now, in terms of the sham, the fact is that when you require the
full burden, when you prohibit individual preparation by attorneys
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or skilled people trained in bringing out the facts, when you have
a quota system, there are two sorts: One is a strong desire, openly

stated by the White House, of keeping in-country the primary goal

and rejecting the majority and sending them back within a day,

and when you give each Border Patrol agent a quota of six or seven
adjudications per day
Mr. Mazzoli. You are not doing credit to your people. They are

not Border Patrol people. They are going to be specially trained.

Mr. Forester. They got 5

Mr. Mazzoli. I understand. But to call them Border Patrol is a
pejorative on your part.

Mr. Forester. No.
Mr. Mazzoli. It would seem so.

Mr. Forester. Minimally trained is all I mean.
Mr. Mazzoli. Well, you know, I think that you ought to do them

credit. These are men and women who are employees of the U.S.

Government trying their best to do a job, and try being deployed

or secunded down there, and I think to call them Border Patrol

people is not to do them credit.

I think they ought to be called properly trained officers. We think

they will be able to learn the process. But I don't think it is fair

to call them Border Patrol.

Mr. Forester. Minimally trained immigration
Mr. Mazzoli. Well, say it that way, but don't call them Border

Patrol people.

Mr. Forester. The Immigration Service has, of course, an Asy-

lum Branch with trained officers.

My point, the only point I meant is that we have been through
this. When they brought in minimally trained people on Guanta-
namo, at first, before we sued them, the approval rate was only 5

percent. There was individually on Guantanamo no right of appeal.

There was not the right to representation, there wasn't an asylum
interview. It was a credible fear standard.

And I just want to very briefly, if I might
Mr. Mazzoli. If I might back up a little bit.

Mr. Forester. Sure.

Mr. Mazzoli. Do you think it is a sham?
Mr. Forester. Yes, sir. And the reason it is not

Mr. Mazzoli. I will come back to you.

Father Ryscavage.
Reverend Ryscavage. You know, I run a Legal Services Corpora-

tion. I have lots of attorneys that, you know, report to me.

Mr. Mazzoli. That is why we invited you to testify.

Reverend Ryscavage. I don't believe in the sort of idea that, you
know, attorney as savior. You know, without attorneys there can

be no fairness.

I think in the mass world of international refugees, you know,
when you look at Africa and other places, you know, 95 percent of

the refugees in the world have no access to attorneys at all and yet

in some cases there indeed is good refugee processing.

So I think we have to get a little beyond our cultural limitations

in some of this, I think.

Given the fact that it is an international processing, and we can,

you know, argue about this decision, but it seems to me in the be-
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ginning of the process a few weeks ago they were talking about a

much more restrictive role for UNHCR. Thev were talking about

24-hour turnaround, in and out processing. They had cut the NGO
community basically out of it entirely, and there was this whole

question of appeals and reconsideration.

These were the four basic areas Mrs. Ogata was concerned about

in Geneva. I think they have been addressed. Not sufficiently per-

haps, but I think there has been the thing, and at least enough for

me to say let's try it, you know.
Mr. Mazzoli. I am happy to hear you say that. If there is any

severe critic of the U.S. policy it is Mrs. Ogata, and for the UNHCR
to be involved in any fashion, as they are going to be intimately

aboard the ship, in Jamaica in Kingston Harbor, and maybe in the

Turks and Caicos, does indicate to me that thev have overcome

their initial fears or frustration or concerns enough to say let's give

this thing a chance.
And I think that Mr. AleinikofF was even indicating that the

process is still ongoing. It is still evolving, and there may be

changes further.

One of the problems I have with that, frankly, is that v/e may
then have a new process down there which is very much like the

process if they were in the United States, which I think is too com-

plicated and has too many appeal rights and too many compHca-

tions there. So, we have to be a little bit careful to keep it in some
bounds.
Mr. Forester. Then I will yield to my friend.

Mr. Forester. I appreciate it very much.
If trained people on an individual basis are eliciting details, for

example, did people, perhaps a few million, have Aristide's photo

on the outside of their house? Did they live on a street such that

the military perhaps knew them? Did they wear Aristide's T-shirt?

Were they members of neighborhood committees or church ^oups?
The documentation shows these people have been killed just for

such little stuff. The minimally trained officer will never get this

information if this is done quickly without available assistance in

eliciting the claim. The quality assurance will not be able to review

anything because there will be nothing to review.

Mr. Mazzoli. But, Mr. Forester, don't you think the UNHCR—
do you think they are going to be complicit in something like this?

Don't you think they are going to insist on the quality review?

And let me tell you, all they got to do is raise it with the press.

They get to the television cameras and this whole thing falls apart.

I mean it is not exactly as if this thing ends on a ship in Kingston

Bay. It is not going to work that way.
But anyway, let me—my friend has been very patient. He has

been my seatmate for such a long time. I would like to yield to him
for such time as he mav need.

Mr. CoNYERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to com-

mend the witnesses on this panel and raise a different perspective

here.
Could it be, based on the newest reports that have just come in,

that Francois' brother is asking, is stating that there may be con-

sideration for the police chief to step down, and maybe others, that

they may be appealing to General Cedras?
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Could it not flow from those reports that if the United States
were to adopt, through its representatives, a sterner policy, that we
might be able to move forward and make some substantial gains
as it were?

It seems to me that unless we do something more, unless we be-
come more firm in our demands, unless we make it clear that the
leaders of the junta and the police will have to extricate themselves
from the governing process, that it will be very, very hard for any-
thing to happen. And I am hoping that these reports might be
bearing that theory out.

Could I invite any of the witnesses' reactions? Mr. Forester.

Mr, Forester. Briefly—^thank you very much. The only comment
I can make, and perhaps this is not directly on point, Representa-
tive McCollum was referring earlier to, **Well, nobody is arrested."
Not only the 219 arrested this year alone and the "fishing expedi-

tion" in the State Department telegram, but I was hoping that the
chairman might enter into the record a document entitled, "The
Recent Upsurge in Political Violence and Persecution of Returnees
in Haiti: Implications for Asylum Adiudication," prepared by
Church World Services attorney Merrill Smith, which refers at
length to incidents within the last month, not only the so-called

President Jonassaint's invocation of this Duvalieristic decree to ar-

rest boat people, but to arrest over the last month in Port-au-
Prince, in Petit Groave, of three incidents of people being arrested
or abused just for being on a boat.

So this issue of persecution of persons trying to flee and returned
is very real, and consistent, of course, with the President's com-
ments that "they are killing and mutilating innocent civilians, even
people not directly involved in the political process."

If you have that situation where persons not even political are
subject to being killed and mutilated, under the doctrine of im-
puted political opinion those people are refugees. There is no sim-
ple way under these facts to separate the refugee from the
nonrefugee. It is an extremely problematic thing.

In relation to the UNHCR, on the Bahamas over the last 2
months they have summarily repatriated hundreds of Haitians to

Port-au-Prince. They brought in the UNHCR and it basically

blessed the process, meaning no disrespect whatsoever to them. It

remains to be seen whether the general language contained in the

agreement will be enacted.
All I am saying is that from my experience I see no way in such

rushed adjudications that they will even elicit the information that

anyone can look at for review.
Mr. Mazzoli. Well, I appreciate that very much. Mr. McCalla.
Mr. McCalla. Well, I just wanted to respond to the question

posed by Representative Conyers.
I mean it is not clear to us what Mr. Francois' brother implies

with respect to a breakthrough in terms of the political crisis in

Haiti. But I would say that following that, yes, the breakthrough
would benefit from a very firm and strong position taken by this

administration in particular and together with other members of

the international community.
And I would say that one of the things that this administration

could request now is that if these fellows are now willing to enter
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into a dialog that they should consider putting down their weapons
now, not tomorrow, not later, but putting down their weapons now
so that persecution of Haitians do not occur.

And perhaps then allow for the deployment of international mili-

tary and civilian observers to the number that the administration

has been talking about, about 3,000, immediately so that there is

an environment that is conducive to a restarting of the democratic

process in Haiti.

Mr. CoNYERS. I think it is an opening that we ought to consider

carefully. These things occur—it hasn't happened before. It gives us

an opportunity to continue to press forward.

Ana I think a statement from the President or the State Depart-

ment letting President Aristide communicate over our radio waves
there appropriate language and discussions that would lead people

to realize that change is possible when the United States is back-

ing the change could be a very important opening. Where it would
go, we would have to wait and see. But I think it shouldn't be ob-

served in these hearings.

Mr. Mazzoli. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate

you saying that.

Gentlemen, thank you very much. It is been excellent. I appre-

ciate it.

The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 2:25 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned.]
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APPENDIXES

Appendix 1.

—

Letter to Hon. Carrie Meek From Rene Van
RooYEN, Representative, United Nations High Commissioner
FOR Refugees, Dated February 4, 1994, With Attachment,
News Cupping From Newsday, April 14, 1993, Entitled,
"Scars Attest to Hatitan Brutality"

UNITED NATIONS

HIGH COMMISSIONER
FOR REFUGEES

Branefi Offlca tar «i« Unltad StVM of Ammkm

ITItCDMMKTIGUT <VMUCN.W,

wniiM
wAWMtTOM. D.c looa

Vfrr-rm
NATIONS UNIE8

HAUT COMMISSARIAT
POUR L£S REFUQIES

BwM pour \m Ear»4Mi d'Aiii*<«w

Will—Tcii. ox.

4 Febnary 1994

Dear Represeoative Medc

fnmTPfT WAiTTAN wmTngg FArava?; act qf \9n. tf.R. -idSi.

of America. I would IDce lo

iuable mitiadve ym hxve taken

[ctiog Haitiaa refngea on die

leir country of er^in. Your
upbolding du snenationai

ptinsolcingly drveloped over

As UNHCR Represesaiive to the United St

express my sincere j^precianon for the very vj

to reverse the coirent U.S. pncdse of inierd

high seas and sumisarily renmuni tfaem lo

le^islanve proposal is a ^ext contrlbndoD

standards of refugee ptotecnoa wtdcb have b<

die past fony years.

UNHGl has repeatediv and at veiy senior leHrels of GovtnuBent expressed its

senons concern over die cunem U.S. pracdselwidi regard to Hainan asvluffl

seekers as being toconsistem wUi die fundjameaiaJ prinetpJes of refugee

protecdon and in particular widi ibe letter aud spirit of Art. 33.1 of the

19S1 Convendon reladng to die Sams of Refugees (die '1951 Coovsndon'),

which is iocoiporaied into die 1967 Pretocol relaung to die Stans of Refugees

(d>e '1967 Protocol*), to which die United Stalies is a signatory. Ardde 33

expiicitfy states:

No Contracdng State shall expel or jrenoa ('refbuler') a refugee m
fHPf manner whatsoever to the frond Ks of die territoocs wtun his

life or freedom would be direate:ted on account of his lace.

religion. nationalJiy. mcmbershs) oft a particular social group or

poUiical opinion. (Erqibasis adde^.

The iniroducTion of die Haitiaa Reftigee Fajmess .\ci of 1993. H.K. 3663.

is thus welcomed bv UNHCR as an man to' restore U.S. obligadons under

iniemationaJ law and would renew die long and gjenerous commitmeu of die U.S.

Government © die protccdou of reftigees. ^The bill would also properiy

acicnowledge die U.S. Goveromem's oWigadon ^c to renira Haidto refugees to

(293)
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the couoiry where they fear perseeutioo. whether ii is ooing vitbin or outside

its soverei^ lemiory.

A3 you may know, UNHd is charged by the Geoerai Assembly of the Uaited

Naiioos with the respoasibility or' eosuruu iiueroanooai protectioii for

remgees and of seeJdog durable solutions for their plight. As such, -wt \ucve

participated in the liogadon o& this issue and I am eociceing for your
mfonnation a copy of (he "fricad-of-the-coun" brief (hat UNHGR presented co

the Supreme Coun in Sale v. Haitian Centers rouriei]. fnc.. et. ai.

The currem High Conunissiooer, Mn. SadaitD Ogata, has oa various occasioos

e:cpressed her distress ova (he continuanon' of die policy of interdicting

Haitians on die liigb seas and siiaimarilv renjrning them to dteir country of

origin. Her latest imervesdon oi behalf of the Haitian refugau and asylum

seekers was contained in a letter dated 21 December 1993 addressed co Che

Secretary of State. Mr. Warren Chrisiophtr. Unfortunatdy die policy

continues.

UNHCR's interveoiions on behalf of renisees are fully coosisteoi with die

Statute of die Office which specifies that die High Commissiontf shall provide

for die protecnon of refugees by. inter alia, "... promonng die cooclusioa

and ratification of international conveniiocs for the proiectioa of refugees

[and] <i|pftrvismg their anplicatinn.'fEmnhasis addfd).

The 19^ Protocol forms die basis for U.S. asylum law. One of the primary

purposes of Confess in passing die 1980 Refuges Aa was to bmg U.S. asylum

practise in conformity with international l^w. The corsentooe of die

ictemadonai refugee protecnon regime is the principle of *noo-refoulemeat'

.

As meadooed above. An. 33.1 expiiciUy state? chat oo Coatracting Scaie shall

expel or return ('rcfouier') a refugee in |ny maimer whatsoever to the

frontiers of territories where his life or freedom would be dutaieoed. It is

UNHCR's considered view diar Art. 33.1 of die Protocol applies to die behavior

of Scales irrespective of where die State chotees to acu Thve is dierefore

no e-TTA-terriioriai limitation on die principle of oon-refouiement. The
aoplicauon of aon-refoulement at the frooner was reaffirmed by die Executive

Committee of die High Commissioticr's Prograaube in Conclusion No. 6 (XXVm),
U.N. Doc. A/ac. 96/549, a copy of which we enddse for your infonnaiioa

That refugees and asylum seekers should be protected oo tte high seas is

further evidenced by die action of the intetnanonai community to promote

rescue at sea and to combat piracy and violelace against refugees and asylum

seekers, which tffon was sirongiv supponed \)y die U.S. Govemmeiu in the

1980's for Vietnamese *Boat People seeking asyl^ in Soudieast AsiL

The importance of An. 33.1 is further underlined by die fact that iifider

Anicle 42 of die 1951 Convention and Anicle VTI of the 1967 Protocol, diere

is no room for a State wishing to accede co these iatemadoual refugee

protection instruments to make any reservation to Uiis matt fundamental

provision of die treaty.
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Currsfli U.S. policy with ranrd to Hailiin asylum seekers, which is

goveiaed by Executive Order 12,n)7. is incoosistent with tb« obliguiotts of

States under tlie existing iaietnsdaiBl refQgee( iastnuseaa. Tlie continued

practise of imcrdictiag Haitian isyium seeJcdrs and involunorily returning

rfiem to cbeir counoy of origin without an assesjunent of ttieir asylum claims is

eroding (tie commitment of the istemaiional mnununiiy to die protection of

refugees and has serlonaly mv<»wi^iw»*< the abiity of the U.S. siirhnrities to

speak up on behalf of refi^Eees wtnldwide. YouFpnTposed bill would go a long

way toward bringing U.S. practise back taiid coofonnity with intemarinnal

standards and would reoun to the U.S. its tradiuooai leading role in

intersanooal refugee protection.

Please accept, dear Representative Meek. ' the egression of my highest

consideratioo and please feel fna to contadt me if I can provide any

additional information.

Sincerely.

Rene van Rooyen
Representative

The Honor^le Carrie P. Meek
Representative

U.S. House of Representatives

404 Cannon House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515
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Scars Attest to Haitian

Brutality

U> Hon Howell
sTA>>»i;TrK

Nf" York — Holdini: buck te.vs witS ii

stcclv rciolvc. Alerlc UWoncc tlcscrili«l

ihc bcalinc — iiiU;ndi-d lo Ix; fotal — fhc

s.iys tht tix>k bi-cjiUM: o( hrr family's love

for pmIctI Pri-ndcnl Je;inDi-rli-and Aris-

lidc

On Oct. lO.iiscuninni ran wild thn'UKh

J'on-.iu rrinic Irvini; In thwart ihc Unil-

od Nalisnsbrokircd plan lo rvloni Arii-

tide loil'.c country, two nwn kidnaped licr

from her lio;nc in llie Ciirrvfuor }«lioo of

the capiul, Bclancc sjiid. They wore look-

uiR for her husband but ihcy settled for

her. The men took her to the old lx)dy-

dumpm); p-ouiid coiled Tilnnycn and.

wSlb 3 niadicte. llicy hacked her face und

her iirck Mnti colorfhtr riylitftrm, linnlly

leaving' her for dead.

Now she is disfij.'XJ'cd. is inifsjnp her

tighl fo.-iarin and is deaf in herriphlriir

InlcrM'jwcd yesterday .it an uparl;oc;>t la

the molropolilJn a/c;i. whcrv she is living;

undiT a p-ajil of a.eyluni, she said sJie n-j«

wiLHls to bi-ar wil rc^s lo the violent repres-

sion LxViPfT place in hi r Sonielund

"flod left ;ne alive .is proof Uiat lh.s is

really hjppcnia>; in Unili." slie said.

"Whoever is for Anstidc Uhcrv hr\s no ri(;ht

1*1 live .M.iny people arc aol as luck-y as 1

ajn and •.':•..•>• die Tlity [an'.iAnstide t^n-

mcnl Jjifururc yoj so yujr faxily won't

rc<C!:ti;e you and then tSey kill you "

Of abojl ftO.OOOllniti.ins who hove tone

to Ml courilry processinj; centers sce.kjnc

K-syluin in ijie United Slates, only 2.-J00

have rcCi'ived^t, The Un;tcd States 1l\e"

inAj'rtaaicd'th.i'- the v.t-st mstjonty-of- my- *-

lum-«<:kers arc '.ookir^t; for jobs

But Qdonce. who aecvrding to huiniin

nphu workers was (.TantiMi ssylum and

came lo the New York .area in Januorw
iruiists the persecution is wide*pr\"ad And
Ihattensof thou&ands of her country-men

wuulj IJi.e to cficape.

i1u.-nui riyhts advocnios here arc ask- Alerte Beiance shows some ot the wounds Irom the aiiacK

//ft^c.^-^,*^^ O^^aU i-fj iq*itf
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inj;: Do Ihcy hnvc to wind i>p like AJtrte

Urlnnce before ihry ore dc«mnd \")Ctims of politioO

persecution?

"I Lhink she's a dassice.xaniplcoflhe level of repres-

sion ihol 'staking pince in Hfliti." said Michael Ralner,

a M.-uihatian altomey. He and the Haitian Women for

Haitian Ilcfupoes arc helping Delnncc. 32, to adjust to

htr new life here.

lielance sajd the men who kidnaperf her identified

themselves Aa being from the Front for the Advance-

ment and Projjrcns of Haiti — FRAPH in its French
ocronym — Although leaders of the orpvoimtion have

denied refponsibilitv for such acts of terrorism.

Bclnnce's husband nnd thrpc children come to the

New Yor'K area with her. Her hu^htxnd did not want to

be named m this orucJe. He suffers the piiilt of ha\Tng

run away from the family home lost October, thinking

ihc intruders were looking only for him ond would
leave his familv Alone.

The fiunily was in thoic djvK middle

clftis by Haitian ftandurds. She hii'l two

employees and cookctl and uiM food from :\

stnn<l in downtown Porl-aoPrince. /"Uid

her husband was an irun worker with five

hired helpers.

After UieSept. 20. l&Ul.iirmy ct.uplhut

ovtrthrew Arislidc, ihc family, which had

worked on behalf of .^ristirie durinc the

19!*C» elections, lied to iheioutht-rn pait of

tl»ecountr>- and 510X1x1 forwrvcral months
until their money ran ouL Tlic-y returned

toCujTcfour and irird lo live quietly . stun-

ing up the ol<l iron hunni-s.-; again ond

sendiiiK thi'ir iJiildreii to C-ntliolic ?ch(<ol.s

But laM OcloU-T hrousht n rCMirgena-

ofdiaus to Hail). KICM'I I ;inil other gronps

vowed to fight the United Nations nccord

thut WIU5 to rcslure AnHidc to the country

on Oct. 30. They iULxeedetl.

On the night of Oct. 16. is pjnnu-n Tin-^l

weapon:; through thr ncighlxirlxiod. two

men caniu to the family h•>u^-«r and banged

on the door. Belance woke lii-r husband.

He dressed a:Kl lied through j window he

had built for just such :in imergciicy.

"They said, 'Where is your huf-hand?'
'"

Uelance n.Trvllcd "I s:od he didn't cr/ine

home tonight. And they sold. '.Mi. he

thinks his father is ixisr.ing back? Is thiil

why he's not home'''
"' The nun. one of

wiiom hod a gun. llie other .i machete,

were siigpcsUng that lielnrce's husband

was c<"lobr.iling uSe Cipeiled return of

/VrLstidc, culli-d "father" by muny Hai-

li.-ms.

Thut is when hcr.long nigVil of pain be-

gan. They dragged her off and drove her to

Titonycn. hpjvlmg and slashing her nnd
nc\Tr>nTii*'hfr'ror'ycad.\5rh'c".'jvi?aacd'cmrbiit"

, awoke, the next day.ir.d crawled to Lhe

roadfide, where n passerby alerted soldiers

who came nnd look her to a hfvpital. Her
ntL-»ckcrscvcnlunlly got word that she was
there and c;<me to the lir>sp:tal to inquire

about her, she s.T.d. At that point she w.-vs

taken tn a K-\fe hou.'C south of the capital

and w.\s treated t.Se."C u.iLil she was grant-

ed asylum in the United Suiles.

Beianec is grateful for being able tn come lo the

United Stales but sfudshcisemlvirr.\si4d at her pover-

ty nnd her phvsica] appearance. The f.amily Kold all its

possessions to pay the mcriicnl hills. She wants to re-

turn lo Haiti, but cannot do so until Aristidc rclurns.

<;he snid.

"They have to send him back," she said, "liecausc

he's the only one who can sn%'c us."
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Appendix 2.—Statement of Hon. Ronald V. Dellums, a
Representative in Congress From the State of California

Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding this hearing and for giving

me the opportunity to testify on the crisis in Haiti, and U.S. policy

toward Haiti.

I must begin by stressing that it would be difficult for anyone to

overestimate just how profoundly troubled I have been by the

unspeakable brutality that has been inflicted upon the Haitian people

since the overthrow of President Jean Bertrand Aristide in September

1991.

We all know that Haiti has had an extraordinarily difficult and

tumultuous history ever since the slaves of St. Domingue - as Haiti

was then called, rose up and wrested from France what was then the

most valuable colony in the possession of any European power.

It is not difficult to imagine the reaction within the imperial courts

of Europe to the news that 450,000 African slaves had defeated the

armies of Napoiean and declared themselves a free and independent
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nation. It is not difficult. Mr. Chairman, to imagine the resistance that

this new and different nation encountered as it struggled to take its

place in the then-slave-holder-dominated world of 200 years ago.

Haiti has indeed had a tortured and difficult history.

But Mr. Chairman, just as the end of the 80's and the dawn of

the 90's brought the crumbling of the Berlin Wall, the release of Nelson

Mandela and the triumph of Solidarity, so too did it bring a thunderous

shout from the Haitian people that they were tired of dictatorship, tired

of neglect, tired of abuse, tired of the Duvaliers, tired of the Namphys,

tired of the Ton-Ton Macoutes.

Tired, Mr. Chairman. And willing to die in order to know, at last,

democracy. As die they did, in 1987, when they were gunned down

and left in heaps of the dead and dying at the polling stations as they

tried to cast their votes. But in 1990 they marched to the polling

booths once more. And, from a field of 11 candidates, gave 67% of

the vote to a very late entry into the race - a Catholic priest who had

long worked among and for them - Jean Bertrand Aristide.

Mr. Aristide was not the favored candidate of the U.S.

administration of the time Mr. Chairman. And this caused our nation

to embrace policies toward him, the Haitian military, and the Haitian

people that were far from appropriate. We branded him difficult and

recalcitrant. A CIA report "documenting" his proclivity for violence, his

mental instability, and his hospitalization for mental illness in Canada

was widely reported by the media. Unfortunately, later findings that (i)
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the doctor cited in the report does not exist, (ii) Mr. Aristide was not

even in Canada during the period in question, and (iii) the hospital In

which he was supposed to have stayed insists that he had never been

a patient there, never received quite as much publicity. However, the

damage had already been done.

It was also most unfortunate that our great nation decided to

continue training members of the Haitian military even after it had

violently overthrown President Aristide. That decision was unworthy

of us in our role as the world's leading democracy and we owe it to

the Haitian people to correct the consequences of this action. And so,

Mr. Chairman, the U. S. Congress must continue to move forward -

independent of any executive branch or multilateral initiatives - to be

on record as having formulated and advanced an enlightened,

progressive, pro-democracy policy toward Haiti. And to do this, the

House must move to pass HR 3663 and HR 4-114, making absolutely

clear:

(i) our willingness to impose strong sanctions against

the Haitian military and its supporters;
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(ii) our concern that Haitian political refugees be treated

in a color-blind, non-discriminatory fashion - neither

better nor worse than others who have also fled and

continue to flee repressive regimes,

(iil) our determination to withdraw foreign assistance

to any country that violates these sanctions;

(iv) our commitment to promoting human rights in Haiti

via our support for a full contingent of UN/OAS

human rights observers to that country;

(v) our commitment to the multilaterally agreed-upon

package of social and economic support for

Haiti in response to, and for the execution of,

the Aristide Administration's economic programs.

Mr. Chairman, between the falling apart of the Governors Island

Accord last October and March of this year, Haiti and the Haitians

were on back burner in Washington. Between last October and March

of this year. General Cedras, Lieutenant Colonel Francois, and Brigadier

General Biamby believed and knew that the brutalization and murder of

innocent Haitians would go unremarked within the corridors of power
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in Washington. Between last October and March of this year, the

wealthy families of Haiti were confident that President Aristide would

wither away in exile, forgotten by those of us in Washington with the

ability to make a difference. And these perceptions were all well-

founded, Mr. Chairman, UNTIL Members of the United States House of

Representatives and the United States Senate decided that the United

States could not, and would not, close its eyes to macabre brutality

being unleashed by the Haitian military in an attempt to eradicate all

support for the duly elected President of that country.

5,000 killed; over 300,000 in hiding throughout Haiti; 48,000

taking to the open seas. This is a human tragedy that cannot be

ignored.

We must remember, Mr. Chairman, that is because of

Representatives' and Senators' determination to fight on behalf of the

forgotten in Haiti via HR 3663, HR 4114, and S 2027, plus pressure

from human rights activists, that Haiti has captured the attention of the

White House and the United Nations. It is therefore vital that we in the

Congress complete the important task begun with the introduction of

HR 3663 and HR 4114 (which now has in excess of one hundred co-
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sponsors), and not assume that because there has been activity at the

executive and multilateral level, our task is done.

Mr. Chairman, though HR 3663 and HR 4114 differ slightly with

regard to the Protective Status Provisions, both bills are rooted in and

grow out of the same deeply-felt concern over the administration's

policy of interdicting and summarily repatriating Haitian refugees.

I am aware that the President in his Rose Garden address of May

8, 1994 announced that the extreme brutality being inflicted upon the

Haitian people by the military made the continuation of our repatriation

policy unacceptable. However, it is also true, Mr. Chairman, that since

the May 8 Rose Garden address, U.S. vessels have interdicted and

returned over 1.800 Haitian refugees - no questions asked, no hearings

granted, no attempt made to determine who among them had a well-

founded fear of being beaten, tortured or even murdered by the Haitian

military upon their return. This number, Mr. Chairman, exceeds the

combined total of all of the Haitians forcibly returned by this

administration up until then. There has until now, therefore, been a

serious and tragic gap between our administration's proclaimed policy

towards Haitian refugees and actual practice.
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The Haitian military has launched a serious campaign to identify

those who may be planning to flee the country, and any Haitian so

discovered is apprehended and arrested, beaten and abused. What do

you think happens to those who manage to escape the military's

watchful eye, but are then interdicted by us at sea and returned, Mr.

Chairman?

Stopping Haitians on the high seas, burning their boats, and

returning them to Port-au-Prince, no questions asked, is inhumane.

And it violates both international and U.S. laws which prohibit the

forcible return of those fleeing persecution to the land of such

persecution.

I welcome reports that hearings will soon commence off Jamaica

aboard the US naval hospital ship Comfort and the leased Ukranian

vessel, the Gruziya, and that land-based processing will occur at Turks

& Caicos. But it Is important for the record to show that the treatment

of Haitian refugees between the time of the President's Rose Garden

address and the present has not been good. And Haitian refugees

stopped at sea are receiving no better opportunity to establish that

they do indeed have a well-founded fear of persecution than they did
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three months ago, eight months ago, or sixteen months ago.

And the administration's reliance on and touting of in-country

processing, when our processing centers inside Haiti are constantly

watched by the Haitian military, when these centers do not have the

capacity to process the volume of applicants, when there has been so

many concerns raised about the program, is sadly misplaced. On this

note, Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit for the record a rather

detailed document sent to my office by Mr. Thomas J. Mills, an

attorney and Asylum Officer with the Immigration and Naturalization

Service, who has publicly lamented the many irregularities he observed

In his capacity as an INS official in Haiti. Also of value would be his

recommendations to the Attorney General and the United States

Congress, which I am also enclosing, in addition to some articles

pertaining to Mr. Mills "whistle-blowing" on this matter. I would also

like to submit for the record a particularly valuable assessment of our

in-country processing in Haiti that was prepared by Americas Watch,

titled "No Port in a Storm."

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I wish to commend the administration
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for deciding to sever commercial air links with Haiti as is called for in

HR 411 4, effective June 25, 1994. The decision to freeze assets and

limit financial transactions with Haiti, months and months after

warning that we would do so, will at last be put in place. It is

absolutely vital, however, that every effort be made to ensure that the

wealthy families of Haiti, with their vast financial and legal resources,

not be allowed to maneuver around these financial sanctions while

poorer Haitians feel the full brunt of these restrictions. Similarly it is

crucial that members of the Haitian military and the wealthy coup

supporters with their multi-entry visas, long ago acquired, not be

allowed wait out the difficult days ahead in the comfort of Miami, New

York, and Los Angeles while those Haitians who struggled so hard for

democracy are denied any such outlet. I would therefore recommend

that during the markup of HR 41 14, the committee amend the bill so

that not only would visa applications from "designated aliens" be

denied, but indeed, visas long held by "designated aliens" as defined

under Section 8(b) of HR 4114 should also be revoked.

Mr. Chairman, much has changed since HR 4114 and 3663 were

introduced. But what has not changed is the Congress' obligation and
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prerogative a co-equal branch of government to move forward to

ensure that our vision for U.S. Haiti relations is secured legislatively.

The administration is now, thankfully, moving forward based on moral

conviction. We must ensure that they continue to move forward,

encouraged by the force of law.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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14 June 1994

Thomas J. Mills
360 West Ocean Blvd. , Apt. 1005
Washington, D.c. 90802

Representative Ronald V. Delluns
Chairman House Armed Services Committee
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Via Vax Mo. (202) 225-6890

Dear Congressman Dellums:

As Judicial Law Clerk in the Attorney General Honor Program from
1991 through 1992, I drafted decisions for two immigration judges.
Since January 25, 1993, I have served as an Asylum Officer with the
Los Angeles Asylum Office of the Immigration and Naturalization
Service (INS).

On August 18, 1993 Mr. John cummings. Acting Director of the INS
Office of International Affairs, appointed me to serve for two
months as cpiality assurance officer in the in-country refugee
processing program in Port-au-Prince, Haiti. I would review 40 case
files per day. The case files contained the previous day's
interview notes and decisions. I would assess whether the facts
provided were consistent with the decisions, whether credibility
judgments were adequately supported, and whether legal issues
raised by the cases were correctly resolved.

From August 19 through August 25, the INS Of ficer-in-Charge and INS
subordinates made refugee determinations that were inconsistent
with international and domestic legal standards and in gross
disregard for INS regulations and procedures.

On August 24, 1993 when I addressed these inconsistencies, the
Off icer-in-Charge surprisingly and abruptly expelled me from Haiti.
He stated that the job of quality assurance required an officer
with "Guantanamo experience". He further alleged that I violated
security regulations when I travelled outside of Port-au-Prince on
my first weekend in Haiti.
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Neither the INS nor the Officer-in-Charge stipulated such criteria
prior to my expulsion. Such criteria are of an ex post facto

nature

.

After I returned to the United States, the Officer-in-Charge lodged
a further allegation. He alleged that I violated international
sanctions on Haiti. INS spokesman Mr. Duke Austin repeated this
allegation to the Associated Press without allowing me the
opportunity to be heard.

You should note that the Officer-in-Charge (who has since been
dismissed) and subordinates (who remain in Haiti) harassed and
rendered ineffective almost every person who served in the capacity
of quality assurance officer or legal counsel in Port-au-Prince.
Other quality assurance and legal counsel personnel who served
prior to me had been threatened with expulsion as well. when one
such officer learned that I had been expelled, she immediately
replied that I was the "sacrificial lamb".

You should further note that the immediate superior of the Officer-
in-Charge was Mr. Greg Smith, Acting INS District Director in

Mexico City. The Acting District Director carried out an internal
investigation. In my view, the Acting District Director was not the
appropriate party to conduct such an investigation. From the
inception of the refugee program in Haiti, the Acting District
Director, like the Officer-in-Charge, has opposed the appointment
of quality assurance and legal counsel personnel. He has
recommended the elimination of such personnel. In fact, a State
Department officer in Port-au-Prince informed me that the Officer-
in-Charge and the Acting District Director intended to use my
expulsion as a pretext to eliminate future appointments of quality
assurance and legal counsel personnel in Haiti.

On January 25, 1994 after I filed a grievance with the Office of

Special Counsel, the Director of the Los Angeles Asylum Office
fired me- just weeks after my supervisor authorized my pay raise;
just weeks after the same Director cited my job performance as

"excellent"; and just weeks after the same Director signed a

document recommending that I be retained beyond probation, a

document she later failed to disclose during a FOIA request.

In their efforts to conceal the motives behind my expulsion and my
subsequent termination, my superiors have acted with recklessness
and deceit. Inasmuch as procedures set forth by Mr. Cummings and
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^he INS Acting Commissioner were clearly violated and I was
subsequently expelled and fired for disclosing the violations,
these persons acted with equal complicity. More important,
reliance on an in-country processing program fraught with secrecy
and pretense has placed at risk the lives of many genuine Haitian
refugees.

In view of the following accounts, I believe that the INS Officer-
in-Charge and INS subordinates made refugee determinations that
were inconsistent with domestic and international legal standards,
inconsistent with INS regulations and procedures, inconsistent with
the instructions that I was given, and in gross disregard for
memoranda written by the Acting Commissioner of the INS and the
Acting Director of the Office of International Affairs:

I. A) Tbe Lav

The statutory definition of the term "refugee" which is contained
in Section 101(a) (42) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA)
applies to two provisions within the INA, Section 207 governing the
admission of persons from foreign countries and Section 208 which
governs the process by which refugees currently in the United
States may be granted asylum. INS v. Cardoza-Fonseca , 480 U.S.
421,433 (1987).

Congress intended that the statutory definition of "refugee" be
interpreted in conformance with the 1967 U.N. Protocol Relating to
the Status of Refugees to which the United States acceded in 1968.
INS V. Cardoza-Fonseca . 480 U.S. at 437.

Furthermore, the Supreme Court held that in construing the
Protocol's definition of "refugee", the analysis set forth in the
Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
Handbook on Procedures and Criteria for Determining Refugee Status.
although not binding, provides significant guidance. INS v.
Cardoza-Fonseca . 480 U.S. at 440, n. 22.

The Office of International Affairs ins'^ructed me that United
States case law, e.g. . Supreme Court and Board of Immigration
Appeals decisions, although not binding, would provide further
guidance in interpreting the definition of "refugee" in Haiti.
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B) IH6 Procaduras

1) The parameters of my role in Port-au-Prince are set forth in a
memorandiim entitled "Procedures to Enhance INS Refugee Processing
Activities in Haiti".

The meinorandxam is written by Chris Sale, then Acting Commissioner
of the Immigration & Naturalization Service, and addressed to Mr.
John Cumraings, Acting Director of the Office of International
Affairs, and to Mr. Grover Rees, INS General Counsel.

The memorandum is effective March 1, 1993.

The memorandum states that "the quality assurance officer or unit
will report to the AOIC, who will have final authority over
adjudications, including, in her discretion, the review of
individual adjudications; provided that, in the event of a
disagreement between the quality assurance officer and the AOIC
over an individual adjudication, the case will be submitted to
Headquarters for review by the INS Refugee Division and the Office
of General Counsel".

The memorandum stipulates that "[i]n light of current country
conditions, it is essential that INS officers under the in-country
U.S. refugee program in Haiti conduct thorough case-by-case
determinations of refugee claims [...]".

The memorandum further states that "in order to ensure that the
officers conducting refugee interviews in Haiti are aware of the
latest country conditions information and have an opportunity to
share information gained during their interviews, the Officer-in-
Charge and AOIC will set aside four hours each week for training.
As part of this training effort, the Of ficer-in-Charga and AOIC
will seek to present speakers who represent a broad range of
experience within Haiti. Further, the Of ficer-in-Charge and AOIC
will ensure that interviewers are familiar with all country
conditions information produced by the Resource Information Center
[RIC]".

2) Another memorandum entitled "Considerations When Adjudicating
Haitian Refugee/Asylee Applications" sets forth the issues to be
considered in making refugee determinations.

The memorandum, dated March 9, 1993, is written by Mr. John
Cummings, Acting Director of the INS Office of International
Affairs, and is addressed to the INS Refugee and Asylum Divisions.
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C) Pr«paratioB

In preparation for my job, I copied the thousand page RIC Master
Exhibit on Haiti and collated the material into three separate
binders. I then compiled a volume of the most recent human rights
reports and newspaper articles, including an interim report by the
International civilian Mission dated June 1993, a U.N. General
Assembly human rights report dated August 13, 1993, an OAS Report
on the situation of human rights in Haiti dated March 1993, the
AILA Report on Human rights in Haiti dated May 1993, the Harvard
Legal Clinic Master Exhibit on Haiti dated June 1993, and dozens of
August press releases and articles that set forth the state of
human rights in Haiti. I solicited the foregoing material directly
from America's Watch, the National Coalition for Haitian Refugees,
Amnesty International, the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees, the American Immigration Lawyers Association, the Lawyers
Committee for Human Rights, the Harvard Refugee clinic, and the
U.N./O.A.S. International Civilian Mission.

When I arrived in Haiti, there were several resources already
available to the interviewers, including part III of a RIC Master
Exhibit on Haiti, a legal reference on asylum law by Deborah Anker,
the Immigration and Nationality Act, and Title 8 of the Code of
Federal Regulations. The documentation that I carried would update
these resources.

II. VIOLATIONS BY REFOGEE OFFICE IN PORT-AD-PRINCE

1) The Offloer-in-Charge has not ensured that the interviewers are
familiar with all country conditions information produced by the
Resource Inforaation Center as stipulated in Chris Sale's
memorandum.

On August 19th on ray first day of work in Port-au-Prince, I picked
up Parts I and II of the RIC Master Exhibit and presented them to
the INS Officer-in-Charge. He stated "What the hell are those?" I

explained that the two binders included hard copies of the Haitian
Master Exhibit that had been prepared by the RIC center. He replied
that the material was useless, that "the RIC is a waste of money
and should be closed down". He further stated that "if any o''' those
human rights reports were true, we would be stepping over corpses
every morning" . I asked if the interviewers were regularly exposed
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to recent human rights reports such as the August 11 O.A.S. press
release that there have been 36 political killings since July 1st
in Port-au-Prince alone. He replied that the report was a
fabrication. He further stated that "the O.A.S. is on its way
down", that the O.A.S. manufactured the numbers of killings in
order to justify its presence in Haiti, and that the O.A.S.
personnel are simply "afraid that they are going to lose their
jobs". I did not respond.

The Officer-in-Charge reiterated that the O.A.S., Amnesty
International, and other human rights reports are not credible. He
cited an example that stood out in his mind but he could not recall
the source of the report. The example involved an applicant who had
been beaten 2 50 times with a machete. The Officer-in-Charge stated
that he found the report a lie "because you and I know that the
fastest way to hurt a man is by kicking him in the balls". He
explained that being kicked in the testicles was the type of
legitimate example of torture that you find in El Salvador but "you
never hear an applicant claim that he was kicked in the balls in
Haiti".

The Officer-in-Charge handed me a Motion to Reconsider to read
over. Although I would not be making determinations on Motions to
Reconsider, he wished to elicit my reaction to the facts. The
applicant had articulated a long history of political activity. The
applicant had been arrested, detained, and tortured on four
separate occasions, each time on account of his political activity.
The applicant feared that he would be killed. The Officer-in-Charge
then stated that he had not read the case yet but that he already
)tnew it was a "bullshit story" cooked up by Ann Fuller's people at
the National Coalition for Haitian Refugees. The Officer-in-Charge
proceeded to read to me the case aloud. He found the facts
consistent with country conditions, he found the applicant's
subjective fear credible. He found, however, that the applicant's
claim was not objectively reasonable. The Officer-in-Charge raised
his hand and counted with his fingers the applicant's arrests and
detentions. He stated the applicant had been detained "one, two,
three, four times... why was he not killed the second time, the
third time, or the fourth time? The applicant's statement that he
fears being killed is just not logical and it is not credible". The
Officer-in-Charge then reiterated that he just wanted to expose me
to the "camp stories" that the applicants "cook up".

It should be further r.oted that Mr. John Cummings, Acting Director
of the Office of International Affairs, cites NGO and academic
reports as reliable and credible sources of information on human
rights in Haiti. See Memorandum from John W. Cummings, Acting
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Director, INS office of International Affairs, to the INS's Asylum
and Refugee Divisions, re "Considerations when Considering
Adjudicating Haitian/Asylee Applications, March 9, 1993, at 4.

2) The goals of the IH8 ia-oountry refugee processing program
appear to be political rather than hxmanitariaa.

On August 20th a ranking state Department official stated that he
was "not going to bullshit [me] and that if anyone tells you
different they are bullshitting you. The fact is that this program
is political". He further stated that the Officer-in-Charge and his
people have established an unreasonably high burden on the
applicants and that the number of grants is much lower than it
should be, although it should not be as high as some of the human
rights groups project. I replied that I was surprised to hear him
say that the program was political. He responded that he was only
telling me the truth because he wanted to be straight with me and
because he knows that I must have a high security clearance and I

am not a journalist from The New York Times . The State Department
official added that he appreciated my confidentiality and that if
"you disclose this, so be it, I'll just deny that I ever said it".

The State Department official described an incident that occurred
the day before. An applicant who had been denied refugee status had
attempted suicide downstairs by swallowing rat poison. The official
described how he had to run around to suppress the incident so that
it "would not f ^k the program"

.

On August 23rd, the Officer-in-Charge; explaining why my job was
not clearly defined, stated that there are a lot of grey areas and
that nothing is black and white because this is a political
program. I responded that I felt like a political stooge and asked
whether I was sent to Haiti to serve as mere window dressing. He
conceded that I was serving for "appearance" purposes.

3) The intarvievers misapplied the law or overlooked one of the
grounds of persecution in several eases.

When I brought cases to the attention of the supervisory
interviewing officer, she dismissed my reasoning as irrelevant and
uninformed and, alternatively, emphasized how quickly we needed to
move on the files. She appeared to be under great pressure from the
Officer-in-Charge to diffuse any impact that I would make. I was
not allowed to do my job.
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A) On the first case lOM found the case to be critical (priority
A) . The interviewer found the applicant credible. The applicant's
oldest son was shot and disappeared in December 1992 on account of
his activities in a highly targeted literacy group. The applicant's
daughter, who has since received refugee status, was arrested and
beaten in December 1992 and released in January 1993 also on
account of her activities with the literacy group. The applicant
was then arrested, taken to the police station and beaten on
account of his children's involvement in the literacy group. The
interviewer held that because the applicant was not a member of any
political group he therefore was not able to link his fear to one
of the five grounds. The interviewer further held that the
applicant was the victim of a lawless society.

When I reviewed this case, I disagreed that the applicant had to be
a member of a political group to meet the definition of refugee.
For instance, he may have a well-founded fear of persecution on
account of political opinion. See Section 101 (a) (42) (B) . I added
that the persecutor's motives are critical and that the applicant's
association or relationship to others who have been victims of
persecutorial violence may establish the motive. Furthermore, the
harm that the applicant experienced did not appear to constitute
random violence. See , e.g. . Matter of Maldonado-Cruz . 19 I&N Dec.
509 (BIA 1988), rev'd on other grounds . Maldonado-Cruz v. INS . 883
F.2d. 788 (9th Cir. 1989). (Even in a civil war situation,
individuals who show that their harm relates to one of the five
grounds of persecution may establish eligibility for refugee
status) . I cited some pages in the legal resource material that had
been made available to the interviewers prior to my arrival. When
the supervisory interviewing officer discussed this case with rae,

she immediately dismissed my reasoning as irrelevant because "the
interviewers do not have access to the materials that you cite". T
responded that the resources that I cited were available on the
table directly in front of her desk.

B) On the next case the interviewer found the applicant not
credible because the applicant claimed to have been tortured by
members of the Ton Ton Macoutes in October 1991. The officer held
that the applicant was not truthful because the Ton Ton Macoutes
had been officially disbanded in 1986. I spoke with the State
Department's country resource expert, a Haitian-American who works
for lOM but assists the INS. He assured rae that using the term Ton
Ton Macoutes to describe an attache or armed thug is still very
common today just as "skinheads" are commonly called "Nazis" and
does not detract from the applicant's credibility. See also UNHCR,
Handbook on Procedures and Criteria for Determining Refugee Status .
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at para. 42 ("The appllcemt's statements cemnot be considered In

the abstract, and must be viewed in the context of the relevant
background situation. A knowledge of conditions in the applicant's
country of origin—while not a primary objective—is an important
element in assessing the applicant's credibility.").

When the supervisory interviewing officer approached me about this
case, I stated that I could not concur with the interviewer's
decision in good conscience. She then stated that after doing and
reviewing hundreds of interviews that she "knows where the
interviewer is coming from", although the decisions may not be
written in the roost perfect English. She then said "Honey, have you
ever done quality assurance before?" She further stated that we
have to move along quickly on these cases and that order comes from
the President himself. I agreed that it was good to move quickly
but that we should not sacrifice quality especially since there's
plenty of time to discuss the few problem cases in the afternoon
when we finish reviewing. When I reiterated that x could not concur
with the interviewer's reasoning, the supervisory interviewing
officer became visibly angry. She threw the file on to her desk and
stated "well, now I'm going to have to take the heat for this". I

then replied that she does not have to take the heat for anything
and that I thought the process involved an open dialogue between us
and the Officer-in-Charge and AOIC. I stated that it appeared that
she was "fighting to deny the case". She appeared to be offended
and said "that was personal". She later entered the office of the
Of ficer-in-Charge and closed the door.

C) I disagreed with the conclusions in two other cases. In both
cases the applicants were held to be truthful and credible. In one
case the applicant had a history of activity with the highly
targeted Tet Kole (Heads Together) national peasant movement, was
accused of belonging to Tet Kole and subsequently was arrested and
detained for one year. The interviewer held that the applicant's
fears stem from civil unrest and do not appear to be linked to one
of the five grounds of persecution.

O) In the next case the applicant was accused of being an Aristide
supporter. He was arrested and jailed for one year and beaten with
a stick twice a week. In May 1993 authorities molested the
applicant's common law wife, his house was searched, and his baby
was shot and killed. The interviewer held that the applicant's
fears stem from civil unrest and lawlessness and do not appear to
be linked to one of the five grounds.

I did not concur with either one of these decisions. Neither the
supervisory interviewing officer, the Of f icer-in-Charge, nor the
AOIC discussed with me the written comments that I made on the
latter two decisions and I do not know whether they were overturned
or reaffirmed.
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It should be further noted that Mr. John Curomings, Acting Director

of the Office of International Affairs, made the point in his

memorandum on considering Haitian refugee applications that most

violence in Haiti today is the result of "government repression"

rather than general lawlessness. See Memorandum from John W.

Cumraings, Acting Director, INS Office of International Affairs, to

the INS's Asylum and Refugee Divisions, re "Considerations when
Considering Adjudicating Haitian/ Asylee Applications, March 9,

1993, at 3. The meraorandiim further defines the term "arbitrary
arrest" as constituting tyrannical behaviour, not indiscriminate or

random government behaviour. Id. at 2 n.l.

B) The Officer-in-charge stated that the doctrine of imputed

political opinion does not exist for their purposes in Haiti. He

explained to me that because we are processing within the country

where the persecution occurs or has occurred we would easily know
whether or not the applicant had a political opinion and therefore
imputed political opinion is only significant in adjudicating
applications for asylum in the United States.

I do not believe that in-country processing preempts application of

the doctrine. Fear of persecution for holding political opinions
different from those of the Government "presupposes that such

opinions have come to the notice of the authorities qs. are

attributed by them to the applicant". See office of the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, Handbook on Procedures and

Criteria for Determining Refugee Status . (Geneva, 1979), at para.

80. Furthermore, Mr. John Cummings' memorandum on adjudications of

Haitian refugee applications states that ordinary members of groups
may be at risk, not just leaders. He states that "[a]ctivities,
either real or imputed, are a far more important consideration in

assesEing risk, than is prominence". See Memorandum from John W.

Cummings, Acting Director, INS office of International Affairs, to

the INS's Asylum and Refugee Divisions, re "Considerations when
Adjudicating Haitian Refugee/ Asy lee Applications, March 9, 1993, at

7.

4) The Officer-in-Charge routinely disregards the provision in

Chris Sale's memorandum that states "in the event of a disagreement
between the quality assurance officer and the Assistant Officer in

Charge over an individual adjudication, the case will be siibmitted

to Headquarters for review by the INS Refugee Division and the
office of General Counsel".

I had been sent to Port-au-Prince to serve as quality assurance
officer. I felt that I had been marginalized, however, from making

82-190 0-94-11
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any subatantiv* contribution. On August 23rd, I requested that the
Officer-in-Charge define more clearly my job and his expectations
of me. He replied that I "could learn a lot down here". I responded
that I wanted to make a contribution even if it means interviewing
and that I was not being paid to be an exchange student. He said
that interviewing would not be possible. I then asked what
mechanism had been established for resolving disputed decisions. He
replied that as the Officer-in-charge he would make the final
decision on any case. He further stated that there has never been
a dispute about a decision and that "you may be the first" . I then
indicated that Chris Sale's memorandum provides that disagreements
between the quality assurance officer and the Officer-in-Charge and
AOIC should be submitted to Headcjuarters for review by the INS
Refugee Division and General Counsel's office. He responded that no
files would be sent to Headquarters and that if any files leave the
office they will go to the District Director's office in Mexico
City. He further asked "where did you get that letter?" I replied
that the memorandum came from the Office of International Affairs.
The Officer-in-Charge then stated that the memorandum is outdated
and was written to or by Grover Rees who no longer is with the
General Counsel's office. I asked if the memorandum is then no
longer in effect. He replied that there are a lot of grey areas
here and that nothing is black and white because this is a

political program. I responded that I felt like a political stooge
and asked whether 1 was sent to Haiti to serve as mere window
dressing. He conceded that I was serving for "appearance" purposes.

5) The Offieer-in-Charge opposes the appointneat of quality
assurance officers. As such, he routinely disregards procedures in

Chris Sale's neiioraiiduiD. He subjected ae and prior quality
assurance and legal counsel personnel to harassment. As a result,

ve were not allowed to perform otir jobs.

On August 20th the ranking State Department official from the
Office of Refugee and Migration Affairs conceded to me that there
had been many problems between the Officer-in-Charge and quality
assurance and General Counsel personnel in the past. He stated that

he did not want to involve himself in the relationship between the

Officer-in-Charge and the quality assurance personnel, but that in

the past the friction had risen to the point of affecting the

smooth operation of the office. He added that he found the Officer-

in-Charge to be a grown man who behaves like a child. He further
stated that the Officer-in-Charge was probably livid that I was
even in the State Department official's office with the door
closed. The State Department official further stated that I was

"going to have problems here". He added that I should be prepared
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for two months of solitude and that I would be a "pariah" in the

eyes of the Of f icer-in-Charge and the other INS personnel. He added

that prior quality assurance personnel have gravitated to his side

of the office as the State Department personnel and quality
assurance people found themselves socially and philosophically more
compatible.

6) It appears that the interviewers are gaining much of their
country condition information from abstract and unorthodox sources

(e.g./ from interpreters and from the interviews themselves). The

reason for this is that the Officer-in-Charga has not ensured that

the INS officers conduct thorough case-by-case determinations of

refugee claims as stipulated in Chris sale's memorandum; has
refused to set aside four hours per week of country conditions
training as stipulated in Chris Sale's nemorandum; has refused to

present speakers as stipulated in Chris Sale's memorandum; and has
refused to ensure that the interviewers are familiar with country
conditions information produced by the Resource Information Center
as stipulated in Chris Sale's memorandum.

On August 24th, I spent some time talking informally with four of

the interviewers before they started their day. One of the
interviewers informed me that Jean-Bertrand Aristide's election in

December 1990 was plagued by rampant fraud. I replied that all of

the international monitors say that it was a fair and democratic
election.

The interviewer then stated that you "cannot listen to that
bullshit; you have to talk to the Haitians themselves". He advised
that I should "talk to some of the interpreters, and they will tell
you". He concluded that the human rights reports are "bullshit" and
that if you do 200 interviews you will learn the truth. "We're the
best lottery in town".

Another interviewer advised me that some of the interpreters are
tired of hearing the same stories over and over. He told me that he
sometimes has to stop the interpreter from controlling the
interview. He stated that one interpreter ordered the applicant to
"just answer the question: 'yes' or 'no'".

All of the interviewers left the room, except for one. He then told
me in a low tone of voice so that the others would not hear him
tt\at four of tl;e six interviewers had decided that the applicants
routinely lie. He stated that the interviewer who commented on

Aristide's election thinks he knows more than he does. He further
stated that one of the other interviewers states openly "here comes
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the big lie" before he begins every interview. He concluded that
the other interviewers are not naKing decisions on a case-by-case
basis. He further encouraged me to sit in on an interview.

Ill . EZPOL8IOM

On August 25th, 1 met a new interviewer who had just arrived from
Texas where he is an INS inspector. I asked him if he was
experiencing any culture shock. He replied that he had never been
out of the United States in his life. He further stated that he had
never interviewed a refugee.

I then stopped into the Officer-in-Charge's office. I asked him if
it would be possible to sit in on an interview because I would
likely finish reviewing the files by noon. He replied that there
would be no need for that because "you're going home".

I asked the Officer-in-chaurgc to set out his motives for sending me
home. He replied that I do not have "enough experience in the
Service" . He further stated that I had not had any prior experience
in case review in Guantanamo and that the memorandum from the
Acting commissioner of the INS rsguires that the quality assurance
person have Guantanamo experience. He further alleged that I had
violated security regulations by travelling outside of Port-au-
Prince during the weekend.

Neither the INS nor the Officer-in-Charge stipulated such criteria
prior to ray expulsion. Such criteria are of an ex post facto
nature. The only security briefing that I received occurred after
my trip outside of Port-au-Prince. That briefing recommended only
that officials inform their colleagues of travel plans and avoid
the local buses. In both instances, I adhered to these
recommendat ions

.

In regard to "Guantanamo experience", Ms. Sale's memorandum merely
sets forth that quality assurance officers will be selected "to the
extent possible" 2unong those with Guantanamo experience.
Furthermore, after two weeks of pre-clearance investigations, the
Office of International Affairs determined that I had sufficient
experience to serve as quality assurance officer.

XV. RETUIUf

Since my return to the United States, the Officer-in-Charge has
further alleged to my superiors in the Office of International
Affairs and the INS Information Office that I violated
international sanctions on Haiti.
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The accusation that I violated international sanctions on Haiti is
defamatory. I have not been charged with such violation nor am I

under investigation for such violation. On August 18 when I landed
in Miami, I met with an INS official, a Haitian-American who servos
as a supervisory INS examiner in Miami and part-time INS inspection
officer at the Miami International Airport. Mutual friends had
arranged that the INS official and I meet before my trip to Haiti
as he had served as a Creole interpreter in Guantanamo and had
extensive knowledge of Haitian culture and history.

When I met the INS official, he informed me that he was planning to
travel to Port-au-Prince to visit his father the next morning via
Haiti Trans-Air and that we would get together in Haiti. The next
morning when I arrived at the American Airlines terminal, the INS
official was waiting for me in the area restricted to airline and
immigration personnel only. He advised me that his plans had
changed and that he was forced to delay his trip to Haiti for two
weeks. The INS official asked whether I would be willing to take a
television into Haiti as a gift for his father. He infoirmed me that
he had already talked with Major Marc Valme, Commander of Military
Security at the Port-au-Prince airport, and that Major Valme would
be waiting to pick up the television when I arrived.

I agreed. The INS official paid the cost of the extra baggage that
I would incur. When I arrived in Port-au-Prince, Major Valme was
waiting for me and he accepted the box.

When I met the Off icer-in-Charge that day, I immediately informed
him that I had accepted to bring in a television on behalf of the
INS official. The of f icer-in-Charge advised me that the action
appeared to be improper. I conceded that I had made a mistake and
that if I knew that there were an appearance of impropriety T would
not have accepted the television. I further stated that I had
trusted that my actions were not improper in particular because the
INS official is an INS supervisory examiner in Miami and is a part-
time INS inspector at the Miami airport.

The Of ficer-in-Charge then dismissed further discussion of the
incident.

On August 31, 1993 the Associated Press publicized official INS
statements in regard to my expulsion from the refugee processing
program in Haiti. INS spokesma-^ Duke Austin told the Associated
press that I "was disruptive to the program". He further stated
that I had traveled without permission to the countryside and had
brought items that violated international sanctions on Haiti.
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It should be noted that In an Internal nenorandum to the District
Director in Mexico City dated April 20, 1993, the Officer-in-Charge
described the presence - of legal advisors and quality assurance
personnel in Haiti, in general, as disruptive. See INS Memorandum
to the District Director in Mexico City, April 20, 1993 ("The
presence of a 'legal advisor' here reporting to the General Counsel
independent of operations reporting undermines my authority and
disrupts the traditional chain of command"). In his cover letter to
that memorandum addressed to Acting Commissioner Chris Sale, the
District Director reiterated that he and the Officer-in-Charge
regarded the positions as "disruptive". See District Director's
Memorandum to Chris Sale and John Cummings, April 20, 1993 ("(I]t
is recommended that the positions of designated 'legal advisor' and
'quality control officer' be eliminated forthwith as unnecessary,
redundant, disruptive of program operations and wasteful of scarce
Service resources.").

On August 31, 1993 the ranking State Department at the Office of
Refugee & Migration Affairs called me from Port-au-Prince. In
regard to disclosures that I made in my August 30th memorandum,
which apparently had been faxed to him, he was livid. He stated,
"Son, when two officers of the U.S. Government tell each other
something in confidence, that confidence should never be broken.
I've done dozens of interviews with New York Times journalists and
television reporters and son, even they know not to press me when
it comes to disclosing Government business. The last time any such
confidence was broken was in 1984 with Oliver North. Son, you've
really painted yourself into a comer. Good luck because you're
going to need it".

On September 2nd, while strongly recommending that I keep my mouth
closed, the Information Office through the Director of the Los
Angeles Asylum Office initially offered me the opportunity to make
a statement. Later that day when I replied that I would like to
make a statement, the Information Office retracted its offer to
permit me to speak.

I have since made two formal requests to the Director of Asylum
Gregg Beyer and to the INS Information Office to retract the INS
spokesman's allegations until the INS conducts a full personnel
investigation, including correct procedures and the opportunity to
be heard. In the alternative, I have requested permission to
release my own statement. The INS has refused both of my requests.

The Director of the Los .\ngeles Asylum Office has warned me
directly and confided to colleagues of mine at work that I "should
not blow [my] career". She further advised me that if I do not
"quietly await" the INS internal investigation I will lose my
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credibility. Mr. Beyer advised me that my memorandum of August 30th

which sets forth the events that led to ray expulsion was excellent

and is doing a tremendous amount of good. He further stated that I

was the first person in Port-au-Prince to cry that "the emperor

wears no clothes". The Director of the Asylum program and the

Director of the Los Angeles Asylum Office advised me that they will

support me and protect my job provided that I quietly await the

results of an internal INS review of refugee adjudication
procedures in Haiti and provided that I allow "the system" to work

itself out.

Please note that the internal investigation has been carried out by

the Officer-in-Charge's immediate superior, Creg Smith, INS Acting
District Director in Mexico City. I do not believe that the Acting
District Director is the appropriate party to conduct such an

investigation. Like the Of f icer-in-Charge, he has expressed

hostility toward the appointment of quality assurance and legal

counsel personnel. See District Director's Memorandum to Chris

Sale and John Cummings, April 20, 1993, gupra.

On September 15, 1993 in a meeting between the union president and

the Los Angeles Director, the Director advised the union president
that she and Gregg Beyer, the national director of the Asylum

Office, were on my side. She further stated that "he seems not to

have learned his lesson, however, about talking to other people. He

is quickly losing credibility with me and Gregg." She further
advised that action was being taken as a result of my memorandum,

that "he should just sit quiet and wait for a full report from
Washington on the incident". She believed that the report would

outline exactly what happened even though no one as of today has
interviewed me. The Los Angeles Director further stated that she

and Gregg Beyer were going to bat for me with the "political big

guns" in Washington, D.C. She further stated that "it is possible
that Washington could relieve the Officer-in-Charge from his post

in Haiti, but that T.J. would have to be fired".

On September 21, 1993 an assistant to the ranking State Department
officer at the in-country processing office in Port-au-Prince
called me in support. He lamented that it was a flagrant waste of

taxpayers' money to have marginalized me from playing an effective
role in Haiti and further to have expelled me on such transparently
false grounds. In fact, the same State Department official further
advised me that the Of f icer-in-Charge and the Acting District
Director intend to use my dismissal as a pretext to eliminate
future quality assurance and legal counsel personnel in Haiti. The

same official claimed that the INS Of f icer-in-Charga indicated

today that Washington was going to initiate disciplinary action

against me.
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On October 6, 1993 the same official speculated me that my
dismissal from Port-au-Prince was ordered by personnel in
Washington, D.C., not by the Officer-in-Charge. He further stated
that the dismissal had everything to do with my views, my
disclosures and with the fact that I was not in tune with INS
culture, nothing to do with ray professional demeanor or experience.

On November 5, 1993 and November 8, 1993 my first-line supervisor
and the Director of the Los Angeles Asyltim office, respectively,
signed a "Probationary and Trial Period Report" in which they
recommended my retention beyond the probationary period. They
further certified that my work was satisfactory. I later discovered
that the Director removed this document from my personnel file and
failed to disclose it during a FOIA request. I obtained it on my
own.

On January 19, 1994 an assistant to the ranking State Department
officer at the in-country processing office called me from Port-au-
Prince. He informed me that the Officer-in-Charge of in-country
processing in Port-au-Prince, will be involuntarily dismissed from
his post in February. Moreover, the position of the Officer-in-
Charge and several other posts have been advertised as available.

On January 25, 1994 the INS fired me from my job as Asylum Officer.

On February 1, 1994 I returned to work. I was reinstated on account
of a procedural defect in my termination. That is, the INS failed
to terminate me before my first anniversary date of employment, so

I returned with the protections of a tenured employee.

On April 7, 1994 Mr. Gregg Beyer, the national Director of the
Asylxiffl Program telephoned me. He stated that he had heard a rumor
through State Department personnel that some groups were plan to
make a public announcement in regard to my expulsion from Haiti. I

replied that I had not heard the rumor and that I had no response
to his question. He stated that if such an announcement were true
it "would not necessarily be useful to you".

I asked Mr. Beyer if the purpose of his call was to intimidate me
because I whistleblew. Mr. Beyer exclaimed "What whistleblowing?
There has been no whistleblowing. We've known what was going on in

Haiti for months before you got there". I indicated that it was
wrong for Mr. Beyer to suggest that I had no motive to claim
possible reprisal and that the Office of Special Counsel appears to
have sufficient evidence to initiate investigation.

Mr. Beyer stated, "your contribution was quite good in Haiti;
changes have been made; you should be proud". He then encouraged me
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to put the event behind. He further stated, that the refugee

program in Haiti is "very politicized" and that "we would like to

see the asylum program stay out of it. That's refugee processing;

it's John Cummings' program and they're doing the job the way they

know how".

V. RECOMMENDATIOH8

X) The Attorney General should appoint an impartial panel of

axparts to carry out a thorough review of case decisions for the

Justice Department. The methodology employed, as well as all

findings, should be transparent and open to public scrutiny.

At present the INS continues to prefer officers without previous

refugee or asylum experience or human rights expertise to interview

Haitians and to adjudicate Haitian refugee petitions. (Note that

this pattern is repeated in the recent Haitian detail established
outside Jamaica). These officers traditionally come from law

enforcement backgrounds and appear to be extremely biased against

refugee seekers. In contrast, personnel with prior asylum or

legal expertise are perceived as disruptive. Ssfi INS Officer-in-
Charge Memorandum to the District Director in Mexico City, April

20, 1993 ("The on-site presence of a legal advisor places a

hardship upon the interviewing officers in that they see the legal

advisor as reviewing their work, looking for completeness,
thoroughness, and in-depth questioning, while the Officer-in-charge

is pressing for production. Traditionally, refugee processing teams

work hard all day and let off steam after work by gathering for a

beer and laughing and joking about cases interviewed during the
day. I might add that this is also good training. The seriousness

of the asylum training . . . coupled with on-site presence of a

General Counsel representative has combined to hold such activity

to a minimum. ")

.

2) The U.S. should work closely with the U.N. and MGO's to

ensure that adjudications are consistent with international and

domestic standards.

During my Haitian detail, the Of f icer-in-Charge refused (in

violation of INS procedures) to allow NGO's to address the
interviewers with current human rights reports The Officer-in-
Charge instilled in the interviewers the belief that human rights
monitors fabricate their reports in order to keep their jobs in

Haiti. The Of f icer-in-Charge further warned the interviewers that

they would never be in trouble if they deny a case, but they will

if they attempt to grant one.
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Note that the INS intends to provide a 48 hour turn-around time on

Haitians processed on the boats outside Jamaica. Such a turn-around

time will provide little opportunity for UNHCR or MGO's to gain

access to individual applicants or to provide meaningful counsel.

3) The U.S. Congress should demand an investigation of the In-

eountry processing prograa and of the role the State Department
plays in its management.

The international drug enforcement background of the State

Department's coordinator of the program is of particular interest.

The same official informed me that the program was "political" and

that the INS imposed an unreasonably high burden on the applicants.

He further boasted that if I disclosed his statements to the press

he would simply deny that he made them. Upon my return from Haiti,

this same official called me, reprimanded me, and compared my

subsequent internal disclosures of conversations with him to

experiences he had had with Oliver North. He further warned that I

had painted myself into a corner and that I would need a lot of

luck getting out.

4) The n.s. congress should insist that the in-country processing
office in Port-au-Prince not remain the primary refuge for Haitians

fleeing persecution.

Even presuming that INS procedures were and international standards

were followed, the location of the in-country processing program in

Port-au-Prince itself poses a great risk to prospective applicants.

Moreover, there is no protection component. Cases have been

documented of Haitiems who have been persecuted at different stages

in the process, while awaiting a decision, after conditional
approval and after being denied asyltun.

When I asked him, the State Department's country resource expert

conceded to me that attaches commonly observe applicants as they

come and go from the BNP building in downtown Port-au-Prince where

refugee applications are processed. Note further that the BNP

building is located only blocks from General Cedras' office.

Thoma^i. Mills,
Asylum Officer -

Los Angeles/
Quality Assurance
Officer - Haiti
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for his job

au-Prince to declafc that the emptror
wears no docfacs.**

But back \n Los Angeles, Mills was
warned about a drop in bis casc-rcvicw

out|>ut during a fall evaluation. He
received a l^ter of termination in Janu-
ary. On a technicality, the union 90c him
reinstated. Mills says his job is still inse-

cwt.
Nbt ao» Ikjtr says. As long as Mills

keqN^hispfipdiictivtty high, he will have
a job io the- asylum branch. **Admit-
ted^, heldMS good work.'* Beyer said.

''But hc'iKcds to make it not so thor*

ough-
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SUIOIART OF FINDINCS

yrhea the September SO. 1991 miEtary on^ iVkot exiled Maia"* democntically elected pretident

and unleashed some of the most bnnal reprenioD in Haitiao hisiory, the U^. govcnimenc went to new

extremes in cnnailing the righn of Haitian asyfaun seekers. The damage done by this misguided and

discriminatory refugee policy vriU penitt long after a political setdement is achieved in HaicL

For many yean, the United States fo«emment has been interdicting Haitians on the high seas

and returning thetn to Haiti with only minimal eSons at screening (or rehigee suius. This policy,

coupled with discriminatory treatment of Haitian asyhim seekers in the U.S., has been the focus of

longstanding criticism and a stream of legal daUenges.

The Rush Administration's response to die September 1991 politica] crisis was feeble and to the

refiigee crisis, reprehensible. The United States joined other nations in the western hemisphere in

condemning the coup, refusing to recogniie the new military-backed government and imposing sanctions.

However, after an initial hesitation, and in spite of «ridespread human li^ts violations and generalized

violence, the interdiction policy continiied. The exception %«as a short interlude when Haitian* picked up

ar Kcn were taken uj (WiantAnamo Day to Im screened for asylum sceken after a Florida fedeial district

judge imposed a terapoiary restraining order haltii^ forced repaoiations. In February 1992, the Bush

Administration established an in-country processing (ICF) program through the U.S. Embassy in Port-au-

Prince. That same month, the Supreme Court lifted the ban on the involuntary return (nfouJemmt) of

Haitian refugees.

The parameten of debate shifted dramatically, however, when on May 24. 1992. then-President

Bush ordered all Haitians to be intenficted on the high seas and summarily returned to Haiti, with no

prior screening for refugees fearing persecution. ICP, which had historically been conceived as an

additional avenue of protection for reAigces in selected countries, became the only option for victims of

Haid's repressive military regime.

U.S. foreign policy and refugee policy have been historically inseparable and interdependent The

case of Haiti, and Haitians, is no exception. Newly elected President Clinton, who had made compaign

promises to rectify the illegal and irresponsible refugee policy, opted iiutead to continue it. His

administration justified this reversal by raising the xpectre of a huge, uncontrollable invasion of economic

refugees and by arguing that the policy saved lives.

The Clinton Administration has undeniably contributed to progress made thus far in the

reinstatement of consdtutional government. Nevertheless, the pre-inauguration announcement that the

policy of forcibly returning refugees would continue, with the support of President Aristide, was

inconsistent with the Administration's stated commitment to seekingjustice in Haiti. Increased efforts on

the political from brcame the excuse for forfeiting the rights of the refxigees.

In January, the incoming and outgoing adminiurations agreed to blockade the island with U.S.

Coast Guard cutters. Navy ships and helicopters in order to prevent refugee flight. Clinton's

administration went so br as to defend the policy of forced return, successfully, before the Supreme Court,

leaving the heretofore globally recognised principle otnan-TtfouUnum in a shambles. It further proposed

to expand and improve ICP. thereby attaining what has since been touted as 'toiiiplMe coverage* for

Haitian asylum seekers. Thus, in an ironic twist, non-refbulement b considered irrelevant to a major

refugee crisis, and K:P, for the fiisi time in its hisiory, is considered an appropriate sole remedy.

September 1993 .. 2 AW/NCHR/JRS
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In March 199S, The Imer-Aneiican Conunission on Human Rigfata of the Organization of

American States bnied an interim reaohition in response to a petition pending before it challeng:ing the

U.S. government's Haitian interdiction program. The resolution found that the interdiction policy is in

violation of international law and should be suspended immediately.

Tn spite ofobservable inqtrovemenu made this year in Ute program. ICP in Haiti, while certainly

able to help some people, cannot be considered an adequate sole remedy for asylum seekers. It is both

a product and a victim of the flawed and politicized view of the Haitian refugee crisis held by the U.S.

government, and as such, is isolated from and distrusted by intemadonal and local refiigee experts and
human rights organizations, not to mention the very people it is meant to assist.

The State Depanment nms the program and is responsible for every aspect of ic The
Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) handles the acnial case adjudication, which is heavily

influenced by the faulty premise behind the program and overly reliant on the State Department including

for informadon on country conditions and Haitian culture. Human rights analysis frotu the State

Department is contradictory and at dmes appears tailored to fit the reftigec policy. The fair rhat the U.S.

goveruinent considers ICF au adequate response in the Haitian context is testimony to its biased

perspective on human rights.

The mosr. obvious shortcomings in ICP, as applied in Haid. are the following:

1. There is no protection component. A number of cases have been documented of Haitians who have

been penecuted at different stages of the process, including while awaidng a decision, after conditional

approval and after being denied asylum. FLisks are exacerbated by inordiiutely long delays in processing

all but the most excepdonal cases.

2. There are built-in characteristia. stemming from the U.S. government's incorrect auessment of the

refugee crisis, which lead to limited access to the reasonably expedited treatment an asylum seeker

logically needs and deserves. All applicants who are not *high-profilc' or deemed to be in imminent danger

will not even have an initial interview undl six or more ihonths after appmarhing the program. This

mcludcs people who would be able to meet the burden of proof for asylum. Priority (vetting)

dcccrminadons based solely on the conrenis of a wnucu questionnaire do not consitute a fair hearing

under the circumsuinces.

3 There is evidence of inconsistency in adjudicadon, unfoir applicadon of the standard for asylum and

qiifstionablc credibility deicnniniirinns. Cases reviewed showed that past pcnccution is nearly always a

prerequisite for approval. In several cases reviewed, a denial of asylum was only overturned when the

applicant was brutalized in the interim. Even among cases where persecudon has already occurred. ai>ylum

has been denied.

4. Those potential asylum seekers who do not feel that they can safely avail themselves of the program

are left with no option. Haitian human rights groups and NCOs feel that this is the case for a signirtcant

number of victims of persecution.

5. Haibans interdicted on the high seas and returned are subject to detendon under a I9ft0 Herrec

prohibiting die urgcinizadon of illegal -cpartures from the country. Ihe existence of this law blur^ the

disdncuon between illegal departure and refugee flight. The presence of ICP docs not alter the fact that

forcibly returning Haitians interdicted on the high seas, puts them at serious risk of both prosecution and

persecudon.

AW/NCHR/JRS S September 1993
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The CUmon Adminbtrations effom xowtrd achkring a poUdcal »ohition in Haio can be favorably

contrasted to his predecessor-s inaction. NevenheleM. this progress is diminished by the conunuaoon and

promotion of a refugee poKcy that is inhumane and iUegal and ultimately calls into quesaon the U.S.

government's commitment to human righci and a democratic regime in Haiti. It would be a mistake to

assume thjit pmgicu in the restoration of consritutional government signals an end to repression, and

hence to the needs of asylum seekers. It is imperative that Uiis policy be replaced with an approach to

Haitian refugees which incorporates basic refugee protections.

ICP has been unlairly used as an excuse for forribly repatriating Haitians. A broader solution to

the Haitian refugee crisis which respects the basic principles of non-rcfoulemeiii and temporary refuge

u called for. ICP could appropriately serve as part of such a response.

Finally, the treatment meted out to Haitians has furthered a global trend toward cunailing the

ligbu of asylum scckci^ nnd rlixiiiig borders in the face of victim* of persecution. The Haitian exp<?rience

flags some of the dangers inherent to attempts to address refugee migration through abbreviated

procedures and summary return.

L INTRODUCTION

The September 30, 1991 military coup that exiled President Jcan-Bertrand Aristidc after only

eight months in office, submerged Haid under a tidal wave of repression and despair. The military fury

unleashed against the broad popular senors that brought Aristide to power has left hundreds, perhap

thousands, dead and made many thoiuands more the targets of various forms of brutal persecution. A
direct result of this widespread destruction of Haitian society has been forced migraiion on a massive scale.

Human righu groups estimate that the number of people internally displaced or in hiding since the coup

is in the hundreds of thousands.' Tens of thousands more took to the hiah seas, thereby exercising their

internadonally recognized right to leave their country and seek asylum.

' The Inter-American Commiaion on Hunun Rights reported in an Aug\ist 27, 1993 press relcaie, that 1,500

people hsd been killed since the coup and 300.000 driven into hiding. Kaician hunun righu groups estimaies are

even higher See generally Amcrioi Watch and Nauonal Coalition for Haitian Refugees, SiUnango Peopli (New York.

AW and NCHR. 19!r3.) See also. Department of State Country Rtfoni on Human fttgfus Pnctictsfor 1992 (Government

Pnndng Office. Washington, D.C., 1993), Haiti diicusiion at pp. 421-425, and reporo and press releases of the

UNVOAS Infrrnafional Civilian Mission, March - Augiui, 1W»S.

' The term "in hiding' (wwirnmaff ), commonly used in post<oup Haid, refers to a range of survival measure*

taken by individual* who have been penecuted or fear persecution. Being in hiding often involves consunt

movement, prolonged displacement and inability to work or to be united with family memhrr*. lu many

mamlc»uuuii« iiiUuJc not tleeping at home at night, Imving town entirely, fretjuettl inuvjiij; Uwn place to pl»<:r nr

remaining confined indoors at a locaoon deemed lafe by firiend* or other helpers. Ic is often a progressive or fluid

fUte and the causal fear and insecurinr are compounded by economic hardship and personal isolation.

' Article l'«.2 of the Univenal Declaration of Human Righu itaio. 'Everyone ha* ihc right to leave any country,

including hit own. and to return lo liu tuimu y
' Aiucle 14, 1 states. 'Everyone has the right u> seek aiid lu enjyy

in other countries asylum from persecution.' Article 12,2 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Righu

sutes. 'Everyone shall be free to leave any country including his o»»-n.' Article 22 of the American Convention on

Human Rights guaranteei the right to lr»vr any country and further guarantees the right to '«eek and be granied

asylum in * fureigu lenitory...* (pgph 6) aitd the right of nnn -n»foulement (Pgph. 8). Article 53 of die 1951

Convention Relating to the Status of Refijgees sutes. 'No Contracting Sate shall expel or return Cnfouler') a refugee
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In the wake ofthe coup, the Bush Administratioii was &ced with two dosely interrelated problems:

what to do about the political explosioii in Haiti, and what to do about its human Callout. President Bush's

response defied all logic He reacted in a lukewarm manner to the critica] ba of President Ahsbde's

ouster while exerting considerable effort to keep the refugees off U^. shores.

A longstanding U^. policy ufdischiniiuiion against Haitian refugees is the platform upon which

the management of this extraordinary human crisis is based. So it comes as no surprise that precisely

when military repression reached a new high, tolerated and even promoted by the ds facto government,

the quality of U.S. treatment of Haitian refugees reached a new low. Indeed, both the Bush and Clinton

administrations have gone to great lengths to Lum the meaning and intent of internatiorul and U.S.

refugee law upidc down In order to restria to the fiiUesi cjoeni possible the euimice ufHaitian refugees.

During his campaign. President Ointon promised to do what his predecessor had not: contribute

to the return of democratic government in Haiti and discontinue what he denounced to be an illegal and

duitgeious policy of forced repatriation. Even prior to his inauguration, PresiJcui Clinton began to take

more forceful steps toward achieving the reinsatement ofthe constitutional government of Haiti. In July

of this year an accord was signed by President Aristide and General Raoul CMras creating the framework

for a political setdemcnt.*

Meanwhile, on the refugee question. President Clinton not only continued the policy of forced

return, he strengthened it by surrounding the bland with some twenty U.S. Coast Guard cutters and Navy
vessels ordered to interdia and return any Haitian leaving the island for the United States. Shortly after

his election, his administration appeared before the Supreme Court to argue, in Sales v Haitian Ceruen

Counril, that the principle of non-refbulemeni did not apply to Haitian refugees on the high seas, thereby

satiiljting the most fundamental principle of refugee pivtcitiun in order to salvage that same policy.*

The decision in Salts v. HCC was a serious blow to the internationally recognized rule of non-refoulement

and formally strips the U.S. of the moral authority it once exercised in the defense of asylum seekers the

world over.

Responding to the Supreme Court decision, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees

(L'NHCR) suted that. This decision is contrary to the viewj of UNHCR's Executive Committee that

refugees should not be refused entry to a country where they are seeking asylum, and that asylum seekers

rescued at sea should always be admitted, at least on a temporary basis [The] UNHCR considers the

Court's decision a setback tO'modern international rehigee law which has been developing fnr more than

in any manner whaeoever to the fronders of lerriiories where hi> life or freedom would be ihreatened on account

of hu ncc. religion, nabonality. membership of a particular locial group or political opinion.*

The Govemon Island Accord w«s signed on July 3, 1995 and prtjvides a general framework for reinsuiement

of consurutional govrjrnroem. It requires President Anttide to name a Prime Minister who will be confirmed by a

reconiciruted Parlianienc. Steps arc then to be taken for lifting of incernauonal sanctions, the retirement of army
commander General Raoul C^rmi. creation ofan independent civilian police force and the Octnhrr SO return of the

President. Roben Malva], the Prime Minister^designaie named since by President Ariitide, has been approved \>y thr

reconstituted lUitiaii t^<lluulenL The U.N. Security Council luspcndeil liic sauiiiunk against Haiti on August 28.

The 1951 Convention Relating to the Sutu* of Refugeet, Article 33, prohibio Sates from returning refugees
lo countnes where tJiey may face perKCunon. In a June 21, 1993 decision in Sales v. Hainan Cenien Counat. the
Supreme Court found Out the lener of nnfhrr Homcttic nor iniei'itatiuiui Uw prtihibited the Uniirrl Smin from
returning Haitian refageea picked up on the high seai, even though, n Judge Stevens wrote in the majority opinion,
*(uch acuon* may evim violate the tpirit* of international treaty Uw.
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forty yean-Jt renden the work of the Office of the High Commissioner in its giohai reAigee protection
role more difficult and sea a very unfemuutc example.*'

In March 1993, the Inter-Amerkan Conmiission on Human Righa of the Organiiation of
Americjui States (OAS) issued aa interim resolution in response to a petition pending before it challenging
the U.S. government's Haiuaii interdiction program. The resuluiion found the program to be in violation

of international law and called for its immediate suspension.

The Haitian consdtutional crisis might well be on the diCRcult path toward resolution in coming
months. Nevrnheless. it would be erroneous ro assume thai liie signing of papcn in New York, or the
eveunial reinstatement oflegitimate government, win automadcally result in an end to fear and violence.

The serious flawj in the refugee policy will, therefore, continue to have consequence* - both as gross

injustice to Haitians and as a disastrous legal precedent, breathing life into a global trend to narrow and
limit the heretofore universally recognized principle* prorerring those who flcf; persecution.

The U.S.treatment of Haitian refiigees touches on broader legal and moral questions amid the

current debate about asylum reform. This policy provides an example of how the distinction between
illegal immigraiiun and refugee flight can be lost as countries close cheir borders m aiylum seekers.

n. HISTORY OF VS. POUCY TOWARD HAITIAN REFUGEES

The U.S. government has been a champion of large groups of asylum seekers around the world,

particularly those fleeing what were Ktdalist-btoc countries. For rcfogecs from the former Soviet Union,
Vietnam and CuIm. to name a few, the U.S. has upheld the principlex of rcfiigce protection, relaxed the

»undard for qualifying for refugee status and pressed other countries to accept large numbers of refugees

by playmg a leading role in seeking alternatives and providing reseulement opportunities.^

The purpose of the Refugee Act of 1980 was lu bring U.S. law intn compliance with inrern^tional

prinriplci and make thit granting of asylum and refugee status more uniform. "Until 1 980, refugees were

defined more by where they came from than by the circumstances and persecution which might have

precipitated their flight** Conversely, the traditional approach of the U.S. government toward those

fleeing regimes that it considers allies has been far more severe and often outright discriminatory,

parhcuiarly when refiigee group see Lh« TI.S. as the logical rhoicc for asylum. The treatment of

Salvadorans, Guatemalans and Haitians fleeing brutal military-dominated regimes in the eighties are cases

in point. Eventually temporary protected status was granted to Salvadorans, and Cuatemalans now have

' *Of[ice of (he High Coramiaioner concerned by Supreme Court Haiuan Decision,' June 22, 1993 p)'ess release.

'On November 21, 19B9, (he President signed into U»'...le^sl<iion [called (he Lautenberg Amendment]

establishing categories of refugee applican(s. As * conicquence, some 58% of all refiJgee admiisioru during FY 1990

arc being sdjudicaied according (o a tnndard diftirrent £rom (he worldwide sundard.' IiKunza, The Refugee Act nl'

1980 Ten Years Aftrr - Still U>e W4y to Oo,* hufntaiioiiiUJvumal of Hrfitgre Law, '
'ol. 2 No. 5, 1000, p. 4Z0. According

10 Inziinza. in FY 1990. 96% of re^ger* resettled in the U.S would be applicants from communist-bloc countries.

IM, p. 416. The Refiigee Act of 1980. aniung other thtngm, re)tulaur> nverseaj proceHing of rrfugea (Secuun

207), ixylum adjuJiciuon (Srrtion 20a) ^iitJ incorporates the principle of non-refoulement (Section 245).
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somewhat better access to die asylum proceu.' The simatioii Cor Hattians. however, has only continued

to deterkwate.

The U.S. government has long deplored the practice of totalioiian regimes of restricting the exit

of iheir ciiiiceus. Nevertheless, it has lauded the Haitian government fur measures it has uken since 1980

to lesirici the exit of Haiijan refugees. What's uiun:. it has inruay become (he prixKtpal enforcer in

denying Haitians the right to leave their country and particularly the right to seek asylum.

For years the U.S. has used a bilateral agreement with the Haitian government as the basis for

the intenlictiun, screening and repatriation ot Haitian asylum sceken. In 1981 the Uii.-Haitiaii

interdiction program was launched based on an exchange of diplomatic letxen between the two

governments and an executive order from then-President Reagan."* Under that agreement, Haitian

'flag vcucb* found in international watcn and bound for the U.S. would be interdicted and returned to

Huiii. However, the agreement stipulated the U.S. obligation to screen Haitians for claims ofpersei^tion,

thereby formally ivcognizing the application of the incenutionally recognised principle of non-

refoulemeiiL

During the next decade, the procedures used to screen boat people and determine refugee status

were questioned and attacked by refugee advocates and human rights monitors. From 1981 until the

September 1991 coup. 22.716 Haitiaru were repatriated, according to Sute Department figures. A total

of twenty-eight were allowed to enter the U.S. to pursue asylum claims." The harsh treatment afforded

Haitians in the U.S.. who have routinely suffered prolonged detention and asylum-approval rates of less

iiuiu iwu perceiii, lun dbto been a lung-scinding concern. However, at issue were the procedures, not the

principle.

In the immediate aftermath of the coup, U.S. cuttent initi^ly continued to pick up Haitivm on the

high seas and screen them onboard for asylum seekers. When this practice was legally challenged m
insufTicienc. screening at the U.S. Naval base at Cuantiiumo Bay, Ctiba commenced. Then the discus.Mon

and rhe lawsuits fo<:u$ed on whether *screened-out* refugees could be forcibly repatriated and whether

HIV-positive *scrccncd-in* Haitians could be detained indefinitely at Guant<inamo and denied due-process

nglii^ ciijuyeU by uiiier screencU-in asylum seekers.
'^

^ iialvadorans were granted Temporary Protected Sutus (TPS) through the Immigrauon Act of 1990, which added

secuon SUA to the Immigration and Nadonality Act providing (he Attorney General with discretion to gram TPS
Both Salvadoran anci Guatemalan refugea also were afforded the opportunity to have their asylum claimt

recontidered punuant to (he IMl Dinrict Court decision in Amenean Baptist Oumhtt v. Thamhiirgh, 760 F.Supp. 796

(N DCal. 1991)

"* Execuuve Order 12324. September 29, 1981. See Bill Frclick, 'Hainan Boat Interdicdon and Returns Fim
Aiylum and Fim Principles of Refugee Protecoon.' U.S. Commiitee for Refugee*. February 20, 1993. p. 6.

" L. Guoenag aiid L. Daugaard, 'United States Treatment of Haitian Refugee*: The Dome*uc Response and
International Law.* American Ci*il Libertie* Union. Iturmatianal Civil Uberties fUfiott, Vol. 1, No. Z.June 1993, p. 10.

'* Refugees were *screened-in* based on a 'credible fear* standard in order to pursue their asylum claims in the

U.S. under the higher standard of a 'well founded fear of persecution on account of race, religion, nauonality.

membership m a particular social group or political opinion* 'Screenedout* refugees were then returned to Haiti.

For a 1 992 chronolofn' of U.S. program, policy and legislative decisions affecting refugees and asylum seekers in 1 992,

sec "Refugee Rcporu,* U.S. Committee For Refiigces. Vol. XIV, No. 1. January 29. 1993, p. C.
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IronicaOy, it was not until the September, 1991 coup introduced some of the mo*t brutal

Tcprcision in Haitian hittoTy. diat the U^. decided to do away altogether with any pretense of screening

fleeing refiigees. On May 24, 1992, the parameters of debate shifted dramatically when then-President

Bush issued the nCenitebunkpon Order* under which all Haitian boats %trouId be interdicted by the U.S.

cutters and their passengers returned directly to Port-au-Prince with no prior screening for asylum

seekcn." With the May 24 order, the Bush Admiuistntion abrogated the 1981 bilateral agreement with

Haiti. The current policy is based on a unilateral action that lacks the formal consent of the Haitian

government.

In this w-jy, The Bush Administration solved the U.S. refugee "problem* ihtuugh a policy of

containment that has curtailed die flight, and the rights, of potential refugees. President Clinton

inherited this policy, and, swallowing his pre-election aversions, fine-tuned it by blockading the island.

-IUetdietbns;iaflH«2tlSiilr^^ ';ff ~ :-:

•
.-:

^
-»'" ... '^%w^.. *.". •' •"•* •^r*.

'''

i9ai .^septiroir:':"22jciT 7';\ '^'7'"

Sept. i9»t .^uiy 199^ 30^98^- ^ U'
'

(May 24, 1998 - July 1993: .'»8gfli

Tbial«itjcel981: 53.735

in. IN.COUNTRy PROCESSING IN HAITI

A. Background

The United Sutes set up an in-country processing program (TCP) in Port-au-Prince in February

1992 to afford Haitiani the option of seeking asylum without fint taking to the high seas. At Oils time

refugee Kreening wan xtill taking place at Cuantinamo Sinrr rhe May 199S U.S. presidential Older. ICP

h*i been the only recourse for Haitian asylum seeken and has become a palliative for critics of U.S.

policy. When he announced the temporary continuation of the Bush interdiction policy. President Clinton

added that ICP woidd be expanded and improved, thereby beuer justifying forced repatriation.

This novel applicaijou vt ICP is a first worldwide In-couait y pivcrssing is pan of a broader set

of procedures contiiined in the 1980 Refugee Act and was not intended as a sole means of protection.
•

Similar programs in Vietnam. Cuba and the former Soviet Union were designed to facilitate the

processing of chosen groups of refugees the U.S. was already predisposed to accept based on a concept

13 Executive Order 12,807. Fed. Reg. 23.133. May 24. 1992.

As noted in (he amuiu curif brief filed in Sain v. Hatttan Cmten Couneil, Jothua R. Floum (Attorney of Record)

<i al. on behalf of Senator Edward Kennedy and former Representative Elizabeth Holtaman and other Members of

Congreis (hereinafter Members of Congres .<niictu), *(T)he language, structure and legislative history of the Act, as

well aj years of executive applicatirm ofthe Act, demoiunie that Congress intended that the Act's three separate but

concurrctit forms of refugee protecdon compnsr i romprehennve scheme.* (p. f>)
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of 'pntumpdve eligibility.*^ In Haiti, on the other hand, the progrtm is designed to cnt ofT a mass

influx of people the VS. b predispoKd to reject. What's more, it is the first case where ICP has been

imposed on asylum seeken as a substitute for the ability to escape and seek safe haven before articulating

individual claims." In the case of ^^etnam. the U.S. played a forceful role in encouraging countries of

Cn>i ^yluui Ui accept boat people temporarily until they could be resettled.
'^

Furthermore, in other countries where ICP became part ofa VS. strategy for resettling refugees,

the period of acute political upheaval was over, human rights problems were chronic and predictable and
government policies were solidified. In this context, agreements were reached with the respective

governments to fitcilitate the orderly processing of selected groups of people. In Haiti, political turmoil

is at its height and more complicated yet. the U.S. does not even recognize the de bcxo government, much
less enter into agreements with iL These &ctors effectively remove the safeguards which de6ne the logic

and efficiency of ICP in other countries. The driving force behind this plan seems to be the historically

unshakable U.S. decuinn not m hemme a country of first asylum for Haitian refugees.

B. Operational Structure

By definition, overseas refugee processing depends heavily upon executive discretion, and foreign
policy considcratiom aie puit of Uie decision on what groups are considered of special humanitarian
interest to the U.S.^' In Haiti the State Department is the principal policy-making bureau behind ICP
and directly manages it. It has been responsible for setting up the program, providing services to INS
officers and contracting with the International Organization for Migration (lOM) and more recently with
two iiuu guveniineiiuil orguniiations.**' A Refugee Coordinator manages the program under the a»ispicen

of the U.S. Consulate.

Operadonally. the State Department's role encompasses all activities except for specific case
adjudiuiuon. li b responsible for initial 'vetting' or grading applications into priority categories for

consideradon by INS. It has contraaed the lOM in Port-au-Prince to receive applicants, prepare asylum

For example, liizunu wntes, 'Although die sutuiory definicion of refugee changed in 1980, undl Auguii 1988,

all Soviet and some Indochineae refugee feMUlemcnt applications. .were being found eligible for refugee status under
whai amounccd to a praumpdon of eligibility ...' (Iniunu, The Refugee Act of 1980...,' p. 418.)

See. for esample. Memben of Congren Amicus p. 10: The government's condua in forcing Haiuans back
lo h»iu <iiJ ruiiiielliii^' d>aii ihrvugh secnon 207 oversea.^ refugee pmnrswing vinUim the piirprtw-nfrhr Art to ttiskc

these protecuont comprehensive and w reaffirm the principle of nen-nfouUmeni.'

'(A) similar m-councry procedure for processing refugees was created at the height of the Vietnamese boat
exodus However. th'Me who decided to flee by Umi were never turned back because such a program existed. And
ihc UniieU Siaies was vigilant in seeing that odicr governments would not sumamrily pusli bsck die boat po->plr.

demanding that diey be given temporary asylum in the region Bill Frelick, 'Qinwn's Haidan Policy: Same Old
Story,* 5« Loua /•oiX-Du^oltA. January 19. 1993.(Reprinted by U.S. Commiuee for Refugees.)

Sccuon 207 of ilic Iuiuugr,4liuii ,<iid Nauonality Act 'enumera«-: sevpml fiinnrs that m«y hr mnwdm-H Hiiring

the consuluuve process, including the impaa on die 'foreign policy mtcresu of the United Sutes.* The statute,
however, docs not identify nunerical limiu. specul humsnicarian concern or foreign policy impact for consideradon
in sectjon 208 (a) asylum or secdon 243 (h) withholding decisions...' as cited in Members of Congress Amicus, p 16

The Intemadeital Organixauon foi Mignuuii w an inicrgovernmencal organiaadon that implement v;irinii«

programs worldwide for migrants and refjgces.
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claims for adjudicatioD aod handle all ouc«processing. More recently, two non-goverxunental organizations

(called Joint Voluntary Agende*. orJVAi). World Relief(WR) and the United Sate* Catholic Conference

(U5CC). have been contncted to run the newly opened regional centers in Les Cayes and Cap Haitien

reipeciively.*' The U^. Embassy also serves as the main resource on country conditions, social and

political organiation and human righo data for the program, providing briefing marenals and expert

opinions.

The lOM staff of forty includes five caseworkers: three Haitian-Americans and two U.S. citizcM

of non-Haitian background. Caseworkers must be fluent in English. Creole and French and have a

univeniiy degree. The other staff are form-fiUcn to assist with completion of standard INS forms,

interpreters and administrative staff.

The INS has assigned an Officer in Charge (OIC) and an Assistant OCGcer in Charge (AOIC). both

wich one-year contracts. Ihe eight interviewing ofBccn responsible for adjudicaiiou are drawn from a

pool of primarily examiners and inspectors who have received a three-week asylum training course and

are on sixty-day rotations. A quality assurance team comprising an asylum corps officer and a legal advisor

from the INS General Counsel's ofHce are assigned on a thiity-day rotation and are responsible for case

review of all decLNifins. The rest of the suff is administiaiive.

C Recent Expaiuioa

A rerhnir.-il ream including represcnuiives from ihf. .Smte Department, the INS and the Congre»^

traveled to Haiti last January to make recommendations for improving and expanding the program.

These included measures to increase capacity and efficiency and the opening of two regional centers.

After a separate review of the program, the INS insulled the quality as-^uninre rsatn described

above. AiiuUier INS change was to draw on a pool uf unkei^ who had been through a three-week asylum

law training courv:. According to the State Department and the INS, all of the recommendations were

approved and have been implemented.^'

D. Cuinat Fuactioning

The following is a brief outline of the process itself

1. The applicant picks up a preliminary questionnaire from lOM, which is filled out and returned.

(Questionnaires can also be obtained by requesting one by telephone or mail or by sending a friend.) If

an applicant is illiterate or otherwise needs assistance, an lOM employee can help fill out the form,

bnfui Luiutely, this happens in a public and quite crowded reception area in fiill hearing of others present.

Some people hire strangers to fill out the forms for them, while others seek help from family members.

The first page of t]>e questionnaire is biographical information. The second page requests information

on organizational and political affiliations, government posts held and any arrests or problems with thr

.niithohucs.

'"' In other examples u( uvcneas refugee processing, jVas work closely with the State Depiirtment and the INS

CO hcibute the orderly reiealeineni of refugees.

'' Unfortunately, the technical tesm't report and the follow-up report on the impleinenution of the

rcuimtnendabons have been clainfied.
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2. The application it vetted (prioritixBd) into an A, B or C category for adjudication by the

Refugee Coordinator's staff'' Vetting is carried out based solely on the contena of the questionnaire.

A vetting supervisor, who has been with the program since the beginning, reviews all vetting decisions.

*A* cases are described as high-profile, often involving an official of the AnsriHe government, a
meinlwr nf a targeted profession such as joumalisB, or a gitissroots organiation leader. The case is

considered extremely urgent, and most involve past persecution." These make up about five percent
of the totai vetted applications. 'C* cases, about ten to fifteen percent of the total, are those in which
(according lo the questionnaire) the applicant has made no claim to asylum. The vast majurity, over
eighty percent of all cases, are *Ds*. In many cases, the applicant has ititiculated some fear of peisecuuuii
but the case may need to be developed or is not considered top priority.'*

All *A* cases are reviewed by the Refugee Coordinator, who **ill fellow particularly seiuitive ones.
He will also occasionaUy glance through "B* and 'C* cases. "A* cane* are scheduled for an lOM und nn INS
interview the same day or the following day. Currently. "B* cases are receiving interview dates for between
January and March. 1994. 'C* cases are not scheduled for interviews.

3. At the time of the lOM appointment, the necessary forms are filled out and rhe applicant is

inieiviewed. The purpose of the iutrrview is to review the quesliounaire with the applicant and elicit

furdier informadou relevant to the application. The caseworker writes up the interview and preparer the
file for INS.

4. The same day or the following day, rhe INS review* the file, interviews Uie applicant through
an interpreter, and makes a provisioiul decision. This decision is based upon whether the applicant has
met the burden of ])roof and whether the applicant ii considered credible." The INS interviewer"* note*
are incorporated into the file along with the recommended decision. Cases are reviewed by the .'^.'(Rixranr

OfGcer in Charge and by the quahty assurance team, which a&»esses whether the facts provided are

consistent with the decision, whether a cnrdibility judgement is adequaicly supponed and whether legal

issues raised by the case have been correcdy resolved. A U.S. Embassy political officer and an ethnic affairs

expert on the lOM staff are on site and serve as the principal resources on local conditions. The INS

'* The veuing (tafT is generally composed of pan-dme contna employees, often relatives of U.S. Emliaisy

personnel.

" Interview with Refugee Coordinator Luis Moreno. Port-au-Prince. June 14. 1993.

** The approval ntr i« rhiny-three percent foi A 1:00 JiiJ live percent for B cases. This means thit D cases

account for a higher number of accual cases approvals

The standard f«>r asylum under the Refugee Act of 1980 is a 'well founded fear of persecuuon...on account of

race, religion, lutiotuility, mrmbenhip in a parhcuUr social group or political opinion.* This includes, but is not

liiniu^ to. p*M prnamition. The adoptiou uf tjtia Ucliiiition brought rhr XIS inrn compliance with tlte iiiiei<itfuuiwl

dcAniuon of rehigee.

Regarding credibility, the INS 'Basic Law Manual: Asylum' (from the Asylum Branch of the OfRce of the

General Counsel. March 1991) states: "[Ajft alien's own testimony may be sufRcient, without corrohnrative evidence,

to prove an asylum cbim ifthat leidmony is believable. cotwisieiK and sufficiently detailed to provide a plausible and
coherent armuni of rSc basis of the claim.* AiwnJmg to dte UNHCR. "The applicsnt's sutement luust Uc txjhcrent

and plausible and not run cotmter to generally known fiicu.* Handheok on Pivftdum and Crutna/or D<lermMmnf He/ugn
Suuus, January 1988. p. 48.
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Resource Information Center (RIC) provide* country condition information from a variety of
governmental and non-governmental lource*, including church, rcftigee and human rights groups.**

5. Out-proceanng: All approvals are considered conditionai until out-processing has been
completed. This includes a medical examination, obtaiiunent of a passport (psMpons are required hy the
Haitian anrhoritics in order lu leave the country) and securing sponsorship by an individual or
organisation in the United States. For the passpom, fingerprints must be obtained at the police station.
Obtaining passports for all individuals included on an application may require getting a birth or mamajre
ceriifitaLc for the flrst time.*'

*

6. Motions to reconsider: If a case is denied, the lOM (or the JVA) receives a form letter
indicating the category of the reason for denial These letters are not casespedfic. The applicant is then
notified. The denial includes notice of the right to file a motion to reconsider. To file the motion the
applicant writes a letter to the District Director of INS in Mexico explaining the reasons why rhe cmc
should be reexamined. These letters can be translated by the lOM (or the JVA in the regional renten).
More reixrnrly, a notice that the letter must be in English has been included on the denial letter. In
general, the letter must present new information; few cases are overturned based on the premise that the

original decision was faulty." Approximately twenty motions to reconsider are received daily. The
decisions arc made In Haiti and signed by the INS Officer in Charge on behalf of the Distria Director.

There is ,-> delay of several months in must aun*.

7. Regional centers: A regional ICP center opened in Les Caycs on April 26, 1993. It is run by

World Relief under contract to the State Department.'' Like lOM in Port-au-Prince. World Reliefs

mandaie is to prepare cases for INS adjudicarion. Their expatriate staff is composed of a direcmr and a

deputy direcicii . four iurm-fillen, an accountant, a receptionist and four security guards have been hired

locally. The centers are set up to prepare forty cases per week for INS adjudication. As currendy

designed, a team c>f two INS officen will spend two weeks per Month in each regional center An
unfortunate feature of the Les Cayes center is its location just one block from the army garrison, where

poienual applicants are often held and beaten.

There are certain variations to the procedure in the regional offices. For example, an applicant

in Les Cayes has the qucsdonnaire vetted and forms filled out un the same day. Vetting is done by the

*' A US £inb*Mv poliaeal officer in char^ of refugee and migration ifTain (and deputy refugee coordinaur)

has travelled extensively in Ilaio fbllo^-inn up on i-eiMiri;*!*:* To date, over 4,000 have been interviewed. See alao.

Ncwi From Ameridat WabJi <imJ NmuiuI Coalidon for Haitian Refugees, lialf the Story: The Skewed U.S.

Moniionng of Repatriated Haitian Refugees,' June 30, 1992. The human righu liaison, bom in Haiti, is an lOM
employee who works closely with the Refugee Coordinator and the IKS. He is responsible for eoniacis with local

urganizalions and handles off-iitc interviews He i* often coniujced on sensiove cases u the n-iirfmt expert on Haitian

m»ncn lie also informs ICP pertwiuicl through translaoon nnrt «imm»ry nf Irx-*! preu

^' Marriage ceruficates cost about fifty gourde or US$4. 17. The birth certificates vary between fifteen and sixty

gtnirde or $1.25 to 5 00. The required phoiographs cost seventy-five gourde or $6.25 a set. The minimum and

sundarri w«gr for a factory worker wage IS fif^-en G/day or $1.25. (Based on an exchange rate of twelve gourde -

V S $1 00) lOM. if asked, oill defray sumeof the rna. WnrM Relief said they would help pay if asked, but du iiui

tell applicants about this service.

This h»« occtirred. ho^vever, particularly when an SCO has gotten involved.

'^ The center in ( jp Haiden opened in May and is run by the United Suies (^tholie Conference.

September 1993 12 AW/NCHR/JRS
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JVA director. As of late June. *B* cases were being tcheduled for interviews for sometime in July. *C(*

were not being scheduled. The director ofVorM Relief told AW and NCHR that mechanism* were in

place to transport an urgent case to Port-au-Prince, although no such case had yet occurred.

Two INS officers are sdiednled to visit each regional center every two weeks. During tho*e visia

they hold Interviews fur up to 140 applicants. These Cles »Tt nken back to Port-au-Prince for quality

assurance and final adjudication. A decision is communicated to Les Cayet, at which time out-processing

is begun for those approved. Medical examinations are completed locally. Fingerprinting, passport

obtainment and sponsorship are handled through lOM in Port-au-Prince. Most often the approved

upplirnnt waits in Ijcs Cayes for all uf ihti m be completed. Few can alFonl tu stay in Pon-au-Prince for

that length of time. World Relief lays that they pay expenses if asked but do not volunteer such

assistance.

In other countries where ICP is used, nnn-grtvemmcntiil organizations wiUi e.\perience in refiigcc

processing and resettlement have worked closely with the State Department and the INS to prepare and

process refugee claims. World Relief and USCC have only recendy become involved in ICP in Haiti,

taking charge of the two regional centers opened in April and May of this year. According to USCC
official, I VAs are experts on refugee issues and can use that knowledge to help people through the

pitxcsk.''* However, a State Department odicial suid that the JVA role is to provide *4 kcrvite to the

State Department, not to aa as advocates.*"

Both World Relief and USCC say that as long as ICP is a reality in Haiti, their participation can

have a |K>.sitive eflcn in the efficient and laii pmceuing of Hiiilian refugees. However, tlicy sliaie llic

broader NGO perspective that not even a new and improved ICP is a substitute for the right to seek safe

haven. Fr. Rick Ry^cavage. Executive Director of the Catholic Bishops' Office of Migration and Refugee

Services, recently sutcd that *rTlhe processing center is no xuMHntte for jusdce either within Haiti, or in

the treatment of refugees who try to flee Haid.*''

'" Interview with Shq Lowman, Washington DC. June 9, 199S.

" Inierview %iHth Ken Foster, ReKigee Program. Sute Department, Washington D.C.. June 9. 1993.

" D.S Catholic ConficTence, 'Church Agency Disappointed at Supreme Coun RuUuk Upholding Administration's

Decision co Return Hatli^in Rehigmt,* prw release, June 22, 1VV9.

AW/NCI IR/JRS IS September 1993
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IV. A CSmCAL ASSESSMENT OF THE ICP PROGRAM

Since iu inception. ICP in Haid has come imder severe criticism from human rights groups and

refugee advocates. In prior reports on Haiti. AW and NCHR have pointed out many inadequacies of the

poUcy in general and of the ICP program specifically." Nevertheless, it is of particular concern that

tlie recent expansion and streamlining of the program under the Clinton Aduiinbirauon has led U.S.

ofRciab to tout it as providing 'compktt coverage* and to see it a* a measure which mitigates and justifies

the policy of forced return.'*

llie authors recognize the serious efforts made in recent months by iudividujU involved in the

program to make it more efficient and 'user-friendly.* It does appear that the program has improved in

5e\-eral areas since the technical team visit in January. These include:

1

.

Fxpedired processing of Priority A cases: Exceptionally urgent cases can iiw*- be turned around in

approximately two weeks including the out-processing.

2. Quality assurance: By using quality assurance officers, including some with prior experience in

Guanilnamo. adjuilicadun decisions are being reviewed s>3tematically by a General Counsel's ofRce

aUui iicy and a trained asylum officer.

3 Use of interviewing officers who have attended a three-week asylum training program.

4. 1 raining of lOM staff: Attempts have been made to address the complicated problem of stafl/applicani

interacuon and assure quality and standardization of interview write-ups.

5. The rerenr npening of two regional centers and the use ofJVAs to run those centers.

Nevertheless, these Improvemena have done little to ameliorate a number ul ba»ic sliuruuiiiiiig^.

These arc primaril) a result ofconceptual inconsistencies, which seem hom substituting ICP for traditional

self-help remedies «uch as the ability to flee.

A. The Ceatral Role and Biaaed View of the Sute Department

The ICP program is based on the State Department's premise that the number of genuine asylum

seekers is actually quite small. A State Department official involved in setting up the program voiced what

seems to be the common belief that 'most Haitians are economic migrants: it diminishes our program

worldwide if we accept economic migrants."** Furthermore, a* tuted above, the reason that ICP became

rhp .Tnridore for the Hainan refugee pmhiem in rhe firsr place was a desire to keep the numbers admitted

lo the U.S. to a minimum.

" Srr em^rdlly, Mnium far Uaw in FiU Htitf Amirus CuTiae and Rnef of Humun RJglU Watch. Amu-itt Ciiruu. in

Support of Respondcnu. McNary v. Hainan Centers Council (later changed to Sales v. Haitian Centers Council),

October term, 1992 *nd AW and NCHR. "Half the Story," New York, June 30, 1992.

'* Interview with Ken Foater Asaiitant Attorney General Webxter HubbeU ii quoted saying, 'Interdicted boat

mi^ancs who fear pulicica] penecuuon will be afforded meaningful opporxuniiy lur refugee pruccMiiig in H^m.'

(Ediconal, 'Gone Under a Second Time,* Mtamt Hmld, June 22, 1993.)

35 Interview with Ken Foater.
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Cdliof detenninatioiu are limio on refugee admiaaDce. made by the Executive branch. They are

often made independently of specific country conditions and do not lend themselves to responding to

crises. The ceiling for Utin America for fiscal year 1 993 was 3,500, of which 500 were allocated to Haiu.

This decision was made in August 1992, in the midst ofwidespread human rights abuses and three months

after the Rennebunkport Order made ICP the only option available for Haitians."

Furthermore, reiiigecs ouaide the United States in general have far fewer due-process rights than

asylum seekers who have made it to VS. shores, and admission is much more discretionary. Although

U.S. refugee law, in contrast to international refugee law, does include the concept of a refugee Mill in

hb or her own country, there is an iucreased sense that any approvals arc tantnmntinr ii> alu uisin. In

refugee processing the officer makes a final decision, there is no judicial or administrative review and the

applicant bear* a greater burden of proof

U.S. Embassy pcnonnel or lOM ronrmrr employees are the principal resources for lOM and INS

interviewers." Tlie State Department ofRcial interviewed warned that one should not "take people's

statements at fece value. Past reports such as those put out by the American Immigration Lawyers

.^vsociation. the Lawyen Committee for Human Rights. Amnesty International etc. contain lots ofhearsay.

We investigate the cases."" The fact that this view is being conveyed widiin the program, certainly

undermines the value ofhaving non-governineutal human rights material made available to ICP sufF. For

example, an asylum officer recently assigned to the quality assurance team told AW and NCHR in Haiti

that at least some INS personnel consider reports from human righa NCOs and the United

Nations/Oreanizadon of American Sutes International Civilian Mission (UN/OAS Mission) totally

uuieliable. ^

Furthermore, the State Department view of the human rights situation in Haiti seems to vary

depending on who is asking. The most recent State Department report on country conditions in Haiti

sULcd:

Haitians stiffered frequent human rights abuses throughout 1992 including extrajudicial killings

by securit}' forces, disappearances, beatings and other mistreatment of detainees and prisoners,

arbitrary arrest and detention, and executive interlcrciicc wilIi die judicial proccu....''

However, a May 7, 1993 State Department advisory opinion in the case of a Haitian popular-

movement activist applying for asylum in the U.S. gave quite a different analysis of the situation:

'* There u no ceiling for uylum sceken in the U.S The ceiling for oveness refugee admuiions from Haiti for

fuc*l year 1993 was 500. Although that number has been jurpajsed and l.OOO unallocated sloes were a»iignetl u>

Hiiu, the fact remains that a ceiling ii in place ifTccung the number of Haitiaru who will eventually be admitied.

" A review of asylum daims in the U.S. by Harvard University's Nadonal Asylum Study Project »how« » hravy

rrli«nrr hy INS (i«yliim nfTirrrs on Siarr Dep-inTnent rrsources, accurUtng U) ihc Study CajoiJiiuIoi .

" Interview with Ken Foster.

The ofHcer, T.J. Mills, was bter suspended &om the program.

*° Department of Suie. Country fieporu (for 1992). p. 421
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During 1992. the level ofpolitkal violence has been considerably re<luced....Despite Haiti's violent

reputation, it » ponible for many people to find safe residence in another part of the country....We do

not believe the bet that an ordinary citizen is known to support or to have supported President Aristide

by itself puu that person at pasrticular risk of mistreatment or abuse.

Under the heading 'False and txaggented Claims by Previoiu Returnees.* the opinion goes on

to say:

...[I]nvestigations made by U.S. Embassy officen there indicate that many of the reports made by

asylum appUcants of aTrests, killings and intimidation are exaggerated, unconfirmable or

false....*'

This view suggests a bias against Haitian asylum seekers by implying that if some have lied, then many
probably lie.

In contrast, the June S, 199S report by the UN/OAS Mission stated as follows:

The mostserious and numerous human rights violations...involved arbitrary detentions, systematic

beatings and tortitre perpetrated by members of the armed forces or persons operating at their

instigation or with their tolerance. The Miskiun ha» also been informed of cases of arbitrary

executions and deaths following torture inflicted while in detention.

As indicated below, these violatioiu of the right to life and integrity and security of person are

intended primarily to restrict or prohibit the exercise of the freedoms ofopinion and expression, assembly

and peaceful association. Unfortunately [the repoilj piwides onlv a paniiil picture ol the extent to which

human rights violations in Haiti are widespread and systenutic.^'

More recently, in an August II. 199S press release, the UN/OaS Mission

expresses iis grave preoccupation at the numerous violations of human rights in Haiti. In

particular, the Mission condemns the arbitrary executions and suspicious deaths which have

reached alarming levels in the area of Port-au-Prince, where 36 cases have been identified since

July Ist.

I he targets ot these grave human rights violations are members of popular organizations and

neighborhood assoctaaons. but also simple cicisens who had the misfortune to find themselves in the path

of the killers.

. . .Miacks on freedom ofassociaiion and expression continue, as well as violations against personal

security and physical integrity.*'

*' According us ihe Harvard Natioiiai Asylum Study Project, chb kind of opinion is typical of Haitian cases.

** A» of May 1993. the UN/OaS Misuon had Ml international lufT memben of which eighcy-six were deployed

in regional seams around (he country and twenty were in (raining.

*' \'i mn^lairri hy rhr Wnshingion Office on Liu America.
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The VS. Embassy's political ofBcer In charge ofhuman rights was reluctant to talk on the record

to AW and NCHR about human rights issues. However, she palmed a picture of random, undirected

violence and general lawlessness merely tolerated from above, as opposed to the targeted, patterned and

strategic repression, which includes a sense of chaos and bwlessness, that is reponed by both local and

international human ri^ts groups.^

B. Political laelatkm WMkna the Progna

The ICP program is isolated from organisadons that could strengthen it by serving as resources.

The U.S. pohcy of forcibly returning Haitian refugees b widely considered to be discriminatory and

ultimately in violation of principles of intemadonal law. As a centerpiece of this policy, the program has

had litde contact with the UN/OaS Miwion. the UNHCR or local human rights group which are the real

expem on local coodidons. A 1 JN/OA.S Mission official said, The Embassy had. until recciiiJy, not sought

out conuct with the Mission. Contan has been minimaL**' While some private human rights groups

assist individuals a]>plying to the program on an «^ Ao; basis, they do not encourage it. Furthermore, they

distrust the program's modves and are quick to point out its inadequacies.

C. No .Safe Haven Compwaeat is Available

The most obviotu weakneu of the ICP program is that there is no safe haven component for

asylum seekers. Tliis means that they do not enjoy even the temporary protections and security to which

asylum seekers are entided under international law.** The State Department official interviewed told

the authors, 'We don't provide xafe h»ven....So far it hasn't been an issue because people can call, send

Icaeo, access a church group.**' Nevertheless, ICP applicant have been persecuted while awiiiring final

resolution of then t-ases. The Refugee Coordinator stated, 'No cases dc in haraument, beatings or

killings to the refugee program.'*' However, that distinction is quickly blurred, since applicants with

genuine claims apply to the program precisely because they are at risk.

llie jurhon were able to document several cases of persecuiioii during earlyJune 1993, involving

ICP applicants.*'

One case reported confidentially occurred some time during the fiT»t two weeks of June. It

mvolved a young man who had filled out a preliminary questionnaire to apply for asylum, but never made

** Interview with EUcn Cc»(pT>vc, U.S. Embassy, Port-au-hnnrr, June 16, 1993.

** Interview. Pon-iu-Prince. July 199J.

*' For example, the UNHCR states that in cases of mass influx, temporary refuge should always be provided. See

'Condusiont of the Intcmaiional Protection of Refjgees' adopted by the Execubve Committee of the UNHCR
Programme. OfRoe of the UNHCR (Ccnev* 1980). p. 49.

*' Interview with Ken Foster.

*' Interview with Louis Moreno. Port-au-Princc. June 14, 1993.

*^ Real names are not used m the following lettimoniei except where stipulated, in order to protect the sensiuvr

situauons of our infonoanis. In some case*, ipecific dates and places have been eliminated for the same reason All

interviews were carried out in Pon-au-Prince during the week of June 13-20. 1993.
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it back to hi« imeiview. When he left the ICP locale he vras arretted and taken to a Poit^u-Prinee police

station. He wia kicked and beaten. Someone who knew him helped him get relea«d after at least one

day and night in prison.'*'

In Lea Cayes. the problem is magnified by the sma]l-to»a. everyoncknows^veryone aunosphere:

*Claude* is an Axistide supporter and activist. He was president ofan election bureau during the

1990 presidential elections, and he collaborates with grass-roots organiations. He volunteers with

the local Institute for Social Welfiire and Research doing AIDS education. He has a long history

of problems with the local authorities, particularly with one government delegate, which he says

began due to his work during the 1990 elections. He was first arrested in August 1992 and briefly

detained. On November 27. 1992. he was harassed, threatened and chased by the same delegate

and two armed men in civilian clothes. A few days later, on December 1, he was detained again

and jailed for six days for being Lavalas." On December 31, the delegate threatened him with

arrest in the street When passenby protested, he was left alone. On January 6, 1993, the

delegate arrested him, and he was taken to the police station. He was threatened widi death,

accused of being Lavalas. anti-army and a thief On January 7 hb captor? decided ro make a

formal compLtiui uu charges ut thelt criminality and morally assaulting the authorities. He was

imprisoned at the Les Cayes miliury headquarters. The public prosecutor ordered him released

after six days under 'provisional liberty* status. He stopped living in town and lived hiding from

then on. On April 27 rhe delegate saw him again and said *lfi you; you're under arresc" He

jumped in ;« uxi and went to ihe uffitc of die UN/OAS Mi-wion. The World Relirl ottirr tor ICP

had opened that same day in Les Cayes. He went there to apply and was given a questionnaire.

He was interviewed on May 4 and received notice of conditional approval on May 21
.
On June

1 he was arrested by the military at the request of the .lame governmenf Heleg;ire, who said he wa»

going to have him shot. He was released on June 4 afrer U.S. F.mhaiwy intervention. As ofJune

20. he was siill in Les Cayes waiting for out-processing to be completed. He asked the AW and

NCHR to intervene to expedite his case. He said he was afraid and living in hiding.

'Jean* is a thirty-eighi-year-old carpenter aud furniture maker from Les Cayes. He has been a

member of a number of local popular organiubons. among Uiem ilic AMcmblde Fupulaire

Nauonale and the Union for Change. Prior to the coup he had been arrested and tortured in

1988 under General Henri Namphy's regime He hai been tracked and harassed by the army

since the coup because he was a known activist and because he filed a complaint aftainst the

official responsible for his toriuie lu 1988. Hi» iuo»i reteni problems have been with a local

government delegate. On several occasions in December 1992 and January 1993 he was

thrcaccned and harassed by the delegate. Beginning in January, police and soldiers began arriving

at his house. At that rime, he moved to another neighborhood, only visiting his home in the

dayumc. lie knows that military auxiliaries known ji ailiulUy frequently tome to his house ar

*" Interview with a Haitian source close to the ICP program on the condition of confidentiality, Port-au-Pi iiwc.

June 17, 1901 Hrrrin»ftrT rcfrrrrrf to as a confulenual HaiU^ii n.>ur«.e.

*' Uvaloi a the Creole word meaning "landjlide*; as used colloquially, it refers to the broadbase-" popular

niuveinctu thai elected Prendent Anstide.

** Interview, Le» Cayes, June 19, 1993 Americas Watch and NCHR expressed concern about diis ca»e to the

Refugee Coordinator and World Relief The delay wai due to the fa« that the required pauport had not yet been

issued.

AW/NCHK/JKb 19 Siepiciuber 1D93
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nisht. After recovingencounieiiiemerom.frknd. he deckled loa^^ He

w» hesianc to go rince tbe office was located just up die saeet from the miliury headqoanen.

but hi. fheiKl expUined how to check out die are. and d»en go in. He applied on May 20. wai

interviewed by World Relief on June S and was scheduled for an INS interview on July 1
.
Two

•wt^kn before diat intrrview. at about 7JO pjn. on June 18, two joklieri in avUian dress came to

his house just as he was arriving. He went inside, and they told him to come out and talk lo

them. He responded that he %« in hb own house. They yeUed that he was Uvalas and he

responded, -Yet I am. and I have a fight to be.* They told him diat they were going to find a way

lo finish him oil Among other things, they said diat when hb "Papa Arisiide' came back they were

going to leave u lul of people "on die gnmnd.* They left saying they were coming hack with the

police. He immediately called the UN/OAS Misaon. and two repreaeniaiives went to his house.

The men did not come back, but his wife reported that the same two men had been to the house

on two occasions earlier that day and seemed to be waiting for him Co show up. The next day,

he rnkl AW and NCIIR thar hiii wife was packing up rhe house, now too afraid to continue living

there herself."

If a conditionally approved individual a found to be HIV-positive, the question of protection

becomes even more serious. These applicants must file a waiver which is granted at the discretion of Oie

ARorney General, in oidei to be allowed admisiuu into the United States.** iTie added aggT;iv;iiiiiu

widi ICP is that tJie person must wait, like a sitting djick, in Haiti, even though he or she has been

officially recognized as having a well-founded fear of persecution (or indeed of having suffered

persecution). According to lOM, several warveis had been filed in 1993 but were still pending as ofjiinc.

However, in .Sepreinbei, the INS office in Washinginn reported being uiMware of any waivers pending

AW and NCHR are gready concerned about one particular case. The applicant was kidnapped at

gunpoint and detained for several days at an unknown site, tortured and found dumped on the street days

Uirer. His application for political asylum was condiiionaUy approved rapidly, given the gravity of his

situation. He was then found to be HIV-positive, lu April, he applied for a wuivcr through the ICH

program. Five months later, in September, it was discovered that his application had never left Port-au-

Prince due to an administrative delay over a form. AW and NCHR brought the case to the attention of

the ICP ^rafF Meanwhile, the condiuuiially-approved applicant and his &mily remain in Haiu ar serious

personal risk.

D. Operational Defieicaciea

Dy nature and by Uckign. the number and type of p«i|ilc receiving the reasoiuibly rx|>ediied

processing (hat asvlum seekers require are drasdcally reduced, and the &ir and consistent adjudication of

claims is sabotaged. There are examples of this at every stage of the process.

The system is overlomdcd. This is perhaps unavoidable, given the desperate need of so many Haitians

and the fact that :ill avenues of non-immigrant entry to the U.S. aie dosed to mo.st people. Tho.'w: whu

wish and need to leave for a variety of reasons try the program. This 'magnet effect* can impede genuine

" Incervie*. L.a C.yes. June 19. 1993

^* According to experts at die Cenien for Disease Contfol. all refugee applicinu are screened for HIV and other

diseases such as tuberculosis. HlV-posiii^'c approved asylum applicants must obain a waiver, and these can delay

an inordmately long time. An applicant must show, among other things, that his or her medical expenses will be

covered at no cr<«f m thr government.
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Appendix 3.

—

Statement of Hon. Euot L. Engel, a
Representative in Congress From the State of New York

Mr. Chairman. Thank you for holding this hearing on the Haitian

Refugee Fairness Act which would prohibit the current,

illegitimate repatriation of Haitian refugees seeking political

asylum in the United States of America. I am pleased to announce

my ardent support for this legislation.

After a violent military coup over two years ago, devotees of

former Haitian President Jean-Bertrand Aristide and his pro-

democratic ideologies have been found raped, tortured, and

viscously murdered by the military regime of General Raoul

Cedras. Consequently, thousands of Haitian citizens have

attempted to escape with the hopes of being granted political

asylum in the United States.

Currently, the United States is not granting political asylum to

the majority of Haitian refugees. Rather, they are being labeled

"economic" migrants and sent back to the brutality of their

native land. This legislation will help correct the flawed

United States' foreign policy toward Haiti by directing the

government to review each refugee's grievances before resorting

to summary repatriation. If a refugee proves to have a real fear
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of persecution, he or she will be granted asylum in the United

States. In addition, under this legislation, Haitians residing

in the United States prior to November 17, 1993 will be eligible

to apply for Temporary Protected Status, which will allow Haitian

refugees to stay for an extended period of time.

Although the United States and the international community have

tightened sanctions on Haiti, General Cedras' brutal regime still

clings to power. Consequently, the humanitarian condition in

Haiti continues to deteriorate. It is, therefore, more necessary

than ever to take steps to assist the Haitian people.

Representative Carrie Meek's proposal is an important step toward

correcting America's unjust policy of forced repatriation and I

urge the subcommittee to support her bill.
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Appendix 4.

—

Statement of Hon. Bobby L. Rush, a
Representative in Congress From the State of Illinois

As an original cosponsor of this imponant piece of legislation. I wish to express my

strong suppon for H.R. 3663. the Haitian Refugee Fairness Act. In addition. I would like to

thank my colleague. Congresswoman Carrie Meek, for her leadership and efforts in this matter.

Some may argue that given the recent changes in the U.S. policy on Haiti, legislation

such as H.R. 3663 is no longer necessary. This is not the case. Apparently, e\en with

shipboard hearings now scheduled for Haitian refugees, vinually all are still repatriated, and

often handed over to the police, under the premise that they are economic and not political

refugees. Yet. it is not true that the majority of those fleeing Haiti are merely fleeing poveny.

Since the coup, in 1991. over 3,000 Aristide supponers have been assassinated. Sumnian.

arrests, disappearances, rape, and beatings occur regulariy.

It concerns me greatly to think that the United Sutes continues to repatriate the majority

of Haitian refugees. I cannot help but feel that to do so has served to undercut one of the basic

premises on which this nation was founded. The United States has long been a place of refuge

to those seeking protection from oppressive regimes, 'me coup leaders in Haiti are engaged in

a brutal policy of repression which endangers the lives of many Haitians. It is uncons^'onabie

to think that the United States government continues to return Haitians to Haiti knowing full well

that in many cases those who return face ceruin violence and possibly death. Furthermore. I

am forced to ask why the U.S. forcibly repatriates only Haitians, and not refugees from other

countries? I can see nothing short of a racist bias against Haitians in our current polic>
.
This

is unacceptable in a civilised nation.

Given these facts. I urge the members of the Subcommittee on International Law.

Immigration and Refugees to suppon the Haitian Refugee Fairness Act. H.R. 3663 would

extend much needed protection from a repressive state lo Haitian refugees.

WASHINGTON OffICt CITY OFflCf SUBL'"B*N OfC-

I7JS loHGWCT- M O S «56e ?9T»ST«in 9-X S wis-i". *-C^i

«Ai-v::c-. oc rci" Chicago il eoeis s.-t ;3'

::: z:ni- .jiji:24«oo £.,.j«(f. »;«• -i^j;
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Appendix 5.

—

Draft Letter of Understanding With UNHCR
From Stephanie Marks, Esq., Coordinator, Asylum Program,
AND Scott Stofel, Esq., Staff Attorney, Washington Office
OF THE Lawyers Committee for Human Rights

Lawyers Committee
for Human Rights
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Bniiuon McKiniey

Acting Director

Bureau of Populatioo,

Refugees, and Migration

U.S. Department of State

2201 C Street N.W.
Washington D.C.. 2QS20

Dear Mr. McKiniey:

June IS. 1994

Re: Draft Letter of Understanding

with UMICR

The Lav^-y-ers Committee for Human Rights is dedicated to promoting

and protecting fundamenial human rights, including the right of refugees to

obtain safe haven from persecution according to internationally recognized law

and procedures. We fully agree with President Clinton that 'the repression

and bloodshed in Haiti has reached alarming new proportions.* We are

therefore concerned that the offshore Haitian refugee screening program

announced by the President on May 8 be implemented in a way which assures

that Haitians fleeing persecution will be given a meaningful opponunity to

present their claims for asylum. The draft letter of understanding to the

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees ('UNHCR') which you

released on June 1 1 contains elements that we support but fails to adcquately

address se\'eial crucial procedural issues. We do not believe that any form of

shipboard processing can provide refugees with the sense of security and

guaranty of pnvacy essential to tiie adequate determination of claims of

asylum. We therefore support the statement that the 'goal of the United States

and UNHCR remains establishment of an appropriate land-based processing

center" and we strongly urge the U.S. government to carry out this goal as

rapidly as possible. We also support the decision to give the UNHCR a role

in re\'icwing individual case determinations and in making recommendations

concerning overall program implementation.

Mdiaat M. ^Mnar. E>aai*<« Oracar

William C. O'NtW OouiyO'aaDr

Aftkur C. Maaan. O^acior Rakigaa Pmiaa

130 Saxnm Avamia lOmFioof
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Because the draft letter of understanding only outlines the screening program in the

broadest of terms, we cannot assess whether practical implemenution of the program will

provide refugees with an adequate hearing. However, we believe that any meaningful

screening process must ensure that refugees be given effective pre-interview counselling and

that the asylum interviews be conducted and reviewed by adequately trained personnel.

Although we support the decision of the U.S. government to allow the UNHCR to review

case files and to discuss INS determinations with Quality Assurance Officers, post-

determination review should not be viewed as a substitute for an adequate initial interview

procedure. The quality of review will necessarily be limited by the quality of the records

created at the initial INS interviews. It is therefore essential that the U.S. government

implement screening procedures that will ensure that asylum claims will be adequately

presented and appropriately assesed at the initial INS interviews.

It is particularly crucial that asylum seekers be given access to individualized

counselling by representatives of the UNHCR or non-governmental organizations, including

legal counsel, prior to the INS interviews and throughout the adjudication process. From our

substantia] experience in representing asylum applicants from throughout the world, we are

only too aware that for reasons of fear, trauma, lack of education, or unfamiliarity with

asylum law, many of the most severely persecuted refugees will often fail at first

examination to present sufficient evidence to establish eligibility for asylum.' A pre-

interview group orientation lecture cannot adequately substitute for individualized counselling

as a means of ensuring that a refugee will be able to disclose all of the facts relevant to his

asylum claim at his screening interview.

It is also vital that the INS interviews be conducted and reviewed by personnel who

have been adequately trained in asylum law and procedure and have a thorough

understanding of conditions in Haiti. The draft proposal does not indicate the categories of

personnel who will serve as INS interviewers or as Quality Assurance Officers nor is there

any indication of the volume of casework each such interviewer or officer is expected to

handle. We urge the Administration to require that Quality Assurance Officers be trained

Asylum Officers with at least one year of previous experience and that the ratio of Quality

In this regard, see also the United Nations Handbook on Procedures and Criteria for

Determining Refugee Status . Paragraphs 190 (noting the difficulties refugees may

have in articulating their experiences and the need for qualified personnel to conduct

interviews) and 199 (noting that more than one inter\'iew may be necessary to

ascertain the true nature of an applicant's claim).
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Assurance Officers to interviewers be adequate to insure meaningful review.' It is also

imperative that the screening program provide for sufficient numbers of trained Creole-

speaking interpreters.' In addition, we recommend that the INS prepare an adequate record

of each interview to ensure a meaningful opportunity for review and reconsideration. The

INS in consultation with the UNHCR should also develop appropriate standards of review

and the INS should be required to respond to any concerns raised by the UNHCR within a

mutually agreed upon period of time.

Although the Lawyers Committee for Human Rights continues its longstanding

opposition to the interdiction of Haitian refugees in international waters/ we view a

meaningful offshore refugee screening process as an improvement over the current practice

of forced repatriation. We urge the relevant U.S. government agencies to take the steps

necessary to ensure that the process put into place provides meaningful protection for

refugees fleeing persecution in Haiti.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Marks, Esq. Scott Stofel, Esq.

Coordinator, Asylum Program Staff Attorney, Washington Office

cc: Mr. Kofi Asomani

Special Envoy for Haiti, UNHCR

3

See United Nations Handbook on Procedures and Criteria for Determining Refugee

Status . Paragraph 192(i) and (vi) (recognizing that interviews must be conducted by

competent authorities and applicants must be given reasonable time for a formal

appeal if a hearing process is to satisfy minimum standards of adequacy).

See United Nations Handbook on Procedures and Criteria for Determining Refugee

Status . Paragraph 192(iv) (recognizing access to a competent interpreter as one of the

basic requirements of an adequate hearing process).

See for example, Lawyers Committee for Human Rights, Refugee Refoulement: The

Forced Return of Haitians Under the U.S.-Haitian Interdiction Agreement (1990).
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Appendix 6.—Statement of Lucas Guttentag, Director, Amer-
ican Civil Liberties Union Immigrants' Rights' Project and
Laura Murphy Lee, Director, American Civil Liberties
Union, Washington Office

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

The American Civil Liberties Union appreciates the opportunity to submit our views

on the imminent resumption of processing of interdicted Haitian refugees. While we believe

that conditions in Hjiiti warrant granting Temporary Protected Status (TPS) to Haitians in

the United States and granting temporary safe haven to Haitians interdicted on the high

seas, this submission addresses only the procedures that we understand will be implemented

in the immediate future by the Clinton Administration. In our view, the announced process

is fundamentally deficient and denies interdicted Haitians a meaningful opportunity to

present their claims of persecution.

Initially, and fundamentally, we must stress that the program contemplated by the

Clinton Administration for interdicted Haitians is not authorized by the Immigration and

Naturalization Act (INA) pursuant to either 8 U.S.C. § 1158, which establishes the domestic

asylum process, or 8 U.S.C. § 1157, which authorizes the overseas refugee system. Rather,

the proposed program establishes an extra-statutory hybrid system that subjects interdicted

Haitians to a process inferior in substance as well as procedure to both the domestic asylum

process and the overseas refugee program. First, in contrast to the U.S. asylum process, the

Haitian program does not provide any of the procedural safeguards guaranteed to asylum

applicants in the United States by statute, by regulation and under the Constitution. Indeed,

the interdiction and shipboard processing appears to be carefully designed to deny Haitians

the procedural safeguards they would receive if their claims were being adjudicated in the

United States. As individuals in the d£ facto custody of the U.S. government, Haitian

applicants should receive more, not less, protection.

Second, in comparison to the overseas refugee processing, the Haitian program

provides less protection, less procedural fairness and greater risk to individual applicants.

For example, unlike the interdicted Haitians, overseas applicants are iM prohibited from

consulting with an attorney to prepare their application, are nQi compelled to present their

claim without an opportunity to prepare a complete application, are niH in the de facto

custody of the United States and, most imponantly, are nfii forcibly returned to the countr\'

they have fled if their claim is denied.

In addition to the foregoing fundamental failings, we note the following equally

profound deficiencies in the proposed Haitian processing program:

1. Well-founded fear standard . Interdicted Haitians will be required to prove that

they satisfy the ultimate test for refugee eligibility, a "well-founded fear of persecution."

This demands that individuals prove on-the-spot that they are entitled to refugee status. Yet

these persons will have just arrived from a harrowing journey at sea, will not have a
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sufficient opportunity to prepare or prove their cases, will not be allowed to consult with an

attorney of their choosing and will not be represented by counsel at their interviews.

Imposition of the well-founded fear standard stands in sharp contrast to the standard

applied in other settings. Even the Reagan and Bush Administrations allowed Haitians with

a "credible fear of persecution" to be transported to the United States, where they have the

opportunity to fully prepare jmd present their claims in a deliberate fashion to qualified

asylum officers with the assistance of voluntary lawyers. Moreover, under the Lautenberg

Amendment, persons currently applying for reftigee status from overseas as nationals of the

former Soviet Union and designated countries of Southeast Asia are admitted to the United

States as refugees if they can "assert[] a credible basis for concern about the possibilitv" of

persecution. Pub. L. No. 101-167, Title V, § 599D, 103 Stat. 1261 (1989); 8 U.S.C.A. § 1157

note. We beheve that principles of equal treatment and non-discrimination demand that

the same level of protection apply to interdicted Haitians if any individualized assessment

of their claims is to be undertaken.

2. Forcible Repatriation . Unless a safe haven site is established, Haitians who

cannot satisfy the "well-founded fear" standard will be forcibly repatriated to Haiti. Thus,

not only is the standard higher than in analogous contexts, but the consequences are more

severe. Repatriation increases the risk of persecution enormously because Haitians who
have fled are delivered by the United States directly back to the military regime. Thus, a

person who was in hiding loses any chance of remaining free of the military's grasp. Indeed,

the Haitian military is reported to have announced or instituted a new policy under which

anyone who attempts to flee the country by boat will be subject to arrest and imprisonment.

Such a policy makes persecution of repatriated Haitians a virtual certainty.

3. Right to Volunteer Counsel at No Expense to the Government . Interdicted

Haitians will be processed and repatriated without any opportunity to be represented by an

attorney or other representative advocating on their behalf. Representation by counsel is

a cornerstone of fair processing, especially where the applicant is unfamiliar with the

language, the law, the legal system or the nature of the process. Effective representation

requires individual and confidential counseling by an attorney who can explain the governing

legal standards, help elicit the relevant facts, apply those facts to the law and prepare the

applicant for an interview. A lawyer's presence at the interview itself is essential to insure

that the interviewer develops a complete factual record, to guard against legal errors or

overly narrow interpretations of the law and to otherwise insure that the applicant's claim

is fully presented and fairly decided.

The Administration has informed advocates that voluntary attorneys seeking to

provide free legal representation to individual interdicted Haitians will not be allowed access

to the Haitians or be allowed onto the boats. The only explanations offered for these

prohibitions are alleged logistical impediments and the assertion, which we dispute, that

counsel are prohibited at overseas refugee interviews. Neither rationale justifies the
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exclusion of lawyers from their traditional and crucial role, particularly when the individual

applicant faces the risk of persecution.

The first rationale, that the presence of attorneys creates logistical problems or

interferes with the efficient processing of refugee applicants, is refuted by the INS' own

statements in earlier challenges to its processing of interdicted Haitians. In sworn testimony

in Haitian Centers rmincil v. McNarv. 823 F. Supp. 1028 (E.D.N.Y. 1993), high-ranking INS

officials testified that the presence of counsel is helpful, that it does not delay or interfere

with processing and that it makes the adjudication of claims more reliable. See, e^.

Testimony of INS General Counsel Grover Joseph Rees, HCC Trial Transcript at 1328-29;

Testimony of INS Director of Asylum Gregg A. Beyer, HCC Trial Tr. at 730-31; Deposition

Testimony of INS Senior Asylum Officer Irma Rios, HCC Deposition at 130. However,

even if the presence of attorneys were to have some effect on the speed of processing, such

impact cannot justify denying a safeguard that reduces the risk of returning bona fide

refugees to their persecutors. Fairness, humanitarian principles and the requirements of due

process demand that logistical considerations not dictate procedural protections, particularly

when minor accommodations will substantially increase the reliability and accuracy of the

determination. SS£ Mathews v. Eldridee. 424 U.S. 319 (1976). Indeed, denying free legal

representation on logistical grounds suggests that the proposed plan is more concerned with

deciding cases quickly than with deciding them fairly. As such, the credibility of the entire

process is negated.

The second rationale is similarly flawed. Govenmient officials testifying under oath

have previously acknowledged that counsel are nol prohibited in overseas refugee interviews.

See Testimony of INS General Counsel Rees, HCC Trial Tr. at 1331-33. Moreover, as we

have already noted, the proposed shipboard processing is not analogous to overseas refugee

interviews because overseas refugee applicants are nol in de facto U.S. custody and are not

forcibly repatriated if their claim is denied.

4. Absence of Specialized Asvlum Officers . The determination of who satisfies the

refugee standard and who will be forcibly returned to Haiti will be undertaken by INS

officers and employees who are not competent to make such life-and-death decisions. Since

1990, the INS has maintained a specialized Asylum Officer Corps that is specially trained

to adjudicate asylum appUcadons in the United States. See 8 C.F.R. § 208.1(b). These

Asylum Officers are separately recruited, are not responsible for other INS functions, receive

specialized asylum training and report only to the director of the INS asylum branch. The

INS personnel detailed to determine Haitian claims meet none of these criteria. They are

on temporary assignment, received only a cursory and truncated training and will, in many

cases, resume enforcement responsibilities when they finish their tour of duty. Yet, their

decisions are the one and only determination that interdicted Haitians receive before being

repatriated to Haiti.

Our prior experience reveals the indefensibility of recruiting INS personnel from

other assignments to conduct asylum interviewing. Precisely such a practice in Los Angeles
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in 1989 led to a court challenge that resulted in a federal court invalidating 30.000

interviews. See Mendez v. Thomburgh. CV 88-4005 TJH (CD. Cal. 1989), Order of June
23, 1989 (as modified). See alSC Los Angeles Times. "Deportation Blocked Until INS Gives
New Interviews to 23,000," May 16, 1989. (The INS subsequently acknowledged that 30,000

applicants were covered by the injunction.) The Mendez evidence, including sworn
deposition testimony of temporary asylum interviewers, showed that the interviewers were
incompetent, hostile and biased. Yet, only a court injunction compelled the INS to

undertake new interviews. Now the Administration has consciously precluded any judicial

oversight of the Haitian program by barring lawyers and by conducting the interviews

outside the territorial waters of the United States.

5. Absence of Meaningful Appeal. All of the foregoing shortcomings are

compounded by the absence of a meaningful appeal or review of individual decisions.

Under the Administration program, review of a determination will be limited to a rereading

of the file. Even if an applicant affirmatively tells an interviewer to add specific information

to the file (a highly unlikely prospect), review will be limited to a reading of the applicant's

file as supplemented. Applicants themselves will not be reinterviewed or questioned unless

an INS reviewer chooses to do so. Similarly, even if a representative of the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees concludes that further interviewing or reconsideration is

warranted, the INS decides unilaterally whether to do so. Such a form of review appears
inferior even to that available to overseas refugee applicants. Compare Testimony of Dudley
G. Sipprelle, U.S. State Department Consular General, HCC Trial Tr. at 1165. Moreover,
unlike any other appeal, the review process does not include an advocate for the applicant

pointing out errors that may have prejudiced the determination.

In light of the fundamental shortcomings of the Administration's proposed Haitian

processing program, we respectfully urge the Subcommittee to call upon the Administration

to utilize the credible fear determination, to allow volunteer lawyers to provide individual

representation, to assign only qualified Asylum Officers to conduct interviews, to provide

meaningful appeal and review, and to grant safe haven to all interdicted Haitians.
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Appendix T.^Statement of Dr. Euzabeth G. Ferris, Director,
Immigration and Refugee Program, Church World Service

The Church World Service Immigration and Refugee Program
[CWS/IRP] welcomes the opportunity to submit comment on H.R. 3663

and H.R. 4114, along with addressing the critical issue of
Haitian refugees. We would like to thank this Subcommittee for
their role in advancing humane refugee policies beginning with
H.R. 3883, which called for a halt to the repatriation of fleeing
Haitian refugees. We urge this Subcommittee to assist by any
means possible with the establishment of a regional safe haven
for fleeing refugees. We also ask you to watch closely the
implementation of the Administration's new policy of shipboard
screening in Jamaican territorial waters to ensure it's
integrity. Finally, we implore the Subcommittee to take
leglislative steps which will provide protection to t*^ose

Haitians who are already within our jurisdiction.

CWS/IRP has always maintained as a priority the protection
of Haitian refugees. We have steadfastly held this position for

over 17 years and continue to maintain that the repatriation of

Haitian refugees is morally unconscionable. U.S. actions toward
Haitian refugees are of great significance to other refugees
throughout the world. The actions that the U.S. has taken thus
far have impacted on the lives of thousands of Haitians and have
had far-reaching effects on refugees throughout the world.

CWS/IRP is the refugee assistance arm of the National
Council of the Churches of Christ in the U.S.A. This work is

done with the help of thirty-five affiliate offices and
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participating denominations. CWS/IRP has 13 participating
denominations: African Methodist Episcopal Church, American
Baptist Churches in the U.S.A., Christian Church Disciples of
Christ, Christian Reformed World Relief Committee, Church of the
Brethren, Episcopal Migration Ministry, Orthodox Church in
America, Presbyterian Church U.S.A., Progressive National Baptist
Convention, Reformed Church in America, Southern Baptist
Immigration and Refugee Service, United Church of Christ and the
United Methodist Committee on Relief. These groups work
ecumenically to minister to and advocate for the rights of
refugees, immigrants and asylum seekers. In addition to our work
resettling refugees, we provide legal representation and referral
to thousands of Haitians seeking political asylum.

For over a decade, CWS/IRP has worked with Haitian refugees
in the U.S. Presently, we resettle Haitians through the U.S.
Refugee Progreun and we are one of only two agencies which
resettle Haitians who have been paroled into the U.S. by the INS
and found eligible for resettlement by the Community Relations
Services of the U.S. Department of Justice.

The national denominations who support our program have also
provided substantial funds to assist Haitians with their legal
needs. Thus, we are presently assisting over 4,000 Haitians who
were pre-screened in Guantanamo as having a credible fear of
persecution and who arrived in the United States in 1991 and 1992
to file for political asylum. In addition, we have long worked
with partner agencies in Haiti to assist that nation in its
struggles to meet basic human needs.

I. THE DETERIORATIMG SITDATIOH IM HAITI

In recent months, persecution of ordinary Aristide
supporters has reached dramatically new levels. These
developments are highly relevant to considerations before this
Committee. On May 8th, President Clinton noted, in reference to
the Administration's policy of summary repatriation:

"I ordered the review of this policy six weeks ago when
we began first to get intelligence reports and then
clear news reports that there was increasing violence
against citizens of Haiti who did not agree with the
policies of the military regime... of people not only
being killed but being mutilated."

According to the New York Times .

"Hundreds of supporters of the Rev. Jean-Bertrand
Aristide and other civilians have been killed in Haiti
in recent months in the bloodiest wave of political
terror since the army overthrew Father Aristide as
President two and a half years ago. ...The violence
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accelerated this year, with 50 or more bodies turning
up in the streets [of Port-au-Prince] each month. Many
were badly mutilated or bore clear signs of torture."
French, Howard W. , "A Rising Tide of Political Terror
Leaves Hundreds Dead in Haiti", New York Times . April
2, 1994, p. Al.

Recent UN/OAS International Civil Mission reports indicate
dramatic increases in extra-judicial execution (CP/94/5, March
16), political rape (CP/94/8, March 21), and arbitrary arrest and
illegal detention (CP/94/6, March 17; CP/94/12, April 8;

CP/94/13, April 22), along with wholesale massacre in Gonaives
(CP/94/17) and a "virtual state of siege in the Bassin Caiman
zone" (CP/94/19).

The State Department's Bureau of Human Rights and
Humanitarian Affairs has noted these reports of "a recrudescence
of repression continuing on into 1994 with increased freguency
and brutality, including the murder, rape, and beating of
political opponents, now including rank-and-file former Aristide
supporters in Port-au-Prince's slum neighborhoods, by local
authorities and their agents, in the capital and provinces
alike." (Dankert, Roger, Director, Office of Asylum Affairs,
Bureau Advisory Opinion, April 25, 1994, p.l) Though much
belated, this is a major reversal of State Department views on
the relationship of 'prominence' to the risk of persecution in
Haiti. State Department reporting on the conditions in Haiti has
widely differed from reports issued by the Human Rights
Community

.

Our concern has become especially heightened since the
unrecognized Provisional President Emile Jonassaint ordered
punishment of organizers and their accomplices who are caught
arranging clandestine trips out of Haiti. The Miami Herald
reported that in Petit Goave, "From 35 to 55 people—including at
least six small children and babies—were taken to prison...."
The Miami Herald also notes that in this new application of the
1980 decree;

"'Accomplices' are defined so broadly that they include
all passengers.... On the dark beach at Trouchouchou

,

near Petit Goave, the soldiers made no attempt to
distinguish between organizers and passengers. The
trip's organizer escaped since he was on board the
boat, as Jean Rosiris Jose, the judge who heard the
case of the Petit Goave group, freely admitted in an
interview. Jose carefully leafed through a heavy volume
of the Haitian penal code, but did not point to any
particular law. Finally he just said, 'We have to
arrest passengers to stop this.'" Benesch, Susan, "A
Cuba-Style Crackdown In Haiti-Would-Be-Boat People
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Jailed, Beaten For Trying To Leave", Mj^mj Hgy^ld, May

31, 1994, pp.lA and 6A, at 6A.

It is important to highlight that the persecution of asylum-
seekers is politically motivated. The dockside reporting by the

State Department on earlier practices of the Haitian authorities
reveals the hostility with which the authorities regard
returnees

:

"The immigration police questioned returnees as usual,

searched their belongings and finger printed them. . .

.

Though the ostensible purpose of questioning was to
identify boat trip organizers, the interrogation
(which took place within the hearing of emboffs and
international civilian mission representatives)
appeared to be a 'fishing expedition' for persons
considered troublemakers by the police and probably
designed to intimidate the returnees. (U.S. Department
of State, unclassified cable of September 22, 1993.)

Considerable animosity on the part of the authorities is

based upon their generally correct imputation to the refugees of

a desire to seek asylum, thereby exposing and denouncing the
Haitian government to foreigners for its human rights violations.
The recent wave of attacks on asylum-seekers occurs in the
context of the Jonassaint regime's recent threat "to enforce
grave punishment against those who 'contact the enemies of the

homeland or one of their agents." (Radio AFP Paris, May 23,

1994, 0338 GMT (reported in FBIS-LAT-94-099, May 23, 1994,

p. 15).

TT. TM-CODMTRY PROCESSING

The process by which Haitians are identified as refugees and

admitted into the United States through the U.S. Refugee Program
is known as in-country processing. Procedures for this program
have been the subject of heavy criticism. The examination of this

program is necessary in order to determine whether we offer
viable protection to those Haitian nationals which the State
Department's Bureau of Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs
referred to as "the rank-and-file former Aristide supporters in

Port-au-Prince", (see April 25, 1994 Advisory Opinion (ref . at

p. 3, pp.1)) (cited) in their April 25, 1994 Advisory Opinion (see

p. 3, pp.1).

In order to qualify for the United States Refugee Program a

refugee must: (1) be a designated nationality for the region; (2)

fall within the priority categories for that nationality in that

region; (3) meet the US refugee definition; and (4) not be
excludable under INA Section 212(a). This contrasts to our
political asylum adjudications which require that all non-
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frivolous applications receive an interview for a determination
of well-founded fear of persecution.

Individuals overseas who are seeking refugee status from the
U.S. must first establish their ties to the U.S. or U.S. interest
in the case. In Haiti, applicants are placed into one of three
categories. These categories are: Category A: high risk cases
with expedited interviews; Category B: cases with viable claims
scheduled for interviews; and Category C: cases where no refugee
claim is made, and where the individual is not scheduled for an
interview. If applicants meet one or more of five criteria they
may receive an interview. These five criteria are:

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

senior and mid-level Aristide government
officials;
close Aristide associates;
journalists and educational activists who have
experienced significant and persistent harassment
by the de facto authorities, or who have a
credible fear because of their activities;
high profile members of political/development/
social organizations who have experienced
significant and persistent harassment by the de
facto authorities, or who have a credible fear
because of their activities;
others of compelling concern to the United States
cuid are in immediate danger because of their
actual or perceived political beliefs or
activities

.

The practical effect of this system has been to exclude
refugees with viable claims.

This vetting process takes place only after the potential
applicants have appeared with a photograph, identification
document and completed a preliminary questionnaire. This occurs
in Port-au-Prince at the Rex theater located across the square
from a military facility. The almost constant lack of electric
power in Port-au-Prince has forced the staff who prepare the
initial forms to work outside in the entry of the theater. All
potential applicants are therefore interviewed in plain view of
the street and the passers by. There is no privacy or
confidentiality being extended to the refugee applicants.

When the Rex theater opened, close to 200 people a day were
presenting themselves. In May, that number had dwindled to
between sixty or seventy a day. The risk these individuals must
take in order to avail themselves of the program, and the time
period they must wait for a determination leaves them identified,
exposed and without protection. From February of 1992 through
April of this year, 54,219 preliminary questionnaires had been
filled out. This years figures show that 17% of all applicants
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are scheduled for interviews. The INS approval rate of those
interviewed has risen from 7% to close to 30%. While we are
pleased to see a rising approval rate, we nonetheless feel the
program's credibility is undermined when only 17% of all
applicants proceed forward subsequent to the vetting process.

The Administration has publicly stated that it wants Haitian
nationals to avail themselves of the in-country processing and
not the new shipboard processing. We express strong reservations
over such statement because of reports that the approval rates
for Haitian refugees in the new system has already been set. This
raises serious questions about the new program's credibility.

We also seriously question the Administration's ability to
continue the in-country processing program in a meaningful
manner. Taking into consideration the draw down of personnel
from the consulate caused by the imposition of stiffer sanctions,
the ceasing of commercial flights, the siphoning off of INS staff
for the Jamaica operation makes it questionable as to whether
individuals will be able to avail themselves of in-country
processing. We are also gravely concerned over the length of
time the determination will take and the ability to get approved
refugees out of Haiti. This only intensifies the need for the
immediate establishment of a regional safe haven while the
situation inside Haiti is addressed.

III. SHIPBOARD PROCESSTNG: THE END OF INTERDICTION BUT NOT
REPATRIATION

We were encouraged by President Clinton's May 8th
announcement reversing the Bush administration's policy of
interdiction. However, given the Administrations' treatment of
the refugees to date, we are skeptical about the new policy's
positive contribution to a fair refugee process. Our skepticism
was reinforced on Friday, May 10th, when we watched the
Administration repatriate 400 fleeing refugees on the eve of
implementing their new policy. We question why these refugees
could not have been held aboard U.S. Coast Guard Cutters for
transport to the new facility.

The Administration's unjust treatment of Haitian refugees
has not gone unnoticed by governments elsewhere who are anxious
about the world refugee situation. We hear from international
church partners in all regions of the world that U.S. policies
toward Haitian refugees are having a negative impact on their
governments' willingness to accept refugees from other countries.

We cannot ignore the ramifications of our past policy and
the significance of the credibility of the new policy. * Refugee
protection is rooted in an understanding that bordering countries
to the refugee-producing country will accept those refugees until
the international system can respond. But, if the country of
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first asylum refuses to respond and in fact rejects those
refugees then the rest, of the international community receives
the message that it can turn its back on the crisis. In
addition, when the leader in refugee protection, the United
States, turns inward, then the other partners in refugee
protection feel justified in shutting their doors when a crisis
reaches them. The United States became the country of first
asylum for these refugees. We have grievously undermined
essential principles of refugee protection with our persistent
refusal to assist Haitians fleeing persecution. Irreparable harm
will be done to both Haitian refugees and refugees around the
world if the implementation of the Administration's new policy
proves not to be credible and fair.

We urge this Subcommittee to watch closely the
implementation of the Administration's new policy. Specifically,
the Administration has stated in the letter of understanding
between our Government and the UNHCR that Haitians fleeing by
boat may be suffering both physical and emotional trauma when
they are picked up by U.S. Coast Guard Cutters' and they will be
evaluated for such before they are pushed forward in their
refugee determinations. Haitian nationals will have been engaged
in flight as they travel by boat out of Haiti and out of the
hands of their persecutors. It is imperative that individuals
feel that this flight has ended before they move forward to
establish that they are bona fide refugees. There must also be
strict safeguards in place to insure that individuals are not
suffering from dehydration, hunger, or insufficient rest before
they are interviewed. Whether or not someone is ready to be
interviewed depends on the emotional and physical condition of
the person. What it does not depend on is the number of people
waiting for processing. Shipboard processing is insufficient for
responding to this problem. The solution is the location and
establishment of a regional land-based safe haven, and it must be
found immediately.

The credibility of this operation also rests on a so-called
appeal process for negative refugee determinations—decisions
which result in the repatriation of Haitians. We note that the
new policy is refugee processing overseas, not asylum
adjudication. In other words, the refugee resettlement process
does not offer the kind of appeal we know of under our judicial
system and should not be confused with such. The "U.S.
Resettlement Overview" by the UNHCR Branch Office for the United
States, Resettlement Office produced in February of 1994 clearly
enunciates the "appeal" process used in overseas refugee
processing:

5. Appeal Procedure
In overseas processing there is no formal appeal
procedure for rejections, however, an applicant
may request a reconsideration of his/her claim on
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the basis of new information, or information that
was not available in a previous interview. The
granting of a reconsideration is entirely within
the discretion of the INS official in charge of
the case.

It appears that the process that will be used under the new
policy will be very similar. Individuals will be told at the end
of their interview whether they have been deemed to be a refugee
or not. If the determination is negative the applicant will be
asked if they have additional information. That information will
be recorded on a separate piece of paper and placed in the file
for review by the INS Quality Assurance Officer who then "may"
decide that further discussion with the applicant is necessary.
The UNHCR representative will have the opportunity to review this
and make their recommendation to the INS Quality Assurance
Officer who "may" then, after considering the UNHCR opinion,
decide if it is appropriate to engage in further discussion with
the applicant. We are pleased that careful consideration has
been given to this aspect of the process, but we are nonetheless
troubled. It is not an appeal which is being offered, it is a
discretionary reconsideration based on new information. There is
no explicit provision for reconsideration of an erroneous
determination. The questionable level of experience of the
interviewers compounded by time constraints lead us to believe
that there is a high probability of erroneous determinations and
therefore bona fide refugees will be repatriated.

IV. THE NEED FOR PROTECTION OF HAITIANS HERE IN THE UNITED STATES

The deterioration of the political situation in Haiti makes
it imperative that the U.S. provide protection to those Haitians
within our borders. We have watched with growing concern the
escalation of the oppression and persecution. As we discussed in
Section I: the human rights situation in Haiti is deplorable.
It's unconscionable that we should return individuals to Haiti at
this time. We need to insure that those Haitians who are within
our protection stay within our protection. This Subcommittee has
been convened to consider just such options of protection with
H.R. 3663 and H.R. 4114.

These two bills would legislatively accomplish giving TPS to
Haitian nationals. Congress would be legislating TPS as it did in
the El Salvadoran situation because the Attorney General has
failed to designate Haiti for TPS. TPS was enacted as part of the
Immigration Act of 1990, and it authorizes the Attorney General
to designate any nation or part of a nation under TPS if he or
she finds that there are certain situations present such as an
ongoing armed conflict within the nation. TPS would allow
Haitians to remain in the U.S. until the Attorney General
determines that conditions in Haiti are safe for their return.
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We concur with the UNHCR's support for H.R. 3663- We agree
that Representative Meek's proposal was "a great contribution to
upholding the international standards of refugee protection which
have been painstakingly developed over the past forty years." In
addition, we agree that the bill is welcome because it is viewed
as an effort to restore U.S. responsibilities under international
law and would acknowledge the U.S. Government's obligation not to
return Haitians to the country where they fear persecution,
whether it is acting within or outside its sovereign territory.

While we would welcome a more secure status granted to those
Haitians who are here in the United States it is imperative that
some protection against return be extended to them until it is
determined that they can return safely to Haiti.

V. CONCLUSIOW

We request that this Subcommittee assist by any means
possible the establishment of a regional safe haven for fleeing
refugees. We also ask that the Subcommittee closely watch the
implementation of the Administration's new policy of shipboard
screening in Jamaican territorial waters to ensure it's
integrity. Finally, we implore the Subcommittee to take
legislative steps which will protect those Haitian nationals who
are already within our jurisdiction.

As we close this comment we would like to relay a story of
flight which was told to us by Alerte, a Haitian refugee who
recently visited Washington. Alerte is a 32 year old wife and
mother of three children who was living in Cote Plage 26 in
Carrefour, one of the strongholds of Aristide support. She and
her husband had been continuously harassed by the Haitian
military from the time of the coup because they were known to
have voted for President Aristide. This all ended on the night of
October 16, 1993 when FRAPH, Haitian paramilitary forces, arrived
at the door. Two years and 15 days after the coup, Alerte and her
family were still seen as a danger by those in power. This visit
resulted in blow after blow of a machete to Alerte 's face, neck,
arms and legs. She was then left for dead in the mass grave of
Titanyen. Found alive she was taken to the hospital. Incredibly,
she was forced to flee the hospital when the FRAPH discovering
that she had survived the attack, came looking for her. With the
help of her doctor who told the military she was dead she was
able to gain time to slip into hiding. After recovering in hiding
she sought refugee status.

We can no longer sit in silence but must assist our
neighbors who so desperately deserve our help.
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Appendix 8.

—

Joint Statement of Washington Association of
Churches, Northwest Immigrant Rights Project, and Wash-
ington Refugee Resettlement

The Washington Association of Churches represents more than

1500 congregations from 17 denominations as well as 14 local

ecumenical agencies from throughout the State of Washington.

Washington Refugee Resettlement (a Church World Service

affiliate) and Northwest Immigrant Rights Project provide support

and resettlement services to refugees and immigrants from

throughout the world. Our organizations share a profound concern

about the Administration's current and proposed policies for

processing Haitian asylum seekers.

Actions Protesting Administration's Policies

In protest of the Administration's policies, our

organizations recently called upon religious organizations,

affiliated refugee organizations, and other supporters of human

rights to fast for one day each week until the United States

establishes fair, orderly, and humane procedures for evaluating

whether Haitian refugees qualify for political asylum and takes

measures to protect the safety of those who do not.

In addition, on June 6, 1994, the Board of Directors of the

Washington Association of Churches unanimously approved a

resolution inviting constituent congregations to: 1) provide
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advocacy, protection and support to Haitians in search of safe

haven; 2) seek justice for Haitian refugees through public

declarations of sanctuary; and 3) call upon the U.S. government

to fulfill its obligations as the natural country of first asylum

for Haitians fleeing their homeland.

Concern About Public Speculation on Approval Rates

We are particularly concerned about an Administration

official's recent estimate that only 5 percent of Haitian

refugees would qualify for asylum, while the vast majority of

applicants would continue to be dismissed as "economic migrants."

Although the statement was no doubt intended to dissuade more

Haitians from risking the dangerous voyage to the United States,

public speculation about likely acceptance rates shows a cynical

disregard for the adjudicative process and exerts improper

pressure on adjudicators. Asylum determinations must be based on

careful analyses of the facts of individual cases. More

stringent standards must not be imposed on certain asylum seekers

simply because their homelands lie close to our borders.

Use Shoreside Asylum Procedures as Baseline

The United States has established procedures for

interviewing and processing asylum applicants from around the

world. These procedures provide a baseline for evaluating how

Haitian applicants should be processed. The aim of the

procedures must be to ensure a fair hearing for each refugee.

Because these seemingly routine interviews could well mean the
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difference between life and death for those interviewed, there is

no margin for error. Specific recommendations are reviewed

below.

Time to Recuperate before Interview - No Shipboard

Processing

First, before an interview is scheduled, care must be taken

to ensure that the refugee is physically capable of presenting

his or her case. The refugees may have gone for extended periods

without food or water and been exposed to the elements in

unseaworthy vessels. They must have sufficient time to

recuperate and regain their bearings prior to being interviewed.

Serious adjudications cannot occur at sea. Indeed, the American

Bar Association recently urged the Administration not to

reinstitute "discredited shipboard processing."

Assistance of Counsel or Other Advocate

Under U.S. laws, asylum seekers in the United States are

entitled to have counsel or a representative present during their

interviews. They may also submit affidavits and other evidence

to bolster their cases. As attorneys can attest, it takes many

hours to elicit the facts upon which an asylum claim is based.

Applicants may take for granted incidents of persecution simply

because such treatment has become so commonplace in their country

as to be unworthy of mention. A skillful attorney or advocate

will ensure that relevant facts are brought to the interviewer's

attention and provide much-needed moral support during an

interview. Attorneys and voluntary organizations such as the

U.S. Catholic Conference have already volunteered their services.
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Protection of Privacy

Each interview must be conducted in a manner that protects

the applicant's safety, privacy, and confidential information.

Tyrannical rulers such as those now controlling Haiti gain and

maintain power by creating a climate of insecurity and fear. As

Haitian refugees will not be accustomed to speaking freely,

particularly to government officials, special care must be taken

to ensure that they feel at ease speaking during these crucial

interviews.

Adjudications by Professional Asylum Officers

Under U.S. regulations, the cases of shoreside asylum

applicants are heard by professional asylum officers with special

training in international relations and international law.

Given the complex and fluctuating conditions in Haiti, it is

crucial that officers interviewing Haitian refugees be trained in

Haitian politics and culture as well as international law.

Access to Competent, Independent Interpreters

The refugees must have access to competent, independent

interpreters. A poor interpreter can distort an interviewer's

questions and an applicant's responses. Government interpreters

may feel compelled to assist in screening out applicants, despite

their eligibility under U.S. laws.

Review of Case Denials in Deliberative Setting

In shoreside adjudications, if an asylum officer denies an

applicant's case, the applicant may renew his or her claim before

an Immigration Judge. The Judge's decision may in turn be

appealed to the Board of Immigration Appeals and to a federal
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appeals court. Under some proposals being discussed, Haitian

refugees would have only one opportunity to present their case.

Given the grave consequences should a political refugee be

forcibly returned in error, Haitian applicants must be able to

have initial case denials reviewed in a more deliberative

setting.

Retain "Credible Fear" Standard

Haitians whose asylum claims are processed in the type of

makeshift manner proposed by the Administration should not have

to meet the same stringent standard as those shoreside asylum

applicants who are afforded numerous procedural protections and

the assistance of counsel. Haitians must not be processed under

the more stringent standard until they are afforded comparable

protections in the adjudication and review of their cases.

Temporary Protection for All Haitians

Finally, the United States must not return anyone to a place

where his or her safety will be compromised, even if he or she

does not meet our definition of a "political" refugee. As Sadako

Ogata, United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, recently

said: "In these situations, people who flee should be given some

kind of chance to stay outside the country, at least until

democracy is restored." 1986 Nobel Peace Laureate Elie Wiesel

wrote:

I believe that men and women who decide to leave a country

because they are hungry, because they cannot see their

children die, or because they cannot see their parents die
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of hunger, deserve our respect; they deserve our friendship;

and they deserve our support, just as those who flee the

very same country or others for political reasons.

The United States has often asked other countries to provide

temporary shelter to refugees from adjacent countries. These

other countries are watching now to see how the United States

responds to a refugee problem on its own doorstep.

The most sensible U.S. policy would be one directed towards

building a democratic, peaceful, and prosperous Haiti, thus

eliminating the need for the refugees to flee. If given a

chance, most people, Haitians included, would prefer to live and

work in peace and safety in the familiar surroundings of their

own country, close to friends and loved ones. No refugee makes

the decision to leave his or her homeland lightly. We must

respect the decisions made and the risks taken by Haitian

refugees and give their claims for political asylum the serious

consideration they deserve. Equally important, we must offer

protection to those who do not qualify for asylum until it is

safe for them to return.

Drawn in part from a guest editorial, published June 1, 1994 in

the Seattle Post-Intelligencer , by Rev. John Boonstra, Executive

Minister, Washington Association of Churches, Kathryn Railsback,

Collin Tong, and Rev. John Worcester, members of the Board of

Directors,.qf Washington Refugee Resettlement, and Vicky Stifter,

Executive ''Director of Northwest Immigrant Rights Project.

K>
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Appendix 9.—CRS Report: Cuban Adjustment Act of 1966

93-253 A
February 24, 1993

CRS Report for Congress
Congressional Research Service • The Library of Congress- -

Cuban A4justment Act of 1966

Larry M. Eig

Legislative Attorney

American Law Division

SUMMARY

Ck>ngres8 enacted the Cuban Adjustment Act of 1966 to provide Cubans

who had fled the Castro regime an opportunity to apply for permanent resident

status without having to leave the United States. The Act thus eased

procedural obstacles without conve]nng any substantive ri^ts. Amendments to

the Act in 1976 and 1980 have clouded rather than clarified the Act's scope and

its intended effect on applicable inmiigration quotas.

BACKGROUND

Fidel Castro came to power in Cuba in January 1959. Within less than

three years, 153,000 Cubans had registered at the Cuban Refugee Emergency

Center in Miami. After a suspension in commercial air traffic slowed Cuban

emigration during 1962-1965, the number ofCuban arrivals increased under an

airlift program instituted by President Johnson. The Immigration and

Naturalization Service (INS) reported that as ofAugust 1, 1966, 165,000 Cubans

were in the United States without visas permitting them to reside here

permanently.'

The 165,000 Cubans identified by INS primarily were in the United States

in parole or extended voluntary departure status. None of them was in a status

that automatically provided an opportunity to adjust to permanent resident

status. Granting immigrant status administratively to such a large number of

Cubans was not hindered at the time by aay immigration quota-there were no

limits on Western Hemisphere immigration in efTect until 1968. Nevertheless,

the statutory provision that permits aliens here to seek permanent residency

while remaining in the United States, § 245 of the Immigration and Nationality

See H.R. Rep. No. 89-1978, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 2 (1966).

-'>/7>- ntT oreoared for ^tcmherK and committees of Conaress
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Act of 1952^ (INA), as amended, then disqualified natives of the Western

Hemisphere from applying.' The Cuban emigres who wished to seek a firmer

foothold here thus were in a bind. They could not apply in the United States

for permanent residency. Neither could they return to Cuba to apply there with

American officials. The only recourse they had was the burdensome one of

leaving the United States to apply for American permanent residency with

American officials in a third country. It was Congress's desire to provide the

Cubans who were here with an opportunity to apply for permanent residency

in the United States that led to the passage of the Public Law 89-732/

popularly known as the Cuban Adjustment Act of 1966 (1966 Act).* This report

briefly discusses the original adjustment provisions of the 1966 Act and

subsequent amendments to them.

ADJUSTMENT PROVISIONS OF THE 1966 ACT

The 1966 Act eased the burden of Cubans here who wished to seek

permanent residency by granting the Attorney General discretionary adjustment

authority. Similar to the general adjustment authority granted the Attorney

General under § 245 of the INA, § 1 of the 1966 Act states that:

Notwithstanding the provisions of section 245(c) of the

Immigration and Nationality Act, the status ofany alien who
is a native or citizen of Cuba and who has been inspected

and admitted or paroled into the United States subsequent

to January 1, 1959, and has been physically present in the

United States for at least two years, may be adjusted by the

Attorney General, in his discretion and under such

regulations as he may prescribe, to that of an alien lawfiilly

admitted for permanent residence if the alien makes an

application for such adjustment, and the alien is eligible to

receive an immigrant visa and is admissible to the United

States for permanent residence. . . . The provisions of this

Act shall be applicable to the spouse and child of any alien

described in this subsection, regardless of their citizenship

and place of birth, who are residing with such alien in the

United States.

2 8 U.S.C. § 1255.

' Prior to 1965, the restriction against adjusting to permanent resident

status in the United States applied only to natives of adjacent countries and

nearby islands. The restriction was broadened because of the growing problem

of Central and South Americans coming here as non-immigrants (e.g., tourists)

and immediately seeking permanent status. H.R. Rep. No. 89-745, 89th Cong.,

1st Sess. 22 (1965).

* Act of November 2, 1966, 80 Stat. 1161.

' H.R. Rep. No. 89-1978, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 3 (1966).
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On their face, the adjustment provisions of the 1966 Act have broad

eligibility standards but provide rather restricted benefits. Eligibility extends

to individuals who are either citizens or natives. An individual who moved
abroad from his or her birthplace in Cuba at an early age may qualify. Also,

there is no requirement that an applicant be a likely victim of persecution, as

must be a refugee or asylee under Refugee Act, nor must an applicant otherwise

show any individualized hardship. Thus, a native of Cuba who moved to Haiti

at a young age in 1936 was found eligible under the 1966 Act when he applied

for adjustment after entering the United States on a tourist visa.^

Respecting benefits granted, its clear that the 1966 Act did not provide for

automatic adjustment to permanent residency of all Cubans here. The 1966 Act

only provided a procedure for seeking permanent residency, not an entitlement

to it. Under the terms of the Act, adjustment is granted only on application and
a finding that the applicant meets the qualifications for receiving a visa and is

not barred from entry into the United States on criminal, health, national

security, or other grounds for exclusion under the INA. Some grounds of

exclusion may be waived by administrative discretion.^ On the other hand, there

is administrative discretion under the 1966 Act to deny permanent residency to

otherwise qualified applicants.* Also, in only providing a procedure for seeking

adjustment of status, the 1966 Act does not curb the authority ofINS to arrest,

detain, or otherwise process out-of-status Cubans in the same manner it treats

out-of-status nationals of other countries.

IMMIGRATION AND NATIONALITY ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1976

The prohibition barring Western Hemisphere aliens from applying for

adjustment of status once in the United States was repealed by the Immigration

and Nationality Act Amendments of 1976 (1976 Amendments). Even though the

expressed reason for enacting the 1966 Act was thus eliminated, the 1976

Amendments not only did not repecil the 1966 Act but added the following

language to it:

(Alpproval of an application for adjustment of status to that

of lawful permanent resident of the United States pursuant

to [this Act] shall not require the Secretary of State to

reduce the number of visas authorized to be issued in any

* Matter ofMasson, 12 Imm. & Nat. Dec. 699 (BIA 1968).

^ Despite the broad requirement of admissibility, it has been held that

the public charge grounds for excluding or deporting an alien do not apply to

aliens adjusting under the 1966 Act. Matter ofMesa, 12 Imm. & Nat. Dec. 432

(1967). Also, the Labor Department determined that because most Cubans who
were here at the time of enactment were already in the workforce, it would not

apply labor certification requirements in the adjustment process. H. Rep. No.

89-1978, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 3 (1966).

• Matter ofMarchena, 12 Imm. & Nat. Dec. 355 (1967).
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class in the case of any alien who is physically present in the

United States on or before [January 1, 1977].

Under the general adjustment provisions of § 245, each adjustment in the

United States to permanent resident status has to be offset against any

applicable entry quota. By contrast, the 1966 Act did not address whether

adjustments under it were to be charged against any entry quota, an absence

possibly explained by the lack ofany quotas at the time for Western Hemisphere

admissions. Beginning in 1968, however, an overall annual quota on Western

Hemisphere immigration of 120,000 became effective. The purpose ofthe above-

quoted section of the 1976 Amendments was to make clear that adjustments of

certain Cubans under the 1966 Act were not to disadvantage immigration from

other Western Hemisphere countries (which had developed backlogs) by reducing

the availability of visas under the 120,000 per year hemispheric limit.' At the

same time, the 1976 Amendments prospectively replaced the overall hemispheric

limit with per country limits. It is perhaps significant, then, that the 1976

Amendments restrict the no-offset policy to Cubans who were present in the

United States before the hemispheric limits were supplanted by country limits.

In any event, neither the 1976 Amendments nor its legislative history addresses

the chargeability of Cubans arriving after January 1, 1977. It has been the

administrative practice not to charge adjustments under the 1966 Act to any

entry quota.

REFUGEE ACT OF 1980

Congress enacted the Refugee Act of 1980'° in an attempt to replace the

practice of enacting ad hoc responses to migration emergencies with a

comprehensive, ongoing refugee admission and a4justment sjrstem. Still, the

Refugee Act did not repeal the 1966 Act. Rather, the Refugee Act amended the

1966 Act to reduce the presence requirement for adjustment from two years to

one year. The legislative history of the Refugee Act does not mention the 1966

Act. The reduction in the presence requirement did not emerge until conference

and apparently was regarded as a conforming amendment to conform the 1966

Act to the one-year waiting requirement for refugee adjustment adopted in

conference.

" The House Judiciary Committee stated that the effect of the 1976

Amendments would be to make approximately 20,000 to 25,000 additional visas

available to Western Hemisphere countries each year for a few years. The

committee also stated that freeing Cubans who were then present here from

quota restrictions would free them from the delay resulting from the

unavailability of visas under the hemispheric quota. Hit Rep. No. 94-1553,

94th Cong., 2d Sess. 12 (1976).

10 Public Law No. 96-212, 94 Stat. 109.
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Appendix 10.—Steven Forester, Esq., Supervising Attorney,

Haitian Refugee Center, Miscellaneous Materials

,r:.
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• The INS is using flawed processing procedures resulting
from clerical errors* dolays in processing infonaticn,
and poor system design. As a result, there were also 47
Haitians who ware without credibla claias but vera sent
to the U.S. for further processing.

• Seven Haitians were voluntarily repatriated without
knowing that they had met the ins standard to come to the
U.S. for entry. This was caused by the delays in the
entry of data from their interviews.

t There is no U.S. agency charged with processing of the
repatriation of these Haitians. This contributes to
mistakes and the system's overall failure,"

CQDy«r« Mid, "TtM Bu«h Administration hMS turned its back on
innooant uitiana tmmliiyg r«pr««eion in their ho««lan<l amd s««king
tlM fTtidOB of oar shore*. Failure* of ma artal nistration donying
nmi^imwt^ tiMiX 9UJUr«nt*«d rights by O.Si lev wOt«« a aee2i*ry oi tha
tJ.flt rvfifM tytt^a.

ttO throoqb lt« finding* has confirmed ay suspicion that
Haitians vlth oredlbl* human rights olaia* hav« bcMn s«nt back to
Baitl to auffer und«r th« tyranny that now exists in their country.
That i* why X ««k*d CAO to study the Haitian refugee interro<?ation
and aereAnin^ proces*. Under thi* shabby system, these Haltia;v9
hay* b«an danied an abeolut* right protected by u.s. lavs.

"With Mh—x BMdnmam, X regret that th« U.S. ha* refused to
grant the refugee* '*«fe hav^n' statu* to l*t thea stay in the
Biinland UAitad Stat** pejiding DOlltlcal dev«lepa*nt* in their
hoa«land« particularly tho*« that have elaarly denenstratod rafugae
•ll9lhillty.

I'm still standing in th« dark trying to have th.^ light shine
on this important ieeue that engulfs the thousands of Haitian
r*fU9««t Who *e«k refug* in thi* oountry," concluded conyora.

tMxiagi

*Ov«r*ight of U.S. Busma Right* Policy tovard Haiti"

litaMMSI

GXO invastigatert

IMS and State Dapartaant Rapresentative*

Williaa O'XeiX, Deputy Director of the Lawyars Comittee for
Human Right*

Zra Kursaan, Coiui**! for th* Haitian Safugoe rivxtor in niaai

Harold Koh, ?rof*«*or, Yai* Lav School

ljB-ioa-ooa-013
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Mill

In-country processing of Haitian refugees began in

reia-February 1992. On October 1, 1992, the International
Organization for Migration (lOM), under contract from the

Department of State, opened a Refugee Processing Center
(RFC) in Port-au-Prince to handle all the pre- and
post-adjudication processing of cefugeo cases.

On April 26, 1992, a provincial processing center opened ir.

th9 southern city Les CaycB {World Relief), end on May 24,
1993 a second provincial center opened in the northern city
of Cap Heitien (USCC)

.

In April 1993, w« placed preliminary refugee questionnaires
on Coast Guard cutters so than any interdicted person with
a possible claim to refugee status can be identified prior
to debarkation and taken quickly into refugee processing.

Preliminary questionnaires are reviewed to determine
whether prima facie evidence suggests the applicant
qualifies for processing.

Individuals in the following categories are eligible foe
refugee processing: senior and mid-le^ol Aristidc
gov»rnni9nt officials; close Aristido associates;
journalists and educational activists who have expecienced
significant and--^*rsl a eent->h^r cessment by the de facto
authoritiex^r who have a crWible fear because of their
activitiir^; high profile nembeVs of
politica\/deveiopment/sociaL,Wrf»Tllsations who have
r-r^ri""*^ '\*T\f^rr'lf-7f^^'''^'^•f'^'^^*• harrassir.ent by the
de facto authorities, or who have a credible fear because
of their activities; and, others of compelling concern to
the U.S. and in immediate danger because of their actual or
perceived political beliefs or activities.

We are actively working with non-governmental
organizations, human right.< groups, church groups,
international organizations and others to expond the use of
referrals to the program.

Cases found eligible for processing consideration are
scheduled for a case presentation interview Dy caseworkers
at one of the three RPC's. Subsequently, an INS Officer
privately interviews each applicant and makes the final
determination of refugee status.

Applicants approved by INS go through standard refugee
processing procedures for .ttedical screeni.ng, sponsorship
assurance, a.id travel arrangements. We attempt to process
high priority cases in seven working days.
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1 1 9 North East 54th Street Phone: (305) 757-8538

Miami, Florida 33137 Fa": (305) 758-2444

April 18, 1994

John W. Cuminings
Acting Director
Office of International Affairs
DOJ-INS
ULL Building
3rd Floor
Washington, DC 20536

Dear Mr. Cummings:

Thank you for talj^ing with me Friday. Enclosed are r.y letters
seeking refugee protection on behalf of some persons in hiding in

Haiti. Denials have been received in at least three cases, grants
in none. This morning I received, via relatives here, the denial
letters for three relatives of Elie Zephir, whose -urder was
documented by Amnesty International and in Haiti En "arche (see
enclosed) . INS has denied Rochlin Moimeme, an activist vhose
handwritten letter is enclosed, and Jean Gerald Duverger, firs-
delegate of the reforestation group UNPREN, who- soldiers beat on
head, face, and body when they broke up an UNPREN meeting in Port
au Prince on October 26, 1993. I documented repression of such
groups and supplied UNPREN correspondence showing its existence.

The "high profile" reguirement in the enclosed eligibility criteria
would seem to violate your correct assessment in your excel len-
March 1993 memo (top of sixth page) that "lack of pror.inence aces
not remove the possibility of being at risk" and that "Acrivities,
either real or imputed, are a far more importa.-it consideration in
assessing risk, than is prominence." Indeed, the criteria and
practices violate the spirit and substance of your r.er.c.

Everything we know about Haiti, including the gruesome and vicious
current murders, vindicates your conclusions. As you know, Haitian
authorities persecute among many others members of organizations;
persons merely for having distributed, worn, or displayed on their
houses or vehicles Aristide leaflets; and activists' relatives.
My letters refer to some of the background documentation on these
issues.

'

I hope you will find a way to overcome the obvious and severe
problems which exist in ICP. So many lives are effected.

'One of the enclosed letters refers to Margaret Nerette, a Cite
I

Sol--il grassroots activist who flew to Washington DC to meet with
]

President Aristide. While she v/as here, attaches or soldiers —
see enclosed — came to the house and asked her brother where she
'.;as. When he said he didn't know, they replied, "You can replaca
her" or words to this effect, and abducted hir,. He has never been
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You probably know my golleague Merrill Smith, attorney at Church
World Service in Miami, 305-541-8040. He is a superb advocate,
probably the best in the country, on Haitian asylum claims, with a
thorough knowledge of country conditions, and is a gentleman and
highly intelligent. He has much information and insight to provide
on the issues we discussed. Please feel free to 'contact him or me
at any time. My toll free number is 1-800-749-8538.

Thanks also for your efforts regarding Mr. Oesanges.

Sine

Steven Forester, Esq.
Supervising Attorney
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Moniteur No. 84 du 24 Novcmbre 1980.-

DECRET DU 17 NOVEMBRE 1980

rUNlSSANT LES VOYAGES IRREGULIERS

j^,t 1«r.- V*t T«put* voyage irreeuller a desti-

nation d» rottangar. lo voyage entrppriR on nrgnniRP

i paitir du Ten.tolre National en dehors des for-

RiM et conditions privuas par les lols de Police,

particuU«r«mant cellos de rimmigr'><-i'>" et TEmi.

grstioii.

Art. 2.— L'orgtnication de pareil voyage est un

diUt punUiftble «ulvant les dispositions du present

Dicret.

Art. 3.— Tout organLsateur de voyage irregulier a

destination d« ]'6trsng«r, t.o>it« tentative de faire

voyager une personne i partir du Territoire Natio-

nal vert I'F.tranger nans raccomplissement dcs for-

malit^K Ugalac seroilt punis d'unft peine de 6 mois

i trois ans i prononcer par le Tribunal C6rrection-

nel competent.

En cai de r6cidivfl, le rmipabin sera eondamno au

mavimvim rin )« peine et a une amende do 10.000 a

50.000 gdes.

Art. 4.— Sont reputes complicec du delit J •orga-
nisation d« voyage inegulier A destination de
1 Ktranger ct puniss^blo selon le cas. de pcmPs pic-
vues au present Dicret 1) Ce.ux qui, a un title quel-
conquc Huront -k bord de burs nav,res. nhonsh ou
a bord de leure «imp)e» bateaux, des voyagpurs non
pouiv.is do pi^ecs prcsurites par Ics lois vixees «u
ius-dlt artlfilc premier.

2) Ceux qui auront servi d'intermedinire (cour-
tiers, agents, sous-agents ou autres) entre ces voya-
geurt et Ics organlsateurs de voyage in-4guher.

3) Ceux qui auront scicmment h^bergc lex vgya-
geuii Infiguliers pour facilitcr leur voyaije, cmpechc
la poursuite et le jugcment des delinquanu.

4)TouB ceux qui volciitaircment auront aidr a
I'orgaiiisttlon «t a ]• riaiisutinn dc t^s voyBres ine-
gulien.

Art. 5.— Dans los cas d'escroquerip et d'ubus de
confiance provoques par promesse, persuasions, par
artifice ou perception dc sommes d'arRenv, miroite-
ment d'avonUces matiricls on espenihccs vHincs ou
chimdriquRS, les autcurs «t complices qui auront
ulnsi al)us< dfl la credulit^: de ceux qui veulcjit
voyager mi utilise dc!» moycus slmil^ires scront pu-
nis de pwines prfvucs par ics artiolci 337 et 340 du
Coda Tenal.

Art. 6.— Lorcqxi* les clrconstances auront confe-
ro Bux faits poursuivis le comctire d'un crimp piu-
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t6l que d'un delit. la cau»o sera instruite et jug6e

sujvant la prooedurr. twcce par l« Code «rin$Uui>

tion Crimiiiell*. ct 1« Code Pinal.

Art. 7.— Tout recponsabic de navire marchand

ou dc plalsanuH. d« wibotagee, gcwlettftK, corv*tte$,

aitcmefs, iransportanl des pauaiters a partir du ter

ritoiie d'H«iti vera Tctninger, devra r.ontruUr lea

piuces d'^migration at d%! policH autnhcanl Ic

voyagK du passager.

Des agents de controle det dits Services, v^rifiM-

ronl egalemenl Ics pi^es et documenU legolUant !«

voyagM et la violation des formaliiKS ct dicpositions

d« la loi sur I'Utnigralion ct cclics du Code Doua-

nier.

Art. 8.— En cas de contravention constatee par

les agftnts (jtiaJifiM, Ic navire mtra cunsid6r« cotume

jiiratc et airaisouiin, la rargalson saiici^ ct vendue,

cuivunt U prouttduru des mtteleit 307 r.t 35A dU

Code Douanier, Ikr rcsi>onsoblee (cuntrevKnants et

cumplicM) temis aux autoritis judiciaircs «n vuf.

des pounuitca prescrites par ie present Decret.

Art. 9. - En dehors des peines sus-dites et nit-

vis^cs, lee CMpitaines de navlrec, voiliers uu motor-

boat, lux cunducteiirs ou propricuIrMC de eoelcttne,

corvettes ou autrcs contrevpnanu. encourcnl pgalw

ment la cuiuiatnration a unc amcudw dc 2.S.000 a

2U0.000 t>ourdi*e av«c rclrait Ue In patcnU- ou li-

roiicc.

Art 10.- .Le present Dicret abroge loutM Lois
ou.duposiUona de Lots, tou* Decreta ou disposi-
Uoiu de IMcrcta. tous DecrcU Lois ou <lijpo«ition»
dti Dncreu-Lola qui lui jont contrairw «t sora pu-
bUe et ex«cuU i la itUl^enre des RecriUircs d'lit^t
'le la JusUce «t de I'lniiricur «t d- la Defense Nn-
tionxle, chacun en ec qui le conceme.

Donnd au Palais NationaJ a Port-au-Pnnce. It- 17
Novembre 1080. An 177*n» de l'Ind6poadancc.

Jean-Claude Duvalicr
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NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Church World Service
701 S.W. 27 Av«. Miami. R 33135

T«l. (305) 541-a040 Room 707
IMMIGRATION ANO REFUGEE PROGRAM RoMinn MIcallaf, Director FAX (305)642-2815

June 8, 1994

BY HAND

Erich Cauller
Director, Asylum Unit
United States Department of Justice
Immigration and Naturalization Service
701 S.W. 27th Avenue, 14th Floor
Miami, Florida 33135

Dear Erich,

Attached please find a copy of "The Recent Upsurge in
Political Violence and Persecution of Returnees in Haiti -

Implications for Asylum Adjudication". We have been referring to
this material in cases which remain pending with Asylum Officers.
Its implications, however, are clearly much broader. We ask you
to consider distributing it to your officers generally.

We realize that it may seem somewhat unusual to encourage
sua sponte re-openings of cases which we are not representing
and, of course, it may not be in line with the Asylum Unit's
immediate interest in productivity in reaching final decisions.
We hope, however, that you will agree that these developments are
sufficiently relevant and probative to be taken into
consideration, and encourage officers to do so or, at a minimum,
let them know that they would be permitted to do so.

Thank you for your kind consideration of this matter. If
you should have any questions or comments, please do not hesitate
to contact the undersigned.

Yours,

Merrill Smith
Church World Service

also: Marisol Zequiera Burke
Catholic Emergency Legal Aid for Haitians

Spontorihip InformaMn 2123703302. Arrival Informatlen 8703362, Social Stnica 8703285. TramI LaanM 5703361. Public Infermatlen 87031S3

NtwYork Main Ofjicc: 475 Rlu*nld« Dnaa, Room 664, ,V<u Vorlc, NY JOJIS^SO

C<bl« Oominidtt* FAX: 212-870-2132
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^^^ MAT10NAL COUMOLOF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE UNrreO STATES Of AMEHICA

mkl Church World Service
^—^^^ 701S.W.27Ava.ka«nl,R3313S

TaL (305) 541-8040 Room 707

IMMIGRATION AND REFUQEEPflOORAy Rosmmmi MIcaM. OhMor FAX: (305) 842-2815

THE RECEHT UPSURGE ZH POLITICAL VIOLENCE
AHD PERSECUTIOM OF RETURNEES IN HAITI -

IMPLICATIONS FOR ASYLUM ADJUDICATION^

Introduction

In recent months, persecution of ordinary Aristide
supporters and forcibly returned Haitian asylum-seekers has
reached dramatically new levels. These developments in country
conditions are highly relevauit to the adjudication of current
Haitian asylum claims. Moreover, they form a basis for re-
opening previously denied cases that may remain under the
adjudicator's jurisdiction.

As most Haitian asylum-seekers lack legal representation.
Church World Service implores adjudicators in the interest of
fundamental fairness to reopen sua sponte such cases where these
developments may tip the balance between denial and approval.
Considering the grievous consequences at stake, potentially
countervailing interests of 'productivity' should be waived or
reconsidered. .

I. UPSURGE IN GENERAL POLITICAL REPRESSION

On May 8, the President of the United States noted, in
reference to the policy of summary repatriation:

"I ordered the review of this policy six weeks ago when we
began first to get intelligence reports and then clear news
reports that there was increasing violence against citizens
of Haiti who did not agree with the policies of the military
regime — and, indeed, some of them seem to be not political
at all — of people not only being killed but being
mutilated."^

According to the New York Times .

^ Copies of all documents cited herein are available from
Church World Service upon request.

' Office of the Press Secretary, the White House, "Statement
and Press Conference by the President", May 8, 1994, p. 3, emphasis
added

.

Spon«or>iilp In/omMilon 212/870^302. Amaal htotwmtkm 1703362. Scdal Smnkm ITOJZaS. Tnml Lecm A70JJ61. PuWie hA^Mikm 470J1S3

NraVork Main Of/la: 475 RiamnKU Drtm. Boom 664. Mm York. NY lOlIMMSO

CabM Oomneus* FAX: 212-a70-2132
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"Hundreds of supporters of the Rev. Jean-Bertrand Aristide
and other civilian^ have been killed in Haiti in recent
months in the bloodiest wave of political terror since the
army overthrBW_j;ather_ Aristide' as President two and a half
years ago. ... The violence accelerated this year, with 50
or more bodies turning up in the streets of [Port-au-Prince]
each month. Many were badly mutilated or bore clear signs
of torture."^ ^-^ - -

Recent'ONTOAS International Civil Mission reports indicate
dramatic increases in extra-judicial execution (CP/94/5, March
16) ,. political rape,' and arbitrary arrest and illegal
detentiori^..along with a wholesale massacre in Gonaives
(CP/94717, May 2) and a "virtual i.^te .of siege in the Bassin
Caiman zone" (CP/94/19, May 5). ~~-

" "" The State Department's Bureau of Human Rights and
Humanitarian Affairs has noted these reports of "a recrudescence
of repression continuing on into 1994 with increased frequency
and brutality, including the murder, rape, and beating of
political opponents, now including rank-and-file former Aristide
supporters in Port-au-Prince's slum neighborhoods, by local
authorities and their agents, in the capital and provinces
alike."' Though rauch belated, this is a major reversal of State
Department views on the relationship of 'prominence' to the risk
of persecution in Haiti.

II. UPSURGE IN PERSECUTION OF RETURNED ASYLUM-SEEKERS

Church World Service and others have long been concerned by

^ French, Howard W. , "A Rising Tide of Political Terror Leaves
Hundreds Dead in Haiti", New York Times , April 2, 1994, p. Al

.

* CP/94/8, March 21 ("often against near relatives of
political or union activists").

^ CP/94/6, March 17 ("Members of popular organizations have
been particularly singled out."); CP/94/12, April 8 ("[30 of 37

cases between late January and late March] involve members of
popular organizations and their relatives"); CP/94/13, April 22.

' Dankert, Roger, Director, Office of Asylum Affairs, Bureau
of Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs, U.S. Department of State,
Advisory Opinion, April 25, 1994, p. 1, emphasis added.
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the persecution of forcibly returned Haitian asylum-seekers.'
Recently, however, following the appointment of Emile Jonassaint
as de facto President, this practice has taken a dramatic
upswing.

"On 19 May [1994], Haitian provisional President Emile
Jonassaint... announced his government is going to take
sanctions against the clandestine departures of boat people
for Florida. Jonassaint, who was speaking during a news
conference at the National Palace, explained that a decree
dated 1980, punishing clandestine departure departures from
the national territory, was still in force."'

"In a May 22 communique, the Jonassaint regime said it would
'take all measures to apply [the decree] punishing
instigators and accomplices of the crime of organizing
clandestine trips abroad.'"'

This is not mere rhetoric - Jonassaint 's words have
apparently been put into brutal effect. According to USA Today ,

"In Port-au-Prince, 184 boat refugees who were returned to
the city's dock Monday morning [May 23, 1994] were beaten by
police as they were taken to jail, Red Cross officials said.
... In Petit Goave, a port where many boat people leave for
the USA, -30 to 40 people were arrested and beaten, human
rights observers said. In Gonaives and Petit-Goave, police

' Inter-American Commission for Human Rights, Precautionary
Measures Taken by the Inter-American Commission In Case No.

10.675 (United States) At 83rd period of Sessions , p. 2, ("The
Commission has infomation that: ... (d) Haitians who are so-
returned to Haiti by the United States authorities very
frequently suffer persecution at the hands of Haitian
authorities;"); Amnesty International, United States of

America/Haiti; The price of rejection - Human rights consequences
for rejected Haitian asylum-seekers . May 1994 (AMR 51/31/94);
Americas Watch/National Coalition for Haitian Refugees, Half the
Story: The Skewed U.S. Moni-^orinq of Repatriated Haitian
Refugees , June 30, 1992.

* Signal FM Radio, 1030 GMT, May 20, 1994 [as reported by the
Federal Broadcast Information Service - Caribbean, May 23, 1994, p.

14].

' Benesch, Susan, "A Cuba-style crackdown in Haiti - Would-be
boat people jailed, beaten for trying to leave", Miami Herald , May
31, 1994, pp. lA and 6A, at 6A.
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Monday detained people to stop them from leaving Haiti by
boat.""

The Micimi Herald , also reporting that "[in Petit Goave,
f]rom 35 to 55 people - including at least six small children and
babies - were taken to prison...", notes that in this new
application of the 1980 decree,

"'Accomplices' are defined so broadly that they include all
passengers... " On the dark beach at Trouchouchou, near Petit
(Soave , the soldiers made no attempt to distinguish between
organizers and passengers. The trip's organizer escaped
since he was on board the boat, as Jean Rosiris Jose, the
judge who heard the case of the Petit Goave group, freely
admitted in an interview. Jose carefully leafed through a

heavy volume of the Haitian penal code, but did not point to

any particular law. Finally he just said, 'We have to
arrest passengers to stop this.'""

Political Motivation behind Persecution of Returnees

The persecution of forcible returnees is politically
motivated. The dockside reporting by the State Department on
earlier practices of the Haitian authorities reveals the
hostility with which the authorities regard returnees:

"The immigration police questioned returnees as usual,
searched their belongings and fingerprinted them. . . . Though
the ostensible purpose of questioning was to identify boat
trip organizers, the interrogation (which took place within
the hearing of emboffs and international civilian mission
representatives) appeared to be a 'fishing expedition' for
persons considered troublemakers by the police and probably
designed to intimidate the returnees."'^

'" Squitieri, Tom, "Violence escalates with new Haitian regime:
Military's foes met with brutal killings, mutilations", USA Today .

May 24, 1994, p. 7A.

" Benesch, Susan, "A Cuba-style crackdown in Haiti - Would-be
boat people jailed, beaten for trying to leave", Miami Herald , May
31, 1994, pp. lA and 6A, at 6A.

^^ U.S. Department of State, unclassified cable of September
22, 1993, emphasis added. See also Maass, Harold, "Some

repatriated Haitian refugees subjected to arbitrary arrest,

torture", Miami Herald , June 18, 1993, p. 22A ("Seraphin said a
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Leaving is by itself a political statement. As Amy Wilentz,
author of The Rainv Season; Haiti Since Duvalier , has noted:

"Fleeing the country is tantaunount to voting with your feet

for the ousted democracy. The huge wave of desperate
refugees is a public humiliation for the government and
neither Duvalierists nor the Haitian Army - the two groups
who carried out the coup - responds well to humiliation. In

-fact, they respond ruthlessly. ""

As Liz Balmaseda describes an incident at the airport in

Haiti:

"When they reached the Haitian immigration post, [three
deported asylum-seekers] were greeted with a threat, they
say. 'They said they were going to show us what happened to

people who leave the country illegally. They said they
would kick our butts,' says Clerval."^* --

Considerable animus on the part of the authorities is based
upon their generally correct imputation to the refugees of a

derire to seek asylum, and, in the process, to expose and
denounce the Haitian government to foreigners for its human
rights violations." The recent wave of attacks on asylum-
seekers occurs in the context of the Jonassaint regime's recent

threat "to enforce grave punishment against those who 'contact

the enemies of the homeland or one of their agents.'""

local soldier pegged him and others as subversives, saying they

would not have fled by boat if they weren't rabble rousers.").

" Wilentz, Amy, "Haitians Flee Political Nightmare, Only To

Be Returned", Los Angeles Times , February 16, 1992.

'* Balmaseda, Liz, "For these 3 Haitians, there is hope", Miami

Herald , September 12, 1992, p. IB.

" See Affidavits of Guantanamo 'double-backers' Dukens Luma

(beaten by authorities who did not believe his claim that he had

told the Americans that he had only fled for economic reasons)

and Fito Jean (witness to abduction of three returnees following

hostile dockside remarks by military refering to boat people who

presumably "denounce the country to foreigners") submitted to the

Inter-American Commission -for Human Rights. .

" Radio AFP Paris, May 23, 1994, 0338 GMT (reported in FBIS-

LAT-94-099, May 23, 1994, p. 15).
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Legal Standards

"The Asylum Officer or Immigration Judge shall give due
consideration to evidence that the government of the
applicant's country of nationality or last habitual
residence persecutes its nationals or residents if they
leave the country without authorization or seek asylum in

another country." 8 CFR § 208. 13 (b) ( 2 )
(ii)

.

As demonstrated above, the persecution of attempted
clandestine departure is politically motivated and based upon
substantially accurate imputations that such persons may be
"troublemakers", have denounced the regime to foreigners or have
embarrassed the regime by their very departure.

Haitian asylum-seekers who fled by means which the current
regime considers illegal, however, also constitute a particular
social group under INA §101 (a) ( 42 )

(A) . The BIA defines social
group with the criterion of "a common, immutable characteristic",
i.e., one that its members either cannot change (like race or
nationality) or should not be required to change (like religion
or political opinion).''' To have left one's country and to have
sought asylum are not only immutable past acts - they are also
universally recognized human rights that no one should be
required to waive.''

Moreover, the severity and arbitrariness of punishment for

illegal departure alone (i.e., even if, arguendo, the punishment
were not politically motivated) , substantially enhances the

'' Acqsta, 2 ILPR Bl-30, 51. Among the characteristics that
cannot be changed, the BIA has recognized "shared past experience
such as former military leadership or land ownership." Id.

The social group ground "was intended to compensate for the
narrower categories' inability to encompass the full range of

persecution". Graves, "From Definition to Exploration: Social
Groups and Political Asylum Eligibility", 26 San Diego L. Rev.

740, 771 (1989), and to cover "all the bases for and types of

persecution which an imaginative despot might conjure up",

Helton, Arthur, "Persecution on Account of Membership in a Social
Group as a Basis for Refugee Status", 15 Col. Hum. Rts . L. Rev.

39, 45 (1983) .

'° Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 14(1);
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Article

12(2); American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man,

Article 27.
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eligibility of such persons for asylum. According to the UNHCR,

"The legislation of certain States imposes severe penalties
on nationals who depart from the country in an unlawful
manner or remain adiroad without authorization. Where there
is reason to believe that a person, due to his illegal
departure or unauthorized stay abroad is liable to such
severe penalties his recognition as a refugee will be
justified if it can be shown that his motives for leaving or
remaining outside the country are related to [the five
grounds] .""

The UNHCR 's exclusive reference to the subjective element of
the well-founded fear standard, i.e., "motives", significantly
lightens the burden of proof for asylum applicants where an
objective element of severe punishment for illegal departure is
present. In other words, if an applicant's subjective fear of
political persecution is found to be sincere, the severity of the
punishment for departure, e.g., arbitrary arrest, physical abuse,
etc., can effectively compensate for putative deficiencies in the
objective well-foundedness of his or her particular fear of
persecution.

Of course, it also bears notice that the 1980 decree was not
"legislation" but rather diktat of the Duvalier regime.
Moreover, its present re-instatement - it had been suspended by
the constitutional government - is being carried out by an
illegitimate regime not recognized by any government.

Conclusion

The implications of this analysis are indeed broad.
Nevertheless, the number of persons who may be rendered eligible
for asylum by objective facts and applicable law can in no way
form a legitimate basis for denial of eligibility. On the
contrary, this represents a morally just and legally sound
opportunity to save many individuals from the political bloodbath
currently engulfing Haiti.

Merrill Smith
Directing Attorney
Church World Service - Miauni

" United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, Handbook
on Procedures and Criteria for Determining Refugee Status .

September 1979, p. 16, 1 61, emphasis added.
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Adis Cano
Lutheran Ministries of Florida

Esther Olavarria Cruz
AILA Pro Bono Project

Steven Forester
Haitian Refugee Center

Cheryl Little
Florida Rural Legal Services

cc: Gregg Beyer
Office of International Affairs

John Evans
Resource Information Center
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NOTE ON HUMAN RIGHTS IN HAITI - MAY, 1994 -

Source: Platform of Haitian Human Rights Oigani zations

MAY: Documented Cases of extra-judicial execution: 25

Documented Cases of Arbitrary and/or illegal arrests: 30
Documented Cases of Degrading and Inhuman Treatment: 24
Documented Cases of Searche.-r/ Tnt imidat ion : 53

ricte -:. tho Militory "^prs-5-.:-ir:: in lo =orgr..»:
- Ir;f oi~2t ion remains difficult to cbtai.. frc:r. the aiea. ?ho lev-il

of r-prosji c:-. i;-. thr- Le Brrgr.c area in the ncith rt Haiti has not
dimi::i£hed since it began on April 3. On April 25, r^vera! hund: -:-'.

militaiy personnel and FRAPK and a section chief attacked Guirte:T.-r

Augustin, age 70, in his home near Margct, Soigne, striic)'. hin vrith

a machetti?, shot him and then burned hix.. Merancia PcT.eus wa.-;

abducted as she was going to Bassin Caiman by a large group cf

FRAPH, military and a section chief who v.-ere looking for M-m :

Lamour

.

Disappearances also continued. On May 1, Mania laguerre was
severely beaten and abducted by 3 unifcrmeJ soldiers who wer

f

looking for her husband, Emmanuel Pierre. There has been no news of

her since then.

On .May 26, a soldier going by the name of Saddam Hussein, wearing
the blue uniform of the Tontons Macoutes, abducted a young woman
named Nicole in Bolosse, Port-au-Prince. A man named Bob was a-r?
arrested by the same man.

Arbitrary, illegal arrests and other human rights violations wei-;

documented in the are?.^- of Limbe, Anse-i-':'' ! vts , Thictte (where 2

judge named Vallieres Toussaint rem.ains ir^prisoned since May 1?;,
the Central Plateau, an-: Cape Haiti^.n.

Reynold N'eptune and his family were forciLly .subject tc ii.terr.al

relocation to Pert -au-?rince by military in Jeremie en May ?'. M: .

"ept-;ne was arrested c^n May 11 and severely b-raten.

Incidents involving a Canadi in c-vel cprrent work-rr namrid VictTi
Edmonds, MICIVIH personnel, and U.S. Marines were widely reported
i.n the nedia.

Persons in hiding wer-^ also reported persecuted in several parts cf
the countries.

Forcible repatriation cf Haitian asylum-seekers continued, with j29
repatriated by the U.S. Coast Guard between ."ay 23 and June 1st. Of
this number, 23 were reportedly imprisoned. Seme l,-!!? refugees
have been forcibly repatriated 'as of publication of this report on
Jftry iSf) since M.-iy Sth, when Pres . clinton announced an ir:['-^r.dir:g

chang-j in refuge^'? rolicy. .Arrests of Haitian.*^ sttempting tc flee by
boat were also doo-~entei in the Petit Gcave area as well as the
Cc:-in: -^n r-r-'^li- • rr:-?: area.

i-
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Q^LESTIONNAIRE PRELIM INAIRE
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Djif lie- Naiisanre :

t).ll ilil tiM .-

Eu-N-vdus marit- ?

EnLi nil man>- '

Scxf MaMTulin •

» Cason »

' F«-:iiiiiiii

" Fatini "

Lieu de Naissana- •*

Ki kott' uu le\ .-'

"Ol'l » / « SON » \'ivez-vous cii Concubiiiajic ?

Eskc ou plasr ?

on SON

Si voiiv ('le!. niarie. Norn de vntre conjoint

:

Si ou niarit-. iioii madaiim-ou. oubver. mari-ou
Prcnoni Noi;. ;ie Famillc

Daif I'l Lifu de Naissanct dc votrc Conjoint

:

Dai ii let avck ki koif i: let :

C;i>nil)ifii (JCntant.-. a\rz-vous ? I 1 Combicn d'enfants vous accompai:ne '.

Ki)ti:ntn pint ou sicii I I Konbycn ki praJe aM-k ou -"

Noni des Enfanis
Son piiu vo

Datr ei Lieu de Naissance
Dai ak ki koic vo f^t

Sexc Vous accompaenent-iis ?

Fanm / E$kc >o praic avek ou .'

Gason

Oil SON
« Oil "
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Avez-vous ou votre Conjoint 1 etc membre d'une Organisauon engagee dans des Aaivitcs

pohtiques ou dauires aciivites qui pouiraieni fttre considerecs commc telles par les Auiorites

du Pays ?

E>ke ou te ;
oub%en madanm-ou / mari-ou \ ft pati de yon oganizasvon

kap okipe alt politik ou l6i aktivite ke gouvenman we kan kou poliiik ?

Le Nom dc cettc Organisation ( s ; ? 1

.

—
Son Oganizasvon sa 2. . _

3.

Oil '

SON

Quel Posie ou Titre avez-vous 1 •

dans ceite Organisation i
s ! ? 2.

Ki sa ou te ye nan oganizasyon an 3
. _

Combien de membres y-a-t-il dans cettc Organisation ? I

Konbyen membe ki genycn nan Oganizasyon an ? 2

3.

Combien de dirigeana y-a-t-il dans cette Organisation ? 1

Konbven chfcf ki gcnven nan 6ganizasyon an ? 2

3

Quelles sont les aaivit6s dc cene Organisation ?

Ki aknvi(6 6gantzasyon an ? . .

Avez-vous ( ou votre Conjoint ) occupe un poste politique ? " Q^^

Eske ou oubvcn madanm-ou. mari-ou te gen von job politik ? " NON
Quel Bureau avez-vous dirige ?

Ki Buro ou dirige ?

Quand / ki It ?

Dans quel parti politique ?

Nan ki pati politik ?

Avez-vous ( ou votre Conjoint ; ete employe par le gouvernement Hajiien ? " Q^ ^

Eske ou oubyen madanm-ou, mari-ou te travay nan gouvenman A\ticn ? " NO\

Quand / Ki 1« ?

Ou / Ki kote ?

Quel etait votre Poste / Ki te Job ou ?

Quelles etaient vos responsabilites / Ki sa ou tap te ? _

RF.FORM 4B WP DOCS ' PDATF T 29 92
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Qiit-: (.-51 \iiiri' :;u-ti(i actufi

Ki sa ou ao if kouti\i-a ?

\ OS expenenccj Ae travail pendant les cinq dcmieres annees.

Tra\a\' kc ou tap fc pendan 5 anc ki sot pase-yo.

Eniploveur Postc occupc Dates d'emploi

Patron Tra\-ay-ou Dat tra\-ay-yo

1

2

3

4 .

Qufllt- esi la profession aauelle de votrc conjoint ?

Ki s.i man ' inadanm-ou ap fe kounve-a ?

Les experiences de tra\-ail de votre conjoint pendant les cinq dernieres annees.

Travav kc mari/niadanm-ou tap fe pendan 5 anc ki sot pase-yo.

Eniploveur Poste occupt Dates d'emploi

Patron Trawv Dat travav

Esi-re que vous ou votre conjoim n"avez jamais etc " ^^

arreif '.lar its autonies haitiennes ? ' NON '

Eske la polls pa laiu arete man/ madanm-ou .'

Si ou;. donnez les informations concemant

\otri* arrestation ou emprisonnement.

Si wi. bav eniomasyon sou arestasyon-ou.

Quand cst-ce que vous avez etc arrctc ?

Ki Ic vo te arete ou ?

Conibicn de temps vous a-t-on garde ?

Konbven tan ou le fe nan pnzon .'
.

Raison de I'arresiatiun ?

Rezoii arestasyon-an .'
.

Lieu de detention .-*

Ki kote ou tc nan prizon .' _ . —

Decrivez briex-ement ie traitement refu en prison :

Di ki lan vo te trete-ou nan prizon -an :

PD^T:

I
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.... . • on
Eji-ce qu'on na jamais perquisitionne voire maison

ou celle de voire conjoint ou esi-ce que vous J_ ;

—

navcz eie fouillc dans la rue ?

Hike vo pa janm fouye kav-ou i ou kay madanm-ou oubyen

Eike »o pa janm louyc-ou nan Ian :"

Quand est-ce que \a a eu iicu ?

Ki It sa te rive ?

Est-ce que les autorites out penctre lians voire maiNOii.-" _^ •_

Eske oioritc-vo te enire nan kay-ou ? ' ^O^

Decrivcz brievemcm I'incicient

:

Rakonie >a ki le pase ; _—

S'il vous plait donnez les details de tous les autres incidents ou les circonsiances non-mentionnes sur cene

forme dans lesquels vous vous sentez persccuiis ou qui vous font pcnser que vous le serez.

Sil-vou-pli. bav ditay sou tout sa ki te rivfc ou sityasyon ke ou poko rakontt sou fey-sa ki (i ou semi > ap pesekite-

ou oubyen ki ka fe ou kwe ke yo ka ptstkiie-ou. _

Est-ce que vous ou votre conjoint avez deji " OI-"l

effectue des voyages en dehors d'Haid ? " NO\

Eske-ou I oubyen madanm/mari-ou; n'ale nan peyi

etranje deja ?

Si out, dites qiiand et oil vous avez voyage ?

Si wi, di ki It c ki kotc ou te ale .' .

Quelle est la demitre fois que vous *tes re\-enu en HaJd

Ki denve fWa ou te retounen en Avid ?

REFORM 4B WP DOCS UPDATE 7,'29 92
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Let Haitians have counsel

Two days from
now, the eco-
nomic noose

encircling Haiti will

grow both tighter and
broader. The United
Nations Security
Council's worldwide
embargo on commerce
with Haiti starts on
Saturday. It could
prostrate an economy and a people
already on their knees.

Look for the global embargo to cause
the effect unintended by either the Secu-
rity Council or the United States, which
pushed for it. For the embargo follows

President Clinton's May 8 announce-
ment that the United States soon will

resume shipboard asylum hearings for

interdicted Haitian retugees.

The two events dovetail in a way per-

haps also unintended. Mr. Clinton's

promise of hearings for Haitians, hence
a chance to win political asylum, caused
a surge in interdictions. In the five days
ended on Tuesday, the Coast Guard
returned 763 Haitians without hearings.

How much greater might the exodus be
now that, commcndably, the Immigra-
tion and Naturalization Service will

grant Haitians hearings?
This embargo andths hope of asylum

will give Haitians even more impetus to

flee. Haiti's masses, poor and unedu-
cated, cannot escape the economic gar-

rotc even if their army and its thuggish
civilian "attaches" might.
Army commander Lt. Gen. Raoul

Cedras got a deserved upbraiding on
Monday. Robert Malval, Haiti's care-

taker prime minister until the "presi-

dent" installed last week dismissed him,
accused General Cedras of disgracing
his uniform. "The time has come for you
to leave so that a new dawn may break
for the Haitian people." Mr. Malval
said. "Morally, you are not worthy of the
title of commander in chief. ..."

IN ASYLUM SCREENINGS
It's crucial because they'll

have to meet the toughest

test for asylum, not the

easier one applied to

Haitians at Guantanamo.

Strong words, those.

And brave: Many a

Haitian has died for

uttering lesser truths
more mildly.

The first chartered
ship on which asylum
hearings could take
place, the Ukrainian
vessel Gruziya. will be
available on Monday.

But INS Commissioner Doris Mcissner
yesterday said that the hearings won't
resume until "appropriate facilities have
been established and qualified personnel
assigned."
The hearings also will apply the

toughest test for asylum, requiring Hai-

tians to establish a "well-founded fear of

persecution." Haitians detained at

Guantanamo a couple of years ago had
to meet only a "credible fear" standard
to gain admittance to the United States

to pursue asylum claims.

No more. Detained Haitians will have
their status determined outside U.S. ter-

ritory, on land if a site can be found,
aboard ship if not. Those deemed true

refugees "will be resettled or provided
refuge outside Haiti, not necessarily in

the United States." the INS said yester-

day. "Those who do not qualify will be
returned to Haiti."

The finality of this one-stop proce-

dure is a compelling reason for Presi-

dent Clinton to let the Haitians have
legal counsel at their hearings. U.S. law
doesn't require it for asylum hearings

held outside U.S. territory. But Ameri-
ca's moral conscience certainly should
require it.

President Clinton did the right thing

by reinstituting hearings for ail inter-

dicted Haitians. He was morally right

even if his action caused, as it seems to

have, the past week's spurt in Haitians

fleeing. He now should do the ne.xt mor-
ally right thing and let the Haitians have
legal counsel at their hcanngs.
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amnesty international

UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA/HAITI

The price of rejection - Human rights

consequences for rejected Haitian

asylum-seekers

MAY 1994 SUMMARY Al INDEX: AMR 51/31/94

DISTR: SC/CO/GR

As the United States (US) continues with its policy of intercepting Haitians at sea, those

who are forcibly returned face the threat of serious human righ.3 violations. Others, who

make their asylum-claims in Haiti, may have to wait months for an interview, have to

live in hiding and may face rejection of their claim in spite of repeated persecution,

threats, arrests, ill-treatment or torture.

President Aristide recently decided to end Haiti's 13-year-old bilateral agreement with

the US concerning the interdiction and return of Haitians by the US Coast Guard,

apparently because of the lack of any progress being made to return him to power and

because of a recent upsurge in killings of his supporters in Haiti. Since the signing of

the treaty on 23 September 1981, the US Government has used this agreement as legal

justification for its policy of intercepting Haitians at sea and returning them to Haiti.

This policy violates international standards for the protection of refugees, and puts

Haitians at risk of serious human rights violations.

Many Haitian asylum-seekers are arrested or ill-treated by the Haitian military after

being forcibly returned to Haiti by the US Coast Guard. Others who have applied for

asylum through the 'in-country processing' system have been rejected in spite of having

suffered human rights violations at the hands of the security forces and their lives

continue to be in danger. Other cases involve the killing of rejected asylum-seekers and

the subsequent threats and harassment directed at their relatives who remain in Haiti.
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UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA/HAITI

The price of rejection - Human rights

consequences for rejected Haitian

asylum-seekers

As the United States (US) continues with its policy of intercepting Haitians at sea, those

who are forcibly returned face the threat of serious human rights violations. Others, who

make their asylum-claims in Haiti, may have to wait months for an interview, have to

live in hiding and may face rejection of their claim in spite of repeated persecution,

threats, arrests, ill-treatment or torture'.

President Aristide ends 1981 agreement with US Government

On 4 April 1994 President Jean-Bertrand Aristide notified the US Government that he

was to end the 13-year-old bilateral agreement concerning the interdiction and return of

Haitians by the US Coast Guard. Since the signing of the agreement on 23 September

1981 , the US Government has used this agreement as legal justification for its policy of

intercepting Haitians at sea and returning them to Haiti. President Aristide sent a letter

to President Clinton giving the required six-month notice to terminate the agreement.

However, the US Coast Guard has continued its interceptions as before and there are

fears that it may continue beyond the six-month notice period.

President Aristide apparently decided to end the agreement because of the lack of any

progress being made to return him to power and because of a recent upsurge in killings

of his supporters in Haiti'.

' For further infomutioo on the US policy oo Haitian asytum-teeken, Mc Forcible rcUun of Haitian asylum-ueken by the United

Suiet, AMR St/07/94. January 1994.

' (Sec UA 166/94, ANOt 36/21/94. 27 April 1994, UA 163, AMR 36/20/94, 26 April 1994, UA 131/94, AMR 36/1 1/94, IS AprU

1994. UA 147/94, AMR 36/17/94, 14 April 1994, UA 142/94, AMR 36/16/94, S April 1994, UA 132/94, AMR 36/15/94, 31 March 1994,

UA 62/94. AMR 36/08/94, 18 Febniaiy 1994 and foUow-up AMR 36/12/94, 11 March 1994, UA 42/94, AMR 36/07/94, 9 Febmary 1994

and follow-up AMR 36/09/94, 4 March 1994 and UA 32/94, AMR 36/06/94, 1 Febmary 1994).

Amnesty Internationa/ May 1994 Al Index: AMR 51/31/94
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USA/Haiti: The price of rejection

President Aristide, overthrown by a military coup in September 1991 , was due to return

to power on 30 October 1993, according to the 3 July 1993 agreement signed by him

and Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces, General Raoul C6dras. However, this

did not happen and there has been no indication of any other firm date being set for his

return. General C6dras and Police Chief Michel Francois are effectively ruling the

country and widespread human rights violations continue to occur.

The US Government's policy of intercepting and forcibly returning Haitian asylum-

seekers violates international standards for the protection of refugees, and puts Haitians

at risk of serious human rights violations.

New Bill introduced in the US Congress

A new bill (H.R. No. 4114), cited as the "Governors Island Reinforcement Act of

1994", has recently been introduced by Representative^ Ronald Dellums, a member of

the Congressional Black Caucus (CBC)^ This bill is to "provide for sanctions against

Haiti, to halt the interdiction and return of Haitian refugees, and for other purposes".

The bill calls on the US President to notify the Government of Haiti immediately that

the 1981 bilateral agreement is to be terminated. It also states, inier alia, that:

"The US Government shall not return ... to Haiti a national or habitual resident

of Haiti, who is outside the territorial boundaries of Haiti,... unless the US

Government first determines in a manner that incorporates procedural safeguards

consistent with internationally endorsed standards and guidelines that such

individual is not a refugee of Haiti under Article 1 of the Convention Relating to

the Status of Refugees as applied under Article 1 of the United Nations Protocol

Relating to the Status of Refugees or a person designated under Article 33 of the

Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees."

The same obligations would be provided for Haitians within the territorial waters of

Haiti. This bill apparently has the backing of the whole of the CBC.

Bill H.R. 3663, known as the "Haitian Refugee Fairness Act", introduced earlier by

Representative Carrie Meek of Florida, apparently has over 75 co-sponsors. However,

it is hoped that more representatives will support the bill. The Washington office of the

' House of RcprcsenUlives of Uie US Congress.

* The CBC is a grouping of black members of the US Congress.

Al Index: AMR 51/31/94 Amnesty International May 1994
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United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) wrote a letter to Carrie

Meek expressing its support of Bill 3663*.

Further opposition to US policy

The CBC are also apparently backing the hunger-strike of Randall Robinson, Executive

Director of the human rights group TransAfrica, based in Washington. Randall

Robinson, who reportedly began his hunger-strike on 12 April 1994, has vowed that he

will continue until the US administration ends its policy of summarily returning Haitian

asylum-seekers. Randall Robinson previously led a campaign of civil disobedience in

front of the South African Embassy, which is generally believed to have helped convince

Congress to pass sanctions against South Africa with the Anti-Apartheid Act of 1986.

Besides the backing of the CBC, his hunger-strike is also backed by a US group calling

itself 'Artists for Democracy in Haiti', which includes many US celebrities, including

Jonathan Demme, Robert De Niro, Paul Newman, Susan Sarandon, Harry Belafonte,

Gregory Peck, Julia Roberts, Richard Gere, Robin Williams, Joanne Woodward, Jason

Robards and Spike Lee. This group has begun an advertising campaign suggesting that

the administration's policy toward Haitian asylum-seekers is racist.

Worsening of human rights situation in Haiti

According to human rights groups in Haiti there has been an increase in the number of

arrests and killings of Aristide supporters in recent weeks. The United Nations

(UN)/Organisation of American States (OAS) human rights observer mission in Haiti

recently announced that there have been at least 150 apparent extrajudicial executions

recorded in the country since the end of January 1994, as well as a rise in the number

of rapes and kidnappings.

Recent cases of arrest/ill-treatment of forcibly returned Haitian asylum-seekers

Several Haitian asylum-seekers have recently been arrested or ill-treated by the Haitian

military after being forcibly returned to Haiti by the US Coast Guard. According to the

National Coalition for Haitian Refugees (NCHR), from the beginning of 1994 until 4

May, 139 of the 904 Haitians forcibly returned have been arrested on dock. On only two

occasions were there no arrests, on 19 February and 29 March, but on both these dates

returned asylum-seekers were ill-treated (see below). Although some of those arrested

' Tbii biU aims. iMer aba. to 'reafrum die ablifaliaa of the Uoiltd Statu to icfraio from the iovoluotaiy return of refufeei outside

the United Slates*

.

Amnesty International l^ay 1994 Al Index: AMR 51/31/94
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are released quickly (usually after paying extortion fees), others remain in prison for

weeks. None of those arrested after forcible return have been tried.

Most must pay to be released, often after being ill-treated whilst in detention. It is

difficult to gain reliable information on the condition of those detained because, since

February 1994, the military authorities have not permitted US officials nor

representatives of the UN/OAS International Civilian Mission to visit the detained

asylum-seekers.

According to an affidavit made available to Amnesty International of a former US Coast

Guard interpreter, on 10 February 1994 sixty-four Haitian asylum-seekers were
interdicted inside US territorial waters (not provided for in the May 1992

"Kennebunkport Order"*) and then forcibly returned to Haiti. All were reportedly

residents of Cit6 Soleil, on the outskirts of Port-au-Prince, who had fled the area

following an attack which took place on 27 December 1993 by members of the Front

Rivolunonnaire pour I'Avcmcement et le Progrts HaXtien (FRAPH), Revolutionary Front

for the Advancement and Progress of Haiti^ Some 5,(X)0 inhabitants of Cit6 Soleil were

victims of this attack in which some 250 homes were destroyed by fire and dozens of

people were killed or "disappeared". During the attack, in which many people were
beaten, shot dead or burnt, the perpetrators are reported to have ordered firemen to go
away, claiming that they were not needed. According to the US Coast Guard interpreter,

the asylum-seekers told him that "in December 1993 every last one of their homes in

CM Soleil had been violated in some way, burnt out, their parents and relatives killed

by military and attaches who were killing, burning and ransacking and violating them
and their neighbours, terrorizing and intimidating them, and that that is why they fled.,.

When I told the Haitians they were going back to Haiti, some seemed in shock, others

cried, all were extremely upset. Many talked of jumping overboard".

According to reports, on 19 February a Haitian was beaten with a baton by a Haitian

policeman after being forcibly returned by the US Coast Guard along widi 97 other

Haitian asylum-seekers.

141 Haitian asylum-seekers were forcibly returned on 26 February, nine of whom were
arrested by the Haitian armed forces. They were attempting to flee Haiti by a boat which
left from the northern town of Port-de-Paix on 24 February. All were subsequently

On 24 May 1992 Pruidenl Ceof{e Biuta issued Executive Order 12,807, known u Ihc 'Kcanebuakport Order*, under which all

Haitiaot iourcepted it >c< ouuide US Icnilorial WMcrs would be fofcibly rduined direct lo Haiti.

This group is the political mouthpiece of the aaachit, who arc aimed auxiliaries to the leeurily forces.

Al Index: AMR 51/31/94 Amnesty International May 1994
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released (see UA 90/94, AMR 36/10/94, 4 March 1994 and follow-up AMR 36/14/94,

28 March 1994).

On 23 March 244 Haitian asylum-seekers were forcibly returned, six of whom were

detained for at least one week. By 15 April the US Embassy in Port-au-Prince had

reported that they had all been released.

On 29 March 40 asylum-seekers were returned to Haiti by the US Coast Guard. In

contrast to other recent cases of forcible return by the US, on this occasion no one was

detained, although three men, including 26-year-old Luckner Joseph and a 16-year-old

boy, were held briefly at the dock for questioning. A port security official in civilian

clothes reportedly proceeded to press two of his fingers deep into the right eye of

Luckner Joseph, in the presence of a member of the NCHR. Following this incident the

military briefly suspended the practice of arresting forcibly returned asylum-seekers.

However, one week later, on 5 April, nine forcibly returned Haitians were arrested from

a group of 79 asylum-seekers. According to the US Embassy in Port-au-Prince, all were

subsequently released. In addition, on 8 April ten Haitians who had departed from Petite

Rivifere de Nippes were forcibly returned by the US Coast Guard, all of whom were

arrested by Haitian police and transported to the Immigration and Identification Police.

Three of these, all of whom are brothers, Erast, Camille and Wilfrid Alexandre, were

not released until the end of April.

On 22 April 15 Haitian asylum-seekers were forcibly returned to Haiti, eight of whom

were arrested. Some of these were released later that day, but others remained in prison

for several days before being released. On 25 April eighteen asylum-seekers were

arrested, following the forcible return of 180 Haitians. All were released by 3 May.

According to the NCHR, this brings the number of asylum-seekers forcibly returned to

Haiti by the US Coast Guard since President Aristide's overthrow in September 1991

to 31,938. Of these, 7,832 have been returned since the 1992 "Kennebunkport Order".

They also maintain that there are presently some 55,000 asylum applications being

processed through the 'in-country processing system'*. Some 1,000 of these applicants

have been granted refugee status to go to the US.

' The only opiioo piacnlly svaibble tt> Haitiiiu icckiiv isyhm in the US ii die io-cauDtry procestint (ICP) tyttem, etiablisfaed in

Febnury 1992, under which officials of Ibe InlenulioDil Oifaaizatiaa for Mifniioo (lOM) and in Cap Haitica (North depaitgaeat) and Lea

Cayea (Soolh depaitmeot) two US ooD-fovcnniKotal vohmtary accacka. ob behalf of die US audioritiea, inlenfiew Haidan aayhim-ieekera

in Haili in order dial a deciaioa can be made as 10 whether diey qualifti for an auniem with die US Immicration and Nauraliiatiaa Service

(INS) which will Umo decide wbedier dtey will be piaied prMadkn in Ibe US.

Amnesty International May 1994 Al Index: AMR 51/31/94
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Killing of Oman Desanges following his forcible return to Haiti by the US

authorities

A few days after the September 1991 coup soldiers attempted to arrest 27-year-old Oman

Desanges, President of the Association des Jeunes Progressistes de Manissant (AJPM),

Young Progressive Association of Martissant, a leading neighbourhood committee which

he founded in 1990. However, he and his family managed to flee Port-au-Prince and

went into hiding until February 1992 when they left Haiti by boat. They were interdicted

by the US Coast Guard and taken to the US naval base at Guantinamo Bay, Cuba, in

mid-February 1992. Oman Desanges, his brother Ronald Desanges and his sister had

their cases approved to go to the US to lodge an asylum-claim. Although Ronald

Desanges was taken to Miami, Oman Desanges, his children and his sister were

returned, apparently mistakenly, to Haiti on 12 May 1992. His other brother was also

forcibly returned, but it is not clear whether his case had been approved to go to the US.

Almost two years later, on 26 January 1994, the body of Oman Desanges was

discovered near the international airport, just outside Port-au-Prince, with his eyes

gouged out, his ear cut off, his stomach split, his hands tied and a cord around his neck.

There was also a red handkerchief around his arm marked "President of the Red Army"

and "Indigent Lavalassement" {Lavalas is the political movement that supports President

Aristide, indigent means destitute).

According to reports, on 24 January 1994 soldiers and attaches had arrested Oman

Desanges at his home in Martissant, Port-au-Prince. Whilst in detention he was

reportedly blindfolded, beaten, macheted, knifed and then shot dead. On 26 January his

brother went to the "paste" (security force detention centre) where Oman Desanges had

been taken and asked where he was. An attachi reportedly shot Oman Desanges' brother

in his hand. The body of Oman Desanges was subsequently discovered. The attaches

reportedly returned to the Desanges household later that day and searched and ransacked

it. Neighbours said that the attaches said they were looking for the brother and sister of

Oman Desanges "to prevent them from taking revenge".

Other members of the AJPM, including its vice-president, secretary, treasurer and first

delegate, were reportedly killed by the military during or just after the 1991 coup. The

AJPM reportedly held regular meetings and cleaned the streets. Amnesty International

is now extremely concerned for the safety of the relatives of Oman Desanges who

remain in Haiti, as well as other members of the AJPM.

Al lr)dex: AMR 5 J/31/94 Amnesty International May 1994
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Appendix 11.—Report From Human Rights Watch/Americas
Watch and the National Coalition for Haitian Refugees

HUMAN MGHTS WATCH/AMERICAS
(formerly Americas Watch)

NATIONAL COALITION FOR HAITIAN REFUGEES

April 1994 Vol. 6, No. 5

TERROR PREVAILS IN HAITI
Human Rights Violations and Failed Diplomacy

I. INTRODUCTION 3

II. OVERVIEW 5
International Eflbrts Intensify 7
Implementation of Governors Island Accord Collapses 8

ni. THE INTERNATIONAL CIVILIAN MISSION 9

I\-. FRONT FOR THE ADVANCEMENT AND PROGRESS OF HAITI (FRAPH) 11

V. POLITICAL ASSASSINATIONS 12

Assassination of Antoine Izmiiy 12
Assassination of Justice Minister Guy Malary 14

Other Assassinations 14

VI. BEFORE THE GOVERNORS ISLAND AGREEMENT OF JULY 3 16
Trade Unionists Arrested and Tonuied 16
Aristide Supporters Arrested and Tortured 17

Attacks on Congregations and Religious Leaders 18

Attacks on Popular Organizations 19

Attempu by Displaced Persons to Return Home 20
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I. INTRODUCTION

President Clinton's policy of disregarding fundamental human rights issues to resolve Haiti's political crisis,

combined with his inhumane and illegal practice of summarily returning Haitian refugees, has contributed to a

human rights disaster that has umished his presidency and discredited its stated commitment to democracy and

human rights around the world. Constant concessions to the Haitian military by the President's Special Envoy,

Ambassador Lawrence Pezzullo, and the refusal to support President Aristide's position that members of the army
must be held accountable for human rights abuses, have resulted in the current political stalemate; more
importantly, they have strengthened the army's hold on Haiti and prolonged its reign of terror.

By late March, this Haiti policy had come under increasing public criticism from human rights groups.

Members of Congress, and the American civil rights commiuity. To appease critics, the executive branch began

to tinker with the details of the Governors Island Accord, still failing to address the underlying flaw in the

Accord: the absence of any human rights guarantees.

The human rights issue at the core of Haiti's crisis is the army's responsibility for continuing widespread

abuses against the Haitian people and its demand for impunity for those violations. To its shame, the Clinton

administration supports a broad amnesty that would ensure that the thousands of murders committed since the

September 1991 coup will go ui^unished. Passage of an amnesty law is one of the three priorities in the

Administration's latest proposal to implement the Governors Island Accord. Further, the administration suggests

that only General Raoul C^dras will resign his post, leaving the rest of the killers on duty in the armed forces

of a "democratic' Haiti. While it is clear that the Haitian judicial system is currently incapable of adjudicating

the many cases of serious human rights violations since the coup, it is essential that the right of victims to seek

justice in the future be preserved. More immediately, any settlement should ensure that abusive members of the

security forces are dismissed to prevent them from using their official capacity to further abuse Haitians.

The Ginton administration's opposition to efforts to hold senior military officials accountable for the killing

has had an insidious effect on the political negotiations. For over two years, since the Washington Accord of

February 1992, President Aristide has insisted on immediately dismissing these killers from the army and

preserving the option of later prosecution. International law fiilly supports his position. Nonetheless, the

administration has failed to support a purge of the murderers in the Haitian army or to oppose a blanket amnesty

for these killers, thus supporting the army high command's demand for impunity. Long ago the administration

should have made clear that this option is not on the negotiating table. Instead, it has embraced a murderous

armed force as a counterweight to a populist president it distrusts. This inexcusable compromise has encouraged

the army to sit back and wait while the administration itself presses Aristide to abandon the principle of

accountability which international law, and the long-term best interests of Haiti, compel him to uphold.

For its part, the Haitian army has long expressed fear of President Aristide's capacity to inspire mob violence.

This concern has only magnified as severe repression and the bite of economic sanctions breed a heightened desire

for revenge. In these circumstances, some form of accountability is arguably even in the army's interest, since

Haitians will be less likely to impose 'justice' in the streets if they can foresee the prospect of justice being done

in a court of law.

The small team of UN/OAS International Civilian Mission observers who have returned to Port-au-Prince have

documented an escalating number of murders, disappearances, politically-motivated rapes, and arbitrary arrests

during the first months of 1994. Residents of Port-au-Prince's CM Soleil, who are perceived by the military and

its backers as Aristide supporters, have been particularly targeted by the heightened violence, especially since the

December 27, 1993 massacre there. The administration's failure to support accountability for abusive individuals

has no doubt convinced the army and its supporters that they can, in fact, get away with murder.

The Gimon administration has continued to forcibly repatriate Haitian refugees with no prior screening for

asylum seekers, in violation of international principles of refugee protection. Worse, throughout the negotiation
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process, the Administration's support for President Aristide has been tacitly conditioned upon his silence on the

refugee issue. In recent months, as even Haitians deemed high priority asylum cases were arrested upon return

to Pon-au-Prince, the U.S. has continued to defend this abhorrent policy. In order to justify the continuing

practice of summary repatriation, the Clinton administration has relied on the fig leaf of a seriously flawed in-

country processing program. The Administration steadfastly refuses to consider alternatives to this policy, such

as regional safe havens, and instead downplays the risks faced by Haitians who are renimed to Port-au-Prince.

Despite the violence in the streets of Port-au-Prince, the U.S. Embassy remains largely silem on human rights

abuses, an approach reflected in the errors and omissions in the State Department's annual country report.

If the Clinton administration intends to regain the credibility it has lost, it must take the following steps

immediately:

Review the entire U.S. strategy for restoring democracy to Haiti by staning anew with a commitment to

emphasize human rights protections and accountability for abusers.

Oppose publicly and explicitly any broad amnesty that would absolve members of the Haitian armed forces

and their supporters for serious human rights abuses commincd since the September 1991 coup. U.S. support

for a blanket amnesty undermines the very goals the U.S. claims to advocate — support for human rights and

the rule of law. Any quick political advantage gained by supporting a broad amnesty will be short-lived since

democracy cannot be built on a foundation of impunity for murder and torture.

Appoint a new special envoy to Haiti in order to signify a change of policy. By promoting a flawed U.S.

policy that downplays human rights concerns. Ambassador Pezzullo has lost credibility. He should be

replaced by an individual with a proven commitment to human rights.

End the summary repatriation of Haitian boat people. Forcibly repatriating fleeing Haitians, without regard

to their legitimate claims for asylum, violates internationally recognized principles of reftigee protection. The

in-country refugee processing program is chronically deficient and under no circumstances should serve as

the only alternative for asylum seekers.

Promote a multilateral, regionally-based response to the refugee crisis, including the establishment of one or

more safe havens where screening can occur so that those with credible claims of persecution are not forcibly

renjmed. Any safe haven should employ the good offices of the United Nations High Commissioner for

Refugees to ensure obser% ance of basic principles of refugee protection.

End the current policy of downplaying the human rights crisis in Haiti by immediately and publicly

denouncing serious human rights abuses as they occur and identifying the perpetrators.

Insist on the creation of a separate police force, answerable to the Ministry of Justice, as an essential

component in restoring democracy and bringing the Haitian police under the rule of law.

Call for the return of a significantly enlarged UN/OAS International Civilian Mission to monitor human rights

throughout Haiti and to collect information about abuses that could be used to purge the armed forces of

abusive members and to prevent the hiring of the armed civilians now engaging in widespread human rights

abuses.

Target sanctions more carefully to exert pressure on those who have in their hands the key to change in Haiti.

The list of approximately 564 Haitians whose assets will be frozen and who will be denied visas by the U.S.

is not enough. Much of its impact is lost by the fact that the complete list is not public. An effort must be

made to include civilians whose support for the de facto regime warrant personalized sanctions.
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Propose to the UN and OAS that all other countries join in similar targeted sanctions and make public the list

of those individuals whose actions against democracy and human rights in Haiti deserve international

stigmatization.

n. OVERVIEW

Terror, intimidation, and the nightmare of reborn Duvalierism have become the Haitian citizens' daily reality

as military rule continues for a third year. As successive internationally-supported efforts to negotiate President

Jean-Bertrand Aristide's return have failed, the army has come to believe that it can reuin power indefinitely.

To this end, it has reneged on successive agreements and used armed civilian thugs to drive off United Nations-

backed U.S. and Canadian military instructors. Although the Armed Forces of Haiti (Forces Armis d'HaM,

FAO'H) remain nominally steady at some 7,000 men, their strength and sway has grown since the coup with the

addition of tens of thousands of civilian attaches.' In the second half of 1993, these bands of thugs were

fashioned into the quasi-political organization known as the Front for the Advancement and Progress of Haiti

(Front pour I'Avancemeru et le Progris d'Haiti, FRAPH). FRAPH, which sounds like the French word for "hit,"

has been nurtured by the military since its emergence in September 1993.

The Clinton administration, while more active than the previous administration in pushing for the restoration

of democracy to Haiti, has failed to make respect for human rights a central component in its policy toward Haiti.

Throughout the year, the administration carried out an indiscriminate and inhumane policy of forcibly repatriating

Haitians fleeing well-documented persecution. And, in order to defend its refugee policy, the administration

alternately ignored or downplayed human rights, despite the obvious deterioration in the human rights situation.

(See Section IX)

The administration continued to ignore human rights during the Governors Island negotiations, when it refused

to support proposals that would hold human rights violators accountable or guarantee respect for human rights

in the future. The administration's public reaction to an alarming increase in repons of political killings in Citi

Soleil in February and March, for example, was limited to a weak press statement issued only in Haiti that failed

to blame the army and its supporters for the murders.'

As a political solution appeared more and more remote, political violence continued unimpeded, with seventy-

one murders committed between February 1 and mid-March, in Port-au-Prince alone, under investigation by the

United Nations/Organization of American States' International Civilian Mission There has also been an increase

in reports of disappearances, politically-motivated rapes, and arbitrary' arrests during the first months of 1994.

Residents of Port-au-Prince's CM Soleil, who are perceived by the military and its backers as Arisiide supporters,

have been particularly targeted by the heightened violence, especially since the December 27, 1993 massacre

there. (See Section VIII).

The recent violations are only the most recent anacks in the consistent campaign of terror against Haitians.

In the first half of 1993, the military continued to restrict basic freedoms in Haiti — banning public support for

Aristide, barring most meetings, and intimidating the independent media with violence and threats. Arbitrary

arrest, beatings, and torture, including rape, while in detention continued to be the rule rather than the exception.

The deployment of the International Civilian Mission (MICIVIH) beginning in February led to certain modifications

in the repression, particularly outside the capital. Consistent intervention by observers on behalf of people

' Anachis are civilian, paramilitary troops supported and armed by the Armed Forces of Haiti.

' A March 18, 1994 press guidance prepared by the State Depanmem could be interpreted as indirectly blaming President

Aristide for the killings. The guidance states, in pan: "We believe this repression is a result of the pressure put on all sectors

of Haitian society by the existence of a political vacuum and the continuing crisis in the country." The State Department has

frequently criticized President Aristide for not appointing a Prime Minister, and therefore creating a political vacuum.
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illegally arrested or mistreated in detention led to releases from prison and somewhat fewer arrests. It also

persuaded the military to make greater use of civilian attaches, making it more difficult to implicate the army in

illegal acts. The presence of the mission emboldened local groups to organize pro-Aristide rallies in some cities

(most of which were swiftly repressed) and communal meetings in several rural areas.

Human rights conditions began to deteriorate inunediately following the signing of the Governors Island

Agreement in New York on July 3, 1993. The military, aided by its attaches or armed civilians, began a

deliberate campaign of heightened terror and violence. Killings, forced disappearances, illegal arrests, beatings,

and torture increased sharply in July and August. Conditions deteriorated further after the inauguration of the

short-lived constinitional government of Robert Malval and the lifting of the international oil and arms embargo.

In the two months before President Aristide's scheduled return on October 30, the army increasingly collaborated

with gangs of armed civilians who kidnapped, tortured, and killed Aristide supporters. Armed civilians made

nightly visits to many neighborhoods of Port-au-Prince, firing their guns in the air, threatening and arresting

residents. Similar bands prevented the Malval government from functioning and blocked the implementation of

measures approved at Governors Island that would have led to a restoration of President Aristide's government.

The parameters of the crisis are graphically demonstrated by the rising death toll following the Governors

Island agreement. Using figures for political killings or suspicious murders from the International Civilian Mission

for the months of May through September 1993, and February 1994, and from Haitian human rights groups in

the intervening period, the pattern of violence in relation to political developments is clear.

Political Killings and Suspicious Murders, May 1993-February 1994'

1

May
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Throughout 1993, civil society continued to fall victim to repression, as it had in the first year after the coup,

as HRW/Americas reported in Silencing a People.^ Restrictions on the rights of free speech and free assembly

and the virtual ban on meetings by popular organizations, even nonpolitical ones, led to fragmentation and
increased demoralization that had a negative impact on grassroots development and self-help projects. The
fledgling efforts to organize demonstrations in support of Aristide's return, strengthened by the arrival of the

International Civilian Mission, collapsed with the renewed terror that began in September. The only public

demonstrations tolerated by those in power since then have been organized by fraph and other like-minded

groups.

The repression since the Governors Island Accord has created increasing numbers of internally displaced

people, described as "in hiding' or marronage. The forced displacement of tens, if not hundreds of thousands

of Haitians is part of the military's strategy to destroy all forms of ort-mization or opposition. The high level of

internal displacement has resulted in severe economic hardship as families are separated and lose their already

limited sources of income.

Pressures on the independent media, in the form of threats, intimidation, arrests, and violence, have forced

provincial radio sutions to shut down and caused radio and television stations in Port-au-Prince to practice

increased self-censorship. Journalists have been forced into hiding, further impeding the flow of information both

locally and internationally.

International EfTorts Intensify

The international community actively engaged in efforts to resolve the Haitian crisis in 1993. Dante Caputo,

the former Argentine foreign minister named as mediator by the United Nations (UN) and the Organization of

American States (OAS), shuttled back and forth from Port-au-Prince to Washington and New York throughout

the year. His first success came on February 9, when de facto Prime Minister Marc Bazin agreed to President

Aristide's request for the deployment of a civilian human rights monitoring team. When in June the military failed

to abide by its commitment to seek a resolution to the crisis, the hitherto feeble OAS trade embargo was

transformed into a worldwide oil and weapons embargo enforced by a cordon of international ships (primarily

from the U.S.) and a worldwide freeze of Haitian government assets and those of a small number of wealthy coup

supporters. With gasoline growing scarce, and its elite supporters anxious over the actions taken against them,

the military indicated its willingness to meet with Aristide and negotiate a settlement. At Governors Island,

Caputo and Lawrence Pezzullo, the U.S. Special Advisor on Haiti, crafted an agreement that called for Aristide's

return on October 30, after the confirmation of a new prime minister, the "early retirement" of General Raoul

Cedras, the appointment of a new commander-in-chief, who would appoint the members of the army general staff,

an amnesty granted by Aristide within the terms of the Haitian Constitution, and the adoption of a law establishing

a new police force, separate from the armed forces, with a commander appointed by the president.

There were troubling elements of the agreement, however, including the pledge to lift the embargo before

Aristide's actual return to Haiti, the option for the Haitian parliament to institute a broader amnesty that would

encompass serious human rights violations, and the lack of any direct reference to human rights concerns.

Aristide, unhappy with the concessions he was forced to make and threatened with the loss of international

support, signed the accord under strong pressure from the US. and the UN.

Several days of meetings in New York between parliamentarians and representatives of political parties

followed, during which the so-called New York Pact, signed on July 16, was hammered out. The Pact called for:

' Americas Watch (amw) and the National Coalition for Haitian Refugees (NCHR), Silencing a People: The Destruction

of Civil Society in Haiti (New York: Human Rights Watch (hrw), 1993). See also: amw/nchr. No Port in a Storm: The
Misguided Use ofIn-country Refugee Processing in Haiti (New York: HRW, 1993); amw/nchr. Halfthe Story: The Skewed
U.S. Monitoring ofRepatriated Refugees (New York: HRW, 1992); amw/nchr. Return to the Darkest Days: Human Rights

in Haiti since the Coup (New York: HRW, 1991); and AMW/nchr, The Aristide Government 's Human Rights Record (New
York: HRW, 1991).
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a six month "political truce" to facilitate the work of the new government of "national concord;" the swift

adoption of legislation by Parliament on nine key points, including the esublishment of the new police force; an

amnesty; a condensation fund for victims of the coup; the abolition of all paramilitary forces; and the

establishment of a Conciliation Commission to resolve outstanding disputes, such as the status of members of

parliament elected in the disputed elections of January 19, 1993.

President Aristide aiuioimced his choice of Robert Malval as prime minister on July 27. Malval. a

businessman and scion of an elite family who helped Aristide organize a successfiil conference in July of Haitian

businesspeople in Miami, was ratified without difficulty by the two houses of Parliament and on August 27 the

embargo was suspended. Malval's cabinet, including representatives of five political parties and two members

of the original Aristide cabinet, was sworn in on September 2.

Implementation of Governors Island Accord Collapses

Throughout September and October, members of the Malval govenunent were prevented, sometimes

violently, from assuming office. Groups of armed civilians assembled around and within government buildings,

deterring government officials from approaching their own offices. Even Prime Minister Malval was forced to

work at home for his entire tenure because the state-owned building where he proposed to establish his offices

remained occupied by anach6s.

The most violent attack by armed civilian attaches anempting to block officials from assuming their posts took

place on September 8, 1993 during the ceremony to reinstate Evans Paul as mayor of Pon-au-Prince. (See Section

VII) The attaches killed at least three people and seriously wounded many others as the police stood by and did

nothing. The preliminary account of the incident prepared by the public prosecutor identified some of the armed

men as active members of the armed forces.*

Although serious human rights violations had increased following the signing of the Governors Island Accord

on July 3, the attack at city hall was the first significant indication that the military would betray its Governors

Island commitment. Confinnation of their intentions quickly followed:

On September 1 1 , prominent Aristide supporter and businessman Antoine Izm^ry was assassinated by men

in civilian clothes who received assistance from the military to carry out the murder. (See Section V)

Armed attaches and FRAPH members staged a loud demonstration at the Pon-au-Prince dock — in the

presence of a large number of police who did not intervene — leading to the withdrawal of the USS Harlan

County on October 1 1 . (See Section VII)

Guy Malary, minister of justice in the Malval government, was gunned down in his car as he left work in

the early afternoon of October 14. just after he had presented to parliament a proposed law creating the new

civilian police force. (See Section V)

While these prominent cases were the clearest demonstrations of the human rights crisis in Haiti, this report

describes a relentless campaign of terror throughout the past year against Haitians citizens. The report also

graphically illustrates the disastrous consequences of the international community's insistence on pursuing a

solution to Haiti's crisis without due regard for human rights concerns. In one positive development, the

international community supported the creation of the UN/OAS International Civilian Mission to monitor hiunan

rights, yet it too fell victim to the generally flawed policy toward Haiti.

' The prosecutor resigned and the final repon was never issued.
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in. THE INTERNATIONAL CFSILIAN MISSION

After months of urging non-govemmental human rights groups to make frequent visits to Haiti, President

Aristide in mid-1992 began to prod international organizations to dispatch a team of observers. Many Haitians

hoped that civilian monitors would have the same effect that hundreds of UN and oas observers had during the

December 1990 elections, when they helped to deter violence, allowing Haitians to express themselves without

fear of military retaliation. The OAS obtained the defaao government's approval for a group of eighteen monitors

in September 1992, but the army restricted their freedom of movement and limited their effectiveness.

These eighteen monitors were incorporated into the new mission, forty members of which arrived in Haiti

on February 14, 1993. The International Civilian Mission in Haiti (Micrvm) opened its first provincial office in

Jerimie, in the Grand Anse province, on March 5; by the end of March, the Mission had offices in all nine

departmental c^itals. At the time of its evacuation from Haiti, the mission comprised over 160 observers in

thineen regional team offices, thirty human rights and media personnel in the central office, in addition to the

administrative suff. It was the largest deployment of human rights observers in any international operation to

date. Colin Granderson, the Trinidadian diplomat who supervised the eariier, smaller oas mission, led the

international team. Ian Martin, the former secretary-general of Amnesty International, served as the Director for

Human Rights, and brought the perspective and experience of a nongovernmenial human rights organization to

the operation. For several months, the International Civilian Mission did not issue public reports on the human
rights situation. Beginning in June, soon after Martin's arrival, the Mission began regularly to denounce human
rights violations publicly.

The Mission's terms of reference defined its role as ''help[ing) to guarantee the respect in Haiti for the human
rights mentioned in the Haitian Constitution and in particular the international instruments to which Haiti is party,

in particular the International Convention on Civil and Political Rights and the American Convention on Human
Rights." It was to "obtain information on the human rights situation in Haiti and make appropriate

recommendations to promote and protect human rights," paying "special attention to respect for the right to life,

personal safety and security, freedom of expression and freedom of association."

The observers had the right to go "immediately... to any place or establishment where possible human rights

violations may have occurred" (o« seraient sigr.ilees d'eventuelles violations des droits de I 'homme). The Mission

was forbidden "to participate or join in political demonstrations" but could observe tliem. For their part, the

Haitian authorities promised to "see to.. .the security of persons who have communicated information, brought

testimony or furnished evidence of any kind" to the Mission, and to take measures to ensure the safely of Mission

members.

The military often violated the Mission's terms of reference, by arbitrarily denying observers access to many
prisons and lockups, by failing to protect people who communicated with the Mission, and by allowing soldiers

to threaten and harass observers.^

The Mission sought to have a "correct dialogue" with the army at national, regional and local levels, and

contacts were made with most commanders. The Mission reported in late October, however, that "attempts since

July to meet with the Chief of Police of the metropolitan area [Joseph Michel Francois] have been unsuccessful.

"

In a July interview, Francois leveled bizarre charges against the Mission.

' lo Petite Riviere de Bayonnais in the Artibonite, for instance, inunediaiely after a human rights education meeting

organized by the Mission on October 13, 'the only two people who spoke during the meeting were arrested in full view of

mission observers and others by a corporal and an attach^ and taken to the military post. ' One of them was seen by observers

in the folded djak position, where a stick is placed behind a person's knees while his wrists and ankles are tied together. He
is then either pushed to the ground or suspended from a bar and beaten. (United Nations Secretary-General, The Situation

ofDemocracy and Human Rights in Haiti, A/48/532/Add.l (New York: UNIPUB, November 18. 1993).
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If everything were quiet in the country, they would have no reason to stty here. So they

encourage people to have demonstrations so that they can have the police beat them, they make

the police nervous so they do bad things.*

In each report it issued, the Mission noted the military's failure to launch investigations and take action

against abusive officers and enlisted men when presented with information of particularly egregious human rights

violations. "In a very small number of cases the Mission has been informed orally that the alleged perpetrator

of a human rights violation has been placed under arrest. It has never been informed of any subsequent action

and is certainly not aware of any member of the FAD'H being brought before the civilian coum, which under the

Constitution have jurisdiaion over such matters.'*

The Mission urged the army high command to stress publicly the importance of all FAD'H members to respect

the rights of personal safety and security and to assure those who had gone into hiding that they safely could

return home. No such statements were ever made.

When members of the Mission first began to work in the provinces, the army was wary and somewhat

cautious. In some areas, soldiers warned the population not to make contact with the Mission. Nevertheless,

thousands of people did report human rights violations to the Mission, often jeopardizing their own safety.

Ricardo Chery, a founder of the Union of National Democratic Youth, who lived in the Raboteau

neighborhood of Gonaives, frequently exchanged information about human rights violations with the local office

of the Mission. On April 21, soldiers arrested him and took him to the Raboteau police post, where they beat him

violently on his left side and the head. They told him to lie on the ground and they began pulling him in opposite

directions. Then a soldier known as Karetane began whipping him. After a while the soldiers took him to the

Toussaint L'Ouverture army base. At the base, he said,

the jailer of the prison, Corporal Manno, searched my pockets and found the telephone number

of the civilian mission. Sergeant Fanor then hit me. Corporal Manno ordered me to be tortured

with the djak. I was beaten 100 times with a club. The next day I was hit with a club ten more

times.

On Thursday April 22. Chery was brought before Justice of the Peace Pierre-Antoine Cherilus. The judge

said he had no time to deal with the case, and Chery was sent back to prison, where he continued to be beaten

until his release on April 29.'"

In another case. Andre Elie. a member of the Papaye Peasant Movement (Mouvement Paysan de Papaye,

MPP) with a small shop in Hinche. became friendly with observers of the Mission. One night in early May, men

in civilian clothing broke into Elie's house and took him away. His frantic wife ran to the office of the Mission

at 4:00 A.M. The Mission found Elie on the side of the road an hour later, where he had been left for dead. "His

body was covered with at least a half-inch of coagulated blood in the areas where he had been beaten," the local

coordinator for the Mission, Jean Rend Marcoux, reported. Elie said that he had been beaten 750 times: 250 for

his membership in MPP, 250 for the contacts with Mission observers, and 250 for allegedly being pro-Lava/oj,"

according to his assailants.

• Kathie Klarreich, "Haitian Miliiar>- Puts Positive Spin on lu Rule," San Frandsco Chronicle, July 23, 1993.

' UN Secretary-General, The Situation of Democracy and Human Rights in Haiti, A/48/1993 (New York: UNIPUB,

October 25. 1993).

" Interview, Port-au-Prince, May 1993.

" Lavalas is the Creole word meaning "flood" or "landslide"; as used colloquially, it refers to the broad-based popular

movement that elected President Aristide.
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The Mission was evacuated from Haiti in the middle of October, ostensibly out of concern for the security

of its personnel. The decision to leave, however, was precipitated by the USS Harlan County's retreat and was

more political than practical. Interim measures, such as keeping the observers on suspended duty in Port-au-

Prince, might have satisfied security concerns. Within two days of the United States' loss of will, the French

cancelled their training mission, the Canadians withdrew police personnel already in the country, and the Mission

was sent to Santo Domingo, sending the clear message that the international community was retreating from

Haiti."

The Mission's absence was keenly felt in provincial towns, where their presence had reassured ordinary

Haitians of the international community's concern and kept the military, if not on good behavior, at least wary

of exposing themselves to criticism. In towns like Gonaives, the Mission's presence helped make it possible for

Haitians to demonstrate their suppon for President Aristide. In Port-au-Prince, its presence was less effective,

and indeed the observers felt helpless in the face of the increasing violence in September and October. Instances

of deliberate violence in front of the mission led many Haitians to question the value of a mission that had no

mandate to intervene to prevent human rights violations.

IV. FRONT FOR THE ADVANCEMENT AND PROGRESS OF HAITI (FRAPH)

Many of the worst abuses of the post-Governors Island period have been carried out by the neo-Duvalierist

group Front for the Advancement and Progress of Haili (Front pour I 'Avancement et le Progris d 'Haiti, FRAPH),

which has cultivated anti-foreigner nationalism and called for an end to UN and OAS involvement in Haiti.

FRAPH, while ostensibly an independent political organization, functions as a surrogate for the military. Its

activities, including public demonstrations, violent thuggery, and assassinations, are tolerated, and even

encouraged, by the anny. FRAPH openly identifies with the late Francois Duvalier (Papa Doc), who ruled Haiti

through terror from 1957 to 1971. Its leaders and spokesmen are Emmanuel Constant, 37, son of an army

commander under Duvalier and nephew of Bishop Emmanuel Constant of Gonaives, and Jodel Chamblain, a

former soldier said to have taken pan in the November 1987 election massacre and a participant in the January

1991 attempted coup d'etat led by Roger Lafontant." Chamblain is also a former Tonton Macoute who claims

his pregnant wife was murdered by a pro-Aristide mob in 1991.'*

The group has attracted the support of Duvalierist political movements disenfranchised since 1986 and

conservative anti-Aristide politicians not previously identified as Duvalierisis. It makes use of its virtual monopoly

on public discourse by building local chapters around the country, during a time when the democratic, popular

organizations that emerged since 1986 have been rooted out or forced underground by violent persecution. FRAPH

leaders claim the organization has 300,000 members. (This figure is probably optimistic but FRAPH is recruiting

throughout the country and from all accounts its membership is growing rapidly.) By January 1994, the group

had a presence in virtually every town and communal section. Although many members are attaches, thugs or

former Tontons Macoutes. some men (and women) join defensively, seeking a FRAPH card as protection for

themselves and their families. The decision has also been described as a desperate reaction to poverty and despair

of political change, as FRAPH membership carries with it economic benefits.

In one town in the Central Plateau, for instance, a lay Catholic Church leader who was arrested and badly

beaten in September 1993 joined FRAPH in early 1994 in order to remain in his home town. An elderly man.

" At the beginning of February 1994, a small group of observers returned to Haiti.

" OAS/UN International Civilian Mission in Haiti, Report on the Assassination ofAntoine Izmiry, November 1993.

" Bella Snimbo, 'A Place Called Fear," Vanity Fair, February 1994.
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whose son is the town's deputy mayor and has been in hiding for months, had to leave the area himself after he

refused to join FRAPH.

FRAPH's national network owes a great deal to the old Tontons Macoutes organization. Unlike the Macoutes,

however, which were created to serve as a counterweight to the army, FRAPH and the army work hand in hand.

In Port-au-Prince, FRAPH is organizing in such slums as CM Soleil, where it is campaigning to return the

neighborhood to its old name of Cit6 Simone, honoring Francois Duvalier's wife." In this area, as in others,

FRAPH campaigns through intimidation and threats of violence. Its members are forcing bus drivers, under threat

of violence, to replace direction signs reading Citi Soleil with Cit£ Simone.

On September 22, the anniversary of Francois Duvalier's 1957 election, several hundred people supporting

FRAPH held a rowdy march through central Port-au-Prince. Carrying the pre-1986 black and red flag and

chanting. "Long live Duvalier, Aristide is finished," they entered the Museum of the National Pantheon for the

unveiling of a new exhibit honoring Duvalier. The museum exhibit, displaying P^a Doc's pistol, black homburg

and medical bag — items that are horrifying to many Haitians — was an ideological coup for the neo-Duvalierist

movement.

V. POLITICAL ASSASSINATIONS'*

Assassination of Antoine Izmery

On September 1 1 , 1993, Antoine Izmiry was dragged from a church during mass and shot point blank in the

head as he knelt on the street. The shocking murder of this militantly pro-Aristide businessman was carried out

by men in civilian clothes, with active support from the military.

Izmery was a founding member of the Helping Hands Committee to Spread the Truth (Komite Mete Men pou

Verite Blayi, KOMEVEB), which organized the September 1 1 event — a mass in memory of the victims of the St.

Jean Bosco massacre of September 11, 1988, a display of picnires of victims of the coup d'etat, and the posting

of leaflets in the nearby Place Jcremie." The mass began at 9:00 a.m., an hour later than planned.

Approximately sixty people attended the event, many of them journalists and foreign observers. According to

Father Antoine Adrian, one of President Aristide's close advisors, just before the service, an unidentified man

entered and said, "Bunch of communists watch out! Tlie blood that will flow outside will be on your hands! " The

priests and organizers met and discussed whether they should proceed with the mass. Izmery, Adrien said, told

them "Listen, we won't do the march outside, but we came to do a mass, there's no reason not to do it. Because

the people who have been waiting for an hour for us, we should respect them. They came for that, let's do a

short mass.""

The service went forward, with eight priests participating. At 9:30 a tall man carrying a gun (and by some

accounts, a walkie-talkie), entered through the main door of the church. Father Antoine Adrien had just finished

his sermon, calling for an end to the spilling of blood. Shots were heard outside the church and the people inside

" An Arisiide stronghold, Ciie Soleil, or Sun City, took its name from the Catholic Radio Soleil, which played a key

role in overturning the Duvalier dictatorship.

" This section contains political assassinations that took place between the July 3, 1993 signing of the Governors Island

Accord and the October 30, 1993, scheduled return of President Aristide. More recent political assassinations are included

in the section entitled, Terr-^'- Continues.

" The group, which was formed in May 1993 by several church, trade union, and p<^ular organizations to spur

resistance to the coup d'etat, had previously issued several press releases and sponsored a day of pasting posters and raising

banners in Petionviileon August 17, calling for the return of Arisiide. On that occasion, police arrested Father Yvon Massac.

Jonathan Vergile, and Victorin Andre. They were transferred to the National Penitentiary and freed on August 19.

" Interview with Adrien, 'Yo touye Antwin Izmeri an piblik,' Libiie, September 15-21, 1993.
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ran toward the altar or out the doors. A group of men entered and ordered Izmery to leave the church with them.

On the street outside the church, they forced him to his knees, struck him. put a gun lo his head, and shot him.

A second man, Jean-Claude Maturin, who probably witnessed the attack, was also shot to death. His body was

left just across the avenue from the church.

The International Civilian Mission conducted a thorough investigation into the killings. They interviewed

twenty-seven eyewitnesses, located photographic and documentary evidence, and took testimony from the Mission

team members present. The Mission's Report on the Assassination ofAntoine Izmery concluded that 'the elaborate

plan to assassinate Antoine Izmiry could not have been carried out without the complicity, if not the direct

participation, of highly placed members of the Haitian armed forces.""

This conclusion is based on the identification of a 'sophisticated two-phase control operation. " The first phase

consisted of 'systematic and intenswe patrol of the zone' by police and anachis. 'One group who participated

in [the] operation was deployed from a police office and a militar>' office situated only 100 meters from the

church." The preliminary phase had three objectives: to intimidate and deter komeveb, which organized the

march and memorial mass; to contain and repress those who participated in the planned activities; and to support

the group responsible for executing Izm6ry. Another group, the Mission report concluded, was responsible for

the second phase of the operation.

The group charged with carrying out the assassination included at least 15 people. Witnesses

identified some of them, in particular one officer of the fad'h, one man who had been

recognized as a torturer in a clandestine detention center a short time before, and several attaches.

The group was equipped with automatic handguns and hand-held and mobile radio equipment.

The attack itself was well-coordinated and aimed solely at Antoine Izmery. The church grounds

and the adjacent street were placed under the control of armed men, who violently dispersed

passersby. Other armed men, some carrying machine guns, blocked traffic in order to create an

outer controlled zone for the execution.

The killers benefined from the complicity and support of members of the security forces (some

of them in uniform) present at the scene. For instance, the assassination team arrived and

departed the scene protected and escorted by police vehicles.

The report names the following participants in the operation: Lamour, an officer from the Cafeteria (the major

downtown Port-au-Prince police station); Simon, the former director of the National Office of Life Insurance

(ONAV); Claudette Godet, a minister in the Jean-Jacques Honorat government of 1991-1992; Ti Lamarre, an

employee of the immigration service; and attaches Elysee Jean-Frangois,^" Franklin Ronald, Zimbabwe, Ti

Nono, Ti Blan, Eddy le Tueur, and Rigal. The attach^ reported to have killed Izm6ry is identified as Gros

Fanfan," while officer Lamour was said to have been inside the church directing the operation. Spotted in a car

with Gros Fanfan were three prominent opponents of Arisiide: Louis Jodel Chamblain, leader of frapH;

Mirabeau. former bodyguard for murdered Duvalierist leader Roger Lafontant; and Fritz-Pierre, a leader of

attaches in Pon-au-Prince.

" OAS/UN Intemaiional Civilian Mission in Haiti, Report on the Assassination of Antoine Izmery. November 1993.

'° Jean-Francis is believed to have participated in the November 29, 1987 election day massacre and was sentenced to

seven years in prison for his pan in the September 11, 1988 massacre at the church of St. Jean Bosco. He was released,

however, following the 1991 coup d'etat. Since bis liberation, he has been identified as a torturer in a clandestine detention

center and as an accomplice in the February 25, 1993, attack on Bishop Willy Romelus at the Port-au-Prince cathedral.

" The Mission report describes Gros Fanfan as a former Tonton Macouie from the National Palace, and "according to

one source, be is one of Lieutenant Colonel Michel Francois's confidantes."
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Assassination of Justice Minister Guy Malaiy
Guy Malary, minister of justice in the Malval government, was gunned down in his car as he left work in

the early afternoon of October 14. His driver and a bodyguard were also killed, and a fourth man, possibly

another bodyguard, was wounded.

The minister was ambushed leaving his private law office on Avenue Jean Paul U, reportedly after learning

that armed men were in the area. People in the neighborhood.heard a barrage of gunfire lasting several minutes.

Malary 's driver lost control of the car, which slammed into a wall and flipped over on Rue Jose Mani. The
evidence suggests that Malary and his con^anions were shot at close range after the accident.

The International Civilian Mission was prevented from approaching the scene of the crime for more than an

hour. When finally granted permission, they saw the commander of the Investigation and Anti-gang Service of

the Police (Service d'investigation et de recherches Anti-gang) ordering the round-up of frightened witnesses.

They also noted that Malary 's vehicle "bore the marks of a large number of small-calibre bullets and several holes

of large diameter indicating the use of heavy assault weapons. "°

The fifty-year-old Malary was an established Port-au-Prince attorney, a graduate of Howard University in

Washington, D.C., and a political moderate, counting the U.S. embassy among his clients. Before accepting his

first government post, Malary represented several victims of military violence in their efforts to seek justice, was

a consultant to the International Civilian Mission and assisted in the training of its observers. Just before his

assassination, he presented parliament with a proposed law creating the new civilian police force.

Other Assassinations

Most of those killed since the signing of the Governors Island Agreement were not known beyond their

communities; in many cases we do not even know their names. The International Civilian Mission reported on

activists killed in September and October.

The victims were members ofpopular organizations considered pro-Lavalas. . .in particular leaders

who continued to be active in their localities. The perpetrators were armed men mostly operating

in civilian clothing, usually at nightfall, without covering their faces. They were armed with

automatic weapons (Uzis and M16s) and operated in red or white pick-up vehicles, sometimes

with government plates. In several cases there was information regarding a direct link between

the perpetrators and the fad'h, and the impunity and logistical support of their operation is

strongly indicative of FAD'H involvement. Their activities sqipear to be supponed by a major

intelligence operation..."''

Here, in brief, are the stories of some of their deaths.

Martial Milord Aurelus. an active member of the Organization Populaire de Bolosse (OPB) in Carrefour, was

seized on September 26, 1993, by armed men in a white pick-up truck without plates. His body was found

several hours later on the Route de Phamal, with his hands tied behind his back and a bullethole in the left

temple. During his funeral on October 4, four other members of the OPB were abducted by armed men in a

white pick-up without plates. Their fate is unknown."

° UN Secretary-General, The Situation ofDemocracy and Human Rights in Haiti A/48/S32/Add.l (New York: IWIPUB,

November 18. 1993).

" Ibid.

" Ibid.
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Two armed men in civilian clothes seized Orilia Joseph, 41, at her house in Chi Soleil at 10:00 A.M. on

October 10. In the presence of her two teenage daughters, they tied her up with electric cable and took her

away on their motorcycle. Neighborhood residents said that the men, believed to be attaches associated with

the military hospital, tortured Joseph in a house in Drouillard 2 and then tried to hand her over to the Cit6

Soleil police post, which refused custody because of her condition. Her mutilated body was found by her

daughter the following day on the road near Drouillard. Joseph had worked as a nanny for Rolande Dorancy,

director of the Miami Haitian Refugee Center, and had been associated with the Salesian Brothers center in

Cit6 Soleil and the popular organization SAJ-Veye Yo.

Andrei Fortuni was shot dead by an army corporal in Lascahobas in the Central Plateau on August 16. A
political activist and member of the Papaye Peasant Movement (Mouvement Paysan de Papaye, MPP), Fortune

had been arrested in May 1992 and lived in hiding most of the time. He was turned down twice for refugee

status in the United Sutes.
,

Ronald Jean-Francois was shot dead on September 16 by a police corporal after he was taken from his home

in Cit£ Soleil by three armed men in civilian clothes. Eyewitnesses said attaches with machine guns started

beating him as they interrogated him about pasting up leaflets with pictures of Aristide a few days earlier.

They took him to the Soleil 17 area, where he was shot several times by a corporal assigned to the port

police.^

The body of D6lice Jackie was found on July 13 in Source Puantes on the main road north out of Port-au-

Prince. The young man shared a house with his cousin, press photographer Claudy Vilmi, who had been

arrested on July 2 while taking pictures of soldiers at a gas station. After Viim6 was released, he said publicly

that he had been held at the old Fort Dimanche, an infamous police station and prison supposedly closed

several years ago. Delice Jackie is believed to have been shot to death because of his coiuiection to Vilmd."

Jean-Marc Dessources was killed in the Canap6 Vert neighborhood of Port-au-Prince on July 14. Witnesses

said two men wearing military uniforms burst into his house at 2:00 A.M. and shouted "You are always

ulking about the return of Aristide, but you won't live to see it." They shot him in the back and head."

Chrisiiane Sarnon, 24. was shot dead on August 13, outside her home in Quartier Morin, near Cap Haitien.

A group of six men in military uniforms forced their way into her house, demanding all the family's money.

Survivors said two of the men carried .38-caiiber revolvers and addressed each other as "sergeant" and

"corporal." They shot Sarnon at about 2:00 a.m., when she surprised them in the living room.^

The bullet-riddled bodies of two men were discovered near the Port-au-Prince airport on July 27.

Eyewitnesses told the International Civilian Mission that they recognized two of the assassins as policemen

who lived in the area and worked for the Anti-gang Service."

In an attempted assassination, a political activist who was a member of several community organizations in

Carrefour was stopped on the street late in the evening of September 23 by a patrol of some twenty soldiers

" UN Secretary-General. Situation, October 25, 1993.

^Ibid.

"Ibid.

^Ibid.

"Ibid.
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in olive-green uniform. They ordered the man to walk in front of them and then shot him several times.

Although left for dead, the man was found and brought for medical treatmem.*'

VI. BEFORE THE GOVERNORS ISLAND AGREEMENT OF JULY 3

Although human rights conditions dramatically worsened following the Governors Island Agreement, abuses

were common in the first six months of 1993 as well. The repression that characterized military rule since the

coup — silencing dissenting voices and the destruction of popular democratic organizations — continued to

prevail. Throughout most of the country, meetings by groups not supportive of army rule were, in effect, banned.

Following the arrival in Haiti of the International Civilian Mission, attempts were made on a number of occasions

by Aristide supporters to organize demonstrations, most of which were repressed by the military. People caught

carrying pro-democracy leaflets faced arrest and torture. Journalists reporting human rights abuses or viewed as

favoring Aristide were frequently arrested or forced into hiding.

Trade Unionists Arrested and Tortured

On April 23. police arrested three trade unionists from the General Worker's Union (Centrale General des

Travailleurs , CGT). Caiuste Lexius, Fabonor St. Vil, and Sauver Aurelus were arrested in front of Radio Caraibes

in Port-au-Prince where they had gone to distribute a press release announcing a national strike.

The soldiers took the three men to the Anti-gang Service, where they placed Lexius in a small room and

tortured him in the djak position, beating him with a club. "There were about 50 soldiers," Lexius described in

a June 1993 interview with NCHR.

They got on top of me one after the other. One of them took a club and began to beat me on the

buttocks. When he was tired he passed the club to another, and on and on until I lost

consciousness. When I regained consciousness [the following afternoon] I was in a nastj' smelling

cell with about 25 other prisoners. I was really suffering and my buttocks were bleeding.

Saturday evening members of my family brought food, but I was not allowed to see them. Before

the visit of my family, I had received neither food nor drink. I was in very bad health— I was not

able to do anything by myself; I was not even able to cat until Monday April 26.

On the morning of the 26th, the police fed and cleaned up Lexius in preparation for a visit from members

of the International Civilian Mission, who had been trying to visit him since April 24. The Haitian doctor who

accompanied the mission recommended that Lexius be hospitalized immediately. He was sent to the military

hospital, where he was guarded by four men in civilian clothes who Police Chief Michel Frangois described as

there for "his protection." On April 28, military doctors operated on his buttocks. On May 21, he was freed

without a hearing. "After I was released 1 went into hiding. I am worried about my health. I have never seen the

results of my X-ray and 1 still have pain where they operated. Currently I am seeing a private doctor." Lexius

continues to suffer from severe kidney problems.

Sauver Aurelus described a similar beating by the Anti-Gang Service police.

They kicked me. beat me and used the djak. Two military held my head and beat it against the

ground. There were about 25 soldiers in my room and they took turns beating me while I was

lying on the ground. I received about 150 blows from a club. I received one which crushed my

finger and I lost consciousness."

" UN Secretary-General, Situation, November 18, 1993.

" Interview, Pon-au-Prince, June 1993.
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Aristide Supportof Arrested and Tortured

Members of the Lavalas Political Organization (Organization Politique Lavalas, OPL)" in the northwest town

of Mole St. Nicolas were targeted after leaflets were distributed announcing the March 29 commemoration of the

ratification of the 1987 Haitian Constitution.

In an illegal search on March 30, soldiers discovered pictures of Aristide and OPL documents in Manistin

Capricien's house. They arrested and later tortured him and sought other members of the group, all of whom fled

to Port-au-Prince.

Describing his treatment at the army post where he was held, Capricien told NCHR that

they began beating me on my back, my buttocks, my midsection and my eyes.... I lost

consciousness. Later I was forced to cut up pictures of Aristide and eat them while drinking a

glass of water. They continued to hit me on my stomach, my eyes and my waist....The next

morning they stuck a rock in my mouth and shaved my head. They forced me to eat my hair with

bread. Later the Captain [Gerard Pierre Charles, no relation to the OPL leader] came into my cell

with other soldiers armed with a heavy stick. They forced me to read names taken from the

papers found at my house, hitting me after each one I read."

Later that day, March 3 1 , Capricien was brought before the Justice of the Peace, where he was given

permission to receive medical treatment at the local hospital. Although he was then told that he was free, police

continued to guard his hospital room. Capricien remained at the hospital until April 19, when he felt that he was

DO longer safe there.

Chantal Bien-Aime, 28. mother of two and a member of the Popular Assembly of Saint Martin in Port-au-

Prince, was arrested on May 1 1 near the Tete Boeuf market, blindfolded, and taken to the downtown police

station known as the Cafeteria. She was accused of distributing leaflets in favor of President Aristide, and beaten

on the head and stomach. She was released May 12, complaining of stomach pains; she died from her injuries

on May 16. On June 2, at 1:00 A.M., four armed men broke in and searched Bien-Aime's home, while six others

stood giiard outside. After searching her home, they beat the occupants.^

Louis Gregoire Lauture, who had been employed since April 1991 as the doorkeeper at Lafanmi Selavi, the

haven for street boys founded by Father Aristide, was seized on a street in the Pacot neighborhood of Port-au-

Prince on August 16. He was blindfolded by men in civilian clothes who took him in a blue pick-up truck to an

unknown building where they beat him. The men, whose identity he never learned, also shaved Lauture's head

and took all his clothes. They questioned him about Lafanmi Selavi and Aristide and told him they would kill

him. Very early on August 18, however, he was driven, while still blindfolded and naked, to a spot on the

Boulevard Harry Truman, where he was pushed out onto the street."

Attacks on Congregations and Religious Leaders

As in the early months after the coup, Haiti's churches have proved no sanctuary from military violence.

Soldiers and armed civilians have not hesitated to enter churches to beat and arrest congregants when a priest's

sermons touched on politics or when they chanted pro-Aristide slogans.

" The OPL is a loose naiional network founded since the coup by prominent Aristide supponers.

* Interview, Pon-au-Prince, May 4, 1993.

" UN Secretary General. Interim Report of the International Civilian Mission to Haiti for the Period 9 February - 31

May. 1993, A/47/960 (New York: UNIPUB, June 3. 1993).

" Interview, Pon-au-Prince, August 26, 1993.
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On February 25 at Port-au-Prince's cathedral, a memorial mass was said for the hundreds of victims of the

Neptune ferryboat disaster. Bishop Willy Romelus of J^rtaiie, and a known Aristide supporter. led the mass. His

announcement that the authorities had reftised to release the victims' corpses for burial caused the congregation

to erupt in anger.

Shortly after, armed men in civilian clothes threatened people outside the church, and later surrounded it. The

leaders of the International Civilian Mission. Colin Granderson and Michael Moeller, escorted several hundred

people out of the cathedral in small groups and drove them to safety. The attaches, nevertheless, beat and arrested

dozens of people.

Bishop Romelus, one of the last to leave the cathedral, had been speaking with several foreign diplomats when

a crowd of approximately twenty men surrounded him and Paul Dejean of the Karl Leveque Ceitter. They pushed

the bishop to the ground, and proceeded to beat and kick him.

Michelet Gelin, 29, among the group providing security for Romelus. was assaulted by attach^ outside the

cathedral but avoided further injury due to the timely appearance of members of the Mission. In the days and

weeks that followed, men in civilian clothes searched his home in Fermathe and threatened his family.

A car carrying Father Joseph Simoly . reporter Arlene Joseph of the Voice of America, and eight seminarians

was surrounded by trucks just after the mass. Father Simoly later told NCHR,

A policeman forced one person out of my pick-up and took his place, then forced me at gunpoint

to drive to the Anti-gang Service. Three or four policemen beat Arlette Joseph, causing her mouth

to bleed. They hit me and seminarian Marc Antoine Casimir. who fell to the ground. We were

harassed and humiliated. They released us several hours later, telling us that next time we would

not be leaving.

Father Simoly also reponed previous incidents with the police in Hinche. where he lives. Almost two months

before the disturbance at the mass, on January 8. soldiers at the small police post in Hinche had stopped Father

Simoly, searched his bag and found a photo of him. which they claimed was of Aristide. They arrested him on

charges of distributing leaflets and photos of Aristide.

I drove my truck to the army base with Sergeant Rosalvo Bastien holding his gun and following

me in his car. The sergeant called the major and they both proceeded to humiliate me. They

accused me of looking like Aristide and preaching liberation theology. They said I was leading

Christians into politics and that next time they would beat and kill me.

A week later two soldiers sat in their vehicle in front of the church, waiting for him to begin preaching.

"When I saw them." Simoly said. "I decided not to preach, but just to read from the Bible so they wouldn't have

an) reason to come into the church and harass the people. When the military and section chief saw that I was not

going to preach, they left."**

In another incident, uniformed soldiers and men in civilian clothes interrupted the Sunday mass at the Church

of Notre Dame de Perpetuel Secours in the Bel Air neighborhood of Port-au-Prince on June 27, after young

people began shouting "Aristide or death." The mass was televised live on govemment-nih television, allowing

viewers nation* '.de to watch the beatings.

* Interview, Hinche, June 25, 1993.
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The soldiers released tear gas inside the church and arrested and beat seven people, including Nickson

Desrosiers and Enif Pierre, members of the Platforme Fond Sant Clair. The detainees were transferred to police

headquaners where they were severely beaten during their interrogation before their release later that day.

Protestant pastors, too, have increasingly been victims. On June 20, Pastor Joseph Ronald of the Evangelical

Church of Jesus Christ on Delmas 2 in Port-au-Prince, was kidnapped and tortured after preaching at the former

luxury hotel. Habitation LeClerc, in the Martissant neighborhood south of Port-au-Prince.

Pastor Ronald, his wife, and one other person were waiting for a bus in Manissant around 11:00 P.M. when

four armed and masked civilians got out of a pick-up truck, grabbed Ronald by the neck and started to beat him.

My wife started to cry and begged them to release me. They hit her on the head, then forced me
into the pick-up. They blind-folded me. The truck stopped and I was led out, still unable to see.

They grabbed my tie and used it to tie me in the djdc position. I fell on a cement floor. I was

beaten severely and could not lift my left arm because of the extreme pain.

Pastor Ronald's captors accused him of taking money from Aristide and preaching politics. Later, two men

beat him again, tying each of his hands to a fixture above his head. Then they tortured him in the djak position.

On July 6, over two weeks after his capture. Pastor Ronald was left on the road near Gressier, approximately

20 kilometers south of Pon-au-Prince."

Attacks on Popular Organizations

On April 3, Corporal Charles arrested Ronial Noreg^ne, a member of the Agricultural Workers Union of

Savanene (Syndicat des Travailleurs Agricoles de Savanene, STAS), in the Central Plateau, and took him to the

Savanette police station, accusing him of distributing pamphlets. He attempted to escape but was apprehended,

severely beaten on his head and back, and held in prison for two days before he was released.

Members of the Papaye Peasant Movement {Mouvement Paysan de Papaye, MPP), based in the Central

Plateau, were arrested and beaten for allegedly having leaflets and photos of Aristide. Leonel Paul, president of

the Marecage chapter of the MPP, was arrested and severely beaten on May 9 on trumped up charges of

possessing propaganda. "It was about 8:00 a.m. when about thirty deputies [of the section chief] came to my
house. They tied me up and one of them hit me three times with a club, forcing me to take two tracts [leaflets]

that said 'Long Live Aristide's Return."

The deputies took Paul to Thomonde, where he spent four days in prison and was beaten sporadically.

Members of the International Civilian Mission came to visit him on the founh day, but they weren't allowed to

speak with him. On the fifth day he was transferred to the prison in Hinche, and taken before Major Charles

Josel, known as Commander Z. "He ordered me to lie down," Paul said, "and he walked on me. Afterwards,

he ordered a soldier to hit me 250 times with a club." Two days later Commander Z ordered soldiers to beat Paul

250 more times. After his wife paid US$40 (500 gourdes), Paul was freed and subsequently warned not to speak

to the Mission. He was told if he ever returned to Hinche he would be killed."

Three section chief deputies arrested Previlus Elvian on June 5 at his home in Perodin, the fifth section of

Petite Riviere de I'Artibonite. Section Chief Edner Odeide beat Elvian, a member of the Assembly of Perodin

Peasants {Rassemblement Paysan de Perodin, RPP), for several hours each day, repeating that he did not like the

" Interview, Pon-au-Prince, July 9, 1993.

" Interview, Pon-au-Prince, May 1993.
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work Elvian was doing with RPP. Elvian's family had to pay US$60 (750 gourdes) for his June 9 release after

which he went into hiding.'*

On June 9, police and deputies of the local section chief of Savanene in the Central Plateau arrested mpp

member Sylvestre Pedanois, 36. They searched his bag and discovered MPP documents. Pedanois was taken to

the home of the section chief, where he was beaten fifty times with a club. The following day he was transferred

to the army post where they continued to tomire him with the djak and kalot marasa.*' He was taken before

the justice of the peace on June 1 1 and released by the prosecutor on the 14th. He later escaped an attempted

anest on the 22nd, following which, he went into hiding.*'

On June 29, in Zabricot in the Central Plateau, the section chief arrested Odette Fausten and twelve others

and brought them to Juanaria, the first communal section of Hinche. He accused them of having a relationship

with the section chief under Aristide. They were beaten with clubs and rifle butts and received the kalot marasa.

On July 2 they were brought before the justice of the peace in Hinche, where they were charged with illegally

meeting to disnirb the peace. They were later released on July 5 or 6.*^

Attempts by Displaced Persons to Return Home
Tens of thousands fled their homes in the immediate aftermath of the coup and though many later returned,

waves of renewed repression forced them to take flight once again.

With the establishment of offices of the International Civilian Mission in provincial towns, some popular

organizations thought it possible for their members to renim home from hiding. At least thirteen people belonging

to the Papaye Peasant Movement (MPP) returned to the Central Plateau in March and April. By the end of July,

however, all had fled once again having encountered a variety of reprisals.

One of those who tried to return to his home was Hilton Etienne, an active mpp member who had been in

hiding for eleven months. Having lived at home for about one month, he told us that "On April 29, about 2:00

A.M., three military and a number of civilians armed with machetes and clubs came to my house. They broke

in and arrested me. They tied me up with a cord and began to beat me. Some of the men in civilian dress hit my

wife's head against the wall."

They took Etienne to the police post where they tortured him in the djak, beating him 200 times with a club.

In the car on the way to the Hinche army base, they forced him to lie flat and beat him 150 more times with a

club. Once they arrived, he said "they forced me to lie on the ground and I received another 100 blows of the

club. I was not able to get up. They dragged me, kicked me and forced me to run."

The next day he was taken to the office of the army commander where he met with International Civilian

Mission monitors, who demanded that he be brought before the justice of the peace. At about 1 1 :00 a.m. he was

uken there, accompanied by the monitors. The justice of the peace accused Etienne of associating with criminals

in order to disturb public order. He was released, however, about 10:00 P.M. that evening.*'

" Interview, Pon-au-Prince, July 8, 1993.

" The kalot marasa is a common form of lonure in which the assailant simultaneously claps his hands as hard as possible

on the viaim's ears.

' Interview, Hinche, July 25, 1993.

" UN Secretaiy-General. Situation, October 25, 1993.

*' Etienne was a member of the 77 Komite Legliz, the Justice and Peace Commission of the Catholic Church in Hinche,

and was employed in the December 1990 elections as a messenger for the Depanmental Electoral Office. He was also

responsible for a literacy program that started under Aristide in 1991.
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Junior Esta, an MPP member living in Grand Riviere du Nord, had been in hiding since January 1993,

following a November 1992 arrest. He returned to Grand Riviere June 17 to see his sister who was ill. On June

20. accused him of being pro-Lavalas and threatened to kill him. His bag was searched, his belongings taken,

and he was beaten by policeman in the street. He spent three days in prison where he was severely beaten. Esta's

brother-in-law paid US$3S (450 gourdes) for his release.**

Andr£ Pierre, a member of the Assembly of Perodin Peasants (Rassemblement Paysan de Perodin, RPP) who
had been in hiding since September 1992, returned to Perodin (in the fifth section of Petite Riviire de

I'Artibonite, a town five hours walk from any road) on June 10, 1993, after he learned that his father had died.

I was walking in the streets and tbe section chief, Edner Odeide, who had arrested me last year,

arrested me again with the same accusations, that I was Lavalas. He beat me with a club, and told

my mother and sister if they did not pay US$60 (7S0 gourdes) they would kill me. I spent three

days in prison until my family paid die money and I was released.

Following his liberation. Pierre went back into hiding.**

Silon Drystal, Elianse Excilan, and Jerome Pierre of Perodin had been in hiding since January 1992. They

also returned home for the first time in June 1993. Drystal explained to nchr, "We were walking on the road

home when we crossed paths with the seaion chief, Edner Odeide, who was with three atuch6s: Anatas, Estoroge

and Dufel. They immediately recognized us as people who left the area, and they began to beat us with clubs."

Drystal escaped, but attaches beat Excilan and Pierre with their hands and batons and led them to the Perodin

mfliury post. They were accused of being pro-Lavalas and were forced to lie down while men in the barracks

took turns beating, kicking, and walking on them. They were released the following morning, after their families

paid US$120 (1,600 gourdes).

On July 6, when the interview was conducted, Excilan's arm was broken and his body was badly bruised.

He had trouble walking and holding his head up, as did Pierre, who received most of the blows to his face. His

jaw was still grossly swollen and he had trouble speaking.**

Lormil Rodrigue had been in hiding since his January 1992 arrest in Grand Goave, a town about fifty

kilometers west of Port-au-Prince, and renimed home on June 4, 1993. As he approached his house, three men
in civilian clothing demanded he turn over his weiqxms to them.

I said I didn't carry arms. They took my International Organization for Migration*^ card which

had the date of my interview and said they would take that card to [Police Chief] Michel Francois

to show him that I was leaving the country. They threw me in a pick-up that was headed in the

direction of Port-au-Prince. They blindfolded me, and after a little while the truck stopped and

they threw me on the grouixl. I received two kalot marasa.

«s

Interview, Port-au-Prince, July 12, 1993.

Interview, Poit-au-Prince, July 12. 1993.

* Interview, Pon-au-Prince, July 6, 1993.

" Tbe lOM. under contraa with tbe U.S. in-countiy refugee processing program, conducu preliminary interviews with

asylum applicants.
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Rodrigue was held blindfolded in a room by himself, without food, until the next day. He was then taken to

another place where he spent eight days blindfolded and received almost nothing to eat or drink. He was released

without explanation.**

Violations of Press Freedom

While there is no formal censorship of the media, reporters and media outlets know that they are constantly

at risk. Many reporters for Radio Tropic-FM, a station that has continued to broadcast news reports throughout

the post-coup period, have been arrested, mistreated or threatened in recent months. The best known case is that

of Colson Dorm6. Dorrn^, a reporter and archivist for Tropic-FM was kidnapped on February 1, 1993, while

covering the arrival of mediator Dante Caputo at the Mais Gat6 Airport. Hundreds of rowdy anti-Caputo

demonstrators had gathered there. "I was one of the first journalists to arrive and I felt threatened,' he told NCHR.

After filing a brief, live repon, Dorm6 took shelter from the hostile crowd in an outdoor waiting area. "I

received a blow to the head from behind. I fell down and felt someone lift me up. They threw me into the back

of a pick-up."

Dorm6 was held blindfolded for a week in a clandestine detention center. His captors shaved his head, made

him sleep on a bare floor and fed him only three times. For several days they played Radio Tropic-FM, and

whenever the half-hourly news bulletin aired, they kicked and beat him.

During his interrogation, his captors insisted that his radio station was financed by the Lavalas movement and

tried to persuade Dorme to become an informant. At 10:45 P.M. on February 8, he was dumped, still blindfolded,

in front of Tropic-FM on Rue Pav6e, Pon-au-Prince, wearing only his undershorts and a T-shirt.*

On Friday, January 22, Jean-Emile Estimable, a correspondent for Radio Cacique, which has been closed

since the coup, was arrested by Section Chief Geles of Ogi, the third section of Marchand Dessalines. Geles took

Estimable to Geles's house, where Estimable watched the section chief place leaflets in the correspondent's

briefcase. Geles notified the military sub-district at Marchand Dessalines and five soldiers arrived in a pick-up.

They tied Estimable up with a rope, put him in the truck and began to beat him.

The section chiefs son and about twenty other men in civilian clothes traveled with the soldiers and joined

in beating Estimable. They hit him with their rifle butts, hands, and fists and kicked him. Drinking rum, they

struck Estimable on the chest with the bottle. Sergeant Amos, identified as the leader of the group, and Corporal

Chariemagne were also present.

"They treated me like a football, " he said, describing how they beat him the next day at the police station

at Dessalines before transporting him to the St. Marc army base. There a Lieutenant Placide and four soldiers

continued to torture him. "They pulled on both my ears and folded them. They kicked me many times in the

chest. Lt. Placide grabbed my head and banged it several times against the wall. I lost consciousness."

Estimable was not permitted to see a lawyer until February 1. He was sent to the Correctional Court and

granted provisional freedom on February 2, 1993."

Reponers for the popular Creole language weekly newspaper, Libite, outspoken in its support of President

Aristide's return and denunciation of corruption and human rights violations, have received many threats. For

** Interview, Port-au-Prince, June 22. 1993.

" Interview. Pon-au-Prince, March 9, 1993.

" Interview, Port-au-Prince, February 9, 1993.
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security reasons they all write under pseudonyms. The office has received phone threats and street vendors who

carry the newsp^>er have been threatened, beaten, and arrested.''

On February 4. 1993. armed men in civilian clothes roughed up three Libete vendors. Wilfrid Jean. 30. Jean-

Robert Guillaume. and another unidentified man, and destroyed 300 copies of the paper. The incident occurred

in from of the government immigration service offices on Avenue John Brown in downtown Port-au-Prince. On

the same day, Duval Azolin. 25. was beaten while selling copies of Libete near the March6 Salomon.

On February 25. Ubite reporter Emmanuel Eugene narrowly escaped arrest or kidnapping, while reporting

at the Port-au-Prince cathedral on the mass for viaims of the shipwrecked Neptune. Eugene was approached

outside the cathedral by a man in civilian clothes, who asked Eugene to follow him. When he refused and

anempted to enter the building, the man grabbed him by the collar. Eugene was able to escape into the cathedral,

but later, another man in civilian clothes blocked his car when Eugene tried to leave, and ordered him to get into

his vehicle. Eugene, luckily, was able to escape this abduction attempt.

The following are brief descriptions of additional press-related harassments and attacks.

On June 24, uniformed police officers arrested six Ubite vendors by the Champ de Mars in Port-au-Prince.

Among them were Melorm Compere, LAickner Mandena, Jean Azolin, and Justin. The police burned their

papers and took their money. Five were taken to an Anti-gang Service office, where they were badly beaten.

They were all freed several hours later."

On July 3 in Mirebalais in the Central Plateau soldiers arrested a peasant in possession of Libete. He was

taken to the Mirebalais barracks, and released several hours later."

On June 29, then defaao Minister of Information, Andrfi Calixte, summoned Associated Press reporters and

the local Agence Haitienne de Presse. He reprinuuided them for anti-military bias in their reporting of a June

27 event, where churchgoers were beaten by soldiers and men in civilian clothes.**

Clarens Renois, news director for the independent Radio Metropole. was summoned to army headquarters

on July 29. He was forced to wait for five hours and then told to return the next day. After waiting four

hours the next day, he was seen by a low ranking officer who reprimanded him for reading an Agence France

Presse story that mentioned the possibility of the resignation of Police Chief Michel Francois. Renois was

initially told to return the next day. but his summons was later dismissed.

On July 2, Claudy Vilm6, reporter and photographer for the French-language daily, the Nouvelliste, was

arrested in Port-au-Prince while taking a photo of soldiers taking money at a gas pump during the period of

rationing. Vihn6 was seized by five civilians driving in a pick-up with military license plates. "The men beat

me and forced me to lie down in their pick-up truck with their feet on me. They brought me to Fon

Dimanche where they tortured me." The men placed Vilm6 in a tiny three-sided cell in which they beat him

from behind. "I lost consciousness twice so they threw cold water on my face to revive me. They accused

me of giving false information and kicked me, saying 'Lavalas journalist.'' Finally...they released me.
•55

" Due to intensified repression against iu staff. Utile suspended publication in October 1993.

" Agence Haitienne de Presse, '182 Resume de NouveUes Nationales, 21-27 June, 1993.*

" UN Secretary-General, Situation, October 25. 1993.

" Interview with Venel Remarais. Director of the Haitian Press Agency (Agence Hattierme de Presse), June 29. 1993

" Vilme's report of being jailed at Fon Dimanche is one of several recent testimonies indicating that the infamous torture

center, closed in 1990, is once more being used by the military. Interview, Pon-au-Prince, July 16. 1993.
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Vn. VIOLENCE LEADING UP TO ARISTIDE'S SCHEDULED RETURN,
OCTOBER 30, 1993

In the weeks leading up to October 30, 1993 — the deadline set by the Governors Island agreement for

Aristide's return to Haiti — pajamilitary groups, such as FRAPH, increasingly claimed the streets of Port-au-

Prince, acting with the blessing and cooperation of the army. Although the greatest violence occurred in the

capital, towns and villages throughout the country experienced a striking rise in repression. In addition to the

shocking assassinations of Aristide supporter Antoine Izm6ry (on September 1 1) and Justice Minister Guy Malary

(October 14), as described in Section V, many other serious human rights violations were committed by the army

and its supporters during this period.

Three Killed at the Reinstatement of Mayor Evans Paul

Armed civilians killed at least three people and badly wounded many others during the September 8, 1993

ceremony to reinstate Evans Paul as mayor of Port-au-Prince. The event was a nirning point in the Haitian crisis,

revealing the lengths to which the military would go to prevent a popularly elected leader from resuming office,

and providing an inkling of what would later become only too clear — that the army had no intention of allowing

Aristide to return and would not respect the Governors Island agreement.

When Mayor Paul announced on September 2 his intentions to resume office, gun toting strongmen seized

and occupied city hall. Attaches brazenly told local Radio Metropole that they did not recognize Malval as prime

minister or Evans Paul as mayor. If the two tried to enter city hall, one man told a reporter, "they will be

corpses."

Until half an hour before the scheduled ceremony over 2(X) armed civilian attaches continued to occupy city

hall. Finally, at 1 1 :40 A.M., about thirty uniformed police esconed the occupiers from the building allowing Paul,

Prime Minister Robert Malval, members of his government, and foreign diplomats to enter.

During the brief ceremony inside city hall, violence began outside. Armed men began beating Paul supponers,

as well as journalists, street vendors, and other bystanders. The crowd was violently dispersed by civilians

wielding large sticks, knives, and guns. At least three people — Cipher Rivage, Edris Bayard, and Uvius Brunis

— were killed and eighteen wounded, while uniformed police stood by and did nothing.

Among the wounded was thirty-three-year-old Bellony Jeannot, who was slashed across the stomach by a

knife-wielding man approximately fifty-years-old. Jeannot described the scene:

When the attaches took the building hostage, I was standing outside, across the street. They were

watching us. I was with a whole crowd of people. At about noon, when the mayor appeared, we

all began to applaud. That's when the shooting started. I saw people who appeared to be shot fall

to the ground....Someone near me hit me on my right temple with his fist. Then a guy standing

right behind me on my right side pulled out a knife and slit my stomach. My whole insides

seemed to fall out. I had on a shirt which I used to keep everything from spilling over.**

Police, who remained on the scene as Mayor Paul and the other dignitaries left city hall in their cars, would

not protect journalists inside the building. Radio Tropic-FM reporter Emmanuel Laurent was beaten by armed

men, who yelled curses at the journalists, blaming them for selling out the country.

The police also proved helpless in guaranteeing the safety of government personnel leaving the scene. Armed

men assaulted many of the cars, and the new Minister of Information, Herve Denis, was wounded in the head

•* Interview, Pon-au-Prince. September 21, 1993.
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by glass shards when rioiers attacked his car, shattering the windshield. One of his bodyguards was also wounded.

Not long after Paul left city hall, anned civilians retook the building. The mayor has asked Police Chief

Michel Francois to rid the premises of the atuchds and provide police security, but as of the publication of this

report, they remain entrenched."

The International Civilian Mission described the preliminary report prepared by the public prosecutor

(commissaire de gouvernement) as identifying some of the armed men as active members of the armed forces.

The prosecutor resigned, however, and the final report was never issued.

Army-supported Attaches Thwart Malval Govemmoit
Throughout September and October, members of the Malval government were similarly, if less dramatically,

prevented from assuming office. In most cases, groups of aggressive, armed civilians would gather outside and

often inside government buildings. Prime Minister Malval himself was forced to work at home for his entire

tenure because the state-owned Villa D'Accueil where he proposed to establish his offices remained occupied by

attaches. The newly appointed directors of state-owned television and radio were delayed for days from assuming

their posts. After briefly exercising control in late September, they were ousted by armed supporters of a

Duvalierist organization who took over the station's facilities on October 11.

On September 14 and 15, Finance Minister Marie Michelle Rey was forced to call on diplomats to escort her

from her office because of crowds of armed men threatening her ministry. On September 16, demonstrators inside

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs disrupted the installation of Malval's foreign minister, Claudette Werleigh, yelling

"Down with Caputo" and noisily occupying rooms on the building's second floor. They chased reponers from

the building with threats.

A band of men surged into the offices of the Superior Court of Audits and Administrative Disputes {Cour

Superieure des Comptes et du Contentieux Administratif) on October 4, pushed around and threatened newly-

chosen court president, Duti Mackenzie, and forced him into a private jeep. They also threatened the court's vice

president before letting both men go. On the same day, the Supreme Court chief appointed after the coup d'etat,

Emile Jonassaint, defied Justice Minister Guy Malary's order that he retire and, instead, held ceremonies marking

the reopening of the judicial calendar. The ceremonies were attended by General Raoul C^dras and other members

of the high command and were protected by a strong police presence.

Mirebalais September Repression

In Mirebalais, in the Central Plateau, soldiers beat up eight people and tried to arrest the town's deputy mayor

after they found pro-Aristide leaflets in the town on September 13, 1993. According to Jean Elv6 Tironfi, 39, a

coordinator of the Agricultural Workers Union of Savanene (Syndicat des Travailleurs Agricoles de Savanette,

STAS), there was intermittent shooting throughout the day and night of September 16 in Mirebalais. Tiron6 said

the militar)' seized Mondesir Duplessy, Paulas Aceus, Camelo Ocessite, Roger Ocessite, Michelaire Mertilus,

Mme. Porcelly Casseus, and a man laiown as Dieuseul. They beat them and forced them to wipe pro-Aristide

graffiti from the town walls. TironS himself escaped an anempted arrest by a group of soldiers led by Section

Chief Kebreau Tezan of the Gascogne section, after which he went into hiding in the nearby fields and mountains.

On September 18, he was walking to Carrefour Peligre to catch a bus to Port-au-Prince when he encountered two

soldiers from the Mirebalais army post who recognized him and began to hit him on the head with the butts of

their rifles. They continued to beat him all over his body with a baton, telling him with each blow that they would

" In a September 22, 1993. lener to Police Chief Michel Francois, Mayor Paul asked the police to oust the group of

violent individuals occupying his office and 'place at the service of the mayor's office, as in the past, a detachment of police,

in view toward assisting in reestablishing order and guaranteeing security ...* He also noted in this letter that the city ball

annex had been taken over without his permission by FRAPH, which turned it into their headquarters.
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kill him before October 30. The soldiers stole USS160 (2,000 gourdes) and most of his clothes, leaving him in

his undershom.'*

Deputy Mayor Jean Clouire C£noble, 37, elected under the banner of the National Front for Change and

Democracy {Front National pour le Oumgemem et la Democratie, FNCD) barely escaped arrest by a squad of

soldiers led by the local comnulnder. Lieutenant Placide Jolicoeur, on the morning of September IS. C^noble

stopped by a neighbor's house as soldiers surrounded his home, seeking to arrest him. He fled into the bush and

the next day managed to escape to Port-au-Prince. Two days earlier. Section Chief Kebreau Tezan had fired his

gun into the air in front of Cdnoble's house.^

Assault on Jean-Claude B^jeux's House

Jean-Claude Bajeux and the Ecumenical Center for Human Rights, which he directs, received threatening

phone calls after he publicly denounced the National Museum for its exhibit honoring Francois Duvalier. (Bajeux

lost many members of his immediate family to the Duvalier terror.)

Three gun and machete toting assailants, one of whom appeared to be a teenager, jumped the gate to Bajeux's

house in the Desprez neighborhood of Port-au-Prince on the night of October 4. Forcing their way into the house

around 9:00 P.M., they demanded to know where Bajeux was. When the two household staff members refiised

to disclose his whereabouts, the intruders assaulted them. They kicked the watchman Farol down the stairs and

beat the cook Jacqueline with the butts of their guns. The thugs tied their wrists and ankles with telephone cord

and covered their faces with adhesive t^>e. When a neighbor passing by heard the noise and yelled, 'What's

going on in there?" the attackers shot him in the stomach. Before leaving, they stole a suitcase, filling it with

Bajeux's personal effects. A French couple who lived upstairs in the house at the time were unharmed.

FRAPH Assault at Hotel Christopher

In October, FRAPH called for demonstrations and general strikes to protest both the presence of the

International Civilian Mission in Haiti and the mediation of Dante Caputo. On October 5, armed civilians arriving

at a FRAPH press conference attacked a group of people leaving a meeting with Mayor Evans Paul and ransacked

the parliamentary liaison office of the prime minister. The assault, witnessed by foreign reporters and members

of the Mission, occurred on the grounds of the Hotel Christopher in Port-au-Prince, where FRAPH had gathered

to announce a general strike.

More than 100 FRAPH supporters surrounded the liaison office where Paul had just concluded a meeting with

local school principals. The armed civilians, some firing automatic weapons, broke into the building, ransacked

it and illegally arrested forty-one people. Uniformed police who were present, the Mission reported, "made no

attempt to control the conduct of the armed civilians and they themselves participated in the illegal arrests.'*"

The forty-one detainees, including former Senator Wesner Emmanuel and his son, were forced from the building

with their hands over their heads and taken to the Anti-gang Service police station in the same vehicles that had

been used to transport supporters to the FRAPH press conference. Police accused the detainees of assault but

released them without filing formal charges.

" They told Tironi that they weren't arresting him because they knew that the International Civilian Mission would set

him free. According to Tironi and Cinoble, the Mission's practice of undertaking efforts to free people illegally arrested

had led to a change in the military authorities' tactics: more frequent beatings without detention. Interview, Pon-au-Prince,

September 20, 1993.

" Interview, Pon-au-Prince, September 20, 1993.

" UN Secretary-General, Situation, November 18, 1993.
1
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FR-^H leaders, in the October 5 press conference, called for a general strike to begin on 0;;op;r '. s:a;irii;

they would use "any means whatsoever" to grind the countrj' to a halt if the Malval go\ emment did not admit

Duvalierists imo the cabinet. They warned merchants and public transpon drivers, in panicular, to stay home.

By paralyzing the country with fear, the strike succeeded. A few courageous trade union and popular

organization leaders spoke out on the radio in opposition to the strike, yet very few people dared to leave their

homes. Many of those who did were met with intimidation and violence.

"On many occasions," the Internationa! Civilian Mission reponed, "armed men assaulted shopkeepers,

stallholders and passersby, and fired shots to spread panic among the population." In Carrefour, Mission

observers were forced to withdraw from a site where armed men were inflicting beatings after they were

threatened with automatic weapons. In Port-au-Prince, "throughout the day, police patrols were often observed

escorting the armed civilians enforcing the strike and sometimes acting in concert with them from the same
vehicles." In Jacmel and Gonaives, "soldiers were seen assisting civilians in enforcing the struk.e.""

At the Petionville market, armed men fired their guns into the air and exploded tear gas to clear the market

before noon. In other city markets, such as Poste Marchande, Carrefour Pean, Delmas 32, and Tete Boeuf, there

were reports of intimidation. Local Radio Tropic-FM reponed that twelve people were brought to the State

University of Haiti Hospital with bullet wounds during the day of the strike.

During a later strike on November 4-S, again initiated by fraph and another Duvalierist group, Capois la

Morr, soldiers and armed civilians patrolled the streets of Port-au-Prince, enforcing the strike call. At the Marchfi

Vallieres, vendors were beaten and their produce stalls overturned. In nearby Kenskoff, soldiers and armed
civilians forced schools to close and dispersed merchants from the market, beating some of them. In Petionville,

soldiers and attaches arrived at the market and ordered shoppers and vendors to leave.

On November 5, the driver of a motorcycle taxi was shot to death by an armed civilian who objected to his

working that day. The man had been discussing the price of a fare on Ruelle Nazon when the attach^ approached,

asking whether he knew about the fraph strike. When the driver declared his need to work, the attache shot

him."

VSS Harlan County

FRAPH ako organized the "demonstration" at the pon in Port-au-Prince on October 11, the day the USS
Harlan County was scheduled to unload its contingent of U.S. and Canadian military trainers. In a radio

broadcast, FRAPH leader Emmanuel Constant urged all "patriotic Haitians" to go down to the waterfront to protest

the militarj' mission's arrival. The events at the port that day were reported throughout the world.

The gates to the wharf were kept closed by Port Security, and the Harlan County was prevented from docking

by the presence of a freighter in the deep water berth. Gun-toting FRAPH demonstrators and atuch6s yelled insults

at the scores of foreign journalists, and then violently assaulted them and the car of the U.S. charge d'affaires.

All this took place, according to International Civilian Mission monitors, "in the presence of a large number of

uniformed police who did not intervene.""

•'Ibid.

" Resistance ei Democraiie, Volume 2, Number 20. Resistance et Democratie is an anonymously published bulletin,

distributed by facsimile, containing information collected from Haitian human rights groups.

" UN Secretary-General, Situation, November 18. 1993.
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Wave of Arrests in Belle Anse

The military increased attacks against pro-Aristide activists in October in and around Belle Anse, a rural town

on the southern coast near the border with the Dominican Republic. On the evening of October 21 , 1993. Section

Chief Oxilus Remy of Bodary. a section of Grand Cosier, fired his gun at the house of the Grand Gosier Deputy

Mayor Leon Calixte, who fled.

The following night in Bodary, Remy and Corporal Dilrick arrested Ramil Joseph, a member of the Bodary

section council (Conseil d'Administration de la Section, CASEC), accusing him of being pro-Lavoioj. Joseph was

badly beaten while in custody. Two other men, Benoit Belizaire, a member of the Peasant and Workers

Organization of Terre Rouge (Organization des Paysans et Travailleurs de Terre Rouge, OPTT) and Antonio

Jocelyn, director of the chapel of Terre Rouge, were also arrested on the same night and taken to the Bodary

military post. All of the men were beaten while in custody and forced to pay a bribe for their freedom.

An activist named Simon Medi fled his home when soldiers fired shots in front of his house and then forcibly

entered. Soldiers and armed civilians fired on the residence of Gaston Tanis, justice of the peace, during the night

of October 22. He and Robert Cassagnol, the substimte justice of the peace, who was accused of being close to

President Aristide, fled Thiotte on October 27." Several hundred people are reported to have fled the Belle Anse

areas for the Dominican Republic in the wake of the crackdown."

Attacks in Desarmes, Verrettes

On October 30 in Verrettes in the Artibonite, Section Chief Nevers Jean-Baptiste, together with the section

chief of Desarmes, the fourth communal section, and several deputies, organized a demonstration. During the

march, the group killed one man, wounded several and damaged and looted six houses, including two houses of

members ofWomen in Action of Desarmes (Femmes en action de Desarmes). The man killed, Barth6Iemy Albert.

47, was the husband of a member of Women in Action of Desarmes. They left a message for the woman stating

that Aristide could take the place of her husband when he returns. Maxo, the brother of another member of the

group, was blinded in one eye by the assailants. Members of Women in Action were forced to flee the area."

Terror in Saut d'Eau

Two section chiefs led a campaign of terror and intimidation in Saut d'Eau, near Mirebalais. On the morning

of October 30, Section Chiefs Floran Thelice and Emile Exumd gathered eighty armed deputies and other

followers, to demonstrate in the Coupe Mardigras hamlet of Saut d'Eau against Aristide and UN mediator Dante

Caputo and in favor of FRAPH. The crowd looted and wrecked ten houses belonging to members of the Saut d'Eau

Clear View Cooperative Peasant Group Federation {Federasyon Gwoupmaii Pe)izan KoiiibirLaveje Sodo, FGPKLS)

and beat and arrested as many as thirty people, according to diverse reports.

Among those assaulted and whose homes were destroyed by the military-directed thugs were Antoine Charles,

60, a health monitor and FGPKLS leader who was badly beaten on the head and midsection; Marie Jeune Cineus.

who was beaten and given the kalot marasa, and Francine Poleston, 72, an FNCD member of the elected

administrative council of the communal section.

Yvette Virgile was arrested, beaten and forced to pay USS40 (500 gourdes) for her freedom. Luckner

Pauleston was tied to a horse, which his assailants ordered to gallop, pulling him for a distance of several meters.

" Resistance et Democratie, Volume 2, Number 20.

" Agence Haitienne de Presse. 201 Resumi de Nouvelles Nationales, 1-7 Nov, 1993.

" Resistance et Democratie, Volume 2, Number 16.
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TeiTuIien Georges was tied up and jailed for three days in Section Chief Thelice's house. Others arrested and
mistreated included Bote Brunie, Denis Charles. Origine Dorilus, aixl Crisil Aurile.*^

Other October 30 Violence

In Port-au-Prince, there was iiuermittent shooting throughout the days and nights as October 30 drew near.

Armed civilians terrorized the residents of poor and working class neighborhoods, and bodies were left in the

streets every morning. The remaids of four young men were found on Boulevard Harry Truman in downtown
Port-au-Prince on October 26. Two young men were assassinated in the St. Thfirese section of Petionville during

the last week of Oaober."

On October 30. 1993. the mutilated corpse of Toto Gabriel was found near his home on the Hermann Pape
block of 5th Avenue Bolosse, in Port-au-Prince. Gabriel's head and feet had been cut off and scattered. The
leader of the local watch comminee, Gros Marin, who is also Gabriel's cousin, was shot and wounded around

5.00 P.M. the previous evening when a squad of armed civilians entered the area firing their guns and seeking

a man name Roosevelt, who they claimed to be pto-Lavalas. Gros Marin organized watch committee members
to throw stones at the men. who left, only to renrni later ^hat night, seizing Gabriel.^

Two people were reportedly killed in Saint Marc on October 30 — a bread seller and the husband of a woman
sought by the miUtary because of her community activism.^

The homes oftwo parliamentarians sympathetic to Aristide were attacked on October 30. The home of Deputy

Samuel Madistin of the Haitian Christian Democratic Party (Parti Democrate Chretien Haitien, PDCH) was

attacked in Estire. in the Anibonite. on October 30. Madistin's mother was injured by broken glass from a

window shattered by bullets.^' A group of armed civilians led by the section chief fired several rounds at Deputy

Jean Mandenave's home in Plaisance in the north.^

Reporter Luc Francois's home in Jacmel was machine gunned on the evening of October 30 by armed
civilians. Francois had worked as Jacmel correspondent for Radio Haiti-Inter until it shut down after the coup;

the attack was said to be in retaliation for an anide Francois wrote for the New York-based Haiti ProgresP

Vm. TERROR CONTINUES

The campaign of terror did not end on October 30. During the first two weeks of November, Port-au-Prince

was the scene of almost constant gunfire. Much of this was celebratory by fraph and other armed civilian groups

rejoicing in the failure of the plan to restore President Aristide, but was nonetheless terrifying to the general

populace. A large number of assassinations, some clearly political and others with combined criminal and political

" Interview, Port-au-Prince, November 1993; Agence Haltienne de Presse, "201 Resume de Nouvelles Nationales, 1-7

Novembre. 1993.'

" Resistance el Democratie, Volume 2, Number 16.

** Resistance et Democratie, Volume 2, Numbers IS and 16.

' Resistance et Democratie, Volume 2, Number 16.

" Resistance et Democratie, Volume 2, Number 21.

"^ Resistance et Democratie, Volume 2, Numben 23-24.

^ Agence Haitienne de Presse, 201 Resumd de Nouvelles Natiotudes, 1-7 Novembre, 1993.
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motives, continued to occur in November and December." The two dozen International Civilian Mission

monitors who returned to Port-au-Prince in late January reported an alarming number of killings, disappearances

and arbitrary arrests during the first months of 1994.

Persecution Intensifies in the Artibonite

In early November in Perodin, the local section chief tortured and arrested several members of the Assembly

of Perodin Peasants (RPP). Members of the RPP have been under severe pressure from Section Chief Edner Odeide

since the 1991 coup.

Four members of the RPP, Celor Josaphat, Previlus Eluina, Licalixte Jean Louinat, and Derilus Cleartune,

were arrested by Odeide and two armed men in civilian clothes on November 7 as they were walking toward

Petite Riviire. They were tied back-to-back in pairs with rope and taken to the section chiefs house, where some

ten uniformed soldiers disparaged them for being pro-Lavalas, saying "You think your papa [Aristide] will come

back, but he won't."

Some of the men's relatives followed them to the house where a soldier told them they'd have to pay USS160

(2,000 gourdes) for their freedom. When they collected the money and handed it over to Odeide, the section chief

told them that only the military post in Petite Riviere had the authority to free the men. The four prisoners spent

the day tied up on the floor of the section chiefs house. Late in the evening, four soldiers got them up and

ordered them to walk to Petite Riviire with them. Upon their arrival the next morning, Cleartune was able to

escape as the soldiers stopped in the marketplace for a drink. At the army post in Petite Riviere, a corporal

ordered the three remaining prisoners to lie down on their stomachs on the floor. Several soldiers kicked the men

and beat them with their batons, relieving one another when they became tired. Several hours later, the three men

were carried out and dumped on the ground behind the post. Celor Josaphat was left with a broken left arm,

badly swollen buttocks, blurred vision and many bruises.

Rape in the St. Marc Prison

Carmene Dormilus Benjamin was arrested by four men in civilian clothes driving a Peugeot pick-up on

November 13, 1993, as she left the Cabaret office of Teleco, the state telephone company, north of Pon-au-

Prince. They took her to the army post at Arcahaie, then sent her to the prison in the army base in the larger

town of St. Marc. At the St. Marc prison, she was placed in a cell holding both women and men, including a

pregnant woman who had been badly beaten and an elderly man who appeared on the verge of death. She asked

to be moved to another cell, and on November 14, a soldier granted her request, but then threatened to beat her

or kill her if she did not submit to his sexual advances. After raping her, he returned her to her former cell in

the morning. During her interrogation by the captain in charge of the base, soldiers slapped her three times and

kicked her in the stomach, demanding that she reveal the whereabouts of her husband. Rene Sylveus Benjamin,

a church worker. Her family was denied permission to visit her at the prison until she was freed on November

16, after paying US$120 (1500 gourdes).''

Soldiers Sweep Gonai'ves Shantjtown

Soldiers seeking Amio "Cubain" Metayer, a leader of the Raboteau community in Gonaives, arrested the

following youths from Raboteau in Port-au-Prince on November 20, 1993: Balaguer Metayer ("Chatte"), 17;

Joseph Cius ("Djobit"); Bertrand Dorismond; Pierre-Paul Dorismond; Dieujuste; "Abdale;" "Frito;" "Ti Claude."

The following day, Jean Claude Teophin, also of Gonaives, was arrested right after leaving the U.S. refugee

processing locale. Three others, including "Cubain," escaped capture. The detained youths had traveled to Port-

au-Prince intending to apply for political asylum. All were taken to Gonaives anJ jailed.

'* Radio stations reported the killings of at least twenty-two people on November 12 and 13 in Pon-au-Prince. including

five money changers on the Rue Pavte on November 13, twelve people in the Poste Marchand section, and five in Cite

Soleil.

" Resistance ei Democratie, Volume 2, Numbers 23-24.
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On November 21, several others were irrested separately in Gonaives, including Sergot Metayer. Rosny

Toussaint. "Pinikrit,' (arrested at his mother's wake), Augustin Charitable, Senatus, Michel Fermilus. and

Alourdes Meuyer.

Some, if not all, of the detainees were beaten badly. 'Chatte" was beaten on his head, back and buttocks.

Augustin Charitable was reportedly beaten in the djak position. Alourdes Meuyer was beaten so badly in the

abdomen that she miscarried her baby. She was released on December 17 along with most of the others.

Jean Claude Teopbin, also badly beaten, was not released until January 24, 1994. Seventeen-year-old "Chatte"

remains in prison at die time of publication. His family has been unable to see him for fear of reprisal. They

learned in a message he managed to smuggle out of the prison that his hands had been kept tied together for

twenty-two days and diat he was suffering from chronic head and stomach pains.^

A group of unifonned soldiers and attachds made a return sweep of the Raboteau neighborhood seeking Amio

Metayer on December 19. In one courtyard (a cluster of houses) fifteen adults and fourteen minors, ages four

to fifteen were beaten." Victims of the assault reported that they were made to lie face down on the dirt floor

for hours while soldiers beat them. The soldiers then carried out a house-to-house search during which they beat

and mistreated residents, mostly women and children, and demanded information regarding the whereabouts of

Meuyer, furing their guns randomly in the neighborhood.

People seeking to escape from the assailants fled into the sea while the soldiers and armed civilians shot at

them. Evaluate Bomdus reportedly drowned trying to escape the shooting, and Louisiana Jean, an elderly

woman, died of shock during the raid. Many residents immediately left the neighborhood and have not returned

since. A seamstress, imerviewed by HRW/Americas and nchr, was too afraid to return and recover her sewing

machine so that she could work. Residents identified one of their assailants as a former neighborhood activist who

is now a FKAPH leader.

Torture and Arbitrary Arrest in Les Cayes

Christian Joseph, 25, was illegally arrested on December 1, 1993, and tortured in a house outside the

southern city of Les Cayes. The Aristide supporter and member of a local organization called Open Eyes (Lave

Je), went into hiding following the 1991 coup, returning to his home in December 1992. On February 12, 1993,

Section Chief Leder R^stre ordered two anach^s to arrest Joseph. They beat him twenty-two times with a baton

before freeing him when a family friend paid US$12 (150 gourdes). The section chief, who accused Joseph of

being responsible for distributing leaflets reading "Down with Leder Registre," told him to get out of town.

Joseph followed his advice, and did not remm home until October 1993. On December 1 around 10:00 a.m.,

he was stopped while riding a bicycle to Les Cayes by a Toyota pickup carrying a uniformed soldier, Registre,

and two men in civilim clothes. The soldier forced him into the vehicle, blindfolded him, and drove him to a

house where he saw two other prisoners, both Lavalas supporters, who had been there for two days.

On the morning of December 2, one of his captors blindfolded him once more and took him out of the room.

He kicked Joseph in the midsection, causing him to fall, and ^en stood on his back. Turning him over, the man

then walked on Joseph's stomach. Joseph described the torture:

The next morning, the same man came into the room. He tied on the blindfold, forced me to lie

down and tied my hands together. Several people beat me, walked on my stomach, kicked me

* Interviews, Gouivcs, Febreaiy. 12, 1994.

'" HRW/Americas and NCHR were also shown photographs of the injuries sustained by residents of this courtyard. Some

victims interviewed stiD had visible signs of the beatings at the time of the interview. Interview, Gonaives. February 12,

1994.
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in the neck, forced me to crawl on my stomach, forced me to stand up to give me the kalot

marasa. I received two blows to the jaw with the bun of a gun and lost a tooth."

Joseph was taken from the prison on the evening of December 6, blindfolded and put onto a vehicle. The

blindfold was removed after they passed Les Cayes and he later managed to escape when the car broke down.

FRAPH Arson in Citi Soleil Kills at Least 36

A devastating fire swept the shantytown of Cit< Soleil on December 27, 1993. The deliberate setting of fires

by armed men, who later prevented many residents from leaving the burning site, appeared to be in retaliation

for the violent death of leading FRAPH member Issa Paul. Paul, the local fraph treasurer, proprietor of a funeral

parlor, and Carnival band leader, was killed in the early hours of December 27 in unclear circumstances. FRAPH

leader Emmanuel Constant, blaming Aristide supporters, told reporters that a mob had hacked off Paul's arms

and set him on fire. This account has been questioned by many Haitians, who believe Paul may have been killed

as part of a quarrel within FRAPH.

The attack on Cit6 Soleil was conducted by a large number of armed men. Carrying guns, grenades, and

machetes, they entered the neighborhood, looked for specific persons and shot them on sight, doused the

precarious one-room shacks with gasoline, set them alight, and fired their weapons into the air as the flames

spread.

Although FRAPH leaders have denied responsibility for the massacre, victims interviewed reported that FRAPH

members shot and killed some residents, while others perished in the fire, prevented from escaping by the

arsonists, with the tacit support of uniformed police. During the fire, known FRAPH members beat and arrested

several people under the eyes of the miliury. Police did not intervene to stop the carnage, nor did the fire

department, which is under military control, make any effon to douse the flames. The Justice and Peace

Commission reported that firefighters were turned back by armed men, who said "they didn't have any need for

them yet."™

Devastated residents of this shantytown, where most houses are built of scraps of wood, corrugated metal and

cardboard, lost everything in the fire. All that was left standing in some places were sections of roof and metal

bed frames."

Initial reports coming from the Center for Development and Health (Centre de Developpement et de Santi,

CDS), a USAID-funded agency in Cite Soleil, said that no more than four people were killed and 250 families

left homeless. A later health ministry report said that 860 homes were destroyed. leaving at least 5,000 without

shelter. The Justice and Peace Commission reported the identities of 36 people killed during the incident, as well

as 25 people disappeared or unaccounted for. and four injured. Investigations into the massacre are continuing,

and another credible estimate put the number of people dead as high as 102."

Those reported killed were: V6lius Joachim. 36. originally from BaradSres; Estfve Jean, 60. from BaradSres;

Natasha Caf6, 6, from Jacmel; Andr6 Louis, 28, from Baraderes; Katia Isnadfere, 2; Jean-Robert Dagrin. 4;

Francilia Fran?ois. 43, from Jeremie; Macule Pierre, 22, from J6rdmie; Lessage Trazil. 35. from Thomazeau;

Yves Jean. 46. from Port-au-Prince; htna Alsey, 21, from Moron; Woodly Jean, 1, from Anse-i-Pitre; Yves

" Interview. Port-au-Prince. February 7. 1994.

" Commission Archidiocisanc Justice ei Paix de Port-au-Prince. "27 Dicembre 1993 i Cit6 Soleil: L'Honeur Ponfc

i son Comble! Bilan Provisoire des Gas de Disparitions, de Mens et de BIess6s," January 1994. Translated by NCHR.

" David Beard. "Stricken Slum has been site of 'civil war' since Aristide's ouster," Associated Press. December 28.

1993.

" Interview with residents, Port-au-Prince. February 11. 1994.
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Fils. 36, from Jacmel; Venia Mass£, 3. from Petite Riviire de rAnibonite; Elina Joseph, 28, from Mirebalais:

Darline Jean-Baptiste, 8, from Thiotte; Manouchka Jean-Baptiste, 5, from Thione; Rodrigue Madichon, 41 , from

Lascahobas; Sijine Mardi, 72, from Foret des Pins; Apollon Alexandre, 30, from Anse d'Hainault; Jean

Edmond, 40, from Anse-a-Pitre; Rosema Mondesir, 10, Adancia Constant, 80, of Jacmel; Mercini Veils, 23,

from Les Cayes and his children James Velis, 1, and Memize Velis, 3 months; Ena Raymond, 43, from Les

Cayes, and her daughter, Claudie Raymond, 4; Justine Jean, 35, from Anse-a-Piire, and her children Maniela

Nelson, 4. and Bamave Neson, 2 1/2 months; Simon Francois, IS months; Miliana Colon, an adult fr:m Thione;

Gabriel Rabel, 25, from Anse-a-Pitre and his daughter Daniela Rabel, 2 months; and Darlene Claude, 3. (Almost

all of the victims lived in the Soleil 15 or Soleil 17 sections of Cit6 Soleil.)

Villus Joachim was shot to death by fraph members during the fire. According to his wife. Joachim was
taken away blindfolded and shot dead as she was helping their four children escape the fire, which destroyed their

house and all their possessions. The family had moved to CM Soleil from another Port-au-Prince neighborhood,

where they had been harassed by armed men. The harassment continued in C'n& Soleil. Prior to the fire, armed
men had come to their home in Cit6 Soleil five different times looking for Joachim.*^

Est^ve Jean and his daughter Natasha Caf6, age 6, perished in the fire when armed men prevented them from

escaping. Jean's widow told HRW/Americas-NCHR investigators that armed men in civilian dress and military-

uniforms encircled the area hours prior to the attack. They nailed doors shut, imprisoning people in their homes,

threw gasoline and grenades to stan the fire, and beat people back to prevent their escape. When asked why they

did this she replied, "because they knew he was a Lavalas. In 1991 they shot him in the leg for having an

Aristide poster. After that he couldn't work. We used to live in Bolosse, but after my husband was persecuted

we moved to Cit6 Soleil.""

Ghislaine, a mother of five children, lost her house and belongings in the fire. Her husband had been in

hiding for over a year, persecuted because of his work on the 1990 presidential elections. On May 21, 1992, six

men in civilian dress armed with rifles came to the house looking for him. They forced the door open and beat

her in the face with their guns. (She is still partially blind in one eye.) With this latest attack, she has been left

homeless, with her five children dispersed among different relatives. When asked why she thought this had

happened, she responded that it was in retaliation for the killing of Issa Paul, which had been attributed to

Aristide supporters. "They said that first it would be the mm of the boys and men, and the turn of the girls and

women was coming soon. They said that every day someone in Cit^ Soleil will be killed. And it has been that

way.'**

The Justice and Peace Commission also reported widespread corruption in the provision of emergency

assistance to the victims, which was coordinated by die CDS, with support from USAID. Cards identifying victims

eligible for assistance were being sold for USS35-40 (400-500 gourdes), fraph offices in the stricken area,

particularly Soleil 17, were preventing many real victims from registering with the CDS. Others, they reported,

were afraid to approach the CDS for. fear of being caught by fraph members in the area. Arson victims

interviewed by HRW/Americas and the National Coalition for Haitian Refugees (NCHR) corroborated these

reporu.

Assassinations in Sarthe

Heavily armed soldiers assassinated a group of young men in the early hours of February 3, 1994, in Sarthe

near Carrefour Vincent, just north of Port-au-Prince. Uniformed troops and armed men in civilian dress projected

tear gas into the house where the young men were meeting, forcing all inside to flee. As they exited the building.

*^ Interview, Port-au-Prince, February 11, 1994.

"Ibid.

"Ibid.
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the soldiers opened fire, killing them. Six bodies were found inside the house, and forensic examination suggested

they had been killed after surrender, when lying on the floor. The depression crater from a grenade detonated

in the attack was noticeable inside the house and four pools of blood were discovered just outside. The six bodies

found at the house and additional casualties of the attack encountered in neighboring streets, combined for a final

death toll as high as fifteen.

The youths reportedly belonged to the Unity Organization to Combat the Misery of the Haitian People

{Oganisasyon Tet Ansamn pou Kombat Mize Pep Ayisyen, OTAKAMPA) based in Cite Soleil. They had left Cit6

Soleil to escape the repression there, which intensified following the December 1993 fire.

Police from the Delmas 33 station told the International Civilian Mission, which denounced the attack, that

the youths were part of a "terrorist and subversive organization" and that they had an argument among themselves

over money."

Killings Continue in Citi Soleil

The president of a Cit6 Soleil political movement (Alliance des Democrates Patriotes Revolutionnaires

Haftiens) reported the killing of five young men around 10:00 P.M. on February 9, 1994, in Chi Soleil 17 and

19. A large number of soldiers and armed civilians he identified as local FRAPH members, came to the

neighborhood in vehicles. They hacked with machetes and shot three of the young men in front of a neighboring

house, then pursued the other two as they attempted to flee, killing them also. The three bodies found at the house

were identified as Ti Nes Jean, Paul Daniel, and Philippe Antoine. All of the victims were members of the

Lintheau Youth Group (Kombit Jen Unto). After the killings, the witness helped cover the bodies, but no one

removed them because the perpetrators kept circling the area. Pigs began to eat the bodies of the two that had

tried to run away. The next evening, unidentified men arrived and removed the bodies."*

By mid-March, more than seventy cases of extrajudicial killings and suspicious deaths had been reported to

the UN/OAS International Civilian Mission, following the return of a small contingent of observers to Pon-au-

Prince on January 31. In the first two weeks of March alone, the Mission was investigating twenty-one cases

of extrajudicial killings and suspicious deaths in the capital; sixteen of these occurred in Cite Soleil.

IX. INTERNATIONAL ACTORS

U.S. Policy

"We're hemorrhaging credibility."

— Unnamed U.S. official following USS Harlan County withdrawal.

Instead of insisting that the protection of human rights of Haitians be a fundamental component of any

political solution in Haiti, the Clinton administration deliberately ignored the issue of human rights throughout

the Governors Island negotiations and after. In a demonstration of its willingness to set aside human rights in the

hopes of achieving a quick political settlement, the Administration sacrificed accountability for those who

committed human rights violations following the September 1991 coup, and supported an indiscriminate and

inhumane policy of forcibly repatriating Haitians fleeing well-documented persecution. While the Administration

took some actions against the de faao leaders following the collapse of the Governors Island Accord, those

actions were undermined by its record of granting innumerable concessions to the human rights abusers in power

in Port-au-Prince who chose to ignore the Accord's provisions. Now, with its credibility seriously undermined,

the Administration is left with few options to facilitate the restoration of democracy in Haiti.

" Communique de Presse, Imemational Civilian Mission in Haiti, OAS/un, February, 9, 1994.

" Interview, Pon-au-Prince, February 11, 1994.
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Govenwn Island Accord and Accountability

The ill-faied Governors Island Accord was signed on July 3. It called for the resignation of General Cddras
shonly before the return of President Aristide to Haiti on October 30, the lifting of UN and OAS sanctions, and
the provision of more than $1 billion in international assistance. After the conditions of the Accord were met,

Haiti ws also set to receive technical and military assistance to promote development and administrative, judicial

and military reform, including the separation of the police from the army.

Periaps the most controversial requirement of the Accord called for Aristide to issue an amnesty in

accordance with the Haitian Constitution, which allows the president to accord amnesty for political crimes

(crimes against the state), but not for common crimes (crimes against individuals). Aristide was under consistent

pressure from UN Special Envoy Dante Caputo and Ambassador Lawrence Pezzullo, Special Envoy for President

Clinton, to make concessions on the Haitian army's accountability for its crimes. Aristide acquiesced, but insisted

correctly that the amnesty should cover only the crimes relating to overturning the constitutional order, not

murders, disappearances and torture that had taken place since the coup.

As could be predicted, the amnesty proved to be a serious point of contention between Aristide and the de
facto leaders. But, instead of siding with Aristide in a public, unequivocal way, the Administration consistently

refused ta state publicly its position on which crimes should be included in the amnesty or whether an amnesty
law needed to be passed by the Haitian parliamem. Privately, the Administration argued that a broad amnesty was
necessaiy to satisfy the demands of the defaao rulers. In fact, during August and September, U.S. officials now
acknowledge that they presented the Justice Minister and Prime Minister Malval with drafts of amnesty laws

similario those passed in other countries, some of which covered not just crimes against the state, but also serious

human rights abuses against Haitians.

AlflKMigh U.S. officials said that Justice Minister Guy Malary was working on an amnesty law when he was
killed", ia an interview one day before his death, Malary discussed the amnesty question with NCHR and

Washiogtoo Office on Latin America representatives, saying he considered Aristide's decree to be all that was

necessaiy under the Haitian constitution. Although the parliamentary opposition might submit an amnesty law,

the government had no intention of doing so."

Afla the USS Harlan County was turned away and Genera! C6dras began actively pressing Parliament to vote

a broader amnesty that would include human rights violations, the Administration refused to suppon the notion

of accoantability. Several Administration officials maintained that it was up to Haitians to decide whether to hold

human rigbts violators accountable — even while those same abusive elements remained in control. By the time

Haitian citizens would be in a position to support accountability, the broad amnesty under consideration would

have been law and those responsible for abuses protected from prosecution. In the end, the only clear signal sent

by the U.S.'s public silence and private suppon for a broader amnesty was that the de facto leaders would not

be held accounuble for the violations they had conunined against Haitian citizens.

U.S. HCStary Assistance

In IIS eagerness to persuade the Haitian security forces to adhere to their promises under the Accord, the U.S.

proposed a premature military assistance package including $1.25 million under the International Military

Educaoonand Training Program (IMET), nearly SI.2 million in Foreign Military Financing (FMF) for military

professionalization; and S4 million in Economic Support Funds for police professionalization through the

Intemaiirnal Criminal Investigations Training Assistance Program (ICITAP). Congress conditioned U.S. aid by

prohibiting military assistance or training in which there would be participation by any member of the Hainan

military involved in drug trafficking or human rights abuses. Even though U.S. Ambassador William Swing

promised that trainees in the IMET program would be screened, at the time of the breakdown in the

" loaview. U.S. Embassy, Pon-au-Prince, February 11, 1994.

" fancnriew with Justice Minister Malary, October 13, 1993.
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implementation of the Accord, the Administration had failed to put forward a realistic plan to ensure that this

assistance would not end up in the hands of human rights abusers.

The Pentagon's commitment to screening out human rights abusers and its assurances that leaders of the coup

would not receive U.S. training recently has been called into question following the release of Pentagon

documents showing that at least ten Haitian aimy officers continued to receive IMET training in the U.S. after the

overthrow of Aristide on September 30, 1991. The internal Pentagon documents contradict statemenu made by

the Defense Department denying that training continued after the coup. According to reports, some of the trainees

began their programs after the coup took place, while others were allowed to complete their training that had

begun before the coup. The disclosure of the information led Rep. Joseph Kennedy (D-MA) to assert, "The

United States should never condenui the abuse of democracy and human rights and then turn around and train

the abusers on our own soil.""

In September, the UN Security Council approved a U.S.-sponsored resolution to send 567 UN police monitors

and 700 military personnel to Haiti, including some sixty military trainers. These forces were to include about

500 U.S. troops. After concerns were raised about the lack of adequate human rights screening procedures for

trainees. Ambassador Swing announced that the U.S. would no longer be training an interim police force. Instead,

UN police monitors and trainers (not including U.S. participants) would conduct the training and, with the Malval

government, would be responsible for screening out human rights abusers. The training plan was scrapped once

the Accord collapsed, yet as recently as mid-December, there were reports that the "four friends" (the United

States, France. Canada and Venezuela) would attempt to convince the Haitian armed forces to allow American

and other military personnel to establish a training mission in Haiti." The four friends reportedly also were

pursuing the reintroduction of police trainers from Canada, France and other French-speaking countries. In

addition, U.S. personnel with the ICITAP program will soon return to Haiti for consultations with members of the

Aristide goverrunent."

Breakdown of the Governors Island Accord

From the outset, the U.S. and the international community discounted the mounting evidence that the military

would not honor its obligations under the agreement. UN observers and human rights activists warned US officials

that violence by the military had escalated dramatically, yet those voicing caution were disregarded because they

had not grasped the "big picture. "'' Instead, in order to reward the de facto leaders for their anticipated

cooperation, the UN embargo was lifted in August, assets were unfrozen and visas reinstated.

As the Clinton administration was finalizing plans for the deployment of U.S. military trainers and observers

to Haiti, a debate over U.S. involvement in humanitarian inter\'entions was unfolding after American troops

suffered fatalities in Somalia. Vocal Republicans were highly critical of the Administration's plan for protecting

the U.S. trainers destined for Haiti, as was Defense Secretar>' Les Aspin. Despite a climate of uncertainty about

the mission as planned, the White House resolved or overruled the Defense Department's objections, and the

military trainers were sent to Pon-au-Prince.

Implementation of the Governors Island Accord came to an abrupt end on October 1 1 , when a gang of armed

paramilitary "attaches" and FRAPH members assisted by Haitian security forces, initiated a noisy protest at the

Port-au-Prince dock as the USS Harlan County approached, preventing the ship carrying U.S. and Canadian

" Paul Quit r.-Judge. "Haitians Trained after Coup," The Boston Globe, December 6, 1993.

" John Goshko, 'Four Countries to Press Plan for Training Mission in Haiti," The Washington Post, December 17,

1993.

" Interview with U.S. officials. Pon-au-Prince, February 11, 1994.

^ George Black and Robert O. Weiner, "A 'Process' Blind to the Cost in Blood," L05 Angeles Times, October 19. 1993.
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military trainers and observers from docking. Confronted by the loud mob, the Administration quickly ordered

the witbdiawal of the ship, without consulting with other nations' diplomats or heeding the advice of some

observers who favored immediate pressure on the Haitian leaders to allow the Harlan County to dock, rather than

a total retreat. The ship's withdrawal prompted the Special UN Envoy Dante Caputo to complain that, "The excuse

for the puUout was that demonstration, and that is the right word, excuse. .. .There were 200 people screaming

at the port. Early this year, we were confromed with 3,000 people when we first came here, many of them

armed, but we went ahead anyway.*"

In any case, the Harlan County's withdrawal precipitated a total withdrawal of international observers and

resulted in an enormous victory for the Haitian military. The first to announce their departure were the

Canadians, who began evacuating their troops on October 14.** As described elsewhere, un/oas International

Civilian Mission (MICIVIH) personnel were recalled from rural areas to Port-au-Prince out of fear for their safety

following an escalation in attacks. The day after the Canadians began their withdrawal, the UN decided to begin

evacuaticn of the kqcivih staff to the Dominican Republic, leaving Haitians who had cooperated with the mission

in increased danger. Most importantly, the Harlan County's retreat emboldened the de faao leaders, who let

deadlines agreed to in the accord pass without action and who demanded new concessions from Aristide.

In the weeks leading up to the planned arrival of the Harlan County, and even after the ship was turned away,

U.S. officials repeatedly stated their firm belief that the Haitian military would uphold its part of the accord.

During his visit to Port-au-Prince in late September, Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs

Alexander Watson had told reporters that the army leaders would carry out the requirements of the accord "to

the letter" and that the military leaders "are committed to meeting those responsibilities."^ Two days after the

Harlan County was nimed away. Col. James G. Pulley, the U.S. Army officer who was commander of the small

UN military contingent already in Haiti at the time of the Harlan County pullback, declared, "I have confidence

in the armed forces of Haiti."* This conunent prompted an unnamed diplomat to state, "For weeks the United

States wanted no mention of the violence here.. ..Now the Haitian Army and police block an American ship from

docking.. .and all they can come up with is a statement of confidence in Haiti's officers."" The U.S.'

unwarranted trust in the Haitian armed forces' good intentions, and its belief that the military would serve as a

guarantor of stability, resulted in predictable failure.

The Administration's response to the Haitian de facto leaders' reftisal to live up to the Accord was again

disappointing. The Administration immediately pushed for the UN to reimpose an oil and arms embargo against

Haiti and it reinstated a block on the financial assets of the de facto authorities." At the same time, the

Administration began to pressure Aristide to broaden his cabinet to include conservatives and lo enact a blanket

amnesty, thereby repeating its failed strategy of additional concessions to the de facto leaders. Although the

Administration strenuously denied reports that they were pushing for the inclusion of "anti-democratic" forces

in the cabinet, the symbolism of the pressure on Aristide to compromise after the military's many acts of defiance

was not lost on the defacto leaders. By December, Special Envoy Pezzullo had declared that there needed to be

" Howard French, "U.S. Advisor Meets Haitian But Sees No Breakthrough," 77ie New York Times, October 16, 1994.

* The same day. Justice Minister Guy Malaiy was assassinated.

" "U.S. Insists Plan to Restore Aristide Remains on Track," The Miami Herald, September 22, 1993.

* Howard W. French. "U.S. Move Angen Diplomats in Haiti," The New York Times, October 14, 1993.

"Ibid.

* The list of individuals originally targeted was limited, but has since been expanded to include approximately 564

individuals, most of them officers. The expanded list has not been made public.
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a national dialogue 'with major forces in the political realm, the labor unions, the military, the private

sector...."* Pezzullo also stated that officers who had not engaged in repression should be consulted on forming

a new coalition government, thereby continuing the Administration's search for 'moderates" within the Haitian

miliury who could be cultivated as U.S. allies.

Refugee Policy

Even though political violence in Haiti had escalated enough to prevent U.S. and Canadian military trainers

from landing at the Port-au-Prince dock and to force the withdrawal of UN/OAS human rights monitors, the U.S.

continued to repatriate all refugees attempting to flee Haiti, without prior screening for asylum-seekers with

legitimate claims. The Administration, which remained fearful of a surge of Haitian boat people landing in

Florida, announced that it would continue to rely upon its in-country processing (ICP) program in Haiti to consider

Haitians' applications for political asylum in the U.S. The ICP program has been criticized by Human Rights

Watch/Americas, the National Coalition for Haitian Refugees, and others as seriously flawed and inappropriately

applied in Haiti. In no other instance is ICP seen as a viable substitute for the internationally recognized right to

flee one's country and seek refuge. The program is incapable of protecting applicants and securing the information

supplied by them in support of their asylum claims. Numerous cases of persecution of applicants to the program

have been documented."" Moreover, case adjudication is biased against applicants and the State Department's

consistently inaccurate assessment of the human rights situation is infused into the program at all levels, resulting

in unwarranted denials.

In addition to violating international law regarding the prohibition of refoulemem,*'" as well as numerous

other principles of refugee protection, the U.S. policy of forcibly repatriating Haitian refugees undermines the

Administration's ability to condemn human rights violations committed by the military and its supporters because

it must justify its repatriation policy by contending that those fleeing are not suffering from systematic

persecution. The violators, therefore, avoid forceful condemnation by the U.S. The result is a tacit agreement

between the U.S. and the defaao leaders, that the refugees do not warrant attention or protection as long as each

side benefits by ignoring their plight.

On February 8, President Aristide rightly ended his year-long silence on the Clinton administration's forcible

repatriation policy, describing its implementation as a "floating Beriin Wall." He announced that he was

reconsidering a 1981 refugee agreement between Haiti (then ruled by Jean-Claude Duvalier) and the U.S. that

permits U.S. officials to board vessels from Haiti to search for illegal immigrants, but also specifically provides

that the U.S. will not return individuals who might have legitimate claims of political persecution to Haiti. The

U.S. reacted to Aristide's sutements by criticizing Aristide for raising the issue. The State Department spokesman

remarked that, "...threatening to abrogate that agreement amounts in effect to encouraging people to leave Haiti

in a way that could only result in deaths at sea, which is presumably something that President Aristide would wish

to avoid. So we find his remarks quite mystifying."'" The spokesman explained, incorrectly, that the U.S.'s

" "Clinton Advisor Urges Sharing Power with Some in Haitian Military," The Miami Herald, December 8. 1993.

"" For example, Pierre Michel Guillaume, an active Aristide supporter from Les Cayes. was abducted on September

27 in Pon-au-Prince. He was seized by men in a white pick-up without license plates as he left the U.S. refugee processing

ofrice, according to the International Civilian Mission. Guillaume later reappeared and is currently in exile in the U.S.,

according to U.S. embassy officials.

'" Article 33 of the 1951 Convention on the Status of Refugees provides:

No Contracting State shall expel or return ('refouler') a refugee in any manner whatsoever to the frontiers of territories

where his life or freedom would be threatened on account of his race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular

social group or political opinion.

The U.S. is not a parry to the 1951 Convention, but has signed and ratified its 1967 Protocol. In any event, the Convention's

non-refoulement clause is declaratory of customary international law and dierefore binding on the U.S., and for that reason

it has been incorporated into U.S. domestic law, including the Refugee Aa of 1980.

"° As transcribed by Federal News Service, Febniaiy 9, 1994.
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forcible repatriation policy is not a violation of international law because of the 1981 agreement, and cominented

that those who believe that it is a violation of international law have a "peculiar view.'"" In fact, as stated

above, widior without the bilateral agreement, the U.S.'s policy of forcibly returning refugees violates customary

international law prohibiting refoulemeru.

The Administration struggled to defend its repatriation policy. At a December 8 briefmg by Assistant

Secretary of State for Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs John Shattuck, he replied to a reponer's question

about ti^ refugee policy by stating. 'In the future when that restoration of democracy occurs, the policy of

inierdictkn and the grave difficulties that I think that poses for issues of asylum, will no longer be the applicable

policy.""* Two days later, Shattuck was asked whether the U.S. policy conformed with either the spirit or letter

of the Idernational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, to which he responded, "The U.S. is committed to

considering the asylum applications of all who make them in Haiti, and it — to the extent that that commitment

is fulfilled, and I believe it is, then the United States is acting consistent with the covenant in question. But this

is not an easy issue and it is not an issue that will be resolved until democracy returns to Haiti."""

Just days later, following a trip to Haiti, Shattuck stated, "I'm going back with a view that a policy review

is necessay.""* The following day, the State Department spokesman declared there was no plan to change the

policy. Shattuck himself was reportedly reprimanded by Peter Tamoff, Under Secretary of State for Political

Affairs. One State Department ofTicial stated that Shattuck's comments were, "completely wrong and

outrageous....It was a completely rogue statement."'"^ Yet Shattuck's sentiments are shared by other

Adminisnaiion officials who have told human rights activists that they are uncomfortable with the policy or do

not support it.

In congressional testimony on February 1, Shattuck returned to the Administration's publicly stated policy

by reporting that the in-country processing program had been reviewed and improved, particularly in rural areas.

Shattuck concluded that "there is a significant effon of outreach that's being made by the United States to assure

that all those who have a claim to refugee status in country can be — can get that claim met."""

Diuing a fact-finding trip to Haiti in mid-February, however, HRW/Americas and NCHR found that the ICP

program was even more restrictive and unresponsive to the severity of the refugee crisis. Moreover, forced

repatriations to the Port-au-Prince pier have become increasingly dangerous. Since the Harlan County's October

retreat, human rights monitors and journalists have been barred from the dock. In addition, repatriates identified

as "high priority" for expedited asylum interviews by U.S. Embassy personnel prior to disembarkation have been

arrested at the pier and detained for several days.

Role ofthe Central Intelligence Agency

The role of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) in Haiti received a great deal of attention during the last

few moafas of 1993. A CIA analyst's congressional briefing, which was highly-critical of Aristide, and the

revelation that the CIA-created Haitian National Intelligence Service (Service d'lntelligence Narionale, SIN), was

""Ibid.

o* As mnscribed by Federal News Service, December 8, 1993.

"> As transcribed by Federal News Service, December 10, 1993.

"* 'VS. Aide to Seek New Policy on Fleeing Haitians,' The New York Times, December 15, 1993.

•^ Steven A. Holmes, "Rebuking Aide, U.S. Says Haiti Policy Stands," 77i< New York rimes, December 16, 1993.

"* Assistant Secretary John Shattuck's testimony before the Subcommittee on International Security, Iniemational

Organizaaom, and Human Rights of the House Foreign Affairs Committee, on February 1 , 1994, as transcribed by Federal

News Service.
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engaged in political terrorism and drag trafficking, raised serious questions about the quality of information

provided by the (HA to policy-makers, as well as the complicity of the U.S. agency in human rights abuses in

Haiti.

A week after the USS Harlan County was turned away from the Pon-au-Prince dock, Sen. Jesse Helms (R-

NC) requested and received a briefing by the CIA's chief Latin American analyst Brian Latell about Aristide's

background. At the briefmg. which was reportedly attended by a dozen Senators, Latell stated that Aristide had

been hospitalized with psychological problems, had been implicated in the murder of political opponents, and had

incited mob violence.

While Human Rights Watch/Americas and NCHR have criticized Aristide for two speeches he made that

seemed to justify "popular justice" or mob violence, we found no evidence that he had incited actual acts of

violence. We have found allegations that Aristide ordered the murders of political opponents to be unfounded.

We have also noted that during his brief tenure as president, human rights observance in Haiti improved

considerably. Even though the human rights record of Aristide should be discussed, abuses that may be attributed

to him pale in comparison to his successors now controlling Haiti, yet those records were not a subject of a CIA

briefmg during this volatile period. More than a month later, the Miami Herald reported that the allegations of

Aristide's hospitalization were false.'" Even though much of Latell 's information was false or disputable, there

was no official rebuke, such as the one Assistant Secretary Shattuck reportedly received for stating his opinion

on the refugee issue.

When questioned about whether, in light of the CIA reports about Aristide, the Administration believed

Aristide was capable of governing, the State Department spokesman replied that it was up to Haitians t& make

"those types of judgments. " He went on to state that the U.S. evaluates foreign leaders differently at different

times, "and that's stuff we keep confidential.""" In this case, however, the CIa's evaluation was not kept secret,

and it has been argued that the Haitian military was aware of growing apprehension in the U.S. about Aristide,

and that those doubts strengthened its resolve to hold on to power. At the very least, the congressional debate

over Aristide's human rights record — a debate that should have taken place long before, but certainly not during,

this period of rising tensions both in Port-au-Prince and Washington — and discussions about his mental health

resulted in a lengthy diversion from the human rights crisis that was unfolding in Haiti.

In November, information about the activities of the CIA-created intelligence unit, SIN, which reportedly

operated until just after the September 1991 coup, began to surface. The SIN reportedly spent millions of dollars

provided by the U.S. for training and equipment, yet provided little narcotics intelligence, which was its intended

purpose. Instead, senior members of the SIN reportedly interrogated and tortured political activists, raising serious

questions about U.S. complicity in human rights violations. U.S. funding for some of the individuals committing

those abuses, while Washington was ostensibly condemning violations, sent yet another mixed signal to Haitian

leaders about U.S. dedication to human rights. Three SIN leaders — Col. Ernst Prudhomme, Col. Diderot Sylvain

and Col. Leopold Clerjeune — were included on the U.S. Treasury Department's list of targeted frozen assets

beginning on November 1.'"

'" Christopher Marquis, "CIA Repon on Aristide was False," The Miami Herald, December 2, 1993.

"° As transcribed by Federal News Service, November 3, 1993.

Ill
"C.I.A. Fomied Haitian Unit Later Tied to Narcotics Trade," The New York rimes, November 14, 1993.
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State Department's Country Reports on Human Rights Practices

In a recent indication that the Clinton administration is unable or unwilling to grasp fully the scope of the

human rights problem in Haiti, the State Department's Country Reports on Human Rights Practices, published

on February 1. 1S>94, was characterized by serious omissions and errors. Among the report's shoncomings:"'

Political violence increased dramatically beginning in S^tember, yet even though those sutistics were

available to the State Department, they chose not to include them. The report's omission of statistics

describing the most violem period of the year, from September through November, resulted in an incomplete

factual basis upon which to base any analysis of trends in political violence for the last four months of the

year. The State Department uses the UN/OAS International Civilian Mission's (MicrviH) figures for political

killings in July and August, yet misinterprets the mission's findings by underreporting the total number of

documented political killings;

The report fails to mention the Front for the Advancement and Progress of Haiti (FRAPH) at all, even though

the quasi-political organization has been nurtured by the military since its emergence in September and has

been in^licated in numerous serious human rights violations, including the burning/massacre in C\ii Soleil;

The report describes an incident during which pro-Aristide demonstrators threw rocks at vehicles of the

mission, yet the mission has stated that this incident never occurred. They have reported that mission

personnel and the Haitians who cooperated with them were regularly harassed by the security forces and their

supporters, but these acts of intimidation are downplayed in the State Department's report, which labels the

anacks as "perceived";

The report fails to mention the Haitian military's failure to honor the terms of reference for the mission's

access to detainees;

The report claims that one person was killed during the attack by attaches during the September 8 ceremony

at the Port-au-Prince City Hall, yet the mission verified at least three killings. Funher, the State Department's

report failed to mention that police were present during the attack, yet did nothing to protect the victims;

Military section chiefs are identified as paramilitary without adequately describing their direct relationship

to the Army and. therefore, the Army's responsibility for the abuses committed by the section chiefs;

The report contains a cursory description of the murder of prominent Aristide supporter Antoine Izm6ry,

without mentioning the mission's detailed repon containing evidence of the complicity, if not direct

participation, of the Haitian armed forces in the assassination;

The report includes a similarly brief description of the murder of Justice Minister Guy Malary, one of the

most important leaders of the constitutional government. The report fails to mention that when the mission

investigators approached the scene of the murder, they saw the commander of the Anti-Gang Service of the

police ordering witnesses to be taken away;

The report understates frequent attacks on the media, and fails to mention even the most prominent cases,

such as the torture of Radio Tropic FM reporter Colson Dorm6;

The report states that there were no credible claims of retribution against repatriated refugees not involved

in organizing voyages, yet it is well-known that individuals who are arrested after being returned by the U.S.

Coast Guard are charged with crimes relating to organizing "clandestine voyages" as a method of intimidation

and blackmail. In fact, individuals who have been returned to Haiti by the U.S. Coast Guard and classified

'" The critique is based, in pan. on a February 3, 1994 letter from Ian Manin, former Director of Human Rights of

the International Civilian Mission to Assistant Secretary of State for Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs John Shatnick.
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as "high priority" cases (meaning that U.S. Embassy officials believe their claims of persecution were serious

enough to warrant immediate consideration) have been arrested.

As the State Department's reference book on human rights around the world, it is important that the

information and analysis conuined in the report accurately reflect the situation in the countries monitored.

Unfortunately, the Haiti chapter of this year's report does not do justice to the abysmal human rights simation

now prevailing in Haiti.

Current Impasse

At the time of this writing, the Clinton administration was reportedly reevaluating its efforts to pressure

President Aristide to make further concessions to the Haitian army. After the U.S. -initiated proposal'" to re-

start the Governors Island process failed to gain support by either the Haitian military or President Aristide —
and was roundly criticized by Members of Congress and human rights groups, the Clinton administration

announced a new plan."* The new plan calls for three steps to take place on the same date: General Cddras

would step down, the Parliament would confirm the new Prime Minister named by President Aristide, and a law

granting amnesty to the military leaders who led the coup would be enacted. If the military fails to support the

new plan, the U.S. would press the UN Security Council to approve a tougher, mandatory embargo.'"

Although details of the plan have not yet been made public, there are several problems with the proposal, as

announced. The names of the military leaders expected to step down has not been made public, nor is it clear

what role they will be allowed to play in Haitian politics. The plan fails to describe the limits of the anticipated

amnesty and, by including the amnesty law (drafts of which reportedly exonerate members of the armed forces

accused of serious human rights violations) as one of the required steps to restore democracy, the U.S. is

supporting impunity for human rights abusers.

The United Nations

The Role of un/oas Special Envoy Dante Caputo

With President Clinton's election as a catalyst, the OAS and the UN selected Dante Caputo as a new mediator

for the Haitian crisis in late 1992. Caputo was a veteran diplomat and intellectual who served as foreign minister

under President Raul Alfonsfn from 1983 to 1989, in Argentina's first civilian government after six years of

military rule. The Alfonsin govenunent prosecuted top military leaders for their role in the killing and

disappearance of thousands of people in the so-called "dirty war" of the late 1970s.

Caputo's enterprise and stamina during successive visits to Haiti were evident in the first part of the year.

The international community, led by the United States, had gained a new determination to wrest power from

Haiti's generals. But Haiti's military and economic elite, still prospering after a year-and-a-half of the unenforced

OAS embargo, was defiant. They sponsored noisy and sometimes violent protests against Caputo, blocking his

movement and interfering with his negotiations. Despite the protests, Caputo obtained the de facto government's

agreement to allow the International Civilian Mission to monitor human rights in early February. But funher

movement eluded the mediator, with the militar>' maintaining its interest in a solution but avoiding commitment.

'" The U.S. actively promoted the plan, which was presented misleadingly as a proposal initiated by a U.S. -sponsored

delegation of Haitian parliamentarians visiting Washington, D.C. The plan lacked any guarantees to ensure accountability

for past human rights violations or respect for human rights in the future. The proposal also lacked an established date for

President Aristide's return.

'" Steven Greenhouse, "U.S. Again Shifts its Policy on Haiti." The New York Times, March 27, 1994.

'" The U.S. is also reponcdly urging other countries to cancel or reject requests for visas of more than 500 military

officers, with visa cancellations extended to officers' families if the military refuses to yield.
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A proposed settlement developed by C^uto in March and April and baclced by Washington called tor cedras'

resignation, the forming of a new government named by Aristide and an amnesty for the military. While news

reports spoke of an amnesty, supported by C^nito, that would cover serious human rights abuses as well as

political crimes. Aristide was extremely reluctant to agree to such a blanicet amnesty. Caputo reportedly holds

the view that such an amnesty is a requirement of any negotiated senlement."'

Capato's efforts appeared to collapse in late May when CMras rejected an accord including an amnesty and

the proposed multinational police' force. This end to months of negotiations finally persuaded the international

community, its credibility in Haiti very low, to pressure the de facto leaders. After several weeks' of deliberation,

the Security Coimcil voted on June 16 to in^)ose an intenuitional fuel and arms embargo on Haiti. It would be

enforced by warships from the United States, France, Caiuda and Argentina.

Almost before the sanctions went into effea, the military did an about-face and offered to talk. The Governors

Island agreement that followed saw an extremely reluctant Aristide forced to agree to terms for an amnesty that

left open the possibility for broad absolution for even grave crimes in the hands of the Haitian Parliament, and

which called for lifting the embargo prior to Aristide's actual return.

The UN Embargo
The Security Council-mandated embargo reinqxised on Haiti after the assassination of Justice Minister Guy

Malary has prevented large scale deliveries of oil by sea but has been less successful at obtaining Dominican

cooperation to seal its long land border with Haiti."^ Although U.S. Embassy officials said that Ambassador

Swing has held five meetings with Dominican President Balaguer and that they were satisfied that the Dominican

Republic was cooperating with the embargo, in February 1994 gasoline and diesel fiiel were easily available in

Port-au-Prince to anyone able to pay S8-10 per gallon. The cross-border trade is controlled by the Haitian

military, which is profiting handsomely.

Although economic sanctions have failed so far to force the military to accept Aristide's return, they have

exacted a high price from the Haitian people."* Not all of Haiti's recent economic woes can be attributed to

the embargo, however; they also result from the breakdown in the constitutional order, the dislocation caused by

extensive and pervasive persecution, the ensuing disruption of services and spiraling corruption, and the cut-off

of most foreign assistance. The mass phenomenon of internal displacement, which keeps tens of thousands of

bread-winners from cultivating their crops or appearing for work, has also contributed to the precarious economic

sinjation of Haitian workers.

X. RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations to the United States

End the summary repatriation of Haitian boat people. Forcibly repatriating fleeing Haitians, without regard

to their legitimate claims for asylum, violates internationally recognized principles of refugee protection. The

'" Howard French, 'Haiti Talks Stall Over Amnesty for Coup Leaders," April 7, 1993.

" The voluntary or unenforced Oas embargo, in place since October 1991, bans most trade with exemptions only for

vital foodstuffs, cooking gas, and medicine. The U.S. has imposed its own unilateral embargo with the same exemptions

as the OrtS's. An additional exemption for U.S. manufacturing industries operating in Haiti was incorporated by the "ush

administration after successfiil lobbying by those industries, assisted by former Assistant Secretary of State Ellion Abrams.

'" Repons from different parts of Haiti indicate that malnutrition is growing among some groups of children, but it has

proved difficult to generalize about the country as a whole. The U.S. relief agency CARE had been feeding as many as

580,000 people a day in 1993 but was forced to cut back food deliveries by late January to 1 17,000 because of problems

with ftiel.
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in-countiy refugee processing program is chronically deficient and under no circumstances should serve as

the only alternative for asylum seekers.

End the current policy of downplaying the human rights crisis in Haiti by immediately and publicly

denouncing serious human rights abuses as they occur. In order to demonstrate renewed support for human

rights principles, the Ginton administration should publish a new report on the current human rights situation

in Haiti, which would serve as a useful supplement to the inadequate submission in the February 1

Department of State Country Reports on Human Rights Practices.

Appoint a new special envoy to Haiti in order to signify a change of policy. By promoting a flawed U.S.

policy that downplays human rights concerns. Ambassador Pezzullo has lost credibility and should be replaced

by an individual with a proven commitmem to human rights. Review the entire U.S. strategy for restoring

democracy to Haiti by starting anew with a commitment to emphasize human rights protections and

accountability for abusers.

Make clear that the restoration of democracy in Haiti necessitates the return of Rev. Jean-Bertrand Aristide

to the presidency, under conditions that allow him to exercise the full powers of the office to which he was

duly elected. U.S. negotiators must be mindful of the time remaining in President Aristide's term, and must

not allow effons to resolve the crisis to be delayed ui«il his return becomes impractical.

Call for the return of a significantly enlarged IW/OAS International Civilian Mission to monitor human rights

throughout Haiti and to collect information about abuses that could be used to purge the armed forces of

abusive members and to prevent the hiring of the armed civilians now engaging in widespread human rights

abuses.

Oppose publicly and explicitly any broad amnesty that would absolve members of the Haitian armed forces

and their supporters for serious human rights abuses committed since the September 1991 coup. U.S. support

for a blanket amnesty undermines the very goals the U.S. claims to advocate — support for human rights and

the rule of law. Any quick political advantage gained by supporting a broad amnesty will be short-lived since

democracy cannot be built on a foundation of impunity for murder and torture.

Insist on the creation of a separate police force, answerable to the Ministry- of Justice, as an essential

component in restoring democracy and bringing the Haitian police under the rule of law.

Target sanctions more carefully to exert pressure on those who have in their hands the key to change in Haiti.

The list of approximately 564 Haitians whose assets will be frozen and who will be denied visas by the U.S.

is not enough. Much of its impact is lost by the fact that the complete list is not public. Also, the great '

majority of those included are military officers and their immediate relatives; only a few are civilians. An

effort must be made to include civilians whose support for the de facto regime warrant personalized sanctions.

The Clinton administration should propose to the UN and oas that all other countries join in similar targeted

sanctions and make public the list of those individuals whose actions against democracy and human rights in

Haiti deserve international stigmatization.

Provide information on alleged OA funding of the Haitian National Intelligence Service (SIN), which

reportedly engaged in the torture of political activists and committed other abuses. Initiate a public inquiry

into CIA activities in Haiti and implement effective guidelines that will prevent the CIA from funding or in any

way supporting human rights abuses by agencies in Haiti. Further, the Qinton Administration should publicly

disavow inaccurate and biased information provided by its analysts, which do not rq>resent, and effectively

contradict, official U.S. policy.

Rescind Executive Order 12324 of September 1981 , under which Haitian vessels found in international waters

and bound for the U.S. are interdiaed and returned to Haiti after on-board screening for asylum seekers. The
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U.S. should also rescind Executive Order 12807 of May 1992 which stipulates that all Haitian boats be

inteidicted and their passengers remmed to Pon-au-Prince with no prior screening for asylum seekers.

Promote a multilateral, regionally-based response to the refugee crisis, including the establishment of one or

more safe havens. Any safe haven should employ the good offices of the United Nations High Commissioner

for Refugees to ensure observance of basic principles of refugee protection.

Make available U.S. assistance and training for members of the armed forces only after the High Command

is replaced and thorough human rights screening to exclude human rights abusers in the armed forces is

completed. The U.S. must ensure that abusive members of the armed forces do not receive any U.S. training

or assistance. The U.S. should also make public the list of the members of the new police or armed forces

who receive U.S. assistance.

Recommendations to the UN, OAS, and their Special Envoy

Redeploy a significantly enlarged UN/OAS International Civilian Mission to Haiti to monitor and denounce

human rights abuses. The Mission's mandate should be expanded to include the systematized collection of

infonnation on abuses that could be used to purge the armed forces of abusive members and to prevent the

hiring of the armed civilians now engaging in widespread human rights abuses.

Review the entire UN/OAS strategy for restoring democracy to Haiti by starting anew with a commitment to

emphasize human rights protections, accountability for abusers, and by making the remm of President

Aristide — by a set date — non-negotiable.

State publicly and clearly, through the un/OAS Special Envoy Dante Caputo, opposition to a blanket amnesty

that would absolve members of the Haitian armed forces and their supporters for serious human rights abuses

commined since the September 1991 coup.

Support the creation of a Truth Commission and other mechanisms similar to those established in El Salvador

to bring to light abuses commined since the coup and to begin the process of ridding the armed forces of

human rights abusers.

Impose worldwide targeted sanctions against Haitian military officers, fraph members, and civilians whose

suppon for the de facto regime warrant personalized sanctions. The list of individuals targeted should be

made public.

Monitor the effects of the UN embargo and be prepared to counter undesired damage to the health and well-

being of Haitians by increasing and expanding humanitarian relief efforts.

Promote the creation of regional safe havens for fleeing refugees, based on the concept of burden-sharing.

Any safe haven should employ the good offices of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees to

ensure observance of basic principles of refugee protection.

Make available IW assistance and training for members of the armed forces only after the High Command

is replaced and thorough human rights screening for abusive members of the armed forces is completed. The

UN must ensure that abusive members of the armed forces do not receive any UN training or assistance. The

UN should also make public the list of the members of the new police or armed forces who receive UN

assistance.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

When the September 30, 1991 ilulitaiy coup d'itat exiled Haiti's democratically elected president and

unleashed some of the most bniial repression in Haitian history, the U.S. government went to new extremes in

curtailing the rights of Haitian asylum seekers. The damage done by this misguided and discriminatory refugee

policy will persist long after a political settlement is achieved in Haiti.

For many years, the United States govenunent has been interdiaing Haitians on the high seas and returning

them to Haiti with only minimal efforts at screening for refugee status. This policy, coupled with discriminatory

treatment of Haitian asylum seekers in the U.S., has been the focus of longstanding criticism and a stream of legal

challenges.

The Bush Administration's response to the September 1991 political crisis was feeble and to the refugee

crisis, reprehensible. The United States joined other nations in the western hemisphere in condenming the coup,

refusing to recognize the new military-backed government and imposing sanctions. However, after an initial

hesitation, and in spite of widespread human rights violations and generalized violence, the interdiction policy

continued. The exception was a short interlude when Haitians picked up at sea were taken to Guamanamo Bay to

be screened for asylum seekers after a Florida federal district judge imposed a temporary restraining order halting

forced repatriations. In February 1992, the Bush Administration established an in-country processing (ICP) program

through the U.S. Embassy in Port-au-Prince. That same month, the Supreme Court lifted the ban on the involuntary

return (refoulemeni) of Haitian refugees.

The parameters of debate shifted dramatically, however, when on May 24, 1992, then-President Bush

ordered all Haitians to be interdicted on the high seas and sununarily returned to Haiti, with no prior screening for

refugees fearing persecution. ICP. which had historically been conceived as an additional avenue of protection for

refugees in selected countries, became the only option for victims of Haiti's repressive military regime.

U.S. foreign policy and reftjgee policy have been historically inseparable and inierdependent. The case

of Haiti, and Haitians, is no exception. Newly elected President Clinton, who had made compaign promises to

rectify' the illegal and irresponsible refugee policy, opted instead to continue it. His administration justified this

reversal by raising the spectre of a huge, uncontrollable invasion of economic reftigees and by arguing thai the

policy saved lives.

The Clinton Administration has undeniably contributed to progress made thus far in the reinstatement of

constitutional government. Nevertheless, the pre-inauguration announcement that the policy of forcibly returning

reftigees would continue, with the suppon of President Aristide, was inconsistent with the Administration's stated

commitment to seeking justice in Haiti. Increased cffons on the political front became the excuse for forfeiting the

rights of the refugees.

In January, the incoming and outgoing administrations agreed to blockade the island with U.S. Coast Guard

cutters. Navy ships and helicopters in order to prevent reftigee flight. Clinton's administration went so far as to

defend the policy of forced return, successfiilly. before the Supreme Court, leiving the heretofore globally

recognized principle of non-refoulement in a shambles. It further proposed to expand and improve ICP, thereby

attaining what has since been touted as "complete coverage" for Haitian asylum seekers. Thus, in an ironic twist,

non-refoulement is considered irr'ilevani to a major refugee crisis, and ICP. for the first time in its history, is

considered an appropriate sole remedy.

In March 1993. The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights of the Organization of American Stales

issued an interim resolution in response to a petition pending before it challenging the U.S. government's Haitian
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interdiction program. The resolution found that the interdiction policy is in violation of international law and should

be suspended immediately.

In spite of observable improvements made this year in the program, ICP in Haiti, while certainly able to

help some people, cannot be considered an adequate sole remedy for asylum seekers. It is both a product and a

victim of the flawed and politicized view of the Haitian refugee crisis held by the U.S. government, and as such,

is isolated from and distrusted by international and local refugee experts and human rights organizations, not to

mention the very people it is meant to assist.

The State Department runs the program and is responsible for every aspect of it. The Immigration and

Naturalization Service (INS) handles the actual case adjudication, which is heavily influenced by the faulty premise

behind the program and overly reliant on the State Department including for information on country conditions and

Haitian culture. Human rights analysis from the State Department is contradictory and at times appears tailored

to Tit the refugee policy. The fact that the U.S. govenunent considers ICP an adequate response in the Haitian

context is testimony to its biased perspective on human rights.

The most obvious shortcomings in ICP, as implied in Haiti, are the following:

1. There is no protection component. A number of cases have been documented of Haitians who have been

persecuted at different stages of the process, including while awaiting a decision, after conditional approval and after

being denied asylum. Risks are exacerbated by inordinately long delays in processing all but the most exceptional

cases.

2. There are built-in characteristics, stemming from the U.S. government's incorrect assessment of the refugee

crisis, which lead to limited access to the reasonably expedited treatment an asylum seeker logically needs and

deserves. All applicants who are not "high-profile" or deemed to be in imminent danger will not even have an initial

inter%'iew until six or more months after approaching the program. This includes people who would be able to meet

the burden of proof for asylum. Priority (vetting) determinations based solely on the contents of a written

questionnaire do not consitute a fair hearing under the circumstances.

3. There is evidence of inconsistency in adjudication, unfair application of the standard for asylum and questionable

credibility determinations. Cases reviewed showed that past persecution is nearly always a prerequisite for approval.

In several cases reviewed, a denial of asylum was only ovenumed when the applicant was brutalized in the interim.

Even among cases where persecution has already occurred, asylum has been denied.

4. Those potential asylum seekers who do not feel that they can safely avail themselves of the program are left with

no option. Haitian human rights groups and NGOs feel that this is the case for a significant number of victims of

persecution.

5. Haitians interdicted on the high seas and returned are subject to detention under a 1980 decree prohibiting the

organization of illegal depanures from the country. The existence of this law blurs the distinction between illegal

departure and reftigee flight. The presence of ICP does not alter the faa that forcibly returning Haitians interdicted

on the high seas, puts them at serious risk of both prosecution and persecution.

The Clinton Administration's effons toward achieving a political solution in Haiti can be favorably

contrasted to his predecessor's inaction. Nevenheless, this progress is diminished by the continuation and promotion

of a refugee policy that is inhumane and illegal and ultimately calls into question the U.S. government's commitment

to human rights and a democratic regime in Haiti. It would be a mistake to assume that progress in the restoration
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of constitutional govenunent signals an end to repression, and hence to the needs of asylum seekers. It is imperative

that this policy be replaced with an approach to Haitian refugees which iiux>rporates basic refugee protections.

ICP has been unfairly used as ah excuse for forcibly repatriating Haitians. A broader solution to the

Haitian refugee crisis which respects the basic principles of non-refoulement and temporary refuge is called for.

ICP could appropriately serve as pan of such a response.

Finally, the treatment meted out to Haitians has furthered a global trend toward curtailing the rights of

asylum seekers and closing borders in the face of victims of persecution. The Haitian experience flags some of the

dangers inherent to atten^ts to address refugee migration through abbreviated procedures and summary return.

I. INTRODUCTION

The September 30, 1991 military coup that exiled President Jean-Benrand Aristide after only eight months

in office, submerged Haiti under a tidal wave of repression and despair. The military fury unleashed against the

broad popular sectors that brought Aristide to power has left hundreds, perhaps thousands, dead and made many

thousands more the targeu of various forms of brutal persecution.' A direct result of this widespread destruction

of Haitian society has been forced migration on a massive scale. Human rights groups estimate that the number

of people internally displaced or in hiding since the coup is in the hundreds of thousands.- Tens of thousands more

took to the high seas, thereby exercising their internationally recognized right to leave their country and seek asylum.'

In the wake of the coup, the Bush Administration was faced with two closely interrelated problems: what

to do about the political explosion in Haiti, and what to do about its human fallout. President Bush's response

defied all logic. He reacted in a lukewarm manner to the critical fact of President Arisiide's ouster while exening

considerable effon to keep the refugees off U.S. shores.

' The Inier-American Commission on Human Rights reported in an August 27, 1993 press release, that 1,500 people had

been killed since the coup and 300,000 driven into hiding. Haitian human rights groups estimates are even higher. See generall>

Americas Watch and National Coalition for Haitian Refugees. Silencing a People (New York, AW and NCHR. 1993.) See also.

Department of Sute Country Reports on Human Rights Practices for 1992 (Government Priming Office. Washington. D.C..

1993). Haiti discussion at pp. 421-425, and reports and press releases of the UN/OAS International Civilian Mission. March -

August. 1993.

• The term 'in hiding" (marronage). commonly used in post-coup Haiti, refers to a range of survival measures uken by

individuals who have been persecuted or fear persecution. Being in hiding often involves constant movement, prolonged

displacement and inability to work or to be united with family members. Its many manifesutions include not sleeping at home

at night, leaving town entirely, frequent moving from place to place or remaining confined indoors at a location deemed safe

by friends or other helpers, h is often a progressive or fluid sute and the causal fear and insecurity are compounded by

economic hardship and personal isolation.

' Anicle 13,2 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights sutes. "Everyone has the right to leave any country, including

his own. and to return to his country." Anicle 14, I states, "Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries

asylum from persecution." Anicle 12,2 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights sutes, "Everyone shall be

free to leave any country including his own." Article 22 of the American Convention on Human Rights guarantees the right

to leave any country and further guarantees the ri^nt to "seek and be granted asylum in a foreign terriuty..." (pgph. 6) and Uie

right of non-refoulement (Pgph. 8). Anicle 33 of the 1 95 1 Convention Relating to the Sums of Refiigees sutes, "No Contracung

Sute shall expel or return {'refouler') a refugee in any maimer whatsoever to the frontiers of territories where his life or

freedom would be threatened on account of his race, religion, nationality, membership of a panicular social group or political

opinion."
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A longstanding U.S. policy of discrimination against Haitian refugees is the platform upon which the

management of this extraordinary human crisis is based. So it comes as no surprise that precisely when military

repression reached a new high, tolerated and even promoted by the de faao government, the quality of U.S.

treatment of Haitian refugees reached a new low. Indeed, both the Bush and Clinton administrations have gone to

great lengths to turn the meaning and intent of international and U.S. refugee law upside down in order to restrict

to the fullest extent possible the entrance of Haitian refugees.

During his campaign. President Clinton promised to do what his predecessor had not: contribute to the

return of democratic government in Haiti and discontinue what he denounced to be an illegal and dangerous policy

of forced repatriation. Even prior to his inauguration. President Clinton began to take more forceful steps toward

achieving the reinstatement of the constitutional government of Haiti. In July of this year an accord was signed by

President Aristide and General Raoul C£dras creating the framework for a political settlement.'

Meanwhile, on the refugee question. President Ginton not only continued the policy of forced return, he

strengthened it by surrounding the island with some twenty U.S. Coast Guard cutters and Navy vessels ordered to

interdict and return any Haitian leaving the island for the United States. Shonly after his election, his administration

appeared before the Supreme Court to argue, in Sales v Haitian Centers Council, that the principle of non-

refoulemeni did not apply to Haitian refiigees on the high seas, thereby sacrificing the most fundamental principle

of refugee protection in order to salvage that same policy.' The decision in Sales v. HCC was a serious blow to

the internationally recognized rule of non-refoulement and formally strips the U.S. of the moral authority it once

exercised in the defense of asylum seekers the world over.

Responding to the Supreme Coun decision, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)

staled that, "This decision is contrary to the views of UNHCR's Executive Committee that refugees should not be

refused entry to a country where they are seeking asylum, and that asylum seekers rescued at sea should always be

admitted, at least on a temporary basis (The) UNHCR considers the Court's decision a setback to modem

international refugee law which has been developing for more than forty years... It renders the work of the Office

of the High Commissioner in its global refugee protection role more difficult and sets a very unfonunate example.
"'

In March 1993, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights of the Organization of American States

(OAS) issued an interim resolution in response to a petition pending before it challenging the U.S. governments

Haitian interdiction program. The resolution found the program to be in violation of intemaiional law and called

for its immediate suspension.

* The Governors Island Accord was signed on July 3, 1993 and provides a general framework for reinsuiemem of

consliluiional government. It requires President Aristide to name a Prime Minister who will be confirmed by a reconstiiuied

Parhament. Steps are then to be uken for lifting of international sanctions, die retirement of army commander General Raoul

Cedras. creation of an independent civihan police force and the October 30 return of the President. Robert Malval. the Prime

Minister-designate named since by President Aristide. has been approved by die reconstituted Haitian Parliament. The U.N.

Security Council suspended die sanctions against Haiti on August 28.

' The 1951 Convention Relating lo the Stams of Reftigees. Article 33. prohibits Slates from remrning reftigees to countries

where diey may face persecution. In a June 21. 1993 decision in Sales v. Haitian Centers Council, the Supreme Court found

that the lener of neither domestic nor iniemaiional law prohibited die United Slates from reluming Haitian reftigees picked up

on the high seas, even diough, as Judge Stevens wrote in die majority opinion, "such actions may even violate die spirit" of

international treaty law.

' 'Office of die High Commissioner concerned by Supreme Court Haitian Decision." June 22. 1993 press release.
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iBtcrtfictioa of Hahian rerugecs:

1981 -SqK. 1991: 22.803

Sept. 1991 - July 1993: 30.932

(May 24. 1992 - July 1993: 5.826)

Total siiice 1981: 53.735

m. IN-COUNTRY PROCESSING IN HAITI

A. Background

The United States set up an in-coontiy processing program (ICP) in Pon-au-Prince in February 1992 to

afford Haitians the option of seeking asylum without first taking to the high seas. At this time refugee screening

was still taking place at Guantinamo. Since the May 1992 U.S. presidential order, ICP has been the only recourse

for Haitian asylum seekers and has become a palliative for critics of U.S. policy. When he announced the

temporary continuation of the Bush interdiction policy. President Clinton added that ICP would be expanded and

improved, thereby better justifying forced repairatkm.

This novel application of ICP is a first worldwide. In-country processing is part of a broader set of

procedures contained in the 1980 Refugee Act and was not intended as a sole means of protection." Similar

programs in Vietnam, Cuba and the former Soviet Union were designed to facilitate the processing of chosen groups

of refugees the U.S. was already prediqmsed to accept based on a concept of "presumptive eligibility. "" In Haiti,

on the other hand, the program is designed to cut off a mass influx of people the U.S. is predisposed to reject.

What's more, it is the first case where ICP has been imposed on asylum seekers as a substitute for the ability to

escape and seek safe haven before articulating individual claims." In the case of Vietnam, the U.S. played a

forceful role in encouraging countries of first asylum to accept boat people temporarily until they could be

resettled."

" As noted in the amicus curie brief filed in Sales v. Hainan Centers Council. Joshua R. Floum (Anomey of Record) et

al. on behalf of Senator Edward Kennedy and foimer Representative Elizabeth Holtzman and other Members of Congress

(hereinafter Members of Congress Amicus). '(T)he language, sirucmre and legislative hisiory of the Act, as well as years of

executive application of the Act, demonsuate dut Congress intended that the Act's three separate but concurrent forms of refugee

protection comprise a comprehensive scheme.' (p. 5)

" For example. Inzunza writes. 'Although die sanuory definition of refugee changed in 1980. until August 1988. all Soviet

and some Indochinese refugee resenlemenl applications...were being found eligible for refugee SL-.tus under what amounted to

a presumption of eligibility....' (Inzunza. "The Refiigee Aa of 1980....' p. 418.)

" See. for example. Members of Congress Amicus p. 10: The government's conduct in forcing Haitians back to Haiti and

funnelling Uiem through section 207 overseas refiigee processing violates the purpose of the Act to make these protections

comprehensive and to reaffirm the principle of mm-refimlemenL

'

" '(A] similar in-counir>' procedure for processing refiigees was created at the height of the Vietnamese boat exodus.

However, those who decided lu flee by boat were never turned back because such a program existed. And the United States

was vigilant in seeing that odier govemmems would not sumamrily push back die boat people, demanding that they be given

temporary asylum in die region. Bill Frelick. 'Clinoa's Hainan Policy: Same Old Story,' St. Louis Post-Dispatch. January 19.

1993. (Reprinted by U.S. Commmee for Refugees.)
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Furthemiore. in other countries where ICP became pan of a U.S. strategy for resettling refugees, the

period of acute political upheaval was over, human rights problems were chronic and predictable and govenunent
policies were solidified. In this context, agreemenu were reached with the respective govenimenis to facilitate the

orderly processing Of selected groups of people. In Haiti, political turmoil is at its height and more complicated yet.

the U.S. docs not even recognize the de facto government, much less enter into agreements with it. TTiese factors

effectively remove the safeguards which defme the logic and efficiency of ICP in other countries. The driving force

behind this plan seems to be the historically unshakable U.S. decision not to become a country of first asylum for

Haitian refugees.

B. Operational Structure

By deflnition, overseas refugee processing depends heavily upon executive discretion, and foreign policy

considerations are part of the decision on what groups are considered of special humanitarian interest to the U.S."
In Haiti the State Depaiunent is the principal policy-making bureau behind ICP and directly manages it. It has been
responsible for setting up the program, providing services to INS officers and contracting with the International

Organization for Migration (lOM) and more recently with two non-govenunental organizations." A Refugee
Coordinator manages the program imder the auspices of the U.S. Consulate.

Operationally, the State Department's role encompasses all activities except for specific case adjudication.

It Is responsible for initial "vetting" or grading applications into priority categories for consideration by INS. It has

contracted the lOM in Pon-au-Prince to receive applicants, prepare asylum claims for adjudication and handle alt

out-processing. More recently, two non-governmental organizations (called Joint Voluntary Agencies, or JVAs),
World Relief (WR) and the United States Catholic Conference (USCC), have been contracted to run the newly
opened regional centers in Les Cayes and Cap Haitien respectively." The U.S. Embassy also serves as the main
resource on country conditions, social and political organization and human rights data for the program, providing

briefing materials and expen opinions.

The lOM staff of forty includes five caseworkers: three Haitian-Americans and two U.S. citizens of non-

Haitian background. Caseworkers must be fluent in English, Creole and French and have a university degree. The
other staff are form-fillers to assist with completion of standard INS forms, interpreters and administrative staff.

The INS has assigned an Officer in Charge (OIC) and an Assistant Officer in Charge (AOIC), both with

one-year contracts. The eight interviewing officers responsible for adjudication are drawn from a pool of primarily

examiners and inspectors who have received a three-week asylum training course and are on sixty-day rotations.

A quality assurance team comprising an asylum corps officer and a legal advisor from the INS General Counsel's

office are assigned on a thiny-day rotation and are responsible for case review of all decisions. The rest of the staff

is administrative.

" Section 207 of the Immigration and Nationaliiy Act 'enumerates several factors that may be considered during the

consuluiive process, including the impact on the 'foreign policy interests of the Unhed Sutes.' The statute, however, does noi

identify numerical limits, special humaniurian concern or a foreign policy impact for consideration in section 208 (a) asylum

or section 243 (h) withholding decisions..." as cited in Members of Congress Amicus, p. 16.

** The International Organization for Migration is an intergovemmenul organization that implements various programs

worldwide for migrants and refugees.

" In other examples of overseas refugee processing. JVAs work closely with the Sute Department and the INS to faciliute

the orderly resettlement of refugees.
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C. Recent Expansion

A technical team including representatives frotn the State Depanment, the INS and the Congress traveled

to Haiti last January to make recommendations for improving and expanding the program. These included measures

to increase capacity and efficiency and the opening of two regional centers.

After a separate review of the program, the INS installed the quality assurance team described above.

Another INS change was to draw on a pool of officers who had been through a three-week asylum law training

course. According to the State Department and the INS, all of the recommendations were approved and have been

implemented. ''

D. Current Functioning

The following is a brief outline of the process itself.

1. The applicant picks up a preliminary questionnaire from lOM, which is filled out and returned.

(Questionnaires can also be obtained by requesting one by telephone or mail or by sending a friend.) If an applicant

is illiterate or otherwise needs assistance, an lOM employee can help fill out the form. Unfortunately, this happens

in a public and quite crowded reception area in full hearing of others present. Some people hire strangers to fill

out the forms for them, while others seek help from family members. The first page of the questionnaire is

biographical information. The second page requests information on organizational and political affiliations,

government posts held and any arrests or problems with the authorities.

2. The application is vetted (prioritized) into an A, B or C category for adjudication by the Refugee

Coordinator's staff." Vetting is carried out based solely on the contents of the questionnaire. A vetting

supervisor, who has been with the program since the beginning, reviews all vetting decisions.

'A' cases are described as high-profile, often involving an official of the Aristide government, a member

of a targeted profession such as journalists, or a grassroots organization leader. The case is considered extremely

urgent, and most involve past persecution.^ These make up about five percent of the total vetted applications.

'C cases, about ten to fifteen percent of the total, are those in which (according to the questionnaire) the applicant

has made no claim to asylum. The vast majoniy, over eighty percent of all cases, are 'BsV In many cases, the

applicant has articulated some fear of persecution but the case may need to be developed or is not considered top

prionty.-*

All "A" cases are reviewed by the Refugee Coordinator, who will follow panicularly sensitive ones. He
will also occasionally glance through "B" and "C cases. "A" cases are scheduled for an lOM and an INS inter\iew

the same day or the following day. Currently, "B" cases are receiving interview dates for between Januan and

March, 1994. 'C cases are not scheduled for interviews.

" Unfortunately, (he technical team's report and the follow-up report on the implementation of the recommendations have

been classified.

^ The vening staff is generally composed of part-lime coniraci employees, often relaiives of U.S. Embassy personnel.

" Interview wiih Reftigee Coordinator Luis Moreno, Pon-au-Prince. June 14, 1993.

" The approval rale is ihirty-three percent for A cases and five percent for B cases. This means that B cases account for

a higher number of actual cases approvals.
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3. At the time of the lOM appointment, the necessary forms are filled out and the applicant is interviewed.

The purpose of the interview is to review the questioimaire with the applicant and elicit further information relevant

to the application. The caseworicer writes up the interview and prepares the file for INS.

4. The same day or the following day, the INS reviews the file, interviews the applicant through an

interpreter, and makes a provisional decision. This decision is based upon whether the applicant has met the burden

of proof and whether the sqiplicant is considered credible.^ The INS interviewer's notes are incorporated into the

file along with the reconmiended decision. Cases are reviewed by the Assistant Officer in Giarge and by the quality

assurance team, which assesses whether the facts provided are consistent with the decision, whether a credibility

judgement is adequately supported and whether legal issues raised by the case have been correctly resolved. A U.S.

Embassy political officer and an ethnic affairs expert on the lOM staff are on site and serve as the principal

resources on local conditions. The INS Resource Information Center (RIC) provides country condition information

from a variety of governmental and non-governmental sources, including church, refugee and human rights

groups.^

5. Out-processing: All ^provals are considered conditional until out-processing has been completed. This

includes a medical examination, obtainment of a passport (passports are required by the Haitian authorities in order

to leave the country) and securing sponsorship by an individual or organization in the United States. For the

passports, fingerprints must be obtained at the police station. Obtaining passports for all individuals included on an

application may require getting a birth or marriage certificate for the first time."

6. Motions to reconsider: If a case is denied, the lOM (or the JVA) receives a form letter indicating the

category of the reason for denial. These letters are not case-specific. The applicant is then notified. The denial

includes notice of the right to file a motion to reconsider. To file the motion the applicant writes a letter to the

District Director of INS in Mexico explaining the reasons why the case should be reexamined. These letters can

be translated by the lOM (or the JVA in the regional centers). More recently, a notice that the letter must be in

English has been included on the denial letter. In general, the letter must present new information; few cases are

-' The standard for asylum under the Refiigee Act of 1980 is a 'well founded fear of persecution. ..on account of race,

religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group or political opinion.' This includes, but is noi limited to. past

persecution. The adoption of this defmition brought the U.S. into compliance with the iniemalional defmiiion of refugee.

Regarding credibility, the INS 'Basic Law Manual: Asylum" (from the Asylum Branch of the Office of the General

Counsel. March 1991) slates: *[A]n alien's own testimony may be sufficient, without corroborative evidence, to prove an

asylum claim if that testimony is believable, consistent and sufficiently detailed to provide a plausible and coherent account of

the basis of the claim.' According to the UNHCR. 'The applicant's suiemeni must be coherent and plausible and not run

counter to generally known facts.' Handbook on Procedures and Criteria for Determining Refugee Status. January 1988. p. 48.

^ A U.S. Embassy political officer in charge of refugee and migration affairs (and deputy refugee coordinator) has travelled

extensively in Haiti following up on repatriates. To date, over 4,(XX) have been interviewed. See also. News From Ameridas

Watch and National Coalition for Haitian Refugees, 'Half the Story: The Skewed U.S. Monitoring of Repatriated Haitian

Refugees.* June 30. 1992. The human rights liaison, bom in Haiti, is an lOM employee who works closely widi die Refugee

Coordinator and the INS. He is responsible for contacts widi local organizations and handles off-site interviews. He is often

consulted on sensitive cases as die resident expert on Haitian maners. He also informs ICP personnel dirough translation and

summary of local press.

'^ Marriage certificates cost about fifty gourde or USS4.I7. The birth certificates vary between fifteen and sixty gourde or

$1 .25 to 5.00. The required photographs cost seventy-five gourde or S6.2S a set. The minimum and standard wage for a facior>'

worker wage is fifteen G/day or SI.25. (Based on an exchange rate of twelve gourde = U.S. SI.00.) lOM. if asked, will defray

some of the cost. World Relief said they would help pay if asked, but do not tell applicants about this service.
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ovenumed based on the premise that the original decision was faulty." Approximately twenty motions to

reconsider are received daily. The decisions are made in Haiti and signed by the INS Officer in Charge on behalf

of the District Director. There is a delay of several months in most cases.

7. Regional centers: A regional ICP center opened in Les Cayes on April 26, 1993. It is run by Worid

Relief under contract to the State Department." Like lOM in Pon-au-Prince, World Reliers mandate is to prepare

cases for INS adjudication. Their expatriate staff is composed of a director and a deputy director. Four form-fillers,

an accountant, a receptionist and four security guards have been hired locally. The centers are set up to prepare

forty cases per week for INS adjudication. As currently designed, a team of two INS officers will spend two weeks

per month in each regional center. An unfortunate feature of the Les Cayes center is its location just one block

from the army garrison, where potential applicants are often held and beaten.

There are certain variations to the procedure in the regional offices. For example, an applicant in Les

Cayes has the questionnaire vetted and forms filled out on the same day. Vetting is done by the JVA director. As

of late June, "B" cases were being scheduled for interviews for sometime in July. 'Cs* were not being scheduled.

The director of World Relief told AW and NCHR that mechanisms were in place to transport an urgent case to Pon-

au-Prince. although no such case had yet occurred.

Two INS officers are scheduled to visit each regional center every two weeks. During those visits they

hold interviews for up to 140 applicants. These files are taken back to Port-au-Prince for quality assurance and final

adjudication. A decision is communicated to Les Cayes, at which time out-processing is begun for those approved.

Medical examinations are completed locally. Fingerprinting, passpon obtainment and sponsorship are handled

through lOM in Pon-au-Prince. Most often the approved applicant waits in Les Cayes for all of this to be

completed. Few can afford to stay in Pon-au-Prince for that length of time. World Relief says that they pay

expenses if asked but do not volunteer such assistance.

In other countries where ICP is used, non-governmental organizations with experience in refugee processing

and resettlement have worked closely with the State Depanment and the INS to prepare and process refugee claims.

World Relief and USCC have only recently become involved in ICP in Haiti, taking charge of the two regional

centers opened in April and May of this year. According to a USCC official, JVAs are expens on refugee issues

and can use that knowledge to help people through the process.* However, a State Depanment official said that

the JVA role is to provide 'a service to the State Depanment, not to act as advocates."''

Both World Relief and USCC say that as long as ICP is a reality in Haiti, their panicipation can have a

positive effect in the efficient and fair processing of Haitian refugees. However, they share the broader .NGO

perspective thai not even a new and improved ICP is a substitute for the right to seek safe haven. Fr. Rick

Ryscavage, Executive Director of the Catholic Bishops' Office of Migration and Refugee Services, recently stated

" This has occurred, however, panicularly when an NGO has gotten involved.

" The center in Cap Hailien opened in ^Iay and is tun by the United States Catholic Conference.

* Inierview with Shep Lowman. Washington D.C., June 9, 1993.

" Interview with Ken Foster. Refiigee Program. Suie Depanment. Washington D.C.. June 9, 1993.
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that "(T]he processing center is no substitute for justice either within Haiti, or in the treatment of refugees who try
in fl^^ Haiti "'-

"U.S. Catholic Conference, 'Church Agency Disappointed at Supreme Court Ruling Upholding Administration's Decision

to Return Haitian Refugees,' press release. June 22, 1993.
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IV. A CRITICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE ICP PROGRAM

Since its inception, ICP in Haiti has come under severe criticism from human rights groups and refugee

advocates. In prior repons on Haiti, AW and NCHR have pointed out many inadequacies of the policy in general

and of the ICP program specifically." Nevertheless, it is of particular concern that the recent expansion and

streamlining of the program under the Clinton Administration has led U.S. officials to tout it as providing "complete

coverage" and to see it as a measure which mitigates and justifies the policy of forced return."

The authors recognize the serious efforts made in recent months by individuals involved in the program
to make it more efficient and "user-friendly." It does appear that the program has improved in several areas since

the technical team visit in January. These include:

1. Expedited processing of Priority A cases: Exceptionally urgent cases can now be turned around in

approximately two weeks including the out-processing.

2. Quality assurance: By using quality assurance officers, including some with prior experience in Guantanamo,
adjudication decisions are being reviewed systematically by a General Counsel's office attorney and a trained asylum
officer.

3. Use of interviewing officers who have attended a three-week asylum training program.

4. Training of lOM staff: Attempts have been made to address the complicated problem of staff/applicant

interaction and assure quality and standardization of interview write-ups.

5. The recent opening of two regional centers and the use of JVAs to run those centers.

Nevenheless, these improvements have done little to ameliorate a number of basic shoncomings. These

are primarily a result of conceptual inconsistencies, which stem from substituting ICP for traditional self-help

remedies such as the ability to flee.

A. The Central Role and Biased \'iew of the State Department

The ICP program is based on the Slate Department's premise that the number of genuine asylum seekers

is actually quite small . A State Department official involved in setting up the program voiced what seems to be the

common belief that "most Haitians are economic migrants; it diminishes our program worldwide if we accept

economic migrants."" Funhermore, as stated above, the reason that ICP became the antidote for the Haitian

refugee problem in the first place was a desire to keep the numbers admitted to the U.S. to a minimum.

" See generally. Motion for Leave to File BriefAmicus Curiae and BriefofHuman Right Watch. Amicus Curiae, in Suppon

of Respondents. McNar>' v. Haitian Centers Council (later changed lo Sales v. Haitian Centers Council), October term, 1992

and AW and NCHR. "Half the Story." New York. June 30. 1992.

" Interview wjih Ken Foster. Asiisiam Attorney General Webster Hubbell is quoted saying. 'Interdicted boat migrants who

fear political persecution will be afforded meaningfiji oppominity for refugee processing in Haiti." (Editorial. "Gone Under a

Second Time," Miami Herald. June 22, 1993.)

" Interview- with Ken Foster.
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Ceiling detenninations are limits on refugee admittance, made by the Executive branch. They are often

made independently of specific country conditions and do not lend themselves to responding to crises. The ceiling

for Latin America for fiscal year 1993 was 3.500, of which 500 were allocated to Haiti. This decision was made

in August 1992, in the midst of widespread human rights abuses and three months after the Kennebunkpon Order

made ICP the only option available for Haitians.'*

Funheimore, refugees outside the United States in general have far fewer due-process rights than asylum

seekers who have made it to U.S. shores, and admission is much more discretionary. Although U.S. refugee law,

in contrast to international refugee law, does include the concept of a refugee still in his or her own country, there

is an increased sense that any ^)provals are tantamount to altruism. In refugee processing the officer makes a final

decision, there is no judicial or administrative review and the ^plicant bears a greater burden of proof.

U.S. Embassy personnel or lOM contran employees are the principal resources for lOM and INS

interviewers." The State Depanment official interviewed warned that one should not "take people's statements

at face value. Past repons such as those put out by the American Immigration Lawyers Association, the Lawyers

Committee for Human Rights, Amnesty International etc. contain lots of hearsay. We investigate the cases.""

The fact that this view is being conveyed within the program, certainly undermines the value of having non-

governmental human rights material made available to ICP staff. For example, an asylum officer recently assigned

to the quality assurance team told AW and NCHR in Haiti that at least some INS personnel consider reports from

human rights NGOs and the United Nations/Organization of American Slates International Civilian Mission

(UN/OAS Mission) totally unreliable.
*

Furthermore, the State Depanment view of the human rights situation in Haiti seems to var>' depending

on who is asking. The most recent Sute Depanment repon on country conditions in Haiti stated:

Haitians suffered frequent human rights abuses throughout 1992 including extrajudicial killings by security

forces, disappearances, beatings and other mistreatment of detainees and prisoners, arbitrary arrest and

detention, and executive interference with the judicial process....*"

However, a May 7. 1993 State Depanment advisory opinion in the case of a Haitian popular-movement

activist applying for asylum in the U.S. gave quite a different analysis of the situation:

During 1992. the level of political violence has been considerably reduced... Despite Haiti's violent

reputation, it is possible for many people to find safe residence in another pan of the country...We do not believe

the faa that an ordinary citizen is known to suppon or to have supponed President Aristide by itself puts that person

at panicular risk of mistreatment or abuse.

» There is no ceiling for asylum seekers in the U.S. The ceiling for overseas refugee admissions from Haiti for fiscal year

1993 was 500. Although that number has been surpassed and 1,000 unallocated slots were assigned to Ham. the fact remams

(hat a ceiling is in place affecting the number of Haiiuns who will eventually be admitted.

" A review of asylum claims in the U.S. by Harvard University's National Asylum Snidy Project shows a heavy reliance

by INS asylum officers on Stale Depanment resources, according to the Study Coordinator.

" Interview with Ken Foster.

" The officer. T.J. Mills, was later suspended from the program.

* Depanment of Sute. Country Reports (for 1992). p. 421.
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Under the heading 'False and Exaggerated Qainu by Previous Returnees,* the opinion goes on to say:

... [[Investigations made by U.S. Embassy officers there indicate that many of the reports made by asylum
applicants of arrests, killings and intimidation are exaggerated, unconfirmable or false...."

This view suggests a bias against Haitian asylum seekers by implying that if some have lied, then many probably

lie.

In contrast, the June 3, 1993 repon by the UN/OAS Mission stated as follows:

The most serious and numerous human rights violations. ..involved arbitrary detentions, systematic beatings

and torture perpetrated by members of the armed forces or persons operating at their instigation or with

their tolerance. The Mission has also been informed of cases of arbitrary executions and deaths following

torture inflicted while in detention.

As indicated below, these violations of the right to life and integrity and security of person are intended

primarily to restrict or prohibit the exercise of the freedoms of opinion and expression, assembly and peaceful

association. Unfortunately [the report] provides only a partial picture of the extent to which human rights violations

in Haiti are widespread and systematic.'^

More recently, in an August 11, 1993 press release, the UN/OAS Mission

expresses its grave preoccupation at the numerous violations of human rights in Haiti. In particular, the

Mission condemns the arbitrary executions and suspicious deaths which have reached alarming levels in

the area of Pon-au-Prince, where 36 cases have been identified since July 1st.

The targets of these grave human rights violations are members of popular organizations and neighborhood

associations, but also simple citizens who had the misfonune to find themselves in the path of the killers.

....Attacks on freedom of association and expression continue, as well as violations against personal

security and physical integrity."

The U.S. Embassy's political officer in charge of human rights was reluctant to talk on the record to AW
and NCHR about human rights issues. However, she painted a picture of random, undirected violence and general

lawlessness merely tolerated from above, as opposed to the targeted, patterned and strategic repression, which

includes a sense of chaos and lawlessness, that is reported by both local and international human rights groups."

B. Political Isolation Weakens the Program

" According lo (he Harvard National Asylum Study Projea, this kind of opinion Is typical of Haitian cases.

*- As ofMay 1993. the UN/OAS Mission had 141 international suff members of which eighty-six were deployed in regional

teams around ihe countr>' and twenty were in training.

" As translated by the Washington Office on Lati America.

" Interview with Ellen Cosgrove, U.S. Embassy. Pon-au-Prince. June 16, 1993.
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The ICP program is isolated from organizations that could strengthen it by serving as resources. The U.S.

policy of forcibly returning Haitian refugees is widely considered to be discriminatory and ultimately in violation

of principles of international law. As a. centerpiece of this policy, the program has had little contact with the

UN/OAS Mission, the UNHCR or local human rights groups which arc the real experts on local conditions. A

UN/OAS Mission official said, "The Embassy had, until recently, not sought out contact with the Mission. Contact

has been minimal."" While some private human rights groups assist individuals applying to the program on an

ad hoc basis, they do not encourage it. Furthermore, they distrust the program's motives and are quick to point out

its inadequacies.

C. No Safe Haven Component is Available

The most obvious weakness of the ICP program is that there is no safe haven component for asylum

seekers. This means that they do not enjoy even the temporary protections and security to which asylum seekers

are entitled under international law.** The State Depanment official interviewed told the authors, "We don't

provide safe haven.. ..So far it hasn't been an issue because people can call, send letters, access a church group.""

Nevertheless. ICP applicants have been persecuted while awaiting fmal resolution of their cases. The Refugee

Coordinator stated, "No cases tie in harassment, beatings or killings to the refugee program."" However, that

distinction is quickly blurred, since applicants with genuine claims apply to the program precisely because they are

at risk.

The authors were able to document several cases of persecution during early June 1993, involving ICP

applicants.**

One case reponed confidentially occurred some time during the first two weeks of June. It involved a young

man who had filled out a preliminary questionnaire to apply for asylum, but never made it back to his interview.

When he left the ICP locale he was arrested and taken to a Pon-au-Prince police station. He was kicked and beaten.

Someone who knew him helped him get released after at least one day and night in prison."

In Les Cayes, the problem is magnified by the small-town, ever>'one-knows-everyone atmosphere:

"Claude" is an Aristide supponer and activist. He was president of an election bureau during the 1990

presidential elections, and he collaborates with grass-roots organizations. He volunteers with the local

Institute for Social Welfare and Research doing AIDS education. He has a long history of problems » ith

' Imerview. Port-au-Prince. July 1993.

* For example, ihe UNHCR states that in cases of mass inttux. temporary refuge should always be provided See

'Conclusions of the International Protection of Refugees" adopted by the Executive Committee of the UNHCR Programme.

Office of the UNHCR (Geneva: 1980). p. 49.

" Interview v^ith Ken Foster.

** Interview with Louis Moreno. Pon-au-Prince. June 14, 1993.

" Real names are not used in the following testimonies except where stipulated, in order to protect the sensitive situations

of our informants. In some cases, specific dates and places have been eliminated for the same reason. All interviews were carried

out in Pon-au-Prince during the week of June 13-20, 1993.

" Interview with a Haitian source close to the ICP program on the condition of confidentiality. Pon-au-Prince. June 17,

1993. Hereinafter referred to as a confidential Haitian source.
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the local authorities, particularly with one govemmeni delegate, which he says began due to his work
during the 1990 elections. He was first arrested in August 1992 and briefly detained. On November 27,

1992, he was harassed, threatened and chased by the same delegate and two armed men in civilian clothes.

A few days later, on December 1, he was detained again and jailed for six days for being Lavalas.^' On
December 31 , the delegate threatened him with arrest in the street. When passersby protested, he was left

alone. On January 6, 1993, the delegate arrested him, and he was taken to the police station. He was
threatened with death, accused of being Lavalas, anti-army and a thief. On January 7 his captors decided

to make a formal complaint on charges of theft, criminality and morally assaulting the authorities. He was
imprisoned at the Les Cayes military headquarters. The public prosecutor ordered him released after six

days under "provisional liberty" status. He stopped living in town and lived hiding from then on. On
April 27 the delegate saw him again and said "It's you; you're under arrest." He jumped in a taxi and
went to the office of the UN/OAS Mission. The World Relief office for ICP had opened that same day
in Les Cayes. He went there to apply and was given a questionnaire. He was interviewed on May 4 and
received notice of conditional approval on May 21. On June 1 he was arrested by the military at the

request of the same government delegate, who said he was going to have him shot. He was released on
June 4 after U.S. Embassy intervention. As of June 20, he was still in Les Cayes waiting for out-

processing to be completed. He asked the AW and NCHR to intervene to expedite his case. He said he
was afraid and living in hiding."

"Jean" is a thiny-eight-year-old carpenter and furniture maker from Les Cayes. He has been a member
of a number of local popular organizations, among them the Assemblee Populaire Nationale and the Union
for Change. Prior to the coup he had been arrested and tonured in 1988 under General Henri Namphy's
regime. He has been tracked and harassed by the army since the coup because he was a known activist

and because he filed a complaint against the official responsible for his torture in 1988. His most recent

problems have been with a local government delegate. On several occasions in December 1992 and Januar>-

1993 he was threatened and harassed by the delegate. Beginning in January, police and soldiers began

arriving at his house. At that time, he moved to another neighborhood, only visiting his home in the

daytime. He knows that military auxiliaries known as attaches frequently come to his house at night.

After receiving encouragement from a friend, he decided to apply for political asylum. He was hesitant

to go since the office was located just up the street from the military headquaners, but his friend explained

how to check out the area and then go in. He applied on May 20, was interviewed by World Relief on

June 3 and was scheduled for an INS interview on July 1 . Two weeks before that interview, at about 7:30

p.m. on June 18, two soldiers in civilian dress came to his house just as he was arriving. He went inside,

and they told him to come out and talk to them. He responded that he was in his own house. They yelled

that he was Lavalas and he responded, "Yes I am, and 1 have a right to be." They told him that they were

going to find a way to finish him off. Among other things, they said that when his 'Papa Arisiide" came

back they were going to leave a lot of people "on the ground." They left saying they were coming back

with the police. He immediately called the UN/OAS Mission, and two representatives went to his house.

The men did not come back, but his wife reported that the same two men had been to the house on two

occasions earlier that day and seemed to be waiting for him to show up. The next day, he told AW and

NCHR that his wife was packing up the house, now too afraid to continue living there herself.
''

" Lavalas is the Creole word meaning "landslide"; as used colloquially, it refers to the broad-based popular movement that

elected President Aristide.

" Interview. Les Cayes. June 19. 1993. Americas Watch and NCHR expressed concern about this case to the Refugee

Coordinator and World Relief. The delay was due to the fact that the required passport had not yet been issued.

" Inierview, Les Cayes. June 19. 1993.
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If a conditionally approved individual is found to be HIV-positive, the question of protection becomes even

more serious. These applicants must file a waiver which is granted at the discretion of the Attorney General, in

order to be allowed admission into the United States.^ The added aggravation with ICP is that the person must

wait, like a sitting duck, in Haiti, even-though he or she has been officially recognized as having a well-founded

fear of persecution (or indeed of having suffered persecution). According to lOM, several waivers had been filed

in 1993 but were still pending as of June. However, in September, the INS office in Washington reported being

unaware of any waivers pending.

AW and NCHR are greatly concerned about one particular case. The applicant was kidnapped at gunpoint

and detained for several days at an unknown site, tortured and found dumped on the street days later. His

a{>plication for political asylum was conditionally approved rapidly, given the gravity of his situation. He was then

found to be HIV-positive. In April, he applied for a waiver through the ICP program. Five months later, in

September, it was discovered that his application had never left Port-au-Prince due to an administrative delay over

a fonn. AW and NCHR brought the case to the attention of the ICP staff. Meanwhile, the conditionally-approved

applicant and bis family remain in Haiti at serious personal risk.

D. Operational Deficiencies

By nature and by design, the number and type of people receiving the reasonably expedited processing that

asylum seekers require are drastically reduced, and the fair and consistent adjudication of claims is sabotaged. There

are examples of this at every stage of the process.

The system is overioaded. This is perhaps unavoidable, given the desperate need of so many Haitians and the fact

that all avenues of non-immigrant entry to the U.S. are closed to most people. Those who wish and need to leave

for a variety of reasons try the program. This "magnet effect' can impede genuine asylum seekers from receiving

a fair hearing and many might be getting lost in the crowd. One international refugee expert said, 'It becomes seen

as an immigration office, which limits refugee access.*" Large numbers of economically motivated applicants

may also contribute to the perception, held by some U.S. officials, that most Haitians are economic migrants. The

opinion of the Haitian source close to the program was (hat 'INS's first impression of people is that they are

garbage, beggars. They are seen as economic refugees from the start.'** The quality assurance officer recently

expelled from the program reported that a prevalent view among INS personnel is that most applicants are lying.

The use of local Haitian staff is problematic. Early criticism of the program focused on the use of Haitian siaff

in all stages of processing. All of the lOM reception, interpreter and form-filling staff are Haitian. (Three

caseworkers are Haitian-Americans.) Problems such as disrespectfiil treaimeni of applicants from a different social

class and political perspective have been reported. The confidential Haitian source told AW and NCHR of an

" According lo experts ai the Centers for Disease Control, all refugee applicants are screened for HIV and other diseases

such as mberculosis. HIV-positive approved asylum applicants must obtain a waiver, and these can delay an inordinateiN long

lime. An applicant must show, among other things, thai his or her medical expenses will be covered at no cost to the

government.

'* Interview, Port-au-Prince, June IS, 1993. The official spoke on ihe condition thai he not be identified.

" Conridential Haitian source, interview in Pon-au-Prince, June 17, 1993 (See note 49).
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applicant who apparenily recognized one interpreter as having been involved in killings in his home town. 'Haitians

have learned not to trust Haitians,' said this source, 'and Haitians have learned not to talk politics.'"

The State Department and lOM recognize and have made efforts to overcome this problem through training,

including a recent weekend seminar which provided pointers on how to interview an applicant and sensitivity

training. Nevertheless, this dynamic continues to make it difficult to create an atmosphere of trust necessary to

ensure fairness in access and adjudication of claims.^'

The vetting process is inadequate. Screening based solely on a written questionnaire, without guidance about the

process and without the opportunity to see or speak with a U.S. official, is blatantly unfair given the nature of the

information involved and the characteristics of Haitian culture.^* A State Department official interviewed felt that

'Haitians are very open people.* On the contrary, the confidential Haitian source interviewed said, 'You really

have to dig to get information from a Haitian. The burden of proof is heavily on the applicant.* If an applicant

needs help in filling out the application, an lOM staff person may assist. However, the NCHR observed this taking

place in the wailing area, with no privacy, and conversations can be easily oveiiieard. Some applicants pay

someone to fill out the form for them. In those cases they may not even know what has ended up on the

application. Thus, some asylum seekers may be unable or unwilling to aniculate their case adequately, before being

vetted into a B category that will mean an impossibly long wait or the C category which is tantamount to being

ineligible to continue the process.

The B category itself is used as a caich-all between cases which are urgent or high-profile and cases where

no claim to asylum is apparent from the questionnaire. Logically, the well-founded fear standard also falls between

those two extremes, since the A category requirements are much higher than the asylum standard."* For example,

according to the Refugee Coordinator, 'Most A cases are past persecution."" While it is reasonable to assign

priority to urgent or high-profile cases for expedited treatment, a large number of others with potentially solid, albeit

less dramatic, claims end up being deferred for an inordinately long time. Assuming that these applicants can wait

for six months before they even see a U.S. official makes a mockery of their situation. The fact that delays are

conunon lo the program in other countries, far from a justification, is ftinher proof of ICP's inadequacy in the

context of Haiti. "^ The following case is illustrative:

Rodrigue Normil is a thiny-three year-old artist and activist who was arrested on January 20. 1992 in

Grande Goave. his hometown. He believes that the reason for arrest was his brother's involvement in an

organization accused by the army of involvement in the September 30. 1991 burning of an army post there. His

brother was in hiding, and Normil was arrested in his place. He was severely beaten during his time in prison.

He was released after twenty-two days without any legal process having taken place. He went into hiding.

'
Ibid.

" JVAs are concerned thai in the regional cemers this problem may be even more acute because of the small-lown

dynamics. For example. USCC wanted lo use expatriate suff but found the cost prohibitive.

" For example. Burmese refugee applications are vened only after an interview carried out by a JVA.

** This is also (he case wiih the lower, credible-fear standard which was used in Guantinamo to 'screen in' Haitian refugees

to the U.S. to pursue their asylum claims.

*' Interview with Luis Moreno.

*•'
In general, see Inzunza. "Refugee Act of 1980.'
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eventually moving to Pon-au-Prince. On May 6, 1993 he ^proached lOM to apply for political asylum. He was

given an initial interview date of December 3, 1993, a typical time lapse for a B case. On June 4, 1993 he decided

to try to return to Grand Goave. He arrived there and was on his way to his bouse when three men in civilian dress

stopped him and told him to hand over his weapon. He said he didn't cany a weapon. Two of the men were

anned. They took the lener from lOM and said they were going to send it to Port-au-Prince police chief Michel

Francois so that he would know that Roland was trying to leave the coimtry after having burned down the military

post. He was forced into their pickup, blindfolded and beaten, then taken to a cell where he spent three days. On

the third day he was taken somewhere else, where he was held for eight days, constantly blindfolded. He was given

a piece of bread with sugar on it once a day. Once he was brought a drink which turned out to be urine. After eight

days he was taken out and abandoned, still blindfolded. He still has health problems including pain in his ears and

the chest where he was beaten many times."

It must also be noted that both lOM and INS staff processing a particular applicant know the vetting

category from the start, as it is prominently featured in the file. Furthermore, in C cases the State Department is.

in practice, making a final decision, based on a written questioiuiaire. Consequently, a considerable amount of

screening is taking place before a face-to-face interview of any son and before an INS official steps into the picture.

E. Inconsistency in Adjudication

The two key elements of asylum adjudication are the correct application of the standard and a credibility

determination. The creation in 1990 of a special INS asylum corps responsible for adjudication is tribute to the

difficulty involved in the fair and equitable processing of claims. The difficult question in the Haitian context

becomes. What is the sieve through which you sift thousands of people with potentially worthy claims?

Applying the standard for asylum and determining credibility. The human rights director for the UN/OAS Civil

Mission said, "Obviously there is a huge number of people in fear of persecution-people are living in hiding at

different levels."** An INS quality assurance official interviewed said, "Everyone has a well-founded fear ~ maybe

not on account of (the reasons stipulated in the asylum regulations]. It is very troublesome to get at people who

fit; there are many people at risk. If a person is just scared but nothing has happened to them, that's the first cut.

We look for persistence in the persecution, someone who has had a problem over time." The confidential Haitian

source interviewed said, "There is a category of people who use ICP as a way out, but I think real cases are being

bypassed. If you don't have proof, you most likely will be denied. It sometimes seems set up to make even good

cases have a hard time getting asylum.

'

In Haiti, this challenge is magnified considerably by the following factors:

1

.

Interviewing officers are not drawn from the specially trained asylum corps and often have no prior experience

with interviewing techniques, asylum law and case adjudication.

2. Interviewing officers are on sixty-day rotations, during which time they are under strong pressure to complete

at least eight cases per day including interviews with interpreters and case writeups, among other tasks.

3. The above serve to limit officers' ability to familiarize themselves with country conditions and Haitian culture

and to research individual cases.

" Interview with NCHR, June 22, 1993, summarized from interview in French.

** Interview with Ian Martin, Port-au-Prince, June 15, 1993.
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In a study of adjudication of asylum claims in the U.S., the Harvard Law School National Asylum Project

found a high degree of variance from officer to officer. Funhermore, in half of the asylum decisions reviewed,

errors in law or analysis were detected. This is among a well-trained asylum corps whose sole task is asylum
adjudication. In Haiti, where no asyfum corps officers are directly involved in adjudication, inconsistency is a

logical result."

An important concern voiced by several sources close to the program was the difficulty of making a

credibility determination under the current circumstances. One INS official estimated that a negative credibility

assessment could account for perfas^s up to thirty to thirty-five percent of denials." A government official close

to the program said, "Credibility is so much harder than principles. My biggest concern is that someone will tell

a true story and will be found to lack credibility. How much you know the system in Haiti is key to a credibility

determination."" The confidential Haitian source interviewed, as well as others close to die program, generally

felt that it was difficult for INS officers to acquire the local expenise necessary to assess credibility and apply the

standards fairly.

Quality assurance mechanisms. Quality assurance officers (a legal advisor from the General Counsel's office and

an asylum corps officer) arc on only thirty-day tours of duty, and their role is primarily limited to case review.

They do not play a role in training, nor do they routinely participate in interviews. In addition, quality assurance

personnel repon that they have not been well received by the core INS staff in Haiti."

In an internal INS memorandum to the District Director in Mexico City dated April 20, 1993, obtained

by AW and NCHR. the Officer in Charge in Pon-au-Prince requested that the legal advisor and asylum officer of

the quality assurance team be removed. 'The presence of a 'legal advisor' here reporting to the General Counsel

independent of operations reponing undermines my authority and disrupts the traditional chain of command.' He
added, 'We do not at this time need the quality control officer....since my Assistant OlC.is now here and

performing quality control.... [R]eplacing [the previous officer] was entirely unnecessary and never discussed with

either you or me.

"

The following excerpt from the memorandum raises serious concerns regarding the emphasis on production

over quality and the attitude of INS officers toward Haitian applicants:

The on-site presence of a legal advisor places a hardship upon the interviewing officers in that they see the

legal advisor as reviewing their work, looking for completeness, thoroughness, and in-depth questioning, while the

Officer-in-Charge is pressing for production. Traditionally, refugee processing teams work hard all day and let off

steam after work by gathering for a beer and laughing and joking about cases interviewed during the day. I might

add that this is also good training. The seriousness of the asylum training, coupled with the watchdog style of

^ Telephone interview with Sarah Ignatius. Study Coordinator, National Asylum Project. September 16, 1993. According

to Ignatius, asylum corps officers in the U.S. have a goat of adjudicating twelve cases per week, spending an average of three

hours on each case. In Haiti, in addition to eight cases daily, INS officers must handle motions to reconsider, unscheduled cases

such as 'walk-ins.' as well as other administrative casks.

** The authors were unable to obuin data on specifics of the Haitian caseload from either INS or the Sute Department.

'' Interview wiih a U.S. government official on condition O:' confidentiality, Washington D.C., June 8, 1993.

" Several U.S. officials privately confirmed the existence of strong tensions between quality assurance personnel and the

INS adjudicating staff. The continuation of quality assurance is currently under evaluation by the INS.
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cenain Headquanen personnel, coupled with the on-site (even after hours) presence of a General Counsel

representative has combined to hold such activity to a minimum

In the same memo, the Officer jn darge emphasized the importance of the production requirement in

refugee processing and indicated that the asylum training course required for all interviewing offlcers was good,

but 'focused too heavily on asylum and for the most pan ignored refugee processing.' The offlcers 'have the

perception that (1) the cases are so difficult and the quality requirements so strong that more than Ave cases per day

per officer is impossible; (2) that every question, answer, hesitation, and body gesture must be thoroughly

documented in a wrinen decision; and (3) that failure to sufficiently document a written decision in accordance with

the quality requirements would subject the interviewing officer to dire consequences of one Idnd or another.

'

More recently, T.J. Mills, a political asylum officer assigned to the quality assurance team in August, was

suspended from the program after less than a week. He told AW and NCHR in Haiti that the reason for his

suspension was that he questioned how case decisions were being made. Mills was very concerned about the basis

upon which credibility determinations were being taken and believes that people truly fearing persecution were being

denied. In a telling case he reviewed, a negative credibility determination was based on an applicant's use of the

term Ton Ton Macouies, since this paramilitary structure bad been previously abolished. Mills said that he reviewed

120 cases during his sbon stay in Haiti, of which only two had been recommended for approval. He discussed

several cases with an INS supervisory officer who, in his view, was uniformly hostile to his questions regarding

some decisions. According to the INS Refugee Asylum and Parole Division, Mills's tour of duty was curtailed

because it was discovered be lacked prior experience in case review at Guantinamo. The INS is investigating the

matter.

There is a prevalent sense that the standard actually being applied is closer to the A categor}' vetting

requirements than the 'well-founded fear" standard. Human rights groups reported that most applications eventually

approved are either high-profile cases or victims of past persecution that is documented and often has been

publicized. A staff person of the Centre Oecum^nique des Droits Humains, a Haitian human rights group that

provides assistance to viaims of repression, said that sometimes people are persecuted but can't prove it. 'This

person would be arrested again or go into hiding. We can't help them because ICP won't accept them anyway.'^

A spokesperson of the Plaieforme Haitienne des Droits Humains, a national coalition of nine human rights groups,

expressed similar concerns. "Many people with real problems of persecution have been refused. We wonder if the

real objective is to accept refugees. It seems they are accepting only those most close to the Aristide government

or most vocal in denouncing the violence.*^

Motions to reconsider do not constitute adequate administrative review of claims. They are lengthy letters

written by the applicant, outlining the entire case. Letters of denial of asylum include notice that the applicant may

flle such a letter. However, according to the text, "The request to have a case reconsidered or a file reopened must

be written (doii etre ecrit) in English or accompanied by an English translation." This is a patently unreasonable

expectation in Haiti. The NCHR has received numerous requests to help translate letters, most of which they caiuiot

accept.

The following two cases provide a stark illustration of the concerns outlined herein. They involve local

popular organization leaders, both musicians, who fought to get political asylum. The first was successful after his

" Interview in Port-au-Prince, June 16, 1993.

" Interview, Pon-au-Prince. June 17, 1993. The Human Rights Platform researches and documents human rights abuses

and disseminates repons nationally and internationally.
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case was widely publicized, and is now in the U.S. The other was not so lucky, and was killed weeks after his

latest attempt to receive political asylum through ICP.

Ferleau Nordi, a twenty-seven-year-old musician and activist from the southern town of Dame-Marie,
applied for political asylum in November 1992 when he fled his home after being arrested and tonured. His case

was still pending in February 1993 when a story about him appeared in The New York Times. A shon time later,

his case was denied. It took a second anicle in The New York Times in March, as well as the intervention of

organizations including the NCHR, before his motion to reconsider was finally granted.^'

Andrei Fonune was a twenty-nine-year-old local popular movement leader in Lascahobas. Like other

activists, he had a history of harassment and problems, particularly because he was very outspoken at a time when
freedom of expression is routinely punished. According to testimony he gave to the UN/OAS Mission prior to his

death, he was arrested in May 1992 in Port-au-Prince with a companion. Roland David. Both were beaten, and
the latter later died of his injuries. Since then. Fortune had lived in different levels of hiding. He applied for

political asylum in Port-au-Prince in June 1992, one month after his detention. He was denied in July. In August

he filed a motion to reconsider, which was also denied. In June 1993, three local activists were briefly arrested

following an incident where the bridge to Lascahobas had been closed off and tires burned by demonstrators.

Others, including Fonune. went into hiding. Fonune's mother feared he was on an army list to be arrested, and
contacted the UN/OAS Mission, whose staff interviewed him at that time. In July, Fonune re-applied for political

asylum. Soon after, his case was denied for the third time. The reftigee coordinator for ICP told AW and NCHR
that Fonune's asylum claims had been denied based on a negative credibility determination due to false statements

he had reponedly made in his applications. Weeks later, on August 16, 1993, several Haitian soldiers went to his

home and one of them shot Fonune in the back, killing him. Since then, his colleagues have gone into deeper

hiding, and several have fled the area. The UN/OAS Mission considers the case a clear example of a politically

motivated killing, and issued a press communique condemning this violation of the right to life, demanding a

thorough investigation by the authorities.^

The difficulty in determining how cases are adjudicated and decisions are made is due in pan to an

unwillingness to open the process to evaluation. For example, neither the INS nor the State Depanment was able

to make available specific data on applicants which would be helpful in evaluating the process. Information requested

included demographic and geographical information on applicants as well as detailed monthly case statistics for each

vetting category, reasons for denial, etc."

Experienced non-govemmemal organizations find the program in Haiti less accessible than similar programs

they are familiar with elsewhere. For example, they say thai access to denied cases is imponant in order effectively

to assist Haitians in applying through the program. According to several NGOs involved in refugee processing

elsewhere, such access is {informally) standard procedure in Southeast Asia. An official at World Relief reponed

that they had requested, and were denied, permission to observe INS interviews, a privilege they had exercised

" Howard French. "In Hiding m Haiti. Dissident Despairs of U.S. Help," The New York rimes, February 1, 1993 and

French. 'Haitian Dissident Loses Plea fo. U.S. Refugee Visa." The New York Times. March 4,1993.

~ UN/OAS Civilian Mission, Communique de Presse, Ref:/CP/93/30.

" It is not even clear exactly what information on applicants is being kept. However, it seems logical that a detailed data

base would serve as an excellent source of information on panems of repression in Haiti.
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while processing refugees from the former Soviet Union in Rome." While such access seems to depend on the

discretion of the INS Officer in Charge, the NGO view is that, given the difficulty and sensitivity of refugee

processing in Haiti, they should have at least as much access as they enjoy elsewhere. So far this has not been the

Out-processing creates delays and risks. Out-processing of approved applicants prior to departure can involve

delays as long as several months. According to the lOM director in Port-au-Prince, exceptionally urgent cases take

one week to adjudicate and one week for out-processing. The majority of approved cases, however, are delayed

four or more weeks, and AW and NCHR know of cases that have delayed months. The departure of "Claude,"

whose case is described above, bad been delayed nearly a month when he was interviewed in Les Cayes in June,

even though in the interim he had been arrested, threatened with death, and released. According to World Relief,

he was still waiting for his passport.

The fact that approved applicants must be fingerprinted and obtain a passport from the de facto authorities

in order to leave the country is of great concern. At the very least, obtaining a passpon can delay out-processing

considerably. It is tantamount to requiring permission from your persecutor in order to flee the country. Two

sources familiar with the program reponed that since January, when a Haitian army deserter who had been approved

for asylum was arrested at the airpon by the de facto authorities, the U.S. Embassy has been "clearing" at least

some cases with the authorities prior to deparmre. AW and NCHR were unable to get official confirmation of this.

But the January incident raises important concerns related to ICP in the Haitian context.

According to testimony given to NCHR, Coracilin Williams desened the Haitian armed forces and went

into hiding in December, 1991 after helping two people escape instead of arresting them as ordered. He fled the

country on May 24, 1992 and was remrned by the United States. The second time, he made it to Cuba but

voluntarily repatriated in January, 1993. He then applied for refugee stams through ICP and was approved. On

the day of his depanure. he was arrested at the airport and held for three days. He was released after the U.S.

government intervened in his behalf, and is currently residing in the U.S.

In a March 15, 1993 press release regarding the case, the Haitian Armed Forces claimed that Williams had

been coun-manialed i>i absentia for desertion.

No coordination has been made with the Haitian authorities, who were totally ignored. After the

unfortunate and lamentable incident, the Immigration and Naturalization Service representaiive in Haiti, Mr. Sam

Manin. visited General Headquaners, at which time he was informed of the potential implications....The Armed

Forces of Haiti reaffirm to the American administration their will to cooperate within the parameters set down by

our constitution, the laws of Haiti. The Armed Forces of Haiti hope representatives of the INS in Haiti will be

more vigilant in their handling certain files in the future."

F. Representative Cases

During "the course of the present research, AW and NCHR interviewed a number of people whose cases

indicate chronic deficiencies in asyljw claims adjudication as described herein, including an improper emphasis on

past persecution. In some cases, an initial denial was overturned later, when the applicants' worst (well-founded)

fears became a reality.

" This IS ironic given that the filling-oul of the initial questionnaire, which includeysensitive questions, is done in a crowded

im.

" Press Release (in English). Grand (Juartier Gineral. Forces Armeis d'Haiti. Pon-au-Prince. Haiti. March 15. 1993.
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In one case assisted by the NCHR, a denied ^plicant filed a motion to reconsider in August. The applicant

was a member of a popular organization and had suffered a series of arrests and beatings since the September 1991

coup. The following is a summary of information submitted in the applicant's motion:

In October 1991 his house was shot at and his father and brother were savagely beaten and imprisoned by

the army. The next day the applicant was arrested with two friends. He was badly beaten and imprisoned for nine

days. He has lived in hiding in the mountains since January 1992. In April 1992 he was arrested again with other

activists and forced to paint over slogans and graffiti throughout the town. He tried to leave Haiti in a small fishing

boat in May, and was forced to return because of rough seas. Since he could not safely go home, he went to Pon-

au-Prince. He applied for asylum in June 1992. Less than two weeks later, one of his brothers was arrested and

imprisoned for one day. In August, the applicant's request for asylum was denied. He tried to return home but

left soon after when be foimd out the army was looicing for him. He was arrested in September in a small town

where he was staying. He was again brutally beaten, tied, threatened with death. He was held for eighteen days

and upon his release immediately left for Pon-au-Prince. In October he wrote a letter of reconsideration to the ICP

program. In April 1993 he received a refusal letter.

In addition to the four-page letter in his second, August motion to reconsider, the applicant submitted a

newspaper article and a letter from the Ministry of Justice attesting to one of his arrests. This motion is still

pending.

"Pierre" is a twenty-three-year-old student from Port-au-Prince. He is a member of a student organization

known as the the Zafe Elev Lekol (ZEL). He was forced to leave his family home, stop attending school,

live in hiding in another town since December 1992. On November 27, 1992, at 2:00 a.m., agents of the

Service de Investigation et Antigang (known as Antigang - a division of the Haitian militarized police)

came to his home. He was there with his friend, "Rene," the latter's cousin, and other family members.

Twenty men, some in uniform and others in civilian dress, surrounded the house and knocked on the door.

They called Pierre by name, and he responded that he didn't have any reason to talk to the police. He

finally went outside with the two friends, at which time the police staned to beat him. They asked about

Rene, not knowing that he was one of the two there with him. They asked him about other ZEL members

while beating him. They searched every room in the house, finding photographs of Aristide and spray

paint for graffiti. They tied his hands behind his back and did the same with his two friends and took them

to the Antigang headquaners. During his incarceration, Pierre was beaten, taken to a known dumping

ground to scare him, threatened with death and interrogated about ZEL activities organizing student

demonstrations and so forth. Both Pierre and Rene spent a total of twenty-five days in prison, including

seventeen in the Antigang headquarters and eight days in the National Penitentiary. They were released

December 22 based on a December 18 court order. The charges, according to Pierre, were disturbing

the peace, being Lavalas fanatics and criminal association. Both young men applied for asylum." Pierre

applied on March 2. 1993 and received a letter of denial on March 25. Point 10 on his denial letter was

checked off, stipulating that "your testimony concerning the facts, actions and circumstances is inconsistent

on imponant points and is deemed to be inadmissable. " Rene's application was approved. Pierre was

amazed because he said they had mistreated him even more than his friend. He wondered if it could have

been because of the interpreter. In April, he wrote a letter asking for his case to be reconsidered. As of

late June, no response had been received.

Hilton Etienne (his real name) is a thirty-eight-year-old man from Hinche, the coital of the Centre

Depanment. He is a leader of the Ti Legliz or Christian base community, and a member of the Catholic

Church's Justice and Peace Commission, a neighborhood conunittee and a literacy program. He first fled

" "Pierre" showed the authors a certificate of his ZEL membership and two newspaper articles attesting to the arrest and

imprisonmeni of both young men.
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his home on October 6, 1991 when the military came to his house. They were looking for local organizers

of a September 30 street demonstration. One entered and warned him that be was going to be arrested.

He fled on foot and by bus to Port-au-Prince. In the ensuing months be tried to return to Hinche on two

occasions. Both times he was forced to return to Pon-au-Princc by continued army harassment. In April

1992, soldiers came to his house, forced the door and pointed a gun at his wife's head and stomach, asking

where her husband was. They searched the house, stealing some money and a VCR. They returned later

and arrested her. A neighbor was sent to tell him, and he left immediately. His wife spent one day in

prison, at one point fainting from the stress. In early May 1992, he went to the U.S. Consulate to apply

for asylum after hearing about ICP on the radio. He had several interviews during June and was denied

asylum in early July. Between October and December he tried to go back to Hinche twice. Both times,

the army came around his house looking for him, the second time searching his house and removing

literacy materials. In February 1993, his house was searched by the military again. In March, he asked his

wife and mother to talk to the UN/OAS Mission about bis case. He then returned to Hinche but never slept

at home. On April 28 at 2:00 a.m. soldiers forced the door of his house and arrested him. They bit him

in the face, and he lost two teeth. He was tied up with a rope and hit around the head and eyes. His ears

were boxed. He was taken to the army headquarters where the Djak was performed on him, and he was

beaten 200 times with a stick." En route to another location, he was beaten in the street, his left arm

was broken and he was made to coimt as he was hit another hundred times. He briefly lost consciousness

and was dragged by his captors before being locked up for one night. He was released on April 29, and

went back to Port-au-Prince to a hospital. A priest from Hinche came and warned him to go to a private

hospital because they were looking for him. His wife joined him and they lived in hiding in Pon-au-

Prince. (His case was publicized in several periodicals and on radio; consequently he cannot walk in the

streets because he fears he would be recognized.) The NCHR assisted him in writing a letter of

reconsideration which was approved in June. Two weeks later he was still waiting for the results of his

medical examination and for his passport. His wife must stay behind to care for grandparents and children

but she wants to move to Port-au-Prince.™

Cilor Josephai (his real name), thirty-seven, is from Perodin, Petite Riviere deiJArtibonite. He has a wife

and four children. He is a farmer by profession and a member of the Rassemblement Paysan Perodin

(RPP), a local farmer organization. He is ctirrently living in hiding in Pon-au-Prince. On November 12,

1991 at about 3:00 p.m. soldiers came to his house to arrest him. They burned his house down. They

told him it was because he was a member of the RPP and Lavalas. They asked him how man> people he

had burned, if [President] Aristide was going to come back and about the activities of Lavalas. Fifteen

other members of his organization were arrested at the same time. He was not beaten in prison because

his family paid money to the army so he wouldn't be mistreated. They paid 360 Haitian gourdes (about

USS30.00) so he wouldn't be beaten and another 360 Haitian gourdes for his release. (Those that didn't

have money to give were beaten and didn't get released as quickly.) Upon his release he went to live in

his mother's house. On January 16, 1992, he was on his farm when his wife warned him that the army

had gone to his mother's house looking for him. He left the area immediately. He found out later that

the local section chief (a local rural military authority) had asked the military to arrest all members of his

organization. On March 14 he went to Pon-au-Prince. He slept in front of St. Joseph's Church and finally

worked out room and board with someone in exchange for woric. In October he tried to return to his home

and was arrested en route. He was beaten, and his ears were boxed. The soldiers walked on him, and he

" The 'Djak' is a common form of tenure involving tying the victim's anns behind the knees and beating the victim

repeatedly. It is also common to make ihe victim count the i>lows; a miscouni results in more t>eating.

^ See also. Harold Maass. 'Some repauiated Haitian refugees subjected to arbivary arrest, torture,' The Miami Herald.

June 18. 1993.
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fainted. (He has a medical certificate dated October 27, 1992 which cenifies that he was the viaim of

police brutality.) He went back to Port-au-Prince at the end of November, to a local NCO, the Centre

Oecumtoique des Droits Hum^ins, and they provided medical referral and flnancial assistance. He went

to NCHR for assistance and then applied for asylum through ICP. After five visits over a three-day period,

he received a denial letter. He returned to the NCHR office with the lener. The staff assisted him in

writing a motion to reconsider. As of July he was still waiting for a response.

According to Josephat, eleven other members of the RPP have also asked for asylum. One was approved

and has left Haiti. Other ^jplications are still pending. Some who were arrested after him and filed later were given

January 1994 appointments. Americas Watch and NCHR know of at least one other RPP member who has received

asylum after having similar problems and is due to leave Haiti soon.

Fritzion Orius (his real name), is a thirty-year-old journalist from Petite Riviire de I'Artibonite. He is

married and has one child. He was a radio correspondent with Radio Haiti-Inter in his area and in Port-au-

Prince. He was also a member of the local elections bureau during the September 1991 elections that

brought President Aristide to power. After the coup, journalists like himself were seen as 'outlaws.'

When a group of armed thugs went to his house and threatened him, he left town. Since then he has been

moving around, living in hiding. While staying with a friend in a town south of the capital he implied for

asylum at the U.S. Consulate in May 1992. He was given an appointment for the first week of June. He

had several interviews, including form-filling sessions, during eight hours spent there. In a week he had

heard nothing and called, only to be told to go pick up his denial letter dated June IS, 1992. He continued

to live in hiding. He tried to go back to his home in February but didn't sleep at his own house. A group

of police and attaches, two of whom were in uniform, went to his house looking for him. They found and

savagely beat his twenty-year-old brother with machetes, sticks and clubs. (His brother had worked with

the Information Ministry under the Aristide government.) He went back into hiding, living from town to

town, unable to work. During this time, several of his fellow journalists had also had problems. Three had

been arrested, severely beaten and spent a month in prison.^ Friends warned him to leave, believing him

to be in danger. He made several more attempts to go home and to visit his family, and each time he was

threatened and harassed. After an incident where attaches attempted to detain him during one such visit,

he contacted the Committee to Protect Journalists and decided to reapply for asylum. He filed a letter of

reconsideration on Thursday June, 17, 1993 with the help of the NCHR.

He asked Americas Watch and NCHR to intervene in his case with the ICP program, and both

organizations expressed their concern about his case directly to the Refugee Coordinator. Orius's motion to

reconsider was refused in August.

On Monday, June 28, 1993 Mr. Vesnel Jean-Fran(ois (his real name), a literacy worker and coordinator

of a coalition of community organizations of Cit< Soleil, was arrested and tortured by the Haitian militar)' after they

broke up a demonstration of about one hundred supponers of President Aristide. He was hospitalized in military

custody, and released on July 1. Jean-Francois had applied for political asylum through ICP in Port-au-Prince in

October 1992. His claim was denied. In March, he sought help from the NCHR to have his claim reconsidered

and was again denied. He was finally accepted in August 1993.*'

" Journalists have been particularly singled out for repression since the coup. It is one of (he professions considered by the

Suie Department to be 'at risk' for purposes of placing an applicant in the 'A* vening category.

*° See Pam Consuble. '...and the beatings continue,' The Boston Globe, July 6. 1993.
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In (he case of motions to reconsider, past persecution also seenu key, as opposed to a 'well-founded fear.

'

The following cases are examples:

"Louis," a thirty-four-year-old member of a community association in a Pon-au-Prince neighborhood,

applied for asylum and was denied in June 1992. In Oaober he Tiled a motion to reconsider which was
rejected on January 12, 1993. On November 25, 1992, during the time hisrmotion was pending, armed men
in civilian dress wem to his house. He was not home, and they searched the house saying they were
looking for weapons. Tlien on January 31 . 1993, little more than two weeks after his motion to reconsider

was denied, soldiers from the Ciii Soleil army post arrested him for being "pro-Aristide." He spent six

days in prison. He filed yet another motion to reconsider on February 7, 1993 and is still waiting for a

response.

The Miami Herald reported as follows:

Seraphin and his brother Caceus tried to flee by boat seven months after the coup, but were sent back.

They then applied for refugee sutus through the U.S. Consulate in Pon-au-Prince, as do about 20% of the

refugees returned home. They were rejected. Caceus was badly beaten during his most recent arrest ~
his third - and grimaced in pain as he lay in his bed after his release. Shonly before his arrest in May,
he went to the U.S. refugee application office in Pon-au-Prince to ask that his case be reconsidered.

Overioaded with ^>plications, en^loyees gave him an appointment. In October."

G. Some Asylum Seekers WiU Not Risk Applying

By definition, no maner how:,well strucmred and managed. ICP cannot meet the needs of a significant

group of asylum seekers who distrust the program or believe that they would put themselves or their loved ones in

danger by approaching it in the current political climate. These may not be the highest-profile people, who by

definition live more in the public eye. According to the international refiigee expen interviewed, 'The program

lacks credibility, it is seen with suspicion, it is linked with the U.S. govemmenux>sition in general.' Staff of local

human rights groups claim the program is viewed with great skepticism by^eir clientele and the relentlessly

targeted popular movement organizations. 'Praple are discouraged and reluctant, ''according (o staff of the Catholic

Church's Justice and Peace Conimission. 'The)' know they are taking a chance. They see it as a waste of time.'*-

An INS asylum officer interviewed in Pon-au-Prince said. *I wonder whether we're seeing the people with

the best claims. We don't see (those in] deepest hiding. They are s<)«mid they won't come out. We don't know
how bad things are.' However, the State Depanmeni official interviewed told AW and NCHR that he and his

colleagues 'believe ICP is safer' ftfrjfeal refugees....We think we're getting the most vulnerable.'" The

confidential Haitian source interviewed personally knew people in hiding who are 'afraid to go there, afraid that

what they say wjll haunt them.
*

" Maass. 'Some repatriated Haitian refugees subjected to arbitrary arrest, tonure.'

'^ Interview, Pon-au-Prince, June 17, 1993.

" According to Inzunza. '(U]nfonunately. in most cases, those most in need of this legal remedy - those most vulnerable

10 abuses and with least access to any viable alternatives - are least likely to be able to take advantage of it. Recognizing the

need for this kind of processing, we must also realize its inherent limiuiions.' ('Refugee Act of 1980,' p. 421.)
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The lOM and INS are willing to do off-site interviews in Pon-au-Prince for those afraid to approach the

program. But according to local human righu groups, this can draw dangerous attention to the applicant as well.

The Justice and Peace Commission, in NGO in daily contact with people in hiding and victims of persecution,

reported that in May, an lOM official went to Citd Soleil with a Haitian guide to conduct an off-site interview that

their office had helped arrange. That night, Zenglendos (armed thugs) arrived at the house where the interview had

taken place, frightening the entire household into hiding. The Justice and Peace staff knew of other individuals in

hiding who would not apply.

Similarly, staff of the Centre Oecumtoique des Droits Humains say that in their experience, there are many people

who will not contaa the program. They know of cases of people who "self-vet," even though they have been

persecuted, because they know they don't have enough proof. One staff person told the story of two friends in

hiding. 'They are afraid to go to lOM, they are afraid of the process," he said. "They are two young people from

Miragoane who think they must leave. They are members of the Organization to Defend the Interests of Nippe,

a local popular organization. They have colleagues who have been arrested and others who have been killed. People

in the area see them as 'Aristide fanatics." They have been living in hiding since attaches broke up a meeting they

were attending in a school and threatened them. They fear they will be arrested if caught."

V. INTERDICTION, FORCED RETURN AND IN-COUNTRY PROCESSING

New procedures have been implemented to assure that asylum seekers forcibly returned by U.S. Coast

Guard cutters are smoothly incorporated into the ICP program. U.S. Embassy personnel continue to meet the

cutters at the dock to monitor the renim. Currently, an INS interpreter, explanatory audio cassettes and preliminary

questionnaires are available on board the cutter. The questionnaires are vetted by State Depanment personnel before

disembarkation, and asylum seekers are given an interview date.

On July 17, AW and NCHR observed the forced return of eighty-seven refugees by the U.S.C.C.C.

Tahoma. It was anything but smooth. Present at the dock were the Haitian Red Cross, the U.S. Embassy, the

UN/OAS Mission and the press. Haitian police and immigration officials swarmed the area.** U.S. Embassy

officials initiated on-board vening of the questionnaires. One official later told AW and NCHR that the cases were

"mostly Bs, no As."

After disembarking, the returnees, including eleven children, were hustled into line by police officials. The

Embassy had arranged for a woman in labor to be taken directly to a waiting Haitian Red Cross ambulance instead

of having to go through the immigration process. She was questioned by police and immigration officials while

waiting in the ambulance. Everyone else was taken to an immigration/police post at the pier for processing.

Several of the returnees had their heads covered and hid their faces as journalists snapped pictures. A journalist

from the government television station and other national and foreign press interviewed a number of the returnees.

Immigration processing included questioning, fingerprinting the adult males and a meticulous search of all

of their possessions. The Haitian officials were brusque and insulting. One official held up a bag of diapers and

box of feminine napkins and displayed them laughingly to the spectators before tossing them back in the plastic bag.

The whole process was, as one foreign official commented, "intimidation par excellence." The Red Cross handed

out yellow cards for food aid at their destinations and provided cash for bus fare.

** A police officer harassed a Haitian NCHR colleague on several occasions, threatening to have him removed. The officer

said that they didn't recognize his organization and that such organizations wrere -crushing the country, always telling lies about

the siniation." Similar harassment obliged AW's Haitian interpreter to leave the dock area.
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The following case of a young man forcibly returned from the intertlicted boat is an alarming example of

individuals who are potentially at risk being forcibly returned to Haiti:

'Jacques.' a first-year university student with a current identification card from the Faculty of Applied

Sciences in Pon-au-Prince. bad been living in hiding for months when he decided to try to leave Haiti.

On December 6, 1992 be had been threatened by a gang of armed thugs who said they were after students

from his and other universities. He left his house and moved to Ltog&ne, south of Pon-au-Prince, but was
subjected to cominued harassment so that by early June he was too afraid to return to school. He lived

in hiding and through friends heard that a boat trip was being organized. Once on the U.S. cutter he filled

out a questionnaire. He claims he was told only to coiiq)lete the first page of biogrq>hical information.

He did not tell anyone on board about his situation. He showed AW and NCHR a card he was given with

a March 1, 1994 appoinanaa date with the lOM.

By the end of the process, twenty-two men had been led away for police questioning. Of these, six were
arrested and taken by a uniformed police officer and two individuals in civilian dress in a private pickup to the

Immigration and Ideuification Service, housed in the same building as the infamous Antigang headquaners. Those
arrested were Lionel Brice. Micot Brice, Jean Arnold Morice. Wisner Julme, Leioine Joseph and Roland Bernard.

The U.S. Embassy was informed that they were under arrest as the alleged trip organizers. Three were released

after several hours and the others the following day. None was charged.-

On July S. 1993. the U.S. Coast Guard cutter AaronAo/ repatriated twenty-six people who were aboard a

boat intercepted about thirty-five miles southwest of Griffe du Sud. They were afforded the same treatment

described above. Eleven were taken for questioning, and five of these were arrested on charges of 'illegal

departure' and 'organization of a clandestine voyage.' They spent two nights imprisoned at the Antigang

headquaners before being freed on July 7 by a public prosecutor. They laier told the UN/OAS Mission observers

that they had not been mistreated but had been interrogated about the trip organizer and the owner of the boat.

As this repon was being completed, on September 1 1 . 1993. a Haitian boat carrying forty-six people was

interdicted. As the passengers were being transferred to the U.S.C.C.C. Mohawk rough seas caused the Haitian

boat to c^size, and nine Haitians drowned. The rest were summarily returned lo Pon-au-Prince on September 13.

Among the passengers, who depaned from the northern city of Cap Haitien. were ten members of a local

organization. Komite Kaiye Lavalas. On Sq)tember 3, 1993, eighteen people, including these ten, had been

arrested. 'Sean', twenty-three, and two other viaims, told NCHR that they were beaten and incarcerated before

escaping at night througlfa prison window. Ten of those who escaped boarded a boat depaning the next morning

after the boat owner agreed to help them flee. Six of that group were among the drowned, including Sean's wife.

Prior to disembarking at the Pon-au-Prince dock, the returnees filled out ICP preliminary quesiioiuiaires.

Sean and another returnee wm^given appointments for the following morning. Six other passengers were arrested

and briefly detained, including a foimedi-year-old girl and the sympathetic boat owner who had assisted the ten in

their escape.

A 1980 Haitian decree regarding 'irregular voyages' stipulates (An. 3) that:

Any organizer of an irregular voyage destined for abroad, any attempt to make a person undenake a

voyage abroad from the national territory without the corresponding legal procedures will be punished by
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a sentence of six months to three years as dictated by the con^tent correctional conn. In case of a repeat

offense, the guilty party will receive the maximum sentence and will be fmed 10,000 to S0,000 gourdes."

On January 16. 1993, 107 Haitians who were preparing to leave by boat were arrested by soldiers on a

beach near Gonaives. The soldiers fired their gtms into the air, tied the men together by their wrists and the women

by their dresses. They were taken to the Toussaint L'Ouverture military base, where they were detained.

According to the military commander interviewed by NCHR, the refugees were held for violating the 1980 decree.

Officials in Gonaives interpreted the decree as including all those who pay for passage on a boat. Approximately

fony-flve detainees, mostly women and children, were held for five days and released on January 21 . The rest were

released on January 22.

The existence of this law makes forcible renim of Haitian boat people even more iwconscionable under the

present circumstances, since it is being enforced by the same regime responsible for innumerable abuses against

citizens. Unauthorized departure is a recognized trademark of refugee flight worldwide. In Haiti it is also

considered a crime. The U.S. policy of summary return of all Haitians blurs the fundamental distinction between

a refugee and a criminal, returning Haitians to face detention and possible prosecution. Not only are Haitians denied

the possibility of arriving at a safe pon; they are returned to a country where the very fact of their exit puts them

in danger. According to officials, the U.S. Embassy has taken great pains to follow up on these cases, even for

months, until ihey are resolved. However, the Embassy has no control over who is detained and why, or how they

are treated, physically and legally. Picking up Haitians packed into rickety boats may be termed 'rescue at sea.'

Returning them to Haiti, under these circumstances, clearly cannot.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The Clinton Administration has contributed to the achievement of an accord which may lead to a settlement

of the Haitian political crisis. This is an example of what can be achieved when the U.S. government works

cooperatively with the international community. It is a positive initiative that is marred by the blatant mishandling

of the refugee crisis.

A fundamental question is whether Haitian refugees are a U.S. 'problem" or a regional or international

"problem". Logically, many Haitians choose the U.S. as their country of first asylum.** While this does not, of

course, oblige the U.S. to receive them as asylees, there is an international obligation to respect the principle of

non-refoulement and provide at least temporary refuge." By taking the lead in cunailing the legal options of

Haitian asylum seekers, by interdicting and forcibly returning them, the U.S. government has not only made the

refugee crisis its problem but has, at the same time, sabotaged the possibility for international participation and

suppon. By continuing the blockade, President Clinton effectively eliminated the possibility of a regional approach

" Decree dated November 17. 1980. By contrast, Anide 41-1 of the 1987 Haitian Constitution sutes that. "No Haitian

needs a visa to leave the country or renim." The Constitution also sutes (Art. 19) that, "The State has the binding obligation

10 guarantee all citizens the right to life, to health and respect for the human person without distinction, in conformity with the

Universal DecUration of Human Rights." Translations from the French by Americas Watch. Article 14 of the Universal

Declaration expressly provides for the right to leave a country and seek asylum.

• Thousands of Haitians have also sought refuge in the Dominican Republic, with mixed results.

" See generally UNHCR. Conclusions on the International Protection ofRefugees Adopted by the Executive Committee of

the UNHCR Programme (United Nations: New York), regarding large-scale influx and temporary, refuge. (For example. 30th

Session, 1979; 31si Session. 1980.)
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to the crisis, isolating the U.S. from the very entities, nationally and inteniationally, that could have contributed to

a reasonable regional response. The ICP program is both a product and a victim of this isolation.

Using ICP as the justification for refoulement and the only alternative for asylum seekers is ludicrous and

severely abridges the rights of Haitians. Policies should fit and uphold laws. By pretending thai ICP is an

appropriate response to the Haitian crisis, and that the principle of non-refoulement is not applicable, the U.S. has

succeeded in turning the intent of international and domestic refugee law upside down to make it fit a discriminatory

policy. The results are easily observable in the practice. Contrary to the assenions of administration officials,

Haitians worthy of asylum are indeed 'slipping through the cracks.'

While the ICP program has improved in recent months, it continues to suffer from the inconsistencies

stemming from the flawed rationale behind it and the problems inherent in carrying out such a program in the

political context of Haiti. Asylum seekers, above all. need protection and the ability to state their claims in a

climate of trust, safety and fairness. As the present research indicates, many have not found these basic needs met

by ICP. Furthermore, Haitians are punished for doing what anyone would instinctively do when faced with danger -

•flee.

Some Haitians who have availed themselves of ICP have been unfairly and indefinitely put on hold. Some

have been rejected until their well-foimded fears are borne out. Still others have suffered persecution at different

stages of the process. Those who reasonably infer that ICP is not a safe option are left with no option.

Furthermore, there are indications that the State Depanment is taking steps toward winding down the program in

anticipation of a political settlement.

INS Commissioner-nominee Doris Meissner recently wrote, 'Receiving countries must be attentive to pre-

refiigee, pre-migration circumstances in sending coimtries....Thus. migration prevention must become a legitimate

objective of international diplomacy and national policy.' However, 'migration prevention' does not mean

establishing blockades and beefmg up border patrols to protect U.S. borders from a so-called onslaught of

undesirable aliens. It does mean aaively engaging in the establishment of lasting solutions to the political crises in

countries like Haiti. Contributing to an enviroiunent in which citizens are able freely to exercise their rights,

including the right to stay, should be a centerpiece of this solution. The U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees,

Sadako Ogata, has repeatedly warned that while the right to stay is imponant, the right lo flee must not be forgotten.

'[PJrevention is not ... a substitute for asylum; the right to seek and enjoy asylum, therefore, must continue to be

upheld.'"

U.S. policy toward Haitians is a case study in the growing tendency worldwide to close the doors on

refugees. The harsh consequences of restrictive ICP procedures for some Haitian asylum seekers, suggest that what

we can expect if proposed U.S. legislation is passed to curtail the asylum process even further. U.S. policymakers

have played on the public's fears of increased immigration and are taking the lead in a woridwide trend toward

closing borders.and denying asylum to bona fide refugees. Having done that, the U.S. forfeits its ability to

encourage other countries to do what's right when faced with large numbers of people fleeing persecution.

The NGO conmiunity was prepared to work with the incoming Clinton Administration to establish a fair

response to the Haitian refugee crisis. Proposals backed by AW and NCHR and many others were quite

conservative and pragmatic. The Administration was asked to do the bare minimum required by law and human

decency to respond to Haitian asylimi seekers: respect the principle of non-refoulement and give them a fair hearing.

Instead, the Clinton Administration opted to continue violating the most basic rights of Haitians and to invest

" As cited in the World Refugee Survey. U.S. Comminee for Refugees (Washington. D.C.:1993), p. 7.
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considerable resources and energy into funher damaging both domestic and intemaiionaJ refugee law, affecting

asylum seekers the world over.

As stated in the introduction, progress in the political arena, while cause for hope, does not lessen the need

for an adequate policy to address the needs of Haitian refugees, now and in the future. The precedents set by the

management of the Haitian refugee crisis have ominous consequences for future refugees fleeing massive human
rights violations, in Haiti or elsewhere. The blatant manipulation of U.S. and international law, by two

administrations, to further this policy leaves open the question of how the U.S. will handle the next refugee

emergency.

Haitians have a right to flee persecution and seek safe haven. The U.S. govenmiem has played a central

role in the refugee crisis, going out of its way, on the high seas, to actively deny safe haven - and has called it

'rescue.' It has further established an in-coimtry processing program that cannot, in and of itself, serve as an

adequate response to the needs of Haitian asylum seekers, and has called it 'complete coverage.'

Vn. RECOMMENDATIONS

1. End refoulement policy: On January 14, President-elect Clinton announced the temporary continuation

of forcibly returning Haitian refugees, saying, "The practice of returning those who flee Haiti by boat will continue,

for the time being, after I become President.' This 'temporary" measure should be ended, Supreme Coun decision

notwithstanding, and new procedures should be established, in conjunction with the Aristide administration, for

handling asylum seekers outside Haiti.

2. Help to develop alternatives: The U.S. should work closely with the UN, UNHCR, the NGO
community and GAS member states to devise an acceptable and safe international response to Haitian asylum seekers

in which the U.S. would necessarily play a leading role. In December 1992, a broad-based coalition of NGOs
supponed a series of measures for proteaion a^d processing that, consistent with international law and standards,

could immediately be implemented. These included:

• ending automatic repatriation; ^
• expanding in-country processing;

• increasing the number of refugee slots allocated for Haitians;

• opening up a safe-haven enclave in the Caribbean basin;

• settling pending litigation; and

• providing temporary status to Haitisfis currently in the United States.

The UNHCR has advocated a broad strategy which includes facilitating a regional response consistent with

traditional principles of burden shariQg so that no one country shoulders the responsibility. The UNHCR has also

promoted a comprehensive plan for fescue at sea, screening and non-refoulement, and full and fair procedures for

eligibility determinations.

V

3. Conduct an independent review of the ICP program: Given the inconsistencies in asylum claims management

and adjudication cited in this repon, an independent review of the ICP program inclifling the roles of both the State

Department and the INS is called for.

• The U.S. Congress should request an investigation by the General Accounting Office with the objectives

of investigating the Slated Department's ^proach to and management o/ the program as well as detecting
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ifTCgularicies in adjudication to ascertain whether Haitian asylum seekers receive a fair and timely bearing through

the program.

• The Attorney General should 2|>point an impartial panel of expens to carry out a thorough review of case

decisions for the Justice Department. The methodology employed, as well as all flndings, should be transparent

and open to public participation and scrutiny. Haitian asylum seekers who believe they have received an unfair

decision, or their representatives, should be included in the review process.

4. Use ICP as part of broader plan: ICP should be continued as an important additional avenue of protection

Haitian asylum seekers. As pan of a broader plan of action for Haitian refugees, ICP could be strengthened and

supponed by a more collegial relationship with various local and international NGOs and international instinitions

such as the UNHCR. Only in this context could specific recommendations regarding ICP operations in Haiti

contribute to improving the program.
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list Witch -indthi fund for fm lipnssiuL Its Chiir isliidirt L Bimstiin; Vki Chir. Adriin W. DiWind; Acting Eticttivi Dincior. Kumth

Roth: Wishington Dinctor. HoUy J. Burkhiltir CiBfomii Dinctor. Uui Liat Ptiss Dincior. Susin Osnos: Counsil. Jirnin Rani.

MitiiMl Coilitiin for HiMin Ritugm. istiblishid in 1982. is composid of fortr-snin ligil. hiunin rights, ciri rights, chmth. Iibor

md Hiitiin community orginizitions working^togithir to snk justici for Hihiin nfugns in tin Unitid Stitis ind to monitor ind prvmoti hmin

rights in Hiiti. Its liicutivi Dincior is Joctlyn McCiBi: Associiti Dinctor. Anm fuBir. Risiirch Associili. EBin Ziislir In iddition to piriodic

nports on humm 'rights in HihL thi NCHR publis/us i monthly iMjUitin on humin rights/ ind nfugM iffiirs. It is ividibli open nqinst.

Jmit Rifugn Sirriu/VSA. locitid in Wishington. D.Cis^ cutnl coordiniting offKi m thi_Unitid Slitis of thi intimitionil Jisuit

Rifugii Sirvici. JRS wis foundid irfRomi in 1981 undir thi luspicis of thi Society olJisus. Rigionilly orginUid JRS opiritis pngrims for

rifugees md intimilly displicidpirsons in onr twmtyfin countriis in Asii, Africi. Cinlril ind North Americi, luropi ind Austrilii. Mijorpmgnm

foci mcludi pistoni cm, legil issistinci. nsiirch. hiilth iducition ind Kcompinimint. Thi Dinctor of JRS/USA is Robtrt W. McChismy, SJ.;

Associiti Dinctor, Miry Pick.

AW/NCHR/JRS 37 Sepieraber 1993
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Appendix 12.

—

Letter From the American Immigration Law-
yers Association to Hon. Romano L. Mazzou, Chairman,
Subcommittee on International Law, Immigration, and Ref-
ugees, Dated June 14, 1994

AMERICAN IMMIGRATION LAWYERS ASSOCIATION

dfHTMtAWAN

June 14. 1994

The Honorable Romano Mazzoli

Chairman. Subcommittee on International Law,

Immigration and Refugees

Conunittee on the Judidai>-

U.S. House of Representatives

370-B Rayburn Office Building

Washington. D.C 2QS10

Dear Chairman Mazzoli:

.- --•* f»-^

iO»-"H»
auon

^<IZ.» -ASM!

iM.*. ....... I-

The American Immigration Lawyers Association thanks you for convening

hearings on June IS. 1994, to discuss U.S. policies regarding Haitian refugees.

We respectfully request that this letter be made pan of the record of these

proceedings.

AILA remains gravely concerned about conditions in Haiti and the lack of

adequate proteaion for those fleeing what we all agree are worsening human
rights violations. While AILA believes that the restoration of democracy to Haiti,

and the return of its democratically eleoed President Jean Bertrand Ahstide, are

the only actions that can provide stable and secure protection for those who are

presently living in or desperately nying to flee the kilUng flelds of Haiti, interim

measures to protea refugees should be taken without further delay.

AILA is distressed to learn that the Administration's plan for refugee

processing requires a refugee interdicted at sea to bear the hill burden of proving

his or her qualification for refugee status within 48 hours of interdiction, without

access to supponing documenution, legal counsel, or secure surroundings, under

threat ofTmmediate repatriation to Haiti. We feel that this plan is deeply flawed

and will fail to protea most of those who genuinely need and deserve proteaion.

Allowing the UNHCR. and NGOs under its supervision, access to the refugees

prior to and during .shipboard processing is a positive step, but it is not enough.

We are also concerned that the INS personnel who will serve as

adjudicators on 30-day rotations will not have adequate training or experience in

asylum law nor familiarity with country conditions in Haiti to make fair and

AN ArrniATEO ORGANIZATION OF THE AME= CAN BAR ASSOCtATION
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reasoned detenninations.

We contrast this plan for Haitian processing with the refugee processing

operations in the former Soviet Union and Southeast Asia, where many categories

of people need only assert a "fear" and a "credible basis for concern" about the

possibility of persecution to be granted refugee status. The application of the

relaxed "Lautenberg" standard in these locations results in an 889c-959c approval

rate in the pre-defined categories. We find the disparity between these programs

and the plan for Haitian refugees shocking.

We remain convinced that the indiscriminate violence in Haiti requires a

temporary regional safe haven to protect those who are truly in danger. If

refugee processing is to be conducted on board ships, or even on land, those who

cannot meet the full burden of proof, but who present a credible fear", should

not be repatriated until democracy is restored in Haiti.

We remain ready to assist the Administration's efforts to provide genuine

protection for Haitian refugees. We believe, however, that genuine protection

requires:

pro bono legal representation of interdicted refugee applicants

the application of a relaxed standard, such as the Lautenberg

standard, to all Haitian refugee determinations

adjudications by fully trained INS asylum officers

independent on-site review of adverse decisions

land-based processing at a secure site

temporary regional safe haven for all those who fail to meet the

high burden of full refugee determination, but who present a

credible fear of harm in Haiti

If Haitians are granted access to legal counsel, AILA remains committed to

working with other advocacy organizations to recruit pro bono attorneys to assist

those seeking protection. We urge the U.S. Congress to ensure that a fair refugee

determination process is implemented without further delay.

Sincerely, —

^

AMERICAN IMMIGRATION LAWYERS ASSOCIATION

Hope M. Frye Q Warren R. Leiden Jeanne A. Butterfield
;

Executive Director Executive Director Senior Policy Analyst 28dp4026
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Apfenddc 13.

—

^Letter From the American Bar Association to
Hon. Romano L. Mazzou, Chairman, Subcommittee on Inter-
national Law, Immigration, and Refugees, Dated June 13,
1994

4114 •«>>« i.^mTim

ym
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION Covemmental Affairs Office

MOO M Slrwi \.V\

Watnington. OC ^OOJo-itSs

laCi J3W200
f*\ (2021 JJI-IIW

June 13, 1994

•l****^ t ACUM4SO

1-.- 1«b«' x*.***.*

The Honorable Ronano Mazzoli
Chairman
Subcominittee on International Law,

Immigration and Refugees
Committee on the Judiciary
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20510

»!*•' L:t.'»..*fiON

.!C-k«r.l VSifT»M

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The American Bar Association commends you for conducting
hearings on June is, 1994 to examine U.S. policies toward
Haitian refugees. We ask that this letter be made a part
of the record of these hearings.

The Association has been deeply troubled by the current
policy. Several weeks ago, ABA President R. William Ide
III wrote to President Clinton to urge that the automatic
repatriations stop immediately. Regrettably, this detri-
mental policy continues today. A copy of the May 9 letter
to the President is enclosed.

Because the level of violence in Haiti imperils the welfare
of the entire population, the Association prefers providing
temporary safe haven to Haitians who have escaped the
terror until conditions there improve. But, as the Admin-
istration has decided to undertake refugee screening, it is
Imperative that certain procedural safeguards be
implemented to ensure that refugees are not erroneously
rejected and returned to life-threatening situations. Such
procedures should include:

experienced asylum/refugee officers
competent interpreters
advanced notification of the procedures and burdens
legal assistance
independent review

- monitoring by the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees
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We understand that the Administration has nearly finalized a
processing plan for carrying out President Clinton's May 8, 1994
announcement that there would be a change in Administration
policy. Although the plan provides for the involvement of the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees at all stages of
the process, the Haitians apparently will not receive
individualized counseling or be permitted legal representation.

Moreover, they will be interviewed by immigration officers who
do not have prior experience in making asylum or refugee
determinations, and, if rejected, will be returned to Haiti by
the end of the day without benefit of an independent appeal or
review. We further understand that this process will take place
aboard ship in Jamaican waters and that a similar process will
be implemented in the Turks and Caicos Islands. Such procedures,
however, will not afford Haitians a meaningful opportunity to
demonstrate their eligibility for asylum and would lack
protections necessary to ensure that eligible refugees are not
erroneously rejected.

If Haitians are granted access to legal counsel, the ABA is
committed to working with other organizations to solicit pro
bono attorneys to assist those applying for protection. We call
on the Congress to ensure that fair procedures with provision
for counsel are established and implemented without further
delay.

Sincerely,

Robert D. Evans

Enclosure

cc: Members of the Subcommittee on
International Law, Immigration
and Refugees
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f^/B^
R. WILUAM IDE III

ri iiiiitnl

Anwncaii Sar Anodalion

750 Nonfi Like Shore Dnv«
Chicigo. IL 60611

T«(ephoBe:3l2/98»-S109

f«:J12/9»»-5100

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION Dirtct Pcfionai IcpUa to:

One Peaditiec Center

Suite 5300
303 Peadilrce Street

AHanu. CA 30308
404/527-4000
404/S27-S460 Direct CMil

Fax: 404/521-9343

ABA/nef IDEWMIII

May 9, 1994

The President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

For more than two years, refugees fleeing widespread
terror and human rights abuses by an illegal regime have been
returned to Haiti without regard to the consequences that
await them. Although the American Bar Association is
encouraged that this detrimental policy will soon end, it is

essential that the new procedures give Haitians a meaningful
opportunity to demonstrate their eligibility for asylum.

We therefore urge you to take the following actions:

* Rather than waiting, immediately stop automatic
repatriations and provide intercepted Haitians with full

and fair hearings on their asylum claims and access to
legal assistance.

* Grant temporary protection to Haitians in the United
States until conditions permit their safe return to

Haiti.

* Provide fair procedures to those Haitians who are
applying for refugee status abroad whether in Haiti or
elsewhere in the region.

When refugee screening interviews have taken place on

coast Guard cutters in the past, they lacked procedural safe-

guards to ensure that eligible refugees-were not erroneously

rejected. We urge you not to reinstitute that discredited

process and offer our assistance in developing a fair one.

Sincerely,

*+^. )-ivUi*^ 4)^S^
R. William Ide III
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Appendix 14.—Statement of Cheryl Little, Co-Chair, Forum
FOR Haitian Justice and Florida Rural L^gal Services, Inc.

STATEMENT BY CHERYL LTTTLE ON BEHALF OF

THE FORUM FOR HAITIAN JUSTICE AND

FLORIDA RURAL LEGAL SERVICES, INC.

PoM-ifFaxNcta 7871
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Indeed, during some motiths of /^ristide's government, the US Coast Guard encountered no

Haitian veisds at all. By contrast, the Coast Guard last year intercepted and forcibly

rqntriated 2,324 Haitians.

Our organization!; believe that until democracy is restored in Haiti, the single most

positive tiling Congress can do to address the Haitian exodus is to pass bill H.R. 3663 —

"The Haitian Refiige»^ Faimeij Act"

n. THE CONTENT OF H.R. 3363

The Haitian Refugees Fainiess Act essentially makes two declarations: (1) ttiat the US

will not forcibly repatriate foreign nationals intercepted at sea until it has determined —

according to intemadorudfy recognized standards — diat they axe not bona fide reirigees; (2)

that the US will grant "temporary protected status" (TPS) to most Haitians who have been

living without recognized stattjs in the US since November 17, 1993. TPS recipients would

be permitted to live and work in the US "for 24 months from the date of enactment of the

Act or . . . until the President certifies to Congress diat a democratically elected government

is securely in place in Haiti, whichever occurs later."
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m. THE IMPORTANCE OF H.R. 3663

/. Saving lives and countering terrorism

The most important aspect of H.R. 3663 is that its passage would without question

Sparc the lives of innoceat children, women, and men. Many Haitians who have been

forcibly leturoed by the US b-^^c been persecuted -i.e., wiongfiilly arrested, threatened,

beaten, imprisoned, tortured or murdered, with Haitian authorities attempting to prevent any

investigation of these abuses. Nothing short of die provisions of H.R, 3663 wfll prevent this

from continuing to occur. For example, if TPS is not granted the Haitians, then many of

those "screened in" to the US at the Guantanamo Naval Base m 1991 , after being found to

have "credible fears' ,^ persecution in Haiti, might well be repatriated against their will. As

to the dangers they would then face, even President CUnton and the State Department have

recently acknowledged that Haiti's military is engaging in a country-wide 'deliberate

elimination* of political opponents, "including rank-and-file former Aristide suppofters.*

Only H.R. 3663 can stop legitimate poKticaJ rcftigccs from being delivered into the hands of

these tenorists.

2. Conqtlying with international law

In M.^y of 1992 riesident Bush instructed the Immigration and Naturalization Service

(INS) to forcibly repdtriate all Haitians intercepted at sea without any investigatioD into the

likelihood of their pcr.fcmion in Haiti ("the Kennebunkport Order"). This has i«maincd US

practice to this day.
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ihis practice is a gross violation of international laws which the US officially endorses

(e.g., Article 33 of a 1951 Ge-ieva Convention and Aitide I of a 1967 U.N. Protocol, both

'Relating to the Stains of Refugees.' Titese laws expressty forbid signatory governments

from forcibly rctunuD^ people to a territory where diey are likely to suffer political

persecution. The practice also violates the 193 1 'Interdiction Agreement* between the US

and Haiti, since the agreement dearly stipulates that 'bona fide refugees" will not be

repatriated.

Although the White House has recently announced its intention to resume interviewing

intercepted Haitians, it seems unliJEBly that this new screening process win meet the standards

of iotematioDal law. In our view, H.R. 3363 is esseodal to ensuring that the US satisfy in

practice the internationally recognized standards of refugee processing to which it has

committed itself on paper.

5. Reducing Double Standards

The US is very generous to certain groups of refugees. In recent years it has granted

"temporary protected status' to refugees from Bosnia, El Salvador, Kuwait, Lebanon, Liberia

and Somalia. In 1993 it approved for rcfingee status 51,000 Jewish and other religious

minority applicants who wished to leave the former Soviet Union — an approval rate of 95%.

Yet an even more striking example of US generosity is Cuba, a country which ironically is

one of Haiti's closest neighbors.

Under 'The Cuban Adjustment Act* of 1966, most Cubans who make it to die US are

eligible for pei manent residenry one > jar after their arrival. During the Mariel boatlift of
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1980, fir example, over 250,000 Cubans were resettled in the US. Last year over 5,000

Cubans made it to South Florida in small vessels. Among them was a group which anived

on the same boat as a group of Haitians. The Cubans were immediately welcomed by the US

government, while the Haitians were immediately imprisoned. These practices are routine,

but the contrast could hardly b^ more staik.

The harshness with which Haitians are treated is quite remarkable, especially in view

of the face that human rights abuses in Haid seem at least as bad — if not worse ~ than those

in C-ba. In 1987 -- a year of particularly bloody repression in Haiti following a sabotaged

election - the US did not grant asyhim to a single Haitian applying for asylum in the US.

Indeed, several US courts have oinfirmed a patton of systematic immigration disctimination

which extends back to 1964.

While H.R. 3663 would not eliminate the blatant double standard to which Haitiam

are now subject, it would guarantee at least a modicum of justice.

4. TPS' Retief oj US Institutions

Many foreign national have been provisionally admitted to die US with the

understanding that they may apply for - but not necessarily be awarded - asylum status.

Unfortunately, US government resources are overwhelmed by die prospect of processing the

applications of people cnrrently in this category. The INS' asylum backlog is expected to

reach 500,000 by October of Uus year, yet the INS has said that to process even die 10,000

plus Haitian Guantanamo a5}'''jm cases would probably take '100 years". The TPS
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provisions of H.R. 3363 would sigmncantity reduce this cos^ backlog, since TPS recipients

are not required tn porsiK, usylum claims, and many Haidans will want to return to Haiti once

its democracy is restored.

The T?S provisions of H.R. 3663 would economically benefit ottier US institutions as

well. Many of the Haitians who would receive TPS are presently forbidden to woric —

indeed, many are in detezrtion. H.R. 3663 would etiminate the expense of detention, and by

permitting TPS recipients to work, would gradually transfer costs associated with their

maintenance from various government institutions to die Haitians themselves. Significant

public funds could dicrcby be liberated for other purposes.

5. Enhancing the image cfthe JS

US policy on Haiti has atfiacted much criticism in recent years. For example, die

practice of automatic repatriation has been condemned by the Organization of American

States, by the United Nations Hijh Commissioner for Refijgecs, and by Amnesty

Inte^mational. Such condemnations tarnish the image of the US, undermine its moral

authority, and wealun its credibility in the international arena. These damaging processes

would be reversed by the passage of H.R. 3663.

6. Relevance to the President's recent initiative on refitgee processing

On May 8, 1994 Preadent Clinton announced that the US would resume the practice

of interviewing Haitians intercepted at sea. This is an improvonent over dte current practice

of automatic return, but there are many reasons why the new poHcy seems unlikely to meet

the standards of H.R. 3663.
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First, for the foreseeable future all interviews wiU be coodacted on ships. When the

US last used shipboard interviews (from 1981 to 1991), of over 23,000 interviewed Haitians

only 28 were given permission to apply for asybun. By contrast, after the 1991 coiq> vbca

US courts Ibrced the US goverameot to interview intercepted Haitians on land, the INS gave

over 10,000 of 36,000 interviewed Haitians permissian to qqHy for a^lum. Indeed, at one

point the approval rate for on-land interviews reached over 85%, diough it quiddy fell after

pressure from Washington. There is little doubt that the oo^and interview piocess was better

able to determine people's bistcHics, and to identiiy bona fide refugees.

Another concem is the Administration's prediction ftat the entire interview and

aajudication process will take about ooe hour per person. Because most interviews will

require two-way translation (Haitians' not qtealdi^ English, and adjudicators not speaking

Creole), the effective interview time will therefore be more like 30 minutes (assuming

unhesitating and perfea translations). Yet dK INS Asylom I^txxdutes Manual instructs its

officers that interviews should be tennin:.ied 'only when die qiplicant has been allowed to

Jidfy explain why he or she fears persecution* (emphasis added). Experienced immigration

lawyers agree that one nour i; ^-^nerally ^^rossty insufBdeot for a Haitian refugee to "folly

explain" toeir fear of perseoition.

Another discouraging sign is Oqnity National Security Advisor Sandy Berger's

statement in oid-tAay that 95% of interviewed Haitians will likdy be denied asylum. Such

preconceived an>roval races c^eaiiy bias the appraisal process. Similarly, anrent INS policy

is to accept no more dian 5,000 refugees per yc' from tbe wfaok of Latin American and the

Caribbean. Unlef- diis quota is revised strongly upward, Hakians will be rttDmed to their
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deaths no "affw wfa-'.t tha quality of their interviews (Freedom House presently rates Haiti

among th>. top 20 violators of human rights in the vodS).

A related worty is the ^xceptiooal standard of proof which will be required of Haitian

refugees. Haitians detained at Guantibiamo a fisw years ago were admitted to the US on Uie

basis of a "credible fiear" of persecution. In 1990, with Ac passage of the Lantenberg

Amendment, certain Soviet and Indochincse nationals were eligible for refugee status if they

showed a "credible basis' for concern about persecution. However, the Haitians interviewed

under the Clinton program will have to establish a "weD-fbunded fear' of persecution. The

shift in language is slight, but die latter oiterioo is intended to be much more severe. Given

that refugee claimants will have access ndther to l^al counsel nor to supportii^ documents

and witnesses in Haiti, and given Ae magnitude of the disaster which awaits wrmigly

returned Haitians, 'credible fear" is by far the more humane and approprixte standard.

Almost certainly, if the stricter standard is used, some wrongly returned Haitians will have to

pay for INS errors with their Hves.

Another uqm>mising developnient is the Administradon's recent announcement ftat

screening widiin Haiti will remain 'the primary route for Haitians seeking rcfiigee status."

Such 'In-Couatry Processing' (ICP) is a notorious diam widiin Haiti itself, one INS official

there said, noting diat the extracrdinaty proof of danger required almost ensures that "ttie

only qualified refiigees will be dead ones." This judgement is shared by many agencies

which monito; human rights abuses in Haiti. INS standards of prwf would have to change

radically bcfor- Haitians could regard ICP as rtdr primary hope of refuge, and it is

distressing that official US perceptions are so fir removed from the experience of ordinary Haitians.
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It is also troubling tbat despite Presideiit Clinton's admission of the dangers wiiicfa

fitce^ repatriated Haidans, during the more than one month since his new interdiction policy

was declared be has continued the forcible irtoni of all intenxpted Haitians (over 1,400 of

them). M^y of these \Koplc have been arrested upon their arrival in Poit-au-Prince. This

is not surprising, partly because the military-qjpointed President of Haiti (Emile Jonaissant)

announced in May that anyone who flees - or is even preparing to flee - Haiti witboot

'proper dociunenis' will be arrested and proseci.^fid. Mr. Jonaissant's armed forces have

already conducttJ several violent assaults against civilians in an sqiparent attempt to enforce

this decree.

When all the ;ibove factors ;>re rided to die inexperience and heavy anticipated

worlcloads of the new adjudicators, including cmrent INS Border Patrol agents, to the cultural

gulf between them and dieir interviewees, u> the traumatized condition of those freshly

interdicted, to the absence-of a meaningful appeal procedare over what will literally be life-

or-death decisions, etc.. it is little wonder that Amnesty Intetnational writes: 'It is hard to

believe that [the President's] new measure will provide asylom-seekers with a hearing vbkh

includes all the essential safeguards required by intcniational standards for the protection of

refugees." We agre^. and coixrlude tiiat H.R. 3663 is despentely needed to secure those

'inteniadorial standards.'
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

By te the best solution of the Haitian refugee problem would be the restoratioa of

Haitian democracy. AUtaough President Clinton's May 8, 1994 inidative on refugee

processing may bring some improvement to the situation, it is likely to fell decidedly short of

intenational standards on the protection of refugees. To ensure that these standards are met -

- as common decency requires - H is essential that Congress pass H.R. 3663. That passage

would also benefit the US itself in various ways. However, tiie most important aspect of die

Haitian Refugees Fairness Act remains, as its name suggests, its contribution to justice: H.R.

3663 would undoubtedly rescue innocdot children, women and men from avoidable terror,

torture and death. The US Congress should not allow the blood of these innocents to be oo

its hands.

o
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